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More and more companie are ruming to 

CompuAdd' philo ophy of purchasing PCs 

direct. And when they do, they're more than 

delighted with the result. They've found that 

CompuAdd offers a combination of high-value 

pricing and high-capability technology. ince 

CompuAdd de ign and manufacture its PC 

ystem , buying direct give you the added 

benefit of a do e, direct relation hip with the 

PC manufacrurer. 

CompuAdd customers have found that we offer 

superb ervice. In fact, a recent independent 

cu tomer service survey found that CompuAdd 

led the PC industry in commitment to its 

cu tomers and in value/ price performance. 

When you consider tha t CompuAdd' interna

tional • ale, growth ha doubled over the Ia t 

year, it' ea y to ee that CompuAdd offers th 

way ahead for the 1990 . 

hen we de igned our 486 PC, we made no compromi ~ 

that ommitment ha paid off handsomely. Personal Cor. 

magazine recently judged the CompuAdd 25 86/ 2" H 

Be t Power er y tem in a competition that included t 

Compaq y temPro, Dell 33 and the eXT Dimension ! 

The judge for the Personal Computer competition comn 

that the Compu dd 25 i "ju t about the faste t 25MHz 

tried." Thi award proves CompuAdd's advanced manuf: 

capabilitie and points out that, when you purchase dir 

CompuAdd, you needn't compromise on technological c 

'\ e've mentioned the CompuAdd 425's proce ing pee< 

But there' much more. The y tern · tandard with Ml 

of memory that ' expandable to 8MB on the motherboar 

or 16MB on the . y tern bus. And r;,t n though tl1i 

a low-profile sy tern that occupie 30% le d k 

pace, there's room for five expansion ':lots. 

The 25 offers plenty of power to act a 

a technical workstation but also 

provides the flexibility to run all 

th usual 286 and 386 PC ofrware. 
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Because we've combined industry leading 

technology with our direct sales philo ophy, 

you have access to tomorrow's generation of 

per onal computing at prices that are simply 

remarkable. And consider that we also offer a 

free lifetime uppon hotline, a one-year 

warranty and our money-back undenaking. 

o ca ll today and join CompuAdd on the way 


ahead for the 1990s. 


France 

Free *: 05-222-333 

Long Distance*: 33-1-40364949 


Gennany 
Free#: 0130-6009 
Long Distance '"': 49-6181-91010 

United Kingdom 

Free '"': 0-800-525-295 

Long Distance~> : 44-272-254-789 


ComeuAdd® 

Customer driven. by design. 

12303 Technology Austin, Texas, USA 78727 





Gateway 2000 Systems 

12MHZ 286VGA 

80286-12 Processor 
•	 1MBRAM 

1.2 MB S.2S" Dri ve 
1.44MB 3.S" Drive 
40MB 17ms IDE Drive 
with 32K Cache 
16 Bit VGAwith SI2K 
14"Gateway Crystal Scan 1024 
Color VGA Monitor 
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
I 0 I Key Keyboard 
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$1495.00 

25MHZ 386CACHE 
64K Cache RAM 
4MB RAM 
1.2MB5.2S" Drive 
1.44MB 3.S" Drive -~1!'-
80 MB 17ms IDE Drive 
with 32K Cache 
16 Bit VGA with I MB 
14" Gateway Crystal Scan 1024Nl 
Color VGA Monitor 
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
10 I Key Keyboard 
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0I 
MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$2695.00 

33MHZ 486VGA 
Same configuration as the 

25MHz486. 

$4395.00 

BEST BLT 
Same features as our 33 MHz 

386 VGA system except this 
machine has an 80MB 17ms 
IDE Drive instead of the 200 
MB 15ms IDE Drive. 

$2795.00 

GATEWAY 386SX 
4MBRAM I1.2 MB S.2S" Dri ve _.., 

• 	 1.44 MB 3.S" Dri ve 
40MB 17ms IDE Dri ve _,.. 
with 32K Cache 
16 Bit VGAwith SI 2K 
14"GatewayCrystal Scan I 024 
Color VGA Monitor 
I ParalleV2 Serial Ports 
10 I Key Keyboard 

MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0 I 

MS WINDOWS 3.0 


$1895.00 

33MHZ 386VGA 
64K Cache RAM 
4MB RAM 
1.2MB 5.2S" Drive 
1.44MB 3.S" Drive 
200MB ISms IDE Drive 
with 64K Multi-Segmented Cache 
16 BitVGAwith I MB 
14"Gateway Cry tal Scan 1024Nl 
Color VGA Monitor 
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 
10 I Key Keyboard 
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0 I 
MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$3195.00 

125MHZ 386 1 VGA' 

4MB RAM 
1.2 MB S.2S" Dri ve 
1.44MB 3.S" Dri ve 
80MB 17m rDE Drive 
with 32K Cache 
16 Bit VGAwith I MB 
14"Gateway Cry tal Scan I 024NI 
Color VGA Monitor 
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports 

• 	 I 0 I Key Keyboard 
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$2395.00 
125MHZ 486 1 VGA' 

64K Cache RAM 

8MB RAM 

1.2 MB S.2S" Dri ve 
1.44MB 3.S" Drive 
200 MB ISms IDE Drive 
with 64K Multi-Segmented Cache 
16 Bit VGA with I MB 
14" GatewayCrystal Scan 1024NI 
Color VGA Monitor 
I ParalleU2 Serial Ports 
10 I Key Keyboard 
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$3995.00 

STANDARD FEATURES & SERVICES 
• Microsoft®WINDOwsr• and Mouse • Free on-site service 10 most locations in 

with all 386 and 486 systems the nation 
• 30-day money-back guarantee • Replacement pans sen! via overnight 
•One-year warranry on pans and labor shipping free of charge 
• Leasing oplions now available • Free bulletin board technical suppon 
•Toll-free technical suppon for !he life • New sale hows: 7am-10pm CST M-F 

of the machine 9am-4pm CST Saturdays 

NEWCRYSTAL SCAN 1 024NI 
•Our new 14" Ga1ewayCrys1al Scan 1024Nl is non-interlaced for a nawless, nicker-free 

color VGA monitor comes standard wilh display. 1024 x 768 @ 60 Hz. 800 x600 
all 386 DX and 486 systems. Thi monitor @ 72 Hz. 28 D.P. 

MOo cwtom-build each Gare..ay 2()(X) COIIIfl" ltr ro cusromu sptcificarions. Ill!'II gladlyprovidt you •·irh a quore 

on your configurarion. 386 and 486 afl' rradttnilrl..l oflnrtl CorportJJion. 


Due ro rhe volariliry of the DRAM tnilrlctr. all prim afl' subjttr ro change. Prim do nor include shipping. 


8 0 0 • 5 2 3 • 2 0 0 0 

610 GatewayDrive • N.Sioux City, SD 57049 •605-232-2000 • Fax 605-132-2023 
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...Like South Dakota, Where 

Saved $10,747,17 


Computer buyers who purcha ed Gateway 
2000 y tern in January aved an average of 
$697 per y tern. Thi figure come from a 
compari on of 132 computer manufacturers 
adverti ed price in the January 1991 i ue of 
Computer Shopper. That mean Gateway 
cu tomers hared a total aving of$10,747,179 
on 15,427 y tern in one month alone. 

omatter where you look, that' the be t 
value you're going to find in thi indu try. 

Providing The Best Value 
Starts With Values 

'Whenever I'm asked,"continued Ted "why 
Gateway 2000 i o ucce ful , my an wer i : 
val11e. When you buy aGateway 2000 
computer you're getting the be t price, be t 

quality and features, be t ervice, all from a 
very trong, healthy company. That' value. 
Then I'm a ked how we provide value," Ted 
remarked "and the an wer i almo t the arne. 
It' val11es. The value of the people at 
Gateway2000 give our product its value," said 
Ted. 'People who grow up in the Midwe t 
value frugality,quality, re ourcefulne , hard 
work, trength, and mo t of all, integrity and 
hone ty in all dealing with other people. 
Providing value in our product tart with 
these value ." 

We Value Quality 
Only the highe t quality component go into 

aGateway 2000 computer. Midwe tern pride 
in workman hip and quality i demon trated by 

every one of nearly 100 skilled a er 
technicians. The e technician build 
complete y tern one at a time. 

We Value Strength 
Acompany' trength i measured 

balance heet. A independent ourc 
confirm,Gateway 2000 has an envia 
sheet coupled with trong growth. lr 
Magazine li ted Gateway as the eco 
faste t-growing private company in 1 

during 1990. Financial trength i cr 
you. What good are warrantie , guru 
promise of lifetime technical uppo 

*Call our It 
this injonnat1 
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:Gateway 2(XX) Customers 
9In One Month. 

1bly company that old you the computer g out 
your of bu ine ? 

We Value Integrity 
Lntegrity i the fundamental alue without 

which any organization i doomed. At 
Gateway 2000, you'll find integrity throughout 
the company, mo t vi ibly in ales and 
ustomer upport. Gateway salcspeopl 

hone tly repr ent the company and it 
produ t . Each person you deal with in 
cu tomer upport, during and after the ale, has 
a personal commitment to make ure you're 

t if the completely ti tied. 

ll-free number for yourfree cop of 
ve study ofcomputer industry prices. 

Galn;ay cusromtr Ro#Nrt C 1htt, Jc, 
writes: •Mlo onlltt FAit Coa.sr htwt btctwllt 

so accKSIOIIJtd to surly.llllinformtJ01111 
disinJertntd. ..llllff, dltJt woriing wilh yt~~~r 

8""'1' may havt induced Qll tltrrttru of 
'CIIlttur Shock.' Evtryl'tiSOII ill your 

orpi:JIIion optralts as iftlletr il 01111 t111t 

CIIJI6frler in tlte world - tltt Oflt thq Ill! 

llllu111 to • 111t 110111t111. • 

•Jbtt"vt got afritrtd ill tht buJinm• is 
lfiOrt dum • slogOIL It's our woy tflift lllrr 

atGaltwa)t 



You Find The Best Values In 

The Most Unusual Places... 




There's An 

Double YotJr 


Introducing The ALR POWERPRO 

• With the POWERPRO's advanced modular 
system architecture. the choices you make 
tOday won't limit your options tommorrow. 

Strapping two traditional PCs 
together won't give you the 
dual processing power you 
need to keep pace with today's 
growing networks and multi 
user environments. but the 
new ALR®POWERPRO will. It's 
the affordable. high -perform
ance alternative to the 
COMPAQ SYSTEM PRO™. 

Whether you need a system for 
single or multiple users. 
CAD/CAM. office automation, 
manufacturing manage
ment systems. shared 
databases or a host of '- · 
other app li cations. 
there' s a POWERPRO 
that delivers. Choose be
tween one or two 33-MHZ 
i486 processors and up 
to 1- MB of cache for per
formance ranging from 14.7 to 
40 VA)(fM MIPS. Single CPU 
models can be quickly and 
easily upgraded to dual 
processing. 

Additionally. all models will be 
able to accommodate 
future, faster, 

possible RAM, 
twelve expan
sion slots. and 
accommoda
tions for up to 
2.5-GB of 

internal stor
age (up to 10-GB of total 
storage utilizing an 
external ALR 
expansion 
chassis). the 
POWERPRO has 
the expandability 
needed to keep 
pace with your 
future needs. The 
POWERPRO also 
incorporates a 
32-bit EISA bus, 
so you'll have 
maximum com

patibil 
ity with 
cutting
edge 
enhance
ment products 
while enjoying 
the affordabil
ity of today's 

low-cost "AT" compat
ible hardware. 
SUPERIOR CACHE 
The POWERPRO uses. 
ALR's proprietary 

Just Upgrade the CPUfTM 



Single or Dual Processing IBAN>Nfl Ce~~ed 


Perforntance with Prices Starting 

at$7495 

PROCACHE scala b le ca che 
memory a rchitecture . This 

mainframe- like read -and 
write-back design is 

more efficien t than 
the s ta nda rd write 
through architec 

ture found on the 
SYSTEM PRO. 

ing. s pa nn ing a nd mirroring 
with greater fl exibili ty a nd 
higher performa n ce. ALR's 
SDA protects your da ta whi le 
helping to eliminate h ard dis k 
bottlenecks. 
OFF THE SHELF 
COMPATIBILITY 
The SYSTEMPRO-compa tible 
ALR POWERPRO runs off the 
s helf dua l-processing vers ions 
of SCO® UNlXrM with SCO MPX 
as well as Ba nyan"- VinesTM 
SMP. And it 's pos itioned for 
u se wi th fu ture du a l process 
ing vers ions of Novell 
NetWare™. OS/ 2TM a nd LAN 
Ma nager 2 .0™. 

Only ALR can deliver a dual
processing system that's more 
powerfu l tha n the COMPAQ 
SYSTEMPRO for a price tha t 's 
up to 30% less. 

For more infom1ation ca ll ALR 
now: 

l-800-444-4ALR 

ALR
·, ~ Advanc<d ~c Reoearch . Inc. 

940 1 J eronimo Irvine. CA 9271 8 
(7 14) 58 1-6770 FAX: (7 14) 58 1-9 240 

Available at these selected 
resellers: ALR 	Power Pa.rtDer 

RescUers 

Pr~ces based on U.S. Dollars. 
Prces aod co"togurai!Of1s luqect to c:h•I"'QQO WithOUt notce pleM& v&roly compo~otn'{' 
Dloct't w oth maovtac1u•ll'l Syst~ snow" wrtn ~ IT'IOI"'Itot ALR 1$ • reQt!.tl!tf&<l 
traotmano. ot Ac1va~ LOQIC Rewarcn Inc All omer Dt a.no aM prOdvc;t nam "'" 
ttaoem~s Of rvgl$t&red tt ltCIIilmarlo.s ot th1t 11 reiPf!C!N• owne-r! t990 0y 
Adv~tnceo l..oqo:: R~arcn Inc 

CPU 
If of Processors 
Max. If of Processors 
Bus Architecture 
Memory Cache 
RAM Std. 
Hard Drive 
Expansion Slots 
Poce 

ALR ALR Compaq 
POWERPR0 486/33 POWERPR0486133 SYSTEMPRO 
VM 64 SMP 51 2 486/33 
Single 33-MHz i486 Single 33-MHz i486 Single 33-MHz i486, , , 
2 2 2 
32-bit EISA 32-bit EISA 32-bit EISA 
64-KB 51 2-KB 512-KB 
S·MB 17-MB 8-MB 
none 330-MB <1 8ms 240-MB <1 9ms 
12 12 11 
$7.495 $14,495 $20,995 

More importantly. 
lhis scala b le archi 
tecture a llows you 

to equip the 
POWERPRO with up 

to 1-MB of cache. 
ADVANCED 
DISK 
PERFORMANCE 
AND 

SECURITY 
Yet the POWERPRO's 

performance edge 
doesn 't stop there. 
Selected models use 
ALR's SCSI SDA (Soft 
ware Disk Array) to 
provide lhe capabilities 
of hardware disk a rrays 
- in clu ding d isk strip-

Circle 15 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 16) . 
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COVER STORY 
Computing 
in the U.S.S.R. 
PAGE 120 

27 	 MICROBYTES 
Microsoft and IBM set the 
operating-system record straight . 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
42 	 FoxPro 2.0 Engages 

the Warp Engines 
A proprietary technology boosts 
FoxPro's performance. 

47 	 A Lean, Mean 
SCSI-2 Machine 
HP's 486 file server has an 
winning price/performance ratio . 

52 	 LaserJet lliSi, 
HP's new network printer 

BeckerTools 2.0, Windows 
3.0 gets a useful file manager 

Supernote 386SX, 
a notebook from Twinhead 

BallPoint, 
Thumbelina, 
and TrackMan 
Portable, 
a clever new 
generation of 
portable 
pointing 
devices 

8514/Ultra and FlexScan 
9080i, an ATI 8514 board and a 
Nanao high-res/low-rad monitor 

66 	 WHAT'S NEW 
Kingston travels with Data 
Express, the Next gets 
Microphone II, and three 
spreadsheets start forecasting. 
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131 	 A Talk with Intel 
An in-depth interview with three oflntel's top chip designers. 

143 	 High-Speed Safety 
How to ensure integrity and maximum serial communications. 

STATE OF THE ART 

156 	 THE PAPERLESS OFFICE 
Introduction 

159 	 The World of Documents 
You can't choose a document 
imaging system without 
understanding the base technology. 

173 	 Catch the Wave of DIP 
Document image processing 
brings the goal of a paperless 
office closer to reality- today. 

185 	 Practically Paperless 
Where need and technology fit, 
document image processing helps 
to streamline your business. 

193 	 The Dark Side of DIP 
Christopher Locke discusses the complexities of indexing, 
an essential element in retrieving imaged documents . 

207 	 Divide and Conquer 
Neural networks offer the promise of quick and effective automatic 
character recognition. 

217 	 Resource Guide: Document Imaging Systems 
A source listing for document image processing systems. 

REVIEWS 

220 	 PRODUCT FOCUS 
Tame the Paper Tiger 
14 OCR products designed to help you tame the paper tiger. 
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244 	 Script Languages: The BASIC of the 1990s? OPI N I·ON S 
An examination of quick-and-dirty programming products on 
Macs and PCs. 

91 USER'S COLUMN 
253 	 Atlantix, Altos Fill 005-to-Unix Connectivity Gaps User's Choice Awards 

Approaching the LAN connectivity problem from different angles. by Jerry Poumelle 
The best products of 1990. 

259 Low-Cost 3-D Animation Materializes for PC Users 
3D Studio brings affordable animation to the PC . 103 BUSINESS CONNECTION 

Windows and the Business 
265 The Fastest Portable: Workstation 

IBM's P 75 Road Warrior by Wayne Rash Jr. 
Carry your 486 system with you . Windows 3 .0 will change 

the way you buy PCs. 
271 Access Extended Edition 

and dBASE Data with InfoAIIiance 111 ROUNDTABLE 
A solution for network users with Whither Innovation? 
disparate data sources. BYTE editors debate 

the state of innovation 
276 A Graphical Environment That in the computer industry . 

Runs Where Windows Can't 
GeoWorks Ensemble runs on the 392 PRINT QUEUE 
smaller, slower PCs in your office. Poets and 

Sleepwalkers
279 ALR's Multiprocessing Monster This month's Lineup 

Uses Six i486 Processors includes works on 
The MultiAccess system brings recreational computing 
multiprocessing to the masses. and studies in 

programming theory . 
283 SX Upgrade Boards: Not for the Fainthearted 

Boards that upgrade your 286 system can be difficult to install . 394 STOPBIT 
LetMyPCsGo

289 REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK Do we lose more than 
Enhancements to Corel Draw, a Windows-based graphics package. we gain when we network 

personal computers? 

HANDS ON 10 	 EDITORIAL 
Lower-Cost Downloads 

295 	 UNDER THE HOOD 334 MACINATIONS 14 LETTERS 
SPARC Revealed Roger and Me: The Quest The controversial sides 
A new breed of workstation for Compatibility ofX.400, DAT, Macs, 
evolves from a clonable by Don Crabb and Jerry Poumelle . 
RISCCPU. Film critic Roger Ebert 

has Mac software 
305 	 SOME ASSEMBLY compatibility problems. 
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315 	 A Fast, Easy Sort 343 NETWORKS From BIX : Call (800) 227-2983 

A novel enhancement makes Windows 3.0 and Networks From BYTEnet: Call (617) 861 -9764 
a bubble sort into one of by Brett Glass On disk: See card after 122 
the fastest sorting routines . A marriage (almost) made 

in heaven. 
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The Joneses. 


Check out the benchmarks. When it AM M /\ uses "write-back" cache tech no logy 
comes to speed, pure and simple, main instead of the " write-through" technologies used 
frames are no longer the main attraction. in most PC's.The write-back cache was developed 

Introducing the Everex STEP 486/33 

118~/ [)uy;J!."t'lf"'' j 
I~ . WJOrltW!Te l 

for mainframes. Everex was the Sl[P 486fJJ J<~ OOO~~I19 "MIPS I I 
pioneer in developing it for the PC.and STEP 486/25. Along with the STEP 

CRA't' X MP/48 

486is, they give you desktop perform And in doing so, opened a whole new 
IBM niJance that .was previously unheard of. dimension in desktop performance. 

There are two reasons. The first, of course, is With AMMA, you can write directly to the 
the 486'"chip.The other is AMMA'; Everex's STEP 486's cache in nearly all cases. With write
proprietary Advanced Memory M anagement through techniques, on the other hand, you lose 
Architecture. most of the performance benefit of the cache. 



And howto keep up

with them. 


That's because write-through forces you to write 
to main memory much more often. And main 
memory is slower than the cache. 

This is especially important in 486 computing, 
where the CPU performs as many as four times the 
write operations as in 386. Which makes AMMA's 
write-back architecture, combined with the 486's 
embedded cache, a powerful combination indeed. 

But the STEP 486 machines give you more 
than just speed. They come with Programmable 
Drive Select. If your drive isn't listed on the set

up table, PDS"' Iets you custom-configure the BIOS. 
It's good for virtually any hard drive. 

What's more, aU STEP systems come with a one
year extendable warranty and a one year renewable 
on-site service contract that also covers all Everex 
peripherals in the system. 

To find out more, calll-800-334-4552* for the 
name of your nearest Authorized Everex Reseller
every one a high performance expert. 

Then you can let the Joneses try keeping up 
for a change. REX

. ' .. . 

Circle 106 on Inquiry Card. 
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S · next 

month, the Joneses 


will look like 

,Moe and 

Curly. 

Staytuned 
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This index helps you find articles that contain information on each of the listed topics. (The topic list changes each month.) 

Combined with the table of contents (page 4) and the Editorial Index by Company (page 380), you can identify articles by type. 
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Student 

ALL TRI-cAD COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS INCLUDE: 

• 2 Year Parts &: labor Warranty 

D ECISIO N 

A DVANCED 
F EATURES INCLUDE: 

• Intel 80486 Processor 

TFII,.._S I~Ft 
COMPUTER CORPORATION 

• 60 Day Money Back Guarantee • 12 Month 
On-Site Service • Overnight Parts Replacement 

• lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support 

1.800.678-2799 
707 West Geneva, Tempe, Arizona 85282 

Tech Support 1.800.688-TECH 
Telephone 602.829-0584 

Fax 602.345-0110 
Monday- Friday 7:00am-7:00pm MST 

Saturday 9:00am-4:00pm MST 

T
ri-CAD workstations are the hands

down choice of the world's leading 


CAD training schools and Universities. 

Schools such as the University of Texas and 

the world's largest CAD training center

The CAD Institute, insist on Tri-CAD quality. 


We designed the Tri-CAD family with 

one goal- to build the best CAD worksta

tions available anywhere, at any price. 


Now, for a limited time, every Tri -CAD 

Workstation includes FastCAD - the fastest 

CAD in the microcomputer world. 


Whether you're looking for your first CAD 

package or adding a new workstation, 

FastCAD®will change your mind about CAD 

once and for all. Written in assembly lan

guage, FastCAD is the undisputed speed 

champion. It zooms the fastest. Pans the 

fastest. And draws the fastest. Period. 


TRI-C AD 
W ORK S TATIONS 

TC4251 

$5195 


TC4331 

$5695 


UPGRADES: 

12" X 17" DIGITIZER $250 
2Mf? HD CACHE CARD $395 

RENDITION li / 256V $695 
20" COLOR DISPLAY $995 

• Integrated Intel Math Coprocessor 
• 8MB of 32-bit DRAM 

• 64K High Speed Static RAM Cache 
• 21 OMS Fast Access Hard Drive 
• 1.2MB 5.25-inch Floppy Drive 
• 1.44MB 3.5-inch Floppy Drive 

• 16-Bit SVGA Card with 1MB DRAM 
• 16' Non-Interlaced 

1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
• Microsoft DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

• Panacea CAD Display List Driver 
• Quality 101-KeyTactile Keyboard 
• Two Serial Ports &One Parallel Port 

• 12" x 12• Digitizer with Cursor 

• FastCAD Design and 
Drafting Software 

Circle 281 on Inquiry Card. 



W IDEWORLD@ IMPORTERS 

Dear Bianca: 
I'm pleased to inform you that we've greatly increased the 

margin~ on the authentic nat ive idols we are irnporling from 
Borneo. This is due to cerlain cost effi ciencies we have been 
able to bring to the new manu· 
facturing process. A softer, less 
expensive wood imported from 
Thailand allows the native 
carvers to work faster and more 
effectively. We have obtained 

OESCRI Pli O N ITL 
:'1:. ~ - - .. 
Guate ma lan cushions /)b.... 
i:~b70Tdered cushions 13.90 
~-----
Pott ~TY. necklac_e~ _ ~ 
~ourd bne ~_ IC 00 

fire Ir ons 250.00 
Rctablo s 120 .00 

colored feathers from a firm in 
Mexico, as well as glass eyes from a prosthetics company in 
Philadelphia. We are shipping :111 the paris to L.A. fo r final 



The Microsoff 
WindowsMgraphical 
environment version 
3.0 makes it easy for 
you to do a lot more 

,..___.;;;;;;;;;;.;~ with your PC. Thats 
because the Windows environment 
has friendly icons, menus and dia
log boxes that make its powerful 
features very accessible. 

Windows lets you work with 
a variety of applications on-screen 
at the same time. Including your 
character-based programs. 

But its when you start using 
Windows applications that you get 
the most out of your PC. Windows 
applications are easy. In addition 
they all work essentially the same 
way. So once you learn how to use 
one, you generally know how to 
use them all. 

And they're so intuitive that 
experimenting with them is fun. 

Windows applications let you 

cut and paste text and graphics. 
And let you combine them right 
on your screen. They also let you 
print out exactly what you see. 

You can even establish links 
between Windows applications. 
Which means, if you change any 
numbers in Microsoft Excel for 
Windows, the chart you cut and 
pasted into your Microsoft Word 
for Windows document will be 
automatically updated. 

So call us at (800) 541-1261, 
Department P31, to find out more 
about Windows, Windows applica
tions or the bigWindows World Con
vention and Exposition coming up 
May 20th and 23rd in Atlanta. 

Because with Windows, you 
can start taking the work you do 
every day a little easier. 

And have more to show for it. 

Fm more m/0m11Jllllft, tdll (BOOJ 541 1261, /Jtpl. P31 In CaMtla, cdl/ (416) 568 350..1. Dwrside tJu: U.S. and Canada , ttJ/1 (206J 9.16-8661 Cl /991 A•/tffl)S()jf QnponutoH. All nghts ~ttd Mirro.v¥1 aiUi tJv Mrcmsojl IIJIJO an f'f'/lJjlm!d tradtlffiJJ'b a11d 
Maku~ 1 all rnab: ~aNI WiKdous are tTtJd,:nwrltJ ofMiln.JSO/I Ccrporotilm. 



EDITORIAL 


FRED LANGA 

LOWER-COST 

DOWNLOADS 


0
ne of the horrors of the early days of personal 
computing was the-argh! - type-and-run pro
gram. I can recall spending too many evenings 
with a magazine open on my lap, laboriously 
keying in page after page of code. I'd initially 

use rulers and pencil marks to try to keep my place on 
the page; then, with one finger on the screen and an
other on the page, I'd painstakingly cross-check my 

typed code against the origi
A new BYTE service nal. Then, finally , I'd try to 

run the newly keyed program. 
can save you money when It almost never worked the 

first time. With listings of any downloading material length at all, some subtle typo 
would inevitably creep in, 
fouling up the listing in whole 
or in part . What a pain. 

With the advent of BBSes 
and on-line services, the type-and-run program largely 
died a well-deserved death . Full-blown print listings 
linger today only in a few publications: those that cater 
to novices (who may lack modems or the knowledge of 
how to download software) or, more sadly, publications 
looking to pad out their editorial ratio with space-fill
ing code. 

When BYTEnet and then BIX started in the 1980s, 
BYTE shifted the bulk of its routine program listings 
on-line , reserving printed listings only for special 
cases, and when there was some compelling reason. 
This worked pretty well : If you signed up for BIX or 
called the free BYTEnet number, you could download 
in minutes and with total accuracy code that might 
otherwise have taken hours to key in . This saved you 
time, and it gave us more space in the magazine to bring 
you additional articles . 

The only catch was cost. Even the "free" BYTEnet 
number required that you call Lexington, Massachu
setts, to access the BYTEnet host. The long-distance 
charges could be daunting . 

Happily , that catch has been largely eliminated. 
Starting this month , instead of having to call Massa
chusetts for BYTEnet, most readers will be able to 
phone a much closer access point to obtain current 
BYTE listings for free. This will reduce your phone 
charges while still giving you error-free, timesaving 
downloads of program code. 

We' re able to do this by piggybacking the BYTE list
ings onto our Demolink service and using Demolink 's 
international communications network. 

Now, when you call Demolink, you'll have the op
tion of downloading either the current BYTE listings or 
Demolink's normal fare , which is free " try before you 
buy" software offered by a group of major software 
vendors . 

For example, on a recent weekend when I last logged 
on, Demolink offered free versions of Lotus Magellan 
2.0 ; some Borland software; e -scape (an object-ori
ented C programming tool) and the Look & Feel screen 
designer from the Oakland Group; Zortech' multi
platform C ++, which is portable to DOS, Windows 
3.0, OS/2, extended DOS, Unix , and the Mac; and 
more . 

The list of available software is constantly growing 
and changing, and it will probably be different when 
you call. But in all cases , instead of having to write 
or call to request a demonstration disk (and suffer the 
usual four- to six-week wait), Demolink lets you in
stantly download the demonstration software of your 
choice. 

And now , Demolink also gives you access to the 
BYTE listings. 

Demolink is currently available through local calls 
in the following cities : Chicago (3 12) 616-1071 ; Los 
Angeles (213) 383-9856; New York (212) 797-5620; 
San Francisco (415) 434-4510; Washington, DC (202) 
463-4920; Denver (303) 220-0328; Hightstown, NJ 
(609) 426-7110; and Toronto , Ontario , Canada (416) 
960-3187. Other cities , including European access 
points , are in the works. 

Connecting with Demolink is standard: Using con
ventional modem settings (8 data bits , I stop bit , no 
parity ; 2400 or 1200 bps) , you call one of the numbers 
listed above and enter DEMOLINK at the first prompt. 
You ' ll then be walked through a brief sign-on process. 
After that , you ' re given a menu of available software 
and listings. 

After you've selected what you want , Demolink 
downloads it to you error-free via XMODEM /CRC. 
Because it uses conventional sett ings and XMODEM , 
Demolink is compatible with virtually all telecom
munications software. 

We ' re glad to be able to offer you free electronic list
ings from more access points at lower telephone costs 
than ever before. Check out Demolink; we think you'll 
like it! 

-Fredl.Anga 
Editor in Chief 

(BIX name "flanga ") 
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Introducing a vastly superior way to write applications 
for Microsoft Windows. New Borland C +.The only 
complete Cand C+ programming environment for 
DOS and Windows. Borland C generates Windows 
applications and DLLs,*supports Windows debugging, 
and includes a visual resource editor. So you don't need 
to buy the Microsoft Windows Software Development 
Kit (SDK). 

Borland C++ is from the people who know what 
professional programmers want. In fact, Turbo C++ 
Professional (the predecessor to Borland C++)won both 
PC Magazine 's 1990 Technical Excellence Award and 
BYTE's 1990 Award of Excellence. 

Designed tor professionals 
bY professionals 

Every copy of Borland C+ comes with: 
o ANSI Ccompiler and C++ compiler 
o Turbo Drive·· compiler and integrated development 

environment running in protected mode for huge 
capacity 

• Precompiled headers that significantly increase 
recompilation speed 

• Turbo Debugger for DOS and Windows 
• Whitewater~ Resource Toolkit for visually creating 

icons, dialogs, bitmaps and menu bars 
o Turbo Profiler'· and Turbo Assembler 

Answer: 

Compare lhese costs 

Microsoft C 6.0 Borland C++ 

Ccompiler $ 495 $495 
C compiler not available included 
Windows programming 

tools $ 495(SDK) included 
Assembler $ 150 included 

Total** $1 ,140 $495 

Buy now! 
Get "Programming Windows" free! 

Buy Borland C++ now from your local dealer and 
get a free copy of Programming Windows by 
Charles Petzold, the best-selling book about learning 
Windows programming.t 

Special upgrade pricing is available from Borland for 
owners of Turbo C, Turbo ceProfessional, Turbo C 
and Turbo C++ Professional. 

See vour dealer 

today, or 


call BOitand to 

upgrade at 


1-800-331-0877 


a N 1 I I
' 0 
The Leader in Object-Oriented Programming 

I CODE:MC42 I 
Circle 46 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 47) . 



PRODUCTIVITY 
Quick Layout for automatic forms, reports and labels Yes No Yes 
Application Generator for quick application development Yes Yes No 
Automatic code generation for all Design Tools Yes No No 
Automatic maintenance of multi~ indexes for ordering data Yes No No 
Memo fields for notes, letters, descriptions Yes No Yes 

POWER & FLEXIBILITY 
Bold, under1ine, italic, subscript, superscript text for high impact reports and labels Yes No No 
User Defined Functions for extending programming language Yes No Yes 
Data input validity checking in forms Yes Yes Yes 
Multi-user transaction processing ensures data integrity Yes No No 
Number of file formats imported/exported 7 6 3 

INDUSTRY STANDARDS 
#1 Selling, #1 Rated multiuser database; over 3million users (1)(2) Yes No No 
Compatible with dBASE Ill PLUS data and applications Yes No Yes 
Compatible versions for DOS, VAX VMS, Macintosh, SunOS and other UNIX platforms (3) Yes No U•lted 
Structured Query Language (SOL) integrated with programming language Yes No No 
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Based on what our customers 
tell us, we made a list of some of 
the most important features to look 
for in data management software. 

Then we compared the new 
dBASE IV~ version 1.1 with two 
other database products. 

As you can see, dBASE IV 
offers exclusiveadvantages in 

many categories. 
For instance, only dBASE IV 

lets you access all its functions 
from asingle screen.Called the 
Control Center, this screen lets 
you manage existing data,and 
create new tables, queries, reports, 
forms and labels totallywithout 
programmmg. 

When all the facts are on the 
table, it's easy to see which database 
software is best. 

Of course we aren't the only 
ones who have come to this 
particular conclusion. 

Software Digest rates dBASE IV 
version l.l the # 1 Multiuser 
Database (Vol. 7, No.l3,Oct. '90). 

Tnd~m;uk/ovoner dBASE 1\: . hton-T.att. AshiOn-T.att logo/Ashton-Tate Corp, O.hu company or product rume:s L"\tntJoned may be 



Perhaps the most independent pub
lication in the industry, SoftwareDigest 
accepts no advertising whatsoever.Cor

·-~.W~~RA..•NGS porations pay hundreds of dollars ayear 

R ~• •J to receive their monthly reviews-which
The,~PORJ ® are considered highly unbiased and

!~~~~~~~~for~S6Joc~ung~,BM~,~~Bu~-~..":~~~~~~~:-"=- objective.Their exhaustive,75-page 
{VOiumezNu

1
3 =------- report concludes: 

MUL'TIUSER DA'TABASE PRO~ 'funong the top ranking programs, 
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btlngsiCey: • 
7.o-'oo s.a-o.9 • unders.o -~~ dBASE IV (version 1.1) is the most well-

rounded,with solid performance,ver
.. j,h"' satility, and usability"Commenting

I I;.1 / ; § • ~ l~ ~/ W on speed,SoftwareDigest points out that 
'/! tFJ / -!/.li.~{J}.~.l::t F Z, "dBASE IV produces all three test 

reports as fast as or faster than FoxPro/ 
LAN." As for Ease ofUse and Ease of 
Learning,dBASE IV scored in the Excel
lent Range as many times as anyother 
multiuser database product tested. 

For a free evaluation kit, including 
competitivedetails and a free demo disk, 
call toll- free: 
l-800-437
4329 ext. 1416 
Better yet, 
calll-800
2ASHTON 
to upgrade 
tothenew 1 
dBASE IV now. •--------

The truth is,no other database can 
do so much to improve productivity 

.,~ Ashton:rate· 
Reserved. GTSIS GSASchedule • : GS001<90AGS5216, or calll-JtH-631-ll77. Circle 28 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 29) . 

. © 1991 AshlOn-Tatc Corporation. All Rlgh15 

trademarks of their respeclivt complnii:S. 
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X.400: Theory vs. Practice 

I magine my surprise upon returning 
from the recently completed CCITT 

SGVII/QJ8 meeting in Geneva to find 
Steven J . Vaughan-Nichol s 's " X.400: 
Standardizing E-Mail " (December 
1990) dealing with the prec ise topic we 
were discussing (i.e. , understanding 
X.400). As I read the article, I became 
concerned about the numerous inaccura
cies and misconceptions it contains. 

For exa mple, the current version of 
the X .400 series is the 1988 version (i.e., 
the " blue book " ), which has superseded 
the 1984 version (the "red book") . There is no X.401 or 
X .410 in the blue book. Furthermore, any speculation 
that X.4!0 was ever the "most important member of the 
X.400 family" is subject to some debate . You can be a 
perfectly happy user of an E-mail service without caring 
about the underlying transport protocol mechanism. 

The simp! istic explanation of the X .500 series of rec
ommendations is hard to reconcile with the rest of the ar
ticle , because X.500 was introduced in 1988 and cer
tainly provides more than simple name-to-address 
resolution. The statement that X.500 is a database ser
vice is confusing at best. 

Finally, X .400 does not define any format for pre
senting an originator/ rec ipient address visually . Thus, 
the notion that an 0 /R address can be presented as 
"keyword : value" will come as a shock to those represen
tatives at the Geneva meeting who are attempting to de
fine appropriate visual representations. The fact that 
Vaughan-Nichols's service uses one particular visual 
representation does not imply that that representation is 
standardized in the X.400 series. Indeed , there are 
many parts of the global message-handling environment 
that are not standardized by X .400. To understand what 
is standard ized in X .400, one must first understand the 
Open Systems Interconnection stack, and where in that 
stack X .400 sits. 

Bruce Greenblatt 
IBM Corp. 

Roanoke, TX 

What you describe as inaccuracies and misconceptions 
are really the differences between two views ofX. 400. 
Your view is representative ofthe ivory tower vision of 
the standard. My article, however, was about X. 400 's 
real-world implementations. Behind these positions is a 
long-standing debate in E-mail circles on what X. 400 is 
and what it should be. 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU . Please double-space your 
feller on one side ofrhe page and include your name and address. 
Letrers rwo pages inlengrh or under ha ve a beller chance of being 
published inrheir emirery. Address correspondence 10 Lerrers Edi· 
ror , BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane , Peterborough , NH 03458. You 
can also send /errers via B/Xmail c/o "editors.· · 

Your ferrer will be read. bur because ofrhe large volume of mail 
we receive, we cannor guaranree publication. We also reser ve the 
right 10 edit /errers. It rakes about f our months from the rime we 
receive a feller until we publish it. 

To go imo more specrfic detail, you 
are quite correct that the "blue book" 1·er
sion ofthe protocols does not include 
X. 401 or X. 410. Th e subject matter these 
two standards address has flOW been in
corporated into X. 400 and a combination 
ofX.218 , X.219 , X.228, and X.229. re· 
spectively. That 's the theory, anyway. In 
practice, all commercial programs I am 
aware ofare based on the 1984 model. In 
these implementations , how X.410 is 
handled is viral ro the success of rhe mail
handling process. Tharrhis is transpar
ent to the E-mail user does f !OI in any way 
undermine the importance ofthe issues 

that X. 410 addresses. 
I am puzzled by your trouble with my explanation of 

X.500. From both E-mail users' and administrators ' 
points of view, X. 500 will be an easy-to-access distrib
uted database ofE-mail user information. Since yours has 
been the only criticism ofthe explanation. I can only as
sume tharrhe fault lies with your understanding ofX. 500 
directory services. 

You seem surprisingly ignorant ofreal-world imple
mentations ofX. 400. Whether you use X. 400 addressing 
on MCI Mail, Sprint Tel email , AT&T Mail , or the Inter
net, 0 /R addresses are presented in one ofseveral versions 
ofa "keyword:value "format. While there are theoreti
cal discussions on how addresses should he represented, 
the "keyword: value" style is the de fa cto standard for 
human-readable addresses in X. 400 systems. 

- Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols 

Multiplatform Fans 

I just finished reading your January issue, and I had to 
turn on my Amiga , dial up BIX , and thank you for 

making this the most enjoyable issue in a long while . 
BYTE's most endearing qua lity for me has always been 
its willingness to explore more than just the latest appl i
cation on the business platform of choice (whatever that 
might currently be) . In January, I found articles on the 
history of Ethernet, the battle over who invented the 
microprocessor, a look at Intel's i860 chip , eight arti
cles on AI, and a wonderful article on the Amiga's Exec . 
I am aware that both BYTE and Jerry Pournelle get a 
very unfair share of verbal and written abuse from Amiga 
users [who don ' t think their platform receives enough 
converagel. As an Amiga user and developer since 1985 , 
I'm astounded by this. I would invite those people to 
count the articles about the Amiga publi shed by all other 
computer magazines that are not Amiga specific. I'd be 
very surprised if taken all together they equaled the num
ber BYTE has done . 

After see ing the article on the Amiga Exec and a 
BYTE Award for NewTek' s Video Toaster in the same 
issue , I think you deserve a round of applause. Instead 
of taking the easy way out and ignoring the Amiga , you 
report on those aspects you think might interest a sig
nificant portion of your readers, in spite of the flak you 
will most ce rtainly receive . 

Dave Quick 
Edina , MN 
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Whatever business you're in , we're ready to rolJ in just about any size, capacity or factory 

formatted disk you need. And if business is realJy moving, look into our 4 megabyte diskette

i(s ready for your new system whenever you are. 

That's why more business protects important information on 

3M brand diskettes and data cartridges than any other brand 

CalJ 1-800-888-1889 ext.3 to find out more. 

Innovation 
Diskell.cs require a compalible dri> •. <03 M 1991. 3Ml0Q9 

\~lorklw ide Sp011SOr 1992 O lyn•1lic Garn s 
J6USC.'IOO 

Circle 8 on Inquiry Card. 

http:Diskell.cs


Why you need a 16" 

Because the MultiSync® 4D color monitor, with 46% more active display 

area t han a 14" screen, lets you see more of your applications on- screen 

at one time. The digitally controlled MultiSync 4D also supports high res

olution graphics, from VGA up to 1024 x 768 at 70 Hz non-int erlaced. 

And with Dynamic Beam Focusing, your Windows"' will be clearer from 
"' "'' ~pft( •• 0 ' • Q• o l• • • ~ t• • ~• .. ••• ~~ Nlll ToK."' "'O'lQ••o ,,. 'fo>" GO• o,. • , , ....,.., , ,. o! "' •Uc.tott 11\4 Cltltt() Nt: C 1K~••o tflc 

Co mpule•s and Commu n1ca11ons t~ o r t.echn ieal i n format ion call l pBOO · f""ONE -NEC. In Canad a, 1-800- NEC- INt,O. Circlel91 on Inquiry Card. 
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. s usual , I enjoyed Jerry Pournelle's November col
umn. I really wish he had brought his Amiga out of 

the pare bedroom and tried to use it to work on Mrs. 
Pournelle 's promotional videotape. I think he'd find it 
has al l the tools needed to do the job . Let me suggest an 
excellent reference on computer desktop video: Amiga 
Desktop Video Guide by Guy Wright (Abacus, 1990). 
While aimed at Amiga owners , it really explains the var
ious hardware and software products that can be used in 
producing desktop video . Keep up the good work, Jerry , 
but don't relegate that Amiga to the closet just yet. 

Gordon R. Zeese 

A

Albany, GA 

I agree: The Amiga would have done the job. and I 
should have used it. IfCommodore would stop taking 
marketing lessons from AT&T. they would get some 
market share: the Amiga is falling a bit behind the very 
latest PCs, bwnot far. and is still about the easiest 
"desktop video" system I know of They 're particularly 
popular here in Hollywood. Alas, Mrs. Pournelle 's pro
gram hasn 't been ported to the Amiga; I 'm working on 
that, but/ have liule time. David Join er has offered to 
help. though , and he's an Amiga whiz. - Jerry Pournelle 

QuickBASIC Fix 

I wanted to share with Jerry Pournelle and his readers 
a "solution" to the problem ofQuickBASIC 4.51ock

ing up during the binding process on large programs. 
As Garry Owens pointed out in his letter (Chaos Manor 
Mail, September 1990) , running large programs from 
within the QuickBASIC environment will hang your ma
chine during the binding process without issuing any 
error message. 

Pournelle 's reply suggested that Owens compile and 
link from DOS. That will alleviate the binding problem, 
but QuickBASIC users will not be able to make use of 
the integrated debugging and testing environment pro
vided with QuickBASIC. I found that you can get 
around the binding problem by pretending you are going 
to compi le into an executable module . QuickBASIC will 
bind normally in this mode and then let you select your 
compi le options . At this time , you can cancel the com
pile process and run from within the QuickBASIC envi
ronment without any further binding problems. 

I have used this method to develop and test some fair
ly large applications without any further incidents of the 
binding problem. As my programs have grown larger 
and more complex, the next barrier I have found for run
ning large programs from within the QuickBASIC envi
ronment is a familiar one-640K bytes . 

Carl F . Neer 
Lakewood, CO 

l lried it , and it works. Thanks for the tip! 
- Jerry Pournelle 

Hardworking Mac 

W hat did Bill Calabrese mean by I gigabyte of 
ROM on the last page of his MacRenderMan re

view entitled " Photo-Realism for Those with Time (and 
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RAM) to Spare" (January)? Seems like a lot , a lthough 
the context implies that he is referring to disk space. I'm 
impressed-any Mac that needs a gig of disk storage is a 
hardworking Mac indeed! 

R. Broome 
Slidell , LA 

I was referring to my disk storage space, which is 1000 
megabytes. This size is needed for the animations I create 
with Dynaperspective , some ofwhich reach 200 mega
bytes in size. /temporarily store them on my hard disk be
fore /transfer them to videotape. I also have abow 100 
MB ofapplications and utilities, plus 200MB ofstored 
files . CADD files require large hard disk drives, and 
those seriously considering doing CADD need to purchase 
the largest storage medium they can afford. 

- Bill Calabrese 

Up to BAT for DOS 

I n "Alternative Operating Systems, Part 6: FlexOS' s 
Muscle " (January) , Ben Smith writes that the FlexOS 

"script language has the same flow control as DOS 
.BAT files , with one notable extension: BATCH. The 
BATCH command a llows nested scripts . .. This "exten
sion" has been part of DOS for at least two versions (3 . 3 
and 4 .0 1) , with the CALL command. 

Mike Firth 
Dallas. TX 

Good eye! The truth be told, my expertise is in Unix. 
and /was unfamiliar with the DOS CALL command for 
.BAT files. Thank you for your correction . - Ben Smith 

Engineering Trade-Offs 

A s a software developer , I have to commend Brett 
Glass on hi s views about the problem s of the soft

ware industry and its apparent Jack of (or at least insuf
ficient) concern('' A Plea for Software That Works, " 
Stop Bit , December 1990). As Glass pointed out , far 
too many programs lack the error detection and corre c
tion necessary for reliable operation . 

Being a devout Turbo Pasca l programmer, I agree 
completely with his comments regarding C- it is not an 
ideal language for developing large , reliable. maintain
able programs by any stretch of the imagination. Yet , 
many people swea r by C, and many more are jumping 
on the bandwagon. 

But for all my agreement with Glass , I have toques
tion a remark of his regarding OS/2. He points out that 
OS/2 2 .0 uses the 32-bit flat memory model and, due to 
hardware limitations of the 386, cannot check memory 
references to the exact byte . In fact, a reference can be 
as much as 4K bytes off without detection . How horrible! 
Does that mean one program can accidentally overwrite 
another program running in a different window? Not 
necessarily. Glass's statement and condemnation are 
valid only if you assume that the operating system will 
grant requests for more memory exactly a requested by 
the application program. Although I 'm not certain , I 
would hope that OS/2 will allocate memory to an appli 
cation in 4K-byte chunks . Thus, an application can never 
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More project managers are using 
Microsoft· Project forWindows·than any 
other package. 

Probably because Microsoft Project 
for Windows wouldn't be any different if 
you'd planned it yourself. 

Work with data easily. Create cus
tomized filters, tables, even output. 

Man1pu and Gantt charts by 
clicking and dragging. 

See for yourself. Just give us a call 
at (800) 541-1261, Dept. Q22, and we'll 
send you a free working model. 

Mictosofl· 

Making it all make sense· 
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~BE SO SURPRISING, 

YOU'LL PROBABLY WANT 

TO SIT DO\VN. 

NEAR A PHONE. 


Tandon Computers cost a lot less than other computers. Here's the 

surprising part. Tandon Computers aJ o come fuUy loaded with a number 


of standard feature you won 't find on most othe r machines. 


And we didn't stop there. With any Tandon Computer, you also get the support 

you'd expect from a $400 million company with fifteen years of manufacturing 


and design experience. Like prompt delivery, a one year limited warranty, on site 

service, and helpful toU-free tech support. We even offer a special leasing 


program. And if for any reason you 're not pleased, 

you get a fuU refund with in the first 30 days. 


So if you want a great computer at a great price, why not give Tandon a call 

right now. After aU, you' re already sitting next to the phone. 


lrinCion 

To ORDER DIRECT, CALL NOW: 

800-800-8850 

FAX 805-529-8408 
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$2,499 
Lfj \ SF. : AS LOW AS $143/MONTI I. 

STA!mMII COIIRIIIIIIA'IDI 
...._ ... 11111111...,., Intel ' 
80386SX running at 16 MHz. Suppons 
optional 80387SX math coprocessor. 
-.....,: 1MB standard. 
Stlngc 1.44MB diskette drive. 40MB 
IDE hard drive. ( pgrndeable to 
lOOMB). 
VIdeo: Dual panel EL backlit VGA LCD. 
Suppons eX!emal mon itor. 
Order now a nd .......,Jy., 
a World.Port Poeket .'ltode m 
($359 Value ) at no "-'••I"K"· 

$1,199 
U :ASE: AS LOW AS !69/MO:-.'TI I . 

STAIIOMII COIIRGURA'IDI 

MluDjWW ... 11111111 &o.11: Intel 

80386SX running at 16 MH z. Suppons 

80387SX math coprocessor. 

......., 1MB standard. 

VIdeo: VGA monochrome display. 

Opllans: 1.44MB diskette drive. 40MB 

IDE hard drive. Additional options avail · 

able. Please call for details. 


Call for information on our 286/ N Low 

l'roflle. etwork Suuion. staning at $949. 


• 	30-Day Money Back 
Guarantee 

• 	 1-~ar Limited 
~ty 

$3,495 
l..tJ\ ' E: AS U)W AS 123/MONTII. 

STA!mMII COIIRIIIIIIA'IDI 
...._ ...... ...,.,Intel 
80386SX nmning at 20 M Hz. Suppons 
optional 80387SX math coprocessor. 
Mllnary: 2MB standard. 
5t1ngc 1.44MB di kcne drive. 30MB 
I DE hard drive. 
VIdeo: Paper white V A. non-glare 

FT backlit LCD. 32 grey shades. 
Sup pons eX!emal mon.itor. 

Call for information on our 60MB hard 
drive model. 

$3,199 
I.E,\ SF. : t\ S LOW AS 11.2/MONTI I. 

STAIIIIAIID CONRGURA'IDI 
...._ ... ...,._,., Intel 

80386 running at 33 M Hz. Suppons 

803 7 or Weitek •• 316 7 math 

coprocessors. 

Mllnary: 4MB standard. 

Stlngc 1.2M B OR 1.44MB diskette 

drive. 110MB IDE hard drive. 

VIdeo: VGA monochrome display. 


Call for infom1ation on our 386/2S 

Desktop. 


$1,999 
Lfj \ SE: A. LOW AS 114/MOi\ T H. 

STA!mMII COIIRIIIIIIA'IDI 
...._ ... ...,...,., Intel 
80386SX running at 20 MH z. Suppons 
0387SX math coprocessor. 

......., 1MB standard. 
Stlngc 1.2MB OR 1.44MB diskette 
drive. 40MB IDE hard drive. 
VIdeo: VGA monochrome display. 

$7,299 
LEASE: A. IJ lW AS 18.1/M{)NTil . 

STA!mMII cc.&IRA'IDI 
...._ ... ...,...,., Intel 

80486 running at 33 M Hz. uppons 

Weitek 4 16 7 math coprocessor. 

Mll&.ry: 4MB standard . 

Stlngc 1.2 MB OR 1.44MB diskette 

drive. 200MB IDE hard drive. EISA 

caching SCSI controller available. 

VIdeo: VGA monoc hrome display. 
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$2,999 
LEASE: A LOW AS $105/MONT H. 

STA!mMII COIIRIIIIIIA'IDI 
...._ ... ...,._,., Intel 

80486 running at 2S MHz. 

-,: 2MB standard. 

5t1ngc 1.2 MB OR 1.44 IB diskette 

drive. 

VIdeo: VGA monochrome display. 
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additional options. 
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...._ ... ...,...,., Intel 

80486 running at 33 MHz. Suppons 

Ykitek 4167 math coprocessor. 

Mllnary: 4MB standard. 

Stlngc 1.2 MB AND 1.44MB di kette 

drives. 200MB I DE hard drive. EISA 

caching SCSI control ler avai lable. 

VIdeo: VGA monochrome disp~1y. 


Tllldon T-386133 

$ 4 ,199 
LEASE: AS LOW AS $121/MONT H. 

Call for additional specifications. 

• 	 24 Hour 'lbll-Free. 
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Support 

• 	On-Site Service 
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S:vstc'rns. P leBS<.• Call . 

• 	 Memory Expans ion 
• 	 Coproc<:.'SSOf"S 
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step outside what the operating system considers its 
own. 

Now. whether 4K bytes is too coarse is another argu
ment entirely. But this coarseness, even if it were reduced 
to 2 bytes instead of 4096, does not prevent the operat
ing system from ensuring that no application makes refer
ence to a byte of memory that is not its own. 

Finally. an important comment of Glass's deserves to 
be restated . The love affair people have with powerful 
machines and fast software is hurting the industry. To 
some extent it is the fault of the press, including the 
BYTE Lab . for publishing such exacting benchmark 
tests. Too often the buying public is swayed by as little as 
a I percent or 2 percent performance increase over 
someone else's box . 

The PC market wants unbelievable speed, power , 
flexibility, support, and reliability, but it does not want 
to succumb to real-world trade-offs. People must begin 
to realize that computers are not wonder boxes that are 
above normal engineering trade-offs. If you want extra 
reliability. then it will cost you. either in dollars for hard
ware or in a performance hit in software . 

Bill Jurasz Jr. 
Applications Engineer 

Texas Instruments 
Dallas , TX 

Laptop Etiquette 

F red Langa discussed how office decorum and busi
ness etiquette should be considered before buying a 

laptop ("Laptop Troubles and Triumphs," November 
1990 Editorial). He specifically mentioned that taking 
meeting notes on a laptop can cause a commotion. I can 
confirm that from personal experience. 

Last year our office was assigned to attend a series of 
141egislative hearings. The hearings were held through
out the state, and our job was to take notes and keep the 
executive staff informed. I lent my Toshiba laptop to the 
effort. The plan was to enter the notes from the testimo
ny into Nota Bene and then use the text-based features of 
the program to compile the testimony by topic , speaker, 
and so on . 

We were really quite pleased with ourselves until the 
tenth hearing , when we were told by the legislative staff 
that the witnesses found my laptop intimidating. Now, I 
admit that this thing weighs almost 20 pounds. requires a 
power cord, makes fan noises . and has a screen that 
creates an orange beacon-but intimidating? I never 
would have imagined it. 

Langa was right-laptop hardware should be selected 
with more than just price and user-friendliness in mind. 
When I bought my laptop. my selection criteria were 
logical and technically correct, but I ignored what turned 
out to be a major variable-the environment in which 
the machine was to be used . I'm not talking heat and hu
midity here ; this environment is composed of people 
who are suspicious of government. When I as a govern
ment employee entered this environment with my whiz
bang efficiency equipment, I was perceived as intention
ally intimidating rather than efficient. It's a point to 
ponder. 

Paul A. Smith 
Citrus Heights, CA 

DAT Spat 

I read Karina Lion's article " OAT' s a Solution" (No
vember 1990) with great interest. While all of us in the 

industry try to present our products and technologies in 
the best light, her article cont ains serious misstatements 
of fact, as well as numerous conclusions that are open to 
debate. In the interest of accuracy, and in case you are 
misinformed, I would like to point these out. 

I . She makes the statement that digital audiotape and 
8-mm tape "store comparable quantitie of data . ., No
where in the article. other than the table on page 324, 
which I will comment on below , does she specify the ca
pacities of OAT drives. Eight-mm tape capacities of2.5 
gigabytes and 5 gigabytes. both in native. or uncom
pressed. mode. are available today. I know of no OAT 
products offering more than 1.3 gigabytes today. Some
time this year. OAT vendors promise 2 gigabytes. which 
will be achieved by using thinner 90-meter tape . 

2 . Lion ' s statement that " per megabyte. OAT is 
cheaper than 8-mm tape storage " is also up for discus
sion. The end-user price for a data-certified 8-mm car
tridge with 2.5 gigabytes of capacity is about $25, or I 
cent per megabyte. A data-certified OAT cartridge with 
a capacity of 1.3 gigabytes cost about $19, or I% cents 
per megabyte. The same 8-mm cartridge can also con
tain 5 gigabytes if used on the latest 8-mm drives , cutting 
the cost per megabyte in half. 

3. The table on page 324, comparing OAT and quar
ter-inch tape systems, is misleading at best. It states that 
the capacity in production of OAT is 2.5 gigabytes. This 
capacity can be achieved only by assuming a compression 
ratio of about 2 to I . The next capacity level of 5 giga
bytes also assumes compression and the use of90-meter 
tape . By omitting the fact that these capacitie require 
the use of compression , the table is deceiving. The OAT 
transfer rate of 207K bytes per second is also question
able. Every other OAT vendor specifies a transfer rate of 
183K bytes per second for digital data storage format, 
and transfer rates of from 100 to 140K bytes per second 
in DataOAT format. I can on ly conclude that the higher 
transfer rate that Lion cites is also based on some ex 
pected compression ratio . 

4 . The statement that the 90-degree wrap angle of 
OAT provides an advantage over the 22 1-degree wrap 
angle used by 8-mm tape is certainly questionable . Con
ventional wisdom among tape designers maintains that a 
longer tape path provides better tape guidance. The 
221-degree wrap provides less tension on the tape, both 
during normal read/write operations and during high
speed search. while the longer tape path sustains the high 
level of head-to-tape contact necessary to achieve heli
cal scan's high areal densities reliably. In short, the 
longer wrap angle prov ides for gentler. more stable tape 
handling and reduces the likelihood of tape damage . If 
the author has any data that proves otherwise, we at Ex
abyte would like to see it. 

5. The discussion on servo and data heads with the 
accompanying figure 2 is highly misleading. The 8-mm 
servo implementation allowing for track offset was spe
cifically designed for data storage appl ications. The DAT 
servo system was li fted intact from the consumer prod
uct, retaining the integral servo/ read/write head design 
but adding a pair of read-after-write heads. The distor t
ed tracks shown in figure 2 are something we have yet to 
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Objects At Your Fingertips. 


Now, if you want to develop applications 
for Windows 3.0, there's a fast and easier 
way to do it with the premiere object
oriented programming language. 
Smalltalk/Y." 

With Smalltalk!V Windows,you 
can explore, prototype, build finished 
applications and ship them runtime free. 

You can tap into applications using 
DDE so effortlessly you don't have to be 
a Windows expert to do it. 

And with one of the world's most 
comprehensive class libraries, you can 

choose our objects or easily build your own. 
But whatever you develop, it will 

be portable between the Windows, OS/2 
and Mac versions of Smalltalk/Y. 

With so much at their fingertips, 
more people are solving more problems 
with Smalltalk/V than any other object
oriented programming system. 

At only $499.95 and no runtime 
charges, you can solve them, too. 

Just call us at (800) 922-8255. 
And see why programming Windows has 
never been easier. 

Smalltalk/VWindows 


DIGITALK 

9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045 (800) 922-8255 (213) 645-1082 FAX (213) 645·1306 

Smalltalk/ V is a "''{is tened trademark of Digitalk , lnc. Other product names""' trademarks or rel{is tered lrddemarks ol their respective holdee;. 
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Now you can let your imagination run wild. At a 
very conservative price. Because Tektronix 
introduces the first color printer that is PostScript.: 
compatible for less than $5000. 

The Phaser IT SX is great for individuals or small 
groups. It works with Windows 3.0 or Macintosh 
QuickDraw and is software-based PostScript
compatible. It also delivers brilliant 300 dpi ther

mal-wax color as only Tektronix printers can. 
For bigger businesses,we offer the new Phaser 

IT PX.This printer is hardware-based PostScript
compatible with HP-GL and is licensed by 
Pantone, Inc•. It also works with Macs, PCs, and 
UNIX workstations. All at once. 

Now, say you buy an SX, your business grows, 
and you end up wishing you'd gotten the PX. No 



-- -

need to worry because all Tektronix printers are can make a statement this bold. 

upgradable so you1ll never outgrow them. Printout for printout, ad for ad, you won1t find 


And in case you didn1t notice, this entire ad was a better color printer. Calll-800-835-6100, 
created by one of our printers. That includes Dept. 131 for more infonnation.The 
the brilliant graphics you see above and ~~-=;;·;;;; rest is up to you.-· ;;;;;;;;;;;;;~' 
the crisp type you1re reading now. Because t:.:J -odd:ron~we have so much faith in our color printers, ~ · · ·i!!!5$!!~~ 

The best and the brightest.we let them do their own ads. No one else 1:.:-"-----~ 
Circle 264 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 265). 
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see in over three years of product shipments, yet the 8
mm servo system, using track offset , would allow all the 
data on those tracks to be read , while it is highly un
likely that any DAT system could successfully recover the 
data . This is as much a function of the data format as it 
is of the servo system . Eight-mm tracks are composed of 
individual blocks of data, and if an individual block , or 
blocks , cannot be read, the error-recovery procedures 
will offset the heads and reread the track to recover the 
missing block(s) . DAT, on the other hand, must read the 
entire track in one pass, whether on the first attempt or 
during a subsequent retry , to be successful. In the exam
ple Lion used, that appears to be impossible. 

6 . Finally , regarding the statements that quarter
inch, half-inch, and 8-mm tape employ analog recording 
methods, while DAT uses digital recording techniques: 
None of these technologies uses analog recording ; they 
are all digital. In fact, the NRZI data encoding method 
employed by DAT was developed for, and used by, half
inch tape more than 20 years ago . 

Grant Wilcox 
Product Manager 

Exabyte Corp. 
Boulder, CO 

The numbered sections below correspond to the num
bered items in your letter. 

I. Since the article was published in November , DAT 
manufacturers have achieved even higher capacities of 
storage per cassette than was stated in my article. More 
than five companies have announced DAT drives with 2.5
gigabyte storage capacity per cassette using data com
pression. In January, my company, GigaTrend, an
nounced the use ofa new 90-merer tape that will enable 
storage ofup to 4 gigabytes ofdata on a standard DAT 
cassette; without data compression, a 90-meter tape 
stores up to 2 gigabytes in native mode. As for the issues 
ofdata compression and extended tape , as long as data 
is backed up efficiently, reliably, and accurately, what 
difference does it make to the end user? 

2. It is deceptive to claim that the Exabyte cartridge is 
"about $25 per cartridge." When we at GigaTrend called 
Exabyte to verify this, we were rold by the direct sales 
department that a minimum order of2.5-gigabyte car
tridges put the individual cartridge price at $40. Addi
tionally, in checking with two Exabyte OEMs, we learned 
they are charging $60 for a 2. 5-gigabyte cartridge , not 
$25. Since GigaTrend and other DAT makers are charg
ing $36for a 2.5-gigabyte cartridge (using data com
pression) , DAT is still cheaper by far. 

3. The capacity ofDAT drives in production is cur
rently 2. 5 gigabytes. In the first quarter ofthis year, the 
capacity ofDAT drives in production using extended 
tape will be over 4 gigabytes per cassette. DAT at capaci
ties of2. 5 gigabytes using compression was formally an
nounced by GigaTrend in July 1990. Likewise, the use of 
extended tape in DAT has been known since November 
1990. Industry analysts have been publishing announce
ments about extended DAT tape from fi ve vendors since 
September 1990. Therefore, the 2.5-gigabyte DAT cas
selle capacity listed in the table was an established fact. 

On August 9, 1990, 1 demonstrated GigaTrend's 2.5
gigabyte TurboDAT and a 207K-byte-per-second transfer 
rare at a press conference. This transfer rate was 
achieved during an actual demonstration ofthe product, 

not an "expected" compression ratio, as you claim. 
4. The following excerpt from an article entitled ''The 

Case for DAT" published in the July 1990 issue of Digita l 
Desktop explaim why the Exabyte theory ofa longer 
tape path is incorrect: 

"The 8mmformat uses a tape wrap of221° around a 
drum as opposed to DAT's shorter wrap of9<f. The DAT 
wrap angle has less contact with the recording tape and 
therefore creates less friction and requires fewer compli
cated mechanical parts to insure proper alignment. 
Given a similar drum size and speed, more surface con
tact with a tape will create more potentially damaging 
heat on the surface ofthe tape. Additionally, a 221° wrap 
leaves 8mm tape unguided for approximately three inch
es, which is just under the entire circumference ofa DAT 
drum. Because ofthe mechanical requirements , a nomi
nal22JO needs about 360° ofactual wraparound. This is 
not possible on the same horizontal/eve/. 8mm tape 
must descend one level below the horizontal tape path and 
return , in order to achieve this acwal wraparound. 

"There is stress and strain both in a vertical and hori
zontal direction on the tape using Bmm. Typically , worn 
edges are indicative ofthis type ofwrap. Conversely, 
4mm puts less strain on the tape by deviating only slightly 
from a straight vertical tape path with a 90° wrap. Also. 
a pure horizontal alignment level is maintained through 
electronic tracking , preventing any stretched edges on 
the rape. " 

5. Although the servo/read/write head ofDAT for 
computers is based on the audio version ofthe drive, Jap
anese electronics manufacturers, not to mention Hew
lett-Packard and GigaTape outside Japan, have modified 
the design for computer storage to achieve performance 
levels that are as yet unparalleled by 8-mm rape. 

When the servo/read/write functions ofDAT are per
formed by the same heads , there is absolutely no chance 
ofalignment deviations. The combination ofthe track
ing mechanism plus OAT's three levels oferror checki11g 
and correction enables error recovery that is statistically 
even higher than 8-mm tape. 

6. The analog recording method referred 10 in my ar
ticle references the recording oftape fi lemarking. In this 
case , Exabyte uses an analog method called "physical " 
filemarks . Conversely, GigaTrend and other DAT manu
facturers use logicalfilemarks, which is a digital meth
od oftape filemarking.-Karina Lion 

• 	The current telephone number for Micron Technology 
(December 1990 State of the Art section) is (208) 
368-4000. 

• 	The correct telephone number for Monolithic Systems 
Corp. (December 1990 State of the Art section) is 
(800) 525-7661 . 

• Leading Edge (January Ask BYTE) is a subsidiary of 
Daewoo Telecomm. 

• 	The correct address for Microsoft Press (January Ask 
BYTE) is Microsoft Corp ., I Mic rosoft Way, 
Redmond , WA 98052. 
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Intel Winds Up the i486 Clock to 100 MHz 

I ntel engineers have an experimental i486 running at I 00 MHz, the company 
disclosed at the recent International Solid State Circuits Conference. The 

chip is a long way from a commercial product-Intel still hasn ' t banged the 
kinks out of the 50-MHz i486-but it does point toward Intel chips of the future. 
It' s also a step toward the chip maker's goal of a 100-million-transistor micro
processor running at 250 MHz and delivering 2 billion instructions per second. 

Intel says that it has achieved this increase to 100 MHz by using a combina
tion of new techniques. First, the chip is implemented in 0 .8-micron CMOS, 
instead of the current !-micron CMOS. This alone makes the chip smaller and 
faster . More important, Intel has moved to a three-level metal design instead of 
a two-level design; this reduces gate interconnect distances and further speeds 
up the chip. Intel developed new CAD tools for laying out the chip on a three
level process to fully utilize the third layer. 

One unusual feature of the new chip is that the clock has been implemented 
using a phase-locked loop. This allows the clock to operate more tightly and 
thus faster than previously. Clock skew has been reduced, and the setup time is 
now 1.5 ns, down from 3.0 ns ; the hold time is I ns , down from 2.5 ns; and the 
overall output valid time is 7.5 ns, down from 9 ns. However. this design has its 
drawbacks . It relies heavily on the power signal coming in . Intel says that the 
PLL can lock on and operate fully in the time it takes the processor to power up . 
If the PLL couldn ' t do this , then serious system errors would occur . The major 
side effect is that the chip can't use a standby mode. Since the chip also uses 8 
W of power at 100 MHz, it will not be very useful in laptop or notebook sys
tems, as power consumption will be high and no power-saving standby mode 
can be implemented. 

Intel engineers say that they have fabricated the chip and tested it. It operated 
at frequencies of up to 100 MHz at 5 V and at room temperature . Intel expects 
that any processors it manufactures using such high speeds would be part of a 
multichip or multipackage module rather than used in a traditional circuit board 
design . 

Intel admits that many problems remain before this technology can be used in 
a commercial design. RFI noise could be a severe problem. Intel ' s John Craw
ford said that by isolating the high-speed elements of the design on a module, 
this could be minimized, but he confessed that it is a problem Intel has not fully 
addressed. A standard heat sink with good airflow will be adequate to cool the 
processor, he said. 

A computer system based on this design would be heavily dependent on the 
performance of the cache, Crawford said. Intel designed the part with the use of 
a secondary cache in mind . Crawford acknowledged that the chip won 't be quite 
three times as fast as the 33-MHz i486 but didn ' t think that the degradation 
would be significant. 

-Owen Llndemolm 

OS Shuffle Has Developers Dizzy 

T he spin doctors have been working keeping OS/2 3.0; there has since been 
overtime at Microsoft. The soft widespread talk that Microsoft was ne

ware giant and its sometimes-partner glecting OS/2 to design industrial-strength 
IBM reshuffled their operating-system Windows. Then the Wall Street Journal 
responsibilities last year, with Microsoft reported that Microsoft is " dropping 

NANOBYTES 


IBM made its fortunes in propri
etary systems, but a senior execu
tive says Big Blue will "be the 
most open company in the busi
ness. " Senior vice president C. 
Michael Armstrong acknowledged 
in his UniForum keynote speech 

that such a state
ment would be 
met with skepti
cism, but he 
claimed that 
IBM is com
mitted to being 
the leader in 
open systems. 

"There are no illusions at IBM ," 
Armstrong said . "Open systems 
are the future , and IBM's fu
ture is in open systems. " That 
means support for POSIX, 
XPG3 , ISO, and ANSI compli
ance , he said, but most of all, it 
means Unix. 

Unix makes for good business, 
IBM officials are finding. The 
company recently issued sales 
figures for its RISC System/6000 
workstation , saying sales have 
tallied $1 billion. 

All signs point to Apple finally 
releasing System 7.0 next month . 
At the recent MacApp Develop
ers Association conference, Apple 
announced four tools for use with 
System 7 .0, the major new operat
ing software for the Mac, includ
ing release 3.0 of MacApp, the ob
ject-oriented development system. 
MacApp 3.0 will let software de
signers incorporate System 7.0 
features into their applications. 
Letting the tools out the door in
dicates that the operating software 
is pretty stable. Plus, Apple likes 
to give its faithful developers a lit
tle something at the annual devel
opers' conference, which is slated 
for May. This year, it's likely 
that they'll get a shiny compact 
disc containing System 7.0. 
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OS/2," an incorrect assumption that fur
ther confused developers and users . 

Cont rary to the "inaccurate specula
tions," Microsoft says that it will not 
abandon OS/2 to focus on 32-bit Win
dows . The company maintains that it is 
still working on a portable version of 
OS/2 called OS/2 3.0 (or OS/2 NT, for 
new technology) and that it is still work
ing on OS/2 applications . 

"We will have a high-end and a low
end operating system offering, while 
havi ng a single mainstream program
ming inter face for developers," a Micro
soft staff member said . That interface is 
now the Windows 3.0 API (for applica
tion programming interface) but will 
eventually be the Win32 API, he said. 

This "new-technology" operati ng 
system, targeted for client/server situa
tions and multiprocessor systems, will 
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incorporate what is being called Win32 , 
an API in which 32-bit Windows pro
grams can run directly under OS/2 3.0. 
Microsoft officials insist that OS/2 3.0 is 
not taki ng a back seat to Windows , but 
that it is rather a product for users who 
need something st ronger than DOS . Al
though some industry insiders say that 
Microsoft is adding the Presentation 
Manager API only to appease IBM , a 
Microsoft representative said that " the 
PM subsystem has always been part of 
the product plans for OS/2 3 .0." 

An IBM officia l said that the Win
dows-or-PM scenario just confuses the 
issue . "It's not a question of user inter
face . It is a question of which operating 
e nvironment will give you what you 
need . The choice is Windows on DOS, 
which is fine for personal appl ications, 
or the advanced capabi lities of OS/2." So 

OPERATING-SYSTEM SCORECARD 

With all the rumors and reshuffling, it's hard to keep track ofwhat 's what in 
the world ofDOS-descendant operating environmems. As it stands right now, 
here's what Microsoft and IBM have in the works. 

MICROSOFT 

OS/23.0 
• Portable to other processors 
• Runs Windows programs. courtesy of Win32 
• Small-kernel architecture 
• Supports at least four APis: DOS. 16-bit Windows, 32-bit Windows. and POSIX 
• Currently a prealpha project 

Wln32 
• Lets 32-bit Windows programs run under OS/2 3.0 
• Part of the OS/2 2.0 system kernel 
• API set will be hosted on DOS and OS/2 3.0 
• To be the "single mainstream programming interface" 

Binary Compatibility Layer (BCL) 
• A feature of OS/2 2.0 
• Allows well -behaved Windows applications to run directly, without having to be 

recompiled for 16-bit segmented Windows programs 

Windows Libraries for OS/2 
• Allows developers to relink Windows 3.0 programs to run under OS/2 1.2. 1.3. and 2.0 
• Combines functions of the BCL and the System Migration Kit 
• Includes libraries that map Windows A Pis to Presentation Manager APis 
• Version 0.9 was released in February 

DOSS.O 
• Tiny, leaving more memory for applications 
• DR-DOS-Iike memory management 
• Due any month now 

DOS6.0 
• Will have lnstallable File System. which can track and maintain links between documents 

IBM 

OS/22.0 
• The 32-bit version will support future 32-bit Presentation Manager programs 
• Also supports 16-bit PM programs 
• Multiple DOS compatibility boxes 
• Will be able to run Windows applications (without DOS box). possibly with a BCL 
• Slated to be ready sometime this year 
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Novell says that it is nearly ready 
with the etWare Loadable Mod
ules that will allow DOS, Win
dows, Mac, OS/2, and Unix com
puters to share information and 
resources transparently. The new 
NetWare 3. 11 will let users in 
stall the software that they need to 
ru n Mac and Unix clients with 
NetWare servers. The Mac NLM 
will support AppleTa lk Phase I 
and 2 and will let Mac users access 
NetWare resources through the 
Mac network-client interface. Net 
Ware NFS , Novell's implementa
tion of Sun 's Network File System, 
will let NetWare 3. 11 give native 
fi le and pri nt services to Unix cli
ents. Novell also disclosed re
cently that it has incorporated in 
the core operat ing system a 
TCP/ IP implementation to allow 
multivendor internetworking with 
environments that upport TCP/IP . 
T he company also has a GOSIP
compliant fi le transfer implemen
tat ion that links NetWare with 
the OSI environment. 

Responding to " an emotional 
firestorm," Lotus withdrew its 
MarketPlace CD-ROM databases 
from the market . Marketplace: 
Households, a Mac-based data
base of individuals (i .e., potentia l 
consumers) , contai ned informa
tion (name, address, age , gender, 
marital status income, dwelling 
type, purchasing prqpensity , and 
" lifestyle" ) of about J20 million 
Americans. It did not include
home telephone number , nor 
was it possible to ea rch for indi 
vidual names. However, critics 
charged that a rna s-marketed CD
ROM database could facilita te 
a buses or privacy by making con
sumer data easier to access and 
harder to control. 

MarketPlace was a topic of dis,
cussion on BBSes arou nd the c un 
try , and about 30 000 people 
called in to have their names re
moved . " While we believe that 
the actual data content and cont rols 
built into the product preserved 
consumer privacy we couldn 't ig 
nore the high level of consumer 
concern ," Lotus pre-sident Jim M 
Manzi said. t1 
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That's Intel 's. And our 
new family of Math 

CoProcessors is faster
up to 50% for the 287XL 

In fact, working side by side with the Intel 
microprocessor already inside your computer, 
an Intel Math CoProcessor can increase the 
speed of your spreadsheet, graphics, CAD and 

database programs by as much as '500%. That's 
good to know. 

And the fact that it's made by Intel is also 
good to know. 

Because Intel developed the fi rst Math 
CoProcessor in 1982, and we 've shipped 
millions since then. Each one is manufactured 
by Intel in the world 's most advanced logic 



facili ty, and th n t ·red and r t st d again tan 
exacting set f ctit ria. 

And w can guarantee that ev ry Intel 
Math CoProcessor lives up to the indu ·uy 
hardware stan lards w h lped d velop, 
delivering the am r suits regardless of what 
type of com put r you'r d ing alculation on. 

So call Intel at (800) 538-33 3. Ask for 

Lit ratur Packet #F6 on Int l's new and im
prov d Math oProce ·sors. And put an Intel 
Math oPro ·or in id your computer. l t' · th 
only one with th Intel name to liv up to. 

infel 

TheCotnputer Inside:.. 

©1990 Intel Corporation. 386 and 38 are trademarks of Int I Corporation. 
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will IBM do Windows? In a recent inter
nal memo on how to deal with questions 
about operating-system strategy, IBM 
sa id that it " is eva luating where Win
dows fits in the range of solutions avail
able to our customers." 

OS/2 3 .0 is currently in the prealpha 
stage; sources say that it won ' t ship be
fore 1992 . Microsoft officials confirm 
that they 've ported it to certain unnamed 
RISC machines; sources say that those 
machines are the IBM RISC System/ 
6000 and computers based on the MIPS 
R3000 and the Intel i486 with the i860. 

Many developers say that they think 
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Microsoft and IBM are still sending 
mixed signals. The perceived dispute be
tween Microsoft and IBM is " damaging 
our ability to market products," said 
one. " We are facing a nightmare. " 

So what should developers do? That 
" depends on the technical and marketing 
requirements of their product," says 
Cam Myhrvold , manager of developer 
relations at Microsoft. "If people want to 
target the largest graphical desktop mar
ket , it is clear that Windows is the volume 
leader ," he says . For the ser ver market
place , it' s OS/2 . 

-Martin Heller and D. Barker 

Hitachi Claims Superconducting BIPS 

A !though the media hubbub over 
superconductivity has faded, re

search continues to bring the technology 
closer to the world of useful computing. 
Scientists at Hitachi recently revealed 
details of a superconducting micropro
cessor that is capable of running at I bil
lion instructions per second (BIPS) . 

The prototype chip has a 4-bit archi
tecture with IK bit of on-board memory 
and 500 bits of ROM . At 7 mm square 
and with only thousands of devices rather 
than the usual millions, this micropro
cessor is obviously only the first step 
along this development track . The de

signers employ low-inductance chip-to
chip connections. They say that these 
connections reduce the effects of AC
power cross talk on the l/0 signals and let 
the device operate at clock frequencies of 
around 1 gigahertz . The Hitachi team 
claims that power dissipation is only 50 
mW , but the need for cryogenic cooling 
(the current device works only when kept 
in liquid helium) negates the overall ad
vantage . The fact that the prototype 
works at all indicates that superconduct
ing processors will have a role to play in 
the future of computer technology. 

-Andy Redfern 

Apple Breaks the Printer Cost Barrier 

T hat headline might sound like one 
of those " headlines you'll never 

read," but Apple has in fact come out 
with two very price-conscious printers. 
One is a $1299 QuickDraw-based device 
ca lled the Personal LaserWriter LS . The 
more novel model is an ink-jet printer, 
ca lled the Style Writer, that prints at 360 
dpi . This machine retails for $599. 

Canon 's new StyleWriter , based on its 
bubblejet engi ne, is made in Japan for 
Apple; however. Apple has redesigned 
al most every aspect of the machine. Be
cause this QuickDraw-based unit has a 
resolution of 360 dpi , it can generate 
gray- ca le images that look better than 
those from a LaserWriter. A model that 
was shown to BYTE took about 2 minutes 
to put out a page, however . 

The StyleWriter accepts compressed 
information from the Mac intosh via 
high-speed ser ial communication, but it 
decompres es each band of information 
as it comes over and prints it. This means 
that the Mac is held up from further work 
unt il the page is finished. Still , to many 
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users , that is an acceptable compromise 
for a printer of this price. 

The new LaserWriter LS was designed 
to print a full page of text and graphics 
using only 512K bytes of memory. The 
printer driver software compresses the 
page image information and passes it to 
the printer, which decompresses it while 
printing in bands . This printer also uses 
a serial connection and clocks the serial 
port of the Macintosh at a much higher 
rate than it normally operates at. Apple 
representatives sa id that it effectively 
operates at 900 ,000 bps . Unlike the 
StyleWriter, the Lase rWriter LS receives 
the whole page from the Mac before de
compressing and printing. Both printers 
are being shipped with TrueType and 
TrueType fonts. 

Mac Classic buye rs have been hesitant 
to buy a laser printer when it costs twice 
as much as their computers. But now , the 
StyleWriter means that you can have a 
fully functional Mac and a laser-quality 
printer for a street price of about $1700 . 

-Owen Llnderholm 
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Even Microsoft chai rman Bill 
Gates agrees that people are con
fused about his company 's inten
tions regarding operating systems . 
" We ' re confusing the market , that's 
for sure , " he 
told a group of 
press a nd fi
na ncial ana
lysts. But there 
was nothing 
co n fusing 
about hi s atti 
tude toward a 
compet ing op
erati ng environment. After being 
asked whet her Microsoft' s Object 
Linking and Embedding technol
ogy will do what Hewlett-Pack
ard ' s NewWave already does, 
Gates said , " No, no , no, that ' s 
wrong. NewWave doesn ' t do 
anything." 

While some people doubt that 
PCs can gain an edge over tradi
tional workstations, Interactive 
president Dennis Peck thinks 
otherwise. In a couple of years , 
he said in a recent interview , the 
huge Unix market wi ll be spli t 
between RISC (mostly , he thinks, 
SPARC) and Intel -based Unix . 
Intel's i586 chip , expected later 
this year, and the i686 will give 
Intel a lock on a vast number of 
desktops . Enhancements from In
teractive , such as the high-priority 
effort to improve ease of use and 
administration through graphical 
appl ications , will keep Interactive 
the leading choice for Intel V .4, 
Peck said. 

In an effort to help deal with en
vironmental disasters, the Na
tional Oceanographic and At 
mospheric Administration has 
launched a Macintosh program 
that provides quick access to 
information on chemical com
pounds , identifie areas that might 
be affected by toxins , plots the 
course of emi sions into the ai r, 
and even analyzes possible acci 
dent scenarios. In addition, the 
Cameo II program can help com
munities and businesses prepare 
detailed contingency plans for 
emergencies. 



and 

We slash interface 

development time. 


(and we can prove it!) 

C-PROGRAMMERS: 
See for yourself how 


Vermont Views TM 


can help you create 

user Interfaces 


the easy way. 

If you want to start saving a tre
mendous amount of time and 
effor t, call for your free Vermont 
Views demo 

universal solution.kit and put us 
When you create an interto the test. 
face with Vermont Views, Vermont VIews 
you can port it amongIs a powerful , 
PC-DOS. OS/2, UNIX,menu -driven 
XENIX, and VMS. screen design

Vermont VIews can beer that comes 
used with any databasewith a C li

brary of over 
550 functions. Which means you 
can create user interfaces in just 
a fraction of the time it takes to 
write the code yourself! 

Why try to reinvent the 
wheel when Vermont Views lets 
you interactively create pull-down 
menus. window-based data-entry 
forms (with tickertape and memo 
fields), scrollable form regions. 
choice lists. context sensitive 
help, and a host of other interface 
objects. 

Vermont Views combines the 
convenience of a fourth genera
tion language with the power, 
nexibili ty. and blinding execution 
speed of native C code. 

TUrn your prototype 
into the application. 

Let's face it. With most systems, 
you have to throw away your proto
type when coding begins. Which 
means you waste precious time 

and effort. With Vermont Views. 
things are a lot different. In fact, 
the prototype actually becomes 
the application. So menus and 
data-entry forms are usable in the 
final application without change. 
Names of functions for retrieving. 
processing, and storing data 
can all be specified as the proto
type is created. And that's just 
for starters . 

Here's a truly 

that has a C-language in
terface (most do) , and w111 create 
interfaces for any roman-based 
language. Our form-locking ver
sion lets you develop quickly and 
safely on networks and multi
user operating systems, too . 

If you need DOS graphics in 
your applications, we also have 
the answer. Vermont Views f M 

GraphEx allows all Vermont 
Views · windows. menus, 
forms to work in CGA. EGA. VGA, 
and Hercules graphics modes. 
So you can use your 
favorite graphics package 
to create charts, graphs. 
and other images to enhance 
text displays. 

Vermont 
Creative 
Software 

Pinnacle Meadows. 
Richford. vr 05476 
Phone: (802) 848-7731 
FAX: (802) 848-3502 

WE 
YOUR SATISFACTION. 

FOREVER. 

We're so sure youll 
love Vermont Views that 
we make this iron-clad, 
money-back guarantee. If 
you're ever dissatisfied 
with Vermont Views, for 
any reason, return It for a 
prompt. no-questions
asked refund. (All you 
have to do is certify that 
you haven't Incorporated 
our code in to any ap
plication.) 

Call for your FREE 
demo kit! 

800-848-1248 

(Please mention "Offer 111") 

Don't take our word for it. Put 
Vermont Views to the test by 
calling for your personal, free 
demonstration kit. Or fax us at 
(802) 848-3502. 

Circle 287 on Inquiry Cord. 
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Has IBM Finally Gotten Its Portable Right? 
BM may finally have shaken the cur e 
of its ill-fated Portable PC . The com

pany was expected to have brought out by 
now its new laptop that is based on the 
20-MHz 386SX processor. 

According to people who have seen it , 
the new system is very similar to the 
Compaq LTE 386s/20. It features a 60
MB hard disk drive, a 3th-inch floppy 
disk drive , 2MB to 18MB of memory , 
and a VGA LCD screen. According to 
sources familiar with the new machine , 
the L40 SX weighs 71h pounds. 

One user at the Harvard Bu siness 
School said that the new system's best 
feature is the keyboard. The keys do not 
travel as far as they do on a Toshiba note
book , but the key placement is better 
than that on Toshiba or Compaq laptops, 
he said. In addition, an external numeric 
keypad is available for those who like the 

feel of a full keyboard . 
T he new notebook incorporates a 

" fuel gauge" that indicate the power re
maining in the system's battery. The sys
tem that wa used at Harvard also in
cludes a 2400-bps modem and 9600-bps 
fax modem, but it was not clear whether 
this fax modem will be included a stan
dard when the machine is released . 

As we were going to press, the price of 
the L40 SX was still a matter of specula
tion , but sources and published reports 
estimate the cost will be near $6000. 
With mail-order SX notebooks dipping 
down below $2500 and a new wave of Far 
East notebooks on the way , sa les of the 
L40 SX could depend on its price . It is a 
fairly safe bet, however , that IBM will 
choose a list price close to that of the 
Compaq LTE ($6499) . 

- Rich M alloy 

Photonics Transceiver Lets Hand-Held Systems 
Beam Data 

P en-based computers and wireless 
networking are a natural fit. One 

ot the companies putting the two together 
is Photonics (Campbell, CA) , which has 
prototyped a diffuse infrared transceiver 
that allows a mobile unit to be part of a 
network without a physical connection. 

The transceiver has a range of approxi
mately 30 feet. Photonics plans to pro
vide repeater stations to carry the signal 
even farther than that. Photonics and GO 
Corp. recently demonst rated the equip
ment. They attached two GO systems to 
the Photonics transceivers and used the 
systems to hook into a stationary trans
ceiver attached to its network with Ether
net and token-ring connections. They 
then demonstrated a remote Structured 
Query Language access to a Mac over a 
wireless link using software from Tech
Gnosis . The transfer took a couple of 
seconds, but it was successful. 

GO's PenPoint hardware can recog
nize network connections on its own. 
Users will be able to walk into a room 
and establish a network connection al 
most immediately. This could foresee
ably allow instant networks of pen-ba ed 
systems in meetings , or automatic data 
transfer from a mobile unit to stationary, 
central corporate units. These connec
tions and transfers can happen automati
cally without user input, the moment a 
user returns to the base office. 

Photonics president Dick Allen said 
that the new technology in its infrared 
transceiver will be capable of supporting 
Ethernet networking in the future at 
speeds of up to I 0 Mbps. The current 
version can transmit at I Mbps . The Pho
tonics scheme uses its own error-correct
ing method and does not require the re
transmission of data , Allen said . 

-()wen Llnderholm 

New Apple Talk Code Will Let Macs 
Tap Unix Services 

acintosh and Unix system users 
should soon be able to share ser

vices. Apple Computer and AT&T said 
that they will jointly develop a specifi
cation to standardize internetworking 
between Macintoshes running Apple
Talk and Unix systems that are running 
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System V release 4 . 
At the heart of the deal is agreement on 

an application programming interface 
that will allow Unix developers to write 
software that takes advantage of file
sharing , client/server, and other Apple
Talk network services. Source code that 

NANOBYTES 

IBM recently demonstrated a 
working prototype of a 4-pound 
portable terminal de igned to 
work with the Motorola/IBM Ar
dis packet-radio network. The 
unnamed machine will be an
nounced later in the year , IBM 
said. It 's based on a 286 CPU and 
runs DOS in ROM but is most ly 
intended for connection to host 
systems via 3270 emulation . 

The ruggedi zed device has a 
full keyboard and a backlit LCD 
screen but no hard di k drive or 
floppy di sk drive; instead , it has a 
slot for credit-card- ize IC ca rds . 
Both an RF modem and a standard 
modem for connecting to land 
lines are built in . The portable 
terminal will enter field testing 
this summer, and IBM said it 
will be "competitively" priced 
with Motorola hand-held RF 
terminals. 

Developers who want to create 
new applications for pen-based 
computers will have to start 
thinbng in a brand new mode . 
Robert Carr. vice president of 
GO Corp . and one of the designers 
of PenPoint , advises developer 
to forget about cursors , mice, and 
other aspects of the traditional 
user interface. Dan Bricklin , vet

eran program
mer and vice 
president of 
Slate, says you 
don't have to 
be a " superpro
grammer" 1 
design pen
based applica

tion , "but you do need to know 
C ." Slate says that its PenApps 
development environment will let 
people write complete applica
tion in a few weeks, while the 
Data Acces Architecture will let 
them easi ly integrate the PenApps 
application with even proprietary 
database . At a recent Boston 
Computer Society meeting , 
Bricklin u ed the PenApps tools on 
GO' 286-based machine to build 
a form application from scrat h. 
His demonstration was aimed at 
developers who want to quickly de
sign form applications . 



The newTravelMateM3000 notebook computer 

packs 386TMSX power into 1.8" and 5.7los. 


Finally. A truly portable 386SX notebook 
computer attractively packaged in a sleek, 
breakthrough design d1at com plemems 
your workscyle - Tl TravelMate 3CXXl. This 
latest addition to Tl's powerful new look of 
notebook computers packs 20 MHz, 386SX 
processing power into a convenient l. " 
min, 5. 7-lb. package. 

Portable power for power users. 
Now you can easilycarry desktop 
perf0m1ance in an exceptionally lightweight 
package. Run power-hungry applications 
wim 2MB of RAM (expandable m 6MB) 
and a 20MB, 40MB or 60MB hard di k 
drive. Get me fi.t ll efft.u ofWindow <A

and graphics-intensive software on me 
Travel Mate 3CXXl's big, bright 10" diagonal 
VGA di play wid1 32 shades ofgray. 

©1991 Tl 66083 

The new20 MHz 386SXTM 3<XXlis just 8.5" x II'" , 
a men: 1.8" thin and weighs an ea:.}'·to -carry 5.71bs. 
(including battery)! 

Loading application software and file 
back-up are easy wim me built-in 3.5" floppy 
diskette drive. The internal battery lets you 

work up tl> three hours nonstop. Plus, 
me Travel Mate 3CXXl's full-function 
A -enhanced keyboard lets you do 
it in comfOrt 

Call today for power 
without compromise. 
To see me new look of 386SX power, call Tl 
for me name ofa TM 3CXXl dealer near you. 
1-800-527-3500 

TEXAS ..If 
INSTRUMENTS 


T m,!Mate is a t:rademark ofTexas Insm.tments. 386 is a t:rademnrk of Intel Corporation. AT is a rq;isttru:l rrnJL11mk c•f lnremati nal Bu iness Machines rporation. 
Windows i a regi reru:l trademark ofMicrosoli: >rporation. 
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follows the API should be portable across 
hardware lines, as long as the target sys
tem provides services compatible with 
the API. 

Apple has agreed to implement the 
new AppleTalk API in the next release of 
its Portable AppleTalk source code , 
available under an Apple licensing pro
gram. This API will let Mac users run 
Unix applications , such as E-mail , from 

MICROBYTES 


within the AppleTalk environment. (To 
do that now, they must run a TCPfiP pro
tocol stack.) Pacer Software has ported 
the protocol to a variety of Unix systems, 
including System V release 4 for the 
NCR System 3000. The Apple Talk spec
ification will be distributed by both Ap
ple and AT&T sometime this quarter , the 
companies said. 

-TomYaaer 

C&T Develops Multiprocessing Design; 
Alternative to C·Bus 

A ttempting to provide an alternative 
to Corollary's C-Bus Intel-based 

multiprocessing architecture , Chips & 
Technologies (San Jose, CA) has devel
oped its own multiprocessing platform 
called M/PAX. 

M/PAX and its Corollary counterpart 
both support multiple processors in a sin
gle chassis , communicating with each 
other over a proprietary bus. But M/ 
PAX 's main advantage is the bandwidth 
of its interprocessor data channel, or 
Multi-Processor Interface; the MPI is a 
128-bit-wide bus that passes messages 
between processors. M/PAX calls for an 
additional level of cache, beyond the i486 
internal cache, to reduce the total traffic 

between the processors and to the shared 
memory pool. Up to four memory con
trollers can be present in an M/PAX im
plementation, permitting multiple simul
taneous transfers . 

Chips & Technologies provides the in
terface circuits needed for the system , 
processor , and memory modules. A 
company representative claimed that M/ 
PAX has a significant performance edge 
over Corollary's C-Bus and said that the 
SCO MPX extensions to Unix work with 
both C-Bus and M/PAX . The same rep
resentative said that one drawback is that 
M/PAX may not support as many total 
processors as C-Bus . 

-TomYaaer 

Compaq Now Offers a Little Help for Its Friends 

C ompaq has changed its ways and 
started offering product support 

directly to end users . The computer mak
er is also classifying its dealers accord
ing to its ability to sell and service com
plex networked systems. 

The moves are an effort to satisfy cus
tomer demands for better support than 
has traditionally been available through 
the dealer channel - especially for com
plicated multivendor systems- while 
sparing Compaq the expense and politi
cal fallout of establishing a direct sales 
force to serve corporate buyers . 

For the benefit of customers seeking 
"advanced connectivity solutions , " 
Compaq will identify a subset of its au
thorized dealers who have the training 
and facilities necessary to sell and ser
vice products such as the Compaq Sys
temPro running Novell NetWare. 

The end-user support will include a 
toll-free hotline that will be available to 
any Compaq customer seeking informa
tion about accessories, upgrades, or basic 
system configuration; and a paid service , 
called the Compaq Telephone Support 
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Agreement , that will provide high-level 
system support and problem solving. 

Compaq's new free customer support 
center is open Monday through Friday , 7 
a.m. to 7 p.m. Central time, and you can 
contact it at (800) 345-1518. The center 
will offer answers to simple questions 
about hardware configuration and setup, 
operating systems , and BASIC language 
programming, as well as problem diag
nosis, the company says . Sales informa
tion about upgrades , options , and dealer 
locations will also be provided. 

For more sophisticated information, 
especially concerning networked sys
tems, Compaq will sell a telephone sup
port contract through its dealers for 
$3000 per year. The fee covers 10 " sup
port incidents" during the year; each re
quest for support (assuming it merits 
high-level attention and cannot be solved 
via the free hot line) will be assigned a 
case number and a supervising engineer. 
Compaq specialists , in conjunction with 
engineers from network vendors, will 
work on the problem until they solve it. 

-Andy Reinhardt 

NANOBYTES 

NCR expects to introduce its 
notepad computer based on GO 
Corp.'s new PenPoint system in 
the third quarter of this year. The 
portable system will likely be 
based on a 386-class CPU . The 
NCR notebook will support 
handwriting recognition and mouse 
functions even when running 
standard DOS programs. NCR's 
pen can be a pointer , or , with a 
click of a button , it will emulate a 
keyboard ; DOS programs won 't 
know or care how the text was en
tered because characters written 
on the pad will be forwarded to the 
keyboard buffer. 

Apple Computer has made a few 
adjustments to its Macintosh Por
table and knocked $1000 off the 
price, but it couldn ' t keep the 
weight down. The biggest change 
i ~ backlighting for the active ma
trix LCD, which makes it easier 
to read in a variety of lighting con 
ditions. You can turn the back
light on or off, which is good be
cause when it 's on . the power 
consumption goes way up . 

So that users will be able to 
run System 7.0 when it arrives, 
Apple has raised the standard 
amount of RAM it puts in the Por
table, now offering 2-MB and 4
MB models. The Portable with 2 
MB of RAM and a 40-MB hard 
disk drive is now $4199 ; with 4 
MB of RAM and a 40-MB hard 
di sk drive , it 's $4699 . Mac users 
we interviewed said they think 
the price is still too high, but at 
least Apple is moving it in the 
right direction . Others said that 
they're waiting to see the note
book-size computers expected 
from Apple later this year . 

AT&T's new Unix System V 
Graphics Platform (developed y 
Quest Systems) gives a nod to a 
rival user interface. The software 
bundle comes with either the 
Open Look or OSF/Motif graphi 
cal user interface layers. This is 
the first sign that AT&T' s competi
tive stance in the GUl arena is 
soften ing, or perhaps it 's just a 
realistic response 10 market ac 
ceptance of Motif. 



eease 
 ' 

Finall y, ESIX System V Release 4.0, the UNIX O perating System of 

cho ice is here. Based on AT &P System V UNIX"', ESIX Release 4.0 

is a stable, full y bac kward co mpatib le and robu st operating system 

with enhanced features and functionalities. 

For all the current System V Release 3.2 owners, ESIX offers an easy 

upgrade path to ES IX Release 4.0. For more information about ES IX 

System V Release 4.0 product offerings, please ca ll : 

1(800) 821-0806 Ext: 2068 or (41 5) 683-2068 

Fax : (4 15) &5 1-0726 
464 3 1 Milmont Dr. 
Fremont , CA 94538, USA =eSfX 

SYSTEM V 
Circle 105 on Inquiry Card . 
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Apple Asks for Airspace for Data 
Communications Service 

P aving the way for wireless net
working , Apple Computer has pe

ti t ioned the FCC for permission to es
tablish a " Data Personal Communica
tions Service." Using 40 MHz in the 
1850- to 1990-MHz bandwidth , the ser
vice would transmit data at I 0 M bps over 
short di stances (less than 150 feet) . Such 
a ser vice could replace wired LANs 
within a workgroup . Users would send 
data between desk top systems or use 
" portable computers equipped with min
iature, nonopt imum antennas ." Apple 
offic ia ls say that they can't develop this 
new technology until the FCC "allocates 
suff icient bandwidth." 

Apple has filed the petition to " put a 
stake in the ground ," said Bill Stevens , 
manager of the Advanced Technology 
Group team worki ng on wireless LAN 
technology. " What we are proposi ng is 

an unlicensed service with each trans
mitter containing a ca ll that is specific 
to that transmitter for identification," 
Stevens sa id. " Also, we proposed that 
the service operate in a ' listen-before
talk ' manner. This means a battery-pow
ered device would not have to use contin
ual power to maintain connectivity." 

Apple notes in the petition that it has 
done tests in different buildings, using 
frequency ranges of 900, 1900, 2400 , 
and 5800 MHz and several modulation 
schemes. 

The proposed service would be open to 
other manufacturers who want to "con
nect services to the non stationary user," 
Stevens said . One of those other manu
facturers is likely to be General Magic, 
the Apple-funded company developing 
what it calls " personal communicators." 

-Larry Loeb 

Interactive Takes New Direction as Publisher 
of Unix System V Release 4 

S heddi ng it s role in di stribution , 
AT&T's Unix System Labs (USL) 

has signed Interacti ve Systems (Santa 
Monica, CA) as " a principal publisher of 
System V release 4 for Intel platforms. " 
Intel , which is currently marketing its 
own port of Unix V .4, said it will turn its 
V.4 business over to Interactive . 

Unde r thi s new arrangement , USL 
will do the Unix development , aided by 
Intel, and turn a finished product over to 
Interactive . Interactive will then package 
it and offer optional added va lue (like 
OSF/Motifand Ported NetWare), as well 
as handle distribution and support. 

The ramifications could be fa r-reach
ing. In ga ining endorsements from both 
AT&T and Intel, Interactive will position 
its packaged version of V.4 as the obvi
ous choice-instead of the one from rival 
The Santa Cruz Operation- for Intel
based systems. At least until AT&T se
lects its next " principa l publisher .·· 

Interactive appears to be moving away 

from developing operating systems. In
stead , the company will use its software 
development talent to produce add-ons to 
System V .4, as well as new applications 
software . Interactive's parent company, 
Kodak, mandates one such application . 
Kodak has been investing heavily in its 
Photo CD technology , which basica lly 
converts photo prints into high-resolu
tion digitized images on a compact disc. 
Kodak will market players and printers 
to accompany this technology, but Inter
active is already well along in developing 
Unix imaging software that can expand 
the capabilities of the Photo CD . 

The company has just started shipping 
its Ported NetWare package, an imple
mentation of Novell's Portable NetWare 
for Unix . Ported NetWare operates on 
any 386 or 486 system running Interac
tive Unix 2.02 or higher. The company 
has also added a menu-driven utility for 
Unix-or iented administration. 

-TomYaaer 

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staffat BYTE is interested in hearing about 
new technological and scienrific developments that might have an impact on microcom
puters and the people who use them. Ifyou know ofadvances or projects relevant to micro
computing, please comact the Microbytes staff at (603) 924-9281 , send mail on BIX to 
Microbytes, or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458. An elec
tronic version of Microbytes, which offers a wider variety of computer-related news on a 
daily basis, is available on B/X. 
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3Com (Santa Clara, CA) has 
demonstrated the "first commer
cially available implementation of 
the Intermediate System-to-Inter
mediate System (IS-IS) routing 
protocol for OSI networks ." IS-IS 
is a draft standard for intra
domain routing on OSI networks. 
Support for this capabi lity is in
cluded in a new version (2.0) of 
3Com's NetBuilder Brouter soft
ware, which also has routing ca
pabilities for Novell IPX and DEC
net Phase IV . 3Com's brouters 
now support all the major routing 
protocols , which also include 
TCP/IP. XNS, and OSI. 

DVI meets the Mario Brothers : 
Although aimed at computer 
graph ics and imaging systems, 
Intel's Digital Video Interactive 
technology will show up in a new 
generation of video games slated 
to hit arcades next fall. Data 
East USA (San Jose. CA) will 
bring out four games that use In
tel's i750 digital video processors . 
"Over the past few years, arcade 
video games have lost some of the 
technologica l edge over home en
tertainment systems ," says Joseph 
Keenan , president of Data East 
USA . " DVI technology returns 
that advantage tenfold and makes 
immediately avai lable a highly ad
vanced multimedia computer 
technology that will be found in 
arcade systems long before its en
try into the home marketplace ." 
Data East will supply Intel with 
the video for the games . 

A new program introduced at 
UniForum will let Unix users in
clude any type of text or bina ry 
data in E-mail messages. The first 
product from Alfalfa Software 
(Cambridge, MA), ca lled Poste, 
provides for multipart messages 
consisting not only of text but user
defined enclosures as well. These 
enclosures can contain text, 
images, fax transmissions, and 
digitized sound . Users or th ird
party developers can add new 
types as technology advances, Al
falfa says. Poste is a graphical 
application with an OSF/Motif in
terface. It's likely to cost $395. 
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Some days you have 

all the time in the world. 


When the pressure is on, pour 
on the speed. With Hewle t I.
Packard's new Lascr:Jet lllSi 
printer~ A powe rhouse that 
delivers at a throughput speed 
of 17 pages per minute. 

With the Lased et IllS i, you'rt' 
up to spPed the rnomPn t you 
give the "print" command. liP 's 
RISC-based formatter and the 
PCL5 printer language, with 
vector graphics and on-thc-lly 
typeface scaling, yield fast 

results. Th is prinlt'r a lso n'p
rcsents a new standard f(lr l/0 
performance with optiona l 
Network Printer Inte rl~t( ' ( ' ('anls 
for either Ethernet or'll lkl'n Ri r1g. 

The Lascdet II lSi is specifi('ally 
designed for shared-usc envi ron
me nts. Its high -volume paper 
hand ling features include l wo 
500 -sheet input trays a nd a 
monthly duty cycle nf SO,OOO 
pages. HP offers software
se lectable languagP swi tching 

IJp t W('('ll PC Ui a nd opt ioncll 
A dol)(' ' l 'ostSn i 1 ll ~ For a< id l'd 
vPrsatil ity, your opt ions includt' 



And some days you need 

the new17ppm LaserJet IIISi. 


an envelope feeder and two
sided printing. 

Beyond speed and efficiency, 
the Laser-Jet IIISi delivers the 
sharpest 300 dpi print quality 
yet.ln fact, HP's revolutionary 
combination of Resolution 
Enhancement technology and 
new microfine toner challenges 
the print quality of many 600 
dpi printers. 
The price of the new Lase1.Jet 
IIISi,just $5,495; is as impressive 

as the work load it handles. If 
you're ready to pick up the pace, 
calll-800-752-0900, Ext. 2067 
for more information on the 
fastest Laser Jet printer and the 
name of your nearest authorized 
HPdealer. 

rJ/o- HEWLETT 
a:t:.. PACKARD 

· su~estt:..-. 1 U.S. Iislprit.:e. 4;J IH9 1 ll cwlf'U P:u:kard Company PE: 12 10 1 
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FoxPro 2.0 Engages 

the Warp Engines 


JON UDELL 

Sufficiently advanced technology , it 's beenA technology 
said, cannot be distinguished from magic . So 

called Rushmore it is with Rushmore , the code-named patent 
pending data-retrieval magic at the core of

boosts FoxPro's FoxPro 2.0. Rushmore enables the new ver 
sion of Fox Pro to wield huge sets of records at performance by 
speeds that are utterly shocking . Certain basic 

orders of magnitude operations run two orders of magnitude fa ster 
than under FoxPro 1.0 , itself the performance 

leader among dBASE-compatible programs . For good measure, Fox has tossed in 
interactive menu and screen generators, a Structured Query Language (SQL) 
query facil ity , a project manager , a 32-bit extended-DOS version , application 
programming interface (API) libraries for C and assembly programmers, a col 
lection of handy new user-interface objects , and a host of useful language en 
hancements. If you hear an unusual noise thi s spring , it may be the sound of the 
earth shaking . Even in an industry accustomed to upheaval , FoxPro 2.0' s debut 
should score high on the R ichter scale . 

I maintain a small suite of applications under FoxPro/LAN 1.0 , so my first 
order of business was to test these under version 2 . 0 . The beta copy I used had no 
multiuser support , so I ran it on a LAN in sing le-user mode . (Fox says both s in 
gle-user and LAN versions will ship in the second quarter of this yea r .) Othe r 
than that , everything checked out beautifully . 

The Rushmore technology made its presence known in cases where my pro 
grams use SET FILTER TO to deliver subsets of records in response to the 
BROWSE command. Under version 1.0, subset BROWSEs tend to crawl. Only 
users with fast machines can really benefit from thi s otherwise marvelously useful 
access idiom. With 2 .0, my programs could BROWSE filtered subsets with no percep
tible strain. Almost unbelievably , that held true when I moved from my 4-megabyte 
20-MHz 386 to a lowly 640K-byte I 0-MHz 286. The world's full of such machines 
I' ve got to support a number of them myself- and Fox Pro's newfound ability to wring 
performance out of modest hardware is a godsend . Thanks to Rushmore , a new fine-

grained segment loader (which replaces I .O' s 
overlay system) , and a smaller root segment , 

THE FACTS low-end machines get a new lease on life . 
FoxPro2.0 
(price not set at press time) Let FoxPro Write the Code 

Although version I .O's FoxView/FoxCode tool 
Fox Software set gave savvy programmers a big head start on 
134 West South Boundary building rich user interfaces, you had to learn a 
Perrysburg , OH 43551 rather obscure meta-language to use the tools. 
(419) 874-0162 I've heard it's a good system for interactively de
fax : (4 19) 874-8678 signing and automatica lly generating programs, 
Circle 1060 on Inquiry Card. but I've never had time to master it. For me, 

database programming is a quick-and-dirty af

fair to which I devote a few odd hours 
stolen from offic ial duties. Under 1.0. 
the quick-and-dirty solution was to lean 
heavily on the BROWSE command and 
avoid custom user interfaces . 

What will my next generation of Fox
Pro applications look like? Take a look at 
photo I . After I got the hang of the new 
screen builder , I was able to whip up a 
simpli fied working version of that pro
gram in under 2 minutes . How? FoxPro 
wrote most of it- including code to open 
database files, set rel ations, and place 
and activate interface objects. Al l I did 
was interactively build the interface and 
supply a few li nes of code . "Sca ry." sa id 
one colleague who watched the demon
stration. 

Like FoxPro l .O's report builder, the 
new sc reen builder supports mouse-driv 
en pos ition ing of text and database f ie lds. 
It a lso handles new interface objects: tex t 
buttons, radio buttons. chec k boxes . 
scrol lable li sts. and mu lt ili ne text f ie lds. 
With these obje cts, prog ra ms wr itten 
with FoxPro can now sport the exempla
ry character-mode graphica l user inter 
face (GUI) of FoxPro itself. 

As with the report builder , there's a 
"quick" option that dumps fields and 
their names onto the sc reen to give you a 
head start on the des ign. You can elect 
sets of objects, and group and ungroup 
them. (These convenie nces also ca rry 
over to 2.0' s report builder: l. O' s report 
builder didn ' t support mult iple selection 
or grouping.) Double-clicking on an ob
ject brings forward a dia log box that you 
use to specify the object' s bchavi r. In 
some cases, you won' t even need to do 
that. The default behavior may be just 
what you want , as was true for most of 
the field s shown in photo I . Note in par
ticular the checkboxes, which map di 
rectly to logical (true/ fa lse) f ie lds in the 
database. 

The Automatic GUI 
In other cases, though , you will need 
programmatic control. All the interface 
objects become statement s (va riants of 
the@ . .. GET command) in the program 
that Fox Pro writes. These statement s can 
have clauses that execute when the corre
sponding object receives or loses the in 
put focu s, and they can transmit the data 
that they solicit to va ri ables or database 
fields. The screen builder prompts you 
for these clauses and variables. and it 
then stores the code that you supply in 
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a FoxPro database . 
In theca e of the "next/prev/firstllast/ 

quit " text-button object shown in photo 
I , I told FoxPro to store the user ' s choice 
in a variable called cho i ce . Then, to the 
object's VALID clause (which FoxPro 
calls when the user pu hes a button), I at
tached a DO CASE statement mapping 
button choices to appropriate FoxPro 
commands such a SKIP, GO TOP, and 
QUIT. 

FoxPro turns these code snippets into 
procedures that have machine-generated 
name such as YX201XDY7 . Not too 
handy a string to search for in your text 
editor , but then the .PRG file FoxPro 
writes only looks like ource code. It's 
actually intermediate object code not 
meant for human consumption. The idea 
is that you ' ll access _PX201XDY7 only 
through the screen builder, and you'll 
only need to think of it a " that thing 
right there on the screen." It ' s a matter of 
preference, I guess, but that bothers me a 
bit. I believe that naming is a key pro
gramming discipline. 

Of course, there is a simple work
around . Just have YX201XDY7 call a 
routine in a procedure file , which you 
can name according to your own conven
tions . That way you can also retain the 
use of your own text editor- another 
matter of strong personal preference. 

Quibbles aside, the key point here is 
that you're only responsible for what 
happens when the user makes selections. 
FoxPro automatically generates code to 
manage the event-driven framework in 
which selections can occur . 

Although it's character-based , FoxPro 
presents a full -blown GUI with much of 
the attendant complexity. As many Mac, 
Windows, and now Unix programmers 
are discovering, there's no advantage in 
managing the event loop yourself when 
the machine can do it for you. Life's too 
short, and there are so many interesting 
things that you can be using the GUI to 
accomplish . Version 2.0 buys you the 
time to make those things happen . 

Menu Builder and Project Manager 
Although I had learned how to program 
cascading pull-down menus under Fox
Pro 1.0, it's a technique I'll be happy to 
forget. Version 2.0' s menu builder does it 
for you. You interactively build and test a 
menu tree and then link its leaves to com
mands or, more typically , programs gen
erated by the screen builder. 

Photo 1: With Fox Pro 2. O's interactive screen builder and code generator, 
even part-time programmers can get professional results. 

There is a "quick" option here, too. 
It duplicates the FoxPro system menu, 
which you can then restrict or modify as 
necessary. Menu item can now have 
check mark that convey binary tatu : A 
subsequent choice is available or it isn ' t; 
a switch is on or off. Like the screen 
builder. the menu builder provides for 
global initialization and cleanup. When 
you select one of these options , FoxPro 
pre ents an editing window in which you 
can write code to create or destroy global 
variables, arrays, and database configu
rations. The cleanup section is also a 
place where you can write functions and 
procedures. These you do name your
self, a lthough you can't edit them except 
by way of the menu or screen builder . 

Both the creen and menu builders use 
FoxPro databa es (.SCX and . MNX 
files , respectively) to store the informa
tion that drives their respective code gen
erators, which in turn produce . PRG 
files (which in turn compile to .FXP 
files). The new SQL facility produces 
.QRY files (which also compile to .FXP 
files). And , as before , the report and 
label generators crank out .FRX and 
.LBX files . An application may easily re
quire many files of each of these types . 

Thankfully, Fox Base 2.0 can help you 
ort out this alphabet soup. If you can 

swallow one more three-letter conven
tion-.PJX, the project file- you can for
get all the rest. You create a new project 
file , add the pieces of your application , 
and voila: instant organization . Double-

clicking on a file listed in the project 
manager opens the file and launches the 
appropriate tool : text editor , or screen , 
menu, report, or query builder. 

The project manager keeps track of 
dependencies and, when you ask for are
build , refreshes only outdated file and 
their dependents . The Info dialog box re
members the date of the last build . It also 
lists variable , procedures , and func 
tions by module and notes whether each 
identifier was defined or referenced in 
that module-a very handy feature . 

I found the project manager helpful 
not only for developing programs, but 
also for casual interactive use . While ex
ploring the SQL facility, for example. I 
used it to group a set of queries into a 
manageable collection. 

And Then the SQL 
FoxPro 1.0 sorely lacked an interactive 
query tool. Version 2.0's query tool (see 
photo 2) plugs that gap. Like many SQL 
front ends, it walks you through the se
lection of databases and fields and the 
pecification of join conditions, func

tion , and qualifying expressions . You 
can look at the generated SQL code at 
any time. For interactive purposes , you 
typically save queries-each one an in
stance of 2.0's new SQL-oriented SE
LECT command-in .QRY files that the 
project manager associates with the 
query tool. Alternatively , you might save 
them in .PRG files for use by programs. 
Of course, you can also write SELECT 
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Photo 2: The RQBE (relational query-by-example) window makes FoxPro 2. O's 
new SQL-style SELECT command accessible to beginners . 
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statements yourself and run them from 
the COMMAND window or from within 
programs. 

SELECT , unlike other FoxPro com
mands, opens databases on demand . The 
query optimizer may use available index
es or create temporary ones on the fly. 
SELECT relies on Rushmore and, in 
fact. is the only way you can bring Rush
more to bear on multitable retrievals. 

Although still in rough form when I 
saw it (no HAVING or UNION clauses , 
no descending ORDER BY, query opti
mizer still unfinished) , FoxPro' s SE
LECT appears to be both fast and flex i
ble . Queries that I have used with other 
SQL prod uc ts ran snappily on sma ll 
databases and came up with the right 
answers. You can dump results right into 
a .DBF file , which you can then further 
manipulate using all of FoxPro' s interac
tive and programmatic tool s. 

SELECT is still evolving . One tanta
li zi ng feature on the to-do list is support 
for FoxPro functions in the SELECT 
statement. I don't know what SQL pur
ists will say. but Fox Pro developers cer
ta inly will be drooling over the possibili
ties inherent in that hybrid . 

Rush Me More Records 
The development tools and SQL facility 
so engaged me that it was several days be
fore I got around to stress- testing Rush
more in earnest. As I've said , my pro
grams' filtered BROWSEs flew where 
before they had crawled. But these pro-

y t e• ile dil dl dba se ecord 

grams used puny 1000- to 2000-record 
(1- to 2-MB) databases. 

Nothing prepared me for what hap
pened next. I doubled the size of a data
base again and again and again . At 8000 
records , I brought Fox Pro 1.0 down to its 
knees. BROWSE, with a filter, ground to 
a halt while the file server 's disk took a 
beating. But 2.0 didn ' t even break a 
sweat at 8000 records, and it was the 
sa me sto ry at 16 ,000 records and at 
32,000 records- what was by now a 12
MB database . 

I stopped there because I would have 
had to clear more space on the server to 
double the database again- and because I 
was stunned . BROWSE was still rapidly 
scrolling through filtered sets of records , 
the disk was chittering quietly , and I wa 
walking around my office looking for 
mirrors , wires, trapdoors- anything that 
might explain this prodigious trick . 

Where does it end? I didn ' t have a mil
lion-record database at hand (or space to 
create one) , but I'm no longer inclined to 
doubt claims that 2.0 will handle such a 
thing with ease . Fox has simply built a 
better mousetrap. How . exactly. remains 
a myste ry . The offic ia l story is that , by 
some means, Rushmore optimizes index 
expressions in the FOR clause of a num
ber of FoxPro commands, including
another 2 .0 first- BROWSE FOR . Com
mands like 

BROWSE FOR state = "MA" 
and c ity= "Cambridge" 

or 

SORT FOR fee > 300 
and dept = "Reviews" 

are fully optimizable if indexes ex 1st for 
city, s t ate, fee. and dept. Howeve r. 
the command 

LOC ATE FOR fee > 300 
and "stein" $ author 

is at best pa rtia ll y optim izable . since no 
index can exist for the second par t of the 
FOR expression (which tests for the oc
currence of Hstein" in author ). By the 
same token. 

REPORT FOR "stein"$ author 

is not optimizable at all. 

Indexes, Indexes 
Some of Rushmore's prowess. but by no 
means a ll of it. flows from Fox Pro 2 .O 's 
compact index files . Version 2.0can read 
and write stand ard Fox Pro. IDX files but 
prefers a new compact format. These 
new .IDX files a re much sma lle r. In the 
case of one 2 .5-MB 2000-record data
base, an index that took 440K bytes 
under version 1.0 shrank to 50K bytes 
under 2 .0. Smaller indexes confer obvi
ous benefits- less disk traffic , more in 
dex data in memory . However , ahhough 
Rushmore greatly appreciates compact 
indexes , it does not depend on them . 

Building on the new compact index 
technology , FoxPro 2 .0 introduces an
other great convenience: .CDX files that 
hold multiple compact indexes. When 
one of these index files shares the name 
of the database , it 's a structural index ; 
FoxPro silently opens it whenever you 
open the database . Because compact in
dexes are so small , you can index most or 
a ll of the fields of a database in les space 
than it used to take to index just one 
field- and still use up just one DOS file 
handle . 

Structural indexes take almost all the 
hassle out of keeping lots of indexes. 
Seize the opportunity ; Rushmore will 
put them to good use . When you need to 
refer ex plic itl y to individual indexes 
within a .CDX file , you use a rag name. 
The SET ORDER TO and INDEX com
mands now have TAG clause that accept 
tag name . Note, however , that you may 
need to rethink how you use the SET 
ORDER TO command . Although Rush
more likes havi ng indexes available , it 
prefers that none of them contr Is the 
order of the database . 

conrinued 
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Since 1983, 7out of10 spreadsheet
buyers have chosen 1-2-3~ 

Now were going after the other 3. 

. . . 

Over 10 million business people arc 
more productive and more insightful 
because of Lotus l-2 -:3. Now Lot u 
introduces l-2-:3 Release 3. 1. 

And if you're currently using 1-2-3. 
you'll fi nd it oilers the features you've 
been wishing for. 

Like the ability to see , on Sl'reen, 
exactly \rhat your pri nted output will 
look like. Our uniq ue 30 approach LO 
organizing and onsolidating spreadsheet 
data. And the most prof! ional and 

persuasive print.ed reports you've ever 
created on your computer. 

Or if you' re one of the holdouts not 
using l-2-3, you' ll find it offers an inter
active, graphical environment. Plus it 

works with Windows 
1,. ,., 1 ·~·: 1+:1 , 3. 0. And supports 

both a keyboard 
and a mouse. 

And now, when 
you buy Release 3 .l 
between January , 

1991 and April 30 , 1991, we' ll send you 
a free'copy of Ami Pro, the best word 
processor in the industry. See your 
participating Lotu Authorized Reseller 
or caU 1-800-TRADEUP ext. 1076. 
today for detai ls. 

And see why 7 out of 10 spreadsheet 
buyers chose 1-2-3. And the other 3 may 
not be far behind . 

Lotus 1-2-3 BJ] 
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All video display terminals (VDTs) emit electromagnetic radiation (EMR) through the 
screen. The photo on the left is a visualization of EMR in red from the screen. The photo 
on the right shows that the NoRad Shield'" virtually eliminates screen-emitted E-Field 
EMR and better than half of magnetic EMR." 

Radiation Shield 

No One Comes Close 


E-FIELD SHIELDING TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON TO 1 GHz 

CAR BON MESH GLASS/ACRYLIC NORAD SHIELD 

Figures are based on independent lab tests conducted to Military Speci fication 
MIL-STD 285 of the NoRad Shield ~"" and other commerr:ially avai lable 
radiation-blocking screens. 

No other VDT screen comes close to the NoRad Shield when 
you're talking about blocking electromagnetic radiation (EMR). If 
you're thinking of buying a radiation shield, consider the facts : 

•Only the NoRad Shield blocks virtually all E-Field EMR* 
•Only the NoRad Shield blocks magnetic EMR* 
•And, the NoRad Shield discharges the static field while 
eliminating glare and reflections. 

The NoRad Shield- simply the best radiation shield available . 
Compare and you'll see that no one else even comes close. Call for 
free product information. 

SEE US AT MACWORLD EXPO 
BIRMINGHAM AND PARIS 

• Easy to install 
• Color or 


monochrome 

• Available in sizes 


to fit virtually all 

monitors. displays 
 IN USA:and terminals 

800-624-8999 Ext. 498 
NoRad Corporation 1549 11th S t . 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 

•q () Q1)91~Nr, electric {E field) attenualion f m 60 Hz to I GHz 

" Gr~ f('!' 11lan 50'~ magnet~~; {H {Jo!ld} ,;:menuation above 30 KHz 213-395-0800 
oR~ Sht(.dd ~~ ll t.-(ldernark of NoRad Corporilllon . Fax: 213-458-6397 
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.DBF to the Max 
There · s tons more to say about F xPro 
2 .0. The ex tended (32 -bit) version, 
which Fox will bu ndle wi th a ll versions 
of the produc t , ices the performance 
cake. The Watcom-compatible API li
braries shou ld yield powerful Fox Pro ex
tensions; one th ird-party developer has 
used them to create a command that di s
plays images stored in memo fields . 

The new SET SKIP TO command en
ables BROWSE to navigate a pa ir of 
tables while preserving a one-to-many 
relationship . You can now redimension 
arrays on the fly , sort and search them, 
and insert and delete element s . The 
TEXT ... E DTEXT command can 
eva luate functions and expressions. ew 
IMPORT and EXPORT commands sup
port a variety of database and spread 
sheet file formats. Reports ca n create 
and usc variables . Pop-up programs can 
have scroll bars. And the list goes on. 

Is it perfection? ot quite. Fox Pro still 
tends to deliver unhelpful error messages 
like "I nvalid expression ' ' and " Type 
mismatch ." The debug and trace tool s 
are excellent. but you shouldn ' t need to 
deploy them to unravel simple problems 
such as these . Smarter diagnostics would 
be a big help. Also , the documentation is 
still mainly organized alphabetica lly by 
command and function. A more topical. 
technique-or iented approach would help 
new or occasional users to exploi t Fox
Pro' s power effectively . Fox says the 
shipping version of 2.0 shou ld show im 
provements on both these fronts. 

Delivering common app lications to 
Mac and PC clients on a LAN is a prob 
lem that I face , and Fox Pro 2.0 doesn ' t 
help yet. But I'll be watching for the Mac 
version that's now on the drawing board. 
(It should ship, along with a Windows 
version. later this year : there's no word 
yet on a Unix version .) 

An early experiment with Fox ase + 
and Fox Base + / Mac failed because Ap
pleTalk was unable to handle the traf
fic. Rushmore 's startling efficiency just 
might change that. Alternatively , Fox 
confi rms that there' s a server version 
even farther out on the horizon, wh ich 
would also provide a venue for tackling 
unresolved issues such as transaction 
integrity and data dictionary support. 
Either way, FoxPro 2 .0' s highly devel 
oped character GUI should ensure that 
FoxPro applications will port readily to 
other platforms . I can hardly wait. • 

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior ediror ar 
large. You can reach him on BIX as 
'}udell. " 
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ALean, Mean 

SCSI-2 Machine 


STAN MIAST KOWSKI 

Hewlett-Packard's I've always liked Hewlett-Packard and it s 
products. While too many companies in the 

Vectra 486/33T PC industry hide behind torrents of marketing 
hype as they roll out more yawn-provoking file server tames the 
products, HP quie tly work s on 	developing 

temperamental SCSI 	 well-engineered , cutting-edge products. It ' s a 
company where engineering excellence and 
overall quality is highly prized , and the Vectra 
486/33T is a prominent case in point. 

As its name implies, the 486/33T is based on an i486 microprocessor running 
at 33 MHz. No real surprises there- HP's had a 25-MHz system for a whi le now . 
In the step up to the top-of-the-li ne 33-MHz 486 , the company decided to eschew 
the ISA bus for the higher speed and bandwidth of the EISA bus . In this, HP has 

joined numerous othe r top-she lf PC 
makers. But un like many others, HP 
uses the EISA bus to full advantage to de 
liver a fast machine with disk capacities 
and speeds matched to the needs of 
heavy mu lt itasking and multiuser appli 
cations. Both the specifications and the 
size of the 486/33T testify to this use. 
The system is sim ilar to a sma ll refr ige r
ator, measuri ng 8 YJ inches wide by 20 
inches deep by 24 inches high, and it t ips 
the scales at 60 pounds. 

Delving into Disks 
With a machine designed for heavy use 
(HP claims that it' ll easily handle 200 
LAN users or 100 Unix users), the com
pany ran smack-dab into the problems 
associated with today' s standa rd Intell i
gent Drive Electronics (IDE) and ESDI 
hard di sk drive systems. An HP engineer 
told me that with the two-to-four-drive 
limit on hard disk drives and the limited 
bandwidth of the ISA bus, the " disk sys
tem was the key bottleneck." 

HP decided that SCSI was the way to 
go . It was a decision that was not taken 
lightly. The existing SCSI standard has 
been far from standard . SCSI devices 
have al ways offered the promise of easily 
connec ted multiple dr ives and fast 
throughput , but they have seldom deliv 
ered on that promise . There's a confus
ing (and often incompatible) tower of 
SCSI Babel , with propr ietary device 
d rivers f rom diffe rent manufacturers. 
Getti ng a single SCSI dev ice to work can 
be an interesting exercise-never mind 
the nightmare scenario of getting seve ra l 
SCSI devices to work together. 

Enter SCSI-2 
SCSI-2, the next-generation SCSI speci
fication now in its fina l phases of approv
a l from ANSI, offers much more in the 
way of compatibility and throughput. 
The detai ls of SCSI-2 (whose pec ifica
tion runs to some 600 pages) are too in 
volved to get into here but suffice it to 
say that HP engineers felt conf ident that 
SCSI-2 finally delivered on the promise 
of SCSI. and that it was a logical solution 
for the applicat ions that the 486/33T is 
designed for. 

Developed by Adaptec , the hard disk 
drive controller in the 486/33T uses In
tel's proprietary BMIC (for Bus Master 
Intel Corp .) chip to achieve high data 
transfer rates. On the bus side , it can de 
liver data in bu rst of up to the max imum 
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Rack &Desk NEWS 

FIRST IMPRESSIONSPC/AT Chassis 

Integrand's new Chassis/System is not 
another IBM mechanical and electrical 
clone. An enti rely fresh packaging design 
approach has been taken using modular 
construction. At present. over 40 optional 
stock modules allow you to customize our 
standard chassis to nearly any requirement. 
Integrand offers high quality, advanced 
design hardware along with applications 
and technical support all at prices competi· 
tive with imports. Why settle for less? 

Accepts PC. XT. AT Motherboards 
and Passive Backplanes 
Doesn 't Look Like IBM 
Rugged. Modular Construction 
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling 
Optional Card Cage Fan 
Designed to meet FCC 
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized 
145W & 85W also available 
Reasonably Priced 

t'JO't£ 

~ Passtve 
Backplanes 

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices: 
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia. CA 93291 

209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD) 


FAX 209/ 651· 1353 

We accept Bank Americard /VISA and MasterCard 


IBM, PC. J:T. AT trademar s ollnte,na11ona1 8usm~ss Mact'unes 
0Jrves and compLJote' boards n.ot .rlc luded 
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33-megabyte-per-second bandwidth of 
the EISA bus. On the di sk side , it' s capa
ble of handling the I 0-MBp transfer rate 
of t he " fast SCSI " spec ification that ' s in
tegral to the SCSI-2 specification. That 's 
largely academic right now , si nce the 
fastest ex isting SCSI drives can handle 
only 5 MBps. Later thi s year, 10-M Bps 
drives a re expected to become ava ilable, 
and an HP spokesperson told me that the 
company will eventually offer them as an 
option. 

The proof is in the performance. o I 
ran preliminary benchmark tests on the 
486133T (which was equipped with a 
670-MB SCSI-2 drive) . The tests showed 
that the system/controlle r combination is 
no slouch, to put it mildly. With a prelim
inary BYTE Lab disk I/0 benchmark in
dex of 4.2. the 486/33T is the fastest sys
tem tested to date . The only system that 

comes close is the much more expensive 
Compaq De kpro, with a disk 1/0 index 
of3 .8. 

Traveling in Packs 
Although I was only able to te ·t the 
486/33T with pla in-vanilla DOS 4.01 
and a single hard disk dri ve . the real 
promise of the bus-mastering controlle r 
and SCSI-2 drives lies in multit asking 
operat ing systems (e .g., Novell etWare 
and OS/2) and multiple dr ives . In situa
tions like the e , the more drives the bet
ter. T hat' s because intelligent CSI-2 
devices can dynamica lly di sconnect and 
reconnect themselves to the bus. In a 
multitasking environment . the cont roller 
and drives in the 486/33T can handle 
streams of mu lt iple data transfers, with 
one dri ve di sconnecting itself from the 
bus and getting data while other dri ves 

The HP Vectra 486133T is solidly designed for f ull-time heavy-duty use and EISA 
expandability. The processor is located on its own daughterboard. 



Amazing special effects 
• envelope (warp) text and graphics 
• simulate 30 with perspective function 
• extrude to give depth to text/graphics 
• blend between shapes and/or colors 

Incredible type control 
• over ISO fully scalable outline fonts 
• see exact fonts on-screen 
• paragraph and multi-column text 
• import ASCII text files 
• fit text to a curve 
• create your own fonts or symbols 

Superb value 
• over 4000 symbols and clipart images 
• dotted and dashed line styles 
• over 80 arrowheads 
• dozens of vector and bitmap patterns 
• free Pantone• license 
• 24 bit color supported 
• 31 import/export filters 
• CoreiTRACE - batch autotrace utility 
• MOSAIC - visual file manager 
• WFNBOSS- typeface converter 

:-+coREI!" 

Call rustomer sen•h ·~: (6/3 ) 72X-ll200 for illjomwrion cnul u fn!(' ch-nw dis~ •••Tel: (6 13) 72R-8200 

•Panlone. hr."~ chec·k·~.andoan.l lrn&:kmark lor color n"llrOOocuon ;md rqm:..llKIK"fl m;uenah. 
Requires MS-WINOOWS .u Fax : (6 13) 76 1-9 176 
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NEWS 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS , 

HP Vectra 486133T 

Compaq Deskpro 486125 

Everex Step 486/33 

Tandon 486125 

IBM AT 

<Oil Worse 

7.8 

I 

I 

tiTI 

DOS BENCHMARKS 

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE Better II> 

I 33.0 I 4.2 I 17.0 J 

I I I 
I I I 1 

I I !I 

D CPU 0 FPU 0 Disk Video 

Preliminary BYTE Lab benchmark results show that the HP Vectra 486/JJT's imegrated design pays off in impressive numbers. 
While the CPU and FPU benchmarks are comparable to competing systems, the disk 110 and video benchmarks 
are the fastest the BYTE Lab has measured to date. Results are indexed and show relmive performance; for each index. 
an 8-MHz IBM AT= I. 

handle other data requests. At Boston's 
NetWorld show in February, HP demon
strated the 486/33T hooked to a large 
network and handling 26 gigabytes of 
mass storage. We 've come a long way 
from the single , slow MFM drives of 
early PCs. 

Getting It Together 
A I though the SCSI-2 controller/drive 
combination is the shining star of the 
486/33T, it's not the only outstanding 
feature . In fact, it's obvious that all the 
individual components of the system are 
fine-tuned to maximize performance. 
It's a far cry from the "assorted parts 
and pieces" approach that too many PC 
manufacturers opt for these days. 

The 486/33T's video system is far 
from being an also-ran; the standard HP 
Super VGA graphics board delivered a 
benchmark index of 17 .0; once again, it 
is the fastest that the BYTE Lab has mea
sured to date. The system supports 800
by 600-pixel noninterlaced resolution 
and interlaced resolution of 1024 by 768 
pixel s. Although this machine is de
signed as a file server, it's clearly also a 
perfect cho ice for graphics- intensive 
CAD applications. 

As far as the rest of the 486/33T's vital 
statistics are concerned, it has eight 32 
bit EISA slots (with five free in the stan 
dard system}. To keep the data moving , 
the unit uses a custom HP memory con
troller with a 128K-byte external mem
ory cache. Also , 4 MB of zero-wait-state 
RAM is standard , and you can expand 
the memory to a maximum of 64 MB. 

The processor and its associated circuit
ry are on a daughterboard that plugs into 
a proprietary slot on the motherboard , 
offering the intriguing possibility of fu
ture upgrades. HP has spared nothing in 
the design; the i486 is shielded in its own 
metal cage, and if the i486 's built-in 
math processing isn't good enough for 
you, there is a s lot for a Weitek 
WTL 4167 coprocessor. 

Every individua l component of the 
486/33T shows that it has been designed 
for full-time, 24-hour-a-day, heavy-duty 
use. Even the keyboard and mouse cables 
are heavy duty . The overall "fit and fin
ish" of the system is superbly solid . And 
for the security conscious, there is a pair 
of keyed locks that can lock up the entire 
system. 

Pricing Performance 
You would expect the 486/33T to be ex
pensive, and it is, especially when com
pared with today' s crop of garden-vari 
ety clones from companies large and 
small. Nevertheless, I was surprised . HP 
has always priced its systems at a pre 
mium, and for good reason. But the 
486/33T's pricing heralds a new era for 
HP. It is aggressive, espec ially when 
compared to comparable high-end sys
tems such as the Compaq Desk pro. 

The 486/33T starts at a relatively pal
try $9499 for a system without a hard 
disk drive and controller. If you don't 
want (or need) the speed and capacity of 
the SCSI-2 system, there's a system with 
a 170-MB IDE drive for $11,249. Add 
SCSI-2, and complete system prices start 

at $ 14 ,449 with the Adaptec bus-master
ing controller and a 440-MB hard di sk 
drive . In add it ion , a system with a 670
MB hard disk drive is avai lable (the sys 
tem I tested); prici ng wasn't available at 
press time. But why not go for the top? 
With a 1-gigabyte SCSI-2 drive , the sys
tem retails for $ 17 ,799 . For a system 
with this type of speed and capacity, 
that 's an unbeatable price/performance 
deal. The Vectra is a lso available in a 25
M Hz EISA incarnation , at about $2000 
less. With the introduction of the Vectra 
486/3 3T , HP has retai ned its enginee r 
ing edge while signaling that it is fast be
coming a marketing force to be reckoned 
with . • 

Stan Miastkowski is BYTE 's senior editor 
for new products. He can be reached 011 

BIX as "sranm." 

THE FACTS 

HP Vectra 486/33T 

Model I (no hard disk drive), 

$9499 ; Model 170 (170-MB 

IDE hard di s drive) $11 249;


1
Model 440 (440-MB SCSI-2 
hard disk drive $14,449; 
Model 1000 ! -gigabyte SCSI-2 
hard disk drive), $17,]99. 

Hewlett-Packard 
P.O . Box, 10301 

.Palo Alto , CA 94303 

(4 15) 857- 1SO I 

Circle 981 on Inquiry Card. 
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"M Dolch 486" 
. y " 
tSawesome... 
"!-Icy, T nO\\ ' own the perfect 

portable thar lets me get m1· work 
done any\\'hcre. :\lot just a tc\1' f·iles 
.cvcrvthing I had on m~ · desktop'" 

"Powerful' You bet! Alter I 
downloaded ~111 my desktop sruft~ on 
it's 200MB HD, I still had plenry o f· 
room left ~md it screamed through 
cvCI) 'thi ng at 11 MIPS!" 

"My Dolch P.A.C. is setting nc11' 
'rules'. It 's portable , E1st and I still can 
add 4fttll-size internal expansion 
cards. Wo\1' 1" 

"You hm·c to sec the bri lli ant display 
- I mean rcalh· sec it. Tr1i s the latest 
color technology, that 's f·(JIIy VGA 
compatible. " 

"Hcv! Don 't take nw 11-ord 
- . 

for it. Experts li ke PC 
Magazine judged m~· Dolch 

P.A.C. to' . . . outclass all 
otherpm-"tables' and picked 

Dolch three years in ~l I'Clll' as 
Ed itors ' C hoice'" 

I·:IIITCIWS " EIII TO WS ' 
(' IIOW EC IIOil' E 

19901988 
"Get a Dolch todav, choose a 

286TM, 386SXTM, 3861JXTM or a 486 rM 
like mine... clem··ly the best PC you 
can buy today, and it happens to have 
a handle. Cet a lot more \\'nrk done 
- 11·hcre :md when vou \\'<l ilt ." 

Why Wait? ...Call today. 
(800 )538 -7506 US; (800 ) 233 -2077 C:A 

In Canada call l .apn.:ch 1-IW0-561 -452 7 

Dolch. 

ROAD-PO\VER FO R Tl 1::: BEST OF US 

Do lch Comput er Systn m 372 Turq uo i>< Stree t • .\lil pi t.l' , C.-\ 95035 • Td : ·108 \15 7 6575 • I'Jx: ~01\ - 263 - ().lOS 
1M28 t) , ,'j,S(,.S .\ ,31-:6DX, .md ·UI.6 .-r( rq.:,l'>tt·rcd lr.h..lc.·nur ·~ n( lnH.·l Corpor.1110n 
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NEWS 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

The Laser Jet IIISi: Hewlett-Packard's Flagship Printer 

A t 106 pounds and built 
l ike a sma ll was hing 

machine, Hewlett-Packard 's 
new top-of-the-line LaserJet 
IIISi hunkers down l ike a 
printer that means busine s. It 
does . Fas t , accurate, capa
c ious, network-aware , and 
smoothl y bi lingual, the IIISi 
will surely become a mainstay 
of the corporate LAN . 

At the hea rt of HP 's behe
moth rumbles a new Canon en
gine that pounds out 17 pages 
pe r minute. The brain is an 
Ad va nee d Mi c ro De vi ces 
(AMD) 29000 cont roller that 
exec ute HP ' s Printe r Com
mand La nguage 5 and (option
a lly) Adobe PostScript- both 
at a bri sk clip. The PostScript 
option doesn ' t come in a car
tridge; it in stalls as an integral 
compone nt . Switc hing be 
tween the two languages is a 
snap. You can shift gears at the 
cont rol pane l, from an appl i
cation, or by means of network 
queues (the best technique) . 

Like the Lase rJet III and 
IIID , the IIISi employs HP 's 
resolution-enhancement tech
nology . Scanning an image in 
bands, at full speed, the reso
lution-enhancement subsys
tem adjusts dot sizes and loca
tions to clarify features and 
create an apparent resolution 
bette r than the nominal 300 
dots per inch. It' s mag ic, in 
othe r word s, but magic that 
rea ll y work s. 

I printed a Corel Draw sam
ple illustration (the grasshop
per) on a LaserWrite r li NT 
and on the JIISi . The HP print 
er fi nished first by a long shot , 
and it a lso produced notice
ably cleaner curves and subtly 
smoothe r g radations of tex 
ture. ( ote , in fa irness , that 
the IIISi had 5 megabytes of 
RAM ve r s u s th e Lase r 
Wri te r ' 2 MB , so the perfor
mance gap isn't solely attrib
utable to the AM D processor .) 

In the IIISi , resolution en
ha nceme nt work s ha nd in 
hand with a new " mic rofine " 
tone r fea tur ing ex tre mely 
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THE 

LaserJet IIISi 
$5495 

Options: 
PostScript upgrade, $895 ; 
toner cartridge , $169 ; 
duplex option , $695 ; 4-MB 
single in-line memory 
module, $449 · letter-size 
t ray , $169; Ethernet 
interface, $695. 

small (and therefore more pre
cisely controllable) particles . 
The "all-in-one " cartridges 
cost $169, but they last for 
8000 pages; that work s out to 
a ve ry attractive 2 cents per 
page. 

Printe r pe rformance on a 
LA . as HP likes to point out , 
depends on a series of pipe
lined activities: preparing the 
job, shooting it across the net
work to a spooler queue, de
spooling it across the network 
aga in to the printer, forming 
the image , and committing it 
to paper. Why yoke a hot-rod 
controller and print engine to a 
parallel interface that can ' t 
keep them adequately stoked 
with data? 

To eliminate the spooler-to-

FACTS 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Inquiries 
19310 Pruneridge Ave . 
Cuper tino, CA 95014 
(800) 752-0900 
Circle 1178 on Inquiry Card. 

printer bottleneck, HP offers 
optiona l network interface 
cards for 3 +Open and Net
Ware . Avail able in Ethe rnet 
and Token Ring flavors , these 
adapte rs come with despool
ing firmware that sucks data 
from queues at network speed . 
Advantages a re threefold : The 
data moves faster , the server 
does less work , and the print
er, freed from its 10-foot leash 
to the se rver, can be located 
wherever convenient. 

I tested the Ethernet adapte r 
on a NetWare 2.15 LAN. In
stallat ion is dead simple: You 
pop out the parallel/seria l in
terface board , pop in the net
work adapter , tell NetWare 
there 's a new queue server , 
and tell the IIJSi that it is that 

new queue serve r. The diffe r
ence is no ticeable. When I 
pr inted a Page Ma ke r docu
ment using the pa ra llel inter
face, text-only pages printed 
instantly . wh ile pages heavy 
with illustrations linge red for 
a few seconds. With the Ethe r
net connection, the graphics 
pages came out nea rl y as fast 
as the text pages. 

Despite Ethe rnet' s perfor
mance advant age, however , 
the pa ra llel inte rface turned 
out to be best fo r our environ
ment. Although BYTE' s Net
Ware and Unix LA Ns sha re 
the same Ethe rnet cable , the re 
was no way for Unix work sta
tions to access the IIISi when it 
was d i rec tl y connec ted to 
Ethernet. T he f irmware in the 
printe r' s ne t wo rk ad apte r 
communicates only with et
Ware queues to which Uni x 
has no access. Threa te ned 
with a riot in the Unix lab, 
whose staff had quickly grown 
fond of the new printer, I re
verted to our standard solu
tion: pa ra lle l cables feeding 
into an electronic switch . 

Although the IIISi is plainly 
a mo re ca pabl e Post cript 
printe r than the LaserWrite rs 
on BYTE's Mac LA N, I was 
not able to bring the Mac users 
into the fold. HP won't have an 
AppleTa lk interface opt ion 
until sometime thi s fa ll. It 's 
not clea r, as yet , how the IIISi 
would play in m ixed Mac/PC 
LAN environments. NetWare 
for Mac users could presum
abl y access an AppleTa lk 
conf igured IIISi from PCs, 
but it would have to settle for 
AppleTalk speed- an Unix 
users would again be left out in 
the cold . Ideally, the printer 
would acce pt mult iple net
work connections and switch 
among them. Let 's hope some 
entrepreneur will rise to the 
challenge posed by the IIISi 's 
lone 110 slot. 

A departmental printer had 
better be able to handle a lot of 
paper intell igently . The IIISi 
shines here, too. For starters, 



CONTROL UP TO 96 PC 

FILE SERVERS WITH 1 KEYBOARD 


AND MONITOR USING••• 


COMMANDER 

by cybe>c 

• 	No external power 
• "One-Touch" selection 
• Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/ AT 

and PS/2 
• "AutoBoot" Feature 

boots attached 
computers without 
operator Intervention 
after power failure 

• Shows PC power status 
• Mouse support available 

• 	TTL (MDA, CCA, ECA) 
up to 600 feet away 

• 	VCA up to 400 feet 
• 	Each unit accommodates 

from 2 to a PCs 
• up to 12 units can 

be cascaded 
• Mounting kit available 

for 19" rack installation 

Dealer Program Available 

Cybex corporation 
2800 H Bob wallace Ave. 

Huntsville, Alabama 35805 
PC, PC I XT, PC / AT ana PS/ 2 are trademarks of 
International Business Macnines corp. (205) 534-0011 

Fax (205) 534-0010 
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IDE 
IDE TenTimc Caching Controller 

Access Data in 0.3 millisecond!!!! 

Technical Features 

• Comes Standard with 512K of Cache 

• Supports NOVELUUNIX/XENIX/ 
MS-DOS/Concurrent DOS 

• Cache Expandable to 16 Megabytes 

• No Software Drivers Required 

• Compatible with all 2861386/486 Sys tems 

• Eliminate Network Server Bottleneck 

• Compati ble with All Operating Systems 

Access Your Data in 0.5 ms 

·rne TenTime 'M Intelligent 
Caching Disk Con troller ts an 
impressive piece of hardware. If 
anything, tt surpasses ,1dvertising 
clatms IIyou've been lookmg lor 
a way to turn your old hard dtsk 
imo a vtrtual screamer. you can 
call that search off. Just inves /i· 
gate the TenTime'M• 
Comp uter Shop per October 1989 

ST506 
MFM

only$345°0 

Also Available : 
• ST5 06-RLL • IDE 
• ESDI • SCSI 

Technical Features 
• 30 Times Faste r Access 

Speed 
• Operating System 

Compatibi lity wit h 
- MS-DOS 3.2 and Above 
- 3 CO M 
- Concurrent DO S 
- PC MOS 

• Dis k Mirrorin g Avai lable 
• 4 Mbytes/Sec. Burst Rate 
• Core Test Transfe r 

Rate 2, 000 Kbytes/Sec 
• Norton Disk Index of 33 

SCSI 
TenTime Caching Controller 

Access Data in 0.1 milliseconds!!! 
• PC/AT Compatible Mode (no drivers) 
• Enhanced Mode Offers Compatibi lity with 

All Major Opera ti ng Systems and Dev ices 
• 32 Bit Processor 
• No Software Drivers Required 
• Cache Expandable to 64 Megabytes 
• Supports Mirrorin g Option 
• Compatible with All Operating Systems 

only 5995°0 

mcludes 512 Kby1e cache 

Fastest SCSI Controller 
• Sustained Transfe r Rate of 3.6 Mbytes/sec. 
• Enhanced Mode Offers Compat ibi lity with 

All Majo r Operating Syste ms and Devices 
• Hig h Speed Backup Option 
• Burst Transfer Rate of 10 Mbytes/sec. 

only$395°0 

Automatic Hard Drive Backup 

• Automa tic Ba ckup • Fault Tolerant 

• No Performance Impact 

• Automa ti c Swi tchover to Backup Drive 

• Simultaneously Writes to Two Drives 

• Eliminates Disk Failure System Down Time 

Inc lud es ST506 MFM • Cac hi ng 
Co ntrol ler. Mirrori ng Option. 

• Also Avai lable for ESDI and SCSI. 

.i204 S. Fai r La ne, Tempe, A7. H5282 • Full Line o f Cac h in g Conu-nllers • Call o r F:L'< fo r Distributo r Progra m 
Local Sales: (602) 438-0889 • T/ T or M/ C, Vis a or Am Ex •Increase Yo ur Sales Via Fast Tr ack 
Toll Free: I -800-279-0R89 Distributor Progr am• Full One Year Wa rra nty
Fax: 602-43H-9222 

!l!ll!!t.•
IIIIII APnccs and avatlablltty sob]ecl to change wtth 

ou t no ttc.e. All ttems a.rc NEW sa;(] surcharg e 
tor American E :< p ress and COD ardors 30 Day Guaran1ee conditions shippmg and hand tng 

charge is not 1etu ndable : product must be undamaged P 0 's accepted from qualtft ed buyers - 1.110 
and in onginal condmon . AO trademarks and bra nd names Net 20-5°/o surcha rge Add $13 st1•pp.ng lor 
are the propeny of thmr respective owners EXPRESS APOIFPO orde.s. 
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THE HISTORY OF LAN BACKUP 
CHAPTER Ill 

---..,.. '· ~ ··--:::;.... .. ··:~~·~~-
). -- -· ... -- )---·· .....In the past.. . ,.-·· '"·-- ---· · ___.,./ 

storing permanent records was a risky proposition. 

Today ... The Network Archivisf" 
automatically preserves your important files. 

In a fa r off time (before 1989), those The Network Archivist e nds gu ss
wise netwo rk manage rs w ho valued ing abo ut whi h fi les sho uld be 
archiving fa ced a difficult ta k a rchived , and when . And , that's 

lrlca~sendselecting the data to permanently save. just o ne benefit. In fac t, T A is n I 	me my freeTh is "manual a rchiving" wa a dull , complete Stomge Management System! ctwork 
timeconsuming pro ess. And risky, T A Ne tWa re backu p sys te m I Archiv ist 
too. If key data wa overlooked , fea turing Palind ro me's new 1 LA 1 Backup 

Manageme nt it 	was lost, foreve r. FAST drives w ith exclus ive I Evaluator's Kit . 
Tod ay, The etwork Arch- .._ Fast Access Storage Technol

oln1C _ _ _________ _I
ivist (T A) g ives yo u a ~ 	 ogy- are avail able w ith I jobTi tle ___________
backu p syste m that tracks ~ 	 1501250 MB, 1.3 B DDS I Company___________fil es and helps yo u define "' 4m m OAT, or 2.2 B 8mm 

when and how fi les should dr ive . Soft wa re retrofit ca n I Add ress;________ ___ 


be auto mati ca lly ad ded to <J 
'<: 

a lso im prove present 1.3 or I Cit y_____State_2:ip _ _ 


perma ne nt record s. t;>~ 2. 2 C B d ri ves . I Phonl' (___)________ 


TNA is the only backu p sy. tern For a free demo nstratio n I Typcof _ ______et wo r...._ _ 
that integ rates a re lati o nal d atabase di sk and li s t of dea le rs, ca ll us at I 'o. of servers __LAN dis~ c.1 pilcit)'- 
with expert archiv ing and backu p rules (708) 505-3300 or se nd in this 
to delive r th i xc ptional d ata protec coupo n . Discover the futu re of l AnyLAN~xpansionpu rcha s~ plans? 0 0 I Yes 1 otio n . And you ca n use T /'\ d efa ult netwo rk backup. ,.) 4-6 7+ 
prot ction ru les o r customize rule of 	 I 0 0 0Wh n' mos. mos. mos. 
your own fo r specif ic fil e , d ire - I _ _Check here if yo u are a 
to ri e o r vo lumes. 1 OVELL Au tho rized Reselle r. 0 P-Qiindrome·M 

Send nu pon to the Pa lindrom orpora tio n,_j
NO Ell LABS TESTED At- DAPPROVED The Future of Backup is Here. 50 Dich!Hd ., 1 apcrvill e, IL 60563.
Networe· Compallble Nerware· 1s a lrodemork 01 ovell Inc li
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New Advances in Safety Offer 

Full Protection from Radiation 


EIZO's E&l (Ergonomic Innovati on and Intelligence) 
Serie~ display sy~tem ~ are proof that no contradiction 
needs to ex ist between performance <md product 
quality on the one hand <1 nd safety and low radiation 
on the other. The latest advances in visua l electronics 
embodied in E&l Series displays provide the ultimate 
combinatio n o f safety and quality performance. 
The most important features of these exciting new 
profess ional di play systems are elimination of harmfu l 
static electrici ty and greatly reduced low-frequency 
alternating magneti c and electr ic radiation. Specifica
ti ons fo r radiation and static electri city conform to the 
new Swedish MPR-1990 standard and the va lues 
recommended by the Swedi sh Confederation of 
Profess ional Employees (TCO) (option ava ilablc in 
some countries). 
E&l Seri es displays have c1 unique sadd le-to-saddle 
defle ti on yoke that eliminates image interference 
between two displays placed as close as ·15 cm apart. 
And, of course, the E&l Se ries represents crystal clar ity 
on every inch of the screen - a feature that has made 
EIZO di splays the first choice of working profess ionals. 

FLEX5CAN T660 20" Professional Hi-Res Colour Display (TRINITRON ' 
CRT adopted) 
• 0 3\mm scteen PilCh TRINITRQN!I CRT • I280 x 1024 h1gh resolullOn • Hrgh refresh ra1e • Scan frequency 
Automatic adjustment. H 30 - 78~Hz , V 55 - 90Hz • Anll-f£!nechon. antJ-stallc CRT surface panel • Low 
Rad1a110n • Oynam•c Baam Spot Conuol System • Proless,onal CAD afld OfP use Super VGA. Mac I! 
com oat,ble 

FLEX5CAN 9400i 20" Professional Hi-Res Intelligent Colour Display 
• P1cture dtgrlally conlmlled w1!h microprocessor • 1280 l 1024 hrgh resoluhon • Scan lrequency Automattc 
adjustment. H 30 - 65~Hz : V 55 - 90Hz • Low Rad1ahon • Ant1·stahc electJICIIY • Oynam1c Beam Spot 
Control System • P1olessmnal CAD andOTP use. Super VGA. Mac II compat1ble 

FLEX5CAN T560i 17" Professional Hi-Res Intelligent Colour Disp lay 
(TRINITRON' CRT adopted) 
• U26mm screen puch. non glare treated. ant1 static electncny IRINIJRON'" CRT Wllh Stl1ca Coaling • Ptclute 
diQIIillly conuolled wtth mtcJDplocessor • t280 x1024 htgh tesolutton • Htgh •eltesh •ate • Scan treQuency 
Automahc adjustment. H 30 - 78kHz; V 55 - 90HJ * low Radmtmn • Oynam1c Beam Spot Control System 
• Proless10nal CAD and OlP tJSe. Super VGA. Mac ll compahb!e 

FLEX5CAN 90705 16.. Hi -Res Colour Display 
• 1024 x 768 h•gh resolutJon • Scan heQuency Automauc adjustment: H: 20 50kHt: V 50 BOU1 • Low 
Radlauon . Anti ·SI811C eleClltCI!y • Oynamtc Focus ClfCUII • Personal CAD and orP use. Super VGA. EGA. Mac 
llcompahble 

FLEX5CAN 90605 14" Hi-Res Colour Display 
e BOO • 600 rasoluHone Scan fteauency: Automat iC adtustment: H 15 5 385kHz. V 50 90Hi e Low 
Radtat ton • Anti·Staltc atectnctry • Oynam 1c Focus C11cutt • Super VGA. EGA. CGA, Mac II compat•Die 

90525 14.. Super VGA Colour Display 
• 800 .- 600 •esolutLOn • Scan lrcQuency Automattc adJUStment. H 315135 5~Hl. V 50 - 90Hl • low 
Rad1a11on • Anti ·Siallc etectfiCtly • Oynam1c Focus CJrCUJt • Super VGA compahble 

Professional Display Systems 

EIZO CORPORATION 7-35-1. Yokogawa, Kanazawa, Ish ikawa 921 , Japan Tel : (0762) 41 8600 Fax: (0762) 41 9300 Tlx: 5122 -022 EIZO J 
EIZO (UK) LTD. Genesis Business Park. Albert Drive. Sheerwater. Woking Surrey GU21 SAW Tel : (0483) 757118 Fax : (0483) 757121 Tlx : 858640 EIZO UK G 

ICore• TAEIL SYSTEMS CO., LTD. Tel : (02) 756 - 5340/N'orw•~ Professional Sy1tem AS Tel : (02) 25 -33-50 / Phlllpplne• Microcircuits Sy1tems International, Inc. Tel : (02) 819-0776 /Singapore POWERMATIC DATA 
SYSTEMS PTE LTO. Tel : 2500555/Spa/n COMELTA S.A. Tel : (01) 754 30 01/S..,.den Jet Dote AB Tel : (08) 753 31 45/Swttz•rland EXCOM AG Tel: (01) 782 21 11 1 Taiwan R.O.C. First lntemotionol Computer, Inc. 
Tel : (0 2) 717-45001 Th• Netherland• Re in Elokttonlk b.v. Tel : (040) 431775/ Turby ROMAR PAZARLAMA SANAYive TICARET A.S. Tel : (01) 152 08 09 

Circle 331 on Inquiry Card. 
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The First ''What You See Is All You Get'' Notebook 


I f the Supernote 386SX had LCD , 2MB of RAM, and a in gizmos. you get good desk socket for an 80C387SX co
a color LCD and a modem , 3 1/2- inch 1.2-MB floppy di sk top pe rformance in a trul y processor, a parallel print er 

I would be tempted to push my drive . Times have changed notebook-size case ( II by 8% port that can double as an ex
desktop machine into the trash since the trusty old Model 100 by 2 inches). If you sim ply ternal floppy disk dri ve con· 
can. This 6 1/ 2-pound notebook was born . must communicate and net nector (the Supernate auto 
fromTwinheadhasa 16-MHz Of course, the prices have work , you can use an external matica lly fig ures out what's 
386SX processor , and it changed, too. But look at what "portable" modem or Ether connected to that port). two 
comes with a 40-megabyte you get for a li s t price of net box offered as extra-cost seria l ports, and a 15-p in con
hard disk drive, a side! it elec $3495. With the exception of options. nec tor to drive a n external 
troluminescent 32-shade VGA no color and no room for add- The Superna te 386SX has a VGA monitor (the LCD and 
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it accepts two 500-sheet trays. 
After years of refilling pid
dling quantitie s of paper. I 
found it enormously satisfying 
to load a thousand pages at a 
crack. I reserved the lower 

tray for letterhead-another 
luxury if your users have had 
to share a single tray and per
form gymnastics to use letter
head . Then there's the duplex 
(two-s ided-printing) option. 

and a job offset feature that 
staggers jobs in the output bin 
for easy separation . The tray 
full arm on top of the output 
bin helps stack paper neatly. 
Eve rything works to mini 

mize shared-printer chaos . 
I t ip my hat to Hewlett 

Packard. The IIIS i is a mar
velous-and surpr isingly af
fordable- piece of work. 

-Jon Udell 

BeckerTools 2.0 

Makes Doing Windows a Breeze 


T he Windows 3.0 version 
of BeckerTool s reminds 

me of the old college trick of 
squeezing as many people as 
you can into a phone booth . 
The panel that runs down the 
left side of the screen is chock 
full of minute icons. You can't 
te ll what the individual graph 
ics a re, but you can find out 
what they do by scrolling the 
mouse over them and reading 
what they are at the bottom of 
the sc reen. I thought thi s was 
an overuse and abuse of the 
concept of icons. 

But those funny little icons 
are the only thing I didn ' t like 
about BeckerTools 2.0. The 
program is designed to do for 
Windows 3.0 what Central 
Po int Software's PC Tool s 
Deluxe and the Norton Com
mander do for DOS . Once you 
get hooked on such a package, 
it' s hard to switch . 

I've never gotten hooked on 
Windows 3.0. I've found my 
self working in it awhile and 
then popping out to do DOS
level stuff like copying to disk, 
formatting floppy disks, and 
editing with my word proces
sor . There have been ma ny 

complaints about File Man
ager in Windows 3.0. and I 
guess my experience shows 
that it' s not all that useful. 

BeckerTool s seems more 
developed than File Manager. 
although they both have the 
standard file and disk manage
ment function s (e .g., Copy, 
Delete, Rename , Select Files. 
Find File, Edit Text . and For
mat) . BeckerTools makes it 
easier to perform these func
tions. not because of the tiny 
icon s, but becau se you can 
point and click on almost any 
thing you want to do . Launch 
ing an application is as simple 
as clicking on the application. 
pulling down the applications 
menu, and selecting Launch. 

The interface is simila r to 
Norton Commander' s split 
sc reen , which is my personal 
favorite . It took me no time at 
all to get accustomed to the 
source and target window con
cept. You can also activate the 
pull -down menus for the Win
dows 3.0 look and feel 

BeckerTools 2 .0 provides 
over 200 function s for disk 
and file management . In the 
tradition of DOS utilities. it 
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THE 

BeckerTools 2.0 
$1 29 .95 

Requirements: 
A DOS system runn ing 
Windows 3.0 . 

also offers functions like un
delete. file editing , disk veri
fying , file archiving, and a 
sc reen dimmer . BeckerTools 
has three levels of features: be
ginning, intermediate, and ad 
vanced. The only differences 
are in the number and sophisti 
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LnVOUI S <DIR> 
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<OliO R2UOS I <DJR> 
<DIJO fU.-IKfR <DIIO 
<DI A) lAP( <OHU 
<DI R> 
<OIR > 
<DIN ) 
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<OliO 
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FACTS 

Abacus 
5370 52nd St. SE 
Gra nd Rapids , Ml 495 12 
(6 16) 698-0330 
fax : (616) 698-0325 
Circle 1179 on Inquiry Card . 

cation of the features you can 
access. 

Insta llat ion of BeckerTools 
2.0 was a breeze. Basically. 
you just install it and move the 
little icon into posi tion in the 
Windows Toolbox. 

-Anne Fischer Lent 
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the external VGA monitor can
not operate simultaneously 
because of BIOS limitations). 
Software provided includes 
MS-DOS 4.01 and two floppy 
disks full of utilities and driv
ers. The keyboard is full-size 
and has a nice feel, although 
the cursor arrangement took 
some getting used to. 

Twinhead's own ch ip set , a 
single chip and one support 
chip, disguises itself as a 
386SX. The TH4100 chip has 
about 85 ,000 transistor equiv 
alents and is the size of a post
age stamp. The TH4009 sup
port chip is about " the size of a 
dime , only square," according 
to John Bryan of Twinhead's 
marketing department. The 
motherboard is about 4 inches 
square (as is the VGA board), 
and surface-mount technol
ogy is used. If you want the 
maximum of 4MB of RAM , 
you have to specify it when 
you order your system because 
it also is surface-mounted. 

The main glitch I had with 
this supposedly ready-to-ship 
unit was that the power man 
agement system had a hiccup 
and started to beep annoyingly 
after about 45 minutes to an
nounce that the batteries were 
low. With a claimed running 
time of 2 Y2 to 3 hours, the 
warning was a bit premature. 
Twinhead assured me that it 
would fix the problem before 
shipping. To meet this publi
cation deadline, however , the 
company simply disabled the 
battery-monitoring circuitry 
on my unit. 

Battery capacity is always a 
concern, so I set out to test it. 
The power management sys
tem enables you to adjust inde
pendently the length of time 
before the LCD blanks and the 
hard disk stops spinning. De
faults are 5 minutes for the 
screen and I minute for the 
hard disk. I wrote a batch file 
that changed directories, dis
played the contents of each, 
and kept repeating itself. This 
way, the Supernote 386SX 
screen and hard disk would 
have no rest . 

After recharging for the I 
hour and 45 minutes speci
fied, I started the machine and 
ran it until it died , which took 
2 hours and 20 minutes. Not 
bad for nonstop computing. A 
properly operating power 
management system would 
have alerted me earlier in 
stages, according to the man
ual , by sounding a beep and by 
changing the power LED's 
color from green to amber and 
then to red. 

The only other problems 
were inconsistencies in the 
user's manual that state , for 
example, that you can have up 
to 8 MB of RAM , that the 
Chips & Technologies NEAT 
chip set was used, and that 
the keyboard Ctrl / Alt/- se
quence would toggle the mi
croprocessor between 8 and 16 
MHz. (You can toggle via a 
setup screen , however.) 

While the price is in line 
with simi larly configured SX 
notebook s (see " The Tandon 
NB 386sx Notebook," March 
BYTE) , the inability to add 
anything to this system is a se
rious drawback. It 's a nice sys
tem , however , and is well 
made. So if you don 't plan on 
expansion, the Supernote 
386SX could be just the ticket. 

-Gene Smarte 

.,.............--~~~-_..,-7'1 ;,A~ ., 

THE 

Supernote 386SX 
$3495 ,... 
Options: 
4 MB ofJRAM (installed 
by manufacture!), $199; 
5Y.!- inch 1.2-MB floppy 
disk drive, $249 ; spare 
nickel-cadmium battery 
pack , $99. 

FACTS 

Twinhead Corp. 

1537 Centre Pointe Dr. 

Milpitas, CA 95035 

(408) 945-0808 
fax : (408) 945- 1080 
Circle 1180 on Inquiry Card . 
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Pointing to a Portable Future 


M ice are nice , and they 
are more and more ofa 

necessi ty in the graphical
user-interface-crazy world of 
today's PCs. There are, how
ever , problems mating mice 
with laptop or notebook com
puters. Have you ever tried to 
use a mouse with a laptop on an 
airplane tray? There just isn't 
any room. 

Great technological minds 
think alike, and three major 
mouse makers have concur
rently come out with add-on 
mouse products designed to 
eliminate the adventure of 
using a mouse with a laptop. 
Actually, pointing device is a 

more accurate moniker than 
mouse, s ince Microsoft's 
BallPoint , Appoint's Thum
belina , and Logitech 's 
TrackMan Portable are all 
variations on a theme: a minia
ture trackball. Although all 
have similarities, each also 
has a quirky indiv idual per
sonality. 

BallPoint is intriguing. It's 
evident that Microsoft spent a 
huge amount of time studying 
the ergonomics of pointing de
vices. The company supplied 
us with a photo ofthe scores of 
designs it rejected , some of 
them unusual indeed . The 
final design looks deceptively 

simple at first glance. Micro 
soft decided that actually 
attaching BallPoint to the 
computer is essential to its usa
bility. 

BallPoint comes with sev
eral sets ofadapters that let you 
easily hook it to virtually any 
laptop or notebook computer. 
We tried it with a half-dozen 
different computers, with no 
problems at all, attaching it to 
the left , right , and front of the 
keyboard. 

Clever thumbscrews ensure 
that you cannot overtighten 
them and damage your com
puter, yet you can easily re
move BallPoint. (It comes 
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with a small padded case for 
portabi lity.) 

Ba llPoi nt has fo ur c l ic k 
stops that let you use it at an
gles of 0 , 30, 60 , or 90 de
grees. We liked the 30-degree 
setting best, but that's purely 
subjective . The trackba ll in 
Bal lPoint is relatively large for 
the size of the un it and is easy 
to control. It comes with a soft 
ware utility that lets you con
trol the sensit ivity and the ori 
entation direct ion of where the 
ba ll tracks. 

The inte restingly named 
T hu mbel ina is- as its na me 
implies- t iny. Measuring I V2 
inches square and only * inch 
high, Thumbelina also uses a 
tiny (Ya inch) trackball. In gen
e ral, the larger the trackba ll , 
the bette r the control , but 
Thumbelina is an exception to 
this. 

The f inely tuned fri ction 
mechanism that holds the ball 
a llows a surprising amount of 
cont rol with minimal thumb 
movement. Where are the but
tons? The entire top of the case 
cl icks down . Clever. 

The early Thumbelina pro
totype we used dido ' t have a 
way of a tt ac hing to a key 
boa rd . An Appoint spokesper 
son sa id a rudimenta ry attach
ment ki t (probably Velcro) 
will be shipped with the f inal 
version. Most users , however , 
wi ll probably use Thumbelina 
as is . It's small enough to stuff 
into the smallest space. 

The Logitec h Trac kM a n 
Portable is essent ially a t iny 
trackba ll device that you hold 
in one hand and operate using 
the thu mb on the ba ll and the 
index finger to press the main 
button . You can remove the 

A few years ago, the 640
by 400-pi xel resolut ion 

of a YGA setup seemed incred
ibly sharp . But in the interim, 
the waters of choice have been 
mudd ied by a fl ood of (often 
conflict ing) graph ics stan
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A High-Resolution Duo for Eye Relief 


button a nd switc h it to the 
other end of the curve, as you 
also can switch the connector 
cable, which comes out of the 
end of the curve that is oppo
s ite the button . Switching 
these around lets TrackMan 
Portable operate as either left
or right-handed . 

The trackba ll takes up the 
center of the face of the semi
circle, and on either side of it 
are the second and third but
tons. These are almost impos
sible to reach while operating 
the device when it is held in 
one hand . We found it more 
comfortable to rest the straight 
side of the semicircle on a flat 
surface with the hand curved 
over the top, thumb resting on 
the trackba ll , and index finger 
on the main button. In this po
sition, your wrist is supported, 
and TrackMan Portable is ex

tremely easy to use. While it is 
possible to use the dev ice when 
it is held up in the air in one 
hand , thi s is tiring and also 
makes it harder to reach the 
second and third buttons. 

These three products a re 
only the beginning of what 's 
likely to be an ava lanche of 
laptop-speci f ie pseudoro 
dent s. From looking at the 
f irst three, it ' s not hard to see 
that the choice will be diffi 
cult-and highly personal. Of 
the three, we li ked Thumbe
lina best for its daring innova
tion and low price. It ' s a lso the 
only one of the three that has a 
Mac-spec ific model. But at 
the same time, Ba llPoint is e l
egant , and TrackMan Portable 
is niost attractive . Some ad
vice: Try before you buy. 

-Stan Miastkowski 
and Owen linderholm 

dards. There are several dif
fe rent va rieties of so-called 
Supe r VGA , Texas In stru 
ments Graphics Architecture 
(TIGA) for that compa ny ' s 
powerful 340 I 0 and 34020 
graphics processors, and 

IBM 's rece ntl y announced 
Extended Graphics Array 
(XGA). 

Nearly lost in the confusion 
is the 8514/ A, wh ich IBM in 
troduced along with VGA back 
in 1987. There were , however, 

THE FACTS 

BallPoint (center) 
$175 

Requirements: 
Serial port or PS/2 
mouse port. 

Microsoft Corp . 
One Microsoft Way 
Redmond , WA 98052 
(800) 426-9400 
(206) 882-8080 
fax : (206) 883-8101 
Circle 1181 on Inquiry Card . 

Thumbelina (bottom) 
$99 

Requirements: 
PC version : Serial port 
or PS/2 mouse port. 
Mac version: Apple 
Desktop Bus port. 

Appoint 
1332 Yendels Cir. 
Paso Robles, CA 93446 
(800) 448-1184 
(805) 239-8976 
fax : (805) 239-8978 
Circle 1182 on Inquiry Card . 

TrackMan Portable (top) 
$ 149 

Requirements: 
Serial port or PS/2 
mouse port. 

Logitech , Inc . 
6505 Kaiser Dr. 
Fremont , CA 94555 
(800) 23 1-7717 
(415) 795-8500 
fax: (415) 792-8901 
Circle 1183 on Inquiry Card . 

a few problems. It s 1024- by 
768-pi xel resolution was sha rp 
but interlaced , which often re
sulted in a di sce rnib le and 
bothersome fl icker. Also , not 
only were 85 14/A cards ex 
pensive , but unlike with YGA, 



Free i860™ Processor and i860/APXSoftware! 
By nmr. you've probably heard about our industry- fi rst 
-1860™~lotherBoarcl that packs the pmrer of the Intel 
K0-186 CPL' with the I mel KOR60 RISC. processor 
(i--+K6TM+ i860=.fR60). 
\X11al you haven't heard is that, 
for a limited time,when you buy 
a -1860 ,\·totherBoard with 8~1B of RAM, 
1-lauppauge \\·ill give you an i860 RISC 
processor and the iR60/APX operating 
system at no additional cos t. 
\\'hygil'e you thiscapability? Because 
you'll enjoy a level of processor perf(mn
ance never before seen in a PC. Our bet 
is that you'll be so impressed, you'll 
come back fi >r more! 
APC Revolution: In the PC environment, 
the 4860 is a 486- based ,'vlotherBoard with the new 
EISA 1/ 0 bus. It runs over 2 times faste r than )86 com
I)Uters and delivers mainframe power for applications 
including CAD. LAN and desktop publishing. This hoard 
is full ycompatible with DOS, IBM's OS/2 , Novell 
i\'ctware and SCO UNIX. What's more, 1-lauppauge's 
4860 supports up to 6-1 MBytes of memory Ll'ilbout a 
RAM expansion board. 
RISC-Y Business: The i860 processor is ideal in com
plex applications, performing up to 25 million floating
point operations per second. It adds to the power 
of the 486,so youcan run rings around ordinary PCs. 

By adapting Intel's APX (Attached Processor Executive) 
software to our -1860 ~ ! otherBoard. we've created 
a way to exploit the power of the i860 to give 
youpraclical multiprocessing. In fact. iR60/APX 

prm·ides abasefor entirely new appli
cations made possible by the advent 
of the iR60 RISC processor. 
Technical Features: 25 or .HMBZ 
486/ 860· 4 Mhytes of high speed 
RAM expandable to 64 Mbytes shared 
between i486 and i860 processors 
• Socket for optional Intel Turbo Cache 
485™and Weitek 4167 · 7 EISA 1/0 
slo ts · 64- hit expansion slot for 
optional high- speed graphic frame 
buffer· I paraJiel , 2 serial ports and 
a built- in PS/2 -style mouse port. 

Enjoy a RISC- free investment. Our 4860 MotherBoard 
is designed with the world's highest performing 
microprocessors. So youcan ha\ e the world's highest 
performing PCs and \\ Orkstations. 

For more in fo rmation, calll-800-443 -6284. 

Haupp auge Computer\Xbrks. lnc. 
91 Cabot Court 

llauppauge. NewYork 11788 f!a"!..ppauge! 
'telephone: 5l(H.1'f -1600 ~iiiiii=~ii••- --_,...,; .. 
Fax: 5l(H.)+ .~I98 

In Europe(-19) 2161 ·1-06.' ~ 

In Australia: (7) 262 ·:\122 .\l':ti lahle:u yourlocal compmerdca.Jer. 


Trademarks: OS/ 2: 113\1 • lnte l .~86. i486. i860 and 'l\1rbo Cache -J 85TM: Intel Corp. • DOS and Xcnix : Microsoft Corp. · ;860. -1860 MotherBoard: llauppauge 

Circle 123 on Inquiry Card. 
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IBM refused to release it s 
te chnical detail s, insi sting 
that companies write 8514/ A 
drivers to an adapter inter 
face, which limited its appli
cations. 

Several companies have 
gone through the not-inconse 
quentia l process ofdeveloping 
register-level 8514/ A clones. 
The latest is ATI Te chnol
ogies ' 8514/Uitra , a reason
ably priced board with a few 
trick s up its sleeve . The first is 
that it gives a nonimerlaced 
resolution of 1024 by 768 pix
els. In addition , it adds a 70
Hz refresh rate for a truly 
rock-steady, flickerless, and 
sharp image. 

Getting the 8514/Uitra up 
and running is a bit more com
pl icated than j ust plugging in 
the board and turning it on . 
The board does feature a very 
clever design that lets you use 
it with either a standard !SA 
busorthe PS/2 Micro Channel 
bus. Just move the connector 
and flip it over. Although the 
8514/Uitra is available with an 
integrated VGA board, the one 
I tested was designed to be 
used with an existing VGA 
board . A jumpe r cable con
nects between the 8514/ Ultra 
and the " feature connector" 
that' s on the top of all VGA 
boards. There 's also a te rmi 
nator plug that plugs into the 
VGA card . 

The 8514/Ultra has a set of 
software utilities that largely 
automate the process of the 
boa rd 's installation . The util 
ities search for a free memory 
location for the board and set 
the on-board EPROM to that 
address . They a lso fine-tune 
the board's output for your 
particular monitor . 

When it's started in a text 
only mode. there's definitely a 
different "look and feel" to 
the screen . Characte rs are 
denser , sharper, and easier to 
read. However , to get to the 
power of the board, you need 
to use graphics. I changed my 
Windows 3.0 setup from VGA 
to 8514/ A. The difference was 
striking . The 1024- by 768
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1024 by 768 pixels shows a new graphics perspective. 

pixel desktop brings a whole 
new dimension to Windows. 
Sure , indiv idu a l icons and 
characters are smaller , but 
they 're easier to see and give 
you lots of capability to cus
tomi ze the desktop to your 
own particular preferences. 

Unfortunately , I wasn ' t 
able to test what ATI is touting 
as one ofthe biggest features of 
the 8514/ Ultra, the Crystal 
Font technology that gives 
real -time font- scaling capa
bilities to Windows 3.0. ATI 
claims it gives an effective on
screen resolution of nearly 300 
dots per inch . But no matter 
what I did , I couldn't get it to 
work on my computer. Win
dows 3.0 just kept locking up . 

AT! promised to send me an 
updated version of the prere
lease software that I was usi ng , 
but I didn't get it . 

The 8514/Ultra is slick and 
fast , using ATI ' s proprietary 
graphics processor, which the 
company claims is up to 10 
times fa ster than th e IBM 
8514/A board . Of course. you 
need a monitor that handles 
what the board is putting out. I 
hooked it up to the Nanao 
FlexScan 9080i , a 16- inch 
monitor from a com pa ny 
whose name isn ' t exactly a 
household word , although it 's 
been making monitors for 
other companies for many 
years. The 9080i is a state-of
the-a rt microprocessor-con

trolled monitor that hand les 
everything the 8514/ Ultra can 
put out. It also conforms to the 
Swedish VLF (very low fre 
quency) emission standards 
for some peace of mind on the 
hea lth front. 

The monitor a lso has a few 
neat a nd unique features . I 
could hook up video from two 
computers to the 9080i a nd 
switch between them. And it 
a lso has a switch that let me 
toggle between color , amber, 
and white-on-black displays. 

The combination of a high
resol ution ca rd and a high-res
olution monitor brings new us
ability (and comfort) to many 
applications. But it also isn' t 
cheap. The combination that I 
tested added a hefty $2728 to 
the price of my PC. But for 
those who spend hou rs in front 
of their computers day in , day 
out , a combination like thi s 
one is more than just an eye 
saver- it 's virt ually a neces
sity. • 

-Stan Miastkowski 

THE FACTS 

8514/Uitra 
with 51 2K bytes 
of RAM , $599 ; with I MB 
ofRAM , $799 

Requirements: 
IBM AT , PS/2 , or 
compat ible with 
a VGA board . 

AT! Technologies, Inc . 
3761 Victoria Park Ave. 
Scarborough , Ontario, 
Canada M I W 3S2 
(416) 756-07 18 
fax: (416) 756-0720 
Circle 1184 on Inquiry Card. 

FlexScan 9080i 
$ 1929 

Nanao USA Corp . 
23535 Telo Ave . 
Torrance , CA 90505 
(800) 235-2202 
(2 13) 325-5202 
fax : (21 3) 530- 1679 
Circle 1185 on Inquiry Card. 



Microsoft C: 
The industry-standard 
C development systen1 

./ State-of-the-art optimization for the 
fastest code. 

./ Powerful , flexible tools for all phases of 
development . 

./ Three generations of Windows support . 
C 6.0 is the compiler the world's leading 
developers have trusted to create their 
Windows applications. 

./ Improved Microsoft CodeView, windows
oriented debugger. 

./ In-line assembler supports the 8086 and 
80286 instruction sets . 

Microsoft® Windows," 
Software Development Kit: 
Powerful Windows 
development tools 
-complete set or tools for 

creating Windows applications. 
./ 	 Code View for Windows-

Windows specific version of the leading 
CodeView debugger. 

/ Dialog, icon, bitmap and cursor 

editing tools . 


/ Font editor. 

/ 	 Performance analysis tools- including 

Swap tuning , data/code movement, 
message monitoring , and profi ling . 

Together they equal everything you need to create 
the highest quality applications for Windows. 

A combined Yours for the Programmer's Paradise $519
value of $749 special bundle offer of 

To order, call Programmer's Paradise Today! (800) 445-7899 




LIST 

DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE 

386 Development Tools 

386 ASM!LinkLoc 1295 

386/DOS Extender 495 

Lahey F77L-EM!32 (w/ OS/3861 1290 

MetaWare High C386 995 

WATCOM C 8.0/386 Prof. 1295 

w/ 386/DOS Extender 1790 


WATCOM C 8.0/386 Standard 895 

WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386 1095 

Zortech CH Devel. Ed. 386 995 


Assembly Language 

MS MacroASM 150 

Sourcer w/ Pre-Processor 170 

SpontaneousAssembly 199 

Turbo Debugger & Tools t50 


C-Compilers 

Instant C 795 

Microsoft C 6.0 495 

w/ Objective·C 699 


MS QuickC w/ QuickAssembler 199 

WATCOM C 8.0 Professional 495 

WATCOM C 8.0 Standa rd 395 


C++ 

Borland C++ 495 

CHNiews 495 

Turbo C++ 100 

Zinc Library 200 

Zortech C++ 200 

Zortech C++ Database 300 

Zortech C++ Developer"s Ed. 450 


C++ Bundles 

Borland C++ and Tier 1 975 

Zortech C++ and C++Niews 945 

Zortech C++ !DOS & OS/21 1400 

w/ CommonView (DOS & OS/21 


C-Communications 

Essential Communications 329 

Greenleaf Commlib 359 


C-File Management 

Codebase IV 295 

C·tree Plus 595 

Essenual B·Tree w/ source 198 

The Toolbox · Prof. Edition 1095 

The Toolbox · Special 695 


C-General Libraries 

CFunction Library 99 

CTOOLS PLUS/6.0 149 

CUtility Library 249 

Greenleaf Functions 229 

Greenleaf SuperFunctions 299 

Turbo CTO OLS/2.0 149 


C-Screens 

C-Worthy 399 

Greenleaf DataWindows 395 

Vermont Views 495 

Vitamin C 395 


VC Screen 149 


C-Utilities/01her 

Bar Code Library 389 

C-DOC 189 

Clear for C 200 

INTERWOAK 189 

MKS LEX & YACC 249 


OURS 

1159 

439 


1035 

919 


1099 

1399 

719 

929 

849 


105 

139 

169 

105 


719 

339 

539 

139 

419 

335 


325 

419 

169 

119 

165 

255 

399 


499 

595 

749 


259 

219 


219 

415 

149 

199 

509 


19 

109 

199 

119 

239 

109 


CAll 
315 

415 

289 

125 


31 9 

169 

169 

165 

191 


LIST 

Database Development 

Clarion Personal Developer 79 

Clarion Prof. Developer 2.1 845 

dBASE IV 795 

Dr. Switch-ASE 180 

R&R Code Generator t50 

R&R Report Writer 249 

Say What?! 50 

SilverComm 'C' Interface 99 

SrlverComm Lib<ary 2.0 249 


Debuggers (DOS) 

Peflscope Debuggers CALL 

Trapper 200 


Editors 

BRIEF 3.0 249 

MKSVr 149 

Sage Prolessronal Editor 295 

VEDIT PLUS 185 


Embedded Systems 

C6toPROM 149 

Link & Locate ++ 395 

Link & Locate ++ Extended 479 


FORTRAN Language 

FORWARN 329 

FORTRAN Dev. Tools 129 

Lahey F77L 595 

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 99 

MS FORTRAN 450 

SALFORD FTN 77 CALL 


Graphics Libraries 

Baby Driver 250 

Essential Graphics 399 

Font·Tools 150 

Graf/Drive Plus Developer" s 299 

GrafPrint Developer" s 300 

GrafPrint for Graphoria 95 

GrafPrint Personal 75 

GrafPrint Pl us 150 

graphics-MENU 119 

w/ source 379 


graph ics- MENU Data Entry 99 

w/ source 224 


GX Graphics 149 

HALO 395 

HALO Professional 595 

HALO Window Toolkit 595 

Icon· Tools/Plus 150 

Menuet 325 

PCX Effects 99 

PCX Programmer's Toolkit 195 

PCX Text 149 

Super Pro-Pak 899 

Turbo Geometry Library 200 

Z·PHIGS Lite 199 

Z·PHIGS Professional 799 


Linkers/librarians 

Blinker 189 

Plink86+ 395 

.RTLink/Pius 495 


OS/2 Tools 

CASE:PM for Cor C++ 1995 

MS OS/2 Pres. Manager nkt 500 

SmalltalkN PM 495 


Calli !\A '"""' (9081389·8173 
tram your FAX phone 
for more product information! 

OURS 

72 

515 

495 

149 

129 

219 


39 

89 


209 


CALL 

119 


CALL 

129 

249 

115 


119 

329 

389 


295 

116 

535 


89 

299 


CAU 

199 

339 

119 

269 

265 

85 

69 


129 

159 

329 


89 

199 

135 

219 

395 

419 

119 

219 

89 


115 

135 

109 

119 

119 

699 


115 

335 

359 


1199 

349 

369 




LIST OURS LIST OURS 

PASCAL Language APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
Object Professional 
Topaz 
Topaz Multi-user 
TurboMAG IC 

189 
99 

149 
199 

109 
89 

135 
119 

Communications 
BLAST II 
Crosstalk Communicator 

250 
99 

225 
CAll 

Turbo Pascal 6.0 150 105 Crosstalk for Windows 195 145 
Turbo Pascal 6.0 Professional 300 205 Crosstalk MK.4 

Crosstalk XVI 
245 
195 

145 
115 

Prototyping 
Dan Bricklin's Demo II 
ProtoView 

249 
695 

CAU 
625 

Mathematics 
Derive 
Mathematica 386 

250 
695 

219 
625 

Source Maintenance 
MKS Make 
MKS RCS 
MKSSoftware Mgmt. Team 
PolyMake 
PVCS Professional 

149 
249 
299 
179 
495 

119 
199 
239 
149 
419 

Op. Sys./Environments 
DR DOS 5.0 199 
MS ODS 5.0 CALL 
OS/286 Developer's Kit 695 
OS/286 OPMI Developer's Kit 995 

129 
CAU 

629 
895 

Sourcerer's Apprentice 
TUB 

499 
139 

399 
109 

OS/386 Develope r's Kit 
OS/386 OPMI Developer's Kit 

695 
995 

629 
895 

5Station LAN 419 339 VM/386 245 209 

Windows IMSI Tools Spreadsheets 

3- ln- 1 C 99 89 Lotus 1-2-33.1 595 389 
3-ln-1 C++ 159 139 Microsoh Excel 495 349 

Actor 3.0 249 199 Quanro Pro 49 5 329 
Actor Professional 495 399 SuperCalc 5 495 319 
Asyme trix TooiBook 
Batchworks 
Btrieve for Windows 

395 
99 

595 

349 
89 

449 

Utilities 
386MAX5.0 130 114 

Case:W 795 695 Blue MAX 155 135 
dBFast Windows 495 409 Central Point Backup 99 69 
DbxSHIELD 
DemoSHI ELO 

595 
495 

549 
459 

DIS DOC Professional 
HiJaak 2.0 

249 
199 

225 
139 

DialogCoder 
Drover's ToolBox 

499 
295 

419 
239 

Hold Everything 
MKS Toolkit 

199 
249 

159 
199 

File Organizer 
lnstaiiSHI ELO 

199 
395 

119 
369 

Norton Anti -Virus 
Norton Commander 

129 
149 

99 
99 

Knowledge Pro 
LogS HIELO 
Magic Fields 
MemSHIELO 

695 
395 
295 
395 

635 
369 
235 
369 

Norton Utilities 5.0 
Opt-Tech Sort/Merge 
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 
PreCursor 

179 
149 
149 
96 

129 
119 
95 
19 

MS Windows Development Kit 500 
ProtoView 695 

349 
625 

Spin Rite II 
Squish Plus 

89 
100 

75 
75 

Sage Control Pak 
Smalltalk V/Windows 
Spinnaker Plus 
TbxSHI ELO 

595 
500 
495 
295 

535 
395 
349 
275 

SunShow Image library 
Switch -It 
Tree 86 
UpShot 

CALL 
99 
90 
95 

CAll 
90 
69 
89 

WindowsMAKER 795 635 Zeno 269 2.39 
Professional 

WinTrieve 
995 
395 

195 
339 Word Processing 

Ami Professional 495 349 
Xenix/Unix Microsoft Word for Windows 495 349 
ES IX/38612 userI 399 349 WordPerfect 495 CAll 
Unlimited 665 589 

ES IX/386 w/ Extensions 595 535 ... Thousands more products 
Unlimited 825 745 available! Call or fax today 

SCO Products CALL CAU for your FREE catalog. 

A Division of Voyager Software Corp 
1163 Shrewsbury Ave ., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702 

1-800-445-7899 
Corporate: 800-422-6507 
(CORSOFT Division) 

International: 908-389-9228 
Customer Service: 908-389-9229 
Canada: 800-445-7899 
Fax: 908-389-9227 
FAXuttra: 908-389-8173 

PROGRAMMER'S POLICIES 

Phone Orders 
Mon-Fn 8:30 AM·7 PM EST. Sat9:30-2:30 
EST. We accept MC.Visa, AMEX. Domestic 
shipments, please add S5 per item for 
shipping/handling by UPS ground. For 
domestic COD shipments, please add S3. 
Rush service available. 

Mail or FAX / International / POs 
Phone number required with order. 

Corporate Accounts 

Call CORSOFT, our corporate sales division. 

Ask about volume purchase agreements. 


Returns 

Subject to S25 processing charge. 


UnbeatablePrices 

We'll beat prices within th is publication. 

Subject to same terms and conditions. 


·All prices subject to change without notice. 


Circle 218 on Inquiry Card. 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • SYSTEMS 


Reason Technology's 486 desktop computer is power packed 
into a small footprint . 

Reason Enough 
for a Desktop 
System 

R eason Technology's 
new 486 desktop system 

incorporates 4MB of 
RAM, 8K bytes of cache 
RAM , an 80-MB hard disk 
drive, and an 80387 copro
cessor. It also has 1.2-MB 
and 1.44-MB floppy disk 
drives. 

The small-footprint sys 
tem uses a I 024- by 768
pixel Super VGA controller 
in concert with a 14-inch 
Super VGA color monitor . 
Additionally, it has one par
allel and two serial ports, 
eight expansion slots, and 
five disk drive bays . 
Price: $3995 . 
Contact: Reason Technol
ogy, 290 Coon Rapids Blvd. , 
Minneapolis, MN 55433 , 
(612) 780-4792; fax (612) 

780-4797. 

Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card. 


Power toGo 

B itwise has packed a 
desktop of power into 

its 23-pound, 486 EISA 
portable computer . The com
pany says its 33-MHz 
Model 433E/VP is fully 
compatible with 286 and 
386 operating systems. 

The 433E/VP features 
8K bytes of cache RAM, an 
integrated math copro
cessor and a socket for a 
Weitek WTL4167, a Con
ner Peripherals 212-MB hard 
disk drive with 64K bytes of 
cache, two 5 1.4-inch drive 
bays, and a third drive bay 
for a 3 1/2 -inch drive . The sys
tem includes three free 
full-length slots. 

The unit' s video consists 
of a VGA gas-plasma flat 
screen display with 16 
levels of gray. It uses an 
Ahead VGA Wizard video 
adapter and has an external 

monitor port that lets it dis

play on two screens 

simultaneously. 

Price: Basic model, 

$12,995. 

Contact: Bitwise Designs , 

Inc ., 701 River St., Troy, 

NY 12180, (800) 367-5906 

or (518) 274-0755; fax (518) 

274-0764. 

Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card. 


ATrue386 
Laptop 

T he LP-386C laptop 
from Fora uses Intel' s 

386 chip and incorporates 
an optional expansion chas
sis. According to the com
pany , this gives the system 

the expansion capacity of a 
desktop in addition to its 
portability. 

With 2MB of RAM , 
which is expandable to 8MB 
when the unit is slipped 
into its expansion chassis, the 
LP-386C includes a parallel 
and a serial port , a propri 
etary slot for an internal 
modem , and ports for an ex 
ternal VGA monitor and a 
floppy disk drive . The unit' s 
backlit LCD double-super
twist VGA screen supports 
up to 32 levels of gray. Its 
14-pound weight includes a 
detachable , rechargeable 
nickel-cadmium battery and 
an AC adapter . 
Price: $4995; expansion 
chassis, $9500. 
Contact: Fora , Inc., 3081 
North First St. , San Jose, CA 
95134, (800) 367-3672 or 
(408) 944-0393 ; fax (408) 

944-0392 . 

Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card. 


With an optional expansion 
chassis, Fora 's LP-386C 
becomes more than a portable. 

Traveling 
Companions 

Random's Companion 
and Companion Plus 

portable computers, with a 
proprietary operating system 
and firmware , feature a 
built-in 2400-bps V.22bis 
modem. The units also have 
an RS-232 port, serial and 
para llel ports , and built-in 
MNP level 5 software . The 
Companion Plus a lso offers 
word processing and commu 
nications capabilities , the 
ability to capture sessions 
and take a snapshot of the 
screen, and 65K bytes of non
volatile RAM . Each model 
weighs under 4 pounds. 
Price: Companion, $1295; 
Companion Plus, $1595; op
tional memory for Compan 
ion Plus, $400. 
Contact: Random Corp ., 
Northland Blvd . , Cincinnati , 
OH 45240, (800) 553-6773 
or (5 13) 825-0880. 
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card. 

486Memory 
and Performance 

A33-MHz 486 computer 
designed for CAD/ 

CAM, database , and server 
use , Cheetah ' s Model 
433D features 8MB of 
35-ns DRAM , expandable 
to 16MB . The unit includes 
an intelligent caching hard 
di sk drive controller with 
512K bytes of RAM , ex
pandable to 20 MB . The pro
prietary Bus Cycle Ma
chine provides concurrent 
I/0 processi ng , full 32-bit 
write operations to 110 de
vices , and elimination of 
wait states while writing 
to 1/0 devices. 
Price: $15,223. 
Contact: Cheetah Com
puter Systems, Inc . , 7075 
Flying Cloud Dr. , Eden 
Prairie , MN 55344, (612) 
943-8690; fax (6 12) 
943-8331. 
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card . 
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Traveling In the 
Express Lane 

T he Data Express com
prises a receiving frame 

that fits into a 51A-inch 
hal f-height disk drive slot or 
into a stand-alone expan
sion chassis of a PC , work
station, or VMEbus system. 
Within this frame is a drive 
ca rrier that acts as a remov
able drawer and contains a 
3 lh -inch hard disk drive 
with a storage capacity of 450 
MB. The device supports 
peripheral interfaces such as 
Intelligent Drive Electron
ics, ST506, SCSI, and ESDI. 

The transportable design 
of the unit gives system users 
the flexibility of sharing a 
single workstation. Addition
ally , removing and locking 
up the drawer is an easy way 
to ensure that your sensitive 
data remains secure. The 
Data Express has the ad
vantage of letting you collect 
data at several remote sites 
and proces it at your conve
nience at a central location. 
The product line includes the 
ruggedized , shock-mounted 
Data Commuter and the Data 
Silo, a SCSI peripheral ex
pansion cabinet t.hat accepts 
3 lh- or 5 1..4-inch half-height 
tape drives , hard disk drives, 
removable drives, and opti 
cal drives. 
Price: Data Express, $315; 
Data Silo, $440; Data Com
muter, $1395 . 
Contact: Kingston Tech
nology Corp. , 3023 South 
Harbor Blvd. , Santa Ana , 
CA 92704, (714) 435-2600; 
fax (714) 545-2176. 
Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card. 

In Touch with 
McKey Mouse 

I n Touch Systems has 
added a mouse option to 


its Magic Wand Keyboard . 

Called the McKey Mouse , 


NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • PERIPHERALS 


The Data Express from Kingston provides flexibility as well as 
transportability. 

the Microsoft-compatible terns, II Westview Rd ., 

mouse requires no strength or Spring Valley , NY 10977, 

dexterity on the part of the (914) 354-7431. 

user, enabling quadriplegics Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card. 

to use oft ware such as 

Windows and PageMaker. 


You use McKey Mouse Output 
by touching keys on the Continuous
12-ounce Magic Wand Key

board. Features include left Forms 

and right click, double

click, drag , chord click, and A continuous-form laser 

II speed settings. printer with a speed of 

Price: Magic Wand Key 16 ppm is available from 

board with McKey Mouse, Output Technology. The La

$1590; McKey Mouse as an serMatrix 1000, Model 3, 

upgrade, $349. is Hewlett-Packard compat

Contact: In Touch Sys- ible and features a 3lh- to 


Computer-Controlled VCR 

The Selectra/Panasonic AG-1960/RS computer-controlled 

VCR is controllable from any personal computer through an 

RS-232 port. Among other capabilities, the unit automati 

cally records computer graphics and animation sequences 

on videotape, brings motion video to the computer to com

bine with other multimedia elements , and turns your com

puter into a controller to create finished multimedia pre

sentations or image databases on videotape. 

Price: $2195. 

Contact: Selectra Corp., P .O . Box 5497 , Walnut Creek, 

CA 94596, (800) 874-9889 or (415) 283-1670; fax (415) 

284-2117 . 

Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card. 

9 lh-inch adjustable tractor 

feed. Its emulations and in

terfaces include HP LaserJet 

Series II , IBM Proprinter 

II , and Centronics parallel 

and RS-232 serial inter

faces . When used with stan

dard bar coding software, 

the printer can produce bar 

code symbologies . 

Price: $5995 . 

Contact: Output Technol 

ogy Corp., East 9922 Mont

gomery Dr. , Spokane, WA 

99206, (800) 468-8788 or 

(509) 926-3855 ; fax (509) 

922-4742 . 

Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card. 


Nonglare 
Color Monitor 

A14-inch Ultra VGA an
alog color monitor wit.h 

a 250-mm by 190-mm 
nooglare, dark-tinted display 
is available from Aamazing 
Technologies. With a palette 
of unlimited colors , the 
Model CM8484EX has a 
built-in text switch that 
gives you the flexibility to 
adjust the text color to am
ber or green from the normal 
wh ite on black. 

The monitor 's 0.28-mm 
dot pitch display has an inter
laced display resolution of 
1024 by 768 pixels . In sup
port of VGA, Super VGA , 
and 8514/A video standards, 
the monitor has a dual hori
zontal scan frequency of 31.5 
and 35 .5 kHz and a vertical 
scan frequency of from 50 
to 70Hz. 
Price: $579. 
Contact: Aamazing Tech
nologies Corp ., 5980 Lake
shore Dr. , Cypress , CA 
90630, (714) 826-9680; fax 
(714) 826-9681. 

Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card. 
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NEWS 

DSP Board 
with Options 

T he AC5-AO floating
point digital signal pro 

cessor board, based on 
AT&T's DSP32C floating 
point DSP, is available from 
Communication Automation 
& Control. The 50-MHz 
board comes with daughter
boards and software devel
opment tools. 

With a peak performance 
of25 MFLOPS , the AC5-AO 
uses an I/O-mapped ISA 
bus host interface. It includes 
64K bytes of zero-wait-state 
static RAM , expandable to 
256K bytes . Daughter
boards available for the AC5
AO are the DBCS5339, a 
dual-channel audio-band data 
acquisition card; the 
DBT7525 , a si ngle-channel 
voice-band 1/0 card; and 
the DBSERIAL, a buffered 
serial interface card . Soft
ware support includes a C 
compiler, assembler, link
er, and simulator ; a window 
based debugger; and a li
brary of trigonometric 
functions. 
Price: AC5-AO board, 
$1195; daughterboards , $95 
to $295; C compiler pack
age, $1495; assembler pack
age, $495;debugger,$395. 
Contact: Communication 
Automation & Control, Inc., 
1642 Union Blvd ., Suite 
200, Allentown, PA 18103, 
(215) 776-6669; fax (21 5) 

770-1232. 

Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card. 


Universal 
Frequency 
Counter 

T he Model PC- 10 Uni
versal Frequency Coun

ter drop-in board for the PC 
uses Windows 3.0 as its con
trol panel for displaying the 
frequencies. The board's op
erating range is from 10 Hz 
to 2.4 GHz. 

WHAT'S NEW • ADD-INS 


The AC5-AO floating-point DSP board has a 2. 5-MBps /SA bus 
data transfer rate. 

The PC-10 has on-board 
RF amplifiers and switchable 
prescalers to operate as a 
stand-alone high-frequency 
RF counter. The board can 
also send frequency data to a 
communications receiver 
for instant tuning and listen
ing to radio signals it has 
detected. 
Price: $335 . 
Contact: Optoelectronics, 
5821 Northeast 14th Ave ., 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 

33334, (800) 327-5912 or 
(305) 771-2050; fax (305) 

771-2052 . 

Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card . 


Cache in 
Static RAM 

T he Atto Cache ci , a 
64K-byte static RAM 

cache, increases Mac llci 
performance by 40 percent to 

Optoelectronics' PC-10 Universal Frequency Counter 
uses Windows 3. 0 for instrumefll control. 

70 percent , according to 

Atto Technology . The Atto 

Cache ci stores frequently 

used data in 25-ns SRAM , 

holding it until the 68030 

processor requests it. The 

unit plugs into the 120-pin 

cache connector on the Mac 

llci. 

Price: $279 . 

Contact: Atto Technology, 

Inc. , Baird Research Park , 

1576 Sweet Home Rd ., 

Amherst, NY 14228, (716) 

688-4259 ; fax (716) 

636-3630. 

Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card. 


Monitor and 
Control the 
Temperature 

K eithley MetraByte's 
DAS-Temp 32-channel, 

12-bit temperature-mea
surement board measures up 
to 200 samples per second . 
For use with the IBM PC 
XT , AT , and compatibles, 
the board has a minimum 
temperatu re resolution of 
O.l°C and is accurate to with
in O. l°C. 

Working within a tem
perature range of from 
-25°C to IOSOC , the DAS
Temp includes three levels of 
software: a pop-up package 
that lets you use the board 
without programming, a 
high-level device driver , and 
a callable driver. You ca n 
manually or automatically 
cal ibrate the board . Ac
cording to MetraByte , DAS
Temp is extremely noi se 
immune. 
Price: $399 . 
Contact: Keithley Metra
Byte Corp. , 440 Myles Stan
dish Blvd. , Taunton , MA 
02780, (508) 880-3000; fax 
(508) 880-0179 . 
Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card. 
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lr:l Get High Performance 
~ Under Microsoft 

Windows 3.01
· I With 

db VISTA mDBMS. 
Develop Windows applications 
that are better, faster, and more 
profi table. db_VISTA ill 
combine speed, flex ibility, and 
productivity into one DBMS tool 
for C and Windows programmers. 
Add db_VISTA ill 's high-speed 
SQL retrieval to your application 
and watch your users en joy power 
they've never experienced before. 

Built For Windows. 
db_VISTA ll1 for Windows 3.0 
follows all of the Microsoft 

Database Management System 

Specifications: Single & multi-user. Automatic recovery.AutOillillic referential integrity. Relmional and netwOik 
dala models supported. • Relational SQL query and report writer. Complete revision capability. C s_ource code i avai lable. 
No royalbeS. Supports. MS Wmdows, IS-DOS, OS!l. VMS. UNIX. BSD. QNX, SunOS, Macmtosh. 

guidelines for memory use. 
Dynamic linked libraries (DLL), 
multi-tasking, and multi -user 
environments are all supported. 
For even faster development, use 
db_VISTA ITI with products like 
TooiBook®, Windowcraft<1'>, or 
Actor®. 

No Other DBMS Opens 
Windows Like db VISTA III! 
• Speed. Benchmarks show 
db_VISTA ill significantly 
outperforms any DBMS under 
Windows. 
• No Royalties. Increase your 
profits; decrease your overhead. 
• C Source Code Available. 
For total programming flex ibility. 
• Portability. db_VISTAill 
supports most environments. 

,--------- 
1 Special $195 Developer's Edition 
I For a limited time only,you can get 

our db_VlSTA database engine for 
I Windowsfor only $195. Call today
I and ask about our Developer's Edition 
I and experience how db_VlSTA m 
1 can open Windowsfor you. 

Developer license only: 1101 for disuibutiOtt 

Calll-800-db-RAIMA 
(l-800-327 -2462) 

In Wa hington State call: (206) 747-5570 
A k for extension 123. 

Full Raima Support Services 
Including Training. Develop 

your applications even faster with 

Raima TrainingClasses: 

April 15- 19, 1991 - Australia 

April 15- 19. 1991 - The Netherlands 

April22-26, 1991 Atlanta,GA 

April 22-26, 199 1 - Singapore 

May6- 10, 199 1 Chicago, IL 


~RAIM~M 
~CORPORATION 

(206)747- 199 1 Telex : 6503018237 MCI UW Raima Corporation 3245 \46th Place S.E.. Bellevue. WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570 Fax 

lnlemalional DislribuloNl: Au<tnllia: 61 1419 71 Austria: 43 !143 81~1 B•tgium: 31 21.>4 98 18 8n1zit: 5 II 19 161!7 Ctnlnll Am<rira: 50618 07 64 llenmark: -15 42 87149 f'i nland: 35 ()ll 0.11 ~ 

Fr•nce: 33 146091784 Italy: 39 45 58471! Japan: I JSM 1l.W ~luiru : 51 349 53 00 The :'oielh<rtand.: .lll50J 26) ll NoN a_!. 47 1-lJ 55 Slngapor<: 6: 1982.108 S•·eden: 46 13 1115 Switzorland: ~ 

4! 64 517475 Tal•an: 6 2 551 3277 Turkey: 90 I t l 05 16 United Kin~dom : -lJ '191500919 · Cruguay: 59 19109.9 USSR: 0111 35 99 07: 8!2292 7210. 01 42 43 951 West Grrmany: 49 7()12 34077 10 

CopyTIItlu C l99f Hwrnn Corporuli(lrl , All nxht.J r't'ft'rw·d dl> _ ,,. Tt'IJ lllt'rt'd Uilht' U.S Pmf'nr IUUI TrodrmtJTi. Offio ll' tndO\<IJ J.Q. n ...,t8 rwtl.._, Wrndo ..~ rcJjJ. un.J ANm " '" l nJdl"nJijrJ._, tl{lhrrr ,,.,,..(', ~'( COII'I(IUIIrt'.l . 
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There are still son1e t 


As of today, your Ethernet 

Motorola introduces theAltair™wireless network-connectivity for your Ethernet LAN that 
gives you all the advantages of wire,without the wire. 

Oh,the disadvantages ofhard wiring your Ethernet LAN. It starts with instal lation : the endless 
waiting for workmen to tear up your walls,ceilings or carpeting only to discover that there isn't 
room for one more wire. But it doesn't stop there. When you need to reconfigureyour LAN, you 
may find yourself starting the processall over again. 

That's the beauty of Altair wireless Ethernet. Its revolutionary wi reless technology lets you 

e.Motorola and Altair are trademarl<s of Motorola. Inc. c 1991 Motorola. Inc. 



tlings w-ire is good for. 


LAN is not one ofthem. 

reconfigure your LAN quickly with no construction and no delays. And, it sans you money 
every time you move, add to or change your LAN.lt al so lets youput LA Ns where they couldn 't 
go b.efore. Motorola's patented technology makes Altair \vireless Ethern et as secureand reliable 
as w1re. 

See for yoursel f. Calll-800-233-0877 for more information and thenameof an Altair wirel ess 
LAN representative near you. Because if you're 
still using wire , you're gettingclipped. @MOTOROLA 

ALTAIRCircle 182 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 183). 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • OTHER HARDWARE 


Stargazing 
with Your PC 

T he StarScape II A, liB, 
and IIC charge-coupled 

device (CCD) cameras con
stitute First Magnitude's new 
line of ultra low-light-level 
digital imaging devices. The 
PC-compatible cameras, for 
use in astronomy, medicine, 
and remote sensi ng , include 
a camera head, a controller 
board, cabling, and 
software. 

The StarScape IIC , for 
amateur astronomers , has a 
thermoelectrically cooled 
CCD with a 14-bit AID con
verter and offers a choice of 
a 590- by 490-pixel mono
chrome or a 250- by 250
pixel color CCD . The Star
Scape IIB , also thermo
electrically cooled , a nd the 
StarScape IIA (l iquid nitro 
gen cooled) use a 16-bit AID 
converter. They are avai l
able with 590- by 490-pi xel 
CCDs or optional 1024- by 
1024-pixel CCDs. 

Price: IIC , $9500; JIB , 

$12,900; IIA , $13,900. 

Contact: First Magnitude 

Corp. . 519 South Fifth St. , 

Laramie , WY 82070, (307) 

745-3744. 

Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card. 


Wall Outlet 
Surge Suppressor 

Asi ngle-outlet, wall 
mounted surge suppres 

sor , the Electra Guard 
EG3C plugs directly into any 

The Electra Guard EGJC. 

First Magnitude's PC-comparible SrarScape CCD cameras . 

sta ndard grounded electri 

cal outlet. The EG3C re 

sponds within I nsofan 

overvoltage , su rge . spi ke , or 

transient. Rated for use at 

120 V AC and 15 a mps, its 

hybrid circuitry enables it 

to clamp voltages as low as 

345 V and protect from 

surges of up to 6000 V. 

Price: $9.95 . 

Contact: lntermatic, Inc ., 

lntermatic Plaza, Spring 

Grove , IL 60081 , (815) 

675-2321. 

Circle 1302 on Inquiry Card . 


Communication 
with a UPS 

American Power Con
version has added three 

uninterruptible power sup 
plies to it s Smart.-UPS line . 

The 900- . 1250-, a nd 2000
VA units protect multiple 
servers or C PUs, inte lligent 
hubs, multiple work stations. 
telecommun icat ions equip
ment , and minicompute rs. 

The new Smart-UPS 
units are designed to le t net
work managers communi 
cate with the UPS to diag
nose problems that may be 
a result of faulty power. Fea 
tures include an interna l 
control language , a replace
battery indicator. and ite 
wiring fault indicators. 
Price: Smart -U PS 900, 
$999; Smart-UPS 1250, 
$1299 ; Smart-UPS 2000 . 
$ 1999 . 
Contact: American Powe r 
Conversion, P .O. Box 278, 
132 Fairgrounds Rd ., West 

Kingston , RI 02892 , (401) 

789-5735 ; fax ( 40 I) 

789-3710. 

Circle 1303 on Inquiry Card. 


Windows 3.0 
Quick Reference 

he Quick Refere nce 
Card fo r Windows 3.0 

provides the most freq u nt 
ly needed programmin ref
e re nce in formation. Siz d 
to be easily accessed. t e 
ca rd include the corre t 
spelling of a ll Windows pro 
cedures , which parameters 
to use, the order in which to 
use them , and the spelling 
of ma nifest constants. 
Price: $ 14 .99 . 
Contact: Cooper Software, 
Inc ., 3523A Haven Ave .. 
Me nlo Pa rk, CA 94025 . 
(4 15 ) 364-9150 . 
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card. 

Put the 
Emphasis 
on Pointing 

T he Emphasis Ia er 
poi nters a re ava ilable in 

two model s: the Profession
a l and the Executi ve. Con
structed from bra sand 
a lum inum , the po inters are 
vis ible in all normal office 
lighting at ranges of up to 
150 feet and are clea rly vis
ible against a I ight proj c tor 
screen , accordi ng to the 
manufacturer. Both models 
are 8 1h inches long and 
weigh 5 Y2 ounces with two 
AA batt eries installed. 

Price: Professional , $219; 

Executive, $249. 

Contact: The Layman's 

Laser Co . . P.O. Box 58770, 

Seattle , WA 98 !38, (800) 

258-2202 or (206) 439-7894. 

Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card. 
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INSTANT WORKSTATION. 

JUST ADD OPEN DESKTOP. 


Take a look at the vast majorit y of graphical workstations 
developed over the past decade and you'll see something 

they all have in common: 

An integrated lJ IX"' System environment. 
ow take a look at the vast majorit yof businesses that have put 

computi ng power directlyonto their office desktops over the 
past decade, and )'OLI'il see something they all have in common 

I
Indust ry-standard personal computers. 


t doesn't take a computer to forecas t the platform that's going 

to put graphical workstations on the vast majority of bu. iness 

and engineeringdesktops in the nex t decade: 

An integrated ll IX System environment for industry-standard 

O

personal computers. 
And that's what Open Desktop is all about. 

pen Desktop is the complete graphical operatingsystem 
that's bui lt on the most popular Ll IX System platform of 

all time- SCO . Ami it lets you create your own networked, 
icon-driven workstation environment using the indust ry
standard .)i>6 or 486 computers and peripherals of your choice. 

In a single, easy-to-use, fully upported- and completely 
integrated- package. Open Desktop deliver : 

• 	the full 32-bit , multitasking computing power of SCO Li t IX 
System /386. designed to meet C2-level security 

• 	compliance with POSIX'" and XJOpen · sta11dards 

• 	an OSF/~ Iotif ' " - base d. Presentation ,\\anage r
compatible, graphical user interface 

• 	distributed SQl. databa management services 

• 	compatibi lity with existing DOS. X EN IX·, and NIX Sy tem 
applications and data files 

FS ·•. TCPI IP. and LA ~\anager networking fac ili tie 

And all at an unbelievably affordable price. 

Discover the complete graphica l operating y-rem that 
leading companies worldwide are choosing a their devel 

opment platform for the '90 - and using to turn their .)86 and 
486 PCs into instant work tations today. 
Open Desktop from SCO. 

Call SCO today 


and ask for ext. 8400 

/'be Compil'le r;mpbtutl Opemltng .1'!'.'"' 111 


(800) SCO-U IX C!6-ll(H 11) (~llll) ctl) -- !U FAX HOX) ;)X-·tU- E- ~1 A 1 L 'uuncl! co!lllfo in[o (u ,coC0 \1 
:-.1..0. thf' )>I tll~o Opn1 Ut•\ l.. lop .r.nd tllf'Oprn IW~ lop I o arr rt-t;lllf'rf'dt n ckmarl.l o( Thr~.un.a lr u1 C};lc' t'.a liun hK . •olhf' l ~ \ 1nd 01hn roonl r l() I \ I\ u .a rt'l[ l) lrtrd rnd(om~r\, of L\I\ S~~f111 Ubon.lonn IlK tn tlk-1 \ \ .andothtr C®rll~ PU.\ 1\" 1 
lr-ll!lt' IIL.Iri> t~ Thl' l ulil~lf'~ Ur..:lfi(' JI .a nod [ lfl:HOOK"~ fll~ l fltt f~ ' ~n I}. I 11'~15U"ttd lr1drm.ul>. of\ Oprn l..omp.UI\· lld OSf \ loU I I~ .llUdtm.ul.. ol rhr Opt-n S\"1-lifm fQtmd.ltJOO loc \L\1\: ·~ .I rr. ult rf'dtndt'fii Jrlt. of \1 1(10\llflfAIIpot Jo iiOO \ fS hJ tuJotm.ar ,., 
'HIII \1 1('f0\t>lt!Tb , IJ1( 

I' tt)QI Thr SimA Cru1 l}pc:r.l ll t~n , lm: .\II H t~h t ,. l<r'f' f\ t'd Tht• S ~r.l.ll rllt Opt n .lion , lnr , ·100 I.Min.al ~trrtl . PO Kt•\ t?OO, S.anlJ Crut , Callfumt~ ~Obll&\ Tilt S.1 n11 Cnu Ot~~tr .llton lnr l't'lkn.l ~,,ttftl\ Groop 1.100 Rt)lnn Pu l..,.-;.n ~ullt 10! Rt ~loo \iM;IIIIJ. !!t.AI 
I !-\ t~U ~ l o!i lf'OCI I\\ c·O I) · 1 ~ SOSCOCan~dl loc . HO I'II OCll Mlt4't 11 t"s t lOth nw r, Torooto Ont :& rto '-1SS ( \~ Catud::i (i16) 9!!· 1CJ~1 t'H H lbl 'H! ,'; jq- Th4'~"1Ut.l\ll Optf'1:11oft Lid Vo\k~ Cc-mn: ll.a t14:n liM 'I.1Jford 'fo Ollli~' \•n' :.al l$r1UIJ1 • 11 II)) 
Q2 ~ 810H ~ F ~ \ t II (0) q!~ , .. . SI fLH~ 'tl · ~-! ~\.OW\ li ! Ql 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • CONNECTIVITY 


A Pocket Modem 
for Your Laptop 

Accton's 2400MNP-P 
pocket-size modem in

corporates MNP level I to 5 
error correction and data 
compression. Designed for 
use with laptop computers, 
the 2400MNP-P runs for 
up to 4 hours on a 9-V bat
tery; it has transmission 
speeds as high as 4800 bps 
over a standard phone line. 

The roughly 4JA- by 2 1h
by l 1A-inch modem connects 
to your computer's RS-232 
serial port and to the tele 
phone line via a standard 
RJ-11 jack. The modem fea
tures automatic dialing, re
dialing, and answering, as 
well as full call-progress 
monitoring. It also supports 
serial, binary , and asyn
chronous connections. 
Price: $459 . 
Contact: Accton Technol
ogy Corp., 46750 Fremont 
Blvd. , Suite 104, Fremont, 
CA 94538, (415) 226-9800. 
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card . 

Versatile 
Ethernet 
Adapters 

T wo Ethernet adapters 
designed for the Mac 

llsi and Mac SE/30 have 
been introduced by Compat
ible Systems. EtherDS is a 
direct-slot Ethernet adapter 
for client applications; 
EtherVHP is optimized for 
server applications. 

The EtherDS has 16K 
bytes of memory , a 16-bit on
board data path, and a 16
bit direct slot interface . The 
EtherVHP includes 32K 
bytes of memory, a 32-bit on
board data path, and a 32
bit direct slot interface. Both 
adapters are available in 
standard coaxial or I OBase-T 
twisted-pair versions. 
Price: EtherDS, $395; 
EtherVHP, $595. 

Contact: Compatible Sys
tems Corp., P.O. Drawer 
17220, Boulder, CO 80308, 
(800) 356-0283 or (303) 444
9532; fax (303) 444-9595. 
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card. 

Three 
Share a Line 
Automatically 

SmartMax 11, a fax / 
phone autoswitch from 

MaxTrek, makes it possible 
for a fax , a phone, and a 
computer modem to share a 
single telephone line . The 
unit automatically routes the 
calls . 

The Model 6000 and the 
Model 6500 do fax/phone 
switching; the 6500 also 
has an auxiliary port for such 
uses as a computer modem 
or a credit card terminal. 
Features of the SmartMax 
II include a sentry mode for 
nighttime operation , a pro
grammable ring count for ad
ditional switching options , 
and the power to handle 
multiple extension phones. 
Price: Model6000, $199 ; 
Model6500, $249 . 
Contact: MaxTrek , Inc ., 
23210 Bernhardt St. , Hay
ward, CA 94545, (4 15) 
785-6282; fax (415) 
785-6657. 
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card. 

The 2400MNP-P pocket modem from Accton. 

One-Board 
Ethernet 
Graphics 

United NetWorks has 
begun marketing 

GrandSlam Ethernet/VGA , 
an adapter that combines the 
capabi lities of Ethernet 
hardware and Super VGA 
graphics on a single board . 
The 16-bit adapter uses Fujit
su's EtherStar chip. 

The GrandSlam Ether
net/VGA has 512K bytes of 
memory and includes a 
64K-byte RAM buffer. It 
supports up to 256 colors at 
resolutions of 800 by 600, 
640 by 480, or 640 by 400 
pixels and a 70-Hz refresh 
rate . The adapter also sup
ports thin and thick Ethernet 
cabling and is avai lable 
with jumper-selectable re
mote boot PROM for disk 
less workstations . The com
pany is planning a Micro 
Channel architecture version 
of the adapter. 
Price: $695. 
Contact: United Net
Works, Inc., 2178 Paragon 
Dr ., San Jose, CA 95131, 
(408) 436-2800; fax (408) 

436-2807. 

Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card . 


Network 
Multimanager 

T he CMS 910 Dial 
Management System 

monitors and manages 
high-speed dial-up communi 
cation network s. The multi
user , multitasking network 
management system uses a 
Unix-based PC with a win
dow- and menu-based 
graphical interface as a cen
tral site-control platform . 
The CMS 910 lets you do 
such tasks as monitoring 
your network's performance, 
conducting tests and diag
nosing problems. and com
piling operational stati stics 
and reports while the system 
continues 10 work in the 
background . 
Price: CMS 910 system 
software with SCO Xenix 
2 .23/286, $3500; six-port 
controller card with cabli ng, 
$1700; VAI690 chassis , 
$2195 . 
Contact: Raca i-Vad ic , 
1708 McCarthy Blvd ., Mil 
pitas, CA 95035 , (800) 
482-3427 . 
Circle 131 0 on Inquiry Card. 

Phone from 
Your Computer 

T he TE 158 Telephone 

Control Card provides 


complete computer control 

of a telephone ca ll. Its capa

bilities include automatic 

dialing, line connect and dis

connect, call-progress de

tection , and Touch-Tone en

coding and decoding. You 

can use the TE 158 to dial out 

and send messages with 

tones and as an answen ng 

machine . 

Price: $190. 

Contact: Alpha Products, 

242 West Ave. , Darien . CT 

06820 , (800) 22 1-0916 or 

(203) 656-1806; fax (203) 

656-0756. 

Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card. 
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Take Our Course In C 

And The First Lesson You'll 


Learn Is In Economics. 

NTSC 


or 

PAL 


Formats 


C's powe~ and portabi li ty make it 
the language of choice for 
software developers. 
Unfortunately, learning C can be a 
ve ry costly proposition . Classroom 
instruction is, in a 
word , expensive . And 
many C video courses 
carry hefty price 
tags . 

/Anclude < sldlo.h > 
Al!lellne NAMLEN 15 

/lldelone NUMMARK 4 

strucl person 

learn C in class . 
Each lesson averages 17 
minutes of clear, concise 
instructions. Used in

I 

The top C video 
course at the lowest 
possible price 

char name(NAMLEN); 

lnt mark(NUMMARKJ; 

}; 

conjunction with our 
workbook you 'l l find they 
provide everything you 

But now, there's The Complete C 
Video Course from Zortech. 
It's the ultimate C training tool for 
home or work. And all it costs is 
$295. 

You get ten 
videos with 
361essons 
covering all 
levels of 

programming 

easy-to-follow 365 page workbook. 
And even a free C compiler. 

Free C compiler included 
Yes , that's right. The Complete C 
Video Course includes our famous 
C compiler (it runs on any 
MS-DOS machine) with linker, 
library manager, full graphics 

need to know to become 
proficient in programming in C. 

Saveyourcompanythousands 
If you think The Complete C Video 
Course is a great way for you to 
save money learning C, think 
about how much it could save 
your company. Use it instead of 
send ing programmers to school 
and you'l l save thousands. What 's 
more, The Complete C Video 
Cou rse is even tax deductible. 
C is unquestionably the most 
valuable programming language 
you can master. And now you can 
get everything you need to 
become productive in it from 
course to compiler to tools for an 
economical $295 . Mail the 
coupon or call our hotline to 
receive it ASAP. 

... ........ . . . . . 

Learn C in as little as two weeks 
Speaking of speedy, wi th The 
Complete C Video Course you can 
learn C in only two weeks. 
Compare that with the up to four 

months it can take to 

skill. A comprehensive , 

library and on-line help. It's the 
choice of professional 
programmers everywhere 
for fast code, fast 
development and 
fast debugging. 

"Iheartily 
recommend ... 
. . .on excellent 
bargain." 
GARY RAY 
PC WEEK 

Look at all these C video pluses 
• Only $295 complete 
• Ten v1deos with 36 lessons 
• Comprehens•ve 365-page 
workbook 
• Free C complier woth lin er. 
library manager, full graphics library 
and on-line help 
• Compiler and har ware 

Independent 

• Des1gned to help you learn C in 

as little as two weeks • 

• Tax deductible. 

,------- ~ 

I Zortech Inc 
I 4-C Gill Street 

Woburn , MA 01801I 
Voice: 617-937-0696I 
Fax: 617-937-0793 

* Yes . rush me The Complete C 

Video Course including free C 

compiler for $295 .00 (VHS only)

* Please include (No. ) extra 

workbooks at $29.95 each .

* I'd like to order (No. ) extra 
C compilers with this course at the 
special price of $49.95. 

Name/Company . ... ... .. . .. •... . . 


Address . . ...... .... . .•. .... . .... 


I
I Phone ... . . .... ... . .. . ........ . 


I City . .. 

II State ..... . .Zip ........ . . .. . 


I Here's my check for.. 

I VISNMC # .... .... ' 

I Exp. Date. . . . . . . . dtJ 
l_ _ _ _!'!:::...s do not include shippmg_ _ _ _j 

ot l'\()oo• ·- t """""' l " " •CI 

fO#' · -'" ' 

WINNER 

ZORTECH 

The Complete C Video Course 5295 

Order Hotline (800J848-8408 

Circle 308 on Inquiry Cord. 
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"A NEW KING OF THE HILL'' - PC MAGAZINE 

PC MAGAZINE SAID IT BEST. 
"In the unending battle to become 

the most functional notebook for the mo t 
attractive price, there's a new king of the 
hill- the Zeos Notebook .. ."PC Magazine. 
What did they like mo t? 

Everything. As they aid, the Zeos ate
book "offers a top notch combination of 
power, weight, features and price... " In 
short, everything you're going to appreciate in 
your new ZEOS notebook. 
INCREDIBLE DESKTOP 
FEATURES IN A 
NOTEBOOK. 

Pick your power. 
Choose our '286 ver ion 
Or:JI> for the incredible new 
ZEOS '386SX version. 
Combine that with our 
rugh speed hard disk, built 
in 144MB floppy drive, 
VGA and more-you've 
got the greate t notebook 
going at any price! 

Look closely at the 
details. Like ow- crisp 
10'' VGA display. The ultimate in par
kling clarity fea~ advanced fluorescent 
backlighting for viVld VGA graphics. And 
then the drive . 

Two drives are better than one. First, 
you're getting our whisper quiet hi~ peed, 
hjgh capacity hard disk. Then we ve built 
in an industry tandard 1.44 Megabyte, 
3.5 inch floppy as well . And we don't top 
there. 
DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE! 

For in tanc , th battery system of yow
new notebook i the mo t advan d on 
the market. You can quick charge, or trickle 
charge, any time your sy tern 1 plugged 
in. Or, you can u th optional chargmg 
tand if you wi h. 

Either way, you're ure to appreciate our 
Li_ght weight nap-in, snap-out batl:ely packs. 
They're o light and easy to u e, you can 
easily take an extra one with you on tho e 

really long trips. Plus, youcan get even more 
life out of a Jngle charge by using our PJ'O
grammable power management ystern. Hour 
upon hour of Notebook computing power! 
CONNECTIVITY TOO! 

Your new ZEOS notebook is a great con
nectivity tool! Using our opti nal built-in 
2400 baud MNP Class 5 modem, connec
tivity buffs will find them elves logging on 
at evety tw·n. 

And speaking of connec
tivity, we've kept th VO 
easy to use too. Because 
unl1ke manyof the others, 
your new ZEOS notebook 
has the same industry 
standard port connectors 
you'll find on your larger 
d ktop system. Serial and 
Parallel JJOrts; even an ex
ternal VGA connector. 
Completely compatible! 
ZEOS 24 HOUR A DAY 
SUPPORT. 

Don't forget your new 
ZEO notebook i backed 

by the best Techillcal and Sale support 
in the indu tty, 24 Hours a Day. We're 
always here to help, any time of the day or 
rught. And we don't top there either. 

Your n w notebook i al o backed by 
our 30 Day Ab olute ati faction Mon y 
Back Guarantee and One Full Year Linlited 
Warranty. You're going to be very sati fied. 
W don't ju t ay 1t. We guarantee it. 
ORDER YOUR OWN 
ZEOS NOTEBOOK NOW! 

You can order your new ZEOS notebook 
right now. Simply pick up the phone and 
give u a call now at 800-423-5891. At last, 
a full featured notebook that Jets you com
pute anywhere. You're going to lov it. 
That' aguarantee! 
ORDER NOW TOLL FREE: 

800-423-5891 
Pun:hase Ordl'TS rn.m RtrttJO~ 1000 companies. GO\-emments and inslitul.ions SUbjeCt to apPnJ\-J.I . Leasing Progr.:lf1l.S an! 01.\<Jibble. AU pnco and 
spc..'CifJCations nre sub,ect to c~e wtthout notice. Please caJI tu confirm pricing. specaf.caoons and warrnnrr detaJls. The follcm'lng are trildclt\arks 
of thcu n;,.pectiv ·companies: ZEO "IZEOS lnternalional, Ltd. I: 286 tlntcl Corporallonl. 1991 . ZEUS lntcmat.,nal, Ltd., 530 5th 1\ venue. K II' . 

f>•ul, MN 55112 USA. ZEOS is a publicly tr.~ded ccmpany ( 'A DAQ symbol: ZEOS \. 
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NEWS 

The Next 
Microphone 

MicroPhone II for Next 
computers takes ad

vantage of the Next graphi
cal interface and uses script
ing for you to automate 
your communications activi
ties. For example, you click 
once on an E-mail icon to in
struct the program to access 
a remote mail service and 
automatically transfer mail. 

MicroPhone II uses file 
transfer protocols to commu
nicate with BBSes, on-line 
service , and mainframes. It 
can transmit text , file s, pic
tures, and sound to another 
Next , a Macintosh , or a PC. 
Price: $395 . 
Contact: Software Ven
tures Corp ., 2907 Claremont 
Ave. , Suite 220, Berkeley , 
CA 94705 , (415) 644-3232; 
fax (415) 848-0885 . 
Circle 1312 on Inquiry Card. 

Malnlanlng 
Ethernet 

MainLan Ethernet , an 
Ethernet peer-to-peer 

network system, transmits 
program-sharing, file-shar
ing , printer-sharing , and 
E-mail data at 10 Mbps on 
PCs. The system requires 
30K bytes of RAM in con
ventional PC workstations 
and 15K bytes of RAM in 
workstations using expanded 
memory. With additional 
software such as MacLan by 
Miramar Systems, Main
Lao Ethernet can connect 
Macintosh computer into 
the network . 

Compatible with Net-
Ware and NetBIOS, MainLan 
Ethernet also runs network 
versions of Microsoft Win
dows, WordPerfect , Lotus 
1-2-3 , dBASE III, and Para
dox . MainLan Ethernet is 
available as a starter pack, 
supporting connection of 

WHAT ' S NEW • CONNECTIVITY 


MicroPhone II for Next computers uses scripting to let you 
automate your communications. 

two PCs. The pack incl udes (800) 999-6770 or (407) 331 
software , two Ethernet 4400; fax (407) 331 -4406 . 
cards, 16 1h feet of coaxial Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card . 
cable, Novell NetWare 
drivers , and a user's manual. 
Packs supporting an addi Miniature 
tional PC apiece are Interface
available. 
Price: Starter pack, $499 ; Converter 
additional pack for one PC , 
$199 . R ad's MIC-232/485 
Contact: US Sage, Inc . , miniature interface con
2005 Tree Fork Lane, Suite verter connects terminals 
113 , Longwood, FL 32750, and computers that have di f-

Joining Apple and Ethernet 

Two cards and three adapters make up Apple's new line of 

plug-and-play Ethernet product . You can use all of them in 

any existing Ethernet environment , according to Apple . 

The Ethernet LC Card brings Ethernet capability to the 

Mac LC computer . The Ethernet NB Card is an inte lligent 

NuBus card for Mac II computers . 

The Ethernet Cabling System includes the Ethernet Thin 

Coax Transceiver , the Ethernet Twisted Pair Transceiver , 

and the Ethernet AUI Adapter. These adapter connect the 

cards to any industry- tandard Ethernet medium . 

Price: Ethernet LC Card, $199; Ethernet NB Card , $424; 

adapters , $175 each . 

Contact: Apple Computer, Inc. , 20525 Mariani Ave . , Cu

pertino, CA 95014, (408) 996-1010 . 

Circle 1316 on Inquiry Card. 

ferent inter faces. The u it , 
which operates asynch ro
nously over two or four 
wires , connects the RS-232 
interface with the RS-485 
multipoint interface. It per
ates at data rates of up t 
38 ,400 bp . 

The MIC-232/485 oper
ate on low power from the 
RS-232 data and cont rol 
signa ls. U ed as a shon 
range modem, the device 
lets you connect a ingle 
computer or terminal with 
an RS-232 interface to one or 
several termina ls with an 
RS-485 interface.. It has a 
transmission range of from 
3% to 6Ys miles , depending 
on signal speed . 
Price: $200. 
Contact: Rad Data Com
munications, 15 1 West Passa
ic St ., Rochelle Park , NJ 
07662, (20 l) 587-8822 ; fax 
(20 1) 587-8847 . 
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card . 

A Sun-Touched 
Apple 

S unTops 3.0, for Sun 
workstations, prov ide a 

eamles li nk for file tra ns
fer and printer sharing be
tween the workstations and 
Macs and PCs . Versio 3.0 
support AppleTalk Fi ling 
Protocol ' hared environ
ment extensions , as well as 
AppleTalk Phase II . Addi
tionally, it provides tra ns
parent routi ng between 
AppleTalk Phase I and 
Pha e II , and it lets you print 
to any erial ly attached 
la er printer without using 
th ird-party products . 
Price: For Sparcstation , 
$1295 ; for other Sun work
lations, $1395. 

Contact : Sitka Corp ., 950 
Mari na Vi llage Pkwy., 
Alameda , CA 9450 1, (41 5) 
769-9669. 
Circle 1315 on Inquiry Card. 
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Ar9ms,

TiusSHOULD 


BEON 

ThE COVER. 


Stop the presses, call the edito r. 
ow yo u ca n ge t more speed, 

more room, more power, more of 
everything. Except price. 

Presenting the Hardcard II Xe 
A 9ms hard drive designed for 
286/386 systems 

ow here's the new . The ew 
York Times says Hardcard II XL 
offers "more speed than regular 
drives [or a comparable price." 

And the number confirm thi . 
9ms effective access time• and 
14 MB per se ond transfer rate2 

mean your system runs 8 to 9 
times faster than standard hard 
drives. With 50 or 105 MB capac
ity, you have enough room to run 
Windows'" 3.0. 

There's also a two year warranty 
and a level of service and reliab il
ity our customers (and PC Maga
zine*) tend to brag about. 

All this for about the same price 
as the standard old 28ms drive. 

Nice cover. 
For your nearest dealer, " 

call l-800-624-5545. r!~::.~~ 

· PC Maga~ 1 nc crv•ce and rcha bd1 ty survey ranked 
Plus Dcvclopmcn1 Ill .Sc p1 crnbc r 25. 1990. 

Circle 217 on Inquiry Card. 



Everyone wants more productivity 
out of their computers. 

But not everybody is wi lling to 
spend a fortune to get it. That's why 
Quarterdeck productivity software 
is outselling everyone elses
including Microsoft's. 

DESQview Multitasks 

and Windows 


on Your PC 

As early as 1982, computer 

enthusiasts found our products 
helped them set up their ideal working 
environment. Since then, step-by-step, 
we've improved DESQview into what 
some very knowledgeable people call 
"the best alternative to OS/2". 

Today's DESQview 
allows you to multitask 
multiple programs in 
windows side by side
text programs; graphic 
programs. But best of all, 
you don't have to buy a lot of new 
hardware and softvvare to use it. 
DESQview works with the PC and the 
programs you now own. 

Over 1,000,000 users multitask their programs 
wit11 DESQview. 

QEMMBreaks 
the 640K Barrier 

Break the 640K barrier in OO~r in 
Windows 3.0-and give your DOS pro
grams up to 130K more room within the 
first megabyte of memory, plus another 
96K of video memory, in some instances. 

QEMM takes buffers, network 
drivers, TSRs and other memory-using 
utilities and moves them into idle areas 
between 640K and one megabyte. 

It's not complicated. It's easy. You 

can just type 

Optirnize and 

QEMM will do 

the rest. 


QEMM 386is 
incorporated into 
DESQview 386 to Number one. 
provide the 
optimum operating environment for 
productivity oriented users of 386, 
386SX and i486 PCs. 

QE M50/60 i designed to 
work in fBM~ PS/ 2"' Model 50 and 60 
PCs with specific IB . adapter board . 

QEMM is the #1 selling utility 
accord
ing to 
distri
bution 
sources. 
In fact, 
it was 
the 
number 
one Before After 
selling 
sofware package in the PC industry in 
April, May and June 1990. 

MOST '-'ALOA.U P'fiOOUC.r 

These are some of DESQview's most recmt awards 11Jese are SOllie of QEMM's most recent awards 

Miaoo;oft is .l tradern.uk of Mirrosofl Corpora tion. IB~1 and PS/2 are trademarks oi IBMCorpor.llion. PC Tools [)(>luxe is a trademark of Centml PointSoft\\•are. 80286, 386, 386 Xand i.J86 .ue tr.1dernarks of In tel Corporation. 
©1991 Qt1.ulerdE'CkOfiia> Syste1ns. 

http:tradern.uk


Manifest Gives You 
in-Defth Knowlege 

o YourPC 

Our newest utility is Quarterdeck 
Manifest, the best way to discover every
thing you ever wanted to know about 
your PC. Manifest shows you around 
'under the hood', pointing out how 
memory is used, comparing memory 
speeds, and.indicating how you can gain 
more room for your programs to work. 

It can point you to as much as 130K 
of additional RAM your programs can 
use.It shows you which memory areas 
are faster. It even helps you compare 
add-in memory board performance. 

aEMM 386 Manifest does 
for memory what 
PC Tools Deluxe 
does for disks. And 
it's easier to use. 

Manifest lras been quick to win recognition 

QRAM Optimizes the 
Memo~ of 8088 and 

80 86 PCs 
Once you know where you can move 

those memory-hogging utilities, QRAM 
lets you do it. It even works on 
8088,8086 and 80286 PCs with 
EMS 4.0 or EEMS memory 
boards. 

QRAM and Manifest help 
you get every last 'K' out of the 
hardware you own. 

In fact, aU our products are 
designed to give you more pro
ductivity out of the system you 
already have, whether it's an 
8088, 8086, 286, 386SX, 386, or i486. 

Quarterdeck. 
Products for 

Everyday Heroes 
Our mission is to protect your 

investment. Whether your PC is 8years 
old or fresh out of the box, our products 
make it more versatile, more flexible; 
and help deliver performance dividends 
from your computer investment. Our 
products help fine-tune your PC which 
helps you do your work better, which 
makes you look good. 

AGlimpse of the Future: 
DESQview/X 

We're also looking ahead to the next 
wave of computer development: 
enterprise Our new 

---~~~~~· 

DESQview / X allows different 
computers with different operating 
systems to work together.Using the 
advanced X-windows environment, it 
lets users run programs on remote 
computers and watch them run in their 
PC's windows. DESQview /X will be 
avalable later this year. 

Quarterdeck products. The best way 
to get the most out of your PC today. 
And tomorrow. 

Quarterdeck International Ltd., B.I.M. House, Crofton Terrace, Dun Laoghaire 

County Dublin, Ireland Tel.(353) (1) 841-444 Fax: (353) (1) 844-380 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW e PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 

Rational Adds 
Support for 
Microsoft C 6.0 

I nstant-C 4.1 integrates 
an incremental compiler 

with an editor and debugger 
and adds compatibility with 
the Microsoft C 6 .0 com
piler. Version 4 . 1 lets you de
velop applications with 
more than 100,000 lines of 
source code and use the 
Microsoft compiler to pro
duce the final program . 

The program includes 
source-level debugging; in 
teractive C expression eval
uation including mac ros , 
cross-referencing , and 
browsing; and single or par 
tial program execution. It 
supports programs of up to 
16MB using Rational's 
DOS extender technology. 
Price: $795 . 
Contact : Rational Systems, 
Inc ., 220 North Main St., 
Natick, MA 01760, (508) 
653-6006; fax (508) 655
2753 . 
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card . 

Put a Mac Face 
on FORTRAN 
Code 

U sers of AppMaker 's 

application generator 


can now generate code for 

use with the Language Sys

tems FORTRAN compiler. 

AppMaker, which previously 

supported only C and Pas

cal, lets you develop user in

terfaces without having to 

learn all the details of the 

Macintosh Toolbox . 

Price: FORTRAN Tools 

for current AppMaker own

ers. $100; bundled with 

AppMaker , $295. 

Contact: Language Sys

tems Corp. , 441 Carlisle 

Dr. , Herndon, VA 22070, 

(703) 478-0181 ; fax (703) 

689-9593. 

Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card . 


Multi Scope's Graphic Data Window lets you display a graph of 
simple or complex data structures. Arrows represent records , 
pointers, and values. You can zoom in on an item for details . 

MultiScope Debuggers for DOS 
The MultiScope Debuggers for DOS provide a Microsoft 

Windows and standard character-mode interface for debug 

ging DOS applications. The package supplies DOS Virtual 

Machine capability, remote debuggers , and post-mortem 

debugging . When hosted under Windows or the character

mode interface, the CodeView-compatible debugger pro

vides the extended memory and 386 and i486 services 

needed for debugging large DOS applications . With the 

Windows DOS VM capability , you can run the DOS appli

cation in a virtual DOS window side by side with the Mul 

tiScope debugger , eliminating switching between the appli 

cation screen and the debugger. For character mode , a VCR 

remote control interface stays on top of the application . 

Monitor Execution Dump-BC, a TSR program included 

with the debuggers , tell s you what source line results in a 

hang or crash. MED-BC flu shes out the offending source 

line, and the TSR 's MED portion dumps the contents of 

computer memory into a file. You can then u e the Post

Mortem Debugger to analyze the crash . 

Price: $179 (includes Windows 3.0 and character-mode- in

terface run-time , post-mortem , and remote debuggers). 

Contact : MultiScope, Inc ., a Logitech company. 1235 Pea r 

Ave. , Mountain View , CA 94043, (4 15)968-4892 ; fax (415) 

968-4622 . 

Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card . 

Jasik's 
Mighty Mac 
Debugger 

J asik Designs' new ver
sion of it debugger is the 

closest thing you ' II find to 
an in-circuit emulator for 
the Mac. The Debugger 2.0 
provides source-level debug
ging for MPW 3.x (Pascal 
or C) , MacApp, and Think C 
programs . Jasik's debug
ger. however, provides this 
capability as a true low-
level debugger: It's not an 
application running under 
Multi Finder in lockstep with 
the program , like the Stan 
dard Apple Debugging Envi 
ronment or Think 's source 
debugger . 

For those Macs with 
memory management units 
(68030-ba ed Macs or 
68020-based Macs equipped 
with 68851 paged MMUs) , 
the Debugger now provides 
the ultimate in debugging 
protection: It uses the MMU 
to write-protect your code 
resources and the rest of the 
system from the program 
you' re debugging . 

When a program makes 
an invalid address reference 
or attempts to write into a 
section of memory that it 
doesn' t own , the Debugger 
halts program execution . In
stantly , the Debugger has 
nai led down a hard-to-detect 
program error. 

An Incremental Bui ld 
System for MPW lets you 
compile and link only the 
modi fed portions of a pro
gram , thu eliminating 
MPW 's lengthy edit-compile
link cycles. 
Price: Universal version 
(runs on all Macs , including 
the Mac Il si and LC), 
$350. 
Contact: Jasik De igns, 
343 Trenton Way , Menlo 
Park , CA 94025 , (4 15) 
322-1386. 
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Ca rd . 
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Here's o chance to buy our 599 Moth Coprocessor 
ot no risk whatsoever/It's fully guaranteed 
to ot least double the moth performance of your software. 
If you want to unlock the full power of 1·our PC. pick up the phone ami 
order an AM D 80US math coprocessor. \\ 'ithout it. your PC just isn 't 
really complete. You sec. our math coprocessor Gill dmllwficalll ' Our Triple Guarantee 
increase the performance of 1-2-,), dBASE ~Hl Excel, ami hundreds of 	 Guarantee #I : If the AMD 80Cl!!7 dO<'Sn't do t'\'CI)1hing we promi.,c, or 

if you are unsatisfied for any rt'a..~n . return lhe product wilhin 30 days of your other favorite business applications! It actually ru11Scalculations 
purchase and AMD will happUy refund )OOr money. 

111 '0 to le11 limes/aster than your PC cantt ifbouf a math coprocessor Guarantee #2: If your AMD 80C287 Math Coproces.~r t'\'Cr fails to 
Which means your graphs will draw incred ibl yfast and 1·our spreadsheets perform for any reason, AMO will replace it free of charge, no IJUestinns 

asked. Umiled to IWO lifelime replacemenl~ per person. will recalculate at trulyblazing speeds. (And that 's just for starters!) Guarantee #3: AMD guarantees lhat the AMD 80C287 is fullycompatible 
wilh )OOr 80l86-ba~ed hardware and software. If you ha"e anyHigh speed at alow price. compatibility problems with the AMD 80Cl87 during the 
first )'Car, return the product and we will gladly refund dreDon 't th ink I'O U have to pay over $200 for a math coprocessor t\ow you 
purcha~e price. 

can get ours for just $99 when you order direct from AA'lll! The AMD 
80C287 is fully compatible wi th your 80286-b;L<;ed PC and the hundreds 
of commerciallyavailable software packages written for it. Our 
coprocessor is abo compatible with the Intel N.'viOSil0287 ... 
Installation is asnap. 	 I 
TheAMD 80C287 plugs easilyinto a socket that's already inside your I
80286-basecl PC. In fact , you can be up and running ii i just five 

Yes. I 11<r rr t to tlouh lt• or tnplc til t• c:dcul :rtiurr 'Jlt\ 'd of ,,fl ll~rre runrr rrrg ro rr Ill 'mi nutes. Si mplyplug the chip into thesocket and watch the dazzling I 
~ '6-h:L<ed PC. Se nti me :1 11 A.IIJ) XOUX7 ~ l:rl h Coprot: , ·'~"- ri' k frli: . for oull' $99 


improvement in performance!The A~11l KOC287 comes with easy-to plu' lax. >h ipprrrg crnd hand l iu~- I ur rtlmt:rml rhat I c ur retrrru lht Mill XrK :! - for
I 
"full rdurrd witl riu rhe iir.;t _\II d:11~ if I ""' rrol cornpktd1 >:ltl>hcdfollow installation instructions, a free utilities disk (which includes 

diagnostics and test software). and free color computer games. I 
I '\A.IIE______ _________ _ _ _

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. ~' _____ ___________ _~JIIiKES.\I9020-11 l.apital of Texas llwv N. Suite ~oo 


Austin , TX 7X7)9-9797 I Ill >TIH.ZII'--------- ------ I \",tlll'!l _____ ____________ 

Volume or dcal ('r inqurries wclcu111C 1 - ~ -.1 i> a rt~i >Jcrcd tr.1drnw k uf l.iJIIJ> llc\l:lnp111eur Co~K,r.llion . 


df\ASE is a tmdernark of AshiOn-Talc Co~JOr.Uiun . lntcl rs a re~is lcrt11tmd~nrark nf hll cl Cu~w;rliorr I 'llpt , fPI - --- --- ---------
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • BUSINESS SOFTWARE 


Three 
Spreadsheet 
Forecasters 

T he new version of 
Crystal Ball , a Monte 

Carlo-based forecasting 
and risk analysis add-in for 
Mac spreadsheets, offers 
new forecasting tools, sup
port for larger models than 
the previous version had, and 
compatibility with WingZ 
and Full Impact. The pro
gram also works with Ex
cel. Crystal Ball2 .0 lets you 
pose what-if questions that 
contain several variables and 
view the results and the 
probability of each result . 

A new Correlated Vari
ables feature takes into 
consideration the relation
ship of two variables (e.g., 
the rate of inflation and dis 
cretionary income in a sa les 
projection model) being an
alyzed. The CV feature gen
erates a series of random 
numbers for your assump
tions and tracks the results, 
determining when a model 
that appears risk-free is 
suspect , and vice versa. 

Other improvements in
clude support for iterative 
calculations, multiple 
linked spreadsheets, and up 
to 8192 forecasts generated 
from a single model. 
Price: $395. 
Contact: Market Engineer
ing Corp. , 1738 Wynkoop 
St., Suite 200, Denver , CO 
80202 , (303) 298-0020. 
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card. 

T he new version of 
@Risk, a risk analysis 

and modeling spreadsheet 
add-in first introduced for 
Lotus 1-2-3, is compatible 
with Excel 3.0 for the Mac 
and Windows. 

In addition to letting you 
launch a simulation from 
within Excel , it lets you 
launch a simulation in Excel 
and have any release 2.x of 
1-2-3 perform the actual 
analysis when speed is crit 

\ ,II! ' \ Pl o iN I IOfl 

u 

Mont~~ :, 1o,.t1 ng !,al es Gro wt h S lt1 Oe v 
I~~ 'lL _ 

Crystal Ball 's trend charting tool compiles multiple forecasts 
from a single model , showing the probability ofvarious results. 
The program generates up to 32 , 768 assumptions per model. 

ical . You can also run multi

ple simulations in the back

ground in 1-2-3 while you 

continue to work in Excel. 

Likewise, you can choose to 

model in 1-2-3 but present 

the results using Excel. 

Price: $395 . 

Contact: Palisade Corp. , 

31 Decker Rd ., Newfield, 

NY 14867, (800) 432-7475 

or (607) 277-8000; fax (607) 

277-8001. 

Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card . 


A xcelis says the new 

version of its nonlinear 


optimization add-on for In

formix's WingZ spreadsheet 
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program for the Mac offers 
new reporting , analysis , and 
graphing features. Evolver 
takes over the task of trying 
different what-if scenarios 
to optimize a value in a given 
cell. Evolver also works 
with Microsoft Excel on the 
Mac and Windows and 
WingZ for Windows. 

A new three-dimensional 
landscape feature lets you 
view how close the current 
generation of solutions is to 
the overall best solutions, 
the company says. Evolver 
can work in the background 
and requires about 50K bytes 
of RAM . It can optimize 

f1 

The Times/ips Ill Accounting Link interfaces expense tracking 
and billing to six general accounting programs on the Mac. 

spreadsheets with I inear, 

nonlinear , table-based . or 

random functions . 

Price: $345 . 

Contact: Axcelis , Inc ., 

1406 Western Ave. , Seattle , 

WA 98101 , (800) 292-3547 

or (206) 624-2446 ; fax (206) 

622-5790. 

Circle 1277 on Inquiry Card. 


Timeslips Links 
to Mac 
Accounting 

With the Times! ips III 
Accounting Link 

(TAL) for the Mac, you can 
link the Timeslips time and 
expense tracking and bill
ing system to ix genera l
ledger programs. 

As with TAL and Time 
slip III for DOS-based sys
tems , once you install the 
TAL module , certain func
tions created in Times! ips 
III will be automatically 
posted to the linked ac 
counting module. Timeslips 
III provides receivable , in
voice, and payment accep
tance capabilities. General 
ledger programs supported 
include Computer Asso
ciates ' ACCPAC Bedford; 
SoftSync/BLOC's Accoun
tant, Inc . ; Peachtree 's 
atOnce! ; Great Plains' Ac
counting Series; and Check
Mark 's MultiLedger and 
CashLedger . TAL for the 
Mac also extends the re
porting capabili ty of Time
slips III by adding open 
item invoicing and custom
ized income reports such as 
client statements and invoice 
analysis reports. TAL will 
require Timeslips III 2 .00a 
or higher ($299.95). 
Price: $79.95 . 
Contact: Times! ips Corp ., 
239 We tern Ave ., E sex, 
MA 01929 , (800) 338-5314 
or (508) 768-61 00; fax (508) 
768-7660. 
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card. 
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C:R RY-I 
Tbe Cany-1 9000 series comes complete ll'itb 803 6SXI80286- 161 
80286- 12 microproce sor (Co- Processor optional) . 1024 x 768 
VCA IMGA - CGA display inte1jace. 11214 MB RAM, one 3.5 " 
1.44 MB FDD or one FDD plus one 40/80 MB HDD, one 8 bit 
e.\pansion LOT, one paraftel and tu •o serial 110 ports, and one 
3 0 \111 auto range su•itcbing p ou•er adapter . aft in the tradi t iona l 
240mm x 185mm x 4 5.-nm (9.4 " x 7. 3 "x 1.8') casing of Carry
1. l :acb package includes tu •o mini-tou•er stands and a carry bag 
The 8 1 key mini keyboard witb 10 1 junctio ns and 9 inch co lo r 
o r monochrome VGA monitor are optional. 

Otber Car ry- / products include tbe 8000 series XT - AT book-size 
personal computers and the 6000 series XT and AT book -size 
LA sta tions. Aft Can:y-1 product lines are bundled with D R DOS 
5. () 

lliiil FLYTECH GROUP INTERNATIONAL 
Germany TEL# 69-746081 . 746453 FAXII 69-749375 
Hong Kong TEL# 305-1 268 FAXII 796-8427 
Taowan TELII 2-7852556. 7827538 FAXN 2-7852371 , 7837970 
U.S.A . TELII 408-7277373 , 7277374 FAXN 408-7277375 

-------------------------DISTRIBUTORS_________________________ 
• CA AD1I Bl OGETilON TEL# -1 l (>-~6-o -7111XI FAX# •11 (>-~(>'! -267\1 • FRANCE: M.\C TEL_. 1-48271976 FAX# 1 .. 1 23 ~~9 16 • GERMANY: MACROTRON TEL• !:!9--12082.\ .1 I' AXP II'J .., l\- 1 ~ 

• G REEC E: ALTEC TEI. o' 1-1111.\211 17 FAX.- 1-!l!ll o l ll ' • !·l ONG KONG . PARKLY TEL# ~OS 1268 FAX# 7%8·ol7 • I DIA : lJEETAIUNICO RP TELH' 11 -(>11.\ 1.\ I FA XP l l -611-1'iHlll • ITALY : 

PRIMA TELP ~H-~IHW'J FAX# 'iU - ~ I IIW\1 • MA LAYS IA : COMTEC TEL,. 0 .~ - 2748888 FAX# O.\ -l7499H8 • NETHERLAND: KN Tf.LP 29o!l-841 -fl FAX., 2')68-97~ _\C> • NORW AY: 

SECl 'S DATA TEL# 2-' ll'i I ll FAXN 2-i ll'i l 'i • Sl GAI'O RE: TRANSNII\ TEU -1 7~8408 FAXH' 4 7 1 .~.\ • SOUTH AFRICA: PC MART TEL.o' 1 1 - 80" -~ ~55 FAXH' 11-1102·11 'i .\ • S\I: 'ITZEIU.ANI): 

ES~ SOFTW ARE TEL• UU-(>U 0211 fAX# 022-o I 'io'ill • IJ ITED Kl G DOM: CENTERI'Rl E TEU 256-46~754 FAXH' 256-&i 31 71 • BELG I M : CELioM S.A. TEI.H' 1-6764.\-1 FAX... -11 -MM I ~ , 
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Designed for the Way you Always Wanted to do Computing 

Customers 
and critics 
alike are 

praising the 
Brick for its 

portability, 
\ elegant design, 

whisper quiet opera
tion and screamingly 

fast power. Find out for 
yourself why this diminutive PC 
with the unforgettable name is 
making its way onto the 
desktops of the most demand
ing power users. 

More Practical 
Than a Portable 
For mult isi te computing, the 
Brick offers an al ternative to 
the usual t racle-offs of 
laptops or mul ti ple PC's. 
Just keep your preferred 
keyboard and fu ll size 
monitor. plus power supply 
at you r regular dest ination 
and carry only the 8 lb. 
Brick in between . You'll 
save half the cost, half the 
weight and all the hassle of 
coordi nati ng fi les between 
mult iple machines. 

Blazingly Fast 
Compared to published 
reports of all 386SX 
machines tested to elate by 
PC Maga::.in e. the Brick 
offers superior perfor
mance on the aggregate of 

TIME IN SECONDS 
0 40 80 120 160 

ii:tr-1 I 

•Bnck u rrh b \ 18 R.-\ H .!12 \18 HD 
711t•luu•'' numht•r" h.·ttl'r 

Time to complete PC Magazine's 
full benchmark test set. 

http:Maga::.in


"The Brick is.. . a great personal computer in 
every respect. It takes up minimal desk 

space, it's both rugged and stylish, 
and it's extremely fast. " 

Bill Machrone, PC M agazine, I / 9 I 

fast as the average of 42 Brick & Windows 
386 ·x systems tested to Hot Special 
elate by PC Maga: ine' It takes more than just 

Surprisingly software and a mouse to 
Expandable make a satisfying Windows 
The Brick is - -.-.A- T_o_t_e_a_b_l_e__ machine. Our Brick 

only about the That Outperforms & Windows Special 
size of a ream the Desktops." comes with 4 MB of 
of copier PC Magazine RAM (not 2 as others 

we give you 

$2,495 
Brick & Windows 
Special includes: 

A 16 Mllz Intel 386SX 

A 4MB RAM 

A 44 MB 28ms hard disk 

A I024 x 768 VI.A adapter 

slot . The "Stretch" 

what it takes to 
make Windows :to 
rea lly perform. 

Fits in half a briefcase, 
leaving room for full-sized 
folders, notebooks, etc. 

system, video and hard disk 
benchmarks. 

Massive Hard Disk 
Bricks are available with 
16 or 20 MHz 386SX , 1-8 MB 
of RAM , a fast 44 , 104 or 212 
MB Conner or Teac IDE hard 
disk. and a 387 coprocessor 
socket. A 2,400 bps Hayes 
compatible modem is 
standard . 

"A whole new slant on 
portable computing... 

exceptionally 
ingenious." 

Portable Office 

12/90. Eric Grevstad 

"Recommended." 
Jerry Pourmcllc Byte, I / 9 I . 

The fast YGA graphi cs 
feature up to 1024 x 768 non 
interlaced resolution with a 
full I M~ of video memory. 
In fact . the Brick's video 
performance is twice as 

One Intercontinental Way, Peabody, MA 019b0 
Tel : 15 08) 535-7 510 Fax: J5 08J 535-75 12 C OM P U T I N G 

Circle 1 04 on Inquiry Cord. 

paper, yet you 9/ 90. Ma tt Ross 
can still acid 

up to two ISA half cards 
internally, (one card with a 
floppy drive) . A docking 

port allows easy. drop-in 
connection to our Docking 
Terminal, $349, which 
instantly hooks up all 
ca bles and provides 
another 16-b it 3/4 length 

provide) , Windows 
3.0, DOS, and a 

Logitech mouse with our 
hot 16 MHz 386SX Brick. 
You also get two award 
winning programs that are 
essential to fu lfilling the 
promise of Windows. 
Adobe's wonderfu l Type 
Manager (ATM) with 13 
fonts for true WYSIWYG 
display and high quality 
pr inted documents and 
Quarterdeck's QEMM 5.1 
memory manager for 
running Windows on a 
network. 

No other 386SX matches 
the Brick's graphics 
process ing power, storage 
capacity. quietness and 
versat il ity. And while 
others give you Windows. 

CAU TO LL FREE 1·800-613 ·1925 

OR FAX AUTOMATICALLY 24 HRS 


1-800-THE· RICI( 


A 2.400 bps modem 

A 3.5" floppy 

A lt)-bit hal f card e.xp. slot 

A I parallel. 2 serial ports 

A Windows 3.0 and DOS 

A QEMM 5.1 

A Adnl-w Type Manager 

A l.ogil ech Mouse 

A All software 
completely set up. 
Heady tn go. 

Options: 

A 104MB add 5395 

A 212MB add 5995 

A :w MHz Brick add S250 

A 8 MI:H v\M add S396 

A 12" mono VGi\ add $2 18 
monitor & 
I 0 I keyboard 

A 14" co lor V(iA add $464 
li-10 x 480 monitor 
& Ill I keyboard 

A Freight prepaid. 

Save $881 off 1990 
ca talogue prices ;;;...Offer expire.< .'i/3 I 19 1 > 

L___________J Q) 



NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • SCIENCE I ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 


PV-Wave 
Streamlines 
Data Importing 

T he Point & Click ver
sion ofPV-Wave , an in

teractive visualization and 
data-analysis program for 
Unix workstations, in 
cludes an easy-to-use data 
import/export system, a 
data table editor, and graph
ics and imaging capabili- · 
ties. 

More than half of the 
R&D effort for the new pro
gram went into streamlin 
ing the data import/export 
process , Precision Visuals 
says. A menuing system can 
handle most of the data file 
formats used in the scientific 
community without requir
ing end-user programming. 
A set of tools for addressing 
other formats is al so 
included . 

A data previewer lets you 
read in and navigate through 
ASCII data files to identify 
file records and all or part of 
the data files with unknown 
formats . PV-Wave Point & 
Click lets you select from 
several missing data-han
dling and data value substi 
tution alternatives, a helpful 
feature if you 're working 
with time-series or test in
strument data . The pro
gram supports standard 
CSV , TIF, PICT, and 
Structured Query Langauge 
data file format s and 8- and 
24-bit image file formats. 

You can use the program 
for data analysis and reduc
tion , slicing and dicing , and 
what-if analysis. A data table 
window lets you scan and 
edit large data vectors and 
arrays and select data sub
sets. A macro language auto
mates complex and repeti 
tive tasks. 

PV-Wave Point & Click 
is available for Sun View and , 
soon, Motif-based plat
forms running on all Sun 
workstations, the Hewlett 
Packard 9000/300 series , 
DECstations, and Silicon 

:r 
Precision Visuals' Point & Click version of PV-Wa ve lets you 
import, analyze. and visualize data in several windows under 
Motifand Sun View. 

Graphics' Personal Iris line . 

Price: $4500 for a single 

floating license. 

Contact: Precision Vi
suals , Inc . , 6260 Lookout 

Rd., Boulder, CO 80301 , 

(800) 447-7147 or (303) 530
9000; fax (303) 530-9329. 
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card. 

Visualize and 
Manipulate Data 
on the Mac II 

T ransform 2.0 , a pro
gram for scientific data 

visualization and analysis, 
adds new data manipulation 
functions to its interactive 
color raster-imaging tech
niques. Version 2.0 lets you 
overlay contour and vector 
plots onto other images for 
comparison while adding 
<lata smoothing , array re
sampling, missing data inter
polation, and support for 
fast Fourier transforms. 

For visualizing the 
meaning behind data sets , 
the program supports color 
contour, color surface , and 
vector plotting. Spyglass 
says version 2 .0 lets you visu
alize two-dimensional data 

arrays as contour plots, 

where lines connect equal 

data values. The company 

also beefed up Transform 's 

import capabilities to support 

data in generic files of byte , 

integer, or floating-point 

numbers, ASCII , and 

ASCII lists of (X, Y, data) 

triplets. Support for PICT, 

TIF, and FITS formats is 

al so included. 

Price: $395 . 

Contact: Spyglass, Inc. , 

701 Devonshire Dr. , C- 17 , 

Champaign, IL 61820, 

(2 17) 355-1665; fax (217) 

398-0413 . 

Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card. 


DOS Utility 
Plots Data 

For use with programs 
that can store data in the 

ASCII format , RPlot lets 
you quickly view and com
pare data sets from the 
DOS command line . It can 
overlay data sets on-screen 
or plot them on Ep on-com
patible dot-matri x or Hew
lett-Packard LaserJet or 
DeskJet printers. In addi 
tion to letting you view the 
data, the program lets you 
create figures with error 

bars, logarithmic axes , 

labels, scientific symbols, 

and other options. 

Price: $79 . 

Contact: RSoft , Inc ., 345 

Riverside Dr., Suite 2G , 

New York , NY 10025. 

(212) 666-0959 . 

Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card . 


TK Solver Plus 
for the RISC 
System/6000 

T K Solver Plus, a math 
equation solver and 

graph ing program, is now 
available in a Motif version 
running on the IBM RISC 
System/6000. TK Solver Plus 
features include a virtually 
unlimited number of linear 
and nonlinear equations; 
tables and high-resolution 
plots for pre enting results; 
over 70 built-in functions; a 
back solver; and provi ions 
for creating cu tomized 
functions. 

A library of models with 
hundred of functions for sta
tistical analysis, advanced 
numeric methods, uti lities , 
and sample applications is 
included with the program. 
The program al so includes 
applications uch as Roark & 
Young on TK (to accom
pany Roark 's Formulas for 
Stress & Strain ) and Heat 
Transfer on TK (to accom
pany Fundamentals ofHeat 
and Mass Transfer). The pro
gram i also ava ilable for 
the IBM PC and Mac ($395 
each) and Uni x work 
stations. 
Price: Unix versions, $995 
per user (volume discounts 
are ava ilable) ; owners f 
Eureka: The Solver (which 
Borland no longer supports) 
can upgrade to TK Solver 
Plus for $ 195 until May 3 I . 
Contact: Universa l Techni
cal System , Inc., 1220 Rock 
St. , Rockford . IL 61101 , 
(800) 435-78&7 or (81 5) 963
2220 ; fax (815) 963-8884. 
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card. 
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Work with Color 
on Monochrome 
Screens 

M acDraw Pro takes 
full advantage of 32 

bit color QuickDraw and 
features a Pantone Matching 
System , file exchange 
through the XTND architec
ture, and named colors, for 
selecting colors on a mono
chrome monitor. If you use 
the program with a mono
chrome screen and select 
part of a drawing, the named 
color palette identifies the 
selected portion by color 
name or Pant one identifier , 
Claris says. 

As you create the draw
ing, you can use eithe r the 
polygon or bezigon tool . 
With polygonal modeling, 
you create the image by 
linking lines to points that 
you' ve established as you 
sketch the image . The bezi
gon tool gives you access to 
full Bezier curvature. An 
eyedropper tool lets you 
match colors in documents 
and ext ract colors from im
ported images . Other fea
tures incl ude automatic 
color approx imation (dither 
ing) for displaying up to 
2000 colors on a 256-color 
(8-bit) card . enhanced 
drawing tools, and rulers for 
precise placing and posi
tioning of text. 

The program supports 
Claris's XTND architecture 
for opening and working 
with images in formats such 
as PICT, Color PICT2 , 
MacDraw II , Encapsulated 
PostScript , and others The 
program runs on any Mac but 
requires 32-Bit QuickDraw 
for color. 
Price: $399. 
Contact: Clar is Corp., 
5201 Patrick Henry Dr. . Box 
58168, Santa Clara , CA 
95052 , (800) 544-8554 or 
(408) 987-7000. 
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Cord. 

MacDrmv Pro flOW supports the industry-standard Pantone 
Matching System. 

A Smoother, 
More Powerful 
Streamline 

W ith Streamline's 
lower price and the 

ability to realistically con 
vert and portray artwork on 
the computer , Adobe is go
ing afte r artists and CAD 
users who need to convert 
scanned and other images 
into PostScript line art. The 
program converts bit-mapped 
images such as scanned 
drawings , illustrations , 
forms. or schematics into 
Adobe Illustrator or Encap
sulated PostScript (EPS) 
language file . . 

In addition to the $200 
price reduction , Streamline 
2 .0 adds new import and 
export fo rmats for support 
ing other software pro
grams. The program can now 
import files in Sun raster , 
TIF , PICT, PICTI , and Mac
Paint formats. As a benefit 

to AutoCAD and MacDraw 
use rs, the program now ex 
ports in PICT and DXF for
mats. The program exports 
to applications that support 
Adobe Illustrator I . I for 
mat, EPS files for the Mac 
and IBM PC compatibles , 
and Adobe Illustrator 3.0 for 
Microsoft Windows users . 

A new select tool lets you 
convert just a portion of an 
image . You can use thi s tool 
in freehand mode; the pro
gram automatically invokes 
the sele ct tool if a file is too 
large for available memory . 

Streamline now converts 
scanned continuous-tone pho
tographs and gray-sca le il 
lustrations into PostScript 
li ne art at 2 to 16 levels of 
gray . As you scan in an 
image , the new Separate 
Shapes feature can identi fy 
individual shapes (e .g. , 
counties within a map of a 
state) so that you can sepa
rate them from the whole 
image for later editing. It 

SPREAD THE WORD 
Your new product is importalllto us. Please address information 
to New Products Editors, BYTE. One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Beller yet, use your modem and mail new 
product information to the microbytes. hw or microbytes .sw 
conferences on BIX. Please send the product description. price , 
ship date , and WI address and telephone number where readers 
can get more information. 

does this by duplicating coin
c ident bo rders and trans
pa rentl y att ac hing a border 
to each shape. 

This duplication. which 
you can' t see on the image . 
lets you treat each state in 
dividu a ll y , separating it from 
the rest of the image for 
further editing or color ma
nipulation. The program 
a lso can be set to assign 
colors to the output based 
on types of line or area from 
the input fil e. 

When the program iIll 
port s scanned forms, it can 
strip out tex t from the docu
ment dur ing li ne recognition 
and compensate fo r imper
fectly squ ared images , con 
ve rting lines skewed up to 5 
degrees into perfect lines. 

The program provides ef
fects such as pen and ink. 
pastel , or charcoal and 
brush. Streamline 2. 0 runs 
on any Mac. Adobe is a lso 
deve loping a Windows 3.0 
ve rsion. 
Price: $ 195. 
Contact: Adobe Systems, 
Inc . . 1585 Charleston Rd ., 
P.O . Box 7900. Moun ta in 
View, CA 94039 . (41 5) 961 
4400 : fax (4 15) 96 1-3769 . 
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Cord . 

Clip Art 
for Artists 

S !ide Link , a 35mrn
slide se rvice bureau, has 

re leased Backgrounds l , a 
selection of corporate and 
high-tech designs in more 
than 250 styles and color 
variations . You can use the 
images wi th programs that 
support CGM fi les wi th 
more than 16 colors and IMA 
fil es fo r Mirage and Pixie 
users. A PICT version for the 
Mac is also available . 
Price: $250 . 
Contact: Slide Link, Inc . , 
17951 Sky Park Cir. , uite 
E, lr vine , CA 92714 , (7 14) 
250-3 131: fax (7 14) 250 
05 18. 
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Cord. 
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STREAMERS FOR SCREAMERS! 


SMALL IN SIZB (31/zlNCH I'OBM I'ACTOB). 


BUGB IN CJIPJICITY (A I'ULL 600MB). 


•ww•••,
' ,_,,•

' ' --·· ••I 

• Compact 31/2-inch size. 
• High-speed data transfer : 242.3KB/ sec. 
• A choice of interfaces: SCSI or D/ CAS-5. 
• Autoeject function. 
• 51/4-inch form factor models also available. 

3 '/2-inch Form Factor Cassette Streamer 

MT-2ST/FSERIES 
For Memories 'lWII Be Glad To Ha~ 
TEAC CORPORATION Musa$11ino Center Bldg .• 1-19-18 Naka-<:ho. Musashino. Tokyo 180, Japan Tei :0422-52-5041 Telex ·34435 Fa.:0422-55-2554 

•Hong Kong, Nissei Sangyo Co., Ltd. Hong Kong Branch Tel : 3-343441-6: KARIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES CO.. l TO. Tel: 3-898252 . Singapore, NISSEI 
ELECTRONICS. LTD. SINGAPORE BRANCH OFFICE Tel: 2357900; UAC SINGAPORE REP. OFFICE Tel : 2922608 .New Zealand, DATAMATIC 
NETWORKS LIMITED Tel: 09-444-0760 •Australia, AWA DISTRIBUTION Tel: 02-888-9000 .Indonesia, CHUGAI BOYEKI CO.. LTD. Tel: 370824 
.Philipplnes, COMPEX INTERNATIONAL INC. Tel: 213020 .India, Priya Electronics & Chemicals limited Tel: 2863611 •Kuwait, Bader AI Mulla & 
Brothers Co. W.L.L.Tel: 2423250 •united Kingdom, TEKDATA LIMITED Tel: 0782 577677; Data Peripherals I UK) Limi ted Tel : 0785 57050 . F.R. Germany, 
nbn Eleklronik GmbH Tel: 081521390 •Austria, nbn Eleklronik GmbH Tel: 0316140 28 05 •Netherlands, SIMAC DATA B.V. Tel: 040-582933 • Belgium & 
luxemburg, SIMAC ELECTRONICS SPRUBVBA Tel: 021252.36.90 .France, TEKELEC AIRTRONIC S.A. Tel : 11)4534-75-35 .Italy, A.E.S.S.E. S.p.A. Tel: 
02154.64.741 .Spain, ATAIO INSTRUMENTOS S.A. Tel: 735-0252 •Portugal, BASF PORTUGUESA LOA. Tel: 1351) 1-562511 •Switzerland, WENGER 
PERIPHERALS AG Tel: 011830 75 55 .Denmark, Oansk Binaer Teknik AIS Tel: 03166-20 20 .Sweden, MACROTEK AB Tel: 08-733 02 20 .Norway, 
SCANTELE AIS Tel: 102)65 69 20 .Finland, INSTRUMENTARIUM CORPORATION Tel: 90-528 4338 
'II no d•st,.butOI Iistea above is in your area. please contact us directly for fur/her de/ails aboul our products. 

Circle 468 on Inquiry Card. 
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Industry news and technological developments in the international microcomputer market 
Wrinen by Andy Redfern 

Peace Message Holds Promise of 
Storage Breakthrough 

I n a development that hints of future storage possibilities, scientists at the Hi
tachi Central Research Labs have managed to write this year's smallest 

peace message-in letters that are less than 2 nanometers high. By removing 
individual sulfur atoms from the surface of a molybdenum disulfide crystal , the 
researchers at the Hitachi facility in Kokubunji, Japan, were able to "write" the 
words "PEACE '91 HCRL. " As a message of peace to the world 's leaders, it 
will probably go unnoticed. But as an indication of future computer-storage 
technology, it could mark a major breakthrough. 

By using a scanning tunneling electron microscope, the researchers de
stroyed atoms on the surface of the crystal. They applied a 5lh-V signal for 70 
ms, just 3 angstroms above the crystal surface, causing the nearest atom to be
come displaced from the lattice. 

The potential is phenomenal. Hitachi claims that a storage device operating at 
an atomic level could store 1 terabyte (1000 gigabytes) of data in an area less 
than half a millimeter square- a volume of data that would currently need a 
huge array of magnetic disk drives to store. 

Of course, the gulf between minuscule graffiti and producing a reliable stor
age medium is immense. Surface faults , problems with reading and writing the 
medium, and the current cost of the equipment prove that it will be many years 
before this type of data repository reaches the open market. IBM scientists per
formed a similar feat last year, writing "IBM" in letters constructed out of xe
non atoms. But not only are the Hitachi letters smaller, IBM's technique could 
only be performed at temperatures approaching absolute zero. 

Citizen Shrinks One Floppy, Has Trouble 
with 20·MB One 

C itizen Europe has designed a new shipped products with Citizen floppy 
floppy disk drive that could lighten disk drives before, and they are all inves

the load of laptop and notebook users . tigating the new drive's potential ; how
The new V Series floppy disk drive is ever, none would comment on whether 
only 15 mm tall, which is less than two future products would use the drive. In
thirds the height of its predecessor. And dustry insiders said that at least one ma
at 168 grams, it weighs less than 50 per chine using the 15-mm-high drive would 
cent of the weight of a comparable de be launched in March at the CeBIT show 
vice. in Germany. 

The new drive currently supports the A much less promising development is 
industry-standard duo of 720K-byte and Citizen's admission that its 20-MB flop
1.44-MB floppy disks , but a new ver py disk drive has been further delayed. 
sion, slated for the fourth quarter of this Samples of the drive should have been 
year , will also support 4-MB floppy delivered to OEMs already , but Citizen 
disks. Although Citizen says that the officials are not expecting even limited 
drive is in full-scale production, OEMs production quantities of the drive until 
are not expecting major deliveries until the end of this year. The product was ini
May or June. tially announced at the end of 1989 by 

Citizen says that notebook manufac Citizen Europe ' s parent company in 
turers have welcomed the arrival of the Japan. 
drive, but the company would not say The problem with the 20-MB drive ap
exactly who had done the welcoming. pears to be in the process used to make 
Compaq, Toshiba, and Zenith have all the disk drive head. Even though the 

NANOBYTES 

The Siemens-Nixdorf-Informa
tioossystem conglomerate holds a 
strong second place in the lucra
tive German computer market, ac
cording to recently published sta
tistics from Diebold. The overall 
winner is IBM (so what's new?), 
with 33 percent of the DM-22-bil
lion (about US$15 billion) mar
ket, while SNI took 22 percent of 
the total information systems 
sales during 1989 ( 17 percent went 
to Siemens, and 5 percent to Nix
dorf). DEC is third, with 6 per
cent. Much of SNI's business 
comes in the mainframe sector, 
but according to Diebold, it also 
holds (under the Siemens name) 
second place in the personal 
computer sector: 8 percent, com
pared to IBM's 20 percent. These 
1989 figures refer only to West 
Germany (as was) . Now, Germa
ny (East and West) represents a 
single market that the German
based SNI group is well positioned 
to exploit. 

The vast majority of German 
PCs are 286-based machines run
ning DOS, according to research 
figures from Diebold. Systems 
based on the 386 and i486 are 
gradually gaining momentum, the 
analysts say. Unlike the rest of 
the world, the Germans aren't 
rushing to buy laptops. Diebold 
researchers predict that laptops 
will represent only 16 percent of 
the German PC market in 1995, 
compared with 1989's 12 
percent. 

Speaking of small computers, 
observers of the Far East predict 
that a wave of notebook-size 
machines from that area will be 
coming on the maFket soon. This 
proliferation of mostly Taiwanese 
notebooks will mean a fall in 
prices, to end-user costs of less 
than $2000 for an SX system, 
some analysts say. 
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product worked well in the lab and in the 
few preproduction drives that were 
made , yields have been low . Sources 
within Citizen claim that a new , more re
liable head design has been developed , 
and they are confident that once produc
tion begins, the price will be low enough 
to compete with those of 20-MB hard 

disk drives. The Citizen 20-MB floppy 
disk drive is expected to sell for around 
$200 each (OEM quantities), with the 
disks costing around $20 each . Citizen 
also says that the new head will be back
wardly compatible with current 3 'h-inch 
floppy disks, as well as prospective 4
MB floppy disks. 

The Bat: New Device Like a Mouse with Wings 

G etting around a graphical user in
terface without a mouse has be

come almost unthinkable. And research
ers at London University say that in the 
future , using a 3-D visualization or vir
tual-reality application without a " bat" 
will be equally unheard of. 

The bat, designed by Allan Davison 
and Mel Slater, aims to be a simple way 
of communicating the mouse's missing 
dimension: depth positioning. The bat 's 
design includes a spherical ball that sits 
on top of the device. By placing the ball 
in your palm, you can move it around the 
surface of a table. You can also tilt and 
twist the ball to move the pointer from 
front to back or left to right. 

The developers claim that the bat is 
simple to control; the real operating dif
ficulties only come from a confused 
screen metaphor. Move a mouse left, and 
the cursor moves left. But if you twist the 
bat to the right, does the whole screen 
image swivel, or does the cursor simply 
point in another direction? Well , it can 
do either, depending on which software 
you use . Unlike a window/icon mouse 

pointer interface, there is no standard 
metaphor for what each of the bat's phys
ical movements should reproduce elec
tronically on the screen . Davison says 
that they continue to experiment with dif
ferent metaphors to find one suitable fo r 
every possible 3-D application. 

The bat is intended to compete with a 
current virtual-reality interface device 
called the dataglove that translates the 
physical movement of the user's hand 
into electronic movement on the screen . 
But the bat is expensive, and you must 
wear it , making it impractical. 

The two inventors patented the bat 
themselves and presented their work at a 
conference in London earlier this year. 
Since then , they've met parties, includ
ing the British Technologies Group ven
ture capital firm, who are interested in 
the bat's commercial possibilities. There 
are no plans for the bat to go into com
mercial production yet , but the high 
speed of development in the virtual-real
ity industry means that once a tandard 
metaphor is adopted , the bat could be
come as well-loved as the mouse. 

Quarterdeck Software Now Made 
and Supported in Europe 

Q uarterdeck's European strategy is 
coming together. All the firm's 

prooucts are now in production at its 
Irish facility (in Dun Laoghaire , Eire), 
and distributors were expecting to re
ceive stock that was made in Europe in 
March. A multilingual team, based in 
Ireland, will provide European technical 
support. Many users outside of Dublin 
have complained about the expense of 
calling technical support. Quarterdeck 
has f inally set up local numbers in each 

country to solve this problem. 
Although some pundits said that Mi

crosoft Windows 3.0 would be the end of 
Quarterdeck, the company claims the re
verse . Sources close to Quarterdeck say 
that European sa les of the Windows
compatible version of QEMM (version 
5. 11) were up 400 percent last quarter. 
The more likely casualty of Windows 3.0 
would be Desqview, but we could not 
verify any information on Desqview's 
sales since the debut of Windows 3.0 . 

WANTED: TECHNOLOGY NEWS 
Are you involved in the development ofnew technology or products that could affect the 
international microcomputer market? If so, we'd like to hear from you. Contact BYTE in 
the U.S. by phone at (603) 924-2638; fax : (603) 924-2552; or mail: Martha Hicks, BYTE 
Magazine, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458, U.S.A . 
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NANOBYTES 

The government of Spain spent 
more than 68 billion pesetas (about 
US$700 million) on computers 
and other information technology, 
according to a new study by the 
Spanish Ministry of Public Admin
istration. The total represents a 
60 percent increase in expenditures 
on computers (mostly main
frames, and mostly IBM) . 

WordStar International has 
opened offices in Singapore, Hong 
Kong , and Malaysia , which 
should bring better support for its 
customers in those areas , as well 
as South Korea , Taiwan, and the 
Philippines (the latter three to be 
supported by the Hong Kong 
branch) . In the past, WordStar 
users have had to contact the prod
uct 's distributor for help . 

In the surprise legal move so far 
this year, Compaq Computer 
served a writ against Dell UK 
and applied for an injunction to 
stop Dell adverti ements that 
carry comparative price and per
formance information. The sup
posedly offending advertisements, 
which suggest that Compaq and 
Dell are comparable in everything 
but price, often run under head
lines like the "Lap of Lunacy" and 
" Does not compute." The ads 
have run worldwide , but this uit 
relates only to the U.K . Some ob
servers speculate that Compaq ob
jects to the recommended retail 
prices quoted in the advertise
ments, si nce Compaq's dealers 
can give a discount (Dell always 
sells at the advertised price) . 

Apologies to Asterix: In our 
coverage of the Robotic Olympics 
(see the December 1990 and Jan
uary BYTE), we incorrectly identi
fied the winner of the obstacle 
avoidance competition . The real 
winner was Asterix , built by An
thony Green and Pavel Rozal ki 
while studying AI at the Univer
sity of Toronto. "Although not 
nearly as good-looking a its 
competitors, Asterix was the only 
competitor that didn ' t hit any
thing ," Mr. Green said in a letter. 
We apologize for the error. 
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Our range of data monitors is a brilliant 
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ready to give you a precise and vivid display. 

lnterQuad provide exact(y what you are 
looking for,- sharp images, crisp text, and vivid 
colours, all presenting the informatiotl you need 
with faultless clarity. 
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office. 
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autoscanning 14" intelligent high resolution 
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50 to 90 Hz . 
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INTERNATIONAL FIRST IMPRESSIONS 


Kyocera's

Multilight Illsx 


COLIN BARK.ER 

Kyocera 

has entered the 

European personal 

computer market 

Kyocera Electronics is best known for its 
laser printers, but the company recently de
cided to expand its activities into personal 
computers. The company's European man
ageme-nt persuaded the head office to design 
and manufacture personal computers, that 

with a 386SX system 
would only be available in Europe. The Mul
tilight family consists of a 386SX, a 25-MHz 
386, a 33-MHz 386, and ElSA-based 486 

tower systems. If the 386SX is any clue, these systems will be stylishly designed 
and well made. 

Why launch a system just for Europe? Kyocera thinks the European personal 
computer market is much more fragmented than the U.S. or Japanese markets. 
While Compaq and IBM are at the top of the quality spectrum, they account for 
less than half of high-end sales, and no company dominates the other half of the 
market. Although the market looks crowded with suppliers, many have a sizable 
market share in only one or two European countries. In Kyocera's view, the mar
ket is wide open , and there is still a chance to become a serious contender. 

A High-End Machine 
The Multilights are high-end machines , 
and they look the part. I tested the Multi
light lllsx , which is at the bottom of the 
range but is still a sleek and powerful 
system. It is compact , measuring 67 by 
317 by 320 millimeters, designed to pack 
the maximum features into the smallest 
possible space, with little room or need 
for expansion, apart from a modem. It is 
powered by a 20-MHz 386 microproces
sor and has a generou 2 megabytes of 
RAM, with the option to expand this to 4 
MB on-board. The hardware supports 
EMS4.0. 

The system uses an Intelligent Drive 
Electronics hard disk drive controller, 
which is located on the motherboard and 
controls the standard 50-MB hard disk 
drive . There is a connector on the back of 
the machine to attach an external 100
MB hard disk drive. The standard con
nections are generous , with two serial 
ports , a parallel port, and an LCD moni
tor connection along with the VGA moni
tor attachment (the motherboard sup
ports VGA). The keyboard plugs into the 
front of the unit , and the system has a 
Microsoft-compatible mouse. The only 
floppy disk drive available is a 3 ~-inch 
internal unit. Kyocera sees no need to 
support monochrome monitors , so it of
fers a 14-inch multiscan Sony Trinitron 
monitor. 

The unit is small enough to fit into a 
briefcase, although at 20 pounds with 
keyboard and cables it is not light. The 
LCD screen makes the system semi 
portable. It would be OK to take it home 
at night, but it is not the sort of system 
you are going to carry around the world. 

Graceful Design 
While it is not small enough to carry 
around easily, the unit looks great on the 
desktop. It is one of the new generation of 
systems that is trying to distinguish itsel f 
with style. The designer approach to the 
personal computer has been attempted by 
many suppliers, with distinctly mixed re
sults . But Kyocera , like other companies 
(Victor is a good example), thinks execu
tives no longer equate computer ize with 
power. This is a system whose compact
ness and eye-catching two-tone design 
aim to distinguish it from the rest of the 
pack. 

The software offered includes DOS 
4.01 and Phoenix Technologies' DOS 
Help! utility. Unlike with most systems , 
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'''am writing an introductory 
textbook on the languages of the 
world, and Multi-Lingual Scholar 
is proving to be a godsent tool for 
producing a camera-ready copy.' ' 
- ANATOLE LYOVIN. l'nif~ssor 
1/niiiersily ofHall'aii 

SOFTWARE THAT 
SPEAKS YOUR 
LANGUAGE 
lulti-Lingual Scholar:M asingle software 

prog.ram for _wordprocessing and high 
quality pnntmg wnh multiple languages 
m the same document. Supports on 
screen foreign characters _ with accents 
and vowel pomts - with no hard . . ware 
molhficattons. Arabic , Farsi and I-leb 
~•· - h I f rew 

l'ull ng _1 to e t, and a font editor lets 
you destgn your own chal"dCters d 

. k an customtze ·eyboard layouts . 

Aproduct of 

Gamma Productions, Inc_ 


710 Wilsh ire Boulevard, Suite 6o9 
Santa Monica. CA 90 01 USA 
lei. 213-394-8622 l'ax 213- _395 4214 
AUTHORI ZED DEALERS: 
Australia: Belfer Electronics 3.52 7
Canada: Bai-er Bus. Machines •l 16 ·

7211 
Germany: lng Kohler 069-76.98_·624-4001

29Iran: LBI (USA) 714-727-1223 Fax 
714Italy : Quolha32 OSS-22-98-022 -72 7-tz

26Mid East : II. llergham & Sons _ 
l.ebanonl-423-639 

Netherlands: Wilson 020-23 -s3_ 
UK: 2020 Technology O l - 793_00~{ 
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the documentation is crammed with in
formation, with all you need to know 
about the system and a complete DOS 
manual. The documentation is well pre
sented and indexed- a nice touch . 

This is not a bargain-basement system; 
pricing on all the Multilight systems is 
between 5 percent and I 0 percent below 
Compaq's pricing. The price is in the 
same range as those of TuJ ip of Holland , 
Apricot of the U.K ., Olivetti's high-end 
personal computers, and Schneider of 
Germany. Against this group, the Multi 
light compares well. 

One of the nice things about this sys
tem is its details . The packaging of the 
system is excellent, and the unit is well 
designed, with two feet to hold it upright 
on the desk . Also, the system fan is very 
quiet. 

In terms of performance, the Multi
light checks out at the speed of the Am
strad 386SX- in other words , slightly 
higher than the average for a 386SX. 

The Bigger Multilights 
Many of the qualities of the Multilight 
Illsx apply to its more powerful sibling, 
the Multilight III25. This 25-MHz 386 
system uses the same system unit and 
motherboard as the 386SX-based system 
and has the same specifications. The 
other three systems in the Kyocera fam
ily will be available later in the year. 

Unlike a number of European manu 
facturers, Kyocera is adopting the EISA 
bus . There will be eight expansion slots 
for the 33-MHz 386 and the 486 systems. 
The units are floor-standing and offer 2 
MB of memory , which is expandable to 
60 MB. Standard equipment includes 
5Y.- and 3~-inch floppy disk drives, 
along with a 100-MB hard disk drive . 
Kyocera says that cache memory will be 
available, but does not specify the size at 
this writing. 

If the larger systems are anything like 
the smaller ones, Kyocera will opt for 
off-the-shelf components . Indeed , there 
is nothing fancy about the internal fea
tures of these systems. The difference is 
in the design and packaging of the sys
tems . They are up-market , look the part , 
suggest that no corners have been cut in 
design or manufacturing, and compete 
favorably with companies like Compaq 
and IBM . 

Europe Offers Variety 
The question remaining is , Why bother? 
Who needs another standard personal 
computer on the market? Most of the 
marketing information on Europe seems 
to back up what Kyocera's executives 

think. At one level, the European market 
is mature . Personal computers have been 
around for a long time, and the customers 
are getting more and more sophisti 
cated-many of them are on their third or 
fourth purchase. But on a second level , 
the market has not stabilized. The mix 
and match of leading suppliers , with the 
possible exception of IBM , Apple , and 
Compaq, changes every year. There are 
a lot of computers being manufactured 
and a lot of people to buy them. Japanese 
suppliers have not gained the market 
share you would have expected, consid
e ring their dominance of other electron· 
ics fields . 

Kyocera is known in Japan as a maver 
ick company , founded by an executive 
from one of the big corporations who 
went out and formed hi s own company 
when his employer would not use one of 
his business ideas- a very un-Japanese 
thing to do . Now the company thinks that 
the European market is ready for a new 
series of personal computers, and with 
its considerable marketing sk ill s, Kyo
cera should succeed in capturing a sig
nificant market share . 

But there may be another motive be
hind the decision to concentrate on Eu
rope . For all the talk of the single Euro
pean market, it still consists of a series of 
nation-states, some of which are large 
enough to provide a comfortable market 
in their own right. In Europe , it is possi
ble to enter the personal computer mar
ket on a modest budget and see signifi
cant returns quickly . 

You can expect to see an influx of new 
companies into the personal computer 
market across the continent for some 
time to come. Although the plethora of 
choices will not make it any easier to 
select a computer system , European buy 
ers shou ld be able to get a good bargain in 
the deal. • 

Colin Barker is a former BYTE editor 
based in London. He can be reached on 
BIX c/o "editors. " 
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Multilight Illsx 

(price not yet available) 


Kyocera Electronics GmbH 

Emanuei-Luetze Strasse IB 

D-4000 Dusseldorf II 

Germany 

49-211 -529-824 

fax : 49-211-596-709 
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V.32 Smorgasbord 


I 
I 
~ 

i 
~ 

UDS offers more choices, 

~ 
I 
i more features than any other 
I modem builder 
l 
• UDS, acknowledged by leading trade THROUGHPUT- Selected models already been qualified to non-U.S. 
~ magazines and independent research offer MNP"' levels 4 and 5 for error operating standards , assuring their 
I organizations as the world 's premier control and data compress ion; others, acceptability in multi-national networks. 
• supplier of V.32 modems, offers more in compl iance with CCITI V.42 bis, Features and value make UDS the 
~ variat ions on the V.32 theme than any offer MNP or LAP-M compress ion favorite choice for V.32s. For a look at i other manufacturer. throughput rates up to 38,400 bps . the whole menu, contact UDS, 
! Every modem in the UDS V.32 family 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsvil le, AL CONNECTIVITY- Sync-UprM board
~ has the dial-up, full-duplex 9600 bps 35805 -1993. Telephone 205/430-8000; level versions of V.32s are available 

and associated fa llback capabil ities FAX 205/430 -8926. :1 for var ious combinations of BSC, SNA 
~ mandated by the CCITI recommenda· and OS/2 host-to-remote communi
~ t ion. Beyond basic V.32 con form ity cation for ED I, X.25, BSC, SNA and i lies a myriad of features and options. LU6.2 applications. 
~ Among the user options available are : 

PC APPLICATIONS- V.32s are f PACKAGING- UDS V.32s may be available in the FasTalk"' configuration , 
t ordered as board-level IBM plug-ins, O designed especially for PC use. f in standalone packages or as central ® MOTOROLA

INTERNATIONALACCEPTABILITY5 site rack-mountable cards . 
Several versions of the UDS V.32 have 
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USE YOUR FAX TO 

FIND THE LOWEST 


COMPUTER PRICES 

IN THE WORLD 


When you know exactly 
what you want, the last thing 
in the world you need is a 
salesman . 

Once you've come to a 
thoughtful decision on com
ponents, systems and periph
erals or software, all you 
want to know is "how soon 
can I get it." 

...and you want the facts 
II now.'tl 

That is why we formed 
Elex International five years 
ago. We don't want to se ll 
you a thing. We do want to 
help you find exactly what 
you need at a price you are 
happy to pay. 

Very often, we find what 
you want in the very last 
place you might expect: in 
the USA. 

Unrestricted competition 
in the United States keeps 
prices low and availability 
high. 

Of course, many of the 
same powerful systems, soft

ware programs and compo
nents are available to some 
extent throughout the world , 
but multi-tiered international 
distribution channels can 
inflate prices well above 
comparable levels we find 
in the US. 

So, whether you are look
ing for anything from a 
single 41256 memory chip, 
to a fully configured IBM 
AS400 minicomputer sys
tem, Elex International gives 
you an important new pur
chasing option . 

We provide this service to 
end users, value added re
sellers and original equip 
ment manufactures through
out the free world . 

Wherever you are-in Eu
rope, Africa or Asia- you 
can get direct access to the 
low prices and wide range 
of choices available in the 
US, right now. 

It's easy to test the Elex 
solution. Fax your system 

requirements, detailing all 
appropiate specifications, to 
an Elex order center. We 
will respond with a firm bid 
within the span of a single 
business day. 

Fax any req uirements 
written in English directly 
to our US Order Center for 
immediate response. 

Requirements written in 
French , German , Spanish 
Italian or Russian should be 
Faxed to our Order Center 
in Geneva. 

If you don't need an im
mediate quote , feel free to 
call or write at any of our 
Order Centers. 

However you choose to 
contact us, you wi ll gain an 
important new source that is 
committed to f illing your 
computer system require 
ments promptly and at prices 
your local distributor can 
not match. 

Payment Method: uc,Tff, vrsA, coo 

Elex International, Inc. 
125-127 No rth 4th 1. 

Philadelphia, PA 19106, USA 
Telephone: 215-627 7202 


Toll-free Orders: 800-783-23 13 

FAX: 215-627-2342 


Elex Information Systems, SA 
65 Rue du Lausanne 

1202 Geneva , Switzerland 
Telephone : 41 22 7381188 


24-hour Elex Net Modem 41 22 7357280 

FAX: 41 22 7381190 
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Olivetti Tosses Its Hat Into 

the 386SX Ring 


n 1988, the 25-MHz 386 
was king, and 386s in gen

eral were too dear for all ex
cept those who could justify 
Ultimate Power. Compaq in
troduced the first 386SX in 
June of that year, but prices 
were still high compared to 
those of the 286. Now, this is 
no longer the case. After a few 
iterations and some hot com
petition , 386SX-equipped 
PCs are beginning to come 
within range for most of us
and just in time, too . 

PCs equipped with 386SX 
microprocessors may, in fact, 
be the minimum specification 
for business machines in the 
1990s. The steep decline in 
pricing should make 386SX
based PCs affordable to al
most anyone. And the amount 
of available software, led by 
Microsoft Windows 3.0 , is in
creasing. 

The triumphant appearance 
of Windows 3.0 on the world 
stage has finally driven home 
the advantage of 386 comput
ing. For a little more money 
than the cost of a 286, you can 
get the same 32-bit compati
bility , 386 memory manage
ment , and virtual 8086-mode 
capabilities as the full-house 
386DX microprocessor. And 
to make Windows snap to ac
tion, you need the power of at 
least a 16-MHz 386 micropro
cessor. 

Olivetti has designed a 
range of third-generation 
386SX machines that incorpo
rate the performance and fea
tures it believes business PC 
users require. The two ma
chines in the range are the 
M300-05, a low-cost , entry
level computer, and the M300
l0, which offers about 25 per
cent more horsepower, bigger 
hard disk drives, and similar 
housing. 

The M300-05 sits on a IS
inch square of your desktop, 
providing a relatively small 
footprint but still leaving 
room for internal features . 

Olivetti brings some style to 
the rather staid world of stan
dard beige boxes with its use of 
a gray finish and a variety of 
slots, holes , and louvers. The 
system's front panel contains 
the power switch and an over
size hard disk-access LED 
that shows you when your disk 
is hard at work. However , 
there is no reset button, and se
curity could be a problem be
cause the system has no lock. 

The M300-05 is an office 
workstation , so it comes with 
your choice of a 3 \lz -inch 40
or 100-MB hard disk drive . 
The drives use an embedded 
interface, which doesn't re
quire a bus-mounted control
ler. In addition, the M300-05 
not only comes with a 3 \lz -inch 
floppy disk drive , but also 
provides space for a 5 1A-inch 
floppy disk drive for those 
users who have files on 5 1A
inch floppy disks . 

The company has made up
grading the M300-05 easy. It 
is a fast and simple job to re
move the system's cover (it 
lifts off after you loosen only 
two finger screws) . Once the 
cover is off, you can add mem
ory, a floating-point copro

cessor, or an expansion card in 
the machine 's four full-length 
16-bit IBM AT-style expan
sion slots . 

The motherboard features a 
large proportion of surface
mount technology and, there
fore, takes up hardly more 
than half of the floor area of 
thecase. A with most modern 
PCs, the l/0 services are inte
grated into the motherboard, 
which includes a standard 
640- by 480-pixel VGA , 25
pin parallel and serial ports, 
and receptacles for PS/2-com
patible mouse and keyboard 
connectors. Olivetti has kept 
the number ofcomponents and 
connections down to decrease 
cost and increase reliability
features greatly appreciated 
by end users. 

The M300-05 's micropro
cessor is a regulation Intell6
MHz 386SX. While this was 
once a fantastic amount ofpro
cessing power three years ago, 
it now merely represents the 
entry level for serious business 
computing. 

The system comes with just 
l MB of RAM , but it is ex
pandable to up to 5 MB on the 
motherboard via four single 

in-line memory module sock
ets. While l MB is enough for 
simple DOS users, most users 
will want at least 3 MB to use 
the multitasking capabilities 
ofMicrosoft Windows 3.0. 

Olivetti is pitching its latest 
386SX against fairly stiff com
petition- the IBM PS/2 Model 
55SX was the most popular PC 
in 1990 (judging by the market 
research figures for the U.K. 
and Europe), followed closely 
by Compaq's 386s and 386N 
machines. There's also plenty 
of competition from the likes of 
Amstrad , Apricot, and Tan
don, who put 20-MHz 386SX 
microprocessors in similarly 
priced systems. 

Is the 386SX really what we 
all need for the dawning Win
dows era? The graphical user 
interface environment is so in
viting that one tends to load it 
down with heavyweights like 
Corel Draw and Microsoft 
Excel , and performance suf
fers. This year promises a few 
microprocessor developments 
from AMD and elsewhere that 
will put more power in more 
users' hands for even less 
money. 

Should you buy a 386SX 
now , or should you wait? 
Based on the current installed 
base (largely 8086 and 286 
machines), I would have to say 
that upgrading to a 386SX as 
soon as possible is a step in the 
right direction . 

-Paul Lavin 

THE FACTS 

M300-0S and M300-l0 
(prices not yet available) 

Ol ivetti spa 
Via Jervis 77 
1-10015 Ivrea 
Torino 
Italy 
39-125-52-12-09 
fax: 39-125-52-15-46 
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Digital Research's 
Multiuser DOS 

W hile DOS has become 
the standard single

useroperating system for PCs, 
there is no shortage of choices 
in mu ltiuser ope rating sys
tems. Digital Research (DR) 
of Monterey , California , has 
been selling multiuser operat 
ing systems for PCs since the 
first PC was launched. One of 
these is Concurrent DOS 386, 
a fully fe atured , multiu ser 
version of DOS. 

In 1988, DR introduced a 
s ingle-use r , s ingle-ta sking 
ve rsion of DOS ca lled DR 
DOS . Overtheyears, the com
pany has continued to enhance 
the product. DR-DOS 5.0 , 
which it launched last year , 
has a memory management 
system that frees up 620K 
bytes of DOS's 640K bytes of 
application-usable memory. 
That, together with some 
other feat ures , makes it a good 
alternative to Microsoft DOS. 

DR has combined several 
featu res of Concurrent DOS 
386 and DR-DOS 5 .0 , togeth
er with some enhancements , 
into a new operating system 
called Multi-User DOS. The 
operati ng system is a replace
ment for Concurrent DOS 386 
and a partner for DR-DOS 
5.0 , which will continue as 
DR' s s ingle-u se r operating 
system of choice . Like all the 
DR-DOS operating systems, 
Mu lti-User DOS was devel 
oped in the U.K. 

Multi-User DOS can sup
port up to 64 users operating 
386-based systems and up to 
128 users operating i486 
based systems; but these are 
only theoretical limits, and it 
is unlikely that many networks 
of that s ize will be imple
mented. Most networks will 
have between 2 and 5 users, 
with 10 to 12 users being a 
practica l maximum for most 
applications. Each user can 
have up to eight " virtual PCs" 
running simultaneously and 
can move between them using 
hot keys. 

Multi - Use r DOS has a 
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memory allocation system that 
divides up the physical mem
ory according to the amount of 
available memory , the number 
of users on the system , the 
number of screens each user 
opens, and the memory re
quirements for each applica 
tion . Each time a user opens a 
virtual screen, the full 640K 
bytes of memory is, in theory , 
available along with space in 
high memory for TSR pro
grams. But this space is not 
allocated in physical memory 
unless the user's application 
needs it. Multi-User DOS uses 
the same approach as Concur
rent DOS 386: It works in the 
background to minimize the 
memory and processor re
sources that each application 
requires. The system can then 
maintain maximum pe rfor 
mance . 

DR has al so incorporated 
into Multi -User DOS some 
improvements in performance 
balancing . The most impor
tant one is the introduction of 
an application-profiling sys
tem that can spot which appli 
cations are in use and which 
ones are asleep. This feature is 
based on DR 's BatteryMax 
software for portable PCs, 
which tries to maximize bat
tery life by turning off the 
portable when it is not in use . 

Multi-User DOS offers two 
caching systems: A system
memory cache that is config
urable to almost any size (de
pendent on physical memory), 
and a hard di sk cache . The 
system-memory cache writes 
through to the hard disk cache 
as a safety precaution in the 
event of a power failure. 

When you are using the sys
tem, it gives you the impres
sion that you are working with 
a single-user DOS system . If 
the application you are work 
ing with runs into trouble and 
hangs up , you can use the soft 
reset (Ctrl -Alt-Del) without 
affecting other applications. 
Multiple users can open sin
gle-user applications, but only 

THE 

Multi-User DOS 
About£495 

Requirements: 
IBM PC with at least I MB 
of RAM (more than I MB is 
recommended), one floppy 
disk drive, and a hard disk 
drive; PC-compat ible 
terminals or PCs. 

one user can open an indiv id
ual data f ile at one time. It is 
the user' s responsibility to en
sure that the copyright on sin
gle-user software is observed 
properly. 

Setting up Multi-User DOS 
is simple . There is a complete, 
menu-dri ve n f ront end that 
guides you through what could 
otherwise be a very complex 
setup procedure. The soft 
ware analyzes the system to 
see what memory , disks, and 
ports are available . To fac ili 
tate the setup procedure , you 
simply use the defaults. You 
install your applications soft 
ware just as you would on any 
DOS system, and single-user 
applications work as if they're 
on a single-user system. 

The comprehensive secur 
ity system allows you to allo
cate identities , passwords, and 
privilege level s to users. It also 
includes the concept of fi le 
ownership , in which you own 
any files that you create and 
can give other users access to 
your files but still stop them 

FACTS 

Digital Research (U.K.) 

Ltd . 

Oxford Hou e 

Oxford St. 

Newbury 

Berkshire RGI3 IJB 

U.K. 

44-635-35304 

fax: 44-635-35834 
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from writing to your files . If 
you permit other user s to 
amend any of your fi le , the 
system keeps a record of the 
users that have made changes . 

In addition to common di
rectories and subdirectories , 
each user can have personal 
directories . The system man
ager can control access to di
rec tor ies and a llocate priv
ileges on three levels: read 
onl y, read/ write, and read/ 
write/delete . 

Interestingly, you can lock 
any hard disk drive on the sys
tem so that a potential int ruder 
cannot boot up the host system 
from a floppy disk and try to 
bypass the secu rity. This fea
ture should also help stop vi 
ruses from being int roduced to 
the system . 

All in all , Multi-User DOS 
is a n efficient and sec u re 
multiuser operating system . 
Users who want a sma ll multi
user DOS system rather than a 
relatively expensive network 
should welcome it. 

- Colin Barker 
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ictured above is 
a portion of the 
products made 
by JCIS. Our fac
tories in California 

have been producing boards 
for VARs and OEMs since 1979 . 
These boards have been de
signed by JCIS for performance 
and reliability. 

Our boards are used by 
OEMs worldwide as the basis 
for many of their own systems. 
More than 1/4 million end 
users are using JCIS designed 
products. More than 450 
dealers offer our boards and 
systems to their clients. 
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Our experienced engineer
ing staff have designed
to-spec, many products 

using the latest tech
nology, for OEMs that 

do their own manufac
turing . And we can provide 

you as well , with a design that
Made in offers world class performance. 
us,~, Call or FAX for a complete- catalog of our current pro---- ~ ducts. Experience the extra

ordinary quality, performanceJC Information Systems Corp. 
High Perfonnance Company Si~1ce 19 79 and engineering that goes into 
44036 Grimmer Blvd. each JCIS product . 
Fre mont, CA 94538 
Tel: (415) 659-8440 
FAX: (415) 659-8449 
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A Pocket Computer Connection for the Macintosh 

he Pocket PC from Dis
tributed Information 

Processing is a pocket-size 
computer that strongly resem
bles the Atari Portfolio . This 
is no coincidence, since DIP 
designed the Portfolio for 
Atari and retained the rights to 
market its own version of the 
system in Europe. DIP is de
signing added-value products 
based on the Pocket PC and 
targeting them to specific 
markets. The latest of these 
products is the Mac Profes
sional , a complete package for 
Macintosh users . 

The Mac Professional con
sists of a Pocket PC with 32K 
bytes ofRAM , a program card 
with a set of utilities (a diary , 
spreadsheet, text editor, cal
culator, and address book) , 
two sets of three nonrecharge
able batteries, an AC power 
adapter/recharger, a serial
port expansion box, a serial 
cable for attaching the Pocket 
PC to a Mac, Pocket Mac soft
ware, and documentation . 

I found the documentation 
particularly good. It includes 
a 200-page user 's manual and 
five pocket-size books that let 
you learn about the package 
while you are on the move. 

The Mac Professional has 
two main objectives. First, it 
lets you modify some of the 
Pocket PC applications on a 
Macintosh. For example, you 
can run your diary on both 
your Mac and the Pocket PC , 
and you can import Pocket PC 
spreadsheets to Microsoft Ex
cel on the Mac. Second , it en
ables you to use your Mac ' s 
hard disk drive as a repository 
for Pocket PC files and as a 
backup for the Pocket PC. In 
effect , it lets you use the 
Pocket PC as a mobile exten 
sion ofyour Mac . 

There are some problems, 
ofcourse. The Pocket PC runs 
a DOS-Iike operating system 
that produces DOS-compat
ible files . So, because it is a 
DOS machine , there are more 
severe limitations on its use 
fulness than there would be if 
you linked it to a PC. In addi
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tion, it doesn ' t have the look 
and feel of the Mac, and the 
only files you can use on both 
systems are text files. How
ever, it seems unlikely that 
you will see a fully Macin
tosh-compatible computer that 
you can carry around in your 
jacket for some time; there
fore , it is a neat compromise 
for Macintosh users who want 
a hand-held computer rather 
than a heavy-and expen 
sive-portable. 

To set up the system, you fit 
the serial-connection expan 
sion board onto the side of the 
Pocket PC and plug the serial 
cable into your Mac 's printer 
or telephone port . Next , you 
load the Pocket Mac software 
onto your Mac's hard disk (you 
can also u e it with a floppy 

disk drive-only system). 
After you install the soft

ware , you download the link
ing software to the Pocket PC . 
Space on the Pocket PC's in
ternal RAM disk is limited , so 
you may want to download this 
software every time you make 
a connection, but it's not abso 
lutely necessary to do so. The 
data transfer rate is 1200 bp , 
which is pretty slow. 

To start the linking pro 
cess, you run the Link pro
gram on the Mac and then on 
the Pocket PC . The Mac beeps 
and then displays the directory 
of the internal di k drive 
(drive C) on the Pocket PC. It 
is important to remember that 
you can transfer files to and 
from thi s drive only , so if you 
want to transfer files from an 

Mac Professional 
£399.95 

Requirements: 
Mac Plus or higher with 
512K bytes of memory and 
two floppy disk drives or a 
hard disk drive . 

Distributed Information 
Processing Ltd . 
2 Frederick Sanger Rd. 
Surrey Research Park 
Guildford GU2 5XN 
U.K. 

44-483-301555 

fax: 44-483-301 434 
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external program card to the 
Pocket PC , you must transfer 
the files todriveC first. 

De pite the problem that 
the different file tructures of 
the Pocket PC' DOS applica
tions and the Mac's applica
tions create, the Pocket Mac 
software offers an impressive 
level of interoperabili ty . The 
software includes the Pocket 
PC 's diary and address appli
cations, which run on the Mac 
in the same way as they do on 
the Pocket PC , and you can 
freely exchange files between 
the two system . The Pocket 
PC' text editor i a good one 
for short documents (consid
ering the limitations of the 
memory and screen ize), and 
it Jets you export text files into 
whichever word proces or or 
editor you u eon the Mac . 

The Pocket PC 's spread-
heel y tern allow you to pro

duce files that you can directly 
export to Microsoft Excel. 
Spreadsheet fi les th at you 
copy from the Pocket PC are 
converted a .WKS or .WKl 
files. lfyou want to copy Excel 
files to the Pocket PC , you 
must first save them in these 
format . Althoughthelinkhas 
been created specifically for 
Excel , any spread heel that 
can take .WKS or .WKl files 
wi l l accept work heet files 
from the Pocket PC. 

Will Mac owner like using 
the Mac Profes ional? Well , I 
found the Pocket PC a good 
y tern to u e, although touch

typi ts will find the keyboard 
difficult to use. Even though it 
i a DOS system , it has a good, 
easy-lo-u e file manager that 
also provides a lot of help; in 
normal use, you will not have 
to tangle too much with DOS . 
And when it comes to pocket 
computers that you can use 
with a Mac, you are not exact!y 
spoiled for choices. The Mac 
Profes ional offers a fairly 
high level of integration with 
the Mac, which people on the 
move will find useful. It 
price won't exactly break the 
bank, ei ther. 

-Colin Barker 



ETAP's Sfinx Quattro: a new A3- size 
display offering 256 shades of grey, 
ultra-high resolutions (up to 
1600x 1200) and a 2000x2000 
virtual screen. . ..... 
Sfinx Quattro supports Windows 3 
and GEM !Ventura Publisher on four 
high -end resolutions. Moreover 
ETAP's new display system provides 
superior VGA compatibility with a 
flicker- free 75 Hz refresh ra te. 
Incorporating 2 custom VLSI chips 
and a 64- bits internal videobus, 
ETAP's greyscale display offers high 
speed for Windows and Desktop 
Publishing. Thanks to several virtual screen 
resolutions with mouse-controlled hardware 
panning, you can move about very fast in 
documents larger-than-A3-size. That makes 
Sfinx Quattro the ideal display system for ETAP
Desktop Publishing and Windows users. THE IMAGE OF ERGONOMICS 

ETAP SFINX QUATIRO 
1600 X 1200 very high resolution for 

scanning and DIP 
1440 X 1080 ideal for DT P, Wi ndows, 

Ventura, Presentation Manager 
1280 X 960 2x VGA resolution : for DTP 

and windows environments 
1440 X 728 extremely stable image (96Hz) 

THE WHICH 
COMPUTER! SHOW 

All BRANDS AND PRODUCTS ARE TRADEMARI<S OF THEIR RESPECTIVE HOLDERS. 23 . 26 APRIL 1991 HALL 4 BOOTH DTP6 

( to be continued ... ) 

Just pick up the phone or 
return the coupon for more 
information! 

r------------ - - -- -- 
BY'TEI)1J91 

Please send me more information 
about: 

256 shades of grey 
multi-resolution : 
up to 1600x 1200 

L:c:;~~~- 1 virtual screen : 2000x2000 
q VGA Vldeo Engine • 75 Hl 

r----
Name 

Job Title 

Company 

Address 

Phone 

System : 0 PC ISA 0 Micro Channel 

Return coupon to: 

ETAP INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Steenovenstraat lA, 2390 Malle Belgium 
Tel. +32 3 310 04 11 • Fax +32 3 311 76 38 
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SIEMENS 

NIXDORF 


• 

I nure 
• 

ua lty 
Siemens Nixdorf and Partners 


As a user of electronic data process
ing systems you require professional 
partners ab le to give you competent 
advice in solving your computer problems. 
And th is is precise ly where Siemens 
Nixdorf and their dealers set a new 
standard in the market: 
Siemens Nixdorf QUALIFIED PARTNERS . 

Wherever you see this sign of qual ity. 
you can be sure to find first-class advice, 
rei iab le serv ice and a complete range of 
EDP products throughout the who le of 
Europe. And why shou ld you sett le for 
le ss? 

A wide range of hardware. Profes
sional systems offer ing top qua lity and 
performance. Particu larly in electronic 
data processing. Made in Germany has 
become an acknowledged seal of qual ity. 
With the MS-DOS. OS/2. SINIX and 
UN IX operating systems. With integral 
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software so lutions tailored to the needs 
of the business client 

Siemens Nixdorf is the ideal pa rtner 
for qualif ied dea le rs . sys tem and 
software outlets committed to doing far 
more than just se ll ing hardware. And 
Siemens Nixdorf dealers are your compe
tent system consultants for so lv ing your 
EDP problems They guarantee that you 
will get the right so ftware so luti on . Plus 
the service and back-up you require. For 
th is is our concept of synergy at work. 

You'll find Siemens Nixdorf qual ifi ed 
partners nearby wherever you are. Jus t 
write to us for the name and address of 
the dealer nearest to you. 

Our address 
Siemens Nixdorf lnformat ionssysterne AG. 
Division Reseller 
Burgermeister-Uirich-Str. 100 
DW-8900 Augsburg I Germany 



QUALIFIED 
P A R T .N E R 



When we created the world's first total
font cartridge solution for the HP LaserJet~ 
printer, we knew it was more than just 
another font cartridge. 

We knew it could only be a 
Super Cartridge~ 

Since then, we\re created sev· 
eralmore equallyunique font car
tridges, all of which have earned 

·'"'" 1.•. 19.19 that same Super Cartridge Litle. 
New Super Cartridge 3... 
Beyond PostScript 

Created for use with the HP 
LaserJet Il l, IQ Engineering's new Super 
Cartridge 3/Projessional Edition is the 
first cartridge of its kind. It offers users all the 
advantages of PostScript printing without the 
drawbacks of other PostScript solutions. 

Uu likc emulation cartridges, the lQE 

. · no additional
Super Cartndge 3requires .ov PostScript
rinter memory and lets you en] • 

~ompatibility at the full printi ng spe~d and 
resolution of your Hp LaserJet II~ prmter. 

Developed in HP'sown PCLlanguag~, the 
Super Cartridge 3contains scalable eqmva
lents of the 35 typefaces made popular by 
PostScript- plus three bonus typeface 
fami lies-giving you complete desktop pub
lishing capabilities. Including the ab1hty to 

send your documents 
= s.~·~t:or1rl..,.<o to a typesetting special

"""',...'"l l ·i!ilw~o . t .ty tp t 
;~;... • ;;:~,. JStJOrquaJ1 OU U. 

So, whateveryou 
do - from word 

processing and 
spreadsheets 

to reports 
and presenta

tions- we 

have the perfect Super Cartridge to fit your 
needs,your network and your budget. 

In fact, a single Super Cartridge may be 
all you'll ever need. 

Best of all, the Super Cartridges feature 
the largest selection of high-quality fonts and 
font sizes, as well as the most complete range 
ofsymbols for international, technical, math 
and legal applications. Which is why they 
have earned more awards and accolades than 
all the other font products combined - from 
some of the industry's toughest critics. 

Call us at 1-800-765-FONT We'll help you 
find the right. Super Cartridge for your needs 
at the authorized dealer nearest you. 

Then you can see for yourseU' what 
makes aSuper Cartridge so super. 

Super CartridgeM 

--------- Ga'lado ·800·66.!·6157 G 1 N [ E RJ N G ' · O.Hil0·8.1'l • .<u.<rn·a 01·:!22·757677 • 8••1gum•.-Q2·65UJ()Ja • H"'<ii. Qlf.21l·635S • Clolle·OI·i13·zlti • f'rance OHQ2/JtiU • Germa•y 06!95-61<~1 07f.zf.~"""'110I Q E ~J/:{k_o;·J7f!2 .; GY'8f.'CP 01 ·9590-f);JJ • GulfSUUc•s 0971 -f-377591 • llottg ltfmg ·83!i-6!3S • llaJy·01 - ~90.fll • Kort'a 02-'n5-3/88 • .Holall~tl ()j-2J.S-75-tl • .lfQUo1 1m-li'n . -. , K"": •d "' .'07hm °11fs:07Q.JfH.J705/ • New ZMJ/.nn.d: Q.f -499-0967 • Sili9rtponr01·65-.t2f-t669 • SpfliwOI-559-0619 • Su-,deri 01 76~·6(1()75 • S!d~erfrlmJ 042-.J~()

• rtet Hlg om. 1-2176tU • J'uf)oslarria.· rHI-4H-Zii 

Tht•SufJ<·r Ca rlridfles and 10 Engi,.,.;ngare lrad<nt4ri:Hi/ IQE•ginuring.~AMrr.kli.!a re~ rmd.lm!arhj Htv:UII ·I'at:kard Crm~po•y 1.' 19!JO!(J E'•g•""'"•g 
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Fresco Paints 
a Colorful Future 

ETAP Information 
Technology offers three 

color monitors in its Fresco 
range. The Fresco I is a 16
inch Trinitron display pro
viding 8-bit color with a stan
dard resolution of 1024 by 
768 pixels, switchable to 24
bit mode at a resolution of 
512 by 384 pixel in zoom 
mode. Fresco 2 is a dual
frequency 19-inch Trinitron 
display providing 8-bit color 
in resolutions of 1280 by 960 
pixels or 1024 by 768 pixels 
and 24-bit color at a resolu 
tion of 512 by 384 pixels . 
Fresco Quattro is a 19-inch 
multiscan 8-bit color dis
play providing eight soft
ware-selectable resolution 
of from 1024 by 768 pixels to 
1600 by 1200 pixels and 
24-bit color resolutions of 
from 512 by 384 pixels to 
800 by 600 pixels in zoom 
mode. 

All three Fresco moni
tors use ETAP's VGA Video 
Engine , which lets them 
run all standard VGA appli
cations full- creen with an 
ergonomic 75-Hz refresh 
rate . The three monitor 
also offer everal virtual 
screen re olutions and high
speed mode for Microsoft 
Windows, Ventura Publish
er, and Presentation Man
ager . They are upgradable 
to high-resolution 24-bit 
color with ETAP' Sky 4
MB video RAM extension 
board . Fresco Quattro con
verts 386 and 486 PCs into 
high-end workstation for 
electronic publishing and 
other applications requiring 
high-resolution and photo
quality image . 

The Sky 4-MB VRAM 
mezzanine board provides 
24-bit pixel depth (true 
color) at high re olutions of 
up to 1600 by 1200 pixels . 
Price: 200,000 Belgian 
francs for Fre co I; 310,000 
BF for Fre co 2; 335,000 
BF for Fresco Quattro; 

The Fresco 2 dual-frequency color monitor provides 8-bit color 
in resolutions ofup to 1280 by 960 pixels and 24-bit color at a 
resolution of512 by 384 pixels. 

155,000 BF for Sky. 

Contact: ETAP Informa

tion Technology N.Y., 

Steenovenstraat I A, B
2150 Malle , Belgium, 32
3-310-04-11; fax 32-3
311-76-38. 
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More 
Parallel Power 

T he new version of the 
Sprint tran puter board 

gives you higher perfor
mance and higher-density 

memory in only a half
length IBM PC expan ion 
slot. You can use Sprint 2 as 
the foundation of a parallel 
processing environment, 
since linking a number of 
Sprint 2s together gives you 
a linear increase in speed . 

Sprint 2 comes with a 20
or 30-MHz 32-bit T800 or 
T805 tran puter; 4, 8, or 
16MB of DRAM ; and an 
lnmos B004- compatible PC 
interface, which provides 
support for C , FORTRA , 
Pa cal , Ada, Occam, and 
Helios. 

At peak performance of 

The Sprint 2 board comes with a 20- or 30-MHz T800 or T805 
transputer; 4, 8, or 16MB ofDRAM; and an lnmos 8004
compatible PC interface. 

more than 5600 Whetstones, 

Sprint 2 exceeds a VAX 

8600 and is more than twice 

the speed of a 33-MHz 

386/80387 machine , accord

ing to Paratech Solution . 

Price: £995 . 

Contact: Paratech Solu

tions Ltd ., Sentinel House, 

163 Brighton Rd., Coul 
don , Surrey CR3 2NX , 

U.K., 44-81-763-1540; 

fax 44-81 -763-1534. 
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The OED on Tape 

T he magnetic-tape ver
sion of the Oxford En

glish Dictionary gives you 
acces to the meaning , hi sto
ry , and pronunciation of 
word . It contains more than 
half a million definitions 
and 2.4 million illustrative 
quotations . The new edition 
also offer an extra layer of 
information , called the 
markup language, or tagging 
system, that let you auto
matically earch entire cate
gorie of information . No 
matter where they are in the 
text, you can retrieve head
words , pronunciation , quo
tation , and etymologie in 
a matter of econds , accord 
ing to the company . 

The Oxford English Dic
tionary on magnetic tape re
quires a minimum of 550 
MB of disk storage. It come 
on 2400-foot half-inch 
magnetic tape at 6250 or 
1600 bpi in ASCII or 
EBCDIC format. It i al o 
available on 8-mm digital 
videotape (e.g., Exabyte) . A 
variety of other format are 
available to uit individual 
requirement . 
Price: £15 ,000 for a com
merciallicen e; £6500 for 
an educational license. 
Contact: Oxford Electronic 
Publishing , Oxford Univer
sity Pres , Walton St. , Ox 
ford OX2 6DP, U.K. , 44
865-56767 ; fax 44-865 
56646 . 
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AVGALaptop 
with Detachable 
Keyboard 

T he 80-key keyboard of 
Diode Export's DEX

CP286 laptop is detachable 
and has 12 function keys and 
a coil cable . You can also 
use the keyboard connector 
to connect other IBM 
PS/2-compatible keyboards. 

The laptop is powered by 
a 12-MHz 80C286 micropro
cessor. It comes with I MB 
of DRAM (expandable to 4 
MB) , a 3 1h-inch 1.44-MB 
floppy disk drive, a 20- or 
40-MB hard disk drive, one 
parallel port, two serial 
ports, an RGB connector 
for an external VGA monitor, 
and a bus connector for an 
expansion box . The DEX
CP286 also has an internal 
slot for a 2400-bps mini-mo
dem card. The machine 
runs under DOS 3.3, which 
is available separately. 

The double-supertwist 
display is backlit and has a 
resolution of 640 by 480 
pixels . The laptop's built-in 
rechargeable battery pack 
lets you use it for 3 hours of 
continuous operation. An 
AC adapter is also included , 
which you can use as a bat
tery charger. 

Options available for the 
DEX-CP286 include a ca rry
ing bag, expansion box, 
modem card , and numeric 
keyboard . 
Price: US$2995 for the 20
MB hard disk drive model ; 
US$3255 for the 40-MB 
hard disk drive model . 
Contact: Diode Export, 
Wilgenkade 10, 3992 LL 
Houten, The Netherlands, 
31-3403-9 1390; fax 31
3403-91372. 
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Diode Export's DEX-CP286 /aptop has an 80-key detachable 
keyboard with 12 fun ction keys and a coil cable. 

Accessories for 
Atarl Portfolio 

Abasic Atari Portfolio 
comes with l28K bytes 

of memory, expandable to 
640K bytes by connecting ex
tension units to the system 

bus. Instead of disks, the 
Portfolio is equipped with 
memory ca rds secu red by 
battery with a capacity limit 
of 128K bytes. The system 
has no expansion capability 
for an external floppy disk 
drive. 

Becker & Partner offers 

Becker & Partner 's imernal memory extensions for the Atari 
Portfolio are available in steps of 128K bytes up to 640K bytes. 

a new accessory line for the 
Atari Portfolio , including 
an internal extension of the 
working memory in steps of 
128K bytes up to a I imit of 
640K bytes and an interface 
Trans-Drive Portfolio. T he 
interface connects the Port
folio to a compatible PC and 
allow the pocket computer 
to use the floppy disk drive 
and RAM disk of the desk
top machine as its own drive. 
Price: 698 to 1348 deut che 
marks for the Atari Portfo
lio, depending on the 
amount of memory; OM 198 
for the Trans-Drive Portfo
lio ; DM 158 to 998 for mem
ory modules , depending on 
the amount of memory. 
Contact: Becker & Partner 
Mobile Datensysteme, Post
fach 190, Wilhelmstr. 91 , 
Viktoriastr. 51 , 5100 Aa
chen, Germany , 49-241 
509018: fax 49-241-509577 . 
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Debug Your 
OS/2 Programs 

T he OS/2 User Group 
offers RemDeb, a re

mote debugger for OS/2 
that you can use to debug 
Presentation Manager (PM) 
programs as well as full 
sc reen OS/2 programs. 
RemDeb lets you debug key
stroke processing, window 
repainting, and VIO popups . 

You can hot-key to the 
session manager without 
locking up the machine, see 
the debugger creen and pro
gram screen imultaneous
ly , and add printf trat:e 
statements to program dur
ing the debug phase. Rem
Deb also lets you use a PM 
debugger to debug PM pro
grams, and you can run 
RemDeb in a PM window. 
Price: £95 . 
Contact: OS/2 User Group, 
Cecily Hill Castle , Cirences
ter, Gloucestershire GL7 
2EF, U.K., 44-285-655888; 
fax 44-285-64018 1. 
Circle 1322 on Inquiry Card. 
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PHILIPS BRILLIANCE. 


Philips introduces the 6CM3209 
Brilliance Super VGA mon itor 
wi th a refresh rate of 60 Hz in 
Super VGA (800 x 600), for no 
vis ible fl icker. 

Compared with multi -frequency 

brilliantly in VGA, EGA, CGA, 
Hercules and MDA. And with select 
components, it's built to perform. 

This Philips 6CM3209 is the top
of-the-line in Super VGA monitors. 
One of the Brilliance high- resolu 

monitors (which usually have a tion range, for computer users who 
much lower refresh rate), this Brill iance monitor of demand a clear advantage in performance. 
fers a sharper, stabler picture, thus reducing eye For more information, please contact Philips Consumer 

strain while enhancing text and graphics software. Electronics, BU monitors, Building SFF, 5600 MD Eindhoven, 

Downwards compatible, Brilliance also performs The Netherlands. 

PHILIPS BRILLIANCE. THE CLEAR ADVANTAGE . 

PHILIPS 
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COUNT ONUS! 

Build sophisticated C applications using Blaise Computing 
support libraries ' 

C TOOLS PLUS & 'furbo C TOOLS 
C TOOLS PLUS™ lor Microsoft C and QuickC, and Turbo 

ing 

C TOOLS1 Mfor Turbo C and Turbo C++ are filled 
with the advanced functions and features 

necessary for developing high-powered C 
applications. 
Just some of the capabi lities are: virtual, 
stackable menus and windows with fu lly 
integrated mouse support and optional 

drop shadows ; multiple virtual pop-up help 
screens; miniature multi-line editor for gather

user responses ; sin!;J ie function calls for 
moving, resizing and promotmg a window or menu; 

automatic update of covered windows; support for all 
VGA text modes ; support for the enhanced keyboard . 
C TOOLS PLUS and Turbo C TOOLS contain functions for 
writing interrupt service routines and for creating pop-up 
memory resident (TSR) applications . Both packages are 
rich with other general utility functions and macros. 

Complete Professional Packages 
Blaise Computing's funct ion libraries offer easy-to-use 
solutions to your programming needs. You get all source 
code , complete sample programs and uti lities, and a 
comprehens ive reference manual w ith extens ive 
examples. 

We Can Help You 
All Blaise Comput ing products are backed by a 
money-back guarantee. If you' re not completely satisfied 
with any product, return it With in 30 days for a fu ll refund of 
the purchase price. 

Other Powerful Products from 

Blaise Computing Inc. 


C ASYNCH MANAGER ASYNCH PLUS 

POWER TOOLS PLUS POWER SEARCH 

View232 POWER SCREEN 


Easily Available Near You 
All Blaise Computing products can be acquired throughout 
Europe. Call now and make your programming easier! 

AUSTRALIA 
MicroWay 
(03) 555-4544 

FRANCE 
Soft World 
Paris 
(33-1) 40 59 02 99 

GERMANY 
SOS Software Services GmbH 
Augsburg 
(08 21} 57 10 81 

Enz EDV 
Bad Hamburg 
(061 ) 72 41014 

MEMA Computer GmbH 
Eschborn 
(069196} 48 1751 /3 

NORWAY 
Polysoft a.s. 
Dram men 
(03) 89 22 40 

Blaise Computing Inc. 
819 BRncrol\ Way. Berkeley. CA 94 710 USA 
I (4151540-5441 FAX I (415)540·1938 

Trademarks are property of their respective hOlders. 
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Integrate 
Live Video into 
Superbase 4 

Y ou can create applica
tions that require photo

graphic storage with Live
Link , a set of routines that 
integrate a live video signal 
directly into a fully relational 
database- namely, Super
base 4. LiveLink lets you 
control a video camera 
through database commands 
or push-button options on 
the screen. You can open and 
close the video window , 
freeze it , and save and load it 
as a 16-bit TGA file. You 
can also di splay multiple pic
tures simultaneously, with 
one of the pictures being live . 

To use the system, you 
fir t design a data-entry form 
in which you determine the 
size of the image-capture 
area . Li veLink scales the 
image to the area without 
cropping any part of the 
picture . You can see an 
image li ve on the sc reen or 
freeze it and repeat this pro
cess as many times as you 
need to achieve the desired 
view . However, the video 
input need not be live . You 
can record images using 
videotape or disk and then 
play them back through the 
database, saving the required 
frames to disk. 

DaVinci Computers also 
offers a compression card 
that reduces the amount of 
storage space required at a 
ratio of 25 to I , so , for ex
ample , an image that normal 
ly takes up 70K bytes of 
memory would take up only 
3K bytes. 

LiveLink requires an 
IBM PC with a 286 , 386 , 
386SX , or i486 CPU, 2 MB 
of RAM , DOS 3. 1, Micro
soft Windows 3.0 , VGA ca
pability and a VGA color 
monitor , a high-capac ity 
hard disk drive , and a Micro
soft-compatible mouse. 
Price: £595 each for Live
Link and Superbase 4 . 

Contact: DaVinci Com
puters Ltd., Unit 3, Grahame 
Park Way , Hendon, London 
NW9 5QY, U.K. , 44-8 1
200-5757; fax 44-81 -200
8444 . 
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A New Concept 
in Hard Disk 
Upgrades 

M egastor 's new range 
of externa l hard disk 

drives plugs into the paral 
lel port of your IBM XT or 
AT , so you don't have to 
dismantle your computer or 
run complicated format 
routines . In addition, if your 
laptop has an interna l hard 
di sk drive , now you can 
easily upgrade it with the 
Megastor drives. 

The units let you store 
confidential or sensitive data 
by locking the drives away 
when not in use. Megastor 
dr ives come in a rugged 
steel box, which is idea l for 
transporting data from 
office to home . When you 
back up other disks onto a 
Megastor drive, you can im 
mediately veri fy that the 
backup was successful. You 
can add up to three Mega
stor drives of 200 MB each to 
a system with sufficient 
para llel ports. 

Megastor hard disk 
drives are available in 44-, 
84-, 124-, 177-, and 211 
MB versions. The uni ts are 
DOS compatible and come 
with cables, installation soft 
ware, and power supply. 
Price: £349 for the 44-MB 
version . 
Contact: Megastor , Unit 
10, Elder Way , Langley Busi
ness Park , Langley, 
Slough, Berk shire SL3 6EP, 
U.K., 44-753-581017 ; fax 
44-753-655864. 
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GUESS WHICH MANAGER HAs CHARISMA 

Whot's most important about o business pr esen tation is 

how good you look after everybody else has finished. No ma tter 
wha t you know, it's how well you' ve communicate d that 
usual ly determines your success . That's why you need Charisma. 

Char isma is o comp lete graphics program for bus iness, 
combining text charts, graphs, and drawing too ls in one powerf ul 
package. Switch to Charisma and you con stop switching back 
and for th between all the other programs to get what you need. 
Now it's oil at your fingertips. 

The time and energy you save con be used to re fine your 
presentation . And think of the time your work group will save by 
only having to be proficien t with a sing le easy-to-learn graphics 
program. 

Another clear advantage is Char isma 's compatibility wi th 
Windows 3.0 wh ich conven iently pops hundreds of options on the 
screen for rapid experimentation . Browse through chart types, clip 
art, 4 2 ou tli ne typefaces, pe rspective chart effec ts, colors, 
grad ien ts, chart temp lates, and free farm layouts, to nome a few. 

Charisma also includes drawi ng tools that wi ll help the 
beginner and offer the power user max imum control. So find ing 
the combination tha t gives your presentation the righ t snap wil l be 
quick and easy. 

Char is ma con im port many other graphic and spreadsheet 
form ats, but more importan tl y, imported text, charts, andgraph ics 
arrive as data and con be fu rther manipula ted and incorpo rated. 

When boundaries disappear crea tivity flourishes. The 
usual con be mo de unusual. Communica tion becomes forceful and 
un ique. Charisma turns drudgery into innovation. 

Make you r next presentation o memora ble pe rformance. 
Ask for Charisma at you r loca l software dea ler or th rough your 
corporatepurchasing deportmen t. 

Or call you r local MICROGRA FX off ice direc tly. 

M IC N: OC1t A ' Ii 

HARISMA 

Ill f If IHf II I' II 1'11011 ~ 1. 0 t , ll\1'1111 ~ 

Miuog10fx Lid. Mitrogrofx Scondinovio ApS Miuografx france Miuogmfx Deu ts{hlond MitrografxCanada 
Surrey House, 34 Eden St1eet Ringager 4( Starnes 1; 15 avenue du Ouellet P1iilot · Zistl StroBe · 6 853logon Avenue 
Kingston·Upon·Thomes KT I 1 ER DK·2 605 Brcn dily, Denmmk (ourtoiloeuf Z.A. 8000 Mun<hen 2. To1onto, Ontario M4K 3E2 
Uni ted Kingdom lele : 43·43·26-77 91140 les Ulis Villeilon, Fran< a West Germany Canada 
lele: 08 1·54 7-1 638 Fox : H 43·26·66 Tele : 01-69·86·9595 Tele : 089·260·3830 lele : 416·718·76 11 
Fox : 081-547- 1647 lerut{lly: Denmark, Sweden. N(I•III'OY. Fo x: 01·69·86·9465 fox : 089-699·3333 Fox : 416·778-7612 
l or iiiO~ : (nglond. S<ot~od.roelond . Wale~ fontond. G oeen~nd le"'"''· lmnce. 8elgi•m. The Nerloeolonlk lerr ilory. Germcn~. Swr twlll11d, ~ U'S I IrO lerur-ort (oMdn 
(ootOt l: M•hoelNosh. Sol<~ Munogeo Contact: loo1Ronnt"l. S.~1 Manager (onoo<J .Y1·on l01orell.S. le~ MonlltJer (ont"'- Ulriko ~erller. S.101 M<oncgor (unrocr Gron.r''h(le~. )ale-s .'.lono~e • 

Miuogrcfx, In<. 1303 Ar apaho, Ric hardson , IX 75081 USA · (214)234·1769 (tuslome rs ou tside of NallhAmeri{a please dial extension 37 1 0). C opy1ight~ 1990, Mic rog rolx Int . 
All rig hls reser1ed, Ml crografx is o 1egislered tr ademark. and Mic rogrofx Chorisrno is o trademark ol Mi(log rofx . All other pro ducts ore trodema1ks ol th eir respect ive owne rs. 

Circle 458 on Inquiry Cord. 



NEWS 

A Colorful 
Keyboard 

T he latest industrial key 
board from Blue Chip 

Technology helps you iden
tify the keys even when the 
keyboard is covered with oil 
and dirt. The SKB-128 uses 
high-contrast primary 
colors to identify key groups 
such as the function, nu
meric , and letter keys , pro
viding a greater chance of 
correct data entry when you 
use the keyboard in poor 
lighting or in dirty 
environments . 

In addition to being 
housed in a heavy-duty steel 
case, the SKB-128 ' s key
board area is sealed with 
neoprene gaskets (as is the 
underside cover) and can be 
wiped clean. It is dust
proof, splashproof, and able 
to withstand heavy-duty 

WHAT'S NEW • INTERNATIONAL 


The SKB-128 keyboard uses primary colors to idem ify key 
groups to fa cilitate correct data emry. 

. 


usage. 
The keyboard uses short

travel keys mounted under 
neath a tough but flex ible 
polyester overlay , which is 
back-printed to avoid wear . 
You depress the overlay 
through a metal matrix that 
allows the key underneath to 
be pressed. This gives a 
good tactile response while 
totally encapsulating the 
keys and associated 
electronics. 

The SKB-128 keyboard 
is plug-compatible with the 
IBM AT keyboard . Other 
versions are also available for 
RS-232C and RS-485 inter 
faces. 
Price: £395 . 
Contact: Blue Chip Tech
nology , Hawarden I ndu trial 
Park , Manor Lane, Dee
side , Clwyd CH5 3PP, U. K., 
44-244-520222; fax 44
244-531043 . 
Circle 1325 on Inquiry Card . 

Meet the Micromini Embedded Controller Family

J B Designs announces a complete range of mlcrocontrollers for embedded applications. 

All RTC controllers are designed to run with MC-Net software where the family is distributed all over the plant , 
and have an expansion socket for connecting the wide choice of 1/0 expansion modules to precisely meet 

your applications requirements. 

RTC31/52 COMING SOOfV!J.-----__,
8001 or 80C52-BASIC processor EMB286Up to 64K bytes of RAM/EPROM 
An RS-232/RS-485 pon PC/AT technology applied to embedded control 
12 parallel 110 lines 1O-MHz 80C286 AT
Program in Assembler. Cor BASIC Floppy and hard disk interfaceSize 3.5" x 3.5" 

Graphic LCD interface 
RTC180 On-boardboatable solid-state disk 
9-MHz 64180 CPU Built -in parallel and RS-232/RS-4851ines 
Up to 96K bytes ol RAWEPROMIEEPROM IBM AT and matrix keyboard IfF's 
One full-duplex RS-232 pon and one RS-485 pon 
8/1 O-bit 8-channel AID convener 

If you want more details on the UL T/MA TE embedded 24 TIL parallel 00 lines 
Use Multitasking BASIC, C, Modula-2, or Assembler controller, pick up the phone and call us----because we 
Size 3.5" x 4.5"  are designing for your FUTURE-TODAY! 

RTC-V25 

9-MHz PC compatible V25 CPU 

Up to 384K ol RAM/EPROM 
 9~Two RS-232/RS-485 serial pons DESIGNS 
Time-of-day clock 

J B Designs & Technology Limited8/1 O-bit 8-channel AID convener 
32 TIL parallel 00 lines 15 Market Place, Cirencester 
Use Assembler, JPI Modula-2, or Microsoft!Turbo C Gloucestershire GL7 2PB, UK 
Size 3.5" X s· 

Telephone (0285) 658122 Fax (0285) 655644 

9015·24 BY TE • APRIL 1991 Circle 479 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 480). 



./386 33MHz CACHE ./90Mb 19mSec HARD DISK 

./4Mb MEMORY 	 ./1.2Mb & 1.44Mb FLOPPY 

./COLOUR SUPER VGA 14" ./WI NDOWS 3.0 & MOUSE 

./1024 x 768 PIXELS 

y?512Kb SVGA GRAPHICS CARD £1899 
TI'KO Computer Corporation specialises in fast, high precision, IBM 

compatible compute r systems. Our standard models as shown below 

are superior in almost every way to our competitors' top of the range 

offe rings. All of our systems are supplied with Windows 3.0 and a mouse 

as sta ndard. T hese run at 1024 x 768 Pixels and 16 colours or 256 colours 

(option). On ly TI'KO looks good at these prices. 

TI 'KO products have proven themselves time and time aga in. Afte r 

severa l yea rs of meeting and surpassing the OP requi reme nts of 

the world's most demanding marke ts you can now benefit from 

j apanese quality and Ame rican know how. 

T I'KO supplies direct to its customers, thus reducing costs and providing a superior support plan second to none which 

includes a One Year 01)-Site nationwide mainte nance agreement as standard. 

Today's economic situation demands higher quality at rea listic prices. TI'KO is committed to ful fill ing those require me nts 

fo r you. Make th'e ca ll today and find out why TI'KO is fast becom ing the UK's umbe r 1 choice. We do try harde r. 

FEATURE PC216 PC316 PC325 PC333 PC425 

Processor i80286 i80386sx i80386dx i80386dx i80486sl 

Proceuor lpeed 16Mih 16MHz 25M Hz 33MHz 25MHz 

Landmark speed 21M Hz 21M Hz 31M Hz 58M Hz 120M Hz 

Cadle -.orr 64Kb 25nS ln~8Kb 

User memory 1Mb exp to 4Mb 2Mb exp to 8Mb 4Mb exp to 8Mb 4Mb exp to 16Mb 4Mb exp to 16Mb 

Floppydlab 1.2Mb cliA4Mb 1.2Mb cl 1.44Mb L2Mb & 1.44Mb 1.2Mb & L«Mb 1.2Mb cllMMb 

Hard disk ISMb 2SmSec ISMb 2SmSec 90Mb 19mSec 90Mb 19mSec 180Mb 19mSec 

Hard dilk option~ 90, 180, 300Mb 90, 180, 300Mb 180, 300, 600Mb 180, 300, 600Mb 300, 600Mb 

1/0 Ports 2xSE RI AL 
l xPRI NTE R 

2xSERIAL 
lxPRINTE R 

2xSER IAL 
lxPRINTE R 

2xSER IAL 
lxPRINTER 

2xSE RI AI. 
l xPRI NTER 

Grephlca card SVGA 10241768 512Kb SVGA 10241768 512Kb SVGA 10241768 512Kb SVGA 1024x768 512Kb SVGA 10241768 512Kb 

Monitor COLOU R SUPER VGA W COLOURSU PER VGA 14" COLO RSUPER VGA 14 " COLOURSU PER VGA 14" COLOU RSU PER VGA 14" 

MSDOS MSDOS4.01 MSDOS 4.01 MSDOS 4.01 MSDOS 4.01 MSDOS4.01 

Software Windows 3.0 & mouse Windows 3.0 & mouse Windows 3.0 & mouse Windows 3.0 & mouse Windows 3.0 & mouse 

Oaaite malntenaDce tYEAR I YEAR 1YEAR I YEAR I YEAR 

PRICE £999 £1199 £1599 £1899 £2498 

...-------------------------.. r------ - --- ------- --~ 
I TII EONLY COR ERTO CUT I 

1"1 	 I !'LEASE RUS H ME FU RTHER INFO RMATION I 
I NA ME : I 

SALES CALL (7 	D "'YS A WEEK) 

44 71-734-5093 (SALES) I POS ITION : 	 I
I COMPA Y: I 
I ADD RESS : I 

44 506-631-567 (SALES) : POST CO UE: TELNO: : 
I BM4 	 COMMERCI.I L FI~A~Cf. AV.I ILAil i.E I 

44 506-630-838 (FAX) I 	 IPEN SON~ L COM l't 'TERS 	 VISA
L--------- -------------------' 114 Bl.~CKBURN ROAD, BATHG;\TE, 	 I 
E. & O.E. Prices and specification arc subj ect to change without prior notir.cation. Prices exclude VAT. ~_:T~~~ ~14!2~·~K:... _ _ _ _ _ ~ 

Circle 471 on Inquiry Card . 



NEWS 

Monitor Testing 
Software 

I f you' ve ever wi shed that 
you could analyze the per

formance of your monitor, 
then Black Star has a pro
gram for you. TestCard lets 
you test and align your moni 
tor with the standard pat
terns and colors that service 
engineers use, including 
focus, dots, vertical and 
horizontal lines, grating, 
shading , checkerboard , high
intensi ty /low-intensity 
color bars , composite test
card , circle, raster, gray 
sca le, and multiburst. 

TestCard runs on the 
IBM PC , XT , AT, and PS/2s 
and can check most PC 
monitors capable of operating 
in text mode , including 
MDA , CGA, MCGA , EGA, 
Hercules, VGA , and IBM 
85 14. 
Price: £29. 
Contact: Black Star Ltd., 4 
Harding Way, St. lves, Hun 
tingdon , Cambridgeshire 
PEI7 4W R, U .K ., 44-480
62440; fax 44-480-495172. 
Circle 1326 on Inquiry Cord. 

Process Data 
Visualization 
Using 05-9 

M ikro Elektronik de
signed its OS-9 Pro Vi 

process data-visualization 

WHAT ' S NEW • 


software in conjunction with 
the function extension of 
OS-9 Windows 3.0's graphi
ca l u er interface . The 
package lets you create di 
play images that you can 
use to display and control 
process data . 

The package provides the 
following output forms: trend 
cur ve, bar graph. pointer 
instrument , and alphanumer-

TestCard software lets you analyze the performance ofyour 
monitor using the patterns and colors that professional service 
engineers use. 

SA-9600 

Stand-Alone RADIO MODEM 

o 	 Async/Sync RS- 232 connection to 

virtually all types of computers 


o 406-470, 806- 960MHz Frequencies 

o Encryption capable 

o 	Up to 15- mile range; 

hundreds of miles with 

repeaters/ amplifiers 


o Full or Half Duplex 

35 Orville Drive Bohemia NY USA 11716 
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INTERNATIONAL 


ic , which are available for 
analog process quantities. 
You can easily create a va ri 
ety of icon for discrete pro
ces quantities using the 
uFont symbol editor , which 
is already integrated into 
the OS-9 Windows package. 

ApMan , a graphics edi 
tor for interactive manage
ment of a ll objects in the 
applications library , provides 

the link between the user 
interface and OS-9 ProVi. It 
generates a C source code 
text from graphics data you 
have gathered and translates 
and link s it with the func
tions of the user program. 
You can then create the dis
play images you need to 
display process data , using 
the applications manager 
and the integrated OS-9 
ProVi library. 

OS-9 Pro Vi lets you 
change physica l characteris
tic data (e.g., the max imum 
and minimum va lues of a 
process quantity) or load 
new display images. You as
sign physica l measurement 
values to graphical objects 
via channels, which are ref
erenced symbolically (e.g. , 
cha rging voltage and flow 
temperature) within the ap
plications manager. The in 
dividual meausurement 
values are referenced nu
merically in an external 
interface . 

OS-9 Pro Vi require an 
A301 VMEbus graphics card 
and VMEbus system ( ee 
April 1990 What 's New In
ternational, page E&W 58). 
Price: 4500 deutsche 
mark s for a single license; 
OM 500 for a run-time 
license . 
Contact: Mikro Elektronik 
GmbH , Wiesentalstrasse 40, 
D-8500 Nurnberg 90, Ger
many, 49-91 1-332755 : fax 
49-911-396686. 
Circle 1327 on Inquiry Cord. 

WIRELESS 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 


for 

Mini and Mainframe Computers 


o 	 Transparent radio link 
no software modifications 

o Voice option 

o FCC CERTIFIED 4'50-470MHz 

PC- compatible plug- in board 
(PC- 9600) also available 

TEL (01) '516-589-6800 e FAX (01) 516-589-68'58 

Circle 456 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 457). 



VISA Notebook VISA FM 142011 421 mom tor VISA MC5 t~rmmal VISA la serprmtcr 

VISA MC 85}11852] 

More than 500,000 European users work with VISA monitors . 

terminals, scanners, laserprinters or portable computers. The ergo

nomic design and user-friendl iness incorporated in every VISA pro

duct, help you to work more comfortably and more effectively. 

VISA terminals feature a 78 Hz refresh rate and fu ll overscan 

for a sharp image wi th no distracting dark edges. Popular emula

tions like Wyse 60 and VT320 mean maximum compatibility. 

VISA monitors, a fully comprehensive range 

VISA laserprin ters are ideal for professional word processing 

and desk top publishing. Thanks to the 109 fonts, crisp detail prin

ting, improved blackening and the user-friendly ali -in-one supply 

cartridge for 6,000 pages. VISA laserpnnters are a step ahead of 

the competition. 

The VISA Notebook and laptop computers form the latest line 

of VI SA products . Equipped with powerful 80286 and 80386SX 

processors, these portables are small In size, and 

offer a better performance than many desk top from 14 to 21 inches. The VGA line offers you 

computers. everything from a low-cost model for standard VGA 
As an added bonus, VISA products haveto a tri -sync model for VGA, super-VGA and 

been elegantly designed to fit any modern office 8514/A. And there's the MC6720- a multi-sync 

interior. Which is why more than 500,000 monitor that can accomodate all the current PC 

Europeans already work with VISA. standards avai lable today. 

Getron lcs Computer Products B.V., P.O . Box 652 . 1000 AR Amsterdam. The Netherlands, Tel. 31 (0)20 5861412 , Fax 31 (0)20 5861655 

Circle 438 on Inquiry Card. 



• NO SURCHARGE ON EXPORT SERVICES 
• FASTEST COMPUTERIZED EXPORT LICENSING 

- 72 Hours in Most Cases 

• IMMEDIATE PRODUCT AVAILABILITY 
• ALL FREE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

- Export Licensing, Documentation, Follow Through 

IBM PS2 

MOO 30i1861- E11E211E31 
MOO 502 - 31161 
MOO 55SX - 30160 
MOO 60 - 41 17 1 
MOO 70- E6110611121 
MOO 70 - A5 1!A21 
MOD 80 - 41 171 
MOD 80 - 11113 11 
PORTABLE 70 - 601120 . 

COMPAQ 

OS 2B6 - 1120140 
OS 2B6E - 1120140 . 
OS 3B6S -1120140 
OS 386S - 84!100MB 
OS 3B6120 - 1 
OS JB6120 - 601701130MB 
OS 3B6120E - 114011 10MB 
OS 3B6125 - 601B411 10MB 
OS 386125 - 300MB 
OS 3B6125E - 1/601120M8 
OS 3B6133 - B41320MB 
OS 3B6133 - 650M8 
OS 486125 - 1201320MB 
OS 4B6125 - 650MB . 
386SYSTEMPR0 - 240MB 
386SYSTEMPR0 - 420MB . 
386 SYSTEM PR0 - 840MB 
PORTABLELTE - 1120 . 
POR . l TE 2B6 - 1140MB 
POR . LTE 3B65 120- 30160MB 
PORTABLE 101 - 20140MB 
PORTABlE SLT 2B6 - 20140MB 

.115261112511819 
. 1117812375 
12664/3012 

.1315213553 
$J49113BBBI4320 

.. $552015990 

. . $398814629 
. 1567017475 
1525015740 

. 1154311 95 112157 

. 1179711 99512099 
122601246612772 

1329513450 
13564 

. 141111425014480 

. 135191411 414185 

. 158351589016999 
1802B 

151501547316143 
I 722 311029 5 

112 102 
19374/1 1250 

>1 3490 
110558 
112760 

. I 172BO 
1168412060 

... 12762/3199 
..... 14999/5499 

S3393/3B70 
..... I 365613B57 

PROTABlE SlT 3B65120 - 601120 .$502215560 

PORTABLE3B6 - 401100MB 1477715577 


APPLE 

Moe CLASSIC . 199B 
Mac PlUSIM11c SE1 1f0) 1124 711952 
Mac SE- 20140MB ... $205412363 
Mac SE30 - 1140/80MB $27751292013B95 
Mac IIC•- 11FDI140MB 1432015090 
Mac IIC•- 80/ l OOMB . 1545315762 
Mac IICM- 1140MB . 1334713885 
Mile llx- 1f0 140M8 1377714130 
Mllc 111- - 8011 60MB $780518536 
Appl~ 21 ~ Moru toTincl C111rd 11873 
Mac PORTABlE 1140MB 1359913888 

LAPTOP I PORTABLE 

NEC 
UL TRAL1TE - 64(lt(BI1 MB 
PAOSPEEO 286!16 - 40/1 00MB . 
Pfl OSPEEO 3865X - 401100MB 
PAOSPEEO 38611 6- 401100MB 

TOSHIBA 
TIOOOITIOOOSE 
11000XliT 1000LE - 20MB 
T1200XEIT2000SX - 20MB 
T2000SX - 40MBIT 1200HB - 20MB 
T1600- 20140MB 
T3 100SX - 40180MB 

I 159611630 
1298914186 
1399914695 
1406814 732 

165511 099 
11 49511645 
I 1995/3249 
135B5!1 395 
12275124B5 
1390014420 

T3 100.1T3200 - 40MB . 1279512925 
T3200SX - 401120MB . 1371514250 
T3200SXC - 120M8/T5100- 100MB . 1559514395 
T5200 - 4011001100MB 141951461515265 
T5200C - 200MB/TB500 - 100MB . 1617513695 

AST RESEARCH 

BASE SYS TEMS 
AST BRAVO 286 1824 
AST BRAVO 3B65X116 . 11464 
AST PA EMIU M 2B5 l1047 

AST RESEARCH tContlnuedJ 

AS T PREMIUM 3B6SX /1 6 
AS TPREMIUM 3865X 120 
AST PREMIUM 386·25 
AST PREMIU M 386-33 
AST PREMIUM 386·33T . 
AST PRE MIUM 386 ·33TE 
AST PREMIUM 486·25 . 
ASTPREMIUM 485-2SE 
AST PREMIUM 4B6-25TE 

HARD DRIVE 

NEC 

0 - 3142 65MB 23MS Rll . 

D- 3661 110MB 18MS ESDI . 

D- 5655 150MB 18MS ESDI 


CONNOR 

CP 3100 - 100MB.25MS 

CP3044-44MB.2BMSKIT 

CP30B4 - 80MB.19MS KIT 

CP3104 - 100MB.25MS KIT 

CP3204 - 209MB. 19MSKIT 


IBM 

20MB - PS1301PS2 30!2B61 . 

30160M8 - PS2 50Z.55SX .70's 

120MB - PS2 70170A 

40170MB - PS2 60"s.80's 

115131 1MB - PS2 60's.80's 


IMPRIMIS 

94181 - 3B5H.SCS1 

94181 - 702 .SCSI 

94186 - 3B3H.ESDI 

94191 - 765.SCSI 

94196 - 766.ESD1 

9480 1- 1.2,SCSI 


MAX TOR 

10B5 - BOMB.MFM 

43B0 - 3BOMB.SCSI&ESDI 

B7 60 - 760MB .SCSI&ESD1 


TOSHIBA 

MK 134FA 44!66MB. MFMIRLL 

MK156fA 155MB 23MS ESDI 

MK358FA 760MB 16MS ESDI 

MK35BFB 760MB 16MS SCSI 
 ......... 


NOVELL NETWORK 

NETWAAE ELS 11ELS2 . 1519111 80 
NETWARE ADVANCE V2.15 . 11990 
NETWARE Sfl V2.15 12990 
NETWARE 386 V3 .0 14499 
NETWARE 386 V3.1 .. $4999 

MATH COPROCESSOR 

INTEL 
80B7 - 5180B7 - 1180B7 - 2 .. 185115 511 25 
B02B7 - 61BI101BOC2B7 $11 7118612061269 
803B7 - SX11&120 1297130BI349 
803B1 - 25133 . I44BI539 

liT 
8C287 - 618!10 112511901209 
8C2B7 - 12120 12651289 
8C3B7 - 16120125133 . 129BI33014201536 

MITEK 
3167-20125133 .. 1309/3851529 

CYRIX 
80387 - 15120125133 . . 1278132514101509 

ATICOM SYSTEMS 

On~t 'tt!.tr Wimtnry - TCMer Cis~ A111illblrt - 1~/220V 

ATICDM 286·12MHr SYSTEM. . 1749 
- 1MB RAM 
- 40MB HOD/1.2MB OR 1.44MBFOO 
- BASE CONFIGURATION WITHDOS 4,01 

... 11499 
. $17 49 
13044 
1371B 
14065 
14386 
14729 
15070 
15403 

1325 
1605 
1745 

1499 
1339 
$479 
1535 

11122 

14721515 
171611015 

1153B 
IB271 1035 

.. 11555/3323 

12028 
123 14 
11757 
12802 
12802 
147B4 

.. 1577 
.. 11650 

12B02 

. 1315 
1735 

. 12250 
12395 

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED! 
For International Orders, FAX Us at (415) 680-1408 

ATICOM SYSTEMS (ContlnuiJd) 

Ont Yl!'al W.tr~llnty - Towtr Cue Avakble - 110!210V 

ATICOM 286NWORKSTAT10N .1699 
- 100% NOVEll READY. w/14- Monc MoMor . 
ATICOM 386SX - 16MHz 
AT1COM 3B65X - 20MHz 
ATICDM 386 - 20MHz . 
ATICOM 386 - 25MHz wi64K CACHE 
ATICOM 386 - JJMHz w/64K CACHE 
ATICOM 4B6 - 25MHz 1SA 
ATICOM 4B6 - 25MHz EISA 

Abowt SUPER VGA SYSTEMS cons.isl of: 

- 2MB RAM 
- 1.2MB & 1.44MB FOO 
- 1024X76BSUPEAVGACARD wi512K 
- 14 '1024X76BVGACOLORMON1TOA 
- 1PARALLEL & 2 SERIAL PORTS 
- 101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD 
- MS 005 3.3 OR 4.01 

MEMORY UPGRADE OPTIONS 
2MB KIT 
4MB KIT 
8MB KIT 
16MB KIT 

HARD DISK OPTIONS 
44MB 28ms KIT 
80MB 19msK1T 

100MB 19msK1T 
200MB 19msKIT 
330MB 16ms ESDI/SCSI KIT 
760MB 16ms ESOI ISC SI KIT 
1.2GB SCSI KIT 

OTHER OPTIONS 
SEAI~l MOUSE 
TRACK BALL . 
9600 BAUD FAX /MODEM CARO 
120MB TAPE BACKUP. 
MS WINDOWS 3.0 wiMOUSE 
UPS 600WATIS 
UPS 1000WATIS 
Prins"" offtff'd w;,h sysrem purchl~ only 

VIDEO BOARD 

All 
VGA WONDER. 1024•76B.256K . 
VGA WONOEA.1024•768.256K,MOUSE 
VGAWONOER . 1024•768.512K 
VGA WONDER. 1024•76B.512K .MOUSE 

GENOA 
VGA 6300. 1024•768 - 256K I512K 

MONITOR 

IBM 

I 1339 
... 11479 

. . I 1699 
117B9 
11959 
12999 
14599 

. 1120 
1239 

. 1419 
. 11129 

.. 129B 
1595 
1645 

. 11 095 
11895 
12995 
14695 

. 139 
169 

1299 
1269 
1119 
1475 
1695 

1206 
1240 
1243 
1264 

11 7511 96 

B503185 121851 3 MONITOR . 120314371530 

NEC 
MUL TISYNC 2A /301PlUS 
MUl TISYNC 50 /XL RGB 

$47316091858 
12348!1 B69 

SONY 
14. FOR Mac/1304 SUPER VGA 17001682 

LASER PRINTER 

APPLE 

IMAGE WRITER/lASER WRITER 

LASERWRITER - IINTn!NTX 


CA NON 

LBP- 8 111 n11R 

BJ - 10e PORTABlE PAINTER 


HP 

DESK JET • /DESK WRITER 

LASER JET - lln!DmP 

LASER JET - ll lniiD 

PA IN T JET - COLOR IXL 


IBM 

4019 -001 LA SER PRINTER . 


.. 1442!1971 

. $339414527 

I 179912724 
1399 

. 16581749 
. I 1488125991972 

1159912649 
. 197411B71 

11 658 

LASER PRirHERS Cohti,ued 

NEC 
LC290JlC890JlC890XL . . .. 1254 71304713492 

PANASO~C 

KX - P4420144SO. ' IB49!1250 
KX - P44S5 Post scnpl 12 199 

OMS 
PS800 - 2Jl>SB10/PS JET + 12124/3312123 17 

TOSHIBA 
PAGE l ASER 12 

PRINTER 

EPSON 
FXB501FX 100/fX 1050 
LX81011.0510Jl0B50 
L0950.~0 10 101l01050 
L0225M 02550 

IBM 
PRO PRINTER - llmXLJ111 . 
PRO PRINTER IIIXLIOUICK WRITER 
PflO PRINTER - X20!1Xl24E 
QUIET WRITER Ill 

NEC 
P2200!P 2200XEIP5200 
P5300!P9Xl 

OK!DATA 

. 12673 

.. 13281363/450 
119513651485 

. 149414211623 
... 19351935 

135314921452 
15B619B3 

.1578/765 
11080 

131012B91486 
161BI935 

17211 8211B2; 11 8211JABO I 196123212361236 
320132 113901391 1329144514491599 
3931393 COLOR 196611038 

PANA SONIC 
KX  P1092i!P1 18011191 133211651216 
KX - P112 41P1592!P1595 . 1279122814, 
KX- P152 4!1'1624!PI695 . 151014121414 

STAR MICRONICS 
NX15001NX24001NX2410 . 12B112951386 
NX24151XB24 - 101XB24 - 15 . . . 151414191572 
XR10001XR1500 .. 13421446 

PLOTTER I SCANNER 

HP 
7440AI7470A/7 475A . $946140311 360 
7550AI7 570AI7 575A . . 128471288913774 
7595AISCANJET- & INT . SIW . 16422/1495 
SCAPIJET • nNT SNI $10551470 

TAPE BACKUP 

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS 
120MB XT.AT - EX U NT 13641260 

IBM 
6157ST TAPE OR - 6011 50MB 198811582 

TE AC 
150MB TAPE BACKUP 1123 

UNIX SPECIAL 

SYSTE MS 
AS T PREMIU M 486125 14129 
UNISYS PW 500120A 12255 
UNISYS PW 800133A 14180 
UNISYS S/480 $10495 
WVSEsys1em 386/3215 13984 

PERIPHERALS 
COMPUTONE ALC ·EISA 11090 
COMPUTONE AlC ·ASYNC .1818 
STORAG E01MEN. XIS TOR . 13590 
MA YNARDIARCHIVE VP 11238 
GIGATRE NO UNIOAT!SCO 

SOFTWAR E 
CONN. ATlANTIX COCONET 
UNIPLEX FOR SCO XENIX JBB 
SCO UNIX V/386 3.2 
sco vPnx 
XE N!X 3B618 USER! 
XE NIX 386 116 USERI. 

• Prices are FOB USA shipping point an d subject to change. 
• Pleue add 4 '% Howes t in Industry) handling charge (Minimum $20) on FOB pr ice for 

internation al order , 
• 14.S% {low es t in Industry) restocking charge on non·defect tve or non-authorized return. 
• No return on o~:~eneO softwero . 

$4253 

11980 
11390 

• 3.95"' surcharge tor VISA/MC and minimum surcharge for LIC term. SHIPPING BY 
• We do not cherge your credit card until your order is shipped. • Airfreight 

• Fe deral Express 
• Not responsible for typographical eu ors. ~ . • UPS AI< 

• Shi pping & insurance u tra. 
• AJJ rredtfNrlu • cknowiNI/ftl. 

• All products 84' 8 new and carry manufaCt urers' w auanty. ~«"' 

. ~ . ~ 
Member of the World Trade Cemera Aaaocletlon ''-.._... \: ' \ ·...._/ 

• US Mtil Expren 
• DHL 

http:1024�76B.51


l MB UPGRADE KIT 
2MB UPGRADE KIT 
4MB UPGRADE KIT 
1MBUI'GRA.DEKIT 

- UPGRADE KIT 
4M8 UPGRADE KIT 
16MB UPGRADE KIT 
4M8 UPGRADE KIT 
IBMBIJPGRADE IC O 

1MB UPGRADE BOARD 
2M5 UPGRADE BOAAD 
3MB UPGRADE BOARD 
'MR UPGRADE BOARD 
2MB UPGRADE BOAAD 
l ·lr.IB EXP BRO 

1MB UPGRADE Kll 
4r.IB UPGRADE Kll 
1M8 UPGRADE Kll 
4MB UPGRADH11 
I ~ l.IPGRADE KO 
2MB UPGRADE Kll 

2MB MEM EXP KIT 
4MB MEM EXP KIT 
2MB MEM EXP KIT 

S12K KIT 
I MB AOO.ON~E 
4MB AOO.ON MOOU.E 
4MBAOO.ON~E 
1MB MEMOIIY EXP. 8RO 
1MB MEMOIOY EXP. 8RO 
INTFC BRO 

4MB MEMOIOY ~E 
1MB MEMOIW MOOU.E 
2loll! MEMOIOY ~E 
...,BMEMORY~E 

2M!! MEMORY EXP. 11110 
1MB UPGRADE tCIT 
1MB UPGRADE KtT 
BloiS MEMORY EXP. 11110 
-4MB UPGRADE KIT 

INTFC BAD 
2r.IB UPGAADE KIT 
EXPBAD 

1M8 MEMORY BOARO 
2MB MEMORY80ARO 
4M8 BAD 

2MB MEMORY MODUlE 
4MB MEMORY r.IOOULE 

I'OIIIIOOO.S 

APPLE 

II, lK:X. IIX. PlUS, SE. S!IJO 
PlUS, SE 
It , UCX . IIX , PlUS, SE. SE/30 
11CI 

liCI 
L..WfiterUJWTX 
IICI , ICX 

~~· MFX 

W.C PORTABlE 
W.C PORTABLE 
MAC PORTABlE 
W.C PORTABlE 
w.c Sl 
W.C CLASSIC 

PREr.IUM l88t33 
PREr.IUM n, 488125,386125 
PREr.IUM 386CJ1 e 
PREM 286. JNC/1 e 
PREr.IUM 3M 
PREr.IUM 48ll 

AT&T 

AT&T 8286 WGS 
AT&T 8386, 83B6E WGS 
638MX. 
6386125 • /33 WGS 

COMPAQ 

DESK PRO 286-lB6120o. 20. 25l25t. 288o 
3865 
lB6S 
PORTABlE 3B6 
POATABlE 386 

SlT/286 
SlT/388 
SLT/388 
SlT/388 

388J16 
386/18 
386/18 
38 6/16 
386/18 

PORTABlE 01 
PORTABlE IU 
PORTABlE Ill 

LTE 286 
lTE 281 
LTE 288 

3885120. 1'1'3881< 
3885120. 1'1'2881<. 38611 

2MB MEMORY r.IOOULE 386133. 488125, 
SYS PRO, 331. 

BMS MEMORY r.IOOULE SYS PRO I 486/25 

0-18MB EXP BAD 2861< . 386N 

4r.IBBOARO 

4MB-32MB 

4MB UPGRADE KIT 
BMB EXP BAD 
12MB 
18MB 
24MB 

4MB-12MB 
16MB 
20M8 

8MB 

16MB 

32MB 

BMB 
12MB-BM8 

16MB 

16M8 

1MB 

BM8 
12MB 

DATA GENERAl 

AVIION SEIUES 

OECS TAnDN 3100 
DECSTAnDN SOOO 
OECSTAOON S000 

VAX 3100 
VAX 3100 
VAX 3100 
VAX 3100 
VAX. 3100 

VAX 3100 
VAX 3100 
VAX 3100 
VAX 31 00 
VAX 3100 

VAX 3000 SER . 
IMICAO VAX 011 
VAX 3000 SER . 
!MICRO VAX Oil 
VAX 3000 SER . 
(MICRO VAJ. III l 
VAX 2000 
VAX 2000 

r.ICROV.lX 11 
MICAOVAX II 

MICRO VAX 11 

VAX 8600,18650 

VAX· ll/780, 11 /7 85 

VAX -11nBO. 11 1765 

VAX-n n so. 11n30 

VAX · 11n50 
V.AX -11n50 

PAYMENT TERMS: Qn US Funds Onlyl 

• lntom.tionol Money Ofdot 
• Certified I Coohior'• Chock 

REf . PIN 

M0218 
M0219 
M02707 
M0291U.... 

M0 292ll·A 
M6006 
N!A 
M0371U.... 
N!A 

M0 248 
N!A 
N!A 
N!A 
N!A 
N!A 

500718-002 
5007~ 
50051~7 
50051~ 
50051~ 
5007111-004 

113012.()()1 
11Je4&.001 
113132.001 
112S34.001 
11363).()01 
107651.001 
107707.001 

110237.()01 
118303-001 
118304-001 
118305-001 

10801917 1.001 
10806S.001 
108071..001 
1011070/12.001 
108072.001 

107808-001 
107332.001 
107811.001 

117081.001 
117081.()02 
117081 .()()3 

118689.001 
1186~1 

115144.()01 
118561.00 1 

1187~1 

MS01AA 
M502AA 
NIA 

MS01 ·AA 
MS42-l<A 
N!A 
MS42-CA 
~,. 

NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 

MSBSOAA, 
M7621 
MSe508A. 
M7622 
MSBSOI!A, 
M7622 
MS400CA 
MS400CA 

MS63QI!8 
MS630CA. 
M1609AX 
MS630CA, 
M71109AX 
MSIJ«:A. 
LOC225 
MS78a'X, 
M8373 
MS78CJX. 
M837. 
MS7SOCA, 
M87SO 
MS7SCK 
MS7!CK 

151 
IM 
m t 
"' 
12.27 
us.,.. 
U 11 
11004 

1254..,. 
1,.. 
11235 
UOI 
1104 

...-172 
1241... 
1119 

11 17 
1234 

1123 

152 
095 
IMO 
IMD 
1151 
1202 
IM 

t 7• t 
1209 
1359 
t:l41 

13!11 
186 
t71 
$1 111 
S319 

tiS 
11 23 
t1S4 

1104 
1111 
11 13 

11:18 
1331 

11 49 
IIU .,. 
117<10 

141 0 
1904 
17267 

U 10 
11 78 
Ul33 
$1765 
12542 

1598 
1930 
11333 
11723 
12087 

$1073 

l ltl& 

I :lUI 
1110i 
11 495 

1735 

$1013 

111!12 

136 73 

..... 
1 1217 

ln4 
13!100 
IS395 

MEMORY 
UPGRADES 
New... 10096 Compatibility.. . 

Lifetime Warmnty 
- Guamnteed

1MB UPGRADE KIT 
1MB UPGAAOE KIT 
4M8 UPGAAOE KIT 
MIUPGRADEKIT 

2MB UPGAAOE BOARD 
4M8 UPGAAOE BOARD 
2MB UPGRADE KIT 

MIIIRO 
-IIRO 
2MB UPGRADE l iT 

-UPGRADE KI T 

1MB UPGRADE IUT 
2MB UPGRADE KIT 
- UPGRADE liT
SMIUPGRADElJT 

2MB UPGRADE BOARD 

- UPGRADE 80ARO2MB UPGRADE 80ARO 
3MB UPGRADE 80ARO 
- UPGRADE 80ARO 
2MB UPGRADE liT 
- UPGRADE KIT
-UPGRADE KIT 

1MB UPGRADE lll 
2MB UPGRADE llT 

- UPGRADE KJT8MB UPGRADE lJT 

2MB BOARD 
4M8BOAAD 
8M880ARD 

REf . PIN 

EPSON 

n •• 38ei20 A808'J91 
llo. 3811/20, lB6SX, 386125 A806231 
lit, 386/20, 386SX, 3811125 NIA 
lit, 388SX A808 t0 1 

EPl eooo 185401 
EPl eoDO NIA 
EPl eoD0 NIA 

EVE REX 

3811 STEP 33 
48ll STEP 25 

286 STEP 12, 16, 20, 3B6 
STEP IS 
286 STEP 12. 16, 20, 3811 
STEP IS 

3M ST£1' 16, 20, 25 
3M STEP 16. 20, 25 
3811 STEP 16. 20, 25 
3B6 STEP 16, 20, 25 

LAS!JUET H. I D 
LAS!JUET II , I D 
LAS!JUET II, liP 
LAS!JUET II , liP 
LASEAJET II , liP 

VEClRA OS/1 65 ESI1 21'C 
VECTRA OS/165 RSI20PC 
VECTRA 051205 RS/l!iPC 

VECTRA 48ll PC 
VECTRA 388/25 
VECTRA 4Be PC 
VECTRA 4Be PC, 388/U 

HPIAPOllO 

DN 3000 
DN3SOO, 4000. 4SOO 
DN3500. 4000. 4500 

N/A 
N/A 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 
NIA 
N/A 
N/A 

H334448 
H3344SB 
H3347SB 
H334788 
H334778 

D1354A 
D1542A 
D1~2A 

021SOA 
D2381A 
D2151A 
02125A 

N/A 
N/A 
NIA 

HP/9000 WORKSTATION 

1MB UPGRADE 
2MB UPGRADE 
4MB UPGRADE 
BM8 UPGRADE 

-BOARD 
8MB BOARD 

4MB CONTROU.ER 
BOARD 

4MB ADO.ON BOARD 
8MB BOARD 
12MB AOO.flf< BOARD 
1MB UPGRADE 
-UPGRADE 

-UPGRADE 
-RAM80ARO 
BMIRAMBOARD 
16M8 RAM BOAAO 

4-12M8 80ARO 
-BOARD 
12MB BOARD 
4MB UPGRADE 
BMIUPGRADE 
12MB UPGRADE 

512K KIT 
2MB K11 
2MB MODULE 
-MODULE 

2MB UPQRAOE KIT 
1MB MEMORY MODULE 

2M8 MEMORY MODUlE 
2M8 MEMORY BOARD 
4MB MEMOIOY BOARD 
Gm MEMORY MOOULE 
2·16MB EXP. CARD 

4-16Me EXP. CARD 

1MB MEMORY CARO 

2MB MEMORY CARD 

2MB M!MORY CAAD 

200, 310, 320 
200. 310, 320 
200, 310. 320 
200. 310, 320 

318 
318 

330 
330 
330 
330 
33 2 
332 

340 
345 
345 
345 

3!0 
3!0 
3!0 
3110 
3110 
3110 

PS/1 
PS/1 
PS/2. 9SXP 
PS/2, 9SXP 

301286, AOT SAO1497259 
7011 21 , 061 , E61 . 
SSSX , 85SX 
70!A21, A61 , 8 21 , 881 
801111 , 31 1, 121 , 321 
80/A21 , 80/A3 1 
!SSX . 65SX 
30. SO, SOl. 60, 
55SX, 655X 
70. 80 

LASER PAINTtll4019, 
4019E 
LASER PAINTtll 4019, 
40 19E 
ADAPT£11 64!0367 

N/A 
N/A 
NIA 
N/A 

NIA 
N/A 

NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 

NIA 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 
N/A 

1057035 
N/A 
6450902 
6450128 

30'53110 

6450603 
64soeoa 
6450319 
64510110 
34f2933 

6450609 
34f3011 

1039138 

1039137 
6450372 

171 
171 
1141 
11211 

1112 
1m 
1102 

111!1 
ue2 

1117 

U:M 

t71.,., 
uso 
t4S2 

1130 
1205 
1146 
1112 
1231 

t1 17 
1234 
u ... 
171 
1140
l:m 
1653 

1996 
11610 
12116 

*571 
f 1071 
U 177 
fUIS 

13412 
1Hl3 

f:JI5! 1 
13246 
1Bel3 
17301 
1571 
11 396 

12006..... 
132llt 
14S86.... 
13248 
f7121 
11150 
13640 
11101 1 

111 
1351 
1151 
1317 

1134 ... 
11:18 
1146 
1341 
1327 

1541.... 
11 17 

1169 
I lOS 

REf. PIN 

IBM COMPATIBlE IXT & AT) 

128K 
2S8K 
512K 
1MB 
2MB 

512K 
1MB 
2MB 
3MB--

XT 
XT 
XT 
XT 
XT 

AT 
AT 
AT 
AT 
AT 
AT 

1MB MEMORY EXP. BRO POWERMATE SX PlUS 
2MB MEMORY EXP. BRO POWERW.TE SX PlUS 
- MEMOfiY EXP. BAD POWERW.TE SX PlUS 
8MI MfMOA'I EXP. IIIIO POWERMATE SX PlUS 
2- BOARD POWERW. TE SX PlUS 
4-BMI BOARD POWERW. TE SX PlUS 

1MB UPGRADE KIT PROSI'ml 286. 
SX !NOT TliE PlUS I 

2MB UPGRADE liT PROSPEED 286 
- UPGRADE liT PRCSPE£0 286. 

2MB UPGRADE KIT 
8MI UPGRADE KIT 

SX (NOT THEPlUS I 

PROSPHO 3B6 
PR OSPEEO 3B6 

-BOARD POW£RW.TE 386116, 20 
8MI BOARD POWERW. TE 386116, 20 
16MB BOARD POWERW.TE 386116. 20 
2MB UPGRADE KIT POWERW. TE 388/25 
8M1 REPlACEMENT 8RO POWERW. TE 388/25 
8MI UPGRADE KIT POWERW.TE 388/25 
2MB UPGRADE KIT POWERW. TE 386/255 
8loll UPGRADE KIT POWERW. TE 3811/255 

2MB CPU UPGRADE liT POWERW. TE SX/20 
2·8loll EXP. BAD POWERMATE SX /20 

N!A 
N!A 
NIA 
N!A 
N!A 

NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
N!A 
N!A 
N/A 

Al'C-HBSOE 
N!A 
Al'C·II852E 
N!A 
Al'C ·H25 1E 
Al'C·H250E 

PC · 21 -21 
A 

PC ·21 ·22 

PC -31 -21 
PC ·31 ·22 

N/A 
N/A 
N!A 
Al'C-HI55SX 
APA -HI!I57X 
Al'C-He58X 
OP -410. 5201 
01'..011).5202 

01'..010.8101 
OP-4 10.8102 

SiliCON GRAPHICS IIRIS SERIES! 

-KIT 
liMB KIT 
-lJT 
18MB KIT 
BMIKIT 

4M80POON 
8MB OPnON 
4M80PT10N 

•MB OPTION 
liiMBOPnON 

18M80PnON 
16MB 
32M5 
64MB 
BloiB OPnON 

4MBOPnON 
8r.oBOPnON 
12MB OPnON 
18MB OPnON 
20MB OPnON 
24MB OPnON 

8MB OPTION 

1&MB OPTION 

32MB OPTION 

PERSOIW. 40/20125 
PERSOIW. 40120125 
PRO 40140/S0i7Cl/60 
CS /1 2 TURBO 12/18 
POWER SEIO. 4011 2012201 
240(280 

31!0 
31!0 
31110, 3180, 4/60, SPRAC 

SPRAC SlC 
SPRAC 41110 

~ 1 10 
4/330 
4/3 30 
•/330 
41330. 41370 

H4C04A 
HU9C168 
H4C048 
H•9C168 

H4C06X 

N/A 
HIA 
X104C.G.H 

X105Z 
X116H 

X1H!O 
N/A 
NIA 
NIA 
X1081f 

3115.110,140.150,1110,180 N/A 
3116.110,140,150,1110.1 80 NIA 
3115.110,140, 1!0,1110, 180 NIA 
3/75,110,140,1!0,1110, 180 NIA 
3175,110,1.0. 150. 180,180 NJA 
3175,110,1-40, 150, 160,180 N/A 

3/ 2110.280,470.4110, 
412110,280 NIA 
3/ 2110.280,470.480, 
412110.280 NIA 
31 260,280,470.480, 
412110,280 NIA 

TOSHIBA 

f115 
1154 
me 
1206 
uu 
11t3 
1234 
1331..,.
1501 
17t3 

1293 
150 1
•n• 
1141t... 
1131 

12!0 
1383 

1254 

1:183 
11404 

f7 1S 
f1001 
f1Sol7 
•ssJ 
11&24 
11553 
114 1 
1492 

1:183 
1313 

169!1 
12643 
16!19 
12643 

11906 

1754 
11125 
12!0 

1345 
11321 

J102S 
12417 
..925 
U711 
1507 

11 138 
11&84 
1Z208 
13244 
....53 
15525 

..,.. 
111 143 

6 12K8 MEMOIOY llT 
2MB MEMORY KIT 
3MB MEMORY Kll 

T3100E 
T3100E 
T3200 

PCIH'A8340U 171 

2MB MEMOIOY CARD 
2MB MEMOIOY KIT 
8MB MEMORY KIT 
2MB MEM<li'Y K11 
4MB MEMORY Kll 

2MB MEMOAY CARD 
2MB MEMORY CARD 
4r.IB MEMOIIY CARD 
1MB MEMORYCARD 
2r.IB MEMORY CARD 
2MB MEMOAY KIT 
8MB MEMQAY KIT 
2MB MEMOIOY CARD 

1MB UPGRADE KIT 
2MB UPGRADE KIT 
4MB UPGRADE KIT 
2MB UPGRADE KIT 

1MB EXP. CARO 
2MB EXP. CARO 
2MB EXP. CAAD 
2MB EXP. CAAO 

1MB EXP. BRO 
4MB EXP. BAD 

T5100 
T5200 
T5200 
T32CO.SX 
T3200.SX 

T1600 
T3100.SX 
T3 100SX 
T1 000/SE. XE 
TlOOO.SE . XE 
TBSOO 
TBSOO 
T1200XE 

ZENITH 

Z3811/20, 25. 33, 33E 
ZJ8&120. 25. 33 
ZJ8&120. 25, 33. 33E 
Z3B6SX 

SUPERSPORT 286. 288E 
SUPERSPOAT SX. 2B6E 
SUPERSPORT SX 
SUPERSPORT SX 

TURBOSI'ORT 386, 3861 
TURBOSI'ORT 3B6E 

PCIH'A8341U 11 29 
PCI5-I'A7137U 1305 

PC1.PA8301U 1172 
PCtiH'A8304U I 172 
PC .PA8313U 11116 
PC12-PA8307U 121 
PC12-PA8909U 13:18 

PC8.PA8302U 
PC 15-I'A8308U 
PC 15-I'A8310U 
PC14.PA8311U 
PC1 • ..PA83 12U 
PCIIH'A8l04U 
PC.PA8313U 
PC1J.l'A830!U 

2AJeOOME 
2AJBOOMG 
2A3800MK 
Z·110S.1 

ZA -180-66 
2A ·180-M 
2A·UI0-8! 
2A·UI0·87 

2A ·30J4.ME 
NIA 

11 72 
1121 
Ill! 
1217 
1273 
1150 
f1170 ..... 

IH 
f1l7 
13!10 
f 124 

1119 
1300 
1300 
1305 

1242 
1541 

lJ~Ib~ «~~~» ®~@o~~U'~ 
FAX: (415) 680-1408 
IJ~IL~~~ ~~®® 

1130 Burnett Ave., Suite H 

Concord, CA 94520 USA 
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VGAtoVideo 

Digithurst has enhanced 
its MicroEye Video 

Output Card (VOC) to in 
clude a Siemens ASIC , which 
gives you full graphics-on
live-video functionality . The 
VGA-to-video converter 
and overlay card provide 
sha rp text and graphics in 
resolutions of up to 640 by 
480 pixels , and you can use 
it to mix and record combina 
tions of computer graphics 
and video from other record
ings or from live camera 
sources. Or you can use it to 
present computer graphics 
through large-screen-projec
tion systems or one or more 
standard TV monitors . 

When you want to add 
text to a video picture or 
overlay graph ics of any 
kind, the MicroEye VOC lets 
you quick ly and easily 
create windows of variable 
size to contain inset areas 
of video or block s of com
puter-generated text and 
graphics. You can create 
masks of any pattern of 
pixels taken from video sig
nal s. If you change the 
mask in software, you can 
create effects such as fade, 
dissolve , and picture merge 
in any shape or pattern. If 

You can use the MicroEye Video Output Card to mix and record 
combinations of computer graphics and video from other 
recordings or from li ve-camera sources. 

you need to shrink or com fect s on the incoming video , 
press a video picture into a you will need the compan
part icular window or per ion MicroEye PB Card (see 
form other processing ef- July 1990 What' s New In 

ternational , page 64IS-48) . 
The card has a genlock 

mode that lets you use it with 
video mixers and other au
diovisual or TV studio equip 
ment . You can combine 
high-quality computer graph
ics with CCTV and video 
signal sources. 

The MicroEye VOC re
quires a half-length slot 
in an IBM PC. 
Price: £495 . 
Contact: Digithurst Ltd. , 
Newark Close , Royston, 
Hertfordsh ire SG8 5HL, 
U.K. , 44-763-242955; fax 
44-763-24631 3. 
Circle 1328 on Inquiry Card . 

An Innovative 
Outlook on the 
Future of Lisp 

T he new version of Del 
phi Common Lisp has a 

modular structure that lets 
you tai lor the size of your 
system to meet your re
qu irements. Delphi Common 
Lisp Plus (DCL +) al so has 
two new features: D-Prolog, 
a full implementation of 
Prolog wi th Edinburgh sy n
tax , and D-Motif, a Motif 
Graph ic Toolkit Interface . 

D-Prolog is designed for 

Our UPS is Ideal For Network workstation! 

IPS-300 

The back-up lime of UPS-500 is 110 minules for ® TOV 	 UP-SAFE INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 
PENDING1 sel of complele AT-286 or 25 minules for 2 E12647 3RD . FL. NO. 39. LANE 183, 

sels. • All-in-<Jne PCB design CHUNG HSING RD .. HSI CHIH CHE N. 

• 	Applicable for any brand. model. personal • High efficiency - 90% TAIPEI HSIEN, TAIWAN . R.O.C. 
TEL: 886-2-6438522-5 FAX: 886·2-6438787 compuler , network. facsimile machine. lelex • Regulaled square wave outpul 
HOLLAND OFFICE: machine. lelecommunicalions or OA equipmenl • Performance fu lly compalible wilh Novell UPS 
RONHAARSTRAAT 58. 

syslem. 	 mon ilor card AMERSFOORT. 3815MC . HOLLAND 
• We Also Offer AVRs (Siabil izers) • High frequency 50KHz MOSfiT operation. 	 Tel: 033·755253 Fax 033-755175 

• 400VA (8kg). 750VA (10.5kg). 1200VA EUROPE. EAST EUROPE . AFRICA MIDDLE EAST SMALL QUANTITY ARE AVAILABLE DIRECTLY 
(18kg). SUPPLY FROM OUR ROTIERDAM BONDED WAREHOUSE 
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Corfl'rTIOnView 2™ 
Shared by the Best 

Why do thousands of developers use Glockenspiel 
CommonView 2? 

Because it 's the most efficient route for developing 
applications that run on Windows, PM and OSF/Motif. 

It's a C++ class library that models the real world of GUis. 
From the development environment to the destination , 
Common View 2 is shared by the best. 

Previously, its benefits were enjoyed by Glockenspiel C++ 
users. Now it works with Borland C++ and Z01·tecl1 C++, 
giving Common View users full control over their choice of 
development environment. 

But that's only half the story. 

Using Common View, you avoid the 
complexity traditionally a sociated with G UI 
programming. 

With C++, you ex tend th CommonView 
hierarchy to your own requirements. 

Quickly! 

CommonView 2 
reduces the amount of 
code you write, 
increases the volume 
of re -u able code and 
produces small , effic ient 
and completely portable 
appl icati ons. 

And it 's ea y to use. 

Send for Free Illustrator 
CommonView 2 is simple to use and easy to 
learn. Now. with the tree CommonVIew 
Illust ra tor and hypertext help . you con 
quickly learn how windowing fea tures ore 
Im p lemented a nd manipu lated in 
CommonView 2. 
How to get it: Fox Glockenspiel direct or 
download it from the Byte DemoLink on BIX. 

The Efficient Choice 
Glockenspiel CommonView won the Computer 
Language Productivity Award of 1990. Here's 
why : 

• Develop Quickly 
For efficient Windows, PM or OSF/Motif 
development, choose from a range of 
integrated environments and support tools: 
Borland Programmer's Platform, Microsoft 
Programmer's WorkBench or Zortech 
WorkBench. 

• Produce Immediately 
The CommonView 2 class library lets you 
begin developing straight away. Use C++ 
to extend the existing class hierarchy to 
your own requirements . 

Build with confidence 
CommonView 2 is an extensible C++ 
library . It exploits the strong type-checking 
features of C++ to produce robust, 
bullet-proofed classes that you extend in 
confidence. 

Keep it small 
CommonView 2 applicat ions share the 
compact CommonView DLL. So you 're 
already starting off with a keen edge on 
efficiency. C++ keeps the application size 
to a minimum - apps begin at a mere Sk! 

• Watch it move! 
CommonView apps incur little overhead. 
They 're fast , efficient and smooth-ru nning. 

CommonVIew 2 fo r Borland version Glockenspiel C++ CommonVIew 
Glockenspiel C++ requires Borland and Zo rtech C++ tutorial end c lass 
requires C++ 2.0. Zortech versions require library reference 
Glockenspiel C++ version requires Windows SDK monuolond g[ocf«,nspie[
2.0 OM Zortech C++ 2.18 and/or PM SDK. 	 Illustrato r Included. da..<S coru tructors 
Microsoft C 6.0. 	 CommonVIew 

consists ot over 70 
classes. 

To ord4)r: 

Glockenspiel, 39 Lower Dominick Street. Dublin 1. Ireland. +353 ( 1) 733 166. Fox +353 (1) 733034 . 

UK: QA Training Ltd. (0285) 655888. Fox (0285) 6so537. Italy: lnferentio. (02) 26680568. Fox (02) 2364258. 

Benelux: Rijnhoove, +31 (71) 218121 . Fox +3 1(7 1) 21611 8. Sweden: Unsoff(01) 3124780. Fox (01) 3152429. 

France:Microtormorlc. (01) 4870 1900. Fox (01) 48702729. Germany, Switzerland, Austria: PSI. (06021) 492{). Fox (06021) 492- 11 2. 


Glockenspiel CommonView and Glockenspiel C++ are 
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NEWS 

INTERNATIONAL 

language interoperabi lity. Keep Your Eye 
You can develop a program 
modularly, adopting the most on the Stars 
suitable programming para
digm for each module from Now you can map the 
among functional Common positions of the moon, 
Lisp, procedural C , Prolog, stars , planets, and other ce
and object-oriented (i .e., lestial objects visible to the 
Common Lisp Object System naked eye on your IBM PC 
[CLOSJ) style. D-Motif is with SkyWatch. an interac
an object-oriented library for tive planetar ium program 
building user-interface ap designed for educational and 
plications under Motif. The recreational use. The soft
library includes an environ ware lets you adjust the date , 
ment for using DCL + with time , location, and direc
panels, menus, and clia tion of viewing within the 
logues that a llow you to in program , as well as a large 
voke Lisp functionalities, number of other parameter , 
such as trace, step, compile, including the size of the 
and load , and to select and field of vision. the color and 
edit files. brightnes of the stars, and 

Other DCL + features in the scale of the reference 
clude a full implementation grid, which you can super
of Common Lisp; a kernel impose on the display. 
implemented inC; multitask You can view constella 
ing; CLOS; a CLX inter tions in isolation to learn 
face between DCL and the X their outlines or flash them 
Window System; and the on a full display to identi fy 
Common Lisp User Interface them among their neigh-
Environment (CLUE), the bor . You can also add or re
portable X Window-based move the names of the con
system for user-i nterface stellations and the brighter 
programming in Common stars . A list of the constel
Lisp. DCL + also offers ef lations visible on the current 
ficiency improvements for screen is available at the 
general programming and press of a key, and a quiz 
object-oriented program mode lets you test your 
ming; a reduction in the knowledge of star names. 
size of compiled code; and a SkyWatch lets you rotate 
reduction of the Garbage the sky on the screen at inter
Collector calls through the vals ranging from I minute 
Immediate Data fea tu re , to one year, a feature that is 
which reduces memory useful for observing the 
usage. daily and hourly motion of 
Price: I, 150,000 lire for the stars and planets, the 
the kernel ; I , 150,000 to changing phases of the moon. 
3,950,000 lire for the or the progression of a solar 
graphics module (D-C LX+ , eclipse. 
D-CLUE, and D-Motif) ; SkyWatch requires an 
I ,950,000 lire for D-Prolog. IBM PC with 256K bytes of 
Contact: Delphi S.p.A., RAM, DOS 2.0. a graphics 
Via della Vetraia , II , adapter , and a monoch rome 
1-55049 Viareggio (LU), or color monitor. 
Ita ly , 39-584-395225 ; fax Price: £30. 
39-584-395366. Contact: Biosoft , 22 Hill s 
Circle 1329 on Inquiry Card. Rd., Cambridge CB2 IJP , 

U.K ., 44-223-68622 ; fax 
44-223-312873. 
Circle 1330 on Inquiry Card. 
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• Support WEITEK 4167 Copromsor 
• 6-IK1256Kb 2nd level cache memO!)' 
• p to 64Mb Memo!) on board 
• upport 8Q.l86 Burst Mode & EISA Bus 
• 6 EISA SLOT & 2 ISA SLOT 

33MHz: Byte BMARK CPU Index 9.64 
2SMHz: Byte BMARK CPU Index 7.25 

II o~~ ~®®"'~~~§~ 
• Socket for WEJTEK 4167 Coprocessor 
• 64 K/256Kb 2nd lc\'el cache memory 
• Video BIOS Cached inside CPU 
• 2 Scrial/1 Parallel 

TP486133A: Dhrystones 27472.3 (DHRY!Sec) 
15.225 MIPS 

TP486125A: 11 .2 MIPS 

~(#}£!\ @{E)@a@@U§~ 

• Support 80387 & WEITEK 3167 
• 64K/256Kb cache memory 
• Writc·Back Cache operation with both 

Read-Write cycle cal·hc 

TP386133C: Whelslones W/387 
1458.851 K-WHETISEC 
8.328 MIPS 

TP386125C: 6.206 MIPS 

30-DA Y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

• j TP ENTERPRISE LTD. -=·~ 
20rh Fl ., No. 1058. Minl/.<lwnl/ F.. Rd .. 
Taip<•i. Taiwan. R.O.C. 

Tt'l: 102! 753- 1930 
Fac 886-2-7531940 • XR6 -2-7153/05 
All Orand namt~s are regtsterea tt~rlemarks of thCif 

rsspecttve ownets 
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The Mistral 9600PC modem card uses compression techniques 
to preprocess data before it is transmitted , allowing the modem 
to achieve throughputs in excess of / 8,000 bps. 

Innovative 
Modem 
Technology 

A mber Logic says that 
its V.32 and V.32bis 

half-length modem ca rds 
enhance the performance of 
persona l computers. The 
Mistra l 9600PC and 
14400PC Y.32 and Y.32bis 
modems and the Mistral 
2400PC V .22bis modem of
fer enhanced high-speed 
communications and fit into 
most IBM PC and portable 
computers having a stan 
dard 8-bit bus slot. 

Using compression tech
niques to preprocess data be
fore it is transmitted , the 
Mistral PC modems operat 
ing at V .22bis can transfer 
data at speeds in excess of 
5500 bps , while the Y.32 
and V .32bis modems can 
achieve throughputs in ex
cess of 18,000 bps. You can 
upgrade the 2400 models to 
the 9600 and 14400 
standards. 

As with the desktop 

modems in the company's 

range , the PC ha lf-length 

modems combine mu lti stan

dard operation with MNP 

level 4 error control and 

MNP level 5 data compres

sion to prov ide enhanced on 

line performance and flex i

bility . Other features include 

pulse and tone auto-dialing, 

an audible call -progress 

monitor , automatic repeat 

dialing, security dial-back 

with password protection , 

and password-protected re

mote control via normal AT 

commands. 

Price: £399 for the Mistral 

2400PC ; £799 for the Mistral 

9600PC: £899 for the Mis

tral 14400PC . 

Contact: Amber Logic 

Ltd ., 33 Saltaire Rd . , Ship 

ley , West York shire BDI8 

3HH , U.K. , 44-274-585483 ; 

fax 44-274-589221. 
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Computer Aided Programming 

Application Generator and Relational Database 

Yes, 'PURE MAGIC' is what thousands of 
professionals all over the world experience 
working with MAGIC. MAGIC was designed for the 
professional developer concerned with providing 
solutions to real-life data processing applications. 
MAGIC is a powerful and innovative tool that 
outstrips all existing programming methods. 

No. 1 •
ID 

Programming Power 

* Awarded 1st Place by PC WEEK Poll - January 

* Outright 
1989 

Winner of Australian PC WEEK 
Database Challenge - Sydney, March 1989. 

MAGIC BENEFITS * Reduction of60 to 90% in software 
development time 

* Huge savings in software maintenance costs* Integral IBM™ host communication
* Enhanced human engineering* Standardization in development of end -user 

interface* Portability between various operating systems 
- PC-DOS1'M, Unisys-BTOS™, 
Convergent-CTOS™ 

STATE-OF-THE-ART FEATURES 
* Automatic non-procedura l processing* Quick prototyping too l
* Full multi-user RDBMS* Multi-fil e pop-up windows and zoom 

techniques 

~ 

~l\S~.,.. 
, ..... 

MORE MAGIC PRODUCTS 
DOS versions - LAN versions - Unisys BTOS/ XXX 
versions - AAC mainframe connectivity module 
Personal MAGIC - STatGRafstatistics and 
graphics package. 

SOME MAGIC REVIEWS 
"There is no competitive product" 
( PC TECH JOURNAL) 

"One of the most powerful DBMS packages 
available" ( PC MAGAZINE) 

"Excellent overall value" (PC WORLD) 

Distributor and Dealer Enquiries 
Welcome. 

Magic Headquarters: •Israel: MSE Lid .. 3 Bezalcl St. . Ramal Gan 52521. Tel : (972 31 751 1914. Fax : 751 6218 • U.K.: MSE Lid . (U.K.) Tel : [44 11 902 8998, Fax: 903 
1465 • France: Magic Fran e .A .• Tel : [33 II 4897 4820. Fax: 4897 8125 • Germany: Fink Software, Tel : [49 40( 527 0235. Fax : 524 4727 • Austria: M-Computer, Tel : 
(43 222] 535 9860. Fax : 53 59 861 • Hungary: Medicor Medorg Co., Tel : (36 I) 129 4281. Fax: 149 5957 • Australia: Sigma Data Co. , Tel : (61 21 957 3777. Fax: 957 2013 
• The Netherlands: A.V.R .. Tel : [31 10) 434 3262. Fax: 460 0805 • Switzerland: Aker S.A .. Tel : [41 22) 477 177. Fax: 477 348 • U.S.A.: Aker Corp. , Tel : [I 714) 250 
1718, Fax: 250 7404 • Japan: Wacom Co. Ltd .. Tel : [81 3) 985 fXHI. Fax : 985 8636. 
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AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 

LOW COST SMART UPS SYSTEMS.•..• 


/Gl' TUV NE'tll!!!n
'-!;./ ·sr.. 

'WAV( 

l 20v.,O 
H>. 
Mockh 
lo• 
To dAy '• 
E~opu111 

Bu.INc"u 

Dealer 

• 110 lln"ERNATlONAI. 1}76. $2}9. 
"400 SMART-UPS 1499. $}}9. 
"600 SMARHJPS 16,8. $4}9. 
"900SMART·UPS 11060.$729. 
U:SO SMART..t.JPS IU99. $9}9. 
2000 SMART· UPS 12099.$1090 

~ccuCard I NOW $199. 
low cost alternative to 

the use of standard 300 Va 
To 500 Va UPS systems. 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSfORMERS 
220v. I liOv. snp 1.!P I dowtf 
~ WATT. lAANsf $11. 
80 WATT. lRANsf ~$19. 
100 WATT. lRANSf iJ $28. 
200 WATT. lRANsf $ }4. 
}()0 WATT. lAANSf $ 40. 
,00 WATT. lRANSf $ ~9. 

1000 WATT. lRANsf. $ 89. 
)}()() WATT. lRANsf .......::. $ 98. 

"2000 WATT. lAANsf $116. 
"}()()0 WATT. lAANsf · •AP• $197. 
INTERNAT. 220v. PoWER CENTER 

& SuRGE SuppRESsoR 
8 Ourlns, 6 h. Co 

RETAil $,9.9' 


$29.95 

•• ANw whit ST...Oil--,...,_.. 
JIIV 2K :1000 WAn ZJO¥. ONLY MH. 12}9. 

VR211.D 2000 WAn no 1 nov. SMt. IJ'J9. 


MY7 ,00 WAU I Ill dE6lllAJOB) I 99. 

~ WE HAVE 11IE BEST PRICE 

~~~~~~~IJJOv. MOIIII.E I'OWER 
FOR YOUR VAN OR CAR I I'OWERS LA8 • 
EQUIPMENT, FAX MAOIINES, LAPTOPS, ~ 
PORTAalE TELEriiONES, NINTENDO . ~ 
con MACHINES , TYI'EWRITERS 79 

813-449-001 

FAX 8" - 449- 0101 A-1 
USA 800 - 821 - 4118 

KNAPCO 

OUAUTY DISTRIBUTION FOR 45 YEARS 

1201 HAMLET AVE. 
CLEARWATER FL. 34616 
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Each port of the Multiport Spooler-Selector can be an inpw or 
an output port , and the unit is able to accept data on all inpws 
and send data to all olllpllls at the same time. 

Multlport 
Spooler
Selectors 

T he Elproma Mult iport 
Spooler-Selectors are 

microprocessor-con! rol led 
and have additional memory 
for efficient performance . 
Each port can be an 110 port , 
and the units support a ll 
ports simultaneously, mean
ing that the Mult iport 
Spooler-Selectors can accept 
data on al l inputs and send 
data to all outputs at the 
same time. 

The unit tracks which 
file came first and work s on 
a f irst-in/first-out basis. 
You can select the output 
ports by a code word or 
through a pop-up menu . 
There are 15 models avai l
able : 4- , 8- , and 16-port 
models for seria l or pa rallel 
processing, output port 
selectable or not, and 
bidirectional. 
Price: I000 to 6900 Dutch 
guilders. 
Contact: Elproma B.V., 
Nijenda l 42 , 3972 KC Drie
bergen, Postbus 170, 3970 

AD Driebergen, The Nether

lands, 31-3438-18724; fax 

31-3438- 12286. 
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MacProlog 3.5 

L ogic Programming As
sociates ha added full 

color upport for graphics 
window with access to the 
Macintosh Color Wheel, 
sc rolling text f ields for help 
dialogue , a structured hy
pertext-sty le fi le browser , 
and dynamic menu fac ili
tie to the new release of it 
MacProlog serie of soft 
ware development tools. 
MacProlog 3.5 also in
cl ude new releases of the 
MacProlog compiler sy 
tern , the flex expert-system 
toolk it, the MacObject/ 
Prolog++ system, the Mac
Prolog Dialog Editor, and 
the new MacProlog/Oracle 
Interface. 

The graphics-based Mac
Prolog Dialog Editor elps 
you easily construct sophis
ticated user interfaces with a 
palette of dialog item such 
as buttons , check boxes, ra
dios, edit fields, text fields, 
icons, pictu res, and scrolling 
menus. By simply selecting 
and positioning items from 
the palette, you can create a 
mock-up of your dial g 
layout. 



"I Get Paid to Write Programs. 
And Now, I'm Writing Them 
Twice As Fast:' 

If you write programs for a living, get to know 

The Clarion Professional Developer® 2.1. 


It can cut applications development time by 50% or 

more without compromising your design. It's so fast 

and easy, you can complete prototypes while your 

clients watch. 


Professional Developer 2.1 can interface to routines 

from C and Assembler. It allows import and export of 

dBASE, BASIC and DIF files. Its application generator 

produces commented source code which can be easily 

adapted with its utilities to allow you to generate .EXEs. 

Network support is included at no extra cost. There are 

no run-time licenses or fees. And now Version 2.1 

includes Report Writer, which allows you to easily 

and intuitively create ad hoc reports and queries (from 

Clarion files, non-Clarion files 

or any combination). 


Professional Developer is an 

immensely powerful, easy-to-use 

DBMS application developer. We 

didn't say it: The PC WEEK 

poll of corporate satisfaction 

said it. We came out head and 

shoulders above the 15 other 

programmable databases. No 

one else came even close. 


In this business where 

time is money, let Professional 


Here's what American corporation 

Developer help you generate in a PC Week survey thought of the 


power and ease of use of Profes
more money for your time. 
sional Developer vs. competito 

Below is a partial list of our Any questions? 


world-wide network of dealers. 

For the one nearest you, call: 

(U.S.A.) 800-354-5444 (Canada) 305-785-4555 

CLARIONSOFTWARETW 
150 East Sample Road, Pompano Beach, FL 33064 
Clarion Software Products run on any ffiM PC. PS/2. or true compatible with 512K of memory and a hard disk. Clarion Professior.al Developer . is a registered 
trademark and Clarion Software is a trademark of Clarion Software. Copyright 1989 Clarion Software. dBA Eisa registered trademark of Ashton Tate. 

ARGENTINA BENELUX ENGLAND (UIQ FRANCE NEW ZEALAND SINGAPORE 
lnterSis SRL Advantage Software BV Dark Star Information Bionlx AN ZTEC H Company Ltd. Asiasoft Distri bution 
Buenos Aires 1428 The Netherlands Systems Bou logne Otahuhu, Auckland Singapore 
PHONE : 01-785-3513 PHONE : 31 - 20- 26- 46- 58 Essex PHONE: 33-1-46-05-74-89 New Zealand PHONE : 65-338-3866 
FAX: 01 - 782- 9544 FAX: 31 - 20-22-80-61 PHONE: 44-206-578- 224 FAX: 33- 1- 46- 05-01 -77 PHONE: 64-9-276-6715 FAX: 65-338-8303 

FAX: 44-206- 578- 504 FAX: 64- 9- 276- 3499 

AUSTRALIA BRAZIL FINLAND GERMANY NORWAY/SWEDEN SOUTHERN AFRICA 
Digital Solutions 
Margate 
PHONE: 61-07-883- 1851 

Tek lamatic 
Sao Paulo 
PHONE: 55-011-532-0469 

Super Systems OY 
Espoo 
PHONE : 358-0-509- 1043 

STF Software 
West Germany 
PHONE : 49- 8031 - 17631 

DENMARK 
ATM Corporation 
Skj oldtun, Norway 

Charlo t Software (PTY) Ltd. 
Steen berg 
PHONE: 27- 21-728- 705 

FAX: 61-07-283- 1217 FAX: SS-011 - 542-7751 FAX: 358-0-592-046 FAX: 49-8031 - 31543 PHONE : 47-5-137-285 FAX: 27-21-728-702 
FAX: 47-5-137-260 

Circle 416 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 417). 
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PC Upgrades NEWS 


Tl 1MB 
TIOOOSE- 4MB £389 SMB£749 
T2000SX- 4MB £389 SMB£749 
Same price for all the followings 
T1200XE,Tl600, T3100SX, T3100E, 
T3200SX- 2MB-£81 
T3100SX!f3200SX- 4MB-£285 
T5200 SMB-£630 

range 
1MB 4MB £162 
S & E Boards. Same price for both 
1MB £110 4MB £255 

T-lMB £89 4MB £427 

MCRAM32- 16(32 bit card Ok £160 
with 8MB £472 
2MB IBM Compatible Memory 
6450604- £75 6450608- £75 

Boca AT Plus. 2MB-£167 8Mb-£360 
l.a..,n Printer \ knwri~·-. 

HP IIP/III/IIID with 1MB £60 
Panasonic 4450i 4420 1MB £110 

SCSI Interface cards for AT and MCA 

Computers. Optional Data recovery 
for Novell Netwrok. Call. 

\lulti-lin:!nal \\ ord l'ron·""'r 
Supports 24 Languages. £120 
Extensive set of commands. 
Full Range of Fax/modem card. 
Please contact us for items not listed. 

'unlul'l l '" ·1 uday un 

l'l'l: .'72-I'JI7 F<.t\.:625-7(,-&'J 

Tel codes:071 for UK 

and 4471 for International Calls 

Prices are subject to cba.nge wJtbout 

no dee. 


AMOS Ltd. 

J()A,KIIburn Hlgb Rd 

London 


Trade Maiko :PS/2 & OS/2 belong to 

UK. IBM.Unix AT&T. Novell Novel Inc. 


~.~ COfTl>Uiero. 
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While you are designing communication between user 
the dialogue , you can freely terminals and X .25 data 
create , drag , delete , resize , networks via the IBM RISC 
or reedit items with the Sy tem/6000 subsystem . 
mou e. Once you achieve The user interface provides 
your desired layout , the edi standa rd CCITT packet as 
tor generates all the Prolog sembler/di assembler func
code needed to create the ac tions, which give you ac 
tual dialogue. You can im cess to the remote computer 
mediately execute this code by emulating an asynchro
for testi ng purposes or nous termi nal. If you prefer , 
paste it into a program you can access the PAD 
window . through an application 

The MacProlog/Oracle program . 
Interface provides a transpa r The package provides 
ent coupling between the multiple. simultaneous in
two products so that you can coming and outgoing ca lls, 
access Oracle tables from local and remote PAD con
within MacProlog as if they trol , file transfer support, 
were Prolog assertions. The scripts for automatic calls 
interface supports concurrent and log-ins, logs of incom
access and update, indexes, ing and outgoing ca ll s, and 
and data conversions, and it profile for easy configura 
offers full access to the Or tion of PADs. In addition, 
acle data dictionary . It also HBX-PAD supports reverse 
allows for the execution of chargi ng , closed user groups, 
general Structured Query packet- and window-size 
Language commands from negotiations, fa st select, and 
within Prolog . user data . The package also 
Price: £650 for the Mac lets you transfer files to and 
Prolog 3. 5 Programmers from the remote device 
Edition; £ 1250 for the Mac  using common f ile transfer 
Prolog 3.5 Developers Edi  utility programs. 
tion; £1000 each for the The security features of 
flex 1.21 and the MacObject/ the HBX-PAD and AIX let 
Prolog ++ 1.01 Program you limit incoming and out
mers Editions; £2000 for the going calls to specified call
flex 1.2 1 and the MacOb ers, assign incoming calls 
ject/Prolog ++ 1.0 I Develop to log-in or to a program , 
ers Editions; £250 for the control reverse charging, 
MacProlog Dialog Editor and limit callers to spec ified 
1.01 ; £500 for the MacPro functions within the IBM 
log/Oracle Interface. RISC System/6000. 
Contact: Logic Program  HBX-PAD requires an 
ming Associate Ltd ., Studio IBM RISC System/6000, one 
4 , Royal Victoria Patriotic to eight IBM X.25 Interface 
Building, Trinity Rd ., Lon Co-Processor/2 Adapter , a 
don SWI8 3SX , U.K., 44- modem and communica
81 -871 -2016; fax 44-81- tions line to an X.25 net 
874-0449 . work, and AIX 3. 1 or 
Circle 1333 on Inquiry Card. higher. 

Price: US$2000 per CPU. 
Contact: Hugbunadu r hf. , 

Access P.0. Box 437, Engihjalli 8 , 
202 Kopavogur, Iceland , the IBM RISC 

T

354- 1-641024; fax 354- 1
System/6000 46288 . 
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he HBX-PAD commu

nications package pro


vide the features of the 

CCITT X.3 , X.28, and X.29 

standards for asynchronous 




"PowerWatch is available in the •
United Kingdom from :" UN SYS 

313R'B 

THE WORLDWIDE LEADER 

IN DATA PROTECTION 
OFFERS THESE 

FOUR EXCITING 
PRODUCTS 

ICELOCK 
lcelock is on exclusive soft
wore protection device 
which allows any software 
reseller-trom developers to 
distributors to corporate 
users-to protect the pro POWERWATCH 
grams they sell or use from PowerWotch works with any 
software piracy. lcelock is a UPS to provide guaranteed 
small "dongle" which plugs software and hardware shut

FILELOCKInto any serial or parallel port down during a power failure 
on the computer-and yet before the UPS batteries ore Filelock is a combination of 
still leaves the port open tor exhoust€d. This eliminates hardware and software to 
peripherals. Software con be the possibility of UPS failure protect sensit ive data . 
used like a book: copies of when battery time is ex Rlelock inserts into any serial 
programs con be be kept in ceeded.ltsovesyourfile&,exits or parallel port to allow se
many places but only run on your programs and logs out of cured data to be accessed 
computers that hove the the network. Available toMS from within on application. 

aexclusive ICE device. DOS, XENIX and UNIX users. Fllelock maintains library 
lcelock encodes existing Compatible with a ll major of secure f iles and it 
EXE and COM files. networks. compresses secured fi les. 

TRACKERTM FIVE 
pusoNJI contact maNJ.gement sojtwan 

Tracker"' Five Is on "Intelligent· cordfile system which dramotlco lly simplifies the storage, retrieval, 
up-dating and access of information on clients. customers, and contacts. 

And,because Tracker"' Five can be o TSR (terminate and stay resident) system, 11 means that no 
matter what else you're working on, one hot-key brings Tracker ""' Five to the screen, ready to 
help you wnte o nate, schedule an appointment in your calendar. or retrieve a vital piece of 
information In an instant. 

DistributorshiPS available . call or fax: 

313 R/E Lid. 43 Argow Pl. Nanuet N.Y. 10954 Tel. 1 (800) UD 313 RE 
Tel. 1-(914) 623-1630. Fax (914) 623-7180 

WORLDWIDE SUPPORT 

Australia :. (62) 310728 Fax (62) 961815 Belgium: (013) 771902 Fax (013) 777372 
Denmark: (042) 804200 Fax (042) 804131 Italy: (02) 6698 1094 Fax (02) 6700 705 
Malaysia: (03) 719 8299 Fax (03) 717 6558 Netherlands: (020) 5861 411 Fax (020) 5861568 

United Kingdom : (0600) 5829 Fax (0600) 72179 
Circle 401 on Inquiry Card. 
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Run Eight 
Multimeters 
with No Mess 

W hen you combine 
Blue Chip Technol 

ogy's eight-channel scanner 
with the VIP board and soft 
ware, it provides the facili
ties of eight intelligent multi 
meters linked to a PC . You 
can use the scanner for a va
riety of applications, in 
cluding automatic testing , 
quality assurance, multi
point measurement , and elec
tronics troubleshooting . 

The scanner lets you 
select a different function 
and range for each channel. 
You can link as many as four 
scanners to provide up to 32 
input channels for each VIP
DMM card (see January In
ternational Short Takes, page 
72IS- 10). In addition , the 
scanner can extend voltage 
and current input ranges to 
1000 V and 10 amps. 
Price: £175 . 
Contact: Blue Chip Tech 
nology , Hawarden Industrial 
Park , Manor Lane , Dee
ide, Clwyd CH5 3PP , U.K ., 


44-244-520222; fax 44
244-531043. 
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With the eight-channel scanner for Blue Chip Technology's VIP
DMM card, you can select a different function and range f or each 
channel for a variety ofapplicaTions. 

Cresco Data's 
High-Speed 
SCSI TRAM 

T he CD-SCSI transputer 
module (TRAM) forms 

a high-speed interface be
tween external transputer 
networks and the host com
puter . The module interfaces 
to Hewlett-Packard and 
Apollo work tations by use 
of the CD-TSE (see March 
1990What 's New Interna
tional , page E&W 44) . 

The stackable Size 2 
TRAM has an intelligent in 
terface device (which can 
achieve a transfer rate of 
5 MBps), a T222-20 tra ns
puter . and 64K byte of static 
RAM and EPROM . You 
can use the module as a host 
interface or as a disk drive 
controller with any TRAM 
motherboard such a 
Cresco Data' s CD-TB40/AT 
series (see December 1990 
What' s New International, 
page 7215-41) . 
Price: US$950. 
Contact: Cresco Data A/S, 
Ore undsvej 148, DK-2300 
Copenhagen S, Denmark , 
45-31 -554270; fax 45-31 
550153 . 
Circle 1336 on Inquiry Card. 

Desktop FORTRA 
EXPERTS AGREE WHAT TO BUY - THEY JUST CAN'T AGREE WHY! 

FAST, FRIENDLY & FULLY FEATURED - rHEPERF£CTMIX-CAU-tiSNOJAJ.I 
(PISTI!tBU1VIlS RJ/l M~CL)()AfT'RtES') 

SALFORD SOFTWARE MARKETING LTD. MAXWEll BUILDING . THE CRESCENT · SALFORD M5 4WT. 
TELEPHONE: 061 745 5678 · FAX: 061 745 5666 

FTN77 386/486r!! extending DOS. ti!VIX 1/ERSI ON 
AIIAILA8(.£ NOW/ 

Circle 463 on Inquiry Card.9015·40 BYTE • APRIL 1991 



Compu$ave International 
Int'l Orders (602) 437-8208 FAX (602) 437-8988 

DIGITIZERS 

CaiComp 12 x 12 ......... ... ... 310 
.3 6 X 48...... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. 1,925 
H. P. Sketch Pro...... ... .. .. .. .410 
Kurta 12 x 12.... .. ..... .. .. .. ... 358 
12 X 17........... .. ... ........ .... 629 
NUMONICS ZEDPen .. .... .... .FAX 
Summa Sketch II ...... ... ......329 
12 X 18..... .. .............. ....... 599 

GTCO, Hitachi, Seiko.. .... .... FAX 

LARGER SIZES AVAILABLE 

Co-Star Corporation 
Compuserve 
Camp Accessories 
Camp . Peripherals 
Computone 
Control Systems 
Core International 
Cornerstone 
Crosscomm 
Cumulus 
Curtis Mfg . Co . 
Da Vinci 
Data Access Corp. 
Data Technology 
Datacom Tech . 
Datadesk lnt'l 
Datashield/SCI 
Datastormt......----..-----1 Dayna Comm.. Inc . r DCA 

AAPPS Asante OPT 
Abaton Technology AST Research Delta Technology 
Above Software ATI Technologies Dest 
Access Technology Avatar Technologies DigiBoard 
ilcer Bankier Companies Digital 
ACS Telecom Belkin Components DMIINC. 
ction Technologies Beseler Dove Computer 

Activision , Inc. Brightwork !lev. Dupont 
Adaptec, Inc. C4 Construction Net E-Machines. Inc . 
Advanced Digijal CHProducts Eastman Kodak Go . 
Advanced LagleRes Caere Corporation EFI Gorp . 
Adv . Traoducers Calcomp Elgar 
All Computer Calera Emerald 
Alloy Canon Erne~ 

mdek Cardinal Tech Enable 
American Micro Res Castelle Enter Computer 

mer. Power Conv. Cayman Systems EPD/CMS 
Anchor Automation cc:Mail Ergotron, Inc 
~nthem Electronics Central Point Everex/Emac 
Apple/Macintosh C. ltoh Everex/IBM Penph 
Artisoft CMS Enhancements Farall on 

~------~------~ F~ 
ALR 

Advanced Logic Research 

Business VEISA 386/33 
Model 1 01............... ..... . 1 ,754 
Model 40.. .. ............. ..... .4,125 
Model 80..... .... .. .. ........ .. 4,550 
Model 110.. .......... .. ...... .4,700 

Business VEISA 486/25 
Model 101... ................ ..3,515 
Model 40.. ... .... .. ...... .. .. .. 5,360 
Model 110........ ............ . 5,950 

FAX for other Models 

Fu jitsu 
General Interface 
Genicom 
Goldstar 
Grapevine Lan Prod 
GTCD 
Gupta Technologies 
Hayes 
Hercuies Computer 
HewleU-Packard 
Hitachi 
Hunt Mfg. 
Hyundai 
IBM 
Info. Research 
Innovative Concepts 
Intel 
lntellicom 
lnterleaf 
Inti Computer Group 

PLOTIERS 
Calcomp 1D23 .. .......... 3342 
Calcomp 1025 . . . . . . . . . . 4368 
Calcomp 1026 .. . .... . . . .. 6333 
Calcomp 1043 ............ 6468 
Calcomp 1044 ......... ... 8764 
Calcomp 1020 .... . . ... .. 15349 
Enter SP600 ... . ......... .604 
HI DMP61 ............... 2787 
HI DMP61DL .............3485 
HI DMP62 . . . . ......... 3752 
HI DMP62DL . . . . . . . . . . 4097 
HP7440 ................ 1165 
HP 7475A ............... 1519 
HP 755D . .. . ........... 2950 
HP 7570 . . .... .. ..... 2945 
HP 7575 ....... ..... .... 3657 
HP 7576 ...... .......... 4725 
HP 7579SX .. ........... 6505 
HP 75968 ..... . .........7626 
loline 3500 . . .......... 2220 
loline 3700-1 . . . ........ 2923 
loline 37008 . . . ........ 3062 
loline 4000-1 ............. 3409 
loline 4000-8 .... . .. .... 3617 
loli ne 7200-8 . . . . . .... 10590 
loline ArtPro 3500-1 ... .... 2682 
loli ne ArtPro 3700-1 ....... 3388 
loline ArtPro 37008 ....... 3527 
Ro land CAMM-1 . . .. 3255 
Roland CAMM-2 ........ .. 2553 
Roland DPX-2500 ......... 3956 
Roland DPX3500 .. .. . .... 4307 
Roland DPY-110D . . .. 810 
Roland DXY-12DO . . ...... 1149 
Roland DXY-1 300 ......... 1500 
Roland DXY-885 ........ . . 755 
Roland GRX-300AR .......3605 
Roland GRX-400AR ....... 4307 
Roland LTX-1 20 . . . ... 2412 

Mitsubishi 
Mountain Computer 
Mouse Systems 
Multi -Tech 
Natl Semiconductor 
NEG 
Norton-Lambert 
Novell 
Number Nine 
Nuvotech. Inc. 
Okidata 
Orange Micro 
Orchid Technology 
PAC.E. 
PacificDataProd 
Packard Bell 
Panamax 
Panasonic 
Paradise 
PC Guard ia n 
Perfect Data 
Persoft 
Personal Writer 
Phil ips 
PLI 
Plus Development 
Polygon 
Practical Peripherals 
Princeto nGraphic 
Prodigy Services 
Product R&D Corp 
Prometheus Prod 
Pure Data 
OOR 
QMS 
Qume Corp 
Racallntertan. Inc . 
Racore 
Reti~ 
Renaissance GRX 

1--------... Rodime SystemsRoland
SOFTWARE • We carry every 
major publisher and title! 

loline 
Iomega 
Irwin Magnetics 
J &L Info Systems 
Jovian Logic Corp. 
Kalmar Designs 
KAOlnfosystems 
Kennect Tech 
Kensingston Micro 
Keytronic 
Kimtron Corp. 
Kingston 
Koala Technologies 
Kurta 
Lapis Technologies 
Lan Systems 
Link Technologies 

Living Videotext 
Logitech 
Magnavox 
Manzana Micro 
Mass Micro System 
Maynard 
Megahertz 
Micro Displays Sys 
Microcom 
Microlytics. Inc. 
Micron Technology 
Microrim 
Microsoft Corp 
Microspeed Inc. 
Microtek 
MiHord Null Modem 
Miniscribe 

Rybs Electronics 
SL Waber 
Saber 
SAFE Power System 
Samoa 
Samsung 
Santa Cruz Oper. 
Sayene Technology 
SCI DataShield 
Sea gate 
Seiko 
Shiva Corp 
Siclone Sales &Eng 
Sigma Designs 
SMT Peripherals 
Soltklone 
Solana Electronics 
Sony 
SRW Computer 
Standard Mkrosys. 

WVSE Terminals 

30 w/keyboard ...... ... ...... ...292 
50 w/keyboard .... ..... .. .. .....362 
60 w/keyboard ........ ....... .. .389 
99GT w/keyboard.... ... ..... .. .468 
150 w/keyboard..... ... ...... .. .373 
185 w/keyboard ... .. .. ... ....... 362 
370 .... .... .... ..... .. ...... ........ 789 
700 .. .. .. .. ....... .... .......... ... .699 . 

WYSE Computers tool! 

DISKLESS WORKSTATION 
38SX/16S.............. ........... FAX 

STB Systems 
Storage Dimension 
Summagraphics 
Sunriver Corp . 
Synergy Software 
Synotics 
Sysgen 
Targus 
lOA/Dimensional 
Tecmar 
Telebit Corp. 
Teru Instrument 
The Complete PC 
Thomas Conrad Co 
Tops 
Toshiba 
Tripp Lite 
Tseng Laboratories 

U.S. Robotics 
Uniplex 
Unison Tech 
Veo-Tel, Inc. 
Verbatim Corop. 
Vermont Micro Sys 
Verran Datalink 
Video Seven 
VISix Software 
Walke!,Richer,Quinn 
Western Digital 
Western Telema~c 
Wyse 
Xerox Imaging Sys 
Xircom 
Zenith 
Zip Technology 
Zoom Telephonics 

The BEST UPS 
Micro-Ferrups-50 Hz Models 

OME 500VA ............. ..... 930.00 
QME 700VA ......... ...... 1,080.00 
QME 850VA ........ .. ..... 1,230.00 
QME 1.15KVA .. .. ........ 1,755.00 
QME 1.4KVA .............. 1,965.00 
QME 1.8KVA ...... .. ...... 2,790.00 
QME 2.1KVA .. ... ......... 3,100.00 
OME 3.1KVA .............. 3,825.00 

Ferrups Models-50Hz Models 
4.3 KVA to 18 KVA 

Rackmount Models-50Hz Models 
1.8 KVA to 7KVA 

Fax for 60Hz Models 

Address: Compu$ave- 4209 S. 37th Street- Dept. W10- Phoenix, AZ 85040- USA 
Order lines Monday- Friday 7 am- 5 pm. FAX line always open. 

Prices reflect U.S. currency and are subject to change without notice. Bankwire. V ISA/MC, checks and letters of credit 
arc accepted. We do not guarantee compatibility. All products carry manufacturer's warranty and we do not honor 
rebates, extended guarantees or promotional programs. Please FAX or call before ordering and give manufacturer name 
and model number. If faxing order, include your fax number in body of transmission . International Orders add 5%. 
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NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • INTERNATIONAL 


Portable Parallel 
Processing 

W ith the new PST360X 
Jet Series , Paratech 

Solutions has combined the 
flexibility and convenience of 
a laptop with the built-in 
power of parallel processing. 
The parallel-processing ele
ment is a 20- or 30-MHz, 32
bit T800 or T805 transputer 
with 4, 8, or 16MB of zero
wait-state DRAM . With 
your choice of transputer, 
speed, and memory, per
formance ranges are from 
10 to 20 MIPS. 

With performance equal 
to a VAX 8600, and more 
than twice the performance 
of a 33-MHz 386 micropro
cessor with an 80387 copro
cessor, the Jet Series laptops 
are ideal for high-perfor
mance processing in many 
areas of computation, simu-

Paratech Solutions' PST360X Jet Series laptops combine the 
flexibility and conl'enience of a laptop with the power ofa 20- or 
30-MHz 32-bit T800or T805transputer with 4, 8, or 16MB of 
zero-wait-state DRAM. 

lation , and analysis. 
The Jet laptop weighs 

under 9 kg and measures just 
330 by 370 by 100 mm. It is 
available with a CMOS, 286, 
or 386 microprocessor. 
Standard features include a 
3lh-inch 1.44-MB floppy 
disk drive and a 40-MB hard 
disk drive (or, optionally, a 
100-MB hard disk drive). 
Provision is made for an ex
ternal 5 1A-inch floppy disk 
drive as well as two stan
dard ports for an additional 
IBM AT keyboard and 
monitor. Two serial ports 
and one parallel port allow 
the addition of peripheral 
devices , such as a modem , 
a scanner , a mouse, or a 
printer. 

The tilt-and-swivel su
pertwist LCD screen is back
lit with a resolution of640 
by 480 pixels and can run in 
any of four video modes: 
CGA, EGA, VGA , and 

something to write home about .. . 

Top-Link's TL-1020SX 386SX Notebook PC 

Mom would like toknowabomTop·Link 's new high performance TL·I020SX otebook PC with 

full 386SX power. 
Look closely at the "Big Screen ". It 's the largest VGA LCD available for 1101ebooks. lt's got high 

resolution too. Talk about power. We\•e built in one 20MB HDD and one 1.44 MB FDD. I MB 
RAM is already on board and you can expand that up to 5 MB if you want. Our battery will run 
up to three hours or more. Tell Mom aoout the power saving features we 've put in, like CPU 
Sleep Mode and Auto Shutdown. You can even run at low speeds (I MHz) when you want to. 

It 's got five l/0 pons so expansion is a breeze. There's also an 80387 socket on ooard. With a 
full travel, 83 key mechanical keyboard that doesn't cramp your style or your fmgers . 

We almost forgot to mention that it real light. 3 kilos light. So you really can take it anywhere. 
Real thin profi le as well. Let Mom know right away. She 'II be so proud of you. 

Contact us today for full details: 

Top-Link Computer Co., Ltd. Top-Link Europe B. V. Ltd. 

No. 6, La!U! 333, Hsin Hsu Road Partijsweg 46, 

Hsing Chuang, Taipei , Taiwan, R.O.C. 2289 Ex Rijswijk , 

Tel : (8862) 901-3576 The Netherlands 

Fax: (8862) 901 ·8569 Tel : (31) 70·399{;225 


Fax: (3 1) 70-399· 13 10 
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ASSEMBLERS Snobol4.. £65 Turbo Funcllona £69 
356 ASM Link & Local<! 
Microoon MASM v.6J 
OPTASM 
Turbo Dobut~Pr & Tool• 

BASIC 
Mircoson BASIC PDS 7.1 
BASIC lnl<!rpreter 
Microaon Quick Balle 
True Bat ie 
Power Baaie 

£550 
£89 
£86 
£99 

£'¥10 
£215 
£60 
£65 
£89 

Too !book 
Trilogy 

PASCAL 
Mlcrooon Pal<lll 
Oregon Pucal·2 
ProPaacal 
Metaware Profel8ional Paocal 
Met•ware Prot Paacal 266 
Turbo Pao..J v.6.5 .nih object• 
Turbo Paacal Profeoorional 

£299 
£65 

£170 
£149 
£236 
£579 
£386 

£89 
£169 

GRAPifCS 
dBaoe Tool a for C Graphic 
dOE v.4.0 
EGA Toolkll 
Eseential Graphic::• 
Flipper 
FontWINDOWIPlus 
OEOORAPH Profeoaional 
GraCmatic CGA & EGA 
GraphiC 
GSS Graphic• Dev. Toolldt 
GSSK<omal 

£66 
£190 
£165 
£269 
£129 
£170 
£210 
£135 
£266 
£399 
£366 

D'Scope2 
dBug for dBase 
DIS"DOC 
Periseope U 
Periocope II·X 
Peri..opeill 
Periseope I Rev 3 
Periseope IV 0 6 MHzl 
Periocope IV (20 MHz) 
Periocope IV (25 MHz) 
Pluo Board .nih 6l2K 
Plua Board .nih OK 

£159 
£126 

£79 
£110 
£90 

£875 
£435 

£1246 
£1435 
£1626 

£310 
£220 

MKBAWK 
PC Fortnm Tools 
QPARSER Plua 
SpeUeode 
Turbo Profeaa:ion11l 

TRANSLATORS 
BAS_c Commercial 
Baatoc 
dBx dBASE to C v.4 .7 
dBx Libruy Source 
dBx UNIXIXENIX Source 

£65 
£99 

£195 
.£65 
.£85 

£320 
£515 
£359 

CALL 
CALL 

c PROt.OG GSS Met.aftle Int.arpreter £225 Serial Teat £310 FOR_C v.2.0 MS. DOS NEW £565 
Cryatal C (Latllce) vJI.01 £170 Atlly Combination Pack £710 HALQ..88 £266 Son Probe wrx £245 FOR_C v.2.0 XENIX NEW £630 
Microaon C v.6.0 
Wotcom C v.8.0 

£250 
£266 

Exper\ Syalem Dev. peck 
Intellirenc:e Compiler 

£190 
£299 

HOOPS Extended DOS 
Met.aWINDOW/Piuo 

£515 
£210 

Sof\.X-plore 
Sourcer!BIOS Pre-Proc. NEW 

£79 
£110 

FOR_C+-> XENIX/386 NEW £1195 

C·tcrp £196 MicroPROLOG Profeallional £645 tcLASERplua £299 VERSION CONTROL 
C86 Plua £826 MProlog £299 SilverPaint £65 DOCUAIENTORS M.K.S. R.C.S. £126 
ExpreaaC £65 Profcallional Prolog II Plus £899 SilverPak £179 ASMFiow £69 M.KS. R.C.S. 5 User £485 
High C-286 
High C-386 

£366 
£585 

Profeallional Prolog 
Prolor Advanced Toolldt 

£546 
£99 

Sial<> 
Univeraal Graphica Ubrary 

£195 
£130 

C.Cicarly 
Clear+ for dBASE 

£95 
£129 

M.KS. RC.S. I 0 Uocr 
PVCS Profeuional 

£905 
£395 

!natant c 
lnalant C/16M 
NDPC 
QuickC 

£310 
£516 
£366 
£60 

Prolo1 Compiler 
Prolor Compiler!Int.erpreter 
Prolog·86 Pluo 
SQL Development Pack 

£129 
£420 
£166 
£190 

OP. SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS 
DESQview API C Lib/Ref £129 
Mu!t!C £89 

Clear-. fore 
dAcLion 
dAnalyol 
dFLOW 

£129 
£66 

£190 
£89 

PVCS Network (5 Uaer) £1395 
PVCSII'olyMake 0512 CALL 

BACKUP. RECOVERY· REPAIR 
Quick C & Auembler 

c •• 
£126 Turbo Prolog 

AI AND OBJECT ORIENTED 

£85 MulU D01 Plus w/aource 
OS/2 Programmer'• Toolkit 
OS/288 

£65 
£215 
£320 

Documenter 
Flow Charting m 
Tree Diarra.mmer 

£190 
£149 

£65 

dSalvage 
Futback Plus 
Mace Ulllilleo 1990 

£65 
£126 

£95 
Borland c .... £129 C-Talk £99 OS/386 £320 Norton Utilitiea Advanced £95 
Borland C++ ProCessional £196 C+ Object.l Vol! .nth Source £276 RellidentC £65 EDITORS PC Tool a Deluxe £85 
Guideline• c .... wllb book £275 CxPERT £516 Time Slicer £190 BRIEFv.3.0 £159 XTreeNet £255 
lntek CH 80356 £820 VMFM £116 BRIEF v.3.0 UPGRADE £60 
Zorlecb CH Compiler v.2J £120 CASE TOOLS Wendin PC UNIX £60 BRIEF 0512 £159 COMMS. 1o TERM. EMULATORS 
Zorlech CH Dev. Edilion £270 Eaaytaae Plus £190 Wendin PC VMS £60 dBRIEFv3.0NEW £79 BlastD £165 

COBOL 
acucobol MS.DOS 
acucobol Net-Bios 
acucobol XEJ\'IX-266 

£900 
£1260 
£1600 

Eaaycaae Plus profe11ional 
Vilible Analyot 
Villible Analyot Workbench 
Vilible Dictionary 
Villible Prototyper 

£266 
£386 

£1635 
£366 
£366 

Micro.o[\ Windowa v.3.0 
Mkro&on Wlndowa SD.K v.S.O 

QUERY 
CBTREEISQL 

£96 
£326 

£266 

BRIEF wllh dBRIEF 
C-EOIT 
EMACS 
Eporilon 
ME Editor wilh C Source 

£229 
£266 
£210 
£129 
£126 

Blaal II w/Remol<! Control 
Cart>on Copy Exprcao 
Cart>on Copy Pluo 
Croulalk Mark 4 
Croulalk XVI 

£199 
£226 
£129 
£160 
£180 

acucobol UNIX-356 £2000 VillibleRulea £386 CQL Query Syotem £265 Norton Editor £49 EM4105 £320 
ocucobol OTHERS CALL dQUERY/Lib £179 Peraonal Rexx £99 Mirror ill £65 
Microoon COBOL v.4.0 NEW 
Real Menu 

£585 
£210 

COMMUMCA TIONS UBRARIES 
AdComm £190 

db~RETRIEVE 
XQL 

£289 
£480 

PI Edi~<>r 
SPFIPC 

£129 
£169 

PC Anywhere ill 
Sidetalk 0 

£95 
£79 

RcaiCICS £760 C ASYNCH MANAGER £126 Xtrieve PLUS £396 Vedit .. £120 Smaflerm 126 £190 
Realia COBOL £750 Communication• Library £196 Net......,SQL £366 SmarTerm 220 £129 
RM/Cobo~85 £750 Comm Pak. with Breakout £196 HELP GUIDES AND TRAIMNG SmarTerm 2392 £65 

dBASE 
MultlComm 
Net Lib 

£89 
£129 

REPORT 
CBIIQ Report £139 

dBASE on·line 
Norton Guide• for ASM 

£65 
£85 

S=rTerm 240 
SmarTerm 320 

£226 
£129 

Clipper Verllion 6.0 £326 NET-TOOLS £96 Coreporlo £179 Norton Guideo ror BASIC £85 SmarTerm 400 £116 
DB FaatiPLUS £266 SilverComm £126 Focua Report Writer £210 Norton Guidea for C £69 SmarTerm 4014 £145 
DBFaaVWINDOWS 
dBASE Ill Pluo 

£266 
£396 

Comm Plu• 
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 

£65 
£126 

r-t~ 

R&R Relational Reportwrit.er 
£179 

£96 
Norton Guidea for OS/2 
Norton Guidea ror Pascal 

£89 
£85 

VTek 
Z Sl<!m PC·VTt 00 

£126 
£65 

dBASE IV 
dBMANV 

£515 
£190 RLE /JIANAGEME~ 

R&R Clipper Module £49 Programmer'• Library £266 Z Sl<!m PC·VT220 
Z Slem PC·VT240 

£99 
£190 

dBXL Diamond £165 B-T""' £65 TEXT SCREENS UNKERS lo UBRARIANS Z Slem PC·VT4014 £65 
dBXULan £359 B .. Tree fore £66 Animator COBOL £120 ALINK NEW £129 
Foxbaae+ v .2.1 0 £266 AXOS £266 Application Manaser £460 Archive Link £289 DISK MANAGERS loOPTIAIISERS 
Foxbaoe+/386 £885 BtrieveOS/2 £370 C-Worthy vl.2 Form&ICW £320 Link & Locate .... £266 HTeaVHFormat £85 
Fo.x.bate+ILAN £355 Btrieve Mullllaolcing £370 C·Worlhy vl .2 Fonn&ICW+Src £460 LinkLoc £315 Mou:eGold £99 
Foxbate+ Runtime 
FoxbaaOT SCO XENIX 
Quicksilver Diamond 

£446 
£495 
£359 

Blrieve for DOS v.5.t 
Blrieve XENIX 
C Index+ 

£396 
£370 
£266 

Curoeo 
Cuneo Window Dev. Kit 
Data & Wlndowo 

£106 
£76 

£149 

PLINK86 Plua Now Po/ytron 
PolyLibrarian II 
.RTLink 

£495 
£125 
£190 

Norton UtDitiea Advanced 
SpinRl~<>ll 

£95 
£59 

c-lree £266 DataWindow £179 OP. SYSTEM UTIUTIES 
DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

Advanc:ed Reve.lation £615 
AakSam £190 
Clarion Per10nal Developer £196 
Clarion Proreuional £546 

Falrcom Toolbox Profeulonal 
Code Baae 4 v.4.2 DOS & OSI2 
Code Baae 4 .. UN!XJXENIX 
db_FILEIRETRIEVE 
d· tree 

£710 
£190 
£319 
£190 
£320 

dWindowo for db8 
Fae,&.it 
Flub·up wfl'oolbox 
Fonna U 
Guido 

£60 
£65 
£85 

£179 
£165 

/JIAKE UTIUTIES 
PolyMake v.3.2 
MKBMake 
MKB Make 5 Uoor 
MKSMakeJOUIU 

£205 
£99 

£320 
£516 

886MAX6.0 
DESQviow 
DESQview/386 
Headroom 
Move 'Em 

£135 
£85 

£126 
£85 
£59 

lnformlx 4GL 
Infonnlx 4GL for Xenic 

£646 
£900 

dBCill 
dBCillPiua 

£165 
£380 

ill-SCREEN XL 
MulliWindowo 

£99 
£179 PROFILERS lo OPTIIMSERS 

Norton Commander 
Omni View 

£99 
£55 

Opua One 
Orac lo ror 1 -2-3 
ParadO>< 3.5 
PFS Profeallional File 
R:BASE Ext. Report Writer 
R:BASE for OS/2 
R:BASE ror DOS 
ReOex 

£266 
£196 
£596 
£165 
£190 
£579 
£445 

£89 

Rea!DUI 
WKSLibrary 

GENERAL 
C ToolaPlua 
C Ullllty 
c•Ub C Function Library 
DBIRAS 

£645 
£129 

£99 
£165 
£120 
£126 

On·Line Help 
PANELPLUSD 
PC Forma 
Pop Screen 
FOWER SCREEN 
Pro Sc:reen 
SCREENlO 
Sc,....n Sculptor 

£90 
£819 
£129 

£59 
£99 
£65 

£269 
£76 

Codeainer £79 
DOSTRACE £65 
PC Metric £129 

PROTOTYPERS lo GENERATORS 
AuLomat.ed Programmer £320 
Cogen £290 
COMPEDITOR £180 

Qemm·386 £65 
Qemm-60160 £39 
Son Byte• 886 Max £45 
Weiner Shell £195 
Windows3 £96 

FAX OR TELEPHONE 

FORTRAN 
Microaon Fortran v .6.0 
Forlran·F77L 
NDP FORTRAN·886 
ProFortran 
RM/Forlran 

£250 
£386 
£386 
£235 
£356 

dBaae Program Utility 
dBaae Program Utility Vol2 
dBaae Toola For C 
Function& with aou.n:e 
lnl<!graLod Dev. Librarieo 
Paaca11'oolldt 
Paaca1Toola1 

£66 
£66 
£55 

£149 
£99 
£85 
£75 

ScreenStar 
Screenplay 
Soncode 
Soii.Cocle Templal<! 
Sontcreen/Help Source 
Sourcewrit.er 
UI Programmer Dev. Edition 

£65 
£115 

£65 
£39 

£160 
£645 
.£345 

Dan Bricktin Demo II 
Data Bo10 for Pucal 
Genifer 
!natant Replay III 
Sycero db (U.KJ 
Sycero db Net (U.K.) 

£129 
£395 
£265 

£99 
£595 
£745 

CREDIT CARD 
ORDERS 

VISA OR ACCESS 

SVSFortran £435 Quick.Pak Professional £99 V Screen .£39 SYNTAX ANAL YSERS lo UNTS 

OTHER LANGUAGES 
Quick Toola Libruy 
Spindrin Library 

£79 
£99 

VCScrecn 
Vitamin C 

£90 
£135 

PC Lint v.t .O 
Pre-C 

£90 
£160 

ACTOR £450 Spont.aneou• Aaaembly £266 VLib with Source £90 
ACTOR Language Extenaion £66 Super Function& £195 VennonL View• £24.5 TEXT lo UMX TOOLS 
CCSM Mumpo Single Uoer 
PC Logo 

£65 
£65 

Tom ReiUg Help Combo 
Tom RetUg Library 

£79 
£65 

ZView £149 C Progremmon Comb. 
C TooiSot 

£75 
£65 

RPO II Cemplele £1035 Turbo C TOOLS £99 DEBUGGERS lo DISASSEMBLERS MKS LEX & YACC £165 
Smalltalk/V £65 TurboPiua £129 886 Debug £126 MKS Toolldt v.S.I NEW £165 
Smallt.alk/V 266 £129 Turt>o PowerToolo Pluo £99 Breakoui-U £79 MKS Toolkit v.S.J UPGRADE £60 

BYTE . JlUWary '91 
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.,. M0-612-70 

94001 .,. M0-612-60 

T5601 .,. MD-912-70 

9070S .,. MO-B 1 0, GC40 

9060S .,. M0-607, 610 

90525 .,. MD-607, 610 
94001 TS601 

EIZO Dlatrlbuloro: Auotr•ll• MogaYi t lon Ply Ltd. Tel: (02) 975 1877/Auolri• HAYWARD COMPUTER + PERIPHERIE Tel : (0662) 8529290i 8olgtum Manuela> Belgium Tel : (02) 477 92 11/Crpruo IMC COMPUTER 
CENTER LTD. Tel : (51) 5 376447/D•~tm•rll: SC Motric AIS Tel : (42) 804200/FI,I•"d TEHOKIVI OY Tel : (0) 754 1022/Fr•nco INCOMA Tel : (011 47.91 .47.02/ Go•m.,r Roln Eleldronik GmbH Tel : (021 531 733-0/ 
0-o MICROTEC Computoro Tel : (011 8835115/Hollfl Kong LASER COMPUTER LTD. Tel ; 735 5884/lc_,•,d HANS PETERSEN LTD. Tel. 1011 680955//lo/r EPSON rTALIA t-p.o. Tel : (02) 2623311 
FRll!lllfi[IN• '1 f 'll•d1J9d l•ttf .... lt o,l S.flt (*'"''l'Giil ~ltii!ID~ II I • rt~ill'! te I• ISfOIItrl Oil...,,.. [Otlll!fl -'C 'LfUCAN d 1 t•ttt.,i'l nd ! 1]1.1 111 tl!'f.!l-1!11. t•tftru•l rf (1]0 [.,_.11"<'1 
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New Advances in Safety Offer 

Full Protection from Radiation 


EIZO's E&l (Ergonomic Innovation and Intelligence) 
Series display systems are proof that no contradiction 
needs to exist between performance and product 
quality on the one hand and safety and low radiation 
on the other. The latest advances in visual electronics 
embodied in E&l Series displays provide the ultimate 
combination of safety and quality performance. 
The most important features of these exciting new 
professional display systems are elimination of harmful 
static electricity and greatly reduced low-frequency 
alternating magnetic and electric radiation. Specifica
tions for radiation and static electricity conform to the 
new Swedish MPR-1990 standard and the values 
recommended by the Swedish Confederation of 
Professional Employees (TCO) (option available in 
some countries). 
E&l Series displays have a unique saddle-to-saddle 
deflection yoke that eliminates image interference 
between two di plays placed as close as 15 em apart 
And, of course, the E&l Series represents crystal clarity 
on every inch of the screen - a feature that has made 
EIZO displays the first choice of working professionals. 

FLEXSCAN T660 20" Proleulonal HI-A•• Colour Display (TAINmiON 
an'..,opqd) 
• O,J1mm SC1H11 p<1t11 TR IIIITR~ CRT • 1280 11024h.gll resrJu11011 e H.gll msh roll e Stan lm!ut!ICf 
AUIDmaiiC alljumleN; H: 30 - 781:Hl; V. ~~ - 91ltl e Anbi1!ftect10n, OMHIObC CIH su~m 118nel • L .. 
Rad~bOn • Dynamic: Bum Spol Conl!ol System • l'!utos"""'l CAD and OIP \ISO. Super VGA,Moe II 
compatible 

FLEXSCAN 9400i 20" Proleulonal HI-Aeo Intelligent Colour Dlopley 
• 1'1Ciur8 dfildally ccnl!vlled Willi moaoproctssor • 1180 1 1024 lli!jh "'olunoo • Scon freqolency: AulomaiiC 
...lml!lll; H· 30 - 6~kHl; v· ~5 - 91ltl • l ow Rad~IIOII • Anii·SlaiiC eltclnclly • Oynam~ Be am SpDI 
Conllai Syslefn e l'loteuiOnal CAD ancl OI P use. Super 'IGA. Mac II CO<IIIISbb~ 

FLEX SCAN T560117" Proleulonel Hi-Aeo Intelligent Colour Dlopley 
(TAINmiON° CRT~) 
e 0.26mm SC!en poU:II. nonillrt ln!al!d. anb·Sialc ~ectrocoly IRINITRON° CRT Wi lli s.I!Ca CoatMI!I e Plctura 
d111d311c-ed WCI1 m-miJ • 1280 11024 h1gh "'SOiubon • H¥ reimhrate• Scan lmlutner 
AlllllmoiiC ildjus1Jnenl; H: 30 - 781:Hl; v.5~ - 9IJil • l ow Rad11boo • llynamc Beam Spol Co1111111 S!Siefn 
e Pmtos"""'l CAO and DIP use, - 'IGA, Mac II CO<IIIISiiblo 

FLEXSCAN 90705 16" HI·A•• Colour Dlopley 
e 1024 1 768 ilogll res~unon • Stanfnlquoncr AutomiiiC O~IISim!~ H: 20 - >OkHr, V: ~0 - Bill! e tow 
RadilliOn e Anb·SialiC electr~lly e llynamoc Focus DitUII e l't!rsonal CAO oncl DIP uso. SujJer 'IGA, EGA, Mac 
II ccm~~&bblo 

FLEXSCAN 90605 14" HI-Aes Colour Display 
• BOO 1600 resalu11on • Stan htquency: AutomaiiC aot,.s1menl; It I~ 5 - 38 5tH!; V: >0- 91ltl • Low 
RadilbOn e AnO-IIaiiC elec1nCCy • Dynamc focus CitcUit eSupel VGA, EGA, CGA. Moe II CO<IIIISiibiO 

90525 14" Super VGA Colour Dlspley 
• 800 1600 -•• • Stan fn!QUtncy: Automollc adjiiSlm!'llt H 31 >1353kHz. ~ . 5.0 - 90Hz • Low 
RadiabOn • Anb-slaiiC olectnclly • llynamc Focus Cntllll • Supel 'IGAccm~~&liblo 

Professional Display Systems 

EIZO CORPORATION 7-35-1 . Yokogawa. Kanazawa,lshikawa 921 , Japan Tel: (0762) 41 8600 Fax: (0762) 41 9300 Tlx : 5122-022 EIZO J 
EIZO (UK) LTD. Genesis Business Park, Albert Drive, Sheerwater, Waking Surrey GU21 SAW Tel : (0483) 757118 Fax: (0483) 757121 Tlx: 858640 EIZO UK G 

Koloe• TAEIL SYSTEMS CO .. LTD. Tel: {02) 756-5340/N-r Proleoolol'lol Syotem AS Tel: {02) 25·33·50/M>IHIJPI,..• MictOCirculto SYte.-lnternetlonol, lnc. Tel: {02) 819-0776/alftll•....,. POWEAMAnC DATA 
SYSTEMS Pltc LTD. Tel: 2500555t apaiD COMELTA S.A. Tel : {01) 754 30 011a-Jeto.taAIITel: {08) 753 31 45/a-etfaMEXCOM A0 Tel : (01 ) 782 21 I I/ Tel-11 II. O.C. Flrot lntemoUonel Computer, inc. 
Tel: {02) 717-45001 Trte N-erla~tde A• In Eleldronil< b.v. Tel: (040) 431775/ J'IIttrer AOtiAA PAZARL.AIIA SANAYI .. TICARET A.S. Tel: {01) 152 08 09 

Circle 429 on Inquiry Cord. 
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FCC ... VDE ... UL ... 
MIL-STD-461 ... 
CSA ... TUV... IEC ... 

Now there's a string of letters 

to giv·e you fear of failure. 


But here are three letters 

to give you courage you'll comply ... 


ESC 
ELECTRO BERVICE CORPORATION 

World's leading test service to help you meet EMl and 
safety compliance standards . Write or call for details: 
2 Davis Drive, P.O. Box 128 
Belmont, CA 94001 
Phone (415) 592-5111 
Fax (415) 592-6052 

Europe's Greatest BBS 
• 	On-line listing of 20.000 BBS systems in USA. 

Updated monthly- covers all interests. 
• Call any BBS or modem in USA for USD 12 

per hour (-10p.min') . Cheapest access to USA. 
• 	i-Com's own BBS covers all European coun

tries: We oHer SIGs. casinos. teleconferences . 
e-mail , chat. US mail order. and much more. 

For more information and to join: 

1. Call a number below. ~ 
2. Press "A· when connected and type ' i·com' 
3. Follow the instructions on the screen. 

1 

UK: 081-566 7260, 021-632 6636, 
0223-S45860. 0523-341838 

Germany: 069-6668131 , 0221 -210196. 
089-3507682 

France: 01 -46025750. 01-46025500. 78930173 
Belgium: 02-725 5060, 02-725 7060 
Holland: 070·3475032. 04902-45530 

Italy: 02·2641 2450 
Sweden: 08·294782 • Denmark: 3118 6333 

New sites continuously being added! 
i-Com, 4 Rue de Geneva, 1140 Brussels, Belgoum 

Tel: +32 2215 7130 • Fruc: +32 2215 8999 

Clrc!. 442 on Inquiry Carel. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

Hercules monochrome. 
A basic 286-based 

PST360X Jet laptop comes 
with a T800-20 transputer 
and 4 MB of zero-wait-state 
DRAM. The laptop sup
ports most parallel com
pilers, including those for 
C, FORTRAN , Pascal , 
Helios , Occam 2, and Ada. 
Price: £3280 and up. 
Contact: Paratech Solu
tions Ltd . • Sentinel House , 
163 Brighton Rd., Couls
don , Surrey CR3 2NX, 
U.K., 44-81 -763-1540; fax 
44-81-763-1534. 
Circle 1337 on Inquiry Card. 

More Memory 
for Your 
Epson EPL-6000 

M icron Technology's 
Intensify EP6000 

memory-expansion cards 
for the Epson EPL-6000 
Laser Printer offer up
grades of 2 or 4 MB. The 
cards are designed to en
hance the ability of the 
printer to store memory-in
tensive graphics, macro com
mands , and multiple down
loadable fonts. You can 
upgrade the 2-MB card to 
4 MB using industry-stan
dard !-megabit DRAM 
chips. 
Price: £339 for the 2-MB 
card; £469 for the 4-MB 
card. 
Contact: Micron Technol 
ogy , Inc., Suite 17, Kinetic 
Centre, Theobald St., 
Borehamwood, Hertfordshi re 
WD6 4SE, U.K., 44-81
905-1255 ; fax 44-81-905
1126. 
Circle 1338 on Inquiry Card . 

Print 'Effects' 
with Ventura 
Publisher 

T he vp-fx effects utility 
package enhances your 

Ventura Publisher docu 
ments . The package com
bines four types of effects: 
font-fx , text-fx, graphics-fx, 
and frame-fx . 

With font-fx, you can 
choose any one of the exist
ing fonts and give it one of 
the 20 predefined effects 
(e.g. , neon , shadow, glow, 
soft, bubble , and silhouette). 
The text-fx utility lets you 
place a I ine of text in an arc 
or circle, rotate it, shear it, 
or expand and contract the 
font. With graphics-fx , you 
can outline or fill graphical 
or text objects with line 
tint, dot tint, or normal tint 
in any angle and vary the 
density in any angle . The 
frame-fx utility lets you 
modify (e.g., mirror. scale, 
shear, expand , or contract) 
any Ventura frame and posi
tion it horizontally or verti
cally. The package at o lets 
you hierarchically combine 
the effects , so you could , for 
example , select a font -fx 
like shadow , apply a text-fx 
like shearing to it, fill it 
with varying line tints , and 
finally rotate its frame . 
The package lets you store 
any effects you have created 
in style sheets for future use. 

The vp-fx package re
quires an IBM XT or AT , 
Ventura Publisher 2.0 or 
Ventura Professional, a hard 
disk drive , and a PostScript 
or compatible printer or 
interpreter. 
Price: US$250. 
Contact: Digital Studio. 
222 Hiranandani Industrial 
Estate. Kanjurmarg, Bom
bay , India , 91-22-584727 ; 
fax 91 -22-5605902 . 
Circle 1339 on Inquiry Card. 
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Do you sometimes want to take your computer to places it 

can't go? Does your computer give out after a few hours, when 

you want to go on and on? Finally, there's a computer for 

people like you. 


The Powersport I battery pack lasts up to six hours. twice as 
long as most notebooks. It can be recharged 
easily from any outlet or car cigarette lighter. 
And If you can't find an outlet In six hours. the 
Powersport I runs on ordinary C-type alkaline 
batteries, available in 

r~.· · · · · · · · \ convenience stores almost 

~~ ·- -~ everywhere. 


~ So, If you like freedom 

~ XJr and space, If you like work

Ing without worrying, you'll like the Powersport 

I . Untie yourself from the electric cord. and 

leave those spare battery packs at home. z•. 

The future Is calling. ....., 


~ AGes PowersportI Is fully d8sldop PC ~. carl6s a hl7d disk atd lloPPY cif..8. atd wei(11s orJy 26kg. The 2.8kg 
PowetspcytIII. with a 12 MHz 286 CPU. up to 4MB o1 system memory, atd a VGA LCD~· Is a/sa avOictJie Call AGC 
Of )'011 nea851 AGC dede{JOf more details. 

L!GC. 
-~-TIIII.LoloiC BKTIIIIICI..,_TIII -~-Till -~-

-- UUOffa1811 Roar.- ea.'*"SSwwo 1250 NOJII ~A-. IJnM a 7EiaQO. ---Pialz1Q, P.• dol Marquis do z.tnl, 2, 1• A 

EISI - · Toipll, T-. 10448, - · Collona ~ 0-4000~ 1 . --.Spoil
aw. T..........: (111~256-1301 ,
- RosU* olllonnMy

T.......... : (11211~-..:1 F-: (9 ~~ I'M... 

(0211t-JMI-118 '1 ,•

F-: (11211)-3153.112 • J' 
J.!':tt, 14.

Al-...---... -... -.-.o~---· 
·'i"· . ·J ........~...-· ""'L• ~ 




NEWS 

WHAT'S NEW • INTERNATIONAL 


Disk Expansion optionally, nested subdirec
tories) from one disk or di for Sun rectory to another, includ
ing or excluding files with 

T 
names that match up to I 0 

he new disk drive sub

Sparcstation 
user-specified wild cards and 

system for the Sun files with specific attri
Sparcstation SLC, I PC , and butes or date-stamp ranges . 
Sparcstation I + provides The software lets you set or 
substantial performance reset archive bits, so you can 
improvement for Sun net also use dFile for incremen
works with multiple disk tal backups to a network file 
less systems, says Computer server . 
International. The software lets you 


The disk drive s4bsystem 
 copy or move read-only, 
incorporates a 104-MB hard system, and hidden files 
disk drive into a pizza-box without loss of their attri
style enclosure. A special butes . You can carry out 
feature of the subsystem is copy and move activities by 
an identification switch in the simply clicking and drag
rear of the unit, which dra  Price: £895 and up . ging with the mouse . In addi The Ultimate 
matically simplifies Contact: Computer Inter tion , dFile lets you dupli 
installation. national Ltd. , 19 Farm File Manager cate floppy disks even on 

Computer International brough Close, Stocklake, single-floppy-disk-drive 
offers a 250-MB disk drive Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire T he dFile file manager machines and copy floppy 
subsystem or a 150-MB HP20 IDQ, U.K., 44-296- for Microsoft Windows disks to alternative formats 
tape cartridge in the same 434911 ; fax 44-296-436965 . 3. 0 lets you copy or move without loss of the floppy 
enclosure. Circle 1340 on Inquiry Card. files or subdirectories (and, disk 's label. 

Computer International's disk drive subsystem for Sun 
Sparcstations gives you a storage capacity of 104MB in a 
pizw-box-style enclosure. 

BYTE BACK I S S U E S FOR SALE 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Rates (postage and handling included): 


January 
 Holland Dfll8.00 Switzerland SwFr 13.50 
t---~---+---+---+---1 United Kingdom £ 5.25 France FFr 54.50 

West Germany OM 16.50 Sweden SEK 56.50 
1---~---+---+---+---1 No other currencies will be accepted other than those mentioned above . 

February 

March 
t----+---+--+---1----1 Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (V')

April the boxes. Send requests with payment to: t----+---+--+---1-----1 
BYTE Back Issues, c/o Dynamic Graphics International ,May 
P.O. Box 25, 3950 AA Maarn, The Netherlands 

June 
t---~---+---+---+---1 0 Check enclosed 

July 
1-----i---+---+--+---1 Charge: 0 MasterCard 0 Eurocard 0 American Express 

August Card# 
1---~---+--+---1-----1 

Exp. DateSeptember 
1-----i---+---+--+---1 Signatu re 

October 
~----i~--+---+---+---1 Name ---------------------November 
1-----i---+---+--+---1 Mdress ------------- - -------

December Postcode ------ City ------ --- -- 

Country - ---------- -----------

IBMPCs .___ __.__.......____,___......___. All orders must be prepaid. Pay only in currencies given. 
Inside the 

Please allow three weeks for delivery by surface mail. 

D Issues 

Avai lable 
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Interface : RS-232 (9-pin) of Computer or 
Terminal .2 RJ ll phone jacks 

Power 

Weight 
Size 

: One 9V alkaline battery or 
AC/DC adaptor 

: 130 gms (wi th battery) 
: 5.1 x 2.3 x 1.1 inch 

(l05mm x 59mm x 23mm) 
Operation: 	Auto answer. Auto Dial. Auto 

Detection of Fax or Data 
Compatibility: 

Fax: Gill fac imile: CCITT 
V.29, V.27 
Modem: BELL 212A, 103A, 
CCITT V.22, V.21 

Software : Background send and receive, 
auto print after receive, 
Multiple file formats, Time 
scheduled tran mis ions. 

Jrr~=.~tn=.~J D=.~td ~£11:3--d 31iJ 

;:! =.~..!11.1 ~ d :JJJJ 

Send/Receive fax from: 

CCITT Gill fax machine 

CCITT T.30 and T.4 Gill Fax 9600 bps 

CCITT V.29 ter with fall back to 7200, 


Data Modem: 

Bell 2l2A. 103 ; CCITT V.21. V.22 

(2400 bps & 1200 bps) 


Software Feature: 

Same as TP96/24 S/R Pocket Fax & Data 

Modem 


.ePOWERCO., LTD. 
20th Fl. , No. /058, Mingsheng £. Rd. , 

Taipei , Taiwan, R.O.C. 

Tel: (02) 753-/930 

Fax: 886-2-7531940 • 886-2-7/53/05 

All brand names are registered trademarks of their 

respective owners 

BYTE • APRIL1991 Circle470onlnquiryCard.1015·50 
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The file manager lets you 
view a directory listing as 
lists of names, names with 
details , or names with the 
text content of the first 80 
characters of each file . In 
each case, you can arrange 
the directory in name, type, 
date, or size order. You can 
also include the size of direc
tories in directory listings , 
making it a simple matter to 
see at a glance what is using 
up your valuable disk space. 
The dFile package lets you 
copy the whole directory list 
ing in any of these formats 
to the Windows Clipboard for 
subsequent printing with 
Write or Notepad. 

The dFile software can 
display the first 30K bytes of 
any file in ASCII, decimal, 
or hexadecimal form and can 
delete files or directories 
with optional prompting for 
deletion of subdirectories or 
read-only, system, and hid
den files. You can mark or 
unmark single files or blocks 
of files as read-only , exam
ine or change the attributes 
of any selected file , and re
name any file. 

The software helps you 
find files on a disk or net
work drive, using either an 
unambiguous name or a 
wild-card sequence, and 
you can examine, delete, or 
run any found file . 

dLSoft also offers a new 
release of its scientist's 
graph-plotting software for 
Windows 3.0. The dPiot 2 
package helps you produce 
quality graphs that can con
tain data points, error bars, 
lines, least-squares-fit lines, 
polynomial-fit curves, 
labeled axes, a title, a cap
tion, a grid, and a frame. 
You can print the title, cap
tion, axis labels, and scale 
labels in any of the fonts, 
sizes, and styles available 
on your installed Windows 
system and specify and 
position each part indepen
dently. 

The new release uses 
style sheets to maintain your 
favorite graphing styles and 
permits instant conversions 
to logarithmic, exponential, 
square, and square-root 
scales. A variety of user-se
lectable point and line styles 
is available so t.hat you can 
plot up to 10 data sets on a 
single set of axes, and you 
can move the origin of the 
graph to any position using 
the mouse . Scales and data 
points may be in integer, 
floating-point, or exponential 
format. 

You can enter data (up to 
1000 points) from the key
board or by using a mouse, 
trackball , or tablet to position 
data points. Alternatively, 
you can import data from a 
spread heel (e.g., Micro
soft Excel) or other source 
via the Clipboard, or from 
text files, in both cases using 
any one of the 12 available 
formats , including equally 
spaced y values, x andy co
ordinates, either of these plus 
a standard deviation for 
each y value, or y ranges 
(i.e., minimum and maxi
mum values for each point). 
The ASCII data-file format 
also lets you create dPlot data 
files directly using most 
editors or word proce sors 
and permits the creation of 
data files from other experi
mental data files via user
provided file conversion pro
grams, which you can write 
in BASIC or most other 
languages . 

The dPlot2 software will 
print on Windows-supported 
graphics printers or plot
ters , and it retains printer in
formation within the style 
sheet so that you do not need 
to adjust paper orientation 
when switching from a word 
processor to dP\ot. The new 
release will also copy a graph 
to the Clipboard so that you 
can paste it into a Windows 
word processor (e.g., Word 
for Windows or Write) or 
desktop publishing system 
(e .g., Aldus PageMaker and 
Ventura Publisher). User



Invest in Philips' new breed of powerful 

386 PC's and you'll feel like the cat who's 

got the cream. 

W ith speeds that reach 33 MHz and 

hard disks available at up to 340 Mbytes, 

they are last, precise and exceptionally efficient. 

When you need extra power, we've got a selection of PC's, 

including a 486 desktop, with the intelligence to act as the nerve 

centre of a large and expanding network. Then, lor the independ

ently minded, we can offer a choice of portables with both speed 

and power in an unusually compact notebook format. 

Philip' Per,onol Compute-r\, PO So• 111. S600 MC, Eindhoven. ethetlorot;h 

Every model benefits from a careful 

blending of ergonomic theory and practical 

styling, resulting in an aHractive marriage 

of function and form . 

And finally, we have instigated working 

procedures that ensure the highest standards of quality control and 

an extensive after-sales service. 

The sort of superior guarantee that only a company with 

worldwide resources can realistically provide. 

II yoo.lre hungry lor success, invest in the future with a Ph ilips 386. 

Philips PC's. The breed lor business. 

PHILIPS 

Circle 460 on Inquiry Card . 
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CONTROL UP TO 81 PC 
FILE SERVERS WITH 1 KEYBOARD NEWS 

AND MONITOR USING .•. 

COMMANDER 

by cybe>< 

• No external power • Mouse support available 

• ··one-Toucl1.. selection • TIL [MOA. CGA. EGA) 
up to 600 feet away• 	Mix PC, PCIXT. PC/AT 

end PS/2 • VGA up to 400 feet 
• "AutoBoot'' Featl.n! • Each lrit eccommodetes 

boots attached from 2 to 8 PCs 
computers without • Up to 1 2 lrits canoperator intervention be C88C8dedafter power faillre 

• Mculting kit available
• Shows PC power status for 19'· reck insteletion 

a..... ..,.............. 

Cybex Corporuion 

2800-H Bob Wrilece AWl. • tbltsvile, AL35805 
[205) 534-0011 • FAX [205) 534-0010 

QUALITY CASES FOR QUALITY SYSTEMS 

DT-0455 

MT- 100 MT-300E WT -003 

MT-100 
MT-300E DT-0455 WT-003 
7 disk drives spaces 5 disk drives spaces 4 disk drives spaces 
18 x 37 x 46 cm 41 x 15.3 x 41 .5cm 42 .5 x 10.5 x 40cm 

(W X H X D) (W X H X 0) (W X H X D) 

Model for speed display is available. 

AEONTEK DEVELOPMENT CORP. AEONTEK COMPUTERS INC. 
1ST F .. NO. 19. LANE 325. CHUANG CHING ROAD, 174J5.A E. GALE AVE. CITY Of INDUSTRY 
TAIPEI. TAIWAN. R.O.C. CA 9\741!. U.S.A. 
TEL: (02)-720935718 TEL: 8\8-912·8347 
FAX: 885-2·722\239 FAX: 8\8-9\ 2·7837 
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selectable line thicknesses The Distributed 
are provided to help you Version of 
easily prepare overhead-pro

jector transparencies . Trans-RTXc 


Both dFile and dPiot2 re
quire an IBM PC with 640K hen you need a real
bytes of RAM and Micro time kernel that gives W 
soft Windows 3.0 . you features such as pre
Price: £85 for dFile ; £163 emptive scheduling , small 
for dPlot 2. memory requirements, 
Contact: dLSoft , P.O. Box multiprocessing, fast re
9, Buckhurst Hill , Essex IG9 sponse , and distributed op
5BE, U.K., phone and fax eration, the new version of 
44-81-559-0049. Intelligent Systems Interna 
Circle 1341 on Inquiry Card. tional 's Trans-RTXc real

time kernel for transputers 
may meet your requirements. 

Keep Your Shop The product combines the 
transputer · s power of fast and Open Even When 

W 

distributed processing with 
You're Closed real-time constraints for ap

plications ranging from sin
ith the Moonstone gle-processor embedded sys
keypad, you can run tems to complex control 

presentation software systems with various degrees 
through your shop window . of fault tolerance and using 
The IBM-compatible key tens of processors . 
board can be used through While you can use the 
approximately one-half stand-alone version ofTrans
inch of glass or plastic and RTXc (see October 1990 
plugs into an IBM PC from What 's New International, 
the standard keyboard inter page 80IS-46) with multiple 
face . This allows you to run transputers if you can define 
software such as Harvard your own communicat ion 
Presentation Manager or protocols, the distributed 
Show Partner with users in version provides transpar 
teracting through the shop ent distributed real-time pro
window. cessing without the need to 

Presentations can include change any of the source 
question-and-answer sessions code when you are starting 
that let customers leave in from a single-processor 
quiries or make bookings. stand-alone version. The 
The keyboard includes a distributed version, there
microcontroller and can work fore, can treat a cluster of 
stand-alone for door-entry transputers (each providing 
systems, bank-teller ma performance of I 0 to 15 
chines, and industrial MIPS/2 to 3 MFLOPS) as a 
control systems. single real -time processing 
Price: £250. engine. For example , 10 
Contact: Moonstone De transputers running at 25 
signs Ltd ., Southbank House, MHz will provide 125 
Black Prince Rd ., London MIPS/25 MFLOPS with in
SEI 7SJ, U.K., 44-71-582- terrupt response times as low 
8182 ; fax 44-71 -793-0626. as 35 p.s even if some of the 
Circle 1342 on Inquiry Card. transputer nodes are located 

several hundred meters or 
more apart. 

Trans-RTXc comes as a 
system-generation utility 
with debugger, run-time 
monitor , and kernel library. 
The system-generation 



board for !SA-bus 
(board for EI A-bus al o arailable) 

VGA or HGC monitors 

connector for monitor. 
keyboard. mou eor printer 

Tired of terminals? Consider aVGA display on every desk... 

With MultiYideo-YGA or MultiVideo-M, allu er have the 
power and convenience of the y tem con ole at their 
fingertip . Here are ome of the advantage we offer: 

Compatibility. ince MultiVideo behave like the y rem 
con ole, application do not require pecial configuring for 
different terminal type . And with DO -under-UNIX ofm·are 
uch a P/ix, all u er can run DO applications ~vith ea e. 

Graphics. Imagine running X-\\1indow or AutoCad on each 
u er' de k! With MultiYideo. you can pro\·icle aGraphical 

U er Interface for everyone. 
Color and resolution. With Multi\ ideo-VGA, re olutions 
up to 1024 x 76 are arailable with up to r6 color 

upported, each u er can do more ~rork by '\\'itching 
between virtual video creen . just like the y tem con ·ole! 

Flexibility. Up 10 4 VGA module of various re ·olution 
may be freely mixed on the arne MultiVideo-YGA board, 
while up to 8HGC compatible modules may be installed on 
the ~ l ultiYideo-M board. L'p to 4MultiYideo-\ GA and/or up 
to 4 MultiVideo-~1 boards may be in tailed in the ame PC. 

~ l ultiVideo i upporteclunder many different operating 
system like CO-CNIX. CO-A.'ENIX and Concurrent-DOS. 

·1ultiVideo-VGA and 1ultiYideo-M work with indu try-
standard keyboard and video eli play . Thi allo~·s you to 
boo e the type of keyboard and monitor . 

di played imultaneou ly. MultiVideo-M pro\·ide full HGC j J Price. Be t of all. ~lultiVicleo 
compatibility. Your graphic and \~.~~~ i priced 10 compere ~·ith erial 
color application are no longer n@ren ~ ..,. terminal elution . And MultiVideo 
only limited to the y rem con ole. u~I..£ L.bl· ~ co t far le than comparable 
Speed. ince lultiVideo u e tate networking and X-terminal 
of-the-art video eli play technology. 
it will outnm even the faste t 

Innovative Gesamtlosungen in der Mikroelektronik GmbH 

Voelkstrasse 1• PO B 10 18 05 • 8900 Augsburg · Germany
Pho ne (49-82 1) 15 50 32 • Fax (49·821)51 90 64 

configuration . 0 con icier the 
price/performance ratio and it 

terminals running at 3 .400 baud. Registered Trad emarks: UNIX. XEN IX, sco,DOS. VP/ix, ease of u e. and gire us acall 
And since multiscreen are x-Windows. AutoCad. VGA. HGC. AT or ·end u · a fax. 

Circle 434 on Inquiry Card. 



Add-In/Add-On 
ATI BaSIC 16 . . . . . . 85 
ATI~WCJ!de< 512 • Mouse 234 
Genoa 6300 compatible . . !50 
Htrcule• Gnphlcs Station 660 
lrltel Abo"' Boa<o Ptu> 512K 379 
lrltel Abo"' Board Ptus-8 2MB 632 
l og1te<h C9 Senal 69 
log•te<.h C9 • WindOws 135 
Log•1e<.h Sc.anman 185 
MSMouse . . . . . 99 
MS Mouse "'th Windows 3 0 145 
NEC Graptocs Eng~n..256 965 
N>scaO/GS W1ndows 235 
ParadiSe 851 4/ A • VGA 600 
Prode&i&ne<III MB .. . 355 
Summa II Pro JZ. 12 .365 

CAD & Graphics 
Adobe .,strator Wlf'ldO'Ns 349 
AutodeskAnlmator 245 
Coret0..a'NVer2 . 380 
O.sl1n CAD 20/30 . 155/ 195 
ll< . Halo N! 19 
free4an<:el'tus 339 
GEf.\/3 ll<aw Plus . 175 
Genenc CADO leyel 3 . . 219 
Harvard()raph•cs . 315 
ShoW!)arlller fX 229 
XeroK Claph 195 

Chips & Memory 
AllliPBrades- ALR, AST, APple, 

Corrwa. OfC. fpson, HP. IBM, 
Sd•con Gr, Soo. Toshba LOW 

80287·10/ 12/20 125/ 145/ 195 
80387-16/20 . . . 275/310 
25/33 . .. ... . 395/ 480 

38/SX · 16/20 . .. 295/329 
SIMM256/ IMB•9·80 16/57 
SIMM 4MB x9 · 80 . 280 
OTHER CHIPS AND SIMMS CALL 
COMPI\Q LTE 2 M8 . . . . . 280 
COMPAQ Port Ill 2W.B ....975 
HP Laser 2MB/4MB . 150/250 
IBM Mod 702MB ~.~~>grade . 155 
IBM 40191 MB/2MB . 165/250 
Toshiba 1200 to 8500 

2/4/8MB .. 220/625/1275 
W~1ek3167·25/33 . 575/750 

Communications 
Carbon Copy ~us . 115 
Cklse-Up Cu!itomer .. 129 
Clos.Up Suooort ... 165 
Crosstalk Mark IV . 137 
Procomm Plus 70 
Smartet"m240 . . 195 

Database 
Ask Sam . . . . . . . 175 
ClaflCIO Pro O."'looet 460 
Clipper 5.0 .. . .... 495 
DBase IV . . . 489 
Dbase tl Developers EOibOII 839 
Fo..,ro Smgle/LAN .. 469/665 
Oracle Proless1011a1 5.1 B .. 660 
Paradox3.5 ....... 500 
PfS ProfessiOnal t1te . . 209 
Rt>ase3.1 .495 
~erbase IV for W1ndows .440 
Ul Programmer 2 ..... 349 

Desktop Publishing 
Adobe T~pe Man Plus . 125 
Pacmc Oa!a 25<1Hlne 289 
Pacdoc Page 529 
Pagemaker 519 
Pe<:form Oe~gn<!f 2.0 169 

Disk/Tape 
WO 85MB 17ms 360 
Plus H•rdcord IIXL 105MB 670 
Plus lmoluse I 05MB . . 500 
Quantum lOOMB 19ms 490 
Conner 105MB IDE 19ms 520 
Seagaoe 155MB 16ms 650 
Maxtor LXT213 775 
ConMr 209MB SCSI16ms 775 
Mlcropoll& 345MB 14m• 1380 
Ma.tor 360MB l 4ms . . 1450 
Seagate676MB 16ms . 2100 
HP 661 MB 16ms 2100 
OPT Smarlcac"e 512K 880 
Ultrastor E SOil MB cache .500 
W0t009V·SE2EISA/ESOI .230 
Arc~ 2150ES . . 975 
Te<:mar Probne 525ES 27>0 

7,000 Items 
Not Listed 

Fax or call for pricing 

Modem/fAX 
Modems l01 al portables LOW 
Complete Commun•calor 460 
FaxitforWindows .•.. 169 
fAX %00/Modem 2400 200 
Hayes 2400B lnte<nal 255 
H•yo& Ullr• 96 .. . ...849 
Hayes V Senes 9600 E•tl 729 
Ha~es vSones %008 ~11 585 
Intel SatisfAXtion .400 
USR Dual Std hternal 89~ 
USR Qual Sid Internal 875 

Networking 
3COM Etne1tmk L LOW 
Ol..mk Pocket Ethernet 260 
fVEREX Ethernet 8/ 16 150/ 180 
Gateway G/[net 16 185 
IBM 3270 Connection . 400 
IBM5250 K1t AT 600 
IBM Multlprote><:ol . 280 
118M Tol<en Rlr\g 560 
IBM fot<en Rmg 16/ 4 680 
MM 3 449 
lantastK lOMB Startet 499 
LAN Manager . CALL 
N£.1000 168 
N£·2000 16-brt 195 
NE-3200 EISA ......700 
NoveR Netw¥e CAll 
WI> Ethernet Plu& . . .130 
WO Ethernet Ellle SM 150 
WO Ethernet El~e I &bot 185 

Operating System 
O.sQW!w 2.2/386 75/ 130 
I.IS DOS 3.3/ 4.01 60/80 
PC DOS 3 3/ 4.01 95/ 115 
IBM OS12 Stan<:ard 1 3 265 
18M OS/2 E•tended 1.3 615 
'IW386 159 
WindoWI 3.0 . . . . . . . 95 
Windows 3.0 & Mouse 100 

Programming 
8roel3.0 175 
Blr1evt! Network 389 
KnowJed&e ProVer 3.1 .600 
MS BaSIC o., 7 1 325 
MSC60 319 
MS fortran 289 
Mi>Oed1t 99 
Nov!HXQL . . 510 
Owckpaclo; ProfessiOnal )45 
Sm•IIIAik V/PM .319 
SPF!PC 159 
T"boC••/Prot . . . 134/1 99 
TU<bo C/Prol . . 99/169 
1,.bo PASCAL 5 0 Prot 189 

Spreadsheet & WP 
AMIProfe ss•onal ... 319 
O.splaywr1te V 249 
E~~.ce1Ver3 . . . 315 
Lotus 1·2-3 V2.2/V 3.1 340/ 410 
Planperfect 279 
Q&A 3 0 245 
Quattro Pro 279 
Suoercal< V 319 
Word 5.5 . 229 
Word lor WindOW> .315 
Word Perlect 5.1 260 

Utilities 
386 Ma• 5 I 75 
Check It . . . 85 
O.sk Techf>clanAd,anced . 92 
Fastback Plus 109 
Lap Linl< Release Ill 89 
Magellan 135 
Norton Utilitio• 5.0 . . . .II5 
Norton ArlllVJrus 95 
PIC fools Deluxe 6 0 87 
Pnnt.Cache . . . 100 
QEMM 386 . . . . .... 64 
V11u s Cure Plus 7~ 
X· Tree Pro Gold .. 72 

We Offer: 
• Quantity Discounts 
• Dealer DiscolX!ts 

PHONE: (415) 564-7439 

FAX: (415) 731-0878 


lnletnabooal ot"ders cv speCially • Notmdhng chNge • VISIVMC add 2% 
AMEX CO add 3% • 15% rest OC"IO& charae for non-defect.ve tetutns • No 
re1urns on opened sattware • Pr.ces are FOB USA and subfect to ch¥lge 
Products may be USA versons • Pnces n US ootars 

Computer Quick, 210 Utah Street 

San Francisco, CA 94103, USA 
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utility specifies tasks , sema
phores, memory partition, 
and system resources. The 
debugger lets you analyze 
the system at any time and in 
teractively change the task 
status, while the run-time 
monitor lets you trace pro
gram execution . You create 
object modules for individ
ual tasks with a standard 
transputer compiler. 

All the Trans-RTXc calls 
are identical , whether you 
use them with the stand
alone version or the distrib
uted version . Thus , the only 
modification you will need is 
a relocation of tasks . 
Price: 179,000 Belgian 
francs for up to five proces
sors; 239,000 BF for up to 
36 processors; 359,000 BF 
for up to 128 processors. 
Contact: Intelligent Sys
tems International NV, In
terleuvenlaan 62 , 3001 
Leuven, Belgium, 32-16-29
01-28; fax 32-16-20-80-57. 
Circle 1343 on Inquiry Cord . 

Osicom's 
High-Resolution 
Monitor 

0 sicom's entry into the 
new high-resolution 

1024- by 768-pixel graphics 
standard is its VG-1460 
14-inch color monitor and 
VG-4000 Super VGA color 
graphics adapter. 

The VG-1460 color 
monitor features a nonglare 
screen with a dot pitch of 
0.29 mm . It supports scan
ning frequencies of from 
31.5 to 35 .5 kHz vertical and 
from 50 to 90 Hz horizontal 
and displays a full range of 
colors at a resolution of 
1024 by 768 pixels. The VG
1460 comes on a tilt-and 
swivel stand . 

The VG-4000 Super 
VGA graphics adapter uses 
the Tseng Labs ET -4000 
graphics processor with 
I MB of dedicated video 
RAM . The 8-bit card offers a 
resolution of 1024 by 768 

pixels and 256 colors from 
a palette of 16 million 
shades . Oscillation fre
quencies range from 31.5 
to 48kHz. 

Software drivers are pro
vided for Microsoft Windows 
3.0, AutoCAD, AutoShade, 
GEM , Ventura Publisher, 
WordPerfect , and Lotus 
1-2-3 . The VG-4000 also 
supports the IBM 85 14/ A 
graphics standard and pro
vides an application pro
gramming interface. 
Price: £575 . 
Contact: Osicom Technol 
ogies, Osicom House, For
tran Rd ., St. Mellons Tech 
Base, Cardiff CF3 OLT , 
U.K ., 44-222-778888; fax 
44-222-796699. 
Circle 1344 on Inquiry Cord. 

Protect 
Your Flies 

T he latest version of The 
Safe, Integrated Com

puter Systems' file-protec
tion software (see September 
1990 What 's New Interna
tional , page 64IS-30) has two 
parts . The first part pro
tects your files from unau 
thorized access and from 
accidental or deliberate alter 
ation or deletion. The sec
ond part lets you rest rict user 
access to specified direc
tory areas. The Safe can op
erate as memory-resident or 
stand-alone . 

The Safe has 25 setup 
functions that let you protect , 
lock , preserve, and secure 
your files and specify user 
names and access areas . 
The package records the sta
tus of your files and their 
associated passwords in an 
encrypted file within the 
files' respective dj rectory 
areas . 

The Protection operation 
encodes specified files and 
informs The Safe to decode 
those files when they are 
read and encode them when 

http:non-defect.ve


SAMPLE CONFIGURATIONS 
(ex luding arriage and VAn 

£9749 
'elwarr 386 (Sial....,f-ltu.-arl , u~ lo 250 u~ r s) 

------ PLUS 
Elonex 486V/25E file <crver 


25 \IHT 00486 processor . 32-bir EISA bus, 

rnrcrnal cache memOI'\'. 8,\ IB RA,\ l,(oplional JlMBl. 


I G•gabyre SCSI Hard OJ<k (formaucdl. 

32-bil lEI ) h hcrncl scf\cr card , 


hcav1• dury Unmlerruplable Power Supply. 


£741J 
SFT NctwMc 2.15 (Faull loleront, up lo 100 users) 

PIUS ----- 
llone\ 386\'/33[ fi le server 


JJ,\\Hz 80386 pro es or, 3~·bi l FISA bu<, 

32 c.1rhc mcmol). 4MB RA\I (max 32MB), 


600MB I liard Dosk lformal\ed ), 

Jl-b11 lEI ) Ethcmel server card , 


hea y duly Uninlerruplabl t• Power Supply. 


£S568 
Adv.1nccd , clwarc 2.15 (Up lo 100 use") 

Pl.US 
Uonc> 4861l125 f•lc-ser,e r 


25Mhz 80486 cpu, 1111ernal cache, 

4MB RAM (m"' 16MB). 300MB !OF 


Hard D•sk , mtell1gcnt Ethcrn C'I ser\'cr card . 


£J0<)0 
ELS II v2.15 (Enlry le>·cl, up lo 8 users) 

------ PI US ----- 
Eione\ 3866125 hle-sef\er 


25MH7 80386 proct•s<or. &4k c.1che memory. 

4,\\B RAM, 200MB Hard Di sk, 1&-b11 E1herne1 card. 


£'l.J'l.<) 
ELS I vl. l2 (Enlr,· level, u~ lo 4 users) 

Pt 
Elonex 386Bfl5 hk•scrvcr 


25MH7 80186 processor. &4 k cac he memory. 

4MB RAM, 100MBHard Disk, 16-bll Etherncl ca rd . 


£U'l.S 
Elo11e< 386 X \ slimlinc Wor k lalion . 1 16 RAM . 


Mouse, 1&-bil E1herne1 card and boo! ROM. 


£675 
~lonex 286M slimline Wor lalion. 1MB RA I. 

Mouse, 1&-bil Elher nel card and boor ROM. 


Call Respon!<' CompuiN M"nrenance (lei: 0.11-%512251or 

a iree Site installation uf\'£") and'or On·si te upporl. 


All r,.demarks mac nowledged .Uonex rese"t Ihe 11gh1 

to change Spt'CifiGmons .and pnccs wnhout notice. All1tems 

are old ubiccl lo Oone•' 1Nms and condmons 01 1radc. 


NEW LONDON OFFICE 
[loncx pic. 2 Apsley Wa . London NW2 7H F 
---- fax 081-452 !>422--- 

Tel 081-452 4444 

TE< H-.:1< .\1 ~UPPORT 

T e l 081-4 5 0 626 2 

NORTHERN OFFICE 
Elonex pic, 7.9 campus Road, Us!crhills cicm·c 

Park , Bradford , \VeSI Yorks hire BD7 1HR 
---- fax (0274) 30Tl94 - -- 

T e l (0274) 307226 
------E IR E-----

l:R Com puters, Merchant Court 
24 M rchan ts Quay, Oub:in 8 


--Fax 1-67'.11 n8 Te l 1-679777415 - 

---BELG I AN Ofi' I C£---
Mark tec h (Benelux) SA Rou le Provincia le 244, 

Brc 7, B-1301 Wavrc (Bierges), Belgium 
--Fax 10-41 45 96 Tel 10-41 42 26 - 

•NOVE LL 


JOINT FORCES 

Few companies can match our range 


of Personal Computers and our reputation for professional 

Technical Support. 


Fewer still can also supply su h a wide choice 

of powerful File-servers and Workstations, ful ly installed 


and ready to run under NOVELL's Netware. 


Only a handful possess the in-house expertise to help you 

get the maximum out of connecting them together. 


None offers complete solutions as flex ible and 
cost-effective as ours. 

See Us at The Which Computer Show 
r-·------- -- ----------- ------------------------ ---- ---- ---- ---------- -- --- -- 

Please send me informat ion about the Ekmex producl range and serviLes JF/ BYTE/ 4/91 

COMAA Y AM( 

AM E rosruo 

ADORES 

HL£PHQN[ 
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Data Collection Module 
__ _ --.....----.-:- TDS909S Muhifum.1 i011 

-~_::.....~-;. f ~ ""'.~"=.. card and TD S9 092 
·4tr.!... -~ - -- --=--: c on t ro l c onJpute'f 
~5 --~~~ ••.cmdwich to fom1ot very 

,._ '" ' - 1111{1 - ........ - 'mall modu\4.· for building 
imo produ~s.. especially ponable- or remote onc::o. A data 
loggN can run 12 nlonth.-. on a :-.mali9V banery. 

Road... ide vehicle st~t i :..1ic-. 


Water managemcm 

Meteorolo~;ka 1 out:qations 


' Biad;.-bc.H ' :..aft"t y T~ordrr.-. 


Medical r('("Q rdin~ 


Ticket nulchint-.. 

On -.,.it<" ch ·il t>ngint"Crint: 


Bar-code· rC'adt"n. 

N.N.:ordc.•d..:pc:('('ll 


Non-vo lot l il<" M~mof)· & Clock. Amllog 10 Digita l & 
IJigilal 10 Anillo~ convener.-. . l1ulst l>rocr-s..iJJg Sy~em . 
LCD & kt"yboard in terfou.-e.. Muh ita,kin~. Forth &. 
As.-.emblt"r. 2 )<,('rial pon... & 32 l/0 . Libr'dt)' of 
ready -made routin(':.. . TDS9092 
£1J.I .95. TDS9095 £164.95 (10 .liJI!!!iiiiiil 
qty} droppin~o: ...u:-C'ply wid1 quanl ity . ~ 

Triangle Digital Services Ltd 
223 Lea Bridge Rd, London E 10 7NE 
Tel 081 -5) 9 0285 Fax 08 1-558 8110 

Circle 473 on Inquiry Carel. 

LOW·LOW·LOW 

r,fQ11H.P .. Canon , :-<EC, Panasonic. Fujitsu. 
1.::~ DEST, Printers/Scanners/Plotters 

Memory, Hard Drives, Tape Backup for 
Sun , DEC Systems &Others 

I:BM tl1I1IIWl t1 11'1'" ALR 
¥£VERE)f- A5T & other 

XT/AT Compatibles & 386 Computers 

CALL for· LOW PRICES 


Gov't, Corporate, Schools, Dealers, 
& Export INQUIRIES WELCOME. 

SURAH inc:. 
44912 Osgood Road , Fremont, CA 94539 
Ph: (4 15) 651-5 101 Fax: (41 5) 651-5241 

1~·543- 1001 
VI SA. M.,;ter Card acceptl'<l. w/sc 

Circle 467 on Inquiry Card. 

Ad,•ertise your Computer 

Products in BYTE's International 


Advertising Section 


BYTE magazine is unique in its 
ability to serve the needs of the 
Pan-European mi crocomputer 
marketplace. 

For more information on advertis 
ing in BYTE, contact BYTE's 
London office. 

In the U.K .. call Roz Wey man at 
01-493 1451. 

McGraw-Hill Publications 
34 Dover Street 
London WlX 3RA 

Circle 414 on Inquiry Carel. 
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they are written. The encod
ing prevents unauthorized 
access to a readable form of 
the data if The Safe is by 
passed. Under password con
trol, you can remove the 
protection of a file and im
port and export files from 
protected directory areas. 
The Locking operation pro
vides the same facilitie s as 
the Protection operation but 
encrypts the files using a 
more complex algorithm. 

When you have The Safe 
running and your application 
package requests a file to 
be opened , The Safe checks 
whether the file is protected 
or locked. If either situation 
exists, The Safe asks for the 
password before it grants ac 
cess to the file. It also de 
crypts any subsequent reads 
of the file and encrypts any 
subsequent writes to the file. 

The User operation gives 
you access to three disk 
drives and parent directory 
areas when you log on and 
enter the password , whereas 
the Operator operation gives 
you unlimited access to all 
disk drives and directory 
areas. You can use The Safe 
on a network system provided 
that the network disk ac 
cesses pass through the oper
ating system. If the network 
uses separate operating-sys
tem and network system 
software, you should place 
The Safe between the oper
ating system and the network 
system. 

To secure your system 
against eavesdropping, vi rus
es , and logic bombs, The 
Safe has a series of disk 
drive , printer, and serial 
port intercepts. Eavesdrop 
ping intercepts place them
selves in memory and record 
specified inputs and outputs 
to and from the resources of 
the computer. The intercept 
then records the information 
in a disk file for future ac 
cess or transmission or trans
mits it directly to the exter
nal environment. The printer 
and serial port write inter

cepts prevent the transfer of 
data to the external envi
ronment by eavesdropping 
programs. 

The security features 
prevent viruses from propa 
gating themselves via the 
operating system. The oper
ating-system and BIOS ab
solute disk write intercepts 
prevent vi ruses from attach 
ing them selves directly onto 
the system tracks and pre 
vent any direct destruction of 
disk data. The Preserve and 
Secure operations prevent de 
struction of files through 
the use of the operating 
system. 

The Safe has an activity 
log that records all opera
tions initiated and their as 
soc iated security results, 
a long with the date and 
time of the operation. 

The Safe requires an 
IBM PC with DOS 3.1. 
Price: $A 100. 
Contact: Integrated Com
puter Systems, 212A Corin
thian Rd . , Riverton , West
ern Australia 6155 ,6 1-9
457-9116. 
Circle 1345 on Inquiry Card. 

De-Cable for the 
AmstradCPC 
6128 and 664 

A BC Holdings· De
Cable lets you connect 

an external 5 \4 -inch floppy 
disk drive to your Amstrad 
CPC 6128 or 664 computer 
and allows the drive to func 
tion as the A drive . The De
Cable also lets you access 
both sides of the 5 1A-inch 
di sk in the external drive 
simply by flicking a switch 
on the cable. The De-Cable 
supports Amstrad BASIC , 
AMS-DOS. CP/M, and 
Mult iface II. 
Price: £24.95. 
Contact: ABC Holdi ngs, 4 
Westmeads Rd .. Whitstable, 
Kent CT5 ILR, U.K ., 44
227-26564 1. 
Circle 1346 on Inquiry Card. 
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The LC24-200 dot-matrix primer offers a high-speed draft mode 
that reaches a maximum priming speed of222 cps at a resolwion 
of /O cpi. 

Learn how to build graphical userinterfaces for UN IX software from theexperts 

OSF/Molil Programmer' Workshop ~ XProgrammer' Workshop 
This popular 4day workshop concentrates on using the Motif Complimentary to Motif course, this 4 dayhands-on workshop 
toolkit. Includes extensive hands-on. covers Xlib facilities in detail. 

XStrategic Over\'iew On-Site Training 
An intensive one-dayseminar on X looking at marketing, lXI can provide on-site training, customized to meet your 
commercial and technical issues. particular needs. 

Yl!l 
IX/ Limited 

I I{ \ I '\ I '\ <, 

9015-58 BYTE • APRIL 1991 Circle 447 on Inquiry Card. 

62-74 Burleigh Street Cambridge CB1 10J England Tel: +44 223 462131 FAX: + 44 223 462132 
• OSFIMotif is a trad~mark of tire Open Soft war~ FoundatiDtl , X i.f th~ trademark of MI T. 

The Perfect 
Office Printer 

T he Star Micronics 
LC24-200 has a multi

part mode that lets it print 
four high-quality carbon 
copies in addi tion to the top 
copy of your document . The 
printer also offers printing 
speeds of 167 cps at 10 cpi , 
200 cps at 12 cpi , and 66 
cps at 12 cpi in letter-qua lity 
mode. For continuous li sts, 
the LC24-200 offers a high
speed draft mode in which 
the new 24-pin dot-matrix 
printer reaches a maximum 
speed of 222 cps at 10 cpi. 

When it comes to paper 
management, the LC24-200 
features a paper-park func
tion , a semi-automatic and a 
bottom paperfeed , and an 
automatic tearing-off facility 
for fanfold paper. In addi
tion , the printer comes with a 
variable tractor, which you 
can use as a push or pull trac
tor as required. To change 
over, you simply flip a 
switch . 

The LC24-200 has elec
tronic DIP switches, which 
replace the old, mechanical 
DIP switches. To change the 
printing mode , you simply 
select the mode you want 

electronically via the con
trol panel. 

You get a choice of five 
fonts-TMS Roman, Sanser
if, Courier, Prestige , and 
Script-for creating an indi
vidual appearance for your 
documents. This range of 
fonts also includes further 
variations that make it possi
ble to produce italic , pro
portional , double-height, 
double-width, quadruple
height, quadruple-width, 
shadow, and outline print 
for each font. The LC24-200 
offers ESC/P, IBM Pro
printer X24, and NEC P6 

emulations. It comes with a 
parallel interface and a 30K
byte buffer. 

Star Micronics also of
fers the LC24-200 Colour, an 
identical printer to the 
LC24-200 but with an option 
for color printing . Besides 
black, the LC24-200 Colour 
offers red , blue , and yel 
low . By mixing these pri
mary colors, you can pro
duce three additional colors 
automatically, making 
seven colors altogether. 
Price: 998 deutsche marks 
for the LC24-200; OM 1098 
for the LC24-200 Colour. 

Contact: Star Micronics 

Deutschland GmbH, Wester

bachstrasse 59 , D-6000 

Frankfurt/Main 94 , Ger

many, 49-69-789990; fax 

49-69-781006 . 
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A General
Purpose Parallel 
Computer 

T he Hathi-2 is a gener
al-purpose, multiple in

struct ion/multiple data 
(MIMD) type of parallel 
computer designed so that 
you can attach it to an IBM 
AT , Sun, or Mac II host 
computer for single- or multi
user environments. The 
computer is intended for sci
entific computing , simula
tion, modeling , and execu
tion of demanding indus
trial control or monitoring 
software. 

The machine supports a 
parallel programming model 
of communicating asyn
chronous processes and oper
ates under the supervision 
of 25 T212 control proces
sors. Each processing node 
can be an Inmos T414 or 
T800 transputer. The pro
cessor has 2K or 4K bytes of 



The full-blown simulator Ia an extension or 
the DEMO. You can load up to 84K of 
code and use 64K of XDATA space. You 
can program an "external environment" 
to Interact with your code to simulate your 
target system. The emulator is the hard
ware extension of the simulator! 

The 24MHz real-time emulator has been 
the industry standard for years. With its 
complex breakpoint logic and advanced 
trace, nobody can beat it for performance. 
Plug-in or RS-232 configuration . All 8051 
derivatives are supported ! 

noHau 
CORPORATIO N 
51 E. Campbell Avenue, Campbell , CA 95008 

866-1820 • FAX 378· 7869 

Australia (02) 654 t873, Austria (0222)38 76 38, Benelu~ 31 1858· 16133, Ca nada (514) 689·5889 Denm k 1 
81 1Fin land 90·452 1255, France (01 )·69 41 28 01 , Germany 0813 1·25083, Great Britam 0962·73 31 40 'Hung ar 14216S ' 

Is rael (03 ) 48 48 32. ttaly (0 11) 77100 10 Ko rea (02) 784 784 1. New Zealand (09)392·464. Portugal 
101 

a~ 01·137 2182• 
Sweden. Norway (040) 92 24 25, Singapore (065 ) 284·6077, Spain (93) 21 7 2340, Switzerland (01) 740 4

\ SO 454. 
05Taiwan (02) 7640215. Thai land (02) 281·9596. Yugoslavia 061·57 t9 49. • 
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QA-1200 1.2GB DATWISYTOS+ $1995.00 
LAPTOP BACKUP PARALLEL 
PORTW/SYTOS + 

380MB 
MIPP'" $1245.00 

760MB $1895.00 
OPTICAL DRIVES 

40MB IDE 
KIL()K s 240.00 

MYLEX 
MOTHER BOARDS 

3Com 

DEALERS WANTED 

3EST- USA 

' ~ 

QA-150WISYTOS ? s 970.00 

(408) 737-3900 • Fax : (408) 737-3910 
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EXPORT ONlY 
WHOLESALE & RETAIL 

* ONE SOURCE FOR 5,000 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

* LOW EXPORT PRICES 

* WORLDWIDE DELIVERY 
* 220 VOL TS/SOMHZ 

CALL FOR CATALO 
COMPEX International Inc. 


PO Box 1021 , Cambridge, 

MA 02236 USA 


17) 354-5045 • FAX (617) 864-951 
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POS-EQUIPMENT 

Printers 
Displays 
Keyboards 
Scanners Appl ications for 
Drawers MS-DOS/UNIX 

dietrich SINCE 1928 

Zahringer Sta8e 326 
D-7800 FREIBURG/Germany 
Phone 49-761-54915 
FAX 49-761-56881 
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NEWS 

INTERNATIONAL 

50-ns memory and 256K 
bytes of external 250-ns 
DRAM . In addjtion, each 
processor has four standard 
10-Mbps transputer links . 

The basic processor is a 
fast RISC-type microproces
sor , executing inst ruct ions 
at a rate of 10 MIPS . Paral 
lel-processing operating
system primitives are directly 
supported by the micropro
cessor hardware . The T800 
processors have a powerful 
internal FPU capable of a 
1.5-MFLOPS scalar rate on 
32-bit numbers. Each pro
cessor has a parallel bus-ex
pansion connector for addi
tional memory or periph
eral interfaces. 

The computer is modular 
and scalable in four proces
sor modules . Within a mod
ule , each node processor has 
a parallel expansion con
nector. An expansion board 
may have addit ional mem
ory (up to 4 MB per proces
sor) or high-speed periph
eral interfaces. You can 
connect Hath i-2 to other 
systems via serial transputer 
links. 

The processor intercon
nect ion network is based on 
standard bidirectional 
transputer links operating at 
10 Mbps. The connection 
network is a combination of 
a fixed 2-D torus config
uration and embedded pro
grammable 32- by 32-chan
nel matri x switches. A 16-bit 
T212 control transputer 
controls the matrix switches , 
and the control transputers 
form a chain to configure 
and monitor the entire 
computer. 

Each card modu le holds 
four node processors with 
256K bytes of memory 
each, a T212 control proces-

Ifyou would like your new product considered for publication in 
the international section ofBYTE, send press releases to BYTE, 
Attention: Martha Hicks, One Phoenix Mill Lane , Peterbor
ough, NH 03458, U.S.A., (603) 924-9281 ,fax (603) 924-2550; 
or BYTE/McGraw-Hill, Wimbledon Bridge House, One Hart
field Rd., Wimbledon, London SW19 3RU, U.K., 44-81 -543
1234,fax 44-81 -540-3833. All press releases must contain price 
information, address, and telephone number. 

or, a matrix switch mod
ule , and monitoring and syn
chronization hardware. 
Indicator LEDs show the sta
tus of processors and com
munication links. 

The present I 00-proces
sor version has an aggregate 
instruction rate of 1000 
MIPS . With T800 fl oating
point transputers , the maxi 
mum data rate is 150 
MFLOPS. The working 
memory size is 26MB, ex 
pandable to 400MB. 

Application software im 
plemented on it includes per
formance monitoring , full
text database retrieval, fluid 
dynamics , parallel execu 
tion of production sy terns , 
and geometric image trans 
formation of satellite data . 

The basic programmi ng 
language for transputers and 
Hathi-2 is Occam. Other 
available programming lan
guages are C , Pascal , FOR
TRAN , and Prolog . You use 
the hosts and the transputer 
development system to boot 
strap the computer , for 
software development , and 
to hold the basic mass
memory storage. The Hathi
2' s architecture preserves 
the basic properties of its 
transputer node processors. 
This means that you can 
transfer existing transputer 
software, such as com
pilers , operating systems , 
and utility programs , to 
Hathi -2. 
Price: About 800,000 to 
1,300,000 Finnish marks . 
Contact: Technical Re
search Centre of Fin land, 
Computer Technology Lab 
oratory , Kaitoviiylii 1, P.O. 
Box 201 , SF-90571 Oulu , 
Finland, 358-81 -509-111; 
fax 358-81 -509-680 . 
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5 out of 5 hackers prefer other software 

protection methods to Hardlock E-Y-E~ 


~ 


What hackers dislike . . . 
Hard lock E-Y-E was designed using cryptographic 
principles. It took the experience and know-how 
of Germany's No.1 in software protection and the 
leading edge technology of a US semiconductor 
company to create the ultimate software protection 
tool. Hard tack E-Y-E is based on a custom chip 
featuring secure algorithmic response rather than 
simple bit swapping or counting schemes. 

What software developers like ... 
Hardlock E-Y-E combines all the features software 
developers requ ire in a single product: algorithmic 
response to provide security and an optional non
volati le memory to allow custom configurations. 
FAST Electronic has made implementation of 
Hardlock E-Y-E in your software easy. Use HL-Crypt 
to protect .EXE or .COM files, or incorporate high 
level language interface routines in your software. 
The algorithm parameters and the contents of the 
memory can be programmed in seconds using our 
Crypto-Programmer card. This unique card guaran
tees that no one else can burn your orig inal codes. 
Simply plug the card into any PC slot and start up 
your own Hardlock E-Y-E workshop. 

What your customers will like ... 
Hard lock E-Y-E allows unlim ited backup copies. The 

device is shipped with the software for the user 

simply to plug into the parallel interface and forget. 


Daisy chainability, outstanding reliability (no battery is 

needed), and the most compact High-Tech design 

ensure that your customer will accept Hard lock E-Y-E. 


What your accountant will like . .. 

Hard lock E-Y-E needs no factory coding. Th is ensu 

res optimum delivery schedules and stock flexibility. 

Revenues wi ll 

go up as soft 

ware piracy 

and multiple 

usage are pre 

vented. Despite 

its wealth of 

features, 

Hardlock E-Y-E's 

prices remain 

competitive. 


. .. As more and 

more software 

developers, 

customers and 

accountants appreciate the Hardtack E-Y-E device, 

hackers like it less and less. 


Hardlock E-Y-E 

programmable, algorithmic response 


and memory option - all in one. 


For additional information, contact Brahlm Ajari at Fast Electronic or one of the distributors listed below : 

France: 

FAST Eleclronoc France SARL 
9, Av d'Arromauches 
94100 Sl Maur des Fosses 
Tel : ( 1 )· 48837811 
Fax : (1) -48839734 

BeNelu•: 

crypsys gegevensbeveologong 
Arkelslraal 37 
4 2001 KB Gorinchem 
Tel : (01830)-37 444137069 
Fax : (01830)-37083 

Italy : 

TECHN E S.R.L. 
Via della Pace. 94 
41033 Concordia siS. (MO) 
Tel : (0535)-54178 
Fax : (0535)-57070 

Yugoalavle: 

G & G eleclronoc 
Kr~zovljanska 1 
41000 Zagreb 
Tel : (041)-315794 
Fax: (041)-333510 

Spain: U.K.: 

FAST lberoca, S.L. 
c/Rocardo Orloz, 56 Poslenor 
28017 Madrid 
Tel : (91)-3613222 
Fax: (91)-36132 19 

Greece: 

Oogolal Corcle 
28, Grammu Sl. 
15669 AI hens 
Tel : (01)-6516-860 
Fax: (01 )·6535-703 

magnoleye Lid. 
Sludoo 6, Walmer Sludoos 
235-239 Walmer Road 
London W11 4EY 
Tel : (71) 2218024 
Fax : (71) 792 3449 

11/FRST

Fast Electronic GmbH 

FAST Electronic GmbH, Kaiser-Ludwig-Piatz 5, D-8000 Miinchen 2, West-Germany, Tel : 49/89/539800-20, Fax : 49/89/539800-40 
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• BTC 150. CUT/E. Loe,itech compatible. hand held 

scanner has a 400 DPI. I 05mm width and can be 

combined with Drawine, and OCR software. 

• BTC 6200. CUT/E. Loe,itech compatible. lmae,e 

Scanner provides 300 DPI re·solulion with A4 size 

for a very reasonable price. 

• BTC 900 I . the CUT/£ Mouse is a three button 

mouse with 230 DPI resolution and an ere,onomic 

shape. 

BEHAVIOR TECH COMPUTER CORP. 
HEADQUARTERS: 12F, 18, Sec. 1, Chang An E. Ad., Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 

TEL: (02)52~ FAX: (02)5~31 1 4 TELEX: 13917 BEHAVIOR 
Contact Person: Miss. Ruth Liang 

EUROPE OFFICE: Glashaven 22,301 1 XJ , Rotterdam, the Netherlands 
TEL: (10)404-9400 FAX: (10)433-2535 
Contact Person: Mr. Shan Phillips 

U. S. A. OFFICE: 4180 Business Center Dr.Fremont, CA 94538 
Tel: (415)657-3956 Fax: (415)657-3965 
Contact Person: Mr. Jimy Wang 
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INTERNATIONAL FEATURE 


Object-Oriented

Management Planning 


Ark is an easy-to-use yet sophisticated data management program 
with a spreadsheet-style user interface 

COLIN BARKER 

Ark, a new program from Ambit Research, is a plan
ning tool that adopts a genuinely new approach to 
information management. Its basic principle is to let 
you store information in a format that has similar 

attributes to a spreadsheet but that also gives you some of the 
functionality of a relational database. 

Ark stores information in a relatively unrestricted format , 
treating each piece of data as an object. A data dictionary 
stores information about each object and the sets of objects 
to which it belongs . Usually just a single keystroke will let 
you see the origin of each item of data and the relationships 
between items of data. 

The upshot is a package that is easy to u e and requires 
little original organization, but has a powerful 
system for finding data and linking different 
units and sets of data . 

Strength in Consolidation 
With the use of Ark, you can build up consoli
dated spreadsheets based on an underlying data
base structure. Its use of a spreadsheet format 
makes it familiar to most managers, but the un
derlying database structure ensures data integri
ty between the linked spreadsheets. It also gives 
a full and readily accessible audit trail showing 
where each piece of information comes from, 
when it was entered, and by whom. It also fea
tures a ophisticated consolidation tool that can 
read in text files created by mainframe data
bases or microcomputer spreadsheet programs. 

But a question arises : Who needs a new con
solidation program? Most up-to-date spread
sheet programs let you link information in a 
multiplicity of ways, or you can use a database 
system and output information to a spreadsheet. 

The answer has to do with the way spread
sheets are linked . When you consolidate infor
mation in a spreadsheet, you take data from one 

spreadsheet and incorporate it into another. The data gener
ally exists only as a cell , a single piece of information, such 
as the total sales of one item of stock in one subsidiary of a 
large company. Unfortunately , most spreadsheet packages 
will not let you establish a logical link between that informa
tion and another cell that , say , equates to the ales of the 
same item of stock in a different subsidiary. 

Ark's designers concluded that when you consolidate 
spreadsheets , you are basically manipulating data in an un 
structured fashion . By imposing a database structure on the 
data , you can build a consolidated spreadsheet out of logi
cally connected parts. (For instance , in my example above , 
sales of a particular stock item becomes a data type, and 
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sales of that item in a particular subsid
iary becomes a piece of data logically 
connected to sales of the same item in 
other subsidiaries.) But databases are 
usually complicated and require a lot of 
time to set up. With Ark, you can build 
the database easily by using the spread
sheet format . 

Setting Up the System 
To start with, say you want to set up a 
series of worksheets to cover three retail 
outlets that sell the same lines of prod
ucts . You want to display forecast and ac
tual sales broken down into quarters with 
year-end totals. You want to set up a 
worksheet for each outlet and one for the 
whole group, a total of four worksheets. 
Standard practice with a spreadsheet 
would be to set up a couple of templates, 
start entering the data for the worksheets 
covering each outlet, and then set up the 
links for the consolidated worksheet for 
the whole group. 

With Ark you do something similar 
but with different results. You first set up 
a worksheet and then enter the data . The 
data, however , is not stored in several 
worksheets , but in a si ngle database. As 
you enter the data, it gains attributes, de
pending on where in the spreadsheet you 
place it. When you need to retrieve it , 
you bring up the blank worksheet and 

IJVJE ACTION SUMMARY 

Ark of the 
Convenient 

A new software program, Ark, 

is designed to help managers 

to consolidate spreadsheet 

data. The £1950 program is 

actually a database with an 

easy-to-use spreadsheet 

front end. Data is stored as 

objects, allowing users to 

quickly determine where the 

data originated from. The 

program could be useful for 

many types of computer 

users, and it may influence 

many other software devel

opers. 
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then add the context (e.g ., forecast sa les 
for the whole group for 1990) at the top of 
the worksheet. Ark searches for all the 
relevant data with attributes that match 
the context and then displays it. In other 
words , it does the consolidation for you . 

Ark recognizes three different con
cepts that govern the data: entities , attri
butes , and labels . 

Entities are concepts that are being 

Ark treats 
each piece of data 

as a unique object. 

measured in some way , such as sa les, 
profits, or production volumes . Sales as 
an entity may have many different values 
depending on, for example, the year, the 
products being sold , or whether the fig 
ure is forecast or actual. 

An attribute is used to qualify an enti
ty and could include information such as 
the date, location , or product type. For 
example, in "sa les in 1989," sales is an 
entity qualified by the attribute year, 
which has the value 1989. 

Labels are simply explanatory pieces 
of information that accompany data. 

The best way to explain how to work 
with these concepts is with an example. 
Say you begin to enter your data, and you 
start with "sales." After telling Ark that 
sales is a concept, you are launched into 
the program's data dictionary. You give 
the concept a name and specify the type 
(i .e ., entity, attribute, or label), the for 
mat it takes on a worksheet, and the 
heading that will appear at the top of the 
column. As sales is an entity, you need to 
give it attributes, which you begin defin 
ing at this point. In the example , you set 
up the attributes location (this will have 
three values for the three shops); product 
group (as many values as there are types 
of products) ; and year, quarter , and 
analysis (is this an actual sales figure or 
a forecast one?). The result is a full -sca le 
data dictionary with data sets, and Ark is 
close to being an object-oriented 
database . 

Once you define the attributes, you 
can use the data in powerful ways. But 
Ark manages to disguise the complex
ities of this process from you . While 

there are some fairly sophisticated com
putational principles involved here, Ark 
is aimed at line management. This is a 
system that any reasonably computer-lit
erate line manager should be able to set 
up a lone. 

Having defined your attributes, you 
continue to build up the worksheet, de
fining the concepts and specifying the 
attributes. You can now go to the next 
piece of data and start to build up the 
database. 

Constructing a Worksheet 

In the original example I mentioned , 

was building up a ser ies of worksheets , 

showing forecast and actual sales by 

quarter and year for three retai l outlets. 

The left column for such a worksheet 

might appear as follow : 


Sales 

First Quarter 

Product I 
Product 2 
Product 3 
Product 4 
[etc.] 

Second Quarter 
Product I 
Product 2 
[etc.] 

Third Quarter 
[etc .) 

The next concept you would need to in 
troduce to Ark is "First Quarter ." which 
is not an entity but an attribute (quarter) 
that has already been defined . You then 
go on to the first product , give it a name 
and the attribute product type, and repeat 
this for the other products. The indenta 
tions on the worksheet are important , as 
Ark will recognize them as a hierarchy . 
In other words, "Fi rst Quarter" is a fig 
ure governed by the indented figures 
below it. 

Once your column is completed, you 
have to specify the context for the work
sheet. The same column of data type 
may appear in different worksheets. The 
headings across the top of a worksheet 
specify the context (e .g., Forecast and 
Actual Sales for Outlet I in the years 
1986 to 1991 ). You define the context in 
much the same way that you define the 
data . Once you have finished, you have a 
complete template with blank cells for 
the data . Now you enter the data just as 
you would with a normal spreadsheet. 
But the position of the data on th spread
sheet now defines it , since you have 
filled in the information about entities, 
attributes , and so on. 

Because of it data dict ionary , Ark in a 



Perche cercare in America quello che puoi tro grazie alia nostra organizzazione eai nostri uffici disponibilita e vicinanza, spese amministrative 
vare in ltalia, vicino, gia pronto da usare? negli Stati Uniti albamo portato in ltalia iv~ risoHe con fattura italiana, UpGrades eassisten
Quotha 32 eil punto di riferimento software per gi del software americana... equalcosa in piu. za tecnica, ottimi prezzi: nessun ahro, in ltalia, 
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00 MANAGEMENT PLANNING 


Ark's data dictionary stores information about each piece ofdata as an object and 
the sets ofobjects to which it belongs. 

sense knows what the data in a spread
sheet means. When you enter a particu
lar item, Ark files it not as, say, value 
500 in cell C6, but as actual sales of 500 
in outlet I in the first quarter of 1990. 
You can also enter formulas, just as you 
do with a spreadsheet, so you can have, 
say, the total of cells B2 to B 19. But this 
formula is not stored as the total of a set 
of cells, but as, say, the total sales for all 
products in outlet I in the year 1990. 

Because Ark treats each piece of data 
as a unique object, which may or may not 
be dependent on other objects, it is easier 
to vary the way in which this information 
is mixed together than it is with a conven
tional spreadsheet. This is because the 
spreadsheet is a convenient way of dis
playing and defining information, but it 
is not an iron-disciplined road map show
ing where the information is located. 
Ark, by contrast, remembers where the 
data is; you just tell it what you want. 

As Complex As You Need 
You can build up the l;tyers of worksheets 
in as complex a manner as you wish. Ark 
is ideally suited for companies, large or 
small, that have operating businesses 
with different profit centers and projects 
all running simultaneously. For exam
ple, Ark is already being used by an ex
hibition company that has several operat
ing businesses organizing hundreds of 
seminars and exhibitions every year. 

The more complex things get, the 
more useful Ark's two most powerful 
features, provenance and implication, 
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become. Provenance lets you trace the 
source of information with just a couple 
of keystrokes. For example, if you are 
working on a consolidated worksheet 
and you wish to check a figure, you high
Iight the figure and select provenance. lf 
it displays the data in red, then it origi 
nated on another worksheet , and Ark 
will take you to the worksheet from 
which your current worksheet took the 
data . In the case where a cell may repre
sent a total of cells from different work
sheets, you can go to all of them in tum. 
When Ark brings you to another work
sheet, it automatically highlights the par
ticular item you are tracking . 

Provenance also tells you whom the 
data came from . Each user has to log 
onto Ark before using it, and Ark keeps a 
record of who did what. So you can check 
a piece of information with the person 
who entered it . 

While provenance takes you down the 
hierarchy , implication takes you up. If 
you wish to change a piece of informa
tion, Ark tells you exactly which work
sheets it will affect and how. 

Controlled Access 
Ark works on a hierarchical system, and 
the hierarchy can be imposed by these
nior manager. You can control exactly 
who is allowed access to which areas of 
the system and who can change things 
and who cannot. 

The package is ideal for the business 
user who wants to keep track of several 
different companies or activities . It pro

vides an " object-oriented" approach, but 
it would be unfair to weigh it down with 
the notion of ophi ticated computing 
concepts. It ba ically take many current 
computing idea on databases, spread
sheets, and object management and uc
cessfully applie them to a particular 
business ta k. 

Although Ark is not as simple to set up 
as a spreadsheet, Ambit Research has 
taken considerable teps to make the et
up as simple as possible. The definitions 
of ideas such as entities , attributes, rela
tionships, context, and concept are kept 
on a business level and are introduced 
only in a relevant context. On e it is et 
up, you have an extremely powerful bu i
ne s tool that, in a imple way, Jets you 
explore every nook and cranny of your 
business and plan prodigiou ly. 

Ark can read text files from programs 
such a Lotu 1-2-3 or dBASE or from a 
mainframe. It has a full set of pread
sheet functions , and it makes use of 
Graph-in-the-Box to provide busines 
graphics . You can al o export data in 
.WKS files for further manipulation in 
Lotu 1-2-3. 

Although Ark i now available only in 
the U .K., Ambit Research i trying to set 
up distribution channels in other coun 
tries in Europe, A ia , and th America . 

As evidenced by Lotus Imp~ v for the 
Next computer, many people are exam
ining ways to develop beyond the tradi
tional preadsheet. Ambit Research has 
come up with a y tern that offers orne 
advanced features in a simple package. • 

Colin Barker is a former BYTE editor 
based in Londo11. He can be reached on 
8/X c/o "editors. " 

THE FACTS 

Ark 1.0 
£1950 
Each additional copy, £550 ; 
multiuser ver ion for five users, 
£4950 

Requirements: 
IBM PC with 640K bytes of RAM , 
DOS , EGA or VGA graphics , 
and a hard disk drive. 

Ambit Research Ltd . 

London House 

100 New IGngs Rd . 

London SW6 4LX 

U.K. 

44-71 -731 -8199 

fax : 44-71 -731 -8312 

Circle1235 on Inquiry Card . 
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. . . with BayTech' s LaserShare® 
expansion is made easy! 

LaserShare is an expansion card that allows four users 
to connect simultaneously to one laser printer. Just check 
out our outstanding features: 

t/HP LASERJET Ill COMPATIBILI1Y 
Also works with HP LaserJet II, liD, Canon LPB8ll , 

LPB8III, Brother HL8e, and Wang LDP8 laser printers. 


t/256KB, 1MB OR 4MB BUFFER 

t/SIMPLE INSTALLATION 

t/AVAILABLE MODELS 
• 4A - 4 parallel ports 
• 4C - 4 serial ports 
• 4E - 2 parallel/2 serial ports 

Because Resources Should Be Shared. • 4CB - 4 serial (256KB, Brother) 

t/SAVES MONEY AND TIME BayTech 
t/UNMATCHEDPRODUCTSUPPORT 

Data Communications Products DiuisionWith several users having access to one laser printer, 
200 N. 2nd St., POBox 387 Bay St. Louis, MS 39520the per-user cost of your laser printer is dramatically reduced. 
Fax 601 -467-4551 Phone 601 -467-8231 or toll-freeAnd there's no more waiting for the printer. With LaserShare, 


everyone's printing needs are accommodated. BayTech's 800-523-2702 

LaserShare - it's worth checking out! Call now for details! ·All product or company names are trademarks of their respective holders. 


INTERNATIONAL Belgium Finland Germany M ilano Spoin Swltz.erlend 
DISTRI BUTORS MuUfway Oa1·a 8elg1um Genine Oy lmpdata Munich i.T.O. Vidmar Control Sengslag Computers AG 

016-29 22 78 (921 ) 335 700 AMS Computech GmbH (02) 749 0749 (93) 2454803 0041.1.950.54.44 
Aullrtlla 
Melbourne 
Shuttle Technologies. Ltd . 
(031 587 4920 

Melbourne 
Goya Tech. Ply .• Lid. 
(03) 747-8455 

The Ne1herl11nds 
MuUiway Oat a Nelherlands 
079-424 111 

Oenm•rk 
Trend Communications 
5365 23 45 

Frence 
Suresenes 
Kon'ldex International 
(1) 47 72 83 11 

Paris 
Gradco France 
( I) 42 94 99 69 

(089) 126806-0 

Dusseldorf 
Multlway Data Germany 
0211·25 18 75 

iloiy 
Torino 
BAM Italians 
(011) 771.00.10 

Norway 
NS Kleii Bakke 
4 7-6-832000 

Singapore 
Mark Sys tems {FE ) Pie.. Ltd . 
65·2261877 

Sweden 
SoIna 
Microcoml Maldata 
(08) 7344100 

Sollentuna 
Bean Data 
08-626 92 26 

Unlled I<Jngdom 
Leicester & London 
A·Une Dalaspeed Devices, Lid. 
0533-778899 

Bucking hamshire 
Treod Oatalin1< . Ltd. 
(06285) 30611 

Circle 410 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 411 ). 
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Document Imaging System Sources 

Below are listed, by country, international distributors of the U.S. products mentioned in this issue's 


State of the Art section on Document Imaging Systems. 


AUSTRALIA 

Bull HN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

Bull HN Pty . Ltd. 

124 Walker St. 

P.O . Box660 
North Sydney 2060 
61 -2-923-9660 
fax : 61-2-923-9644 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 

Olivetti Systems & 

Networks Australia 

Pty. Ltd. 

Olivetti House 

93 O 'Riordan St. 

P.O . Box244 
Alexandria NSW 2015 
61 -2-317-2555 
fax: 61 -2-317-3982 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 

Miden Pacific Pty . Ltd . 

200 Arden St. 

North Melbourne 

Victoria 3051 

61 -3-321 -0000 

fax : 61 -3-321 -0123 

Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 


LaserData, Inc.: 
Systems House 
45 Frederick St. 
Ryde NSW 2112 
61-2-809-6222 
fax : 61-2-809-6400 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Data No. 3 Group 
165 Moggill Rd . 
Taringa, Queensland 4068 
61 -7-3718088 
fax : 61 -7-3710188 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

Micro Dynamics, Ltd.: 
Delairco Group 
Office Automation Division 
12 Barcoo St. 
East Roseville NSW 2069 
61-2-415-0300 
fax : 61 -2-417-4383 
Circle 1086 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
TCG Systems Automation 
Pty. Ltd . 
39 Balfour St. 
Chippendale NSW 2008 
61 -2-699-8300 
fax : 61 -2-698-1339 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Summit Software Corp.: 

Aarque Systems Pty . Ltd . 

Corner Espon Rd . and 

Joyton Ave. 

Zetland NSW 2017 

61-2-662-4222 

fax : 61-2-662-8383 

Circle 1092 on Inquiry Card. 


Xerox Corp.: 

Rank Xerox Ltd. 

970/980 Pacific Highway 

Pymble NSW 2073 

61 -2-449-0449 

fax : 61 -2-488-9613 

Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

Xionics, Inc.: 

Mitsui Computer Ltd. 

1114 Aquatic Dr. 

P.O. Box 234 
Frenchs Forest NSW 2086 
61-2-452-0452 
fax : 61 -2-452-0481 
Circle 1 097 on Inquiry Card. 

,.•.,,•.••.• 
Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc. : 
Bull A.G. 
Linke Wienzeile 236 
A-1150 Vienna 15 
43-222-853-60 I 0 
fax: 43-222-853-33 17 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc. : 
Wang Austria GmbH 
Linke Wienzei le 234 
A-1150 Vienna 
43-222-891110 
fax : 43-222-894-1714 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp. : 
Rank Xerox Austria GmbH 
Nussdorfer Lande 29-3 1 
A-1190 Wien 
43-222-373511 
fax : 43-222-373511-3 10 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 
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V32 
MODEM 
G3FAX 

DISCOVERY 9632AM ERROR
CORRECTION AND DATA 
COMPRESSION V32 
INTELLIGENT MODEM 
WITH PASSWORD 
PROTECT AND AUTO 
BACK-UP DIALING. 

Meeting the reliable data 
communication requirements on 
track with the international V32 
standard the Di covery 9632AM is 
designed for eriou users who are 
looking for innovative modems with 
fri endly features uch as password 
protect, auto back-up dialing, 
power-on leased line connection, 
u er definable function key , and 
many more. 

Yet, the Di covery 9632AM allow 
error-free data communication at a 
tran mission rate of up to 19,200 

bps with MNP Class 2 through 
Class 5 and CCIIT V .42 
compliance. It also supports lower 
speeds of 1200 bps and 300 bps, as 
well as 1200175 bps for Videotex 
connection used in many countries. 

AUTOMATE G3 FAX 
COMMUNICATIONS 
DIRECTLY FROM YOUR 
PC TO OTHER PCS AND 
MILLIONS OF INSTALLED 
FAX MACHINES 
WORLDWIDE. 

Using the Discovery faxmodem, 
documents sent from your PC to 
other PC's or fax machines around 
the world are much clear because no 
scanning distortion is involved. 
Furthermore, schedule sending, 
broadcasting, and group sending can 
be more flexible and productive. 

Now, you can integrate both modem 
and fax transmissions (sending as 
well as receiving) into one device 
with our faxmodem . We support 
VARs for customer software 
modifications to the particular 
applications. 

We also provide low speed modem 
products in standalone, internal 
card , pocket, and rack-mount 
packings. For regional distributors 
information or custom requirements 
you are weleome to contact: 

Datatronics Technology, Inc. 
15/2F, Lane 768, Pa-Teh Rd . Sec.4 
Taipei 10565, Taiwan. 
Phone: (02) 782-0002 
Telex: 28440 DTXMODEM 
Fax: 886-2-782-0305 
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BELGIUM 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull S.A. 
41 A venue de Tervueren 
B-1 040 Brussels 
32-2-739-2639 
fax : 32-2-739-2891 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card . 

FileNet Corp.: 
Ol ivetti S.A. Beige (DOTS) 
Place Madou I , P.O. Box II 
B-1030 Brussels 
32-2-210-9560 
fax : 32-2-210.9200 
Circle 1 079 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Infomaco 
Boulevard A. Reyers Laan 
159 
B-1040 Brussels 
32-2-736-6064 
fax: 32-2-736-3847 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
Avenue Moliere 510, B 8 
B- 1060 Brussels 
32-2-536-8631 
fax : 32-2-536-8600 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
CAPCOM 
Vosterielaan 2 
B-1170 Brussels 
32-2-660-2040 
fax: 32-2-660-6079 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang European 
Headquarters 
6 Rue Du Planeur 
B-1130 Brussels 
32-2-727-2921 
fax : 32-2-727-2529 
Circle1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
NV Rank Xerox S.A. 
Leuvensesteenweg 555 
B-1930 Zaventem 
32-2-722-55 11 
fax: 32-2-722-5559 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

l:l .lihf.j 

BuD HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Coasin Bolivia, SRL 
A venida 6 de Agosto 2300 
Casilla 7295 
LaPaz 
591 -234-3245 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

BuD HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
ABC BuH Telematic 
A venida Angelica 903 
CEP 01227 Santa Cecilia 
Sao Paulo 
55-11 -2405488 
fax: 55-11 -617849 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card. 

'""''Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Binaria S.A. 
Teatinos 20 Oficina 83 
Santiago 
56-2-696-2133 
fax: 56-2-696-9368 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

'''l;li(j 
Bull HN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

BuH Middle East Ltd . 

70 Makarios Ave. 

Nicosia 

357-2-312117 

Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 


Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 

lnfotronics Ltd. 

117 Alhalassa Ave. 

P.O. Box 3655 
Nicosia 
357-24-20101 
fax: 357-24-20104 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

DENMARK 

BuD HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull A/S 
Dalbergstroget 5 
2630 Taastrup 
Copenhagen V 
45-43-717273 
fax : 45-43-42998777 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card . 

FileNet Corp.: 
Edata Systems A/S 
Starnholmen 149 
DK-2650 Hvidovre 
45-36-771110 
fax : 45-36-770900 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
BCP Diskettehandling APS 
Helsingorsgade 52 
Hillerod 3400 
45-2-251122 
fax: 45-2-250999 
Circle1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
A.S. DataLog 
ProduktionsveJ 40 
DK-2600 Glostrup 
45-42-919555 
fax: 45-42-915556 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox A/S 
Borupvang 4/5 
DK-2750 Ballerup 
45-42-654444 
fax : 45-42-654813 
Circle 1 096 on Inquiry Card. 

ECUADOR 

Summit Software Corp.: 
Ecuasistemas S. A. 
Alejo Lascano 
1511 y Tulcan 
Guayquill 
593-4-396907 
fax : 593-4-323478 
Circle1092 on Inquiry Card. 

..•.,. 
Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 

Egyptian Advanced 

Technologies Co. 

(Balsam) 

3 Osman ffiN Affan St. 

Mohandesseen, Giza 

Cairo 

20-2-344-3001 

fax : 20-2-344-7704 

Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 


ETHIOPIA 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
National Consultants 
270 Africa Ave . 
Addis Ababa 
251-1-444191 
fax : 251- 1-651245 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card . 

FINLAND 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Nok.ia Information Systems 
P.O. Box 780 
SF-00101 Helsinki 
358-0-5671 
fax : 358-0-506 1639 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card . 

FileNet Corp.: 
Edata Oy 
Sinikalliontie 10 
SF-02630 Espoo 
358-0-502-1155 
fax : 358-0-502-1157 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigrapbics: 
Viltec Oy 
Nihtisillankuja I 
P.O. Box 9 
SF-02631 Espoo 
358-0-524755 
fax : 358-0-529517 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
lnstru Data Systems Oy 
Vitikka I 
P.O. Box 65 
SF-02630 Espoo 
358-0-5281 
fax : 358-0-529895 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 
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HANTAREX MONITOR 

GIVE YOUR PC 


THE IMAGE IT DESERVES. 

Your PC may give you alittle, a lot, or everything. If you want the maximum, produces five lines in VDU hardware: Micron, Falcon, Jet, Tecno and Tron, 
then clear vision is crucial. Hantarex is a European leader in the manufacture offering looks and technical specifications to suit every requirement. Here is 
of VDUs and main supplier to the big names in informatics: Olivetti, Bull, refinement in design, faultless image definition, absolute technology. 
Apple, Texas Instruments, AT&T. For years now, Needless to say, every unit offers a highly competitive balance between 
Hantarex monitors have been offering clear and well price and quality, and is backed by a worldwide 
de6ned solutions to users great and small, responding service network. Small wonder then, that the 
swiftly to the ever increasing heavyweights choose our monitors for their 
demands of a market in con computers: if you insist on the 
tinuous evolution. Hantarex best... you deserve Hantarex. 

FALCON 12" JET 14" MM213121" MICRON10" TECNO 14" MV140214" 

~HANTAREX 

LEADER IN VDUTErnNOLOGY 

Circle 441 on Inquiry Carel. Htadquarltt ITALY · 50127 Florence · Via Perfetti Ricasoli, 76 Tel. 39--SS-49731- Fax 39-55-268486 
Subsidiary OOIIIJNllla: GREAT BRITAIN: 5BA Sydenham - London · Unit 2243, Kangley Bridge Road · Tel. 44-81-6599166 · Fax 44-81- 7782469 • SPAIN: !Wlllllan:elona · 210, 1•, 6•, Calle Aragon 
. Tel. 34-3-4513383193 · Fax 34-3-2538163 • FRANCE: 78.ml Versailles - 38, Rue des Estals Generaux · Tel. 33-1-39511011 Fax 33-1-39532030 • GERMANY: 5230 Altenkirchen • Siegenerstrasse 23 • 
Tel. 49-2681-304112 . Fax 49-2661-7222 • GREECE: 167 71 Elinilcon, Athens. 35, lppokratos St. · Tel. 30.J.'l910950 · Fax :JO.l-9932801 • SOvttr UNION: 117342 Moscow · 36, Obroucilev St. . llx 
412160 ANTAR-SU · Fax 7-95-3342974 • HUNGARY: 1154 Budapest · Bankut U 67.$ · Tel. 1832366 · Fax 1145965. 
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Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox Oy 
PL55 02631 
Espoo 63 
358-0-52511 
fax: 358-0-524739 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull S.A. 
I Au II Ave. DuVal De 
Fontenay 
94133 Fontenay Sous Bois 
33-1-439-46060 
fax: 33-1-439-6005 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card . 

FileNet Corp.: 
FileNet S.A. 
Velizy Plus 
I bis rue du Petit-Ciamart 
78147 Velizy-Vi llacoublay 
Cedex 
33- I -40-940505 
fax: 33- I -40-940075 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Compusol 
II Rue Rosenwald 
75015 Paris 
33-1-453-00737 
fax: 33- 1-453-0053 1 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
Micro Technologie 
Electronique 
69 Rue Henri Barbusse 
95100 Argenteu il 
33-1-396- 18228 
33-1-396-17375 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

Laser Data, Inc.: 
MC2 
4 Chemin De Malacher 
Zirst 
38240 Meylan 
33-76-902200 
fax : 33-76-4 I I461 
Circle 1 084 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafde Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
lntemationaJ Resources & 
Management 
Z.I. Petite Montagne Sud 
1 , rue des Cevennes 
B.P . 1717 
91017 EVRY Cedex 
33-1-607-79644 
fax : 33-1-607-83413 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
Lascom · 
383, avenue du Gal. de 
Gaulle 
92 140 Clamart 
33-1-463-10505 
fax : 33-1-463-14210 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

TMS, Inc.: 
Micro Distribution Services 
25bis, rue Vigier 
91600 Savigny Sur Orge 
33- I-692-4IOOO 
fax : 33-1-692-40926 
Circle 1093 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang France 
Tour Gallieni I 
78-80 A venue Charles de 
Gaulle 
93174 Bagnolet Cedex 
33-1-48-970606 
fax : 33-1-43-625926 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox S.A . 
12 Place de L ' Iris 
Cedex 38 
92071 Paris La Defense 
33-1-4762-IOOO 
fax : 33-1-4762-1803 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

Xionics, Inc.: 
Xionics Ltd. 
38 Avenue Franklin 
Roosevelt 
77210 Avon 
33-1-6422-0405 
fax : 33-1-6422-0304 
Circle 1097 on Inquiry Card. 

GERMANY 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull A.G. 
Theodore-Heuss-Strasse 
60-66 
Postfach 9 
D-5000 Cologne 90 
49-2203-305620 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
FileNet GmbH 
Dietrich-Bonhoeffer
Strasse 4 
D-6380 Bad Homburg 
49-6172-3081-0 
fax : 49-6172-3081 -78 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Griinbichler Software 
W estend Strasse 34 
Kufering 8912 
49-8I9I-6699I 
fax: 49-8I9I-65250 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
Macrotron A. G. 
Stahlgruberring 28 
D-8000 Munich 82 
49-89-42080 
fax: 49-89-429563 
Circle 1 083 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
ALOSGmbH 
Dieselstrasse I 7 
5000 Koln40 
49-2234-40080 
fax: 49-2234-400823 
Circle 1 084 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafde Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
SAS System-Anjwendungs
Software GmbH 
Karl Marx -Strasse 24 
D-4600 Dortmund I 
49-23-157-9446 
fax: 49-23-I52-9805 
Circle1085 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
debis Systernhaus GmbH 
Max-Stromeyer Strasse 160 
Postfach 100133 
D-7750 Konstanz 
49-7531-852048 
fax: 49-753!-852774 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang Deutschland GmbH 
Lyoner Strasse 26 
6000 Frankfurt/Main 71 
49-69-66750 
fax : 49-69-667-5500 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox GmbH 
Heesenstrasse 70 
4000 Dusseldorf, Heerdt 
49-211 -50860 
fax : 49-211 -50861 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

ij;iiiij 

Bull UN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

Bull A. E. 

A V. Syngrou 44 

B.P. 2527 
Athens 403 
30-1-923-9991 
fax : 30-1-923-7812 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Lantec S.A. 
Atrina Center 
Leoforos Kifissias 32 
15125 Marousi 
30-1 -685-1102 
fax: 30-1 -684-5271 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

HONG KONG 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull HN Ltd . 
Fourth Floor, Shui on 
Centre 
6-8 Harbour Rd . 
Wanchai 
852-864-4111 
fax : 852-865-2141 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Heirnilistaek.i H/F 
Saetuni 8 
P.O . Box 5340 
125 Reykjavik 
354-1-691500 
fax : 354-1 -691555 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 
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THE SIGN OF EXCELLENCE 

GET A POWER LAPTOP WITH 120MB H,D, 
PRACTICALLY NEVER RUN OUT BATIERY 


LAPTOP DESKTOP LUNCH BOX POTABLE 


•286-16CPU 
• 1 MB ON BOARD 
• EXTENDABLE TO 4 MB 
• 120 MB HD 
• 1.44 MB FD 
•VGA LCD DISPLAY 
•BATTERY 
•2 SERIAL PORT 

FROM 8088 SYSTEMS 
TO 486-33 SYSTEMS 
ISAOR EISA 
AT A VERY REASONABLE 
PRICE 
386-33 SYSTEM FROM 

$999 

BOTH 
LCD OR GAS PLASMA DISPLAY 
VGA, OR VGA + 
SYSTEM CONFIGURED FROM 
286 TO 486-33 !SA SYSTEM 
HAR D DRIVE SIZE UP 
TO 345 MB 
386-33 SYSTEM START 

•1 PARALLEL PORT 
•EXTERNAL MONITOR 

486 SYSTEM STARTS FROM FROM $ 2,195 
CONNECTOR 

•SMALLER H.D. 
MODEL AVAILABLE 

$ 1,995 486 SYSTEM STA RT 
FROM 

$ 3,195 
AT LOWER PRICE 

$ 2,195 
• 8086 OR 80386SX 

MODELS AVAILABLE 

JOIN OUR MANY ALREADY SATISFIED EUROPEAN 
CUSTOMERS ORDER YOUR OEM SYSTEMS FROM ABTECH. 
OEM ORDER START FROM 100 UNITS A YEAR. ORDERS 
MAYBE CUSTOMERIEED TO YOUR NEEDS. FROM 
CREATING A COMPANY LOGO TO MAKING A SYSTEM 
MANUAL. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 

ABTECHINC. 

1431 N. POTRERO AVE. UNIT B ORDER: 818-575-0007 

S. EL MONTE, CA 91733 U.S.A. FAX: . 818-575-1500 

OFFICES IN: 

ARGENTINA, BRAS IL,CHINA,ROMANIA & TA IWAN 


Circle 403 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 404) . 



INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE GUIDE 


n:•·•*·' 
Bull HN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

PSI Data Systems Ltd. 

Corporate Office 

2 Victoria Rd . 

Bangalore 560047 

91-8 12-567607 

Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card . 


LaserData, Inc.: 

BiTech 

3 Moores Rd. 

Madras 600 006 

91-44-4 79466 

fax: 9 1-44-8250588 

Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card . 


INDONESIA 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull S.A. Office 
Central Plaza, Third Floor 
Jendral Sudirman 1147 
12930 Djakarta 
62-2 1-520-7400 
fax: 62-21 -515966 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
P. T . Graha Informatika 
Nusantara 
Setia Budi Building II Lt. I 
Ji . H. R. Rasuna Said 
Ku ningan 
Jakarta Selatan 
62-2 1-516085 
fax : 62-2 1-511610 
Circle1084 on Inquiry Card. 

ii;IJI·i:i.j 
Bull HN Information 

Systems, Inc. : 

Bull HN Ltd. 

29/31 South Will iam St. 

Dublin 

353-1-794278 

fax: 353- 1-794278-205 

Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card . 


FileNet Corp.: 

AT&T International 

Corke Abbey 

Bray, County Dublin 

353-1-822333 

fax: 353- 1-822864 

Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 


Laser Data, Inc.: 
Fintra Associates Ltd. 
26 Belgrave Square East 
Monkstown 
County Dublin 
353-1-807930 
fax : 353- 1-806172 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card . 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang Ireland Ltd. 
Wang House, Harcourt 
Centre 
Harcourt St. 
Dublin 2 
353-1-757931 
fax: 353- 1-783098 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

IJJ;f-iji 
Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Medan Computers Ltd. 
3 Efal St. , P.O. Box 3005 
49130 Petach Tikva 
972-3-922-9541 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Comtec 
42 Aliat Hanor 
Tel Aviv 67450 
972-3-263141 
fax : 972-3-260490 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc. : 

ITT! OptiData 

Hayarkon 39 

Bnei Brak 51024 

972-3-719-5721 

fax: 972-3-719-3413 

Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 


Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 

Koor Communications 

Atidim 10 T.A. 

Never Sharet 

P.O . Box 13022 
Tel Aviv 61130 
972-3-548-3304 
fax: 972-3-481-267 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

"'· Bull HN ''' Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull HN S.p.A . 
32 Via Pirelli 
20124 Milan 
39-2-67791 
fax: 39-2-67792360 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Olivetti ltalia 
Direzione Sviluppo File et 
Via Meravigli 12 
20132 Milan 
39-2-883-62280 
fax: 39-2-883-62394 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card . 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Datamatic S.p.A. 
Via Agordat 34 
Milan 20 127 
39-2-282-9105 
fax: 39-2-282-5882 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
Fujitsu Italy 
Via Melchiorre GIOIA 8 
20124 Milan 
39-2-657-274 1 
fax: 39-2-657-2257 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
SPS 
Viale Della Tecnica , 24 
00040 Pomesia (Rome) 
39-6-91 1-0048 
fax: 39-6-911-2681 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card . 

Optigraphks: 
Consorzio Nazionale per 
L "Informatica 
Via E. Vittorini 129 
00144 Rome 
39-6-501-820 I 
fax : 39-6-501-1587 
Circle 1 089 on Inquiry Card . 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang Italia S.p.A . 
Centro Terziario 
Strada Statale Padana 
Superiore 
20090 Vimodrome 
Milan 
39-2-250-4021 
fax : 39-2-250-4870 
Circle 1 095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 

Rank Xerox S.p.A . 

Via Andrea Costa 17 

P.O . Box 3095 
20 131 Milan 
39-2-28831 
fax: 39-2-288-332 1 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 

EC Computer Systems 
Ltd. 
Hatano Building 
2-2 Kanda Jinbou-Cho 
Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 101 
81 -3-265-6161 
fax : 81 -3-265-4047 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Toyo Officemation Inc. 
Daisan To-un Building 
13- 10 , Shibaura 1-chome 
Minato-ku 
Tokyo 105 
81-3-454-0811 
fax : 81 -3-45 1-8198 
Circle 1 079 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Computer Resources Corp. 
Magnolia Building, Second 
Floor 
1-6- 12 Sugamo 
Toshima-ku 
Tokyo 170 
81-3-394-28811 
fax : 81-3-394-288 14 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

i iiJ ~•··· 
Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Computer Applications 
Ltd . 
Sarit Centre 
Westlands 
P.O. Box 53441 
Nairobi 
254-2-748300 
fax : 254-2-750 131 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 
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Backed Up By Strong Capacities, 

We Keep Growing. 


We do all stages of prouction ourselves 
from designing, molding and pressing to 
manufacturing -and we enforce rigorous QC. 
Our full range is comprised of over 20 
models. 
If you're looking for a powerful partner to 
team up with, get in touch with us today! 

32-302 101 


~·EllporW 

LOYALTY FOUNDER ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. 
N0 .5 CHI UN N RD., CHUNG-U INO.AII.RK, TAOYUAN, TAIWAN, R.O.C. 

TEL: 886-3·4511772 FAX : 886·3·4520888 TLX: 35363 LOYALTY 

Cirde 455 on Inquiry Card. 
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INTERNATIONAL ROOURCE GUIDE 


'l·l;if.j 
Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull HN Office 
Second Floor, Lucky
Goldstar Mapo Building 
275 Kongdok-Oong 
Mapo-Ku 
Seoull21 
82-2-701 - 11 I4 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

File Net Corp.: 
Korea Computer Corp. 
8-61 , Galweol-Oong 
Yongsan-ku 
Seoul 
82-2-804-9844 
fax: 82-2-804-8357 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
Koryo 
46-1, Oohwa-Oong 
Mapo-ku 
Seoul 
82-2-7I8-4411 
fax: 82-2-718-4473 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
SsangYong Computer 
Systems Corp. 
60- I , 3-Ga, Ghungmu-Ro 
Jung-Gu 
Seoul I 00-705 
82-2-273-44 16 
fax: 82-2-277-2385 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card . 

ViewStar Corp.: 
SsangYong Computer 
Sy terns 
60- 1, 3-Ga, Ghungmu-Ro 
Jung-Gu 
Seoul I00-705 
82-2-273-44I 6 
fax : 82-2-277-2385 
Circle 1 094 on Inquiry Card . .,.,..... 
File Net Corp.: 
BayaNat 
Sharg . White House 
No. I , First Floor 
P.O . Box 36220 
AJ-Ras 24753 
965-242-6273 
fax: 965-242-6275 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
Bader AI Mulla Group 
P.O. Box 177 
Safat I3002 
965-244-5040 
fax : 965-243-6079 
Circle 1 084 on Inquiry Card. 

Summit Software Corp.: 

Oiyar United Trad. & 

Cont. Co. 

Areal St. , 17M Block 14 

P.O. Box 44240 
Oaiyah 32057 
965-2-521269 
fax : 965-2-5279I9 
Circle 1 092 on Inquiry Card. 

LUXEMBOURG 

Bull liN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull S.A. 
Kalchesbreck, 2A 
L- I 852 Luxembourg 
352-4385854 I 
fax: 352-422242 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card. 

MALAYSIA 

File Net Corp.: 
Olivetti (M) SON BHD 
Large Account Systems & 
Networks 
Seventh Floor, Wisrna 
TongAh 
No. I Jalan Perak 
P.O. Box I I229 
50450 Kuala Lumpur 
60-3-26I2277 
fax : 60-3-26I56IO 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
Computer Systems 
Advisers 
Wisma CSA 
Jalan SS 22/25 
Oamansara Jaya 
47400 PetaJing Jaya 
60-3-7I9-572I 
fax : 60-3-719-3413 
Circle 1 084 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
SilverLake System SON 
BHO 
Lot 20.5 Menara Maybank 
100 Jalan Tun Berak 
50050 Kuala Lumpur 
60-3-230- I685 
fax : 60-3-230-1901 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

if,iijii.i 
Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull HN S.A. 
Hamburgo64 
Col. Juarez 
06600 Mexico City 
52-5-259-1966 
fax : 52-5-570-2985 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FiJeNet Corp.: 
Microformas, S.A. de C. V. 
Melchor Ocampo #158 
Col. Sta. Catarina 
Coyoacan 
Mexico D.F. 04010 
52-5-554-9177 
fax: 52-5-554-3654 
Circle1079 on Inquiry Card. 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Bull liN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull Nederland N. V. 
Vliegtuigstraat 26-(BP 
9039) 
I006 CL Amsterdam 
31 -20-510-1891 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Olivetti Nederland B. V. 
Verbeekstraat 19-21 
2301-EO Leiden 
31-71-3199-31 
fax: 3I -71 -312049 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card . 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
CozaB.V. 
Polakweg I 58 
GG Rijswijk (Z-H) 2288 
31 -70-390-7779 
fax : 31-70-399-3912 
Circle1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
ACAL Auriema 
Auriema Nederland B.V. 
Dorrnakkersweg 26 
31 -40-8 !6565 
fax : 3 1-40-811 81 5 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
OateiCare B. V. 
28 Huis Ter Oeideweg 
3700 AA Zeist 
31 -3404-27211 
fax : 31 -3404-27201 
Circle1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Desisco Nederland B.V . 
Stationsplein 9 
280 I AK Gouda 
31-1820-80 I 88 
fax : 3 1- 1820-80040 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
Teser Holland B. V. 
Poldermolen 4 
3352 TH Papendrecht 
31 -78-412020 
fax : 31 -78-150454 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Plexus Software, Inc.: 
Recognition Equipmenl 
Nederland B. V. 
Buikslotermeerplein 4 18 
NL- I025 WP Amsterdam 
31 -20-327877 
fax : 31 -20-328438 
Circle 1090 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang Nederland B. V. 
Co terweg 12, P.O . Box 4 
4100 AA Culembourg 
31 -34-507-0911 
fax : 31 -34-501 -9752 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox B. V. 
Handelsweg l 
3707 NG Zeist 
3I -3404-80211 
fax : 31 -3404-20434 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 
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Special Volume Discounts 
Latest U.S. Versions 

at U.S. Prices 

1333 60th Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

Fax: 718-438-2315 
Telex: 627-30170 or 910-240-3918 

Software Graphics Computer Aided Design Personal In formation Managers 

Word Processors/Editors 
·Ami Prolesslonal 
LOt.usManuscript 
MSWordS.O 

' MS Word lor Windows 
Muttimate 4.0 
Nortoo Ed~O< 
Prolessional Wr~e 
Sage Professfonal Editor 
Wordperfed 5.0 Xllnlx t ·5 User 
Wordperfed 5, 
Xywrile Ill Plus 

Desktop Publishing 
'ABC Flowcharter 
Arts & Leiters CO<npo""' 
Form Filler 
Fotmlool 
FreedO<n ol Press 
Gem/3 Desktop Publisl>er 

• Jotform Design 
"Per:Form 
Publishers Type Foundry 

'SoHtype 
Ventura Publisher Gold 

$312 
343 
227 
329 
255 

49 
161 
205 
496 
269 
213 

189 
246 

88 
61 

249 
169 
276 
167 
309 
115 
549 

'AdobeiiiUSira!Df 
·Adobe Sceamhne 
Autodesk AnlmatO< 

' Charisma 
'CO<el Draw 
'Designer 
Draw PeriOd 

'Draw Plus 
Freelance Plus 
Gem/3 Arlhne 
Gem/3 Presentation Team 
Grasp 
Harvard Graphics 
Hij3ak 
I"""' Plus (w/Hijaak) 
MICrosoft Chart 
PC Paintbrush Plus 
P•zzaz Plus 

· -point lor Windows 
Ouicktrace 
Show Partner FX 

Project Management 
Harvard Total Proj. Mg.r. 

•Projecllof Windows 
Project Mgr. Workbench Adv. 

$296 
236 
237 
339 
338 
4711 
281 
271 
343 
281 
281 
139 
309 
109 
149 
269 

87 
61 

329 
215 
224 

449 
463 
7n 

Autoskeech Enhanced 
Design Cad 30 

'Drafix Cod lor Windows 
Generic CAOO ltM!I 3 

Statistics 
CSS Statistical Pad<age 
Ga.&al 
SPSS lof OS/2 
SPSSPC Plus 
Sialgraphics 
Systal WISygraj)h Graphics 

$96 
202 
432 
213 

348 
171 
865 
517 
564 
599 

Network Operating Systems 
Novell Advanoed Notware 1995 
Novell ELS 1/ELS II 49011151 
Novell SFT/Notware 386 308515050 
PC-MOS 386 5 U""' 451 
SCO VPnX lor Xllnlx t-2 User 309 
SCO VPnX lor xenix 3 + U""'s 558 
SCO Xenix 0evpt System 286 437 
SCO Xenix 0evpt System 386 501 
SCO Xenix Oper System 286/386 437 
VW386 161 

Info Seled Sll9 
lnst>nl Recall 75 
Lotus Agenda 275 

'Packral 249 
Who-Wha1·When 159 
WordPerted Offoce PC 19 

Hardware 
Multifunction Boards 
ASr Rampage+ 512K (PCA or MCA) 317 
ASr Sixpack+/Sixpack 286 117ft95 
Boca Topha1 t28K n 
6ocaJllm PS/2 50160 (OK) 117 

O ise::J Boards 
ASr Plus 16 bit 183 
Hercules Graphics Station tMB 679 
Hercules Graphics Station 3MB 988 
Hercules VGA Card 8 bit 125 
Paradise 8514/A (Al) 639 
Paradise Auto EGA 480 91 
Video 7 VGA 10241 (512K) 251 

Emulati on Boards 
·ventura Pub Gold Windows 549 Superprojecl Expert 437 ASr 5251·11 Enharoced+ 509 

Database & Tools 
Advanced Revelation 
8-trleve for OS/2 
8-t:rieve Single User 
<:-tree 
C-tree/R~ree/D~ree Toolkit 
C1arkm Prolesslonal 
Clipper5.0 
Dataease 4.2 
Dbase IV 
Dbase IV D~eloper Version 

• Oblasl!Windows 
DBXL 
FoJcbase Plus 
Fox pro 
lnlofmix 4GL Complled-DOS 
Oracle Prolesslonal 
Oracle Prolessional for 0512 
ParadO>I 
Parad0>1386 

521 
384 
160 
297 
825 
470 
499 
435 
506 
882 
197 
143 
198 
471 
612 
681 
681 
463 
619 

Superproject Expert/21or OS/2 
nmehne W/Graphics 

Communications 
Carbon Copy Plus 
Close-Up Customer/Suppl 

·Crosstalk lor Windows 
Crosstalk MK4 

• Dynacomm 10< Windows 
Not Remote Single/Multi 
Novell Notware Anywhere 
PC Anywhere Ill 
PC Anywhere IV 
Procomm Ptus 
Reftect.ion 1 +fl+ 
Relay Gold 
SmaJnalkN 286 
SmalltalkN PM lot OS/2 
Smartcomlll 
Smarterm 240 

500 
473 

118 
124ft53 

123 
137 
146 

208/412 
244 

67 
109 
65 

3151370 
150 
119 
299 
139 
196 

Network Util i ties 
llbcM!lan 
Back·lt Nelwo<k 
Disk Manager/N 
lan Assist 
Lanschool 
lanselecl 
Lansheil 
Lansight 
Lanspace 
Lanspool 
Netback 2.0 
PrintOlan 
P5-Prinl 
PS.Print (lor ELS II) 
Q.DOS II Network 
Oueuelt 

Utilities 
386 MAX Prolessional 

69 
226 
105 
162 
364 
312 
298 
249 
312 
225 
149 
247 
233 
174 
169 
95 

75 

DCA IRMA 2 (PCA a< MCA) 726 
DCA IRMA 3 Convt (PCA or MCA) 441 
Megahertt 3270 laplop Cd 572 
Megahertt 5250 l.aplop Cd 572 

Modems 
Prac Periph 1200 lni/Elrt 67/NJ 
USA S;>rtstr 2400 lnt/Elrt 1361164 

Laser P rinters & Accessori es 
HP Oeskjet500 507 
HP laserjet Ill 1675 
HP laserjet liP 1031 
Pacific Oala tMB Mem Exp Bd 139 
Pacifoc Data 2MB Mem Exp Bd 199 
PacifiC Data 4MB Mem Exp Bd 336 
Pacific Data 25-in-1 Cart 275 
Pacir.c Daaa Headlines Car1 209 
Pacolic Data PloCter Cart 252 
PacifiC Page Poslcript Coot 371 

Paradox 3861or OS/2 
PC·File Single User 
Prolesslonal File 

·Pubtech File Organizer 
O&A 
A·tree 
Abase for DOS 
Abase for OS/2 t-3 User 
SCO Foxbase + 2861AT Ia< XBniK 

'Superbase 4 Windows 
Ul Programmer 
X-trieve Plus 
XOL Relational Data Manager 

Spreadsheets 
Lotus t-2-3 Addin Toolkit 3.0 
Lotus 1·2-3 Version 2 .01 
Lotus 1·2-3 Version 2 .2 
Lotus 1·2-3 Version 3.1 
lotus t-2-3/G for OS/2 Std Ed 

'MicrosoH PC Excel 
Microsoft PM Excot lor OS/2 
OuaHro 
OuattroPro 
Supercalc5 

499 
76 

191 
115 
232 
222 
481 
619 
655 
319 
338 
367 
491 

298 
324 
354 
425 
521 
313 
329 

94 
333 · 
312 

Desktop Envi ronments 
OesqviewiOesqvJeW 386 76ft24 
Sidekick Plus 139 

'Windows 3.0 104 
·Windows S1W Dev b>lkk 340 

Languages & Pro~ming Tools 
Blaise C lOots+IPower + 116 
Bla1se Pascal lOots I & II 132 
C~ar+ CJC:Iear+ Dbase 128 
DBC Ill Ubraty/111 Plus 111ms 
tnteractM! Eesyllow 108 
laltice C CO<npiler 155 
M trhc Layool 125 
MS Basic/MS C CO<npiler 336 
MS Fortran CO<nptler 306 
MS Macro Assembler 106 
MS Ou!Ck BuiciPascaiiC 70 
MS QuiCk C wiOuick Assembler 135 
MS-0053.3 62 
MS.OOS•.ol 70 
Norton Guides 61 
Object Prolesslonal 119 
Turbo Assembler 110 
Turt>o Basic 73 
1Urbo C + +ffurbo C++ Pro 901145 
Turt>o Pascai/Prolog 109 

llbcMI Disk 
• Asymetnx b>lbOOk 
Check It 
Copy II PC 
Fastback Plus 
Goler 

' HOC First Apps 
·HOC Wind Express 3.0 
Headroom 
Hyper kcess/5 
lotus Magellan 
Mace Ut1lrties 1990 Edition 
Manifest 
Move 'Em 

'MuHiscope Windows Debug 
Nortoo Adv. Utilities 5.0 
Norton Bacl<up 
Op' Tech' Sort 
PC Globe 
PC Kwik- Pack 
PC b>ls Deluxe 
Popdrop Plus 

•QEMM 386 EMS Manager 
QRAM286 
Sptnr~e II 
Super PC-Kwl.k 
SW1tCMt 

64 
295 

89 
26 

111 
51 
56 
56 
69 

125 
108 
88 
39 
56 

249 
116 
88 

t25 
49 
76 
90 
64 
63 
51 
64 
51 
69 

Network Boards 
3COM Elhertink II (PCA) 
3COM Ethertink/MC (MCA) 
Megahertz laptop Ethernet Cd 
Novell NE tOOOA Bhernot (PCA) 
Novell NE2000A Ethernet (PCA) 
Novell NE3200 Elhemot (EISA) 
Pure Dala laptop Aret1et Cd 
SMC 3200-C Busmaster (EISA) 
SMC Active Hub 8 Port 
SMC PC!JOE Arcnet Coax 
SMC PCSOOFS Arcnet Server 
SMC PSttO Arcnet (MCA) 
Tom Coorad Active Hub 12 Port 
Tom Coorad TR MAU 16 Pon 
WOC Ethercard Plus 16 
WOC Ethercard+IA (MCA) 

Hard D i sks/CO ROMs 
Miniscribe 40MB IDE (28MS) 
NEC COR 72 Ext CO ROM Wnntfc 
NEC CDR 82 lnt CO ROM Wnntlc 
Seagate II 320MB ESDI {145MS) 
Seagate II tSOMB ESDI (165MS) 
Seagale 1180MB MFM (15MS) 

240 
346 
251 
159 
188 
969 
375 
799 
262 
125 
295 
313 
829 
686 
232 
249 

309 
881 
791 

1764 
943 
684 

integrated Packages 
EnableOA 
Framework Il l 
lotus Symphony 2.2 
Mlcrosoh Works 
Smanware II 

.. Wingz for PC 

437 
451 
499 
105 
452 
323 

Turbo PmfessionaJ 
Vermoot Views W/Source Code 
Zortec C+ Develoj)er 

102 
723 

159/:Jll9 

·Tempo lor Windows 
VCache 
v 

75 
49 
65 

input Devic es & Acc e ssories 
Logitech Senes 9 w/Painl 
MS Mouse w!Paintbrush 
MS Mouse w/Windows 3.0 
PC Mouse II w/Paint 
Summaslu!lch 12Xt2 W/4 Buttoo 
C3tchw0rd OCR SIW (Scanman) 

93 
113 
158 

91 
3711 
139 

HP Scanjet Plus wnnrtc 1626 

·Ms Windows compatible 
Logitech Scanman + PCAIMCA 
ReadAight OCR SIW 

11101230 
313 

• 

To Place your order by telephone. please call Fay Chayne • Inti. Sales Mgr. 


1-71 -43B-BD57 

TERMS: ALL RETURNS REQUIRE PRIOR AUTHORIZATION. ?0% RESTOCKING FEE ON RETURNS. ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE, CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PAYMENTS MAY BE MADE BY BANK 

CHECK, WIRE TRANSFER. UC , AMERICAN EXPRESS, Mk>TEA OR VISA CARD (3% HANDLING FEE ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS). GOODS ARE SHIPPED VIA AIR MAIL (RECOMMENDED FOR SMALL 

ORDERS) OR AIR FREIGHT. ADD FREIGHT COSTS TO PAEPAYM NT OR GOOOS ARE SHIPPED FREIGHTCOLLECT. 
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NEW ZEALAND 

Bull HN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

Bull HN Ltd. 

61 -63 Taranaki St. 

P.O. Box 6324 
Wellington 
64-4-85-3225 
fax : 64-4-85-3234 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 

Trilogy Business Systems 

500 Queen St. 

P.O. Box 3323 
AuckJand 
64-9-798345 
fax: 64-9-394142 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Creative Solutions Ltd . 
Level2 
Saatchi & Saatchi House 
I0 1-103 Courtenay Place 
Wellington 
64-4-854161 
fax : 64-4-854165 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Worldwide Information 
Systems Ltd. 
I B Ozumba Mbadiwe St. 
Victoria Island 
Lagos 
234-1-613589 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 

Datamatics Company 

(NIG) Ltd. 

2841korodu Rd. 

P.O. Box 864Ikeja 
Lagos 
234- 1-967778 
fax: 234-1-876332 
Circle1095 on Inquiry Card. 

NORWAY 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull A/S 
Tollbugaten 32 
P.O. Box47 , Sentrum 
0105 Oslo I 
47-2-575600 
fax: 47-2-571010 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Edata A/S 
Sinsenveien 47 C 
P.O. Box 165, Refstad 
0513 Oslo 5 
47-2-711470 
fax : 47-2-713425 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card . 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Aladdin Software A/S 
Hvamstubben 17 
Skjetten 2013 
47-6-845400 
fax: 47-6-844860 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
MetaTech A/S 
P.O. Box65 
7090 Storen 
47-74-31864 
fax: 47-74-31860 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card . 

TMS, Inc.: 
EDB A/S 
P.O. Box 139 Okem 
0509 Oslo 5 
47-2-728000 
fax: 47-2-720723 
Circle 1093 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
GPI A/S 
Karihaugveien 89 
P.O. Box 12 , Furuset 
1001 Oslo 10 
47-2-309000 
fax: 47-2-308585 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox A/S 
P.O. Box 905 
N-1301 Sandvika 
47-2-986800 
fax : 47-2-980408 
Clrcle1096 on Inquiry Card. 

'·'cl'··~· 
FileNet Corp.: 
OHI Telecommunications 
Telecom House , 87 Dohat 
AI Adab 
Medinat Quboos 
P.O. Box 889 
Muscat 
968-603606 
fax : 968-603608 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 

Almadina Co. 

Hatat House, First Floor 

Office No. 106 

P.O. Box 4181 
Ruwi-Muscat 
968-564353 
fax: 968-562663 
Circle 1 084 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Oman Computer Services 
Dar AI Hasibaat 
P.O. Box 7917 
Muttrah 
968-698352 
fax: 968-698356 
Circle 1 095 on Inquiry Card. 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Telectron S.A. 
Prolongacion Arenales 
452 San Isidro 
27 Lima 
51-14-408200 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

PHILIPPINES 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Distributed Processing 
Systems Inc. 
Second Floor , Casmer 
Building 
Salcedo St. 
Legaspi Village Makati 
Metro Manila 
63-2-855713 
fax: 63-2-8155627 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

PORTUGAL 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull Portuguesa LOA 
A venida 5 de Outubr , 35-6 
1000 Lisbon 
351 - 1-534181 
fax : 35 1-1-577704 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Panodata 
c/o Elotecnico 
Av . de Republica , 52 
1000 Lisbon 
351 - 1-970336 
fax : 351 - 1-970488 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Datinfor 
Rua Luciano Cordeiro 90-3 
1100 Lisbon 
351 -1-530933 
fax : 351-1-522502 
Circle 1 095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox Portugal 
Rua Pedro Nunes, 16 
1000 Lisbon 
351 -1-577110 
f~ : 351 - 1-577110 
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card. 

SAUDI ARABIA 

Blueridge Technologies, 

Inc.: 

Saudi Systems Corp . 

P.O. Box 22232 
Riyadh 11495 
966- 1-462-6622 
fax : 966- 1-462-7985 
Circle 1076 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
M. AI -Moammar & Partner 

Co . Ltd . 

Olayia Main St. 

KhaJdeih Building, 

Mezzanine Floor 

P.O. Box 16116 

Olayia, Riyadh 11464 

966- 1-463-007 8 

fax : 966- 1-465-9035 

Circle 1 079 on Inquiry Card. 
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CONNECT TO MORE NETWORKS 
The D-Link Pocket LAN Adapters now offer you more: 
coaxial and IOBASE-T Ethernet, coaxial and twisted-pair 
ARCnet , five models of U.S. and European versions are im
mediately available , in quantity. And, there's more software 
support : NetWare, etBIOS. PC-NFS, TCPIIP, NDIS , and 
much. much more. 

SUPPOrted Driver Programs Ethernet ARCnet 
Nerware .lt!b • • 
NetWare 386 • •
Net810S • • 
3Com 3 + Share • 
3Com 3+ Open • 
LAN IIAanager • 
Banyan Vines • • 
NetBIOS • 
0-Ltnk LANsmart • • 
IBM PC LAN Program • •
FTy!'(:r CP • 
Wollongong WINITCP • 
Locus- TCPnP • 
D·Link TCP/IP For DOS • 
PC·NFS • 
DECnet PCSA • 
DSC Nexos • 

SPEND LESS 

But they take much less from you. Less installation hassle, 

less space , less weight, and of course less dollar . No con

figuration siwtches. Connection to a network by one simple 

plug to a printer port . The D-Link Pocket LAN Adapters 

are still by far the smallest, lightest and least expensive 

LAN adapters for laptop and notebook PCs. 


COMPLETE SUPPORT 

The benefits just don't stop there . You'll be more than 

pleased with the complete support that D-Link provides. as 

the Pocket LAN Adapters are only part of D-Link's com

plete range of Ethernet & ARCnet adapters, accessories, 

network operating system and software utilitis. 


D-Link will be in In/abo, Hall 24, Booth 2442. D-Lin~ 
D-Link S}·stems. Inc. D-Link (U.K.) Ltd . D-Link Canada Inc . 
5 Musick Denmark House Staples Comer 3075 Ridgeway Drive. Un it lf!6 
Irvine . CA 92718 The Broadway Missisauga. ONT l5L 5M6 
U.S.A. London NW9 7BW U.K. Canada 
TEL: (714) 4551688 Tel : 081-2039900 TEL: (416) 8280260 
FAX : C-71 4) 4552521 Fax: 081-2036915 FAX : (4 16) 8285669 

Clrcl• 426 on Inquiry Card. 

OEM and ODM versions also available Sptc:ificatioiU subj~ct to changt witha~t prior n01i~t. All ru:unts & trod~martr M long ro th~ir proprit torJ. 
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LaserData, Inc.: 
MoseCo 
P.O. Box 1938 
Riyadh 
966-1-476-5117 
fax: 966-1-465-0813 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Summit Software Corp.: 

Riyadh House 

Establishment 

King Faisal St. 

P.O. Box 317 
Riyadh 
966-l-405-5558 
fax : 966-1-401 -2417 
Circle 1092 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Jeraisy Computer Services 
King Fahad Rd. 
P.O. Box 317 
Riyadh 11411 
966-1-462-4000 
fax : 966-1-462-5191 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

SCOTLAND 

Bull liN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
118 Bath St. 
Glasgow G 2 2EF 
44-41 -333-9484 
fax : 44-41 -333-9484-241 
Circle 1077 on lnquirv Card. 

SINGAPORE 

Bull liN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

Bull HN Pte . Ltd . 

78 Shenton Way (Unit 

26-02) 

65-22-44133 

fax: 65-22-50461 

Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card . 


FileNet Corp.: 

Olivetti Singapore Pte. Ltd . 

8, Ayer Rajah Crescent 

65-777-5111 

fax : 65-779-5111 

Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
Computer Engineering 
750 Chai Chee Rd. , 1103-01 
Chai Chee Industrial Park 
65-441-2788 
fax : 65-441-2811 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Data DPS (S) Pte. Ltd . 
Block 71 Ayer Rajah 
Crescent 
#06-03/06 
Ayer Rajah Industrial 
Estate 
65-778-9090 
fax : 65-778-7177 
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
Strategic Information 
Systems Pte. Ltd. 
26 Home Rd . , 1105-00 
65-291-9288 
fax : 65-291 -3266 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Plexus Software, Inc.: 
Recognition Equipment 
Inc . 
250 North Bridge Rd. 
Raffles City Tower, #30-07 
65-339-7177 
fax : 65-339-2812 
Circle 1090 on Inquiry Card. 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Optigraphics: 
The Vector Group 
Vector House 
105 Conrad Dr. 
Blairgowrie 2194 
Johannesburg 
27-11-886-4880 
fax: 27- ll-886-4192 
Circle 1 089 on Inquiry Card. 

Bull liN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull S.A. 
Arturo Soria I 07 
28043 Madrid 
34-1-413-1213 
fax : 34- l -415-6149 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card . 

FileNet Corp.: 
Hispano Olivetti S.A. 
Division Grandes Sistemas 
Conde De Penalver , 84 
28006 Madrid 
34-l-402-3100 
fax : 34-1 -40 1-0260 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Control Systems 
C/Oviedo 30 
Madrid 28010 
34- l-535-3935 
fax : 34- l -534-7924 
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, Inc.: 
Proco S.A. 
Clara Del Rey . 33 
28002 Madrid 
34-l-416-5700 
fax : 34-1-413-6813 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Micro Dynamics, Ltd.: 
Anaya Systems 
Calle Miguel Yuste 26, l o 

Madrid 28037 
34-1-304-6003 
fax : 34-1-327-2680 
Circle 1086 on Inquiry Card . 

Optigraphics: 
Empresarios Agrupados 
S.A. 
Magallanes , 3 
28015 Madrid 
34-l-445-6000 
fax : 34- l-445-0113 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Plexus Software, Inc.: 
Recognition Equipment 
Iberica S. A. 
Rafael Calvo 18 , Floor 5-A 
E-28010 Madrid 
34-1 -319-9115 
fax : 34-1 -319-9116 
Circle 1090 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang Espana S.A. 
Autopista Aeropuerto 
Barajas KM 13 
28042 Madrid 
34-1-337-1100 
fax : 34-1-747-6335 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox Espanola S.A. 
Josefa Valcarcel 26 
28027 Madrid 
34-1-585-3100 
fax : 34-1-320-3217 
Circle 1 096 on Inquiry Card. 

Bull liN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

Bull A.B. 

Sveagen 163 

P.O. Box 23 137 
S-1 04 35 Stockholm 
46-8-728-4200 
fax : 46-8-338074 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Edata Sweden 
Svardvagen 3 A 
S-182 33 Danderyd 
46-8-7533075 
fa x: 46-8-7551 388 
Circle 1 079 on Inquiry Card . 

Plexus Software, Inc.: 
Recognition Equipment 
A.B. 
Strandbergsgatan 47 
P.O. Box 30173 
S-1 0425 Stockholm 
46-8-618-0200 
fax : 46-8-618-7287 
Circle 1090 on Inquiry Card . 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Wang Svenska A.B. 
Dalvaegen 8, P.O. Box 1196 
S-171 23 Solna 
46-8705-8500 
fax : 46-827-22 10 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 

Rank Xerox A.B. 

Domnarvsgatan II 

163 87 Stockholm 

46-8-795-1()()() 

fax : 46-8-795-1440 

Circle 1 096 on Inquiry Card . 


SWITZERLAND 

Bull liN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull A.G. 
Wengistrasse 28 
CH-802 1 Zurich 
4 1-1-295-8 111 
fax: 4 1-1-241 -7141 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 
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LONGSHINE N300 IS YOUR BEST CHOICE. 


Introducing LONGSHINE N300 Notebook Computer 


The LONHSHINE N300 Notebook Computer packs 
a 32-bit 386SX/ CPU with 25" 20MB (/40 /60MB) 

hard disk into a true A4 size, high-performance, and 
battery- powered system. Each system weights only 6.2 
lbs. It mcludes a number of sophisticated features such 
as math coprocessor option, more 1/0 interfaces, 
password security, memory expansion option, power 
management,personal notebooker and more. Plus, 
ShineModem 2400bps MNP5 Pocket Modem and 
Pocket LAN Adapter are available from us to create 
your Communication capabilities. 

Memory Expansion Options 

More 1/0 Interfaces 
Built-in interfaces on N300 allows you to connect with 
a wide variety of devices, including one parallel port, 
one serial port, one PS/2 mouse port, one external 
VGA port,one modem slot and one 100-pin mini 1/0 
expansion slot. 

Intelligent Power Management 
N300 comes with a rechargeable Ni-Cad battery pack 
providing up to 3 hours of operations. Plus,the Power 
Management of N300 can conserve the battery life by 
automatically shutting down hard disk drive, LCD 
display/ backlit and reducing processor speed when 

N300 comes with 2MB of standard memory. Additional there 1s no system activity. 
memory up to 4MB supports user to increase the 
system performance and expandability. Also EMS Personal Notebooker 
LIM4.0 function is supported for manipulation of large Specially, this function can let you organize your daily 
amounts of data. business activity effectively and efficiently. It includes 

card file, appointment calendar, memo pad, calculator 
Password Security Function and world time table. 
It can prevent unauthorized user to accesss the system 
or fUes on you hard disk. So your data are secured. Communication Capabilities 

Options of Shine Modem 2400bps MNP5 and Pocket 
LAN Adapter could give you qualified data 
commuincation and meet conVJence needs during your @LDNGSHINE travel. 

Headquarters (faiwan)/LONGSHINE Electronics Corp. 6F, 245 . Sec. 3, Roosevelt Rd., Taipei , Taiwan, R.O.C. Tel: 886-2-3634958 
Fax: 886·2·3626810 USA Office/Tel : 408-9421746 Fax: 408-942 1745 Hong Kong Office/Tel : 852-4206186 Fax: 852-4205252 
Germany Office/Tel : 49-0211-{)560 14 Fax: 49-0211 -654283 UK Office/Tel: 44-0923-249355 Fax: 44-0923-224595 
JP Office/Tel : 81-03-J8399719 Fax : 81 -03-18399729 

T~LONGSHINE N300 io a Nglstered tnodernatl< of LONGSHINE Eleclronk:. Co!p.;PS/2 Is alrademar k ollnlemallonal Bull.-Machine., 

NtM'!ils a r.glster.d lnldematk of Mlctocom Inc. 


Circle 454 on Inquiry Card. 
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Compulink Management 
Center, lnc.: 
Baggenstos & Co., S.A. 
Chemin Industriel 
1261 Chavannes De Bogis 
VD 
41-22-776-{j()6() 
fax: 41-22-776-6015 
Circle 1 078 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
FileNet A.G. 
Rennweg 32 
8001 Zurich 
41-1 -2 14-6275 
fax: 41-1-214-6203 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

La.serData, lnc.: 
ALOSA.G. 
Raffelstrasse 12 
0045 Zurich 
41 -1-463-0355 
fax: 41 -1-468-7100 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, lnc.: 
Wang S.A./A .G. 
Talackerstrasse 7 
CH-8152 
Glattbrugg/Zurich 
41-1-829-7111 
fax : 41-1-810-8481 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Corp.: 
Rank Xerox A.G. 
Thurgauerstrasse 40 
8050 Zurich 
41 -1-305-1212 
fax: 41-1-305-1472 
Circle1096 on Inquiry Card. 

••·••w·•a 
Bull HN Information 

Systems, Inc.: 

Bull HN Ltd. 

Chan-Kwo Building 

Tenth Floor, 350 Min

Sheng E. Rd. 

Taipei 

886-2-501-3090 

fax: 886-2-505-5439 

Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 


FileNet Corp.: 
First International 
Computer 
Sixth Floor, Formosa 
Plastics Building 
201, Tung Hwa N. Rd. 
Taipei 
886-2-717-4500 
fax : 886-2-712-0231 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

THAILAND 

BuD HN lnformation 
Systems, Inc.: 
Siam Teltech Co. Ltd. 
White Group Building 
75 SOl Rubia 
Sukhumvit 42 Ram IV Rd. 
Bangkok 10110 
66-2-390-24445-54 
Circle1077 on Inquiry Card. 

Metafile lnformation 
Systems, lnc.: 
Technology Supply 
Company Ltd. 
2096/35-36 Soi 
Ramkamhaeng 
26 Huamark 
Bangkapi, Bangkok I0240 
66-2-314-6759 
fax : 66-2-318-5530 
Circle1085 on Inquiry Card. 

lili;iiiii 

Bull HN Information 
Systems, lnc.: 
Eltek Elektronik Teknologi 
Buyukdere Caddesi 121 
Yeniercan Han 
Gayrettepe 
Istanbul 
90-1-174-2088 
Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 
Metro A.S. 
Yerebatan Ceddesi 
Muhterem 
Efendi Sokak No. 15 
34410 Sultanahmet 
Istanbul 
90-1-511-8240 
fax: 90-1-511-2099 
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 

La.serData, lnc.: 
BILTEK 
46 Kizilay 
06420 Ankara 
90-4-135-4960 
fax: 90-4-135-2244 
Circle1084 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, lnc.: 
Transcom Komputer 
Sistemleri 
San. VE TIC. A.S. 
Piyalepasa Bulvari Kastel Is 
Merkezi 
A Blok Kat. 2 
Posta Kodu 80370 
Piyalepasa, Istanbul 
90-1-153-6225 
fax: 90-1-153-4956 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

UNITED 

ARAB EMIRATES 


FileNet Corp.: 
Gulf Computer 
Establishment 
Second Floor, DNATA 
Airline Centre 
Flame Roundabout 
P.O. Box 12866 
Dubai 
971-4-213250 
fax: 971-4-213278 
Circle 1 079 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
CAD-Gulf 
P.O. Box 16958 
Jebel Ali 
Dubai 
971-84-55508 
fax : 971 -84-55507 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, lnc.: 

Emirates Computer 

Establishment 

Ali Bin Ahmed Building, 

Fifth Floor 

AI Nasr St. 

P.O. Box 7222 
Abu Dhabi 
971-2-33 1280 
fax : 971-2-331487 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

IIiii 
Bull UN lnformation 
Systems, Inc.: 
Bull HN Ltd . 
Computer House 
Great West Rd . 
Brentford 
Middlesex TW8 9DH 
44-81 -568-9191 
fax : 44-81 -568-1581 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

Compu1ink Management 
Center, Inc.: 
ProCAD Ltd. 
Premier House 
10 Grey coat Place 
London SW I P I SB 
44-71 -222-8866 
fax : 44-71 -233-0742 
Circle 1078 on Inquiry Card. 

FileNet Corp.: 

FileNet Ltd . 

Hill Place House 

55A High St. 

Wimbledon Village 

44-8 1-944-1140 

fax : 44-81 -944-1146 

Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 


Flagstaff Engineering: 

The Professional 

Connection 

Fountain Court 

44 High St. 

Fareham 

Hampshire P016 7BN 

44-329-230870 

fax : 44-329-236532 

Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Kofax Image Products: 
Headway Computer 
Products 
Headway House, Christy 
Estate 
Ivy Rd. 
Alders hot 
Hampshire GU 12 4TX 
44-252-333575 
fax: 44-252-314445 
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card. 

LaserData, lnc.: 
Commercial Computers 
7 Soundwell Rd . 
Staple Hill 
Bristol BS 16 4QG 
44-272-701575 
fax : 44-272-701189 
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 
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Circle 482 on Inquiry Card.· CordCircle 481 on lnqun'Y · 

7 Mountain AC»M 
Burlington IIA 01803 
VOICE (6171 273-0421 

FAX (6171 270-4437 

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted 



INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE GUIDE 


Metafile Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Image Systems Europe 
Sheffield Technology Park 
60 Shirland Lane 
Sheffield S9 3SP 
44-742-420419 
fax: 44-742-445197 
Circle 1 085 on Inquiry Card. 

Micro Dynamics, Ltd.: 
Call haven 
74 Rivington St. 
London EC2A 3A Y 
44-71 -4 10-919 1 
fax: 44-71 -410-9195 
Circle 1086 on Inquiry Card. 

Optigraphics: 
Cad-Capture Ltd. 
Whitebirk Industrial Estate 
Blackburn 
Lancashire BBI SUD 
44-254-583534 
fax : 44-254-665528 
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card. 

Plexus Software, Inc. : 
Plexus Computers Ltd . 
15-1 8 Cherry Orchard West 
Kembrey Park 
Swindon, Wiltshire 
SN2 6UY 
44-793-6 141 10 
fax: 44-793-6 14297 
Circle 1090 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 

Wang U.K. Ltd . 

1000 Great West Rd . 

Brentford 

Middlesex TW8 9HL 

44-81 -568-9200 

fax: 44-81-847-1352 

Circle1095 on Inquiry Card. 


Xerox Corp. : 

Rank Xerox Ltd . 

Bridge House 

Oxford Rd . 

Uxbridge 

Middlesex UB8 I HS 

44-895-511 33 

fax: 44-895-54095 

Circle 1096 on Inquiry Card . 


Xionics, Inc.: 

4 Doll is Park 

Finchley 

London N3 I HG 

44-81 -346-0247 

fax : 44-8 1-346-1447 


. Circle 1 097 on Inquiry Card. 

URUGUAY 

BuD HN Information 
Systems, Inc.: 
Ave. Luisa de Herrera 
2802 Montevideo (R.O. U .) 
598-2-819156 
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Flagstaff Engineering: 
Boman ZG 
D. Cesarica 17 
Zagreb 41 000 
38-752394 
fax : 38-4 12-50321 
Circle1080 on Inquiry Card. 

Wang Laboratories, Inc.: 
Astra 
41 000 Zagreb 
Gajeva 5 
38-4 1-427145 
fax: 38-4 1-426070 
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card. 

Inclusion in the resource 
guide should not be taken as a 
BYTE endorsement or recom
mendation. Likewise, omission 
from the guide should not be 
taken negatively. The informa
tion here was believed to be 
accurate at the time of writing, 
but BYTE cannot be responsi
ble for omissions, errors, or 
changes that occur after 
compilation of the guide. 

BYTE BACK I S S U E S FOR SALE 


1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 


January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 
Inside the 
IBMPCs 

D Issues 
Available 

. 


Rates (postage and handling included): 
Holland Dfll8.00 Switzerland SwFr 13.50 
United Kingdom £ 5.25 France FFr 54.50 
West Germany DM 16.50 Sweden SEK 56.50 
No other currencies will he accepted other Ihan those menlioncd above. 

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (V") 

the boxes. Send requests with payment to: 


BYTE Back Issues, c/o Dynamic Graph ics International , 

P.O. Box 25 , 3950 AA Maarn, The Netherlands 

0 Check enclosed 

Charge: 0 MasterCard 0 Eurocard 0 American Express 

Card# 

E•p. Dale 

Signalu re 

Na~ ----------------------------------------- 

~d~~ ----------------------------------------
Poslcode ----------- Ci1y ---------------------- 

Country -------------------------------------- 

All orders must be prepaid. Pay only in currencies given. 

Please allow three weeks for delivery by surface mail . 
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DATABASE/FILEHANDLrNG 


Btrieve for OS/2 OS/2 £330 

Btrieve for Windows MS-oos £330 

B~rieve vS .1 MS-DOS £330 

XOL OS I 2, PC-DOS £440 

X~rieve Plus OS/2 , PC- DOS £330 

C/Database T'lchest see PC-DOS £ 39 

CBTREE (source any C) £135 

C-fn~ex/Plus (so urce 
C-ISAM (L,MS) 
C-tree (source 
C-tree Plus 
E~sential Btree (s ' ce) 
COL s'ce 
Faircom Toolbox Prof 
Pro-C ' workbe nch v2 
R-tree 
db- VISTA DBMS Object 
Lattice ~CIII (L,MS) 

EC E~itor v2.1 
Epsilon v5 
Kedit v 4 
ME v2.01 (w . C source ) 
MI X Edito r 

MKS VI 
Mu lti-Edit vS 
Multi-E~it Profe~sional 

Norton Editor vl.3 
OE~it A~vance~ 

RED v6 . 6 (with C S'ce) 
Syn~ie 

~ny C) £175 
MS - DOS £2 15 

any C) £210 
PC-DOS 
PC- DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS-DOS 
PC- DOS 
MS-DOS 

La t tice ~III+ OS/2,MS-DOS 

SftFcus Etree,Isam (see any C) 


GIIAPHICS 

Enhance~ Graphics Tlkt PC- DOS 
Eosential Graphic• v3 PC-DOS 
GFX Gra phico PC-DOS 
Graph i C vS (CI , L,DS , MS) PC-DOS 
qraph i cs MENU/META v3 PC-DOS 
GSS Kernel oy stem OS2,PC- DOS 
GSS Graph Dev T'kit OS2 , PC- DOS 
HALO v 3 (MSCS , LAT , TC) PC-DOS 
HALO Profeooional (C) PC-DOS 
HGraph (MSC) PC-DOS 
Inqraf (MSC) PC-DOS 
MetaWI!lDOW v3 . 7b PC- DOS 
MetaWINDOW/P l uo PC-DOS 
Profeosiona l Halo PC-DOS 
TurboWlNDOW/C (Turbo ! PC-DOS 
QuickWINDOW/C (QC) PC-DOS 

SCR&EN i IIINDOIIS 

e-Scape +Look,Feel OS/2&PC-DOS 
Vitamin C for OS/2 OS/2&DOS 

Blaise View Mngr . (s ' ce) PC-DOS 
Cuues/PC w. s ' ce PC-DOS 
Entalekon Windows(s'ce) PC- DOS 
Greenleaf Data wi ndow PC-DOS 
Greenleaf Makeform PC-DOS 
Lattice Curses PC-DOS 
Hult.i-windows (MS , L) PC- DOS 
Panel Plus Il (.source) PC-DOS 
Power Screen (MS&TC ) PC-DOS 
Vermont Views (MSC,TC) PC-DOS 
Vitamin c (source) PC - DOS 

We can copy mea to and from 600 disk 

formats Including CP/11, CP/IW&, M5- DOS, 

PC.DOS, ISIS, APPLE, SIRIUS, BBC, TORCH, 


APRICOT, HP-150, TRSDOS, DEC RT· 11, 

IBM BEF, ATARI ST, AMSTRAD, MACINTOSH. 


Our charge Ia t1 0.00 + d lsk + VAT with discounts 

on 1111811 quantities end disks are nonnally d .. 


£350 
£120 
£270 
£610 
£585 
£160 
£450 
£185 
£365 
£ 80 

£170 
£ 215 
£ 80 
£290 
£ 135 
£425 
£425 
£210 
£335 
£ 80 
£185 
£150 
£20 0 
£335 
£ 85 
£ 85 

£345 
£240 

£245 
£240 
£105 
£210 
£ 70 
£105 
£190 
£270 
£105 
£3 45 
£ 14 5 

patchad Within 24hra Of nM:elpt. 
For 11101'11nlonnatlon call ua. 

BRIEF v 3 for OS/2,DOS OS /2 ,DOS 
Ked it v 4 for OS/2 OS/2,PC- DOS 
Ep~ilon vS for OS/2 OS/2 
QEdit A~vanced for OS/2 OS/2 
MKS Vi for OS/2 OS/2 
Saq e for OS/2oDOS OS/2&PC-DOS 

PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC- DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS-DOS 

PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC - DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS-DOS 

XTC (with Pa~cal oource)PC- DOS 
Vedit-Plus v3 PC-DOS 
Vedit-Plus (CRT) MS-DOS 

£1 95 
£125 
£ 135 
£ 55 
£130 
£180 

£ 40 
£135 
£105 
£155 
£ 20 

£ 99 
£ 69 
£115 
£ 42 
£ 55 
£ 65 
£ 445 
£ 50 
£120 
£120 

Ve~it-Plus CP/M-86 £120 

MIX E~itor Z80 + CP/M-80 £ 25 
Vedit-Pluo v2.33 CP/M-80 £110 

For mora lnlonnatlon ple88e call ua. 

GRIIZRAL I'ONCTIOHS 

C/Utilities T' cheot oce PC- DOS 
c-worthy vl.2 +forms MS-oos 
C Too ls Plus/6.0 (MS) PC-DOS 
Co~eRunner PC-DOS 
Entelekon Funct{source) PC-DOS 
Eooential C Utils v5 PC-DOS 
G'leaf Fin ' cial Mathlib PC-DOS 
G' l e af Super Functio ns PC-DOS 
Greenleaf Function~ ' ' cePC-005 
Lattice C Comp Ki t+s ' ce PC-DOS 
PDK£1 PC-DOS 
Power Search PC- DOS 
Resident-C (MS,L) (o'ee) PC-DOS 
Silverware C EMM Lib PC-DOS 
The Heap Expan~er(MS,TC)PC-DOS 
Turbo C Toolo v2 PC - DOS 
WKS Li.bra ry PC - DOS 

COMKS LriiRAJUES 

C A3ynch Manager V3s'ce PC- DOS 
Essential COmm3(L ,MS,Tl PC-DOS 
Greenleaf Co~(source ) PC-DOS 
Multi Corntn.5 (L,HSI PC- DOS 
Silvercomm c Asynch PC-DOS 

SCrENTIF IC LIBRARIES 
C Lanq Sci Li b v2 ANYC 
Mathpak 87 (L, MS) MS - DOS 
Science & Eng Tools MS-DOS 

PROGRAMKER.S UTILITIES 

PC-Lint OS/2,MS-DOS 
C-Document o r PC- DOS 
c-scan PC-DOS 
Clear+ for C PC - DOS 
Lattice Comp Companion MS-DOS 

£ 39 
£34 0 
£ 95 
£1 0 5 
£105 
£145 
£210 
£160 
£125 
£160 
£ 75 
£ 95 
£145 
£115 
£ 65 
£ 95 
£160 

£120 
£175 
£195 
£19 0 
£145 

£160 
80 
59 

£ 85 
£195 
£195 
£140 
£ 65 

REAL TDCB & ICULTJ:- 'fASitDIG TOOLS 

Concurrent C (PC/MPXlsceMS-DOS £ 60 
Multi-C (L,MS,Cl,TC) PC-DOS £190 
Op.Sys . T' box (MSl s 'ce PC-DOS £ 69 
Timeslice r v6 (M56) PC-DOS £200 

PC-DOS £225 .....~~ 
Mlcroaon C VSia 1 complete rewrite whh Improved optimisation and a new Programmer's Wor1tbench 

C COMPI LERS 

Zortech C++ OS /2 
Lattice C v6 OS/2&MS-DOS 
Microsoft C v6 OS/2&PC-D05 
Topopeed C f or OS/2 OS/2 
Watcom C v8 Prof OS/2&DOS 

Avocet AVCOM 86C PC- DOS 
Aztec C86 Professional MS-DOS 
Aztec C86 Develo per MS-DOS 
Aztec C86 Commercial MS-DOS 
CI C86 Plu~ vl . 3 MS - DOS 
ECO-C88 V4 . 0 MS - DOS 
HIGH C (Metaware) vl. 7 MS-DOS 
HIGH C 386 v2 . 3 PL386&MS-DOS 
Hi-Tech c 
Let'~ C v4 
Microsoft OuickC v2 . 5 
H'so ft OuickC/QuickAsm 
MI X C 
MIX Power C' lib :s ' ce 
Tu r bo C++ 
Topspee~ C Stan~ard 
Topspeed C Extended 
Watcom C v8 std 

MS-DOS 
MS-DOS 
PC- DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS-DOS 
PC - DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS-DOS 

Watcom C/ 386 st~ PL386& MS- DOS 
Watcom C/386 Prof PL386&MS-DOS 
Zortech C++ v2. 1 PC-DOS 
Zortech C++ Oev Ed PL386&DOS 

1 Aztec C86 Developer CP/M-86 
Hi-Tech C 
Lattice C 
Avocet C 
Aztec C Personal 
Aztec Commercial 
Hi-Tech C 
Mix C 
Aztec C6 5 Vl .05 

Aztec C68K MPW C 
Aztec C68K C 

CP/M-86 
coos 

CP / M- 80 

£ 36 
£175 
£269 
£335 
£335 

£210 
£120 
£175 
£265 
£290 
£ 70 
£380 
£640 
£135 
t 60 
£ 60 
£105 
£ 20 
£ 29 
£120 
£135 
£270 
£269 
£625 
£830 
£120 
£54 0 
£245 
£150 
£380 

£210 
1.06D CP/M-80 £120 
1.06D CP/M-80 £200 

Z80 + CP/M-80 £ 99 
z8o + CP/M- 80 £ 35 

Apple DOS £200 

MACINTOS H £110 
MACINTOSH £ 7 5 

Aztec C68K/AM Devel oper 
Aztec C68K/AM Prof' s nl 

Aztec C68K/ST Developer 
Aztec C68K/ST Prof'snl 
Hi-Tech C 
Mark Williams C v2 
Laoer C 
Pro~pero C 

AMIGA 
AMIGA 

ATARI 
ATARI 
ATARI 
ATARI 
ATARI 
ATARI 

£175 
£120 

£175 
£120 
£ 99 
£11 0 
£135 
£105 

Guidelines C++ PC-DOS 
Turbo C++ PC-DOS 
Turbo C++ Profess iona l PC-DOS 
Zortech C++ PC- DOS 
zortech C+ + oev Edition PC-DOS 
Zort@Ch C++ OS / 2 D@ V E~ OS/2 
Zortech C++ 386 Dev E~ PC - DOS 

LIBRAR.IJ:S ' StlNDR.IJ:S 

C++/Viewo (ZC++ ) PC-DOS 
Greenleaf Comm~ (T&ZC++lPC-DOS 
Object Vision PC-DOS 
Zinc Interface Lib (TCH)PC-DOS 
Zortech C++ Database PC-DOS 
Zortech C+ + Video Course 

£370 
£120 
£200 
£120 
£270 
£360 
£540 

£270 
£195 
£325 
£150 
£180 
£270 

C CROSS COMP ILERS 

We supply 2500AD, Avocat, Aztec, LattiCe, tAR 


and HI-Tech Cross Compliers hosted on MS-DOS 

and targeted on zeo, 6502,6801, 68HC1 1, 6301, 


6809, 7811 , 8051, 8096, 68000 & 68020. 

Ple881 call lor lnlonnatlon or adviCe. 


C INTERPRETERS 

Instant C/16M supports large programs 
on 286/386 machines. 

C-terp V3 . OX 
Instant C/l6M 
Interactive C 
Introducing C 
Living C Plus 
RUNIC Profes~ional 

Arity/Proloq Comp 

ADA Educ . Prolog 
ADA FS Proloq 
ADA VMI Proloq 
ADA VML Proloq 
Arity/Proloq Comp. v6 
Arity/Proloq Int. v6 
Arit y Stan~ar~ 
Flex Expert Oev Sys 
LPA PROLOG Prof v3 
Micro-PROLOG v 3 . l 
PDC Proloq 

Hi c ro- Prolog v3 . 1 

Micro-Prolog v3.1 
Proloq-1 v2.2 

LPA Mac Prolog v3 

PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS-DOS 

OS/2 

MS-DOS 
MS-DOS 
MS - DOS 
MS-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC - DOS 
PC-DOS 
PC-DOS 
MS- DOS 
PC - DOS 

CP/M - 86 

CP/M-80 
CP/M- 80 

£165 
£70 0 
£l95 
£ 85 
£135 
£ 110 

£745 

£ 26 
£ 4 5 
£ 6 9 
£150 
£520 
£220 
£ 75 

£1210 
£755 
£ 70 
£240 
£ 70 

£ 70 
£225 

Apple Mac Pl:s £450 

Prices do not Include VAT or othar local tax88 

but do Include delivery In UK and Europa. 


Please chiCk prlcaa at time of order, ada ara 

prepared 10me W88kl belora publicatiOn. 


This page lists 10me ol our produC1a. 

Cell us tor 1 complete prlcellst. 


Order by phone with your cradh card. 

GREY MATTER GREY MATTER GREY MATTER 

2 Prigg Meadow. Ashburton, Devon TO 13 l OF 2 Prlgg Meadow. Ashburton. Devon TQ13 lOF 2 Prigg Meadow. Ashburton. Devon TQ 13 l DF 

TEL (0384} 534ft TEL. (0384} 534ft TEL. (0384} 53499 

Circle 440 on Inquiry Card. 



Reach Over 130,000 Buyers! 


BYTE Gives You 
Buyers Today for 
the Europe of 
Tomorrow 

13\'TE 
STAT( or THI: AR'l 

. IIJI.ll~ If 

BYTE's Pan-European/International 
Section is a special advertising and 
editorial section bound into all copies 
of BYTE that are distributed outside of 
North America. The editorial focuses 
exclusively on the latest computer products 
available in Europe making this section
including the advertisements-extremely 
well-read among the European buyers! 

The European Computer 
Market is One of the 
Fastest Growing Computer 
Markets in the World! 

In fact , behind the U.S., it 's the largest 
microcomputer market in the world ! 
Not to mention that by 1992, trade 
restrictions will be removed within the 
European Community resulting in 
unprecedented activity and expansion. 
Consider that, unit shipments of PCs in 
Western Europe are expected to increase 
by 17% in 1991 over 1990 shipments! 

And, More Europeans Read 
BYTE Than any Other 
Pan-European Computer 
Magazine! 

BYTE's paid circulation outside of 
North America has doubled in the past 
five years bringing the total to an 
impressive 134,763. 

• 	BYTE's European paid circulation 
alone has grown to over 95,000. 

• 	BYTE is read and passed along to 
three additional readers, resulting in 
a total Pan-European readership 
of 525,575! 

BYTE Covers All the Bases 
in Europe, Consider 
the Options! 

• Advertisements in the 
Pan-European/International Section, 
reaching a total audience of 

525,575 European buyers! 


• International Direct Response 
Postcard Section-bound into the 
Pan-European/International 
Section, these postcards give 
advanced business buyers direct 
access to retrieve information on 
your products. 

• BYTE EURO-DECK- the first 
computer postcard deck targeted 
exclusively to 50,000 European 
computer professionals. 

Circle 415 on Inquiry Card. 

BYTE is Your Global Tie 
to the Expanding 
Pan-European/International 
Computer Arena! 
lntert~al iona l 

we Kretzschmar, Europea n Advertising a nd 
Marketing Manager, 44 81 545 6268 
England : Roz Weyman. 44 81 545 6269 
Germany: Uwe Kretzschmar, 44 81 545 6268 
France: Zena Coupe. 44 71 281 4116 
Italy : Amanda Blaskelt, 44 7 1 281 4116 
The Netherlands: Ellen P.drdede, 31 34 02 49496 
Sweden: Media Marketing AB. 46 8 301280 
Japa n: Masaki Mori , 81 33 58 1 9811 
Taiwan: Summer Chien, Ac.er TWP, 
886 2 713 6959 
Israel: Dan Ehrlich Communications, l.td . 
19721 3 449823 
Hong Kong: Steven Marcopoto. Seavex. Ltd .. 
852 868 2010 
Republic of Singapore: Jocelyn Domingo, Seavex Ltd ., 
65 734 9790 
Korea: jeong·Gwon Seo, Doobee Interna tional Ltd .. 
82 2 776 2096 
Domestic 
Ellen Perham , 1603] 924·2598 
Jim Bail, 1603] 924·2533 

Call Your Local 
Sales Representati 
Today! 

-

IJ\ITE 

Technically Ad,anced 


Bustness Buyers Selltng 


Producl and Technology 


Slandards lor lhe 90s 




- ------- -- - ---------

Computer Whole1aler1 

, 

-Apple 

MAC CLASSIC BASE 
MAC CLASSIC 2/40 
MAC II Sl 40/80 
MAC LC 

TOSHIBA 

T1000-SE 
T1000-XE 
T1000-LE 
T1200-X E 
T2000-SX 20/40 

m•PAG® 

286N MOD 1 
386N MOD 1 
386S MOD 1/40 
386S/20 MOD 1 
386/20E MOD 1/40 

--.....-
----.~- _. --

~---
_ _...._ · - ® 

MOD30-E001/E21 
MOD 30-E31 
MOD 50-31/61 
MOD SSSX-31/61 

MAC II FX BASE 5945 
MAC II Cl BASE 3995 
MAC II CX BASE 3195 
LASER II NT/NTX 
PERSONAL NT 

3195/4245
2325 

IMAGEWRITER II 435 
ALL CONFIGURATION AVAILABLE 
MEMORY BEST PRICE 
MONITORS IN STOCK 

845 
1295 

2725/3195 
1825 

1075 
1265 
1665 
2095 

3275/3545 

1355 
1489 

1789/2225 
1995 

2450/2835 

1455/1695 
1795 

1895/2165
2495/2695 

T3100-SX80MB 
T3100E 40MB 
T3200 40MB 
T3200-SX40/120 
T3200-SXC 
T5200 40/100MB 
T5200 200MB 
T5200C 200MB 
MEMORY 

3795 
2365 
2565 

3125/3765 
5675 

4465/4765 
5365 
6325 

LOW PRICE 

386/25E MOD 1 
386/33 MOD 84 
SLT 286 20/40 
SLT 386 60/120 
LTE 286 20/40 
LTE 386S 30/60 
OTHER MODELS 
MEMORY 

3795 
6925 

3545/4035 
479515295 
2495/2795 
4325/5095 

LOW PRICE 
IN STOCK 

MOD 65SX-61/121 3565/4045 
MOD 70E61 2950 
MOD 70-061/121 3175/3595 
MOD 80-121/321 4350/6225 
MOD 80-A21/A31 7050/8665 
MONTR 8503/12/1 3 205/4251525 
LASERPRNTR 4019/E 1595/1075 
MEMORY LOWEST 

PPl~=~ 
LASERJET Ill 1575 
LASERJET liP 925 
LASERJET 1110 2445 
DESKJET 500 525 

AS[ 
RESEARCH INC. 
BRAVO 286 765 
BRAVO 386SX/16 1395 
PREM 386SX/16 1459 
PREM 386-25 2935 

DESKWRITER (MAC) 725 
PAINTJET/XL 965{1775 
PLOTIER 7475A/7550B 1345/2725 
PLOTIER 7575A/7576A 3495/4495 
PLOTIER 7595Bn596B 5775/6749 
SCANJET PLUS W/I NTERFACE 1515 
TONER IIP/111 65/78 
4MB F/HPIII 295 

PREM 386-33/TE 3535/4295 
PREM 386-33TE/335MB 6895 
PREM 486-25/E 4595/4925 
PREM 486-25TE 5295 
PREM 486-25TE/335MB 7925 
PREM 486-33/33E 559515895 
PREM 486-33/325MB 7395 
EXEC 386SX/20 (Notebook) 3125 

OTHER MODELS IN STOCK 

G 16735 Saticoy . Su1te 110 . Van Nuys . CA 91406GENITEC, INC. 
VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FORFAX (818)994-2013 I.NTERNATIONAL ORDERS. 

TEL (818)994-1522 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE . 

Circle 436 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 437). 



LAN'S IN, 
SNEAKERS'-----. 
OUT. 
You've been connectin~ your 
computers by sne~ers for 
years. Now you can say ~ood 
bye to them. Because at 
Di~itech, Lan Business, Fax Lao, 
and hi~h speed modems are 
offered at a low price and 
unbelieveable performance, 
especially the V.32bis modem. 
That's why it's time to ~et rid 
off your sneakers and plu~ in 
D~itech. With D~itech, the 
world seems bein~ shrinked. 

" ' 
DIGITECH COMPUTER CO., L TO. 
3 FL. , NO. 2. HSIN SHENG S. RD. SEC. 2, 
TAIPEI 10618, TAIWAN , R.O.C. 
CABLE: " DIGITEC" TAIPEI 
TEL: 886-2-321 -7001 
FAX: 886-2-394-4680 
TLX: 24886 DIGITEC 
ATIN: DIGITECH 

Circle 428 on Inquiry Card . 



USER'S COLUMN 


USER'S CHOICE AWARDS 


JERRY 

POUR NELLE 


t' s the end of the ·year, meaning that it's time for 
the annual User's Column Orchid and Onion Pa
rade , Awards, and Trend Analysis. I know: every 
one else did their end-of-year stuff months ago. It 
happens that I believe a year ends on December 

31 , not back in October in time for the January issue . 
So it goes. 

A lot of things happened in 1990. The i486 chip be
came more commonly available, and there was some 
movement in pricing on the 386. The 386 instruction 
set is the wave of the future , and this is a healthy trend . 

Windows 3.0 showed what Windows will be like 
once they get it done properly. Apple dropped Mac 
prices and put it into the mainstream. MS-DOS 5.0 
went out to beta testers, and DR DOS 5.0 is shipping. 
These are all important events because they bring some 
healthy competition in the part of the industry that most 
needs better technology : the development environ
ment. We don ' t really care what our operating system 
costs (with in reason), since we buy it only once; the 
more it supports software developers, however, the less 
we ' ll pay for applications software; money spent on a 
good operating system is an investment in keeping total 
computer costs down. Of course, it won' t hurt if the 
operating system is easy to use . . .. 

Lotus won an important lawsuit, and Ashton-Tate 
lost one. Memory prices quietly fell to where they 'd 
been before the U.S. government decided to " help" us 
with a trade agreement . Alas, there was no break in the 
unrelenting war the FCC wages on lower prices and 
start-up companies. So it goes. 

Programming languages got better, and Borland 's 
object-oriented Turbo Pascal showed there can be ob
jects for the rest of us-yes, even those who refuse to 
learn any variant of C . The trend toward powerful lan
guages learnable by users continues. 

Two Cheers 

With all that and more happening, it's no easy task de

ciding where to begin , but I' ll open with a new feature: 

the Two Cheers list. I leave it to you to imagine what 

kind of cheers I have in mind . 


Two Cheers to John Sculley for keeping Apple prices 
high all these years, and thus ensuring the instant suc 
cess of Windows 3.0 . Without Apple's untiring efforts 
to keep up prices, Microsoft wouldn't have had to come 
up with a graphical user interface for the rest of us, and 
they wou ldn't have been able to sell the one they did 
develop. 

ILlUSTRATION AOOIN JAREAUX © 1991 

Two Cheers to Ashton-Tate for getting a sensible 
judgment in a look-and-feel case. It may not have been 
quite the judgment they were looking for , but the effect 
on the industry will be good . Congratulations . 

Two Cheers to Symantec for fixing Norton Utilities 
4.5 when it wasn't broke. Norton Utilities 5.0 has some 
new and valuable features, but it leaves out some of the 
most used utilities of the old version. Also, Two Cheers 
for Norton Safe Format: we 
all use it, we all need it , but Jerry hands out his 
why couldn ' t it let us tell it to 
blast away instead of endless awards tor the best 
ly analyzing the disk informa products of 1990 in a tion we don't want anymore? 

Two Cheers to TurboTax, variety of categories
who make a product that peo
ple swear by, but managed to 
ship copies missing a critical 
file just before tax time last 
year. . . . 

Two Cheers to whoever at 
Microsoft reads bug reports. 
If you send a bug report fax, 
they ' ll read it, but it can take 
as long as two months. 

Another Two Cheers to 
Microsoft : they ' re busily add
ing features to MS-DOS and 
Windows, when they ' re at the 
ragged edge of being able to 
support what they already 
make. What will they do , hire 
more support people? They 
already account for some in
credible percentage of the 
phone calls to Washington 
state. 

And finally , Two Cheers 
to Prodigy , whose ads have 
got a lot of people using on
line services, but whose poli
cies then sent great numbers of subscribers to all the 
other electronic information utilities. What the heck , 
the more people on-line , the better . . .. 

Three Cheers with Orchid 
Three Cheers and an orchid to Mouse Systems for add
ing high-order IRQ interrupts to their bus mouse card. 
It won 't matter to 8-bit system users, but a lot of us 286 
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taminute. 
The long modem wait is over. Announcing the 

arrival ofour remarkably quick 9600EX modem. 
quickly, it also communicates clearly. The 9600EX 
knows when data is being garbled and automatically 
retransmits, so your data arrives error free.So how quick is quick? With V.42bis, data can be 

compressed up to 400 percent, increasing through
put to as much as 38.4Kbps. Which means it keeps 
its telephone conversations short and saves you 
money on your phone bills. And while it communicates 
C 1990 In te l Corporation 
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and 386 users are running out of inter
rupts; Mouse Systems mice can be set to 
IRQ 15 or even a higher number, and 
thus won ' t interfere with scanners and 
serial ports . 

Three cheers to LANtastic: Artisoft 
sells a network , not a religion . And it in
stalls easily and works . 

A big orchid to Bill Gates , who pio
neered the fight to get CD-ROM technol
ogy out into the industry and stuck it out 
when Philips and others tried to rain on 
his picnic . This is the year CD-ROM 
came of age, and it wouldn ' t have hap
pened without Bill 's investment of time 
and energy. I hope Microsoft 's Book
shelf makes a bundle; it deserves to . 

A small orch id to Commodore, who 
continue work on the new operating sys
tem for the Amiga. If the Amiga got half 
the support the hardware deserves, it 
would be a formidable competitor in the 
business world . 

A large orchid to Hewlett-Packard for 
the LaserJet lip, the laser printer for the 
rest of us . If it' s as rugged as my ancient 
LaserJet I Plus (the Printer That Will Not 
Die), the lip will be around in the next 
millennium. 

An Onion Parade 
A large generic onion to all the compa
nies that don't pay any attention to thei r 
Install software . I get very weary of hav
ing to fight installation programs. As an 
example, we recently set up a Gateway 
2000 386 (a good solid machine) and de
cided to equip it with a Logitech Track
Man Trackball. 

The trackball works fine, and the con
trol software is excellent , but the soft
ware comes on a 3 1/z-inch floppy disk 
and will install only from the A drive. 
Since the Gateway 386 has a 5 1A-inch 
drive A and a 3 Vz- inch drive B, trying to 
insta ll from B produces a disk selection 
error . Sure, there are ways around that 
for that matter, the program isn't copy
protected , so you can simply make a 51A
inch installation disk- but why should 
we have to? 

Logitech gets only a small onion be
cause TrackMan is a pretty nifty device. 
I find , to my surprise, that I prefer mice 
to trackballs; but for those who don't , 
TrackMan is a good choice, unless you 
are left-handed : unlike Rollermouse 
(which is a lso a good trackball, but much 
larger than TrackMan) , TrackMan is 

relentlessly right-handed. 
One la rge onion goes to Acer for their 

"sme lly" scratch-and-sniff ad; and a 
clove of garlic to the BYTE ad sa lesper
son who accepted that dumb thing. 

A fair-size onion to Jensen & Partners 
International , who thought it might be 
interesting to turn Modula-2 into C . The 
old JPI compiler was pretty good; the 
new one borders on the absurd. 

There were the traditional nomina
tions of a small onion for BYTE's sub
scription department , but the good news 
is that they' re getting it under control. 
Maybe next year I can leave this one off. I 
haven ' t had a complaint about BYTE sub
scription services being really awful in 
six months . .. . 

The Big Onion 
And the Onion of the Year, with Garlic 
Clusters, goes to Specia l Agent Tim Fo
ley of the Chicago office of the U.S . 
Secret Service. While I have good reason 
to know that many Secret Service people 
are conscientious and highly competent, 
Mr. Foley 's actions in Austin , Texas , re
garding Steve Jackson Games not only 
exceeded his authority , but weren ' t even 

Plus, the 9600EX features fuU-compliance with 
V.32 and is downward-compatibl with slower moderns. 
And, Like o ur entire family o f modems, the 9600EX 
comes with a fuJI , five-year warranty. 
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half competently done . 
All told , a sorry chapter in the history 

of the Secret Service, and no service at 
all to those genuinely concerned wilh 
electronic fraud and computer crime . 

The Big Orchid 
The Orchid of the Year goe to Mitch Ka
por , for funding the Electronic Freedom 
Foundation and providing lega l help and 
support to Steve Jackson, whose business 
was nearly ruined by the Secret Service 
in Austin . I hold no brief for electronic 
thieve and snoops, but many of last 
year's government actions were worse 
than the disease. 

Thanks, Mitch , from all ofu . 

The Long List 
A number of great products showed up at 
Chao Manor last year. My goal ha al
ways been to think of a way to organ ize 
the annual U er's Choice Awards, but I 
haven't been able to do that. I suppose 
it's appropriate that I do this chaotically . 

Backup and Data Storage 
First, in the category of data storage: 
Colorado Memory Systems tape units are 

low in cost, high in performance, and 
very reasonable in price . Installation is 
so simple I won't bother to de cribe it: 
just follow the directions. I used the DJ
10 120-megabyte tape unit to back up 48 
MB from the Gateway 386: it took under 
10 minute . The Colorado Memory Sys
tems tape unit can be installed inter
nally- they take up about the space of a 
half-height 3 1h- inch floppy disk drive
or externally. 

In my case, the drive is mounted exter
nally, with a controller in the Gateway 
386 and another in a machine out back; 
this allows ea y data transfer as well a 
backup. A. lex has installed a lot of these 
for clients and never has any problems 
with them. The Colorado Memory Sys
tems tape units win a User 's Choice 
Award . Highly recommended . 

Machine of the Year 
There's alway stiff competition for the 
" most useful " y tern at Chaos Manor. 
Certainly the mo t spectacular ystem, 
and winner of a User's Choice Award , is 
lhe Cheetah Gold 486. This machine is 
so fast it cares you. Larry Niven has 
been using it as hi workstat ion as we 

pound out Fallen Angels and Th e Moat 
Around Murche on 's Eye, and some
time when h save a chapter , the Chee
tah 486, working through a Perceptive 
Solution , Inc. (PSl) HyperStore cachi ng 
hard disk drive cont roller (more on that 
in a moment), saves the fi le so fast that 
Larry doe n ' t think it saved at all , and he 
does it agai n. 

I named my Cheetah 386 Big Kat; 
with that name taken , I suppo e I have to 
call the 486 Real Big Kat? In any event , 
we've beefed it up. The hard disk drive 
controller is by PSI , with 4MB of cache 
on the controller; this gives such light
ning performance that most benchmark 
are meaningless . Let' s just say that no 
matter what the task, including enor
mous AutoDesk Animator jobs, this sys
tem i spectacularly fast. 

The only real ri va ls to PSI control lers 
come from Distributed Processing Tech
nology; I've had a DPT SmartCache con
troller working in Big Kat for over two 
years without a gl itch. This controller is 
solid and reliable and works with all the 
software we know of. 

Both DPT and PSI get User ' Choice 
Awards ; but PSI get the Best Control ler 

All f thi becomes even more remarkable 
when you nsider th plic of the 9600EX. 
Just $799. It' a price, in fact , that rivaJs high-end 
2400 m em . It'salsoan example oflntel's commit
ment to affordable quaJity. 

requ t Doc.#9998. But don't wait, because with 
all th 9600EX offers , it will go in a second. 

interFor mor information, all800-53 -3373. Or for 
information faxed toy u, caJI 800-525-3019 and The Computer Inside~ 

Circle142 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 143). 
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of the Year for their HyperStore. The de 
ciding factor is that the PSI controller 
use single in -line memory module s 
(SIMMs) for the caching memory ; thu , 
you can buy the controller itself and shop 
around for more memory to fill it up . 
DPT controllers require their own pro
prietary add-on memory cards. which 
runs the cost up . Also, PSI controllers 
can be configured with their Mediadap
tor board, a piggyback board that lets the 
controller function as ESDI , SCSI. or 
other. This makes it much easier to use 
the PSI controller with your older hard
ware . 

As for machines, the workhorse I do 
nearly all my writing on-I'm usi ng it 
now- remains Big Kat , my older Chee
tah 386/25 with the DPT SmartCache , 
Priam hard disk drive, Video Seven VGA 
board , Northgate OmniKey Plus key
board, Maximum Storage WORM (w rite 
once , read many times) drive , Zenith 
Flat Technology Monitor, and USRobot 
ics Courier HST 9600-bps modem . It' s 
powered through a Clary uninterruptible 
power supply . I'm running Quarterdeck 
QEMM-386 and Desqview under MS 
DOS 3.3; I expect at some point I'll 
change over to MS-DOS 5.0 and Win 
dows 3. I, but I feel no pressure to do 
that. This machine is clearly the " most 
useful" one at Chaos Manor, in that I 
make my living with it , and it certainly 
gets hard usage. On the other hand , it ' s 
hardly new. 

The other candidates for machine of 
the year are the Cheetah 486, the Arche 
Legacy 386/33 (which is certainly the 
fastest 386 in the house), the Gateway 
2000 386, the Ergo Brick, and a small 
GoldStar GS-310 386SX . 

You can say something special about 
every one of those . Begin with the Gold
Star GS-310. This small-footprint ma
chine sells for less than many 286s. It 's 
easy to add memory- it takes standard 
SIMMs- and it runs both Desqview and 
QEMM-386 just fine. My son Phillip 
has been using it as a kind of portable, 
carrying it to various colleges in support 
of his debate team, so it gets hard usage ; 
and it has yet to develop any problems. I 
have no trouble giving this the Most Bang 
for the Buck User' s Choice Award for 
1990. 

I've already described the Cheetah 
486. It ' s certainly the fastest and most 
powerful machine in the house. If you 
need 486 power for AutoCAD or Unix , 
or if you just like big , powerful machin
ery, it's hard to beat the Cheetah 486, 
which collects yet another User's Choice 
Award. 

The Arche Legacy 386/33 is another 

powerful machine . It has been used as 
a test-bed for a lot of stuff, including 
Sound Blaster . the Kraft Thunderstick 
game controller, and Wing Commander , 
as well as LANtast ic network ca rds , Rol 
lermouse , the Pioneer CD-ROM six 
pack drive , and Colorado Memory Sys
tems tape drives and controlle r. Ev 
erything works j ust f ine . The video ca rd 
for the Arche Legacy is quite fast; we're 
able to keep up with Wing Commander 's 
spectacular graphics . The Arche Legacy 
has the neat feature of slowing down to 
8 MHz if you want it to do so; with some 
games, that can come in handy. It runs 
Desqview , QEMM-386, and our beta 
test copy of MS-DOS 5.0 with no prob
lems. It 's faster than Big Kat. I have 
absolutely no hesitation in giving the 
Arche Legacy 386/33 a User's Choice 
Award . 

The Gateway 2000 386 is a lower
priced machine . but it 's very well made. 
The standard ha rd disk drive controller is 
an U ltrastor Ultra 12 ESDI controller . 
which is faster and more reliable than the 
usual Western Digital controller. The 
Gateway comes with surprisingly com
plete a nd well-wri tten documentation . 
We have it running with MS-DOS 5.0 
with no problems. There's a built -in 
game port ; I plugged the Kraft Thunder
stick into that and turned on Wing Com
mander , and it all ran fine without any 
tuning or tweaking. The Gateway is a bit 
slower than the Arche Legacy. but it's 
plenty fast enough, and the VGA board 
doesn' t seem to have much trouble keep
ing up with Wing Commander's spectac
ular graphics . There is no ha rdware 
switch to slow the Gateway 2000 down . 

A number of companies are selling 
computers by mail . None of them are 
perfect: I have letters of complaint about 
most of them . But I don't have any about 
Gateway , and all the Gateway users I've 
heard from are happy. We used this ma
chine as a test-bed for the US Video and 
Willow boards , Cali fornia Memory Sys
tems tape drives , TrackMan, ScanMan , 
and Max imum Storage WORM drive. 
There have been no problems. I have no 
hesitation in recommending the Gateway 
2000 386 , which gets a User' s Choice 
Award. 

Finally , there 's the Ergo Brick, which 
I have written about several times . It 's 
small , it f its into a briefcase , it hold a 
lot , and it 's fast. It is now my regular 
companion when we go down to the 
beach house . 

The only problem with the Brick is that 
you can put only short boards in it , and 
that 's no rea l problem since the only 
board I think of to go in it is a fax board , 
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and the Fax 96 fits in there just fine . 
The Brick isn't cheap, but you get a lot 

for the money. I'm really fond of the lit
tle sucker, and I don't have any problems 
at all giving it a User's Choice Award. 

Cheetah recently raised their prices, 
and by quite a lot. The performance is 
magnificent, and the cost, while high, is 
competitive for that much performance. 
I do wish they cost Jess, but the Cheetah 
Gold 486 gets the Machine of the Year 
award in the PC category. 

I have added a new award category be
cause now that Apple has lowered prices, 
Macs have become competitive through
out the cost/performance spectrum; and 
what Macs do, they do very well indeed. 
The Machine of the Year Award for 1990 
goes to the Mac Ilcx; it has easily be
come the most useful Mac system here, 
being used with Excel and WingZ to con 
trol a number of business operations and 
analyses. 

The neat part about the Mac systems is 
that as long as you stay with the standard 
operations (e.g., Excel, WingZ, and 
Microsoft Word) , you really can sit a 
newcomer down at it , show what you 
need done, and go away. The User's 

Choice Award and Machine of the Year, 

Macintosh Category, go to the Mac Hex . 


Video and Monitors 

Video boards and monitors are improv

ing weekly . They're getting faster and 

more spectacular. You can expect even 

more rapid developments in video graph

ics this year. 


Meanwhile, the most spectacular ad
dition to the Chaos Manor visuals is a 
Number Nine Graphics Xccelerator. It's 
nor a stand-alone board: you need a VGA 
board to run with it. The Number Nine 
board takes a separate slot and attaches to 
the VGA board- nearly any VGA board 
will do- with an edge-connector cable. 
(Some video boards feed out through a 
pin connector, in which case you'd need 
the appropriate cable to connect the 
video card to the Number Nine board .) 

Once the board is installed and con
nected to your VGA card , you can set up 
the Number Nine board to run at 1280 by 
1024 pixels noninterlaced, with a palette 
of some 16 million colors. Many other 
resolutions are possible. Whatever you 
are running with it tends to look spec
tacular. 

We put the Number Nine board into 
the Cheetah 486, where it happily runs 
AutoDesk Animator and a whole bunch 
of fractal software. The Number Nine 
board feeds into the Hitachi Accuvue 20
APF monitor (this is why Niven is using 
the Cheetah 486 as his workstation : he 
likes really big monitors because he 
doesn't have to wear his glasses to work 
with them). The combination is some
thing to see. If this is where graphics are 
headed , I can't wait to get there. 

If you're looking for high-end graph
ics capability, the Number Nine Graph
ics Xccelerator is a great way to go, and 
it looks great on a Hitach i 20-inch high
resolution monitor . Both Hitachi and 
Number Nine Computer get User's 
Choice Awards , and the Number Nine 
board is the choice for Graphics Product 
of the Year . 

One last point : clearly not everyone 
will need to have a 20-inch high-resolu
tion monitor costing more than they paid 
for their computer. My personal monitor 
remain s the Zenith Flat Technology 
Monitor: the newest model isn ' t as heavy 
as the older ones and doesn't need a fan. 
The Zenith is a 31-kHz monitor, not a 

Flyers. 
If a portable computer has improved the 
way you do business away from theoffice, 
think what a portable modem can do for 
you. With it , you' ll be able to send and 
receive data, and even faxes, anyt ime 
you want. In or out of the office. 

The WorldPort familygives you a choice of 
four portable modems, including an MNP® 
error-correcting modem and an electronic 
fax/data modem. 

Each is no more than 8 ou nces and can fit 
in a shirt pocket. They' re small but tough 

and capable, built for the rigors of business 
on the road. 

Theyconnect to practically anytelephone, 
public or private, via standard RJ-11 jacks or 
an optional acoustic coupler. They adhere to 
Bell and CCJTT standards world-wide so you 
can connect toother modems (or fax ma
chines) almost anywhere. l11ey're powered 
bya single 9-volt battery or through an AC 
ou tlet, whichever is more convenient. And, 
they' re easilyshared as external peripherals 
among co-workers. 

The WorldPort familyof modems. l11e1 're 
buil t for travel, whether it 's to extreme envi 
ronmenL~ . toexotic locations or just do··.vn 
the hall. 

Call us todayfor thedealer nearest you 

800-541-0345. 
(In New )brk, 516-261-0423) 

• • • •• • Touchbase Systems, Inc ....... ··r• • • •• •••••:• • 160 Laurel Avenue 
: •. • • ••·:.:: Northport. NY 11768 

• • : ••••:·:.: (516) 261 -0423 
~ : • • • • • .:.:. FaJC (516) 754-3491 

~1N I1 •.s a regist~red t ~dcm:n·k of M•crocom. In c. WORU) I)ORT ;lnd TOUCUBASE SVSTF.~IS ~t n.: tr.ltlc..·mark._.. nfTnuchha~~..· Sy:-.tenb,lflc. 0 l lJt$9 Touchba~c :::.y::.tt·m-., Inc 
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II' 8 Mbytes or memory + 2 serial ports. 

II' Extended and expanded memory. LIM 4.0. 

II' Works with all of your programs. 

II' Run DOS or OS/2 effortlessly. 

II' Fast and simple switchless installation. 

II' Auto-configuration for all operating systems. 

II' Works in all Micro Channei TM computers. 

II' Expanded memory 10 times faster than Intel. 

II' Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty. 

II' mM approved ID. Best price. Fast delivery. 


Call today 617-273-1818 or 1-800-l34-4CEC 

rmt Capital Equipment Corp. 
Burlington, MA. 01803 

PS/2 aad Micro Clwtnel are lrademarks or IBM 

multisync, and while it works with most 
video boards, there are a few that it can't 
work with . 

We use a lot of monitors around Chaos 
Manor; machines often arrive without 
one. When that happens , the "standard" 
I generally hook up is the Princeton 
Graphic Systems Ultra-14 multisync 
monitor. Princeton monitors work with 
just about everything. They're rugged, 
they have good color, and they're very 
good value for the money. 

A Significant Trend 
I think one outstanding development for 
the year was one that no one else seems to 
have noticed at all : Hitachi is shipping a 
really fast CD-ROM drive, the CDR
l700S. That's important because CO
ROMs are becoming increasingly impor
tant. A couple of months ago I said that I 
wished every library in the country had a 
CD-ROM drive . A reader wrote to tell 
me that 's very nearly true already: li 
braries are taking to CD-ROMs, which I 
suppose shouldn't surprise me. 

Meanwhile , Dak and other quality 
high-tech mail-order houses are selling 
CD-ROM discs and drives direct to con
sumers ; this in itself will raise the in
stalled base .. 

CD-ROM technology won 't be com
pletely mature until the drives are both 
cheaper and faster , and some kind of eas
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ily portable reader screen is available. 
When it's as convenient to carry a CD
ROM reader as it is to carry a book
even a large hardbound- the book indus
try will really feel the impact of CD
ROM competition. 

The screen hasn't been developed , al 
though I understand that they now sell 
the Sony Bookman in Japan , which is 
getting closer to a real hand-held CD
ROM reader . No matter: long before we 
have portable CD-ROM readers, CD
ROM itself will have had a really signifi
cant impact on scholarship. Imagine , for 
example, exact and computer-enhanced 
images of the Dead Sea Scrolls taken in 
different light and contrast conditions 
and published on CD-ROM. This would 
give any scholar access to the primary 
documents: the entire cost ofa high-reso
lution imaging system plus CD-ROM 
drive wouldn ' t come to more than the 
cost of a short trip to Jerusalem to view 
the documents themselves. 

The same could be done for other rare 
documents and images. In addition, ev
ery word ever published on the subject 
could be indexed and included with the 
images-and the total production cost of 
the package would be a few dollars per 
disc . There ' s enormous potential for 
CD-ROMs in scholarship and business . 

Hitachi's faster and cheaper drive will 
significantly increase the number of peo-
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pie using CD-ROM because it' s easier to 
use ; no more long waits for your data. As 
the installed base of CD-ROM drives 
grows , so will the effort put into making 
CD-ROM software. The result should be 
a satisfying positive feedback . When you 
couple fast drives with better retrieval 
software and new advances in the art of 
making CD-ROMs, you have the ingredi 
ents of a new phase in the computer rev
olution. 

Hitachi makes (at least) two models of 
CD-ROM drives: one is shaped like a 
small shoe box, but , while fa ster than the 
older drive, it is no breakthrough. The 
other is shaped like a pizza box and is ex 
tremely fast. The pizza box model, alas, 
requires you to use one of those horrible 
jewel-box carriers for your CD-ROM . I 
really hate those carriers because not 
only are they expensive- severa l dollars 
at least- but about half the time they' re 
extremely hard to open . 

To get more information on the CD
ROM revolution , get yourself a copy of 
the catalog of the Bureau of Electronic 
Publishing (141 New Rd . , Parsippany. 
NJ 07054, (20 1) 808-2700). The catalog 
is an education in itself: you won't be
lieve just how many CD-ROM products 
there are already. 

Because I think the rapidly expanding 
installed base of CD-ROM drive i ex
tremely significant , and that speeding up 
the CD-ROM reading process will do 
much for the industry , the Product of the 
Year Award goes to Hitach i for their fast 
CDR-l700S CD-ROM drive. 

CD-ROMs 
There were a number of outstanding CD
ROM products last year. Quanta Press 
(2550 University Ave. W, Suite 245N , 
St. Paul , MN 55114, (612) 64 1-0714) 
continues to pump out an amazing var i
ety of CD-ROM databases , including the 
CIA World Database, specialized stuff 
on agricu lture, and so on . Their latest is 
Middle East Diary , a CD-ROM on the 
Middle East containing a great number of 
relevant documents on the history and 
culture of the area. The Bureau of Elec
tronic Publishing put out a collection of 
documents, some rare, all interesting, on 
U.S. history. Grolier has improved their 
Academic American Encyclopedia. 

There's also World Library's Library 
of the Future Series, First Edition. This 
one has a great collection of 450 books
all classic and most in the public domain , 
but an interesting set- and better-than
adequate retrieval software . When I 
started playing around with it , I found 
myself reading Samuel Butler's The Way 
ofAll Flesh until quite late into the night. 
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Not only that, but I went back to it rather 
than going to the bookstore and getting a 
copy, which tells me that they 've made 
this easier to use than I thought it was . 
Library of the Future Series wins the 
User's Choice Award as CD-ROM of the 
Year. 

The Software Scene 
As I said above, I have mixed emotions 
about Norton Utilities. Version 4.5 was 
extremely valuable. Norton Utilities 5.0 
did have a few improvements, but it left 
out some of what made version 4.5 so 
useful. I gather Symantec is fixing that 
now . Let's hope so. 

On the other hand, if you have a Mac, 
you need Norton Utilities Mac. It 's what 
Mac users have been needing for years, 
even if they didn't know it. Back on the 
PC scene, the latest version of Norton 
Commander has an imperfect, but very 
usable, MCI Mail management front end 
and several improvements. 

I use Norton Commander and Norton 
Utilities a lot; indeed, I routinely install 
these, along with LapLink from Travel 
ing Software, before I begin testing any 
new machine. Ifyou don't have them, get 
them. Highly recommended. 

A candidate for best software is Out
side In. This is an extremely useful TSR 
program that lets you look into disk files 
of most popular word processors, spread
sheets, and databases (alas, Paradox and 
Q&A are not supported, although Q&A 
Write is, as are dBASE, FoxBase, Micro
soft Works, and several others) . It runs 
on a PC and works with both PC and Mac 
files . You can import stuff from your 
files into your word processor. This is 
one of those programs that once you have 
it, you'll wonder how you did without it. 
Definitely a User's Choice Award. Rec 
ommended . 

One of the neatest programs of the 
year is Grammatik IV, the style and 
grammar checker. It's configurable, you 
can turn different rules on and off, and it 
works. I don 't put everything that I write 
through it, but when I'm in a hurry, I 
find it valuable; it often finds errors I've 
missed. Grammatik IV won't teach an il
literate to be a professional writer, but 
it's amazing how much you can learn by 
using it. User's Choice. Recommended. 

The two most valuable products I got 
this year were GrandView 2.0 and Info 
Select. That latter is the " improved" ver
sion of the Tornado free-form database; 
once again, some of the improvements 
weren't. 

On the other hand, Info Select can 
save you a great deal of time, and it's a 
program you will actually use because 

Jill 	8 Mbytes of fast 32 bit memory. 
Jill 	Works in aU Micro Channel™ computers. 
Jill 	Fast LIM 4.0 driver included. 
Jill 	Provides extended and expanded memory. 
Jill 	Easy swltchless lnstaUation. 
Jill 	Automatic configuration for DOS, OS/2 or UNIX. 
Jill 	Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty. 
Jill 	Accepted under IBM service contracts. 
Jill 	From $299 to $998 wltb 8 Megabytes. 
""" 	 "Best price performance", says PC Week • 

Call today 617-273-1818 or 1-800-234-4CEC 

~ Capital Equipment Corp. 
_ __ BurUngton, MA. 01803 

PS/2 and Mlc:ro Clwlnel are trademarks of IBM 

using it is pretty simple. You do have to 
spend some time puttering around, but 
go ahead and do that: it's fun, and the 
best way to learn Info Select features. 

GrandView, for those few who don't 
know, is Symantec's outline program. It 
works. I have GrandView outlines on my 
portables , and when we're at the beach 
house, I often retrieve an outline for 
character collection. GrandView can im
port and export to most word processors, 
although the results are likely to be a bit 
messy; the outline formatting gets in the 
way of conversion of the text. But that 
doesn't even matter. I'm pleased to give 
GrandView and Info Select the User's 
Choice Awards for Most Useful PC Soft
ware of the Year. 

Accounting 
I currently recommend Quicken for ac
counting. This is one of the few cases 
where I recommend something that I do 
not use: I still use the accounting package 
that I wrote back in CP/M days, largely 
for sentimental reasons, but of course I 
understand how it works. I don't recom
mend that anyone else try it. 

Get Quicken. It's easy to set up, it does 
the job, and you can arrange to have it 
pay your bills through a modem. I know 
a number of people who do it that way, 
and I intend to set up that capability Real 
Soon Now. Ifl'd had Quicken, I wouldn't 

have bothered to write my own program. 

Quicken gets a User's Choice Award. 

Recommended . 


Laptops 

There were many new laptops in 1990, 

and I expect more this year. I used about 

20 laptops in 1990 and find myself in 

agreement with the BYTE editors: the 

User's Choice Award for Laptop of the 

Year is the Texas Instruments Travel 

Mate 2000 LT286. Fair warning: it is not 

the laptop to take outside on the beach at 

noon; under those circumstances, you 

won't be able to see the screen. Other

wise, though , the screen is quite visible, 

the power requirements are reasonable , 

and it's light . I like it. 


Gadget of the Year 

There wasn't any contest on this one. 


Several years ago , Stefan Possony , 
Francis X. Kane, and I wrote a book 
called The Strategy ofTechnology. Colo
nel Kane was at that time Director of 
Plans for USAF Systems Division. One 
of the strategic concepts he developed 
and got started was GPS, the Global Po
sitioning System: a series of navigation 
satellites that enabled those with suitable 
equipment to locate themselves within a 
few feet anywhere in the world. 

The entire series of GPS satellites isn't 
up, but there are enough, and now comes 
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Accuvue 20-APF .. .... .. $3545 
Hitachi America, Ltd. 
Office Automation 
Systems Division 
6 Summit Ave. 
Montvale, NJ 07645 
(201) 573-0774 
fax: (201) 573-7660 
Circle 1149 on Inquiry Card. 

All ChargeCard ... . ..... .. $299 

Mounting Adapter Kit ... $50 

A-ll Computers, Inc. 

1220 Yonge St. 

Toronto, Onta£io, 

Canada M4T 1 WI 

(800) 627-4825 
(416) 960-0111 
in U.S .: (216) 564-7875 
fax: (416) 960-5426 
Circle 1150 on Inquiry Card. 

Amiga 3000 .. .. ... ... .... $4999 
Commodore Business 
Machines , Inc. 
Computer Systems Division 
1200 Wilson Dr. 
Brandywine Industrial Park 
West Chester, PA 19380 
(215) 431-9100 
fax: (215) 431-9156 
Circle 1151 on Inquiry Card. 

ITEMS 

Arcbe Legacy 386/33 ... $5195 

Arche Technologies, Inc . 

48881 Kato Rd. 

Fremont, CA 94539 

(800) 422-4674 
(415) 623-8100 
fax : (415) 683-6754 
Circle 1152 on Inquiry Card. 

CDR-17()()8....... ... .. .. ... $995 
Hitachi Home Electronics 
America, Inc. 
Multimedia Systems Division 
401 West Artesia Blvd. 
Compton, CA 90220 
(213) 537-8383 
fax: (213) 515-6223 
Circle 1153 on Inquiry Card. 

Cheetah Gold 486 .. ..$10,629 
Cheetah International 
7075 Flying Cloud Dr. 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
(800) 243-3824 
(612) 943-8690 

Circle 1154 on Inquiry Card. 


DJ-10 ................. .... .. . $399 

Colorado Memory Systems, 

Inc. 

800 South Taft Ave. 

Loveland, CO 80537 

(800) 346-9881 
(303) 669-8000 
fax: (303) 669..()4()1 
Circle 1155 on Inquiry Card. 

DISCUSSED 

Ergo Brick ........ ... .. .. $2495 
Ergo Computing, Inc . 
One Intercontinental Way 
Peabody, MA 01960 
(800) 633-1925 
(508) 535-7510 
fax: (800) 535-7512 
Clrcle1156 on Inquiry Card. 

Grammatik IV ... ...... .... $99 
Grammatik IV for 
Windows .. .. ... .............. $99 
Reference Software, Inc . 
330 Townsend St. , Suite 123 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(800) 872-9933 
(415) 541-0222 
fax : (415) 541-0509 
Circle 1157 on Inquiry Card. 

GrandView 2.0 . .. .. .. .. ... $295 

Symantec Corp. 

10201 Torre Ave. 

Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 441-7234 
(408) 253-9600 
fax: (408) 252-4694 
Circle 1158 on Inquiry Card. 

Graphics Xccelerator .. .. $895 
to $2495 

Number Nine Computer 
Corp. 
725 Concord Ave . 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
(800) 438-6463 
(617) 492-0999 
fax : (617) 864-9329 
Circle 1159 on Inquiry Card. 

G8-310 ... .... .. .. ........ . $1595 

GoldStar Technology , Inc . 

3003 North First St. 

San Jose, CA 95134 

(408) 432- l33I 
fax: (408) 954-1143 
Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card. 

HyperStore 1600 .. .... ... $900 
configuration modules .. $275 

to $400 
Perceptive Solutions, Inc . 
2700 Flora St. 
Dallas, TX 75201 
(800) 486-3278 
(214) 954-1774 

Circle 1161 on Inquiry Card. 


Info Select .. . ... .. ....... $99.95 
Micro Logic Corp. 
P.O. Box 70 
Hackensack, NJ 07602 
(800) 342-5930 
(201) 342-6518 
fax : (201 ) 342-0370 
Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card. 

the Magellan GPS NAY 1000 Pro to let 
all of us use the system. The Magellan is 
a hand-held, battery-powered gizmo con
siderably smaller than a shoe box . You 
use it by taking it outside , where it can 
see some satellites, and turning it on. It 's 
nearly that simple: there are good in
structions in the Training Guide, and 
more instructions are on the unit itself. 

Once it has been set up , it will tell you 
where you are to within some 30 feet. It's 
a bit faster if you already know your alti
tude; if you don ' t , Magellan will find 
that for you , too. The unit comes with an 
auxiliary power source and software and 
cabling to let you use it with your laptop. 

Magellan is the User's Choice Award 
Gadget of the Year. 

Keep Them Flying 
I don ' t know what category to put this in: 
All Computers ' All ChargeCards will 
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put new 386SX life into your old 286 ma
chines. They work with nearly anything, 
including the Zenith Z-248; one of my 
old friends from ARPANET has used 
these to update about 50 of the govern
ment-model Z-248s and is very happy 
with them. 

You probably don't have that many 
machines, but if you've got an AT and 
want to run Windows or Desqview, get 
the appropriate All ChargeCard for your 
machine; you won't be sorry. The All 
ChargeCard gets a User ' s Choice Award . 
Recommended. 

Games 
It was a good year for computer games . 
Two notable ones were Lucas Films' 
Secret of Monkey Island, which is both 
fun and hilarious, and Interplay Produc
tions ' Lord of the Rings , which has flaws 
but is well designed and can be fun . Cen

turion, Defender of Rome , from Elec
tronic Arts is great fun , if a bit disap
pointing overall. 

Koei improved their largely script ad
venture games and took the odious copy 
protection off. Koei games require a bit 
of patience : you won't win quickly, but 
there's considerable satisfaction in doing 
it. Harpoon from Microprose Software 
was easily the best modern war game of 
the year . 

It was a good year for game equip
ment, too. We put a Sound Blaster sound 
board into the Arche Legacy 386/33, and 
the Ad Lib sound board into the Cheetah 
486, and hung a pair of Radio Shack 
stereo speakers on each board . There' s a 
lot of software that can take advantage of 
good speech and sound boards , and they 
enhance the fun of computer gaming. 

With all that said , despite the general 
excellence of the games this year , there 
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LANtastic 3.2 Magellan GPS NAV PC Mouse III ..........$149.95 33-MHz 386 VGA ....... $3 95 
starter kits ...... $525 to $899 1000 Pro .. . .. .... .. ...... . $3750 Mouse Systems Corp. Gateway 2000 
extra adapter cards ... ... $249 Magellan Systems Corp. 47505 Seabridge Dr. .. 610 Gateway Dr. 

to$399 260 East Huntington Dr. Fremont, CA 94583 North Sioux City , SO 5C7049 
Artisoft, Inc. Monrovm. CA 91016 (415) 656': 11 7 (800) 523-2000 ~ 
Artisoft Plaza (818) 358-2363 Circle 1170 on Inquiry Card. (605) 232-2000 I l 1 
575 East River Rd. +~ Circle 1167 on Inquiry Card • fax : (605) 232-2023 
Tucson, AZ 85704 ...-- Quicken 4.0 .... .. .. ..... $59.95 Circle 1174 on Inquiry Card. 
(602) 293-6363 Modula-2 Intuit 
fax : (602) 293-8065 standard version ........ . $199 155 Linfield Ave. TrackMan Trackball 
Circle 1163 on Inquiry Card. extended version .........$395 Menlo Park, CA 94025 serial version . .. ..........$139 

Jensen & Partners (800) 624-8742 bus version ............. .. $149 
LaserJet liP ............. $1495 International , Inc . ( 415) 322-0573 Logitech, Inc. 
Hewlett-Packard Co . 1101 San Antonio Rd., fax : (415) 322-1597 6505 Kaiser Dr . 
19310 Pruneridge Ave. Suite 301 Circle 1171 on Inquiry Card. Fremont , CA 94555 
Cupertino, CA 950 14 Mountain View , CA 94043 (800) 231 -7717"• , (800) 752-0900 (800) 543-5202 Railroad Tycoon ... .. . . $59.95 (4 15) 795-8500 

(.408) 725-8900 (415) 967-3200 Microprose Software fax : (415) 792-8901 

Circl~ 1164 on Inquiry Card. fax : (415) 967-3288 180 Lakefront Dr. Circle 1175 on Inquiry Card. 


Circle1168 on Inquiry Card. Hunt Valley , MD 21030 
Library of the Future (800) 879-7529 TraveiMate 2000 
Series, First Edition CD- Outside In ... . ... . ... . . .. . . .. $99 (301 ) 771-1 151 LT286 . .. ............. ..... $3999 
"ROM .. .................... .. $695 network version .. . .. . . . . . $295 Circle 1172 on Inquiry Card. Texas Instruments, Inc. 
World Library, nc. Systems Compatibility Corp. P.O. Box 2022230 
12914 Haster St. 401 North Wabash, Suite 600 SmartCache Model Austin, TX 78720 • 
Garden Grove, CA 92640 Chicago, IL 60611 PM3011170 ... .. .. ... .. ... $1 150 (800) 527-3500 

I I 


(800) 443-0238 (800) 333- 1395 Distributed Processing Circle 1176 on Inquiry Card. 
(71 4) 748-71 97 (312) 329-0700 Technology 
fax : (714) 748-7198 fax : (312) 670-0820 132 Candace Dr. Wing Commander .... $69.95 
Circle 1165 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1169 on Inquiry Card. P .O. Box 1864 Origin Software 

Maitland, FL-32751 110 Wild Basin, Suite 330 T 
Mac Hex ...... ..... ... ... . $4669 t Austin, TX 78746 

Apple Computer, Inc . 

(407) 830-5522 
fax : (407) 260-5366 (800) 999-4939 


20525 Mariani Ave . _,...A Circle 1173 on Inquiry Card. (512) .(328-0282 

Cupertino, CA 9501 4 
 Circle 1177 on Inquiry Card. 
(408) 996-10 10 

Circle 1166 on Inquiry Card. 
 Ll~--- ---
wasn't much dispute over wh ich ones are Commander can take adva~tage of EMS your own Mac or not, si nce it will also 
the games of the year. T here are two: memory. help you understand and mainta in the 
one, Microprose' s Railroad Tycoon, is Wing Commander and Railroad Ty machine . It goes into everything from 
the next best thing to having a wonderful coon t ie for Game of the Year . I still play the Mac Plus to the Ilfx; accelerators; 
set of elect ric trai ns. them both. add-ons, includ ing video ; and more . 

T he other outstanding game is Wing Well written and easy to read. 
Commander from Origin Software. T his Winding Down Now back to work: Niven and I will 
is the kind ofgame I generally don' t li ke: The book of the month is a new transla f inish Fallen Angels th is week . • 
it' s a shoot- 'em-up in space. However, tion of The Iliad by Robert Fagles. I 
they' ve got the story line down pat, and don't read Greek, but it's clear to me this Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
the game sucks you r ight into the action ; is what Homer had in mjnd. It reads chology and is a science f iction writer 
once you star t playing , you fi nd-or at like- well , l ike a h ighly enter taining who also earns a comfortable living writ
least I found- the darn th ing irresistible. epic . ing about computers present and f uture. 

Both these games can be played on The computer book of the month is Jerry welcomes readers' comments and 
EGA systems with standard IBM sounds , Bob Brant's Build Your Own Macintosh opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped 
but that's not the way to enjoy them. For and Save a Bundle (Wi ndcrest Tab envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE, 
Wing Commander, get a Sound Blaster : Books). I once swore I'd never review One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
it comes with a game control port, and I another Tab book because of the horrible NH 03458. Please put your address on 
guarantee you will get a joystick if you editi ng, but clea rly the company has the letter as well as on the envelope. Due 
get hooked . For Rail road Tycoon, either changed since being bought by McGraw to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot 
Sound Blaster or Ad Lib will do f ine . You Hill. Brant 's book is definitely worth guarantee a personal reply. You can also 
will also want to have VGA, and Wing having whether you contemplate building contact him on B/X as ''jerryp. " 
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ALTEC 

ABOVE 

Now you can have the power and performance of A/tee's fully loaded 486 EISA 
Tower delivered to your door! Check out these outstanding features: 

486 EISA TOWER $5295 
I I lntel486-25 CPU ' I 4 Meg RAM t .2 MB 5.25" drive I 1. 44 MB 3.5" drive [ 1150 MB 18ms 
ESDI hard dirve r ESDI controller with 32K cache r 116-bit VGA card with 1 MB : 14" VGA 
monitor (1024x768) 2 serial , 1 parallel & 1 game ports l J t01 -key Keyboard .MS Window 3.0 

Hi-Res serial mouse MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 (486 ISA SYSTEM $3895) 

I • T . .., 
I I I I I -AIIec.Zip 386s •r• solid rrtllchines INturmg 

brand·name ,.ns. A good buy, 
lhffy are cl&srly alfort:Mble'· 

PC~.nt> M.J~ l0 \989 

..Ccmputer users should find Allee mschlntt 
In excellftnt vshlft wffh good perlormsnce. " ~ PC .l.f.IIO.U'"" Jut) 19'XI 

A/tee sets the standard for the highest quality design and 
manufacturing of all our products. We're fast, friendly, and 
ready to help you select the right features for your needs. 
Take a look at some of our other great systems: 

386/33 VGA $2695 
' J Intel 386-33 CPU U 64K Cache _ 4 Meg RAM [' 1.2 MB 5.25" 
drive lJ 1.44 MB 3.5" drive 104 MB IDE hard drive I 116-bit VGA 
card with 1 MB L' 14" VGA monitor (1024x768) L 12 serial, 1 
parallel & 1 game ports 101 -key Keyboard ! MS Window 3.0 
: l Hi-Res serial mouse . MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.0t 

386/25 VGA $2395 
l] Intel 386-25 CPU l l 4 Meg RAM 1 2 MB 525" drive [ 1.44 
MB 3.5" drive 0 104 MB IDE hard drive . 16-bit VGA card with 1 
MB U 14" VGA monitor (1024x768) . 2 serial. 1 parallel & 1 game 
ports r~ 101 -key Keyboard I 1 MS Window 3.0 . ' Hi-Res serial 
mouse D MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

386/SX VGA $1795 
C 2 Meg RAM C 1 .2 MB 5.25" drive 1.44 MB 3.5" drive :! 40MB 
IDE hard drive D 16-bit VGA card with 512k ~ 14" VGA monitor 
(1 024x768) D 2 serial , 1 parallel & 1 game ports :::::; 101 -key 
Keyboard L.: MS Window 3.0 Hi-Res serial mouse ' I MS-DOS 
3.3 or 4.01 

(20 Mhz version add $150) 


286/12 VGA COMBO $1595 
' ) 1 Meg RAM I 1.2 MB 5.25" drive 1.44 MB 3.5" drive =:1 40MB 
IDE hard drive [' 16-bit VGA card 14" VGA monitor (640x480) 
:. 12 serial , 1 parallel & 1 game ports 1101 -key Keyboard n Serial 
Mouse r : MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 I ·1 Panasonic 1180 printer Wlcable 
n Surge Protector 

286/12 VGA STAR $1195 
Cl 1 Meg RAM C 1.2 MB or 1.44MB drive " 40MB IDE hard drive 
[J 16-bit VGA card L; 14" VGA monitor (640x480 .. 41 mm ) : ; 2 serial, 
1 parallel & 1 game ports -. 1 0 1-key Keyboard [l MS-DOS 3.3 

AL11C 

Technology Corp. 

ORDER: 1-800-255-9971 
Tech Support: 1-800-255-9968 

Pollcy:$ame oay !h.pp.ng Wllh standard cohguraoons 101 01ders belor& J PM EST 
Shipping and handhng &lltra Pet" son a! and company checks reQUire 1 0 days 10 dear 
Pnces are $Ubted to c:t\aOQO, and afl tTems a,e subject 10 availability All retiJmS must 
be $htpped prepaid IOSt.tre<l, tn ongtnal (;'()(l(flltl()(l and complete w~h OOCUtnenla110n 
All returns must have AMA nurnf)e( 30 day money Dack guarantee does nl)1 mctude 
sh1PQt"Q No stJrcharge tor V1sa & Maste-r Caret 2a,;. lor Am-tlflcan Express 

Circle 17 on Inquiry Card . 
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WAYNI 
RASH JR. 

WINDOWS AND THE 

BUSINESS WORKSTATION 

here was once a time when picking out a com
puter for your business was relatively easy. You 
went down to the computer store and looked at 
all the machines on display . If you were lucky, 
the computer salesperson would show up to 

keep you company and tell tall tales. Eventually, your 
decision came down to how big you wanted the hard 
disk drive to be and whether you wanted a color moni
tor. For a while, at least, IBM-compatible computers 
were true commodity items. 

Now , things have changed. While many machines 
can still be looked on as generic clones, the commodity 
nature of the computer business has been changed for
ever with the advent of graphical user interfaces. GUI 
packages require significant system resources , and the 
level and selection of resources depends heavily on the 
applications for which you plan to use the computer. It 
makes a great difference whether you use a machine for 
word processing or for massive spreadsheets and multi
tasking . 

So what do GUis demand of today ' s business work
station? Assuming that you're planning to use Micro
soft Windows 3.0, and that you plan to use several ap
plications concurrently, you ' II need a large hard disk 
drive and a lot of memory. But that's not all. 

Workstation for Windows 
Here 's how I have a Gateway 2000 386125 configured 
for use as a platform for both networking and for Win
dows 3.0: 4 megabytes of RAM , a 150-MB ESDI hard 
disk drive , a Super VGA video controller, an 80387 
math coprocessor, and a 3Com 3C503 Ethernet card. 

A high-end machine? You bet, but I do a lot of multi
tasking , and the workstation must also communicate 
with Novell NetWare 386. Some users could do just 
fine with a 386SX-based machine if their multitasking 
needs were more limited. Still others could use a less
expensive 286-based machine, but they'd lose the abil
ity to multitask DOS applications. 

In general, the requirements for a useful workstation 
have changed greatly over the last few years. Where 
once a 640K-byte, 8088-based machine was fine , the 
advent of Windows 3.0 makes a 386- or 386SX-based 
machine more usefuL Keep in mind , though, that the 
useful economic life of a personal computer is only 
three years , and the useful hardware life is about five 
years . For that reason, there's no point in worrying 
about requirements that might crop up more than a cou 
ple of years hence. The reason for this is that most com-

ILLUSTRAn ON ROBIN JO.AEAUX e 1991 

panies amortize their computer purchases over three 
years, which is reasonable given the rate of change in 
the industry. For some companies, it takes five years to 
depreciate hardware, and by then most computers are 
only marginally useful if they are running at all. 

A couple of the items on my standard Windows work
station aren't strictly necessary for all Windows users. 
One is the math coprocessor, but I'm using that in sup
port of some graphics pack
ages that I'll be telling you GUis such as Windows 
about in a few months. Mean
while, a few other packages, 3.0 complicate 
such as Microsoft's Excel 
3.0, also take advantage ofthe PC purchase decisions 
math coprocessor. Likewise, 
a hard disk drive as large as 
150 MB may be overkill for 
some users, but many of to
day's applications, especially 
those intended for Windows, 
use many megabytes of hard 
disk space. Extra space costs 
relatively little, and you'd be 
surprised at how fast it can 
djsappear. 

One of the other facts that 
I've found in the months since 
Windows 3.0 was shipped is 
that the number of applica
tions supporting Windows has 
increased dramatically. This 
was highlighted by the fact 
that I managed to fill up the 
entire 150-MB hard disk on 
the Gateway 2000 almost as 
soon as I began installing 
Windows-related software. 
The disk space on the file 
server offered some relief, but 
that's starting to fill up, too. 

In some cases, the surge in 
applications designed for Windows has meant that the 
learning curve for users is less steep than it once was . 
Many applications use similar actions to create similar 
results , although the environment is not nearly as stan
dardized as you would find on the Macintosh, for ex 
ample. On the other hand, many applications work fine 
in a Windows environment but do not use the Windows 
interface. In many of these applications, the use of the 
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software under Windows may cost you 
some utility. I have found , for exam
ple, that WordPerfect 5 .1 cannot find the 
mouse when used under Windows. 

Problems with Windows 
When I wrote about some of the problems 
with Windows in the BYTE IBM Special 
Edition last fall , some readers took issue 
with my statements. Thi s caused me to 
check more carefull y , but in the process 
I found that problems were more wide

spread than I had previously suspected . 
In short , Windows can be fa irly fussy 
about its hardware environment , and it 
won ' t run on everything or work with 
software or hardware you might already 
be using. Also , some things about the 
Windows environment seem to stretch 
the limits of knowledge for many users. 

Some machines, for example, simply 
won 't run Windows 3.0 at all. There are 
a couple of IBM PC clones in the BYTE 
offices in Peterborough that won ' t run 

BY HAND. OR BY NOON. 


Now With International Characters 
Even complex flowcharts that once took 

days to perfect can be presentation·perfect 
in no time ! 

Quick to master and asnap to use, 
Panon & Patton's flowcharting software is the 
standard of both largeand small businesses 
around the world - and is availablethrough 
all major softwaredealers. 

See your dealer today! Or, for a 
"live," interactive demo disk, call: 
408-778-6557, ext. 5555. 
FAX: ~08 · 778 ·9972. Excellence in charting the (low o{ ideas! 

Works on IBM & 100% compa tible PC's, supports CGNEGANGA and over 150 dot matrix and laser printers, 
with multiple print densities and 10 font sizes. Creates multi·page charts, portrait or landscape, on 
most standard paper sizes. Mouse or keyboard controlled. 

IBM is 1 reg istered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 1104 

Windows, despite the combined efforts 
of the BYTE staff. To this day, senior 
editor Ken Sheldon has to take our word 
for the existence of Wi ndows, since he 
is one of the unfortunates who has been 
assigned a non-Wi ndows-capable com
puter. There was a time when I did n' t 
th ink that Windows would run on the 
Gateway 2000, either. In that case, it 
turned out that the Windows driver for 
the ATI video card installed in the ma
chine was defective. When I told Win
dows that the card was a generic VGA 
card , the problems disappeared , but not 
before I became convinced that Wi ndows 
multitask ing bordered on the mythica l. 

A Taxing Problem 
Some th ings still escape precise descrip
tion with Windows 3.0. On New Year's 
Day, for example , I spent a few minutes 
installing Macl nTax for Windows from 
SoftView. This is an excellent package 
that I began using last year after a few 
years of using PC Tax Cut. One of the 
things you do with Macl nTax for Win
dows is install a slew of those fonts the 
IRS loves . The fonts are required for 
MaclnTax to work with the HP LaserJet 
III and compatibles . Once I saw that the 
fonts weren't all that hard to install , I 
went ahead and installed more soft fonts 
for the LaserJet that I had on hand . Fi 
na lly, in a f it of font f iddling, I insta lled 
ZSoft 's SoftType, which has yet more 
fonts for use with Windows . 

Once I did this, MaclnTax for Win 
dows would no longer print properly. A 
once-perfect tax form would now show 
odd blank spaces in some places and su
perimposed text in others. I st ill don' t 
know why it 's doing this , altho gh I sus
pect that I'l l have to reinstall Macl nTax 
for Windows to cure it. While normal 
users don't go th rough font orgies, the 
fact that installation of unrelated soft
ware can have an effect on a Windows 
package is someth ing that users need to 
be aware of and to look for if results are 
not as anticipated . 

Networking with Windows 
Just when you think you have a handle on 
the Windows challenge , there's always 
the challenge of networking . Once I got 
the Gateway 2000 up and running reli 
ably with Windows, Unisys sent me its 
latest i486-based computer. Included 
with the machine was yet another copy of 
Windows 3.0 . Since I was eager to use 
this machine, and since I have a certain 
upper limit on the amount of machinery 
that I have space for , I decided almost 
immediately that I'd need to add both 
machines to the LAN if I expected to be 
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LOOKS LIKE AJOB 

FOR MINUTEMAN. 


pike . Surge . 0 ervo ltag 

Underv ltage. Brownout . 

The e thing happen. And the 

an do irreparabl damage to 

your equipment and data. 

Unle you ' re prot ct d with 

Minut man ninteJTuptibl 

Power upplie . 

M inut man prot all your 

equipment and data. lith 

the event 

of power -''--'' 

failure, it will safely and 

automati ca ll hut down your 

network, u ing your operating 

y rem or our own ·oftware. 

E en if you' re not there. 

Th re' a Minut man to fit 

your needs, large or small. 

Including 220- olt intern ati nal 

models. And we ship orders 

th ame clay they re recei ed. 

So callu . You can't top 

di a ter fr m striking. But ou 

can k ep it from hurting y u. 

1·800·238·7272 

STAN DIY UPS MODElS UNAmNDEDSHUTDOWN 
300 to 2. 00 ia your operating 

sy tcm or our so ftware.incwavc output: I 
intcrfa ·ing. : 

111. c Tra r~>fe r 

ovcl l 2 6 P and 
ON-liNE UPS MODElS 6NLM 
500 10 10.000 ELS Level II 


tatic by-pa s >tandard 
 I for IBM R 6000 
True on- l ine ine\\ avc Vcl'\ ion 3.1 • up 
output> I for IBM RT 

er~ion 2.2. 1 & up 

. CO 1 

L N M anager 

Banyan inc' 

AT •T 3B2 

cr, ion 3.2 

MINUTEMAN 
U INTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES 

Para Sy,tcms. Inc . 14 ·5 LeMay Drive. arTo llton. Texas 7 007 Phone: 214 · 46·7363 FAX: 214-4 16-9011 
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tion short of buying a third-party video 
ITEMS DISCUSSED controller apparently doesn' t exist. Most 

Gateway 2000 386/25.. ... .. .. $3195 

Gateway 2000, Inc. 

610 Gateway Dr. 

North Sioux City, SD 57049 

(800) 523-2000 
(605) 232-2000 

Circle 1222 on Inquiry Carel. 


MaclnTax for Windows 3.0 ... $99 
Soft View 
1721 Pacific Ave. , Suite 100 
Oxnard, CA 93033 
(800) 525-1065 
(805) 385-5000 

Circle 1223 on Inquiry Card. 


Manifest ..... .. ... . ... .. ... .. .. $59.95 
Quarterdeck Office Systems 
150 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
(213) 392-9701 

Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card. 


Net Ware 386 .... ............... $7995 
Novell , Inc. 
122 East 1700 South 
Provo, UT 84606 
(800) 453-1267 
(801) 379-5900 

Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card. 


able to print on the LaserJet with them. 
This meant that I'd have to find a way 

to make Windows 3.0 work on a net
worked computer, and that I'd have to do 
it in the 386 enhanced mode. As it turns 
out, networking with Windows is not al
ways easy, and it's not even always possi
ble. While I was able to add both the Uni
sys 486 and the Gateway 2000 to the 
LAN, I had to change to new network in
terface cards to do it. In some cases, even 
that 's not enough. 

The first thing I did was try using a 
MicomllnterLan 5010 Ethernet card that 
was already installed in the Gateway 
2000. I never found the proper combina
tion of 1/0 addresses and interrupts to let 
the machine work with Windows 3.0 and 
the other peripherals that were attached . 
Since 3Com had sent me some of its 
3C503 Ethernet cards at about that time, 
I tried those instead. The default settings 
didn't produce any better luck than I had 
had with the card that it replaced . One 
important difference , though, is that the 
only setting on the card that I had to set 
with jumpers was the l/0 address. Ev
erything else was set with software , 
which made finding a usable combina
tion much easier. 
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3C503 .... .... .... ... ........ .. ... . $295 

3ComCorp. 

3165 Kifer Rd . 

Santa Clara, CA 95052 

(800) 638-3266 
(408) 764-5000 

Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card. 


Unisys Personal 
Workstation 2 486/25 .. .... $10,795 
Unisys Corp. 
P.O. Box500 
Blue Bell , PA 19424 
(215) 986-4011 

Circle 1227 on Inquiry Card. 


Windows 3.0 .......... ... . ... . . .. $149 
Microsoft Corp. 
1 Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 
(206) 882-8080 

Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card. 


As it turned out, the default 110 ad
dress of 300 hexadecimal conflicts with 
many VGA cards, including those in both 
the Gateway 2000 and the Unisys. This 
doesn't seem to matter unless you're run
ning Windows 3 .0, which meant that I 
could use either Windows or the net
work, but not both . I solved the problem 
after asking for advice on BIX and doing 
a bit of sleuthing with Manifest from 
Quarterdeck Office Systems. I changed 
the jumper to a new 110 address, 2E0h, 
and told the NetWare shell to use IRQ5. 
After that , everything worked fine . 

Unfortunately , all such solutions are 
not so easy. Many users of Token Ring 
cards, for example, have found that they 
have to tell Windows 3.0's memory man
ager to exclude large segments of mem
ory . Even worse, users of some North 
gate Slimline computers have found that 
there is no way to use ARCnet and Win
dows at the same time. Because these 
machines have their video card on the 
motherboard , and because of the way 
they handle memory , the Windows 3.0 
memory manager is unable to resolve the 
conflicts between the requirements of 
ARCnet cards and the requirements of 
the video hardware. At this point , a solu-

Northgate computers don't have this 
problem, nor do all the company' s Slim
line machines , but some ofthem do . 

Once you have Windows 3.0 and the 
network running at the same time, you 
can switch between network resources 
and those on your workstation ea ily, for 
the most part , although there still can be 
surprises. For example , Windows dis 
plays each virtual disk drive on your net
work as if it were a real drive, and when 
you use the File Manager to switch to that 
drive , it reads the entire file server so 
that it can get you a picture of the direc 
tory. This is fine on some fi!e servers, 
but as hard disk drive sizes grow, the 
time required for this increases, and 
while it's going on , there is a fair amount 
of disk activity on the server . 

In extreme case , the File Manager 
can use up a significant amou nt of time , 
such as when you're using a good-size 
VAX as a file server. If the VAX is heavi 
ly loaded and traffic is slow because of 
that , you can wait for several minutes 
while the File Manager tracks down the 
VAX ' s directory structure. The added 
disk activity, meanwhile, can also slow 
down access for other users , especially if 
the computer that you ' re using for your 
server isn ' t quite big enough for the job . 

Despite the difficulties , the results can 
be rewarding for those who want to use 
Windows 3.0 in a networked environ
ment . Keep in mind that you need to buy 
hardware that will support the needs of 
Windows , and you need to buy from a 
vendor that will offer adequate support. 
Part of this comes from making sure that 
all your requirements are met , rather 
than from simply buying whatever is 
cheapest or best known. Likewise , the 
solution to selecting the best workstation 
may take work and time, so be prepared 
for that a well. Finally , it all depends on 
clearly defining your requirements . That 
way , both you and the vendor will know 
what your goals are and will have a better 
chance of meeting them. • 

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor 
for BYTE and technical director of the 
Network Integration Group of American 
Management Systems, Inc. (Arlington, 
VA) . He consults with the federal govern
ment on microcomputers and communi
cations. You can contact him on BIX as 
"waynerash," or in the to. wayne con
ference. 

Your questions and commellls are wel
come. Write to : Editor, BYTE , One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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CompuAdd's Hot Slots 

Boost 333T Perfonnance 


Look inside the 
CompuAdd 
333T. You'll see 
what prompted 
PC Magazine to 
call it "a speed 
demon" and 
"a power user's 
dream machine" 
in its review of 45 
leading 33MHz 
386 computers. 

You 'll see CompuAdd-exclusive "hot 
slots, " two 16-bit expansion slots 
designed to maxi mize performance of the 
CompuAdd Hard ache/ESDI controller 
card and the ompuAdd Hi-Rez VGA card. 
Each slot still works perfectly with a 
standard 16-bit expansion card, should you 
choose that option. And you'll see a moth
erboard designed by CompuAdd to take 
maximum advantage of the optional, ultra 
fa t RAM board. 

ow, run the 333T. 
You'll see the speed 
that makes it the 
fastest 33MHz 386 
computer you can buy 
as measured by top 
core on seven ofnine 

P Labs benchmarks, 
in luding the 386 ln
stru tion Mix Text. In 
it review, PC Magazine 
said the ompuAdd 
333T "scored the be t 
time in the group, or 
close to it, on every te t we put it through, 
boasting the best overall performance in 
the fi eld. " 

The CompuAdd 333T is the right choice 
when you need full-scale multitasking 
capabilities in either a reliable network 
file server or a powerful standalone 
workstation. 

Compare 
the 333T. 
You'll ee 
why PC 
Magazine 
praised its 
"top-notch 
xpandabil

ity" and it 
"quali ty con
struction 
throughout," 
and why PC 
Magazine 
concluded that th 333T was the "best 
value in an intell igently de ign d PC." 

You'll see that in va lue and performance, 
the competition can't touch the 

CompuAdd 333T. With th 
CompuAdd 333T at the 
heart of your network, you'll 
have the power, peed and 
expandabili ty y u need. 
Speed to keep your work 
fl owing. Power to run 
today's - and tomorrow's 
- 32-bit software. Expanda
bili ty to grow wi th you r 
business. And the 

ompuAdd commitment to 
quali ty and service. 

Call today for a CompuAdd value on the 
computer PC Magazine says "will be 
hard to beat at any reasonable price." 

ComeuFldd® 

Custom rdriven. by design. 
12303 Tech nology, Austin, Texas 78727 
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CompuAdd 333T 
The 333T is a proven winner, picked 
as Edito rs ' Choice in PC Magazine, 
December 25, 1990! And picked as a 
finalist fo r PC Magazine's 1990 PC 
Technica l Excellence awa rd ! It 's the 
fastes t 33MHz 386 system you can 
buy - as determ ined by top scores on 
seven of nine PC Labs bench marks. In 
selecting the 333T as Edi to rs' Choice, 
the ed itors cred ited the CompuAdd 
333T with "the best overa ll perfo rm 
ance in the fi eld ." 

CompuAd d 333 Full Profile 
The Com puAdd 333 Full Profi le 
desktop system has the exact same 
perfo rmance as the 333T. Only the 
case is slimmed down . The Fu ll Profile 
model sports three half-height front access and two half-he igh t 
internal 5.25" d rive bays, six 16-bit and one 8-bit expans ion slots. So 

you have plenty of room to add ex t ra 
dri ves and option cards. 

Whether yo u use it as a network 
server o r as a powerful standalone 
workstation for CA D/CAM, database 
management, spreadsheet app lica
tions o r desktop publishing, the 
CompuAdd 333T o r 333 gives you the 
fastest 32-bit computing power you 
can ge t in a 33 Ml lz 386 sys tem! 

CompuAdd Value 
CompuAdd built it s reputation on 
givi ng you high performance com
puters at unbea table val ues! Don 't 

just take our wo rd fo r it . An independent vendo r-neutra l su rvey of PC 
users asked people how satisfied t hey are with their PC purchases. 
CompuAdd received the best endorsement any manu fa cturer could ask 
fo r - CompuAdd ran ked #1 for Value/Pri ce, Quali ty, Commitment to 
the Customer and Overa ll Satisfact ion! 

The resea rchers did n ot use vendor-supplied customer lists. The inde
pendent, stati sti ca lly va lid survey ranked 25 leading PC manufactu r
e rs, including IBM, Compaq, Apple and Hewlett-Packard. 

Ca ll today fo r m ore deta ils o n CompuAdd 's award-winning 
products and service! 

ComeuAdd® 

Customer driven. by design. 

Com puAdd 333T a n d 333FP 
Featu res 
• 	 8031>6 m icroprocessor runni ng at 

:BM IIz 
• 	 4MB DRAM expa ndable to 16MB 
• 	 0 wait-state cache memory 
• 	 High-speed cache memory cont ro ll er 

with 64K B SRA M cache 
• 	 5.25" 1.2MB or 3.5" 1.44MB diskette 

drive 
• 	 Dual d iskette contro ll er 
• 	 Six 16-bi t and one 8-bit expansion 

slots 
• 	 Four ha lf- height fron t access and fi ve 

ha lf-heigh t in terna l 5.25" d rive bays 
(Fu ll Profile has three half-heigh t 
fron t access and two half-height 
internal 5.25" d rive bays) 

• 	 One bu ilt-in para llel and two serial 
port 

• 	 8038 7 o r Weitek 3167 math 
coprocessor socket 

• 	 FREE CompuAdd seria l mouse 
$2-1 .95 value 

• 	 FREE CompuAdd Windows 3.0 
$149value 

• 	 FREE Microsoh Working Mode ls 
• 	 FREE CompuAdd MS-005 4 .0 1 

$89 value 

Compu Add 333T base system 
$2 775 . 66656 
CompuAdd 333 full Profi le ba e 
sys tem $2595 - 66665 

Enhanced 333 systems upgrade base 
system fea tures with: 150MB ESDI 
dri ve, CompuAdd HardCache/ ES DI 
contro ller with I MB RAM, 1024 x 768 
colo r mon itor, CompuAdd Hi -Rez 
VGA ca rd with 5 12KB RAM and 
640KB SRAM card . 

CompuAdd Enhanced 333 Full Profile 
$5395 . 66669 
Compu Add Enhanced 333T 
$5575. 66660 

333 Monito r and Ha rd IJrive Opt io ns 
MGA CVG1\ 

.l:U I HUM!\ 6665~ · S35 7S 6()659 · S40SS 

.B :n 200M II 6666 1 · S39 7S 60662 · S44SS 

.U.l XOMB 66667 · SJ .l95 66u6R · $3875 
U.l 2(Ml:O.IU 66670 · SJ795 666 71 . $4 275 

~ Call 800-456-60081 Kcyc~~~ 14 I 
l l nu~: MonUay- Friday 7:fK)am to 9:00pm C~; SaturJey 9:l0 am to S:l)(~un CST 

123o:l Technology, Austin , Texas 78727 

1•1800-387-3266 .. . 95-SaW10-040 ! ;:19 0800-373535 OJ30-6(X)9 . I J40-364-{)7S 
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WHITHER INNOVATION? 


8 Y T E columnists, 
staff, and contributors 

debate the Issues 

R
oundtable is a forum in which BYTE 

editors, columnists , and contributors debate 

key issues that affect how you purchase and 

use hardware and software. The "conversations" 

take place on BIX. 

KEN SHELDON: Looking back at the history of the 
personal computer, innovation sometimes came from 
large companies, which funded research through facil i
ties such as the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, but 
just as often it came from garage shop inventors (a Ia 
Jobs and Wozniak) who left large companies or who 
started their own companies (ala Gates). So where do 
people look for innovation today? Is it still possible for 
the mythical "little guy" to make a better mousetrap? 
Or do you have to be a highly funded company to make 
your mark now? What are the things stifling innova
tion? What can people do to encourage it? 

JERRY POURNELLE: With better languages come bet
ter software. Today it is important to think of things for 
the computer to do and for the computer to do them 
well. With good enough languages, accountants can 
write accounting programs that are readable by other 
accountants , engineers can do engineering, and so 
forth . That trend is beginning to slowly emerge, but it 
has been much slower than I would have thought. 

BEN SMITH: COBOL is still the best language for ac
countants. It was designed with the criteria that you 
mentioned, and it is definitely the standard. Look 
where it came from, though: the Navy! This brings up a 
point about innovation: This discussion should be about 
what comes from the big team and the little team . Unix, 
after all , originally came from the efforts of two folks 
at Bell Labs. COBOL, I think, came from one person 
in the Navy. Pascal came from a computer-science pro
fessor in, I believe, Switzerland. 

WAYNE RASH JR.: The primary author of COBOL is 
Grace Hopper . I once had an interesting discussion with 
her about COBOL and the future of computing. She be
lieves that COBOL ought to be scrapped as soon as pos
sible. She 's convinced that it's holding up innovation 
because of its limitations. 

Innovation is a creative process that can exist in near
ly any environment, but it will flourish in only a few. 
While there are many important factors to creativity, 
and therefore innovation, the size of the organization is 
not one of them. Hewlett-Packard's work on the calcu
lator and DEC's work on the minicomputer show a 
great deal of innovation in the corporate arena. Today, 
you can see significant innovation at mM labs in Zu
rich and elsewhere , where 
major strides are taking place 
in nanotechnology. 

The innovators need time DAVID FIEDLER 
and financial support to de Contrlbutl• Ecltor 
vote to the innovation. For ex
ample, Visix's Looking Glass FREDLANGA 
got its initial start-up capital EcRtor In Chieffrom a company that funds a 
large number of research ef ,I LARRY LOEB forts . Other innovators start 
with personal funds and then Consultt• EcRtor 
find their own investors. Still 
others are purely corporate in TREVOR MARSHALL 
origin. Consulting EcRtor 

In many cases, a lot de
pends on the scale of the proj STAN MIASTKOWSKI 
ect. While development of a Senior News Editor
software package is often 
within the grasp of an individ JERRY POURNELLE ual , a larger project might de

Senior Contrlbutlna Editor pend on corporate resources , 
simply because most people 
cannot afford to pay for it. WAYNE RASH JR. 
There are two parts to innova Contrlbutlnc Editor 
tion : creating the item and 
convincing people that it's KEN SHELDON 
useful. Senior Editor, Features 

TREVOR MARSHALL: Inno BEN SMITH
vation invariably comes from 

Technical Editora smal l organization or 
group- often from the mind 
of an individual. Big compa
nies develop; they don 't innovate. The aerospace indus
try is a good example. I don't know any engineering 
manager who goes to a meeting at , say, McDonnell 
Douglas and says, "Today I want you guys to make a 
major breakthrough in airfoil technology." Instead, he 
or she might say, " Let's work on the design of the air
foil and try to make it more efficient." That's what big 
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''BITWISE HAS 
STOLEN THE 
THUNDER!' 

COMPUTER SHOPPER 
33 Mhz 486 Super Portable 

Powerful. Portable. Rugged. Bitwise introduces their new series 

of Super Portables. Three feature-packed models that offer the 

finest, fastest, most aw~ome computing power ~vailable today. 

And one of the only portable lines with optional inter:nal CD-ROM. 

They're taking the market by storm. 


CPU RAM HARD DISK 

Model 433E/VP 486-33 EISA 4-32MB 200-500 MB 

Model 333/VP 386-33 4-16MB 1.00-500 MB 

Modei316/VP 386-SX 2-16MB 40-500 MB 

Key Features: VGA 16 level Gas Plasma 

(color option), 3-4 free full length slots, 

Fully compatible with all PC/AT hardware 


& software. ~ 

Bitwise also offers a complete line of 

portables, desktops, and networks· to fit 
any need, including custom designs. ~81J 
BITWISE DESIGNS. INC. D t s I (; N ' • I N c . 

701 River S~t. Troy. NY 12180-1233 

1-800-387-5908 518·274·0755 • FAXa 518·274·0784 


During commercials, 
ifs acomputer. 

for only $395 you can turn your PC monitor into a 

tclt:v ision set. ;md never be out of touch aga in. With 

a keystroke vou'll he ahle to change to your favorite 

news, soap or sports channel. find out v.·hat 's 

happening. tl1l'n return to your work . 

DESKTOP1v is an add-in hoard that turns your PC 

into a J 19 channel m lor television set w ith an on

screen control panel. And because DEsn o PlV has 

sepa rate controls for audio :md video. you can listen to 

your bvoritc T\' channel whi le using your computer. 

Order yours today by phoning 1-800-86Cr-7288. 
If you don 't think DlsKToPTV is the best way for a 

hard-working prolessional to keep in touch with the 

world , rewrn it w ith in 30 days of purchase and we'll 

refund your money. 

DESKT<fP 

A NEW PRODUCT OF AVIEW TECHNOLOGY 4 t fi / '122- <>S.'i5 
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organizations do well . The problem is 
that virtually no funds are available for 
entrepreneurial support these days. 
formed YARC with my own savings . It is 
a $3-million-a-year company with some 
impressive contracts and further growth 
potential , yet not one venture capitalist 
has seriously thought about backing it. 
They want it to grow to $20 million a 
year and then organize a leveraged buy 
out for a sure-fire financial investment 
with no significant risk . 

LARRY LOEB: Innovation is an individ
ual 's provenance , not something that a 
committee can do well. The individual 
may , of course, draw on previous works 
to effect the innovation (why reinvent the 
wheel?) , but those previous works alone 
won't make the innovative solution obvi 
ous. It takes a clarity of vision to see the 
whole of a problem beyond its individual 
parts that points the way to innovation. 
Large groups dilute this clarity by the in
troduction of extraneous structural fac
tors; for example , writing reports instead 
of spending time doing what you are 
writing about. Yet, the financia l and lo
gistic resources of an organization are 
needed to popularize and produce any in
novation that emerges. 

One way to resolve this seeming im
passe is the formation of "fellow" posi 
tions within an organization, much as 
Apple has done. This reduces the struc
tural constraints so that the individual 
can spend more time productively. 

STAN MIASTKOWSKI: It all comes 
down to dollars and cents. Small compa
nies usually operate on a shoestring . 
They just don 't have the budget to com
pete with the huge advertising and pro
motional campaigns of large companies, 
despite the fact that many of the heavily 
promoted products are boring knock-offs 
or even inferior . 

The industry 's venture capitalists , 
who once kick-started this industry by 
backing true innovation, are no longer 
interested in really innovative products . 
As the economy stagnates , the situation 
is likely to get worse . 

Fortunately , the current state of the 
economy is forcing both individuals and 
volume buyers to get the most value for 
their dollars. This opens a door for the 
companies that are selling truly innova
tive solutions. The most conservative 
buyers will stick with products that are 
" tried and true," but some will search 
for innovative value. 

FRED LANGA: Don't we punish innova
tors? There is so much emphasis on 
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CSS/3 '" Complele Slatislical Syslem with U>er I ,000 presenla
ion-qualily graphs fullyinlegraled with all procedures and on-screen 
:raph cuslomizalion • The largest selection of slaUstics In a single 
;yslem; in-depth, comprehensi1•e implcmenlations of: Explomtory 
·echniques; mulli- ur~y tables ruitb lxmners; nonpammetrics;dis
'ribulion fitting; mrdliple regression; general nonlinear eslimo
'ion; logillprobil arlfllys/s; general ANCOVAIMANCOI{>!; stepwise 
flscrlmf11(1tll analysis; log-linear mlfllys/s;factor atl(l/ysis; cluster 
111(1/ysis; mullidimmsiotl(l/ sct~ling; Cllnonica/ correlation; item 
ma/ysis!rellabfllly; suroiwl mlfllysis; lime series modeling;fore
:asting; lags atlfllys/s; quality control; process analysis; experi
rumlal design (ruitb Tagucbi); and much more • Manuals with 
:omprehensive inlroductions to each procedure and examples • 
ntegrated SlaiS Advisor expe.rt system • E.xtensive dala management 
·acilities (powerful spreadsheet with formulas; relalional merge: dala 
reri6cation: Oexible programming language) • Optimized (plain 
~nglish menus/mouse) user inlerface:even complex analyses require 
ust few self-explana1or,•selections (CSS can be nm without manual: 
~uick Slart booklet explains all basic convenlions) • Macros, ba1cltl 
:ommands also supporled • AU ou1put displayed in ScroUsheeiS '" 
(dynamic tables with pop-up windows and instant graph ) • 
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to 
~2 ,000x32 ,000) • Unlimlled size of fil es: exlended precision: 
Jnmatched speed (As.o;embler, C) • Exchanges da1a (and graphics) 
.vith manyapplications (incl. Excel®, Lotus 3", dllASE J:V® ,SJ>SS®) • 
flighcst resolution output on practically all printers (incl. HP, 
PosiScript) , ploncrs, recorders, 1ypeseners • IBM compalibles. 640k 
Jr more • Price: $595. 

Quick CSS '" Subset of CSS/3: all basic statistical modules 
(incl. dala management) and the full, presenlation-quallly graphics 
capabilities of CSS/3 • Price: $295. 

CSS:GRAPHICS '" A comprehensive graphicslchan
ing systemwith dala management• AU graphics capabiUties of <:SS/3 
and, In addition, extended on-screen drawing, 19 scalable foniS, 
special effeciS, icons, maps, multi-graphics managemem • Hundreds 
of 1ypes ofgraphs • Interactive r01ation and interactive cross-sections 
of 3D graphs • Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration 
of dala; fitting; smoothing; spectral planes: U>erlaying; layered com
pressions; marked subsets • nique multivariate (e.g., 4D) graphs • 
F.tcillties to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently 10 
menu • Import/export of graphs and dalll, 15 formalS • Optimized 
(menu/mouse) user Interface; even complex graphs require few 
keystrokes: all graphs on lhis page can be produced from raw dala in 
less than 20 minutes • Macros, batcltlcommands also supported • 
Unlimited sire of files • Highesl resolution outpul on aU hardware 
(see <:SS/3) • IBM compatibles, 640k or more • CSS:GRAPHICS is 
included in CSS:STATISrJCA (available separately for $495). 

Megafile Managerr" Comprehensi\'e anal)1ic da1a 
base management system • Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields 
or 8 MB per record) • Megafile Manager is included in CSS/3 and 
CSS:Sli\JlSilCA (separately: $295). 

CSS:STATISTICA rM A fuUy integrated sys1em lha1 
combines aU the capabilities of CS..'V3 and CSS:GRAPHICS imo a single 
extremely comprehensive da1a analysis system • Price: $795. 

Domestic sh!h S7 per product; I-1--dal' mont'\' back RUaranlee. 

23251. 13th lt. • 'NIN, OK 74104 •(818) 583-4148 
Fu: (818) 1183-4378 

STAnSnCA/Mac 'N A L'\S-rompaubtr. comprehensiw dm anal)~is 
OUld ~r>phtc:s S)-,;tcm dr:-igned for the .lla intosh • t.argt· >t'lrrti<m u( >l:lli>tical 

me~lods (ul~· integrJted wllh prt'S<OUtion-quali~ ~rJphics (mel EIH. muhipi<Jt' . a 
wide sele<:tinn of on terJniwly ruuuble _\0 grapll': Macllraw·>~ le t<Kll>) • l'nhmlled 
sne of files • f.xchang(~ dau with t:.xcel and lllher apphcatioll' • Pnce: $395. 

Quick CSS/Mac ·• A subset of H'.Tl~TIC\ \he all h-JSir soatrsucal 
moduli" and the full . pr=ntaticm-qualil)' ~raphir> capabiliti<~ of ~-1:\11 ~1'11:\· Mac • 
Price· $245. 

Ove1'11MI Offlc..: SlaiSoO of Europo (Hamburg, FAG), ph: 04014200347: lax; 0401491 131 0, S1atSol1 UK (Looelon. UK). ph : 0462/482822: Ia•. 04621482855, SlliiSoll Pocllle (MelbOume, Australia), ph: 613
866-1766. fax: 613-866-:1318. StilSon Conad.CCO (Ontario). ph: 416-849-()737, laJc: 4t6-849·0918 Avarlable From· CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorrzod Representatives WorldWide: HOlland· 
Lomax BV 02968-94210; F11U1Ce: Conceptel (1 ) 45669700; Sweden: AkademiData 018-2400l5: Spa•n- ADDLINK. S AL ph' 34·3·4 59·0722 
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OCR SOFTWARE. RELEASE 1.1 


RECoGNicrfA PLus 
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SPEED, ACCURACY AND FLEXIBILITY! 

The fastest omnifont OCR Software 
operating in MS-DOS and Microsoft 

Windows environment 

Dealers are welcome 
Call for your demo diskeUe Ieday: 

(1 -600-255-4-0CR), P.O. Box 0216 Lo s Ang eles, CA 
90046 Tel: (406) 749·9935 Fax: (406) 730-1 160 

"compatibility" that innovation often 
gets lost in the shuffle. The Atari 800 
had demonstrably superior graphics to 
the Apple Il 's, but it didn't support 
Apple' s huge software base , o it didn 't 
go anywhere . The Amiga offers lots of 
advances, but in nonstandard ways that 
doomed it to a niche. Look at the Next. 
It's not compatible- but it's innovative . 
Does the world really want innovation? 

RASH: The world does want innovation , 
but on a realistic basis . The world has to 
protect its investment. We don 't punish 
innovation , but we do make innovators 
find ways to fit their innovations into the 
way we live. 

The Next is a good example. It 's a nice 
machine that is innovative in some ways, 
but mostly it' s innovative in ways that 
make life hard in the real world. For ex
ample , why ship a machine without a 
floppy disk drive? Innovation like that is 
like selling a car without wheels. 

The problem with the Next system and 
many other machines is that the innova
tion is incomplete . The machine is black 
and cube-shaped , but the black-cube look 
is no more functional than some other 
color or shape . It also has a nifty version 
of Unix and a laser printer. But is its ver· 
sion of Unix better than what Sun or 
Apollo is using? Finally , it has Display 
PostScript , which is innovative , and fo r 
some functions (publishing, mo tly) it' 
even useful. But other ways work well to 
achieve the same end for less money. 

The other cases you mentioned prove 
that innovation isn ' t everything , but it is 
important. If the Amiga wasn't as inno
vative as it is, it would have died long 
ago. The fact that it still sells in large 
numbers shows that innovation can make 
up for poor marketing . 

LANGA: Is the problem , then , that of 
telling real innovation from usel ess 
change? The Next comes with extStep, 
a nice collection of object-oriented pro
gramming tools and class libraries; it' s 
about the slickest environment going. But 
what gets attention is the matte-black fin 
ish and the shape. If NextStep were of
fered by itself, would it have fared better 
if everyone's attention hadn 't been di 
verted by silly black paint jobs? Would 
we have paid more attention , or less , if no 
one had ever heard of Steve Jobs? 

LOEB: Steve is a good hook 10 get Next 
noticed , because you know what Steve's 
already done . But that track record al so 
colors the expectations you bring to the 
machine. You expect some innovation, 
so you are less surprised by it when it is 

I nnovation for 
its own sake, while 

interesting, simply 

isn't enough. 

there. Getting rid of floppy disk input 
may be one per on 's innovation. but the 
market didn' t see it as that . 

RASH: But that' · the point: Innovation 
for it s own sake, while interesting, sim
ply isn' t enough. The innovative product 
must still ex ist in the rea l world, solve 
real problems. and work for rea l people 
if it 's going to have any di rect effect on 
the world . Otherwise. it may serve onl y 
as a prototype or an inspiration . 

Without Steve Jobs, I doubt thai we 
would have noticed the ext at all. All 
the comments I hear about the Next in the 
busi ness world rarely mention extStep. 
It ' s looked upon as a fl ashy, but over
priced and rather slow. workstation. 

DAVID FIEDLER: Take someth ing even 
lower-tech than computers: TV. There is 
a big pu h on for HDTV . but a nu mber of 
rea l-market factor are in the wa. of tha t. 
First, HDTV broadcasts are li kely to be 
incompatible wi th today 's TVs. econd , 
the Amer ican public has shown in the 
past that it is not undu ly influenced by 
qualit y; what it wants is convenience 
(i.e . . VHS versus Beta videotape format 
or 35mm versus I nstamatic cameras) . 

LANGA: Jerry, you have stated many 
times how the FCC rules alone make it 
virtually certain no more ga rage stan 
ups will succeed. About the closest thing 
to a smal l start-up making good lately is 
Cheetah, and that' s not a unalloyed suc
cess. Cheetah ha produced some nice 
hardware. but it was often late and ove r 
the announced price . The company wa 
bought by ort hgate . Could a neo-Job 
and a neo-Wozniak succeed today? 

POURN ELLE: I don't see how in PCs; 
not with innovation. onhgate was a 
marketing success , but then it had to buy 
Cheetah to get in novative technology. 
The government , a always , operates to 
stifle init iative . The major enemy of cap
italism is capitalists, who want to restrict 
entry into whatever they have deve loped . 
which mean to tifl e innovation . • 

Distributors: 
AUSTRALIA 

• Dataserv 
Tel. 61-21957-2066 

AUSTRIA 
• Ar1 aker 

Tot 4J...:?22J538-05·0 

BELGIUM 
•Mli)ICom 

Tel: 32-2.1526 941 1 

• Tri toc h 
Tel. 32-2J466-75JS 

C2ECHClSlCI'I<K 
•l v..Agency 
To I· 42-2.1840970 

DENMARK 
• forsana--<~ tp data 

Tel: 45-43143-35-99 

FINLAND 
• Com m Nec 

Tel· 358-01493100 

FRANCE 
• Apsy<og 

Tol· 33-1140 2G 22 J2 

GERMANY 
• Computet 200() 

Tel 49-891780-40-0 

• Frank 	Audtodata 
Tel 4~7'254/409 1 

• M ac rO! ron 
Tel . 49-8 9142-oa-o 

• Aec:ognt1a 
BuroautomaiiS•erung 

Tel 37-4 11l'957-256 

GREECE 
•Ek:tctol 

Tel 30-lf3607-521 

ICELAND 
• HoPudlausn 
T~l 354· 1/687033 

IRELAND 
• Saunders AcQuiSlltOrl 

SySComs 
To I: 353- t/366--522 

ITALY 
• Vecomp 

Tel: 39--4 SJ5n500 

JAPAN 
• Suoh1r0 Koolc. l 

Ka isha. Ltd . 
Tol: Bt -521251-3721 

LUXEMBOURG 
• Burovis.oo 
Tel: 352-47'0951 

MEXICO 
•M•serm• 

Tel· 52-51207-05-02 

NORWAY 
•ICT Da1 at>OI1 n 

Tol 47-2179- 58-80 

POLAND 
• FX Prn ds. In I. 
Tel : 48·12156-57-76 


SPAIN 

• Computet 2000 

£ spana 
Tel : l4·3·41'3-16-60 

• CSEI SA 
Tel · l4-.3f.3.36.3l-Q2 

• ST I 
Tel 34· 114s..a.69.-45 

SWEDEN 
• lsogon A8 

Tel· 46-817l2-87-37 

SWITZERLANO 
• Scan~ 

Teo· 41 -S!i/9&<19-BJ 

TURKEY 
• EKSPA 

Tel 90-4-1 39-66-ll 

UNITED 

KINGOOM 


• Iniac Data Systems 
re1 44-109/547-•n 

• MSL DynamiCs 
(lor A.l nca) 
T&l ' 44-29.31'547-788 

YUGOSLAVIA 
• LTS 

Tel: 38-Wt90-Sn 

OEM Partners: 

• Ac: CHM 

SWEDEN 

Tel: 46-76613.55·30 


• Deutsche N 1c h1men 

GERMANY 
Tel: 49-2111355\-202 

• EHG 

GERMANY 

T&l: 49-745tfl051-2 


• Future TechnolOgy 

AUSTRIA 
Tor· 4-3-2221866350 

• G&1tMtC.S. 

HOLLAND 

Tel 3 t-20-586J509 


• Hewten-Packarcl 

AUSTRIA 
Tel - 43-222125--00-0 

• M tcrO'Iek Electronics 
Europe 


GERMANY 

Tel 49-21 IJ52607~ 


• M tCH'JIIelo; ln!ernatiQnal 
TAIWAN 

Tel · 886-351712 155 


• M1ISubtSht Eloctr1C 
Eu rope 
GERMANY 
Tel 49·2102/486359 

• PonUI.:t. Europe 
BELGIUM 

Tel 32-2725 0570 


• Fl tC:Oh Europe 
GERMANY 

Tel 49-21115285-0 
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NEW! 
FROM 

PHAR 
lAP 

C BEYOND 640K DOS 

Let Phar lap's new 
2861DOS-ExtenderrM tum 
your Microsoft Ccompiler 
into a multi-megabyte 
power tool! 
It's never been so easy to 
C beyond 640K DOS. 
You've been hearing a lot lately about DOS 
Extenders and their abili ty to let you create 
large programs beyond the 640K DOS limit. 
Now Phar Lap® makes it easier than ever! 
With your copy of Microsoft C and our new 
2861DOS-Extender you've got all the tools 
you'll need to quickly and easily build multi
megabyte protected-mode applications
often by simply relinking without making 
source code changes. 2861DOS-Extender 
enables you to build programs that have 
room for more features and capabilities 
without having to suffer with overlays or 
EMS. But the best news is vou don't have 
to give up any of your Microsoft C tools, 
including your CodeView debugger. 

And with 2861DOS-Extender you'll not only 
have plenty of memory for your applications 
but also for the Microsoft C 6.0 compiler 
itself. No more crippling "Out of Heap" 
messages when compiling under Windows 
or with networks. 
Total Compatibility 
Because 2861DOS-Extender is embedded 
into your program. it is invisible to the end
user. Your program looks exactly like any 
other DOS application. 111ere's no new 
operating environment for your end-users 
to buy or learn. Any of the 30 million 80286. 
386, or 486 PCs that can run MS-DOS or 
PC-DOS can run 2861DOS-Extender. And 
because Phar Lap products support the 
XMS, VCPI. and DPMI standards, 
applications built witl1 2861DOS-Extender 
can run under a variety of environments 
besides MS-DOS, including DESQview 
and all modes of Microsoft Windows. 
Field Proven Technology 
Phar Lap is also the developer of tlle award
winning 3861DOS-ExtenderrM, which has 
been used in over 600 applications including 

3861DOS-Extender is designed for 

programs that require the ultimate in 32-bit 

speed and perfonnance on 386 and 486 PCs. 

By utilizing eitl1er of our DOS-Extender 

technologies, industry leaders are keeping 

their competitive edge and delivering all 

the functionality and capabilities that tlleir 

customers have been asking for. 

So if DOS is looking smaller than ever. 

call Phar Lap today. 

And C what it's like beyond 640K. 

Phar Lap 2861DOS-Extender SDK 
$495. 
We open a world ofmemory. 

Tradt"mark hoklt.·rs: 2.~~ [)~ )S.Ex[~Udt·rr"~ and 38611JOS.Extt•nder''" . 
l,1ar Llp ~(twiln_. , Inc; Wim.lo.,.,-.:. '" - )licrosofi Corp.; DESQ\•ic.-~· ' "
Quan(·rdt·...-k OffK"r Sy~t r·ms: lmerl('af PubtisherN . lnte-rk-af. lnc.. 
ikgisterl_'d tmdl·mark holdt"~: P'har l..11;t.~- l,tar Lap Soft wart'. lnr.: 
MS.DOS . Microsoft,~. and CodeView® · ~l icrosofi CorJl.: 
AutoCAD-11· Autodc'Sk. Inc.: IBM• - IJlM Corporation. 

19911'har 1.,..1,l Soflwarf·, hw. 
AutoCAD 386 and IBM lnterleaf Publisher. 
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SentinelScout 
PerFORM Designer & by Rainbow Technologies 

The SentineiScout is a hardware Filler 2.1 
key that attaches externally to the 

by Delrina parallel port of an IBM PC or 
Save money by automating your compatible to enable execution of 
forms with this award winning authorized program copies. It 

does not Interfere with printer forms processor. 
operation, hard disk installs or 

Design, 1111-in and print backup copies. Featuring a fi xed 
professional looking forms. response securi ty system unique 
Imports. exports and looks up to each device, the economical 
ASCII or dBASE files . Sentinel Scout oHers a level of 

execution control perfect for 
lower-cost programs. 
LIST: S295 (kit of 10 keys) 
PS Price: $265 

PS Price: $119 

FastFtu:l$ JJ/3.()()1 

Show Partner FIX InstaPian Standard..... Vlllble Analyst 
by lnstaPlan388 Max 5.1 $109 COBOL Your business has projects going

3881DOS Extender by Phattap 479 	 MS COBOL V3.0 on all the time. Some need 
DESQvlew 388 189 Realla COBOL coordination. have important 
Fn-EM32 + Ergo OS/386 1055 deadlines and limited budgets . To 

COMMUNICATIONS 	 make these projects succeed you FoxBASE+/388 479 need realistic plans . It highl ightsADD..ONSMelaWare High c 3861486 919 resource con flicts and problem 
MetaWare Pascal 3861486 839 c Asynch Manager 3.0 159 areas ahead of time . It uti lizes the 
NDP Fortran 386 829 C communications Toolkit 145 	 outline approach to planning, has 

clear screen views . on screen Essential COMM 249NDPC386 829 help and highly presentable charts 
Greenleaf Comm Library 329QEMM386 89 to ensure you manage your 


VM·388 229 Oulckcomm 129 projects not your software. 

WATCOM C8.0 388 Prof. 1155 
 LIST: S249

DBASE PS SPECIAL Price : $224 
WATCOM C8.0 388 Stand . 795 Clipper 5.0 550 
Zortech C++ 388 Dev. 885 dBASE IV 549 

AI-LANGUAGES dBFASTiPLUS 315 
dBMANV 219ARITV Combination Package 989 
dBXL 179 
Fox Pro 495 TIME afterTIMELISPC 	 216 


PC Scheme 1OS 

TransLISP PLUS w/source 99 FoxBASE + - V2.1 279 by ALOIA SYSTEMS INC. 

PDC Prolog Compiler 239 Windows 3.0 event processor. 
QuickSilver 429 

Schedules Windows ana DOS DBMSASSEMBLERS applications to run au tomaticall y 
MS MASM 105 Cause Professional 499 at pre set times & dates. Create 

Spon1aneous Assembly 179 CLARION Prof. Dev. V2.1 549 automatic operation ol DOS and 
D the data language 345 windows applicati ons. Schedule Turbo Debugger & Tools 119 

one-time events through Magic PC 489Visible Computer:80286 85 Windows Calendar program. 
Paradox V3.5 553 Record and replay at preset time BASIC & AD D-ONS R:BASE 3.1 595 with Macro Recorder. 

BAS-C Commercial 829 
dB/LIB Professional 179 DBMS TOOLS&: LIST: $80 PS Price: $75 

MS OulckBASIC V4.5 69 LffiRARIES FastFtu:l$ 3678~1 

OBase 189 	 AdComm for Clipper 279 
QulckPak Prof. V3.21 189 	 Artful Two 289 


BALER Spreadsheet Compiler 399 

CLANGUAGECOMPnERS CLEAR+ tor dBASE 179 BLINKER 1.5 Instant C 769 Comet Multipart 169 by BlinkincLattice C - 6.0 Compiler 195 dBASE BlackBox 89 "Fastest dynamic overlay linker forMicrosoft C 6.0 349 dBASE Online 129 	 Clipper Summer '87 and 5.0 . 

Microsoft QulckC 69 BRIEF wldBRIEF Call Automatically structures overlays 
WATCOM C8.0 Prof . 439 dBX/dBport w/source 895 and reduces program memory 
WATCOM C8.0 Stand . 359 requirement by up to 50%. dGE 4.0 279 

Features Incremental linking in 
dQUERV MU 179CASE & PROTOTYPERS fractions of a second, dynamic 

Demo II V3.0 239 overlaying of C & ASM, sourcedSalvage Professional 195 
FLIPPER Graphics Library 279 code of Clipper profiler for EasyCase Plus 279 
FUNCky.LIB 239 	 performance analysis, memory 

EasyCase Plus Prof. Pack 359 defragmentatlon . "burning In" of Genifer 	 289Easy Flow 135 Clipper environment variables/Net Lib 	 229Instant Replay Ill 139 serial numbers and creallon of 
Layout 239 demo versions:Pro Clip 185 

R&R Relational Reportwriter 229 LIST: $249 PS Price: $235MetaDesign 319 

R&R COde Generator 129
Pro-C w/Workbench 735 

Scrim age 139
ProtoFinish by Genesis 289 

'1,111~ t•ttfM.Il.Llilltii~ILlt Sllf)J• 1-800-421-8006 




by Boston Business Computing 
EDT+ 5.0, the only complete 
emulation ol DIGITAL's VAX EDT, 
is 50% laster than Its predecessor 
and features multiple windows, 
Interfaces for EVE, EMACS, v i 
and WPS, 132-column mode, 
status line and ruler, keystroke 
macros and much more. 30-day, 
money-back guarantee and free 
customer support and updates lor 
60 days. For MS-DOS and UNIX 
systems. 
UST: $295 
FtUtFuts 34UJOI 

NEW!C 
Triton Technologies Inc. 

The new standard In remote 
communication software with 
better performance, lower 
memory requirements and more 
features than Carbon Copy or 
pcAnywhere . CO/Session 5.0 Is 
the only remote-control package 
to support expanded memory , 
dial-In directory restrictions and 
remote mouse support . Requires 
as little as 5K on the host PCI 
Available In Single or Two PC 
Packages. 

--~ Me 
8af1Ptabe trnX - 811 

8aUrCir 8 WIBIOS preoPfOC. ~- 185 
TfiPPW 111 8119 

DBVBLOPIIBNTTOOLS 
HALO 279 
HSCSunlarn 288 

ASW:LOW Prof. 179 LMarCanllal 129 
c-ooc 179 MltaWINDOW 258 
CLEAR+forC 179 Mit&WINDOW/PLUS 368 
Codan 849 PCX Programmer's Toolkit 229 
BuzZWOidl dANALYST Gold 199 
The Documentor 229 HARDWARE 
Hypeltnterlaca II Combo 239 Aegis 65 
INSIDE I 119 ALL Chargecan:l 229 
MKS Lex & Yacc 199 capital Equipment Corp. 
MKS RCS 175 OSIRAM320M 225 

PC-Unt 115 OSIRAMBOM 299 
Pllnk/LTO 439 OSIRAM40M 179 

PolyMake 159 DlgiCHANNEL COM/8i 875 

PVCS Professional 439 DlgiCHANNEL MC18i 949 

ROM-Link 339 OPT 

.RTLINK • by Pocket Soft 279 Smat!Cache ST506 1099 

.RTLINK Plus 419 SmartCache ALL 1099 

Source Print 89 SmartCache ESDI 1099 

TUB 5.0 Version Control 125 Disk Mirroring Module 685 

Zortech C++ Tools Call Emerson UPS 

GET ONLINE WITH 
1'HE PROGRAMMER'S SJIOP Electronic Catalog 
Browse through The Programmer's Shop catalog rlghl from Your PC 
Get up·to·date product and pricing information for thousands of software programs 

from leading publishers. Whether you're looking for applications soflwale, 

programming languages, or dewlopment tools, The Programmefs Shop 8«fron/c 

Clfoiog will meet you n88ds. NOW ON: 


ICompuServe I'" the Electronic Mall Section, now with no online 
••---------'· usage costs. Type GO PS. 

The Byte Information Exchange. To access, call their host 
computer In the Boston area at 617-861-9767 or via Tymnet. 
For further Information, call 800·227-2983 (In NH and outside 
the US, call603-924-7681) . 

To sign on, dial 1-800-365-4636,~.when connected press 
RETORN once or twice, at PAS;:, WORD, 1Vpe PSC and 
press RETURN. For more Information, can 800-544-4005 or 
617-491-3393. 

OPTune 
by Gazelle 
Got a case of "hard-disk 
slowdown?" Get OPTune, 

. ..llii..IM the fastest, most complete 
a• set of performance-

enhancing utilities available. It 
features unmatched file defrag 
mentallon, low-level non
destructive inter1eave adjustment, 
and In depth media testing. 
OPTune w ill , quite simply, keep 
your disk spinning faster and 
longer than any other ·so-called" 
opllmizer ... guaranteed. 
UST: $100 PS Price: $85 
F IUIF tvtls 726.()17 

EDITORS 

BRIEF Call 

Cheetah 95 

Epsilon 175 

KED IT 139 


OEdlt TSR 89 

Sage Professional Editor 249 


SPF/PC • V2.1 195 

Ved it + 159 


EXPERT SYSTEMS 
Eclipse 386 560 

Exsys Professional 695 

Lag le Gem by Sterling Castle 89 

Personal Consul tan't Plus 274 5 


FILE ADD-ONS 
Accsys for Paradox w/source 739 

CBTREE 179 

C-Data Manager 275 

CodeBASE 4 279 


COL - w/ source 365 

c-tree Plus by Falrcom 529 

C-TRIEVE 259 

db_FILE/RETRIEVE · SU 279 

Falroom Toolbox Prof . 1159 

WKS library 149 

XQL 649 


FORTRAN 
FOR_C w/source 789 

Lahey FORTRAN F77L 549 

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 99 

MS Fortran Opt. Complier 309 

AM/FORTRAN 499 


Model10 UPS 169 

Model 20 UPS 319 

Model 40 UPS 699 

AccuCard 209 

AccuSaver 69 


EtherCard Plus 239 


EtherCard PluS/A 349 

Erasable Optical Drive Call 


Hard lock Kit by Glenco 369 

liT Adv . Math Coprocessors 


3C87-33 559 

2C87·20 329 

2C87-12 279 


In tel Math Coprocessors 

80387-25 555 

80387-33 675 


J T Fax 9600 595 

KickStart I 149 


KlckStart II 519 

LANStor LAN150S 1599 


LaserStor WORM Drive 3295 

Personal Modem 2400 179 


QX/12K Modem 699 

QXN.32c Modem 1349 


Seagate ST- 125-1 20M 299 

Seagate ST-4096· 1 BOM 639 

Seagate ST-251-1 40M 339 

Sentinel Scout (kit of 10 keys) 265 

SpeedSter AT 320S 1999 

Smartmodem 2400 (Ext.) 359 


The Shadow SVGA 1 024K 319 


VGA WONDER 51 2K 359 


NETWORKS 
dB XL/LAN 489 


Btrieve for DOS 479 


1-800-421-8006 




by Blue Sky Software~/Candlelight 
The fastest way to create MS
Windows applications In c. 
Generates the Windows .EXE w/ 
complete source & production files 
(no royalties) . Just Point & Click to 
define the Windows user interface. 
Lets you animate your design to 
instantly test look & feel and make 
changes on the fly wihout needing 
to compile. Custom code is 
perserved during code regenera
tion . This is the power-user 
version of the best-seller 
WindowsMAKER with a lot or 
added functionality _ 
LIST: $995 PS Price: $919 
FastFtuts 2001 .()(}6 

Netware SOL 519 
Netwate c Interface 259 

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++ 
Borland C++ 425 
lntek C++ 80386 395 
M++ by Dyad Software Corp. 279 
M++ w/source 449 
Smalltalk!V 79 
Smalltalk!V-286 175 
TurboC ++ 99 
Zinc Interface Library 179 
Zortech C ++ w/ source 269 
Zortech C++ Debugger 90 
Zortech C++ Dev. Edition 399 

OS SUPPORT 
DESQview 109 
OS/286 589 

OTHER LANGUAGES 
Modula-2 Dev. System 219 
TopSpeed Modula-2 189 
StonyBrookProf. Modula-2 249 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
Carbon Copy Plus 159 
Dan Bricklin's PageGarden 89 
Duplicator Toolkit- Pro 3.0 119 
Fast! 89 
Flow Charting Ill 199 
HEADROOM 89 
HiJaak 179 
Lapllnk Ill 129 
Link & Locate ++ - ROM MSC 295 
Math Advantage 475 
Norton Util ities 5.0 149 
pcANYWHERE IV 159 
PC Tools Deluxe 6 .0 119 
PC-KWIK Power Pak 119 
Pre Cursor 89 
Remote2 139 
SpinRite II 89 
System Sleuth 99 
Time$heet Prof. 165 

TURBO PASCAL 
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 159 
Turbo Pascal 6 .0 by Borland 107 
Turbo Professional 109 

TEXT SCREEN AD D-ONS 
AEWINDOS 479 
C Worthy w/Forms w/ARCH 359 
Greenleaf DataWindows 339 

HI-SGREEN XL Professional 
MEWEL Window System 
POWER SCREEN by Blaise 
Vitamin C -source, menus 
vc screen - painter 
Vermont Views Obj. + source 

UNIXIXENIX 
C++ for Unix 386 by Zortech 
Computer Innovations C++ 
db_FILE/RETRIEVE MU 
ESIX Systems 

ESIXN 386 Dev. (2 user) 
ESIXN 386 Dev. unltd 

lnformlx SOL 
Interactive Systems 

Architect Wrkstn Platform 1199 
Architect Wrkstn Developer 1850 

M++ for Unix by Dyad 
M++ for Unix w/ source 
Norton Utilities for Unix 
WordTech Quicksilver 
XENIX 386 Dev. Sys. 

WINDOWS & OS/2 
Actor 3 .0 
Briel for OS/2 
Case: W Corporate Version 
Case: PM (for Cor C+++) 
C_talk!Views 
C-T rleve/Windows 
dB FAST/Windows 
Graphics Server SDK 
Instant Windows V2 .2 
Knowled9ePro Windows 
M++ V2.0 by Dyad Software 
M++ V2.0 w/source 
MKS Toolkit V3 .1 
MS Windows 3.0 
MS Windows DDK V3 .0 
MS Windows SDK V3.0 
Multiscope OS/2 Debugger 
Multiscope Windows Debug. 
ObjecU1 V1 .0 
OS/2 PM Toolkit 
Smalltalk!V PM 
Tempo for Windows 
Windows Maker 
Windows Maker Professional 

379 
579 
249 

1295 
689 

99 
Call 
969 

1899 
419 
349 
395 
455 
395 
589 
279 
449 
299 
119 
365 
365 
315 
315 
895 
369 
435 

89 
715 
919 

LNTRODUCING 
Essential Communications 
VERSION4.0!!! 
by South Mountain Software 

Powerful asynchronus communi
cations library . . Supports interuppt 
dnven com mumcauons up to 
115,200 baud. Drives 34 ports 
with buffers to 500K. Supports 
V.32, MNPbHayes compatible 
modems,X N/XOFF ,XMODEM 
ICRC and Checksumi.XMODEM 
lK ,YMODEM,KERMif ,ZMODEM 
Qrotocols . Provides ANSI and VT 
52/1 00 terminal emulations. Use 
with our /' resident C'ilibrary to 
write background Communication 
applications. Contains all source 
cbde, a BBS demo. No royalties. 
UST: S329 PS Price : S259 
FastFcuts 42~11 

WA 
byWATCOM 

WATCOM C 8.0/386 is 100% ANSI 
C optimizing compiler/runtime 
library lor Intel's 80386 architec
ture , generating appl ications lor 
32-bi t protect mode. Features 
Include: protected mode version of 
the compiler ; VIDEO full -screen 
source-level debugger; MS library
& source-compatibility; execution 
profiler ; high performance linker; 
graphics library ; supports 
Meta Ware High C 386 runtime 
calling conventions; SAA 
compatible. 
LIST: $1295 PS Price: SUSS 
FastFaxts 1044.(}()5 

Hi.Jaak Release 2.0 
by Inset Systems Inc. 

HiJaak 2.0 is a graphics 
convers ion and capture util ity that 
translates more than 36 graphics 
file formats . HiJaak provides 
batch conversion capabili ty from 
the DOS command line or from 
the user interlace . Supponed 
formats include GEM, PICT 1&11 , 
CGM , HPGL, PIC, DXF . PCX, 
MAC, TIF, and support for more 
than 16 group 3 fax devices. A 5K 
pop-up provides capture function 
of text screens, graphics screens. 
and laser printer output. 
LIST: $199 PS Price : $179 

CASE:W 
by Caseworks 

Announcing CASE :W 3.0 for 
Windows 3.0, the new Windows 
development tool for seri ous 
Windows Programmers. lnterac
tivitely design your Windows 
in terface and CASE :W generates 
the required C source code 
framework. Preserve user added 
code during Interface changes 
with CASE :Ws regeneration 
facility . No propie tary languages 
or Runtimes required !! 
LIST: $795 PS Price $719 
FastFaxts 1502-004 

1-800-421-8006 




dBX L rela tional database is an 
easy to use Interpretive environ
ment adding extended language 
(XL) features to the dBASE 
language. It includes WordTech 
R&R Relational Report Writer . full 
dBASE compatibility (files & 
syntax). and special menus for first 
time database builders. Al so has 
memory swapping, advanced 
memo field handling, macros, true 
windowing multi-dimensional 
arrays, graphing and EMS support. 
Requires 440K memo~ . 
LIST: S249 PS Price: $179 
FastFaxts 97 U J/ 7 

BORLAND C++ 2.0 
by Borland International 

Borland C++ is the com
plete C and C++ profes
sional programmfng 
environment for DOS and 
Windows. Use existing C 
appl icatio ns or move them 
to object -oriented program
ming (OOP) with C++. 
Borland C++ has new 
features and tools 
including support for 286 
processors, megabytes 
of extended memory, 
and large hard-disks. 

I,S Price: $379 

by Borland International 
ObjectVision lets you create 
Windows applications ... 
without programming ! New 
Visual Prog ramming technol
ogy uses graphical decision 
trees to represent and 
capture business rules. 
technical users ca n easily 
create Windows business 
applications without tradi
tional programming . Ob
jectVision applications are 
easily connected to a 

Call617-740-0025 from variety of popu lar data
any fax phone! bases, and operate in a 

multi-user mode over Windows-supported networks. 
Follow the voice computer's instructions and LIST: $495 I,S SPECIAL Introductory Price: $99 enter your product's code number . Then await 

your instant print out of product literature. 
 FastFaxts 777-124 

'1,111~ 11llfMrlllltltii~Ii~ Sllf)l1 

800-421-8006 NationaiAccounts ~ 
800-446-1185 ~ 

5 Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043 • Canada 800-446-3846 · Mass. 617-740-2510 • FAX: 617 -749-2018 
Credit card orders processed only when product is shipped. All prices subject to change. lnt'l. prices will vary. BY491 

The UnMouse-
More Speed in Less Space 
by Micro Touch 

The UnMouse is a touch-sensitive 
tablet that gives you faster cursor 
speed · • in a fraction of the space 
a mouse takes up. Plus you can 
slip templates under its glass to 
access up to 60 Power KeyPad 
functions or use its sty lus to draw, 
trace or input graphics . 

LIST: $235 PS Price: $219 

Sourcerer 's Apprentice
Version Control for the Professional 
by Solution Systems 

From the company that brings you 
BRIEF: version control with single 
keystroke access ibility from 
BRIEF . Sourcerer"s Apprentice 
tracks all changes. who made 
them, when and why. Easily 
recreate or combine previous 
versions of code. Experiment 
freely . Sourcerer"s Apprentice can 
always bring you back. Teams 
Take note: Sourcerer's Apprentice 
prevents simultaneous updates to 
the same files . 
LIST: $499 PS Price: $459 
FastFaxL< 732-137 

by Communications Research 
Puts powerful data transfer. 
remote control . scripting, terminal 
emulation, datacompression, & 
other communications magic into 
one product for PC , Unix. Xenix. 
VAX, Macintosh; even mainframe 
communications ... all with the ObjectVision 
same lock , reel, menu interrace. 
protocol, & script language! Easy 
for developers to link Into existing 
applications for automated , 100% 
error-free data transfer and fast , 
reliable remote control. 
LIST: $250 
PS SPECI AL Price: SlSl 

What is FastFaxts? 
Access literature on any of our 

products via FAX machine. F REE! 

dBXL 
by WordTcch 

A superior alternati ve to dBASE, 

Borland C++ also includes Windows applications 
with out purchasing the Microsoft SDK. 
LIST: $495 

FastFaxts 777-120 

~-~ ~ - --. . 



COVER FEATURESTORY 

Computing

in the 


U.S.S.R. 

Soviet "informatics," suffering from years of official policy that has 
hindered hardware and software development, looks toward the future 

IGOR AGAMIRZIAN 

0n December 7, 1988, the academician Andrei Petrovich Ershov died in a 
Moscow hospital at the age of 57 . His death went unnoticed in a country 
concerned with the tragic consequences of the Armenian earthquake. 
However, for specialists routinely dealing with computer science in their 

work, the event signified the end of an era. 
This article is not an obituary of Ershov . It may , however, be the obituary of 

Soviet computer science, a demise that threatens to become the straw that breaks 
the back of our collapsing economy. 

In the Beginning ... 

The first computers appeared in the late 1940s and early 1950s in the U.S. , Great 

Britain, and the U.S.S .R. The cold war between the East and West caused an 

avalanche in the development of military equipment, and the creation of new 

arms required ever-increasing calculations. Thus, the first generation of com

puters was intended to solve the problems of ballistics and nuclear physics. 


In the 1950s, however, the U.S. began using computers to solve business prob
lems. Work began to automate programming and create high-level languages; 
programming in machine codes had become too time- and money-consuming. 
The first valve-operated monsters were replaced with solid-state devices. Back
ing, main, and internal storage volumes grew significantly. Performance became 
thousands of times faster . 

Progress in the development of high-level programming languages and their 
compilers predetermined the look of programming. In the 1960s, ALGOL occu
pied the leading role in the U.S.S.R . Classical Soviet developments of compilers 
were associated then with ALGOL. 

A series of computers called BASM (the Russian abbreviation for large elec
tronic computing machines) was created under the guidance of S. A. Lebedev . 
In the mid-1960s , this led to the construction of the first line of Soviet program
compatible computers, called the M-20. The family included the M-20, BASM
3M, BASM-4, M-220, and M-222 . The first compilers engineered for these com
puters were called Alpha, TA-l, and TA-2. Ershov, S. S . Lavrov, and 
M. R. Shoura-Boura headed teams of programmers that created the first Soviet 
ALGOL compilers for the family of M-20 computers . 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the U.S.S.R . established centers for the 
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Unix-like operating system for transputers 


Posix and BSD libraries 


X Windows or MS Windows 


fully distributed client server model 

no limit to number of processors 


supports multiple users and TCP/IP networking 


extensive parallel support, includes automatic 

task mapping, load balancing, multiple threads 


comprehensive support tools: 

file servers, network libraries, multi-processor 

source debugger, graphic libraries etc.. . 

Fortran, Pascal, Modula-2, 
Strand and assembler

• 

development systems include PC & SUN 

USA 
CSA (801J 374 2300 


PARACOM (3121 293 9500 


OTHER COUNTRIES 

Please ca ll DSL for the name of your nearest distributor. 


Tnld cmark!-4: Hcli c}s ·Pcrihelion Software Ltd ; nil o l hl•r trudcmurk~ nrc a c:knuwl t-d~t:d . 


- Distributed Software Limited 
The MaiLings. Charlu:.n Rd .. She pton Mallet . 
Somerset BA4 5QE. UK 

- Tel: 1+44lt0 J 749 344345 Fa x: 1+·14lt0 1 749 344977 

COMPUTING IN THE U.S.S.R. 


development of informatics and computer science . (lnf rmatics 
deals with information processi ng, including mass media. pub
lishing, and intell igence activities. Here. however. I use the 
term to mean a sphere of problem s associated with data pro
cessing involving the use of technical aids .) 

In the U.S. , the motivation for developments in computer 
science shifted from military applications to the sea rch for 
methods of increasi ng labor productivity . Advances in micro
electronics led to the creation of ICs, which permitted the de 
velopment of a third generation of computers. Software became 
more complicated, and operating systems replaced the second 
generation master-control programs . 

At the same time. informatics and computer science in the 
U.S.S.R. again came under the influence of politics. (The 
golden age of Soviet informatics fell within the years of Khru 
shchev's thaw- you cannot imagine cosmonautics without 
computer science, and the attention Khrushchev paid to cos 
monautics is well known.) Conservative forces that came to 
power were interested only in preserving the status quo and un 
avoidably contributed conservatism to policies regard ing tech
nology. Developments were curtailed all over the country. The 
American IBM Model 360 (1965) was suddenly adopted as the 
Unified Computer System by the Council for Mutual Economic 
Assistance (CMEA), or Eastern European cou ntries. 

The era of developments ended in 1968 with the appearance 
of the last computer in the BASM family , the BASM-6. After 
that, there was nothing . Millions of ruble were invested in the 
development of computer science to no end. The country once 
again took the fruitles s road of copy ing Western models and 
assumed that by copying another technica l innovation it would 
save so much that the products would surpass those of competi 
tors . (Edsger Dijk slra, a classic software eng ineer who visited 
the U.S.S.R. in the late 1970s. said in a pub I ic speech delivered 
in the Grand Hall of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad that 
he regarded the fact that the U.S.S. R. produced IBM com
puters as the biggest U.S. victory in the cold war .) 

You might think that the history of informatics in the 
U.S.S .R. after 1965 is that of a thoroughly planned strategy 
against the Soviet people. But this st rategy was planned not by 
bad Americans but by good and experienced Soviet leaders try 
ing to improve the public welfare. The cause was indifference, 
selfishness, apathy toward tomorrow 's problems. an absence of 
responsibility to the people- everything associated with what 
we now call the administrative system . 

That system failed not only in informatics and computer sc i
ence but in agriculture, industry, transportation , and commu 
nications. One example: Why did the shuttle Buran ta ke off so 
late? Undoubtedly, one reason was the absence of the com
puters required to simulate its aerodynamics. Americans made 
calculations for their shuttle on computers of the 1970s. which 
surpassed Soviet computers of the 1980s . 

The Soviet Seventies 
In the early 1970s, the most popular computers in the U.S.S.R. 
were the M-222 and the Minsk-32 . Scientist s at the uclear 
Physics Institute in Dubna created one of the first Soviet FOR 
TRAN compilers, and FORTRAN for the M-20 appeared. A 
new line of Soviet computers was announced- the Elbrus 
whose design was suspiciously similar to that of systems from 
the American company Burroughs . Everyone looked forward 
to the appearance of ES (''Unified System") computer. , which 
were to be compatible with the IBM Model360 . 

I first saw an ES computer when r was studying informatics 
and computer science at the faculty of mathematics and me
chanics at Leningrad University. My fellow students and I were 
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N
early 15 years had passed since I 

, had been in the U.S.S .R. , and 
the border guards were just as 
steely-eyed as ever. But I passed 

through the line with hardly a glance 
from the customs officer, met my 
driver, and headed for downtown Mos
cow. For the next few days, as part of 
the Borland team at the First Interna
tional Computer Forum, I"d be showing 
off Borland products, talking with Sovi
et programmers, and seeing Soviet com
puting up close. 

It should come as no surprise that So
viet programmers look and act very 
much like their American counterparts. 
They ask much the same questions, too. 
While waiting for a customs official to 
unlock a vault, several young program
mers who had volunteered to help carry 
boxes of literature plied ~e with ques
tions. What languages did I program in? 
What did I think of FORTRAN? What 
about upcoming Borland products? 
Windows? OS/2? 

Not all questions were about comput
ing. One fellow asked me how Ameri
cans went about finding jobs after grad
uation. My answer fascinated them, 
since the idea of going out on your own 
to look for work is quite foreign to the 
Soviet mind . Another naively asked if 
Americans really were taught to hate 
Russians. 

When it comes to producing code, I 
found that Soviet programmers know 
their stuff. Their major stumbling block 
isn't the quality of hardware or soft
ware; it is the quantity. I saw mostly 286 
and 386 hardware, obtained from Pac·r
ic Rim countries. Software is routinely 
pirated, and masses of accompanying 

documentation are no barrier to piracy, 
despite the nonavailability of photocopy 
machines . Soviet programmers simply 
combine computer technology with the 
samiulat (self-publishing) technique of 
political dissidents to create complete 
versions ofdocumentation for electronic 
distribution. 

Ironically , copy-protection schemes 
are high on the list of software that Sovi
et programmers like to develop. I sat 
through several demonstrations of such 
schemes, complete with vague explana
tions of the modus operandi, and none 
of the programmers could be convinced 
that the schemes could be broken. 

Closely associated with copy-protec
tion software is work on antivirus pro
grams. I was told viruses were a serious 

problem in the Soviet Union, especially 
since they were often aimed at "the sys
tem" by disgruntled individuals. One 
programmer was hard at work develop
ing a virus-description language that 
would allow a programmer to easily 
create software to detect and neutralize 
newly identified viruses. 

While most Soviet programmers un
derstand English and work with English 
source code, a third major area of pro
grammer involvement is the Russifica
tion of foreign programs. Efforts here 
range from some neat hacks by one-per
son shops to complete systems, such as 
the one developed by the ParaGraph 
joint venture for Paradox. 

Of course, programmers everywhere 
dream of developing the next killer ap
plication- the one that will sell millions 
of copies and bring them fame and for
tune. Soviet programmers are no differ
ent, and for the duration of the forum , 
there was a steady stream of hopefuls at 
the Borland booth wanting to show their 
pet applications. Technically , most of 
the programs were pretty sharp. How
ever, virtually all of them had been de
veloped with no market in mind and so 
were of limited interest. 

Soviet computing is on the verge of an 
expansion akin to the growth in the 
U.S. in the 1980s. Soviet developers are 
becoming aware of the domestic and in
ternational markets. Don't be surprised 
to find the U.S.S.R. emerging in this 
decade as a major player in the com
puter revolution. 

Alex Lane is a senior technical writer 
for Borland International. He can be 
reached on BIXas "a. lane. " 

proud of Soviet software engineering, convinced that there were 
positive aspects in our dated computer hardware: It was a train 
ing factor that enabled us to engineer applications that were bet 
ter than American programs. Americans, we thought , did not 
care about eff iciency , but we had to , so we were better pro
grammers. (It was true, to a certa in degree. At least , the West 
always treated Soviet programming school s with respect, and a 

Soviet programmer emigrating to the West could f ind a job with 
ease.) 

At that time, programming was becoming a mass specialty 
in our country, and the need for automatic-control equ ipment 
for thousands of plants required new software . As the ES com
pute rs were put into use, more users preferred FORTRA N and 
PL/1, and the ALGOL traditions in the U .S.S.R. faded away . 
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System programming became devalued, as Soviet clones of for 
eign computers and "borrowed" copyright softwa re became 
available. 

Few people realized that furthe r prog ress in informatics was 
impossible without system developments. We naively hoped 
that sma ll groups of highly qualified software e ngineers scat
tered all over the country would be able to withstand the powe r
ful stream of copyrighted softwa re . We did not understand that 
the creation of successful softwa re is another science, for which 
understanding optimum translation algorith ms is insuffic ie nt . 

The late 1970s saw the development of CM compute rs, a 
family of small computers, bringi ng a CMEA program for the 
creation ofcomputers modeled after the most successful Amer
ican minicomputer , the PDP-II from DEC. As the system' · 
mass production was organized , the country soon fil led with 
new Western software . There followed a period of conversion 
(i.e., the adj ustment of Weste rn softwa re to Soviet compute rs . 
involving the translation of program messages into Russian. ) 

Soon , we forgot our own system development traditions . It 
was much more convenient and profitable to steal tha n to c reate 
something of your own . A whole generation of prog ramme rs 
was unable to create its own programs but could readi ly unde r
stand a nd improve other programs. 

How cou ld borrowing (or more honestly, steali ng) foreign in 
tellectual efforts become almost a state policy for informatics 
and computer sc ience? The reason lies in the deepest contempt 
fo~ intellectual c reative work . In deve loped countries, copy 
right laws protect the humanitar ian as well as scientific and 
technologica l spheres. In the U.S .S.R. , the product of inte llec
tual work does not be long to its author ; it does not even belong 
to the organization within which it is developed. 

Unfortunately , this is one of the main reasons for our decline 
in these disciplines. Why should we invest in products if we can 
obtain everything free? At fir st gla nce , it might seem more 
profitable to use stolen programs. Most Soviet software is only 
produced in a few copies , and some programs a re used only by 
their authors or programming organizations . A special fund of 
a lgorithms and programs, state and regional , has existed for 
many years in the U.S.S. R. Programmers are wel l aware of the 
complications they must overcome to incorporate software into 
thi s fund. 

Some readers may object to my thesis that the cause of a ll 
mishaps in Soviet informatics and computer science lies in 
copyi ng . What about the international tendency toward unifica
tion of computer architectures and software? Clones of the Intel 
8086 chip are produced not only in the Soviet Union (the 
KM1810BM86) but also in Japan . Hong Kong , and Ta iwan . 
IBM PC-compatible computers are produced not onl y in the 
Soviet Union (where they are called lskra- 1030 and ES-1840) 
but by hundreds of companies in dozens of ot her countries. 

But there are differences : Unlike companies in the U.S.S .R., 
other countries' companies buy licenses and technologies . Buy 
ing technologies gives them a lead in time (Southeast Asia be 
gins to copy new American products within seve ra l months, 
while the U.S.S .R. waits several yea rs) and quality (the reli 
ability of Taiwan-made microcircuits surpasses that of maste r
pieces produced by the Soviet Ministry of Electronic Industry) . 

Long ago the U.S .S.R. brought itself into information depen
dence on the U .S . In the 1970s and 1980s , there was little sup
port for the rare attempts at independe nt hardware and software 
development. The absence of competition led to the loss of ob
jective quality cri teria and the attempt to improve the product. 

There is a saying among Soviet programmers: Progra ms may 
be bad , good, or working. We like good programs very much. 
Americans prefer working programs. Because the working 
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programs and hardware are useful, the Soviet dependence on 
American information technologies grew, and that dependence 
became marked when personal computers appeared on the 
scene. 

Bypassed by the Personal Computer Revolution 
With the advent of personal computers, a revolution broke out 
in the world, but it bypassed the U.S.S.R. Its leaders noticed 
nothing. Soviet industries. infamous for their immobility and 
habit of copying foreign models, failed to produce decent com
puters. Even substandard computers were manufactured in 
such small lots that you could not speak seriously about the 
computerization of the country. 

Alarm was raised. Many famous specialists expressed ap
prehension and offered constructive steps. Legislative acts 
were issued, new departments were formed , production plans 
were set up and failed. Ershov, who was well aware of the dan 
ger of further decline in informatics and computer science, put 
forward a slogan: ' ' Programming is the second literacy." 

T he personal 
computer 

revolution 

bypassed the 

U.S.S.R. 

That slogan did the trick : It drew attention to the problems of 
computerization and education in informatics. A vast educa
tional program was started. and informatics became an obliga
tory school subject. However, the pioneers of this process as
sumed that industry wou ld provide schools with the necessa ry 
equipment within two to th ree years. Industry failed, and in 
most schools, the subject is taught on paper only. Students are 
lucky if they are able just to look at a computer two or three 
times a year. Thus , the students become indifferent, or they do 
not like the subject. In many cases, the teachers set the tone: 
Informatics and computer science are usually presented by 
teachers of physics or mathematics who often have only vague 
know ledge of the subject. 

In a paper published in an American magazine several years 
ago, comparative figures were given on computerization in the 
U.S., Japan , Great Britain, and other countries. The author 
was disturbed that the U.S. did not occupy the leading position 
in the computerization of educat ion . " We are lagging behind, 
which may lead to a tragic end," the author concluded- a funny 
and sad conclusion for the Soviet reader . The U.S.S.R. is not 
just lagging behind; it is facing the risk that a generation of So
viet c iti zen~ will be unable to understand citizens of all but the 
least developed countries. We Soviets risk separating ourselves 
with a new curtain-not an iron curtain this time, but a steel 
cu rtain of ignorance. We risk findi ng ourselves alone, because 
even our CMEA partners are ahead of us by more than two or 
three years (computerization in Poland , Hungary, and Bulgar
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ia- allhough they do have certain problems- is decent enough 
and is improving much fas ter than the U.S.S .R.'s). 

A Few Hopeful Signs 
In recent years, some positive tendencies appeared. Unfortu
nately, all processes are too slow, and we lack time . Solution s 
to certain problems are not efficient and often hinder , rather 
than accelerate, resolution of the problem. However, fine ef
forts exist, such as the temporary science and technology team. 
Start, set up in 1985 to design a new generation of hardware and 
software. The result of this effort is a working model of an orig
inal and very promising multiprocessor computer and accom
panying original software . Unfortunately , the project ended in 
spri ng 1988, and our industries seem to be uninterested in the 
results of this development. 

Nor has there been much interest in the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences' project Shkola (School). headed by E. P. Velikhov. 
Shkola was a serious attempt to solve the problems of computer
ization. Regrettably , no progress has been made . That cannot 
happen until the national economy is restructured . 

But most Soviet enterprises, even in modern spheres like mi 
croelectronics, are not interested in developing and improving 
their production capability . Unfortunately, developments in in
formatics and computer science require powerful material. in
formation, and technological bases; and it is useless to hope 
that new Soviet c&mputers may- even if the developers enjoy 
the most favorable conditions- be c reated in university labora 
tories or institutes of the Academy of Sciences . 

When a successful model is made, there arises a need for 
large-scale ICs, whose design requires equipment the U.S.S.R. 
doesn ' t have. We cannot obtain CAD systems as our foreign 
counterparts do because we do not have adequate technical re 
sources-that is, computers and peripherals (e.g .. high-resolu 
tion displays). These systems belong to enterprises that arc un 
interested in the introduction of new products . The vicious 
ci rcle is closed. It may be opened again only as a result of deep 
rest ructuring of the economy. 

The beginni ngs of economic self-regulation (a socia list mar
ket) is the only chance to catch up in informatics. However. the 
market mechanism cannot correct the decline. Given the exist
ing (or more accurately , nonex isting) copyright laws. it is more 
profitable for enterprises to copy products or to buy I icenses for 
production from abroad, primarily from the U.S . 

Therefore, together with economic changes (here. let me be a 
little naive and expect that the ruble will be convenibk in two 
to three years), we urgent ly need state stimulation ofpr mising 
areas of science and technology. The state should create eco
nomic conditions under which the use of domestic products 
would be more profitable than the use of foreign products. This 
may be achieved by a combi nation of actions, including judi
cial, financial, and tax measures. It should be done as quickly 
as possible; in fact. it should have been done yesterday. 

While the creation of hardware requires considerable re
sources, personal computers greatly reduce such requirements 
for software. Unfortunately, the U.S .S.R. suffers from a defi 
cit of equipment. and its prices are 150 times higher than those 
of the U.S. (neglecting the symbolic exchange rate and consid
ering real wages , the state price for a profess ional persona l 
computer is about 40.000 to 50,000 rubles , while a qual ified 
programmer earns about 300 rubles a month). 

This was why programming and mediator cooperat ives and 
Centers of Scientific and Technologica l Creative Work of the 
Youth were created for the development of software products. 
It is curious that mediator organizations , although charging up 
to 50 percent of the contract cost for establishing relations 
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An Editor's View 

Last year, BYTE's editor in chief, Fred Langa, was a guest at the First lnternatinnal 


Computer Forum in Moscow. He later attended the first East- West High-Tech Forum in Budapest . Hungary. 

Here are some ofhis impressions ofMoscow and Soviet compllfing. 


M
oscow is a mono
chrome city , built 
primarily of beige 
bricks, with some 

concrete and red brick here 
and there. The city is amaz
ing for what is there, and 
equally amazing for what is 
not there. 

Looking out the window 
of my hotel , I could see four 
TV antennas, and that was 
all. There were no satellite 
dishes anywhere to be seen, and I saw 
only one pair of microwave dishes the 
whole time I was there . 

In the shops, there were few cash reg
isters. Some of them had a cash drawer 
and did all their accounting manually 
on a piece of paper. The high-volume 
shops-such as food vendors and the
aters- used an abacus . It was ironic that 
one of the forum's themes was the need 
to lift the Coordination Committee on 
Export Controls restrictions so more ad 
vanced machines (including RISC ma· 
chines) could be imported into the Sovi 
e t Union- this is akin to having a 
donkey and wanting it to go faster , so 
you feed it unleaded high-test gasoline . 

It is simply not going to work. What 

is needed are basic calculators and sim
ple computer in large numbers. That 
seems to be far more important in terms 
of fundamentally changing Soviet soci 
ety than getting a very limited number 
of workstations into the hands of an 
elite . However , anything that bring 
more computers in and enhances a com
puter culture- with all the intercommu
nication and worldwide standard that 
implie - would help. 

At the forum, Jack Byers , vice direc· 
tor of JV Dialogue, spoke of the many 
difficulties that joint ventures face . 
Each joint venture in the U.S.S.R. ha 
to have a wide ba e of upport : hotel , 
so you have a place to put international 
guests ; food , so your worker won 't 

between a customer and a developer , found themselves in very 
favorable conditions . 

Currently in the economy , such mediators are necessa ry. 
However, in the future , programming should be recognized as 
a free , creative trade, and the organizations should be able to 
conclude direct contracts with the programmers. (This is po si
ble today , but the job is paid from the organization's wage fund, 
and this is highly unprofitable for the organization.) 

A Soviet ACM 

In the U .S. , public organizations like the Association of Com

puter Machine ry have had a great effect on computer science . 

The ab ence of such an organization in the U.S .S.R . has hurt 

the development of informatics and computer science . The 

functions of such an organization were often borne by state 

working groups and committee of the Academy of Sc iences, 

especially the Commission for System and Mathematical Soft 

ware for Computers (the so-ca lled Ershov's commission , head

ed by Andrei Ershov). Such organizations could deal with sci
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have to stand in line at res
taurants or food stores; gro
ceries, so your workers will 
not have to worry about get
ting essential items for their 
homes; ca rs. to move work 
ers around; gasoline and 
mechanics for the ca rs-the 
list goes on and on. A suc
cessful joint venture doesn't 
just provide a job or an op
portunity; it has to build an 
entire mini soc iety for it s 

workers . You can't take anything for 
granted . 

Adventures in Soviet Software 
The Ea t-We tHigh-Tech Forum was a 
kind of " Dating Game" for would-be 
partner in joint East-West high-tech 
ventures. Among the many attendees of 
the forum was Rusty Schweickart, pres
ident of RS Communications. (You 
may remember him from his astronaut 
days .) Schweickart noted that com
puters in the U.S.S.R. are status sym
bols and are held tightly by those few 
who have them . A Soviet ci tizen added 
that it was like paper clips: Only 5 per 
cent are used to clip papers ; the other 95 
percent are used in unexpected ways . In 

entific and technica l problems, but not with the social a nd 
judicial aspects of informatics development. Until recently. the 
creation of a public organization that could deal with a ll the 
existing problems was impossible , because such an organiza
tion could threaten the departments' monopolies. 

On February 17 , 1989 , the All Un ion Society of Informatics 
and Computer Science was convened . About 200 voting dele
gates and 700 guests gathered for the inaugural congress and 
were handed the new society's draft cha rte r (anonymous, as 
usual) . Unfortunately, its authors thought traditiona lly: the 
charter did not address problems like the protection of authors' 
rights , public examinations, the organization of an information 
exchange, and so on . The only new idea was the creation of self
supporting Centers of Scientific and Technical Services run by 
the ociety; that is , another group of mediator organizations. 
The soc iety was to be a consultative body of the State Commit 
tee for Informatics and Compute r Science of the U.S.S.R., the 
same body that had initiated the formation of the soc iety. The 
state committee had decided to create a soc iety in its pocket , 
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the same way, computers get used in 
very different ways. They are so flex i
ble and valuable that they ' re snapped up 
and jealously guarded. 

Irina Savelyava, a Soviet lawyer, told 
me that Hungary was the first Eastern
bloc nation to offer software copyright 
protection. The Soviet Union is one of 
the last remaining countries without 
such protection. A long discussion on 
intellectual property ensued, during 
which the Soviets' consensus was , 
"There is no piracy in the Soviet Union, 
because it is not illegal to copy soft 
ware." This is not a trivial point; the 
U.S.S.R. has no history, mind-set, or 
legal basis for the private ownership of 
software. (They're even struggling with 
ownership of concrete items, such as 
land and factories . Ownership of intan
gibles like software is hard for them to 
understand.) 

Stepan Pachikov , general director of 
ParaGraph, perhaps the most success
ful Soviet software company, says he 
runs into this issue every day: People 
buy one copy of a ParaGraph package 
and then call to ask for instructions on 
how to make copies for the other I 00 or 
1000 people in their firm. The idea of 
one-copy-one-user or a site license is 
unheard of. 

Nevertheless, Pachikov maintains 
that " free copying" (not piracy) is good 
because it seeds the market and helps 
develop users and programmers who 
otherwise would have no access to West
ern software. Case in point: A software 
package that costs $400 in the West 

costs about two years' wages in the So
viet Union. Can you imagine spending 
two years' salary on, say , Microsoft 
Word? As Pachikov said , "Gorbachev 
makes 24,000 rubles per year, or about 
$1200. Gorbachev himself could only 
afford to buy three copies of Microsoft 
Word in a year." 

In the West , product support is often 
used to discourage piracy : no registra
tion number, no support. But in the 
East, says Pachikov, vendors really 
can't offer good support (although some 
are trying) because "it's harder to get a 
phone line than to get a nuclear sub
marine." 

Hardware Hassles 
Leonid Tomberd, a researcher at Esto
nia's Institute of Cybernetics, related 
some problems with the development of 
Soviet hardware. For instance, most 
U.S. chip leads are spaced Y.o inch 
apart. The Soviet ministry in charge of 
cloning Western chips mandated metric 
spacing, but Y.o inch works out to be 
about 0 .254 millimeters , an odd metric 
size . 

The Soviet solution? A metric inch-
0.25-mm spacing. This means that So
viet clone chips can be exact electrical 
and functional equivalents of their 
Western counterparts, and look exactly 
the same-until you try to plug them 
into a Western socket. They won' t fit. 

That's more than an inconvenience. It 
means all Soviet chip assembly hard
ware won't work with anything but So
viet chips, and a fair chunk of the actual 

Soviet chip-fabrication equipment anc 
its products are worthless on work 
markets . 

To make their quotas, Soviet chif 
manufacturers pump out chips with lit· 
tie or no quality control . Tomberd says ~ 
typical DRAM shipment has 25 percenl 
to 50 percent bad chips. For CPUs, he 
said, it ' s not uncommon to get a defec1 
I ist with each chip- a I ist of instructions 
that chip will not run. Can you imagine 
trying to assemble a system from chips 
like that? Can you imagine program· 
ming for chips like that? 

To force support for the Soviet com· 
puler industry , the government has 
mandated the use of Soviet equipment. 
For example, Tomberd says that minis· 
tries were forced to use Soviet IBM 
mainframe clones that cost I mill ion ru
bles, took up precious office space, and 
required 30 people to operate and main
tain- yet had a th roughput roughly 
equal to about two Western personal 
computers. 

Even now, the ministries can' t get rid 
of these dud mainframes. No one wants 
them; no one will pay anything even 
close to the paper value of the ma
chines. If they give them away or sell 
them at their real value, it will look as 
though the sellers are doing something 
illegal- dumping a machine supposed
ly worth a mill ion rubles for virtually 
nothing. Until the laws of depreciation 
change, they're stuck with the old gear. 
Once again, there's no correlation be
tween real worth and actual prices, and 
they have no easy way out. 

and the draft charter left departmental interests associated with 
informatics and computer science intact. 

The absence of openness and democracy at the congress re
sulted in an organization that was composed of delegates who 
had no idea how or when they were elected to their positions. 
I. N. Bukreev, a deputy chairman ofthe state committee, who 
is now the chairman of the presidium of the society, told one of 
the congress delegates , " You were elected by voting secret from 
you! " What resulted was a congress made up ofdelegates repre
senting the leadership of large enterprises, institutions, or min
isterial departments, while the areas of science and technology 
were poorly represented. Some ofthe leading scientists in infor
matics and computer science were not invited, while, as there
port of the credentials committee stated, there were 14 dele
gates without higher education. 

Time will show the vitality and usefulness of the All-Union 
Society for Informatics and Computer Science. I will be glad if 
it improves informatics and computer science in the U.S.S.R. 
For now, it seems that users groups-which in the 1970s played 

a significant role in spreading information , forming public 
opinion, and evaluating new software products-might be more 
useful. Perhaps they should take on another form , but public 
initiative is necessary to ensure consolidation of forces at the 
upper level. Some timid, positive attempts have been made, 
such as the creation of clubs of professional programmers in 
Leningrad and other cities , which may be the basis for uniting 
efforts by the leading qualified developers. 

This article contains words of sorrow. The current state of 
Soviet informatics is not happy , and there are no promising per
spectives for tomorrow. Those involved in informatics and 
computer science can only look to the fu ture for some hope. • 

Igor Agamirzian received his undergraduate and doctoral de
grees at Leningrad University. He is currently a senior research 
fellow at the Leningrad Institute of Informatics of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences, as well as an assistant professor for the 
computer science department at the Electrical Engineering In
stitute, Leningrad. You can reach him on BIX c/o "editors." 
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Intel 


Designers of Intel's 386, i486, and future microprocessors talk about what lies ahead 
in CPU design, and the implications for personal computers 

We recently spoke with three of Intel's top engi
neers about what lies ahead for the 80x86 family 
of microprocessors . John Crawford (right) was 
the chief architect for the 386, i486, and upcom

ing i586 microprocessors. Dave Vineer (center) led the de
sign team for Intel's 386SL microprocessor. Bill Rash (left) 
is Intel's director of the Platform Architecture Center. 

BYTE: Can you give us trends or movements that we can ex
pect to see in the i586, i686, or i786 microprocessors? 

JOHN CRAWFORD: I think there's a fair number of trends 
that we charted in the Micro 2000 project [Editor's note: See 
the text box "Micro 2000" on page 132], start

seen two vectors, an integration direction and a perfor
mance direction. The 186 went in the integration direction , 
and the 286 went in the performance direction . The 486 was 
unique in that it actually went along both vectors-one of 
those happy situations where a higher-integration part per
formed better. 

BILL RASH: In the Micro 2000 project, we talked about 
microprocessors with 50-100 million transistors on them, 
executing over a thousand MIPS, running at 250 MHz, hav
ing six different execution units all on the same die , sharing 
one memory that they're running out of. That's just sort of 
the ultimate point , as you carry the extrapolations to their 

ing with the basic semiconductor technology: 
devices doubling every two years , frequency 
continually going up , number of pins going 
up , all the e kinds of trends. All of that factors 
into, from a customer's point of view , overall 
performance doubling every 18 months. So we 
look back on that kind of a trend, historically, 
and project all the growth rates into the future, 
and say, "Ah, this i something like what 
we ' ll ee at the end of the decade ." 

BYTE: One of the key things about the 486 was 
its integration of functions that were previous
ly in separate ICs. Can we expect to see more 
of that kind of integration in future proces
sors? And what kinds of functions can we ex
pect to see? 

DAVE VINEER: I think the 386SL is another 
example of integration . [Editor's note: See 
"Portable Chips," December 1990 BYTE. ] If 
you look back a long time ago, back in the days 
of the 186 and 286, if you had suffered through 
any of Intel's product pitche: , you would have 
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Micro 2000 
Kenneth M. Sheldon 

Intel engineers predict the shape of a twenty-first-centurymicroprocessor 

hat will the microprocessor of 
tomorrow look like? Accord 
ing to Intel , it will be 10 times 
faster , have almost 100 times 

as many transistors , and incorporate 
more functions than the most powerful 
processors now ava ilable . 

Last year , Intel engineers laid down 
the broad outlines for what they expect 
their leadi ng microprocessor to look 
like in the year 2000. They drew on pre 
vious design experience , t rends in ch ip 
fabrication, and expected advances in 
electronics technology to make thei r 
predictions . T hey called the ant icipated 
chip the Micro 2000. 

More Transistors 
In 1975, Gordon Moore , chairman of 
Intel, predicted that the number of tran
sistors that could be put on a chip would 
double every two years-a prediction 
that has proved quite accurate. Accord
ing to Moore 's Law (as it has come to 
be called) , the Micro 2000 could have 

more than 50 million transistors on
board-20,000 ti mes as many as Inte l's 
original 4004 chip had , and 40 times as 
many as the i486 . 

Memory chips, which tend to be more 
densely packed with transistors than 
logic chips are, have increased in capac 
ity at roughly the same rate . If the trend 
toward integrating more memory func 
t ions onto microprocessors continues 
(as a way of elim inating data bottle 
necks), the number of transistors on the 
Micro 2000 could reach 100 mill ion . 

More Megahertz 
Cramming all those transistors onto one 
ch ip will mean m a k ing them a lot 
smaller. The transis tors in the Micro 
2000 will be Y.z s the size of current tran
sistors , with a corresponding increase in 
the rate at which electrical current can 
be driven through them. The bottom 
line is that Inte l expects the Micro 2000 
to operate at a clock rate of250 MHz . 

Achievi ng that kind of speed will re

qui re developing new materials (e .g . , 
tungsten) to inte rconnect transistors and 
new ways of arranging them (e.g . , put
ting them in stacked multiple layers 
rather than a single large layer) to re
duce the distance a signal has to trave l. 

More Power 
What do you do with 100 mi ll ion tran
sistors? Intel engineers have deta iled 
two possible scena rios for using them. 
The first is a high-pe rformance mult i
processing chip (see the figure) that 
would incorporate fou r CPUs , each 
with 4 million transistors, each able to 
perform at 700 million instruction per 
second . That ' s a total of over 2000 
MI PS, or 2 BI PS (billion instructions 
per second) for the entire chip. 

Th is version of the Micro2000 would 
include two vector units to perform vec 
tor processing. a technique borrowed 
from Intel's i860 RISC chip (which bor
rowed it from supercomputers) to per
form floati ng-point calculations at high 

extreme, of where we will find ourselves. And in the integra 
tion vector, we talk about having a s ingle-ch ip PC in 1993 . 
Then. further out in the decade. add ing capabil it ies like speech 
recogni tion and fu ll-motion video. a ll these kinds of thi ngs 
built into just a si ngle die. A II you would do is just hoo k up you r 
memory to it. 

JOHN CRAWFORD: And whatever e lse you need to be able to 
get input and output. 

BYTE: Can you define what you mean by " PC on a chip"? 

DAVE VINEER: Our definition of " PC on a chip" for 1993 is 
the [equiva lent of the! IBM AT Model 339. So, what was an 
IBM 339. that wi ll be our PC on a chip. It will be a 386 CPU, 
but fu nct ions that a rc included on that level of board will be on 
the piece of si licon. 

BYTE: Memory will be extra? 

DAVE VINEER: Memory will be extra. In my opinion , it' s go
ing to be a long time before we see memory integrated. The 
never-ending need fo r it continues to grow faster tha n the tran
sis tors. The people who are making DRAMs arc having trouble 
keeping up with the sizes that we'd li ke to see, so that 's not an 

a rea where Intel ca n greatly be nefi t the market in the short 
term. so I don't sec that as something that we'd integrate. 
Cache RAM is something where we can give you better perfor 
mance , and on the SL we integrated il ·Jecause we a lso fou nd 
that we could get better power. 

Hitting the Wall 

BYTE: As you get tighter and tighte r integration, are you run

ning up aga inst physical barriers in terms of how smal l a trace 

can be? 


BILL RASH: The process technology road m<:~p looks pretty 
clear-cut for us, for the decade. We don't sec any rea l problems 
getting down to 0.3- or 0 .2-micron features. In fact, there's 
been a whole flurry of articles ou1 o n how basica lly the semi 
conductor industry's convinced itself it doesn't need x-ray lith 
og raphy for quite a while - we can cont inue with deep u ltr<:~vio 
let lithography and get down to those types of dimensions . 

BYTE: Where do you hit the wal l in te rm s of physica l limita
t ions? And then what kinds of other tec hnologies come in to 
take you beyond that? 

BILL RASH: Tube quite honest wi th you , I think the biggest 
cha llenge we have is just fi nding the right kinds of feat ures that 
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speed. It would also have a 2-megabyte 
cache memory (compare that to the 
i486's 8K-byte cache) so that it won't 
often have to go off-board for data, as 
well as a graphics unit (made up of 4 
million transistors) designed to provide 
high-resolution, HDTV-quality, full
motion graphics. 

More Integration 
The other possible design for the Micro 
2000 would trade off some performance 
for even higher levels of integration; it 
would have only two CPUs, one vector 
unit, and a smaller cache. The remain
ing transistors would be used to incor
porate on a single chip all the functions 
necessary for a personal computer. 

INTEL'S MICRO 2000 

Vector unit Vector unit Self test 

Currently , the 386 microprocessor 
requires about as many transistors for 
support logic chips (250,000) as are on 
the chip itself (275,000). Extrapolating 
from that, Intel has allocated 8 million 
transistors for " miscellaneous PC" A high-performance multiprocessing version ofthe Micro 2000. 
functions , such as controlling disk 
drives and memory and communicating 
with other systems. Engineers have also Compatibility course, the availability of so much addi
allotted 8 million transistors for the Ah , but all this new technology means tional raw computing power could pave 
Human Interface Unit, which they ad we'll have to throw out all our old soft the way for new applications that make 
mit is a black box: a yet-to-be-designed ware, right? Not so, says Intel. current programs look antiquated. 
device that will make computers easier Intel claims that the Micro 2000 will 
to use than ever before, perhaps by in continue to be upwardly compatible Kennerh·M. Sheldon is BYTE's senior 

recognition. 
corporating such technologies as speech with the 386 and will run all software editor for features. He can be reached 

that currently runs on that processor. Of on BIX as "ksheldon. " 

really take advantage of all the transistors that we have and be
ing able to partition a system in a way such that you take the 
things that have to be very, very fast - that have to communicate 
with each other- and put them together so thar they can com
municate all on a single die . Because the moment you have to go 
off-die, you sacrifice a tremendous amount of bandwidth capa
bility , and you put this little bottleneck in the system where you 
try cramming data through. 

Another challenge in general is just having the software de
velop in time to really take advantage of that level of perfor
mance as well. Obviously, you don ' t need 1000 MIPS to run 
the software that any of us have today. There has to be an awful 
lot of software developed between now and the end of the de
cade that' s going to consume that much power [for] somebody 
to want to do it. 

BYTE: How about multiprocessing? The 486 has some capabili
ties in that area . Are you looking to expand that capability in 
future processors? 

JOHN CRAWFORD: From our perspective, that's probably 
more of a systems issue than a chip issue. I think we have 
enough basic hooks in the product line today to support that, 
and we see a number of companies-Sequent being one; NCR is 
another one- that have multiprocessor systems based around 

our product line . So, it's a question of taking advantage of that. 
There's a significant amount of work at the system level to get 
multiple processors working together. 

BYTE: What do those hooks consist of? 

JOHN CRAWFORD: Well , things like having the memory hi
erarchy stay consistent ; that's certainly a very important one. 
Another key one is some kind of method for signaling between 
the processors. Some kind of memory-locking scheme is a typi
cal one-that's the one that we use. Those kinds of things . 

BYTE: There's going to have to be a fairly significant shift in 
software platforms for a multiprocessor chip to be useful. Do 
you foresee that being something that's going to have to go 
hand-in-hand with hardware development, or do you see either 
one driving that? 

BILL RASH: I think we see a number of trends today that 
indicate the direction it's going in . Look at the way OS/2 is set 
up- by supporting multiple threads and multitasking , it gives 
you the ability to use those multiple processors . Obviously, if 
you're going to run two processors at once, [you use] one pro
cessor per program. But even in the case of the single applica
tion, in a single-user environment, multithreading means that , 
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in your spreadsheet , while one processor i drawing the screen 
for you, the other processor can be reca lculating the spread
sheet. 

So we see a direction in product like OS/2 that says the soft 
ware is going to be able to take advantage of multiple execution 
units in parallel. And even Microsoft talk s about Windows 
long-term incorporating the capabilities of multiple threads , 
like OS/2 has. So this is an important feature that all the major 
operating sy tern in the world are moving toward. 

Take a look at the kinds of application that consume that 
performance. At Comdex, we had a demo of a peech-to-text 
convers ion running on a portable 486 computer. It would tran 
scribe continuous speech-you didn 't have to pause between 
the words . [It had] a 1000-word vocabulary, and a 486 was 
doing the speech-to-text conversion . 

BYTE: What was it running? 

BILL RASH: It was running Dragon software. It wasn ' t doing it 
in rea l time; you'd talk for a while, and it wou ld pause a bit , and 
out would pop the text. So a 25-MHz 486 isn ' t quite there yet for 
rea l-time performance. But the software ' s running now , and 
I'll admit the human interface isn't perfect , but give them time, 
and with . orne faster CPUs coming a long , you'll be able to do 
the speech-to-text conversion in rea l time. But the issue of con
tinuous recognition has been solved ; you don ' t have to pause 
between the words . and multiple speakers could talk to it. It 's 
not perfect - it won' t take any accent and convert it- but it 
shows that the softwa re rea lly made a jump forward into what I 
view as a very critica l human inte rface technology, the com

could be significantly faster if it was 32-bit. 
We introduced the 386 in October 1985 , and by November. 

we were a ll very fru strated that significant 32-bit appl ications 
hadn't yet surfaced and that Mic rosoft hadn' t done a 32-bit 
DOS , etc. But clearly , there needs to be a cri tical ma ·s of in 
stalled hardware, and there has to be a clear trend ... well, 
there has to be a market for the 32-bit software in order for it to 
be produced . Par ticula rly. the events of the last couple of years 
have really set in place that in tailed base, and it's just a que 
tion of time now until that takes over . 

BYTE: Do you think that when OS/2 2.0 comes out, it will be 
significant enough that people will really sta rt jumpi ng on it? 
Will the performance difference of a full 32-bit implementa 
tion be significant enough to jump-start OS/2? 

BILL RASH: In general, I don't know if the conversion will nec
essa rily happen on OS/2 . Windows will also go to 32-bit . bu t 
that transition will be really pushed hard by the fact that users 
are going to discover that , on a piece of hardware that used to 
work at a certai n speed, when they get the 32-bit version of thi s 
application, a ll of a sudden the responsiveness goes up . That 
will motivate a lot of people to spend whatever the upg rade fee 
is to get the new release of the 32-bit application. There' s a 
great business opportunity for all the application vendor out 
there to sell yet anothe r upgrade to their favorite application. 

BYTE: Are the re features of your chips that have been over
looked or misi nterpreted? Thi ng 
out? 

puter getting to the point where first it can tran 
scribe the text. Then , of cour e, you let all the 
lingui sts go to work on figuring out the meaning 
of the words in the text: but first off, at least you 
get it into text so that the computer can sta rt fig 
uring out the meaning of it. 

And certai nly there are applications where just 
simple commands a re useful. I'd love to have an 
an wering machine I could at least g ive a few 
simple instructions to: " Is thi person here?" 
The thing could say yes or no. " How can I get 
hold of them?" Those kinds of things. You can 
envision your computer on your desk becoming 
an answering machine that can actua lly ta lk to 
the people on-line and give some reasonable set 
of answer. on a lim ited set of topics. 

A Designer's Frustrations 
BYTE: What 's been the mo 1 frustrating thing 
about the software that runs on the hardwa re 
you've designed? 

DAVE VINEER: I think the most fru strating 
thing for me has been the length of time that it 's 
ta ken to fi na lly take advantage of the 32-bit 
power. Still havi ng 16-bit operating system and 
programming interfaces is really hampering a lot 
of people . 

BILL RASH: Both Dave and John a re engineering 
users, so they run the e monste r programs that 
con ume, what , 400 , 500 MB of program space? 

DAVE VINEER: Even running things like Power
Point under Windows-it's slow at times, and it 
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There 's a significant amount of work 
at the system level to get multiple 
processors working together. 

Joh11 Crawford 

that you would like to point 

BILL RASH : Power ma nage
ment inside the 386SL. One 
of the things we've seen is that 
there ha been a lot of intere ·t 
in building desktop PC [PC 
compatibles ] that don ' t have 
fans. that are totally silent. So 
the idea of having power man 
agement in your de ktop sys
tem is that the sy tem huts 
down when you wa lk away 
from your PC . and it cools off 
internally . When you si t 
down and tart using it again , 
the fan may not ever turn on. 
even bet wee n key i rokes . 
And the way you do that is 
that you power down the PC 
as much as possible in the 
desktop . 

DAVE VINEER: Anytime you 
take advantage of someth ing 
like thi s, there's some big de 
sign effort that has t go into 
it. We've added a . pecific 
form of power management 
on thi chip. a specific set of 
tools that you can use , and 
those tools are mo tly imple
mented in the hardware . 

ow , you cou ld totally ignore 
those and do it the old-fash 
ioned way . but there are many 
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things that the old-fashioned way could not do . And without 
taking advantage of some of the tools that we gave specifically 
to solve some of these problems , they could make the same sort 
of machines that they have today- "they" being any particular 
company- and reach approximately the same level of power as 
they have today. It would be slightly lower because it's a static 
part ... but to take full advantage of it, they would have to rede
sign and rethink how they're going to do their power manage
ment. The hardware-obviously, it can be smaller now . 

BYTE : So. six months from now , we'll see a whole new crop of 
notebook portables coming out? 

DAVE VINEER: I' m sure we will. 

JOHN CRAWFORD: Higher performance , smaller package , 
lower power, longer battery life-which means I ighter. because 
they'll have smaller batteries. 

DAVE VINEER: That 's rea lly the trend that I think we're going 
to see for a while . We're not going to see longer battery life; 
we ' re going to see smaller. lighter machines , because they're 
going to make the batteries smaller to take advantage of the fact 
that we use less power. 

BYTE: So we 'II be sticking with the 2- to 3-hour battery li fe that 
we now have? 

DAVE VINEER: I think so. There will be some that are going to 
go up . There are a few lunatics out there who say that as long as 

Maybe a laptop will be nothing • I think there 's a lot 
more than a Docking Station to be done in the world 
for a credit card. ofsoftware. 

Dave Vineer Bill Rash 

it needs to be plugged in. it' s a worthless machine. Someday 
that may happen: [computers ] powered by the electricity in 
your finger. 

BYTE: Or a solar-powered panel? 

BILL RASH: Or the heat of your body ; you put it in your shirt 
pocket , and the heat of your body recharges the battery. 

Again, it's interesting . The features of those notebook 
translate to the desktop. Power management is one thing . An
other thing is thi s idea of auto-resume. I mean , why doe every
body have to boot their computer every day? It ' s really kind of 
crazy. They walk away, the system shuts down, they come back 
the next morni ng. and [the system is] back to where they left it 
off, and it wasn't consuming power all night. heating the build
ing up . 

The Hunt for Bugs 
BYTE: When the 486 first came out, a couple of bugs were re 
ported ; there was some obscure arithmetic instruction that 
wasn't working right. Was that just a normal process of the chip 
bei ng built? 

JOHN CRAWFORD: Well, any of these products is extremely 
complicated, and although one of the keys to our success is 
making sure that we can build these things and eliminate these 
kinds of errors to produce a product that is reliable, we can 
build millions of them and sell millions of them- that' s an ex
tremely complicated thing. 

BILL RASH : I think that what' s interesting is that 
as the part get more complex , the number of 
errors keeps going down with each generation. 
So we continue to refine our ability to essentia lly 
do zero-defect design so that the designs work 
from the beginning . That is ou r goa l- zero 
defects; I'm not going to claim that we will get 
there next year, .but we cut the number of errors 
by a factor of three in goi ng from the 386 to the 
486. 

DAVE VINEER: There's a certain number of 
bugs that you can find before you '' tape out," and 
a certain number that you find after [going to] 
silicon . On the SL, we tried for the firs t time to 
boot DOS on la simu lation of the 386SL running 
on] the mainframe. We have an IBM 3090. And 
it took approximately two weeks of continuous 
running to get to the C: > prompt. This is run 
ning a full logic si mulation of the chip. 

ow, all of us know thatjust because the DOS 
prompt comes up doesn't mean your PC's per 
fect· there are many machines that give you the 
DOS prompt that have lots of incompatibility 
problems . So you can see that , if we were to try to 
run Windows- which you know how long you 
wait for- we wouldn't be there yet. 

So there 's always a magic point where the de 
sign engineer says , " I've found as many bugs a 
is practica l without seeing rea l silicon ," and runs 
the real silicon. Now , whether the customer sees 
the bug or we see the bug is dependent on how 
soon our customers want to ee the silicon. Ev
erybody's chomping at the bit; they want to see it 
the same day we do. and we want to hold off and 
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debug it and make ure it's a clean as possible before they get 
it, but nobody's willing to wait. That endless cycle of balancing 
the teeter-totter is what causes some customers to see bugs, and 
some not. And the ones who see bugs are the ones who know 
that they 're getting si l icon that we haven't gotten all the way 
through yet. 

BILL RASH: This whole area of finding bugs in our ilicon 
early has been a big area of focus for Intel in the last few years . 
We 've really invested a lot of effort into developing some to
tally different approaches to try and find the bug in our de 
signs before they get to silicon, before they get to one of our 
OEM customers , and certainly before they show up on the shelf 
in a computer store . 

DAVE VINEER: One of the interesting anecdotes is that we had 
386-based workstations to develop the 486 , and a lot of those 
are still in service. We also used the 386-based workstations for 
the SL- a nice ince tuous relationsh ip . 

BILL RASH: Actually , I think there was an interesting story 
where we discovered that one of the idiosyncrasie of the 386 
masked a bug early in the 486 design , because the workstation 
executing a certain instruction did it exactly the way the 486 
would have. 

BYTE: A kind of genet ic flaw? 

BILL RASH: We discovered it before the design went out , but I 
remember there was a story about the fact that we were using a 
microprocessor that was identical to the one that we were 
imulating. 

New Technology 
BYTE: What k inds of new technology do you see coming out of 
laboratories thal will have an impact on the way you de ign 
chips? 

DAVE VINEER: Well , our group has been kind of inward-fo
cu ed, because we haven't figured out what to do with 100 mil 
lion transistors . Offer me a bil lion, and I sti ll don't know what 
to do with them . 

BILL RASH: There are other things that are not re lated to tran
sistors but that affect a lot- for example, different ways of 
packaging. Look at this board; see how thick it is? [Editor' 
note: See the prototype laptop board shown in "Portable 
Chips, " mentioned above.) Tf you think about the silicon die on 
there. it's considerably thinner than those packages . By the 
time you want to start slipping something into your pocket , thi 
kind of pac kaging is unacceptable . You've got to come up with 
much si mpler ways of mounting the silicon dies themselves onto 
substrates that are thinner than this to interconnect thi ng . So 
there is a lot of technology on packaging that' going to be criti 
cal in making computer into something that you can slip into 
your shirt pocket. 

BYTE: More integration? 

BILL RASH: Could be. The key is to eliminate all this plastic 
we put around the silicon die . More low-tech stuff. 

DAVE VINEER: There' s the "chip on board" that we 've been 
doing a lot with in the Ia t few years . Memory cards are another 
example. Possibly you are going to ee CPU card . Maybe a 
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laptop will be nothi ng more than a Docking Station for a cred it 
card. 

BILL RASH: What 's fascinating is that display technology is 
moving into the realm of semiconductors. If you think about 
what are the best displays that you can get today, they're all 
active displays , with literally a transistor per pixel, and it 's al
most semiconductor technology. Or four transistors per pixel 
in order to do color, wi th one redunda nt transistor in the group . 
Again, that 's the kind of technology that will give me my hand 
held computer with a nice hi-res display. The trick now is to get 
the equiva lent of a 50-MHz 486 all integra ted in there, with 
enough memory to do speech recognit ion for me so that I don't 
need my ·"chicklet " keyboard ; I can just talk to the silly thing to 

take notes and things like that. 

JOHN CRAWFORD: I think that"s where a lot of the more ex
citing stuff that we ee is coming out of, not from the silicon 
technology per se, but in a lot of the periphera l equipment, if 
you wil l : displays, speech recognition , multimedia , all this 
good stuff. 

BYTE: Do you think it makes sense to have a special chip for 
speech recognition? 

BILL RASH: Speech recognition is an extremely software-in
tensive application. It takes megabytes and megabyte of data 
patterns and code, things like that. It's hard to imagine that as a 
dedicated chip. because the thing has to be trained for the vo

cabulary. I find it hard to believe that you cou ld have dedi
cated chip that you could magically feed an ana log signa l into 
and out pops a string of ASCII text , all in one chip . Maybe 10 
years from now. but in between , there is going to be a need for 
an awfu l lot of software that a more genera l-purpose micropro
cessor grinds through in order to do the pattern recognition that 
is an essential part of speech recognition . 

BYTE: It 's intrigui ng that you don ' t know what to do with all 
those transistors . 

JOHN CRAWFORD (laughs): I didn ' t say that ; I've always got 
plenty of ideas. 

BILL RASH: It is a challenge to make sure that we ca n really 
use those transistors. because if you don't use them effectively. 
what you end up with is, somebody else builds something with 
half the number of transistors that does the job just as w II, and 
you ' re at a cost disadvantage. 

DAVE VINEER: Or, more embarrassingly , does the job better. 

JOHN CRAWFORD: I think it ' s also a fact that if you look out 
10 years from now, it's very hard to predict exact ly what we're 
going to build . lf you look back 10 years, were we predicting 
that we'd have 486s and i860s and SLs in the marketplace? I 
don't think so. So predicting what we are going to be building 
10 years from now is very risky. But I think that in terms of 
some of the raw technology numbers. the relentless march of 
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semiconductor technology is going to continue . and we can 
project from that. For next year ' s- 1991 and 1992- product 
plans, we have a very good idea of what's going to be in the 
marketplace. at least from Intel. If you look out to the 1993. 
1994, 1995 time frame. we have a fairly good idea of what 
we're going to build, what we 'l l have avai lable . Of course, 
things will change a time goes on. 

DAVE VINEER: That 's part of my comment , too. of not know
ing what to do with a hundred million transistors . If you rea lly 
sit down today and say . ,;OK , I'm going to build this wild ma
chine, and I'm going to put everything in it ." I' ll gua rantee you 
can't spend a hundred million transistors. It 's like spending 
a million dollars in a day or a month and walking away with 
nothing. 

BILL RASH: Want me to tell you how, Dave? 

DAVE VINEER (holding up a notepad) : This is my laptop, to
day. I'm looking for something that replaces this . This is it. 
This is what I want. When I can do everything that I can do with 
this pad of paper and this pen, I might be happy . That means 
being able to tea r things out and hand them to my secretary. It 
means being able to draw pictu res, it means being able to put in 
text. it means being able to keep my calendar. and everything 
else . This is my ca lendar. So, this is how I live, and thi s is what 
I'm looking to replace. If you can imagine thi s as a laptop, thi s 
in electronics, that 's how I can account for 15 million transis
tors. Now what do I do past that? I guess I can sta rt tal king to it. 

JOHN CRAWFORD: Wel l, if you want to double the perfor
mance, I can tell you how to use 60 million. 

DAVE VINEER: OK , 60 million . But I guess I'm against havi ng 
it implanted in my head . 

BILL RASH: [That brings up] thi s whole idea of the human in
terface that we have to the computer , and what happens when 
you really think about integrating audio into your computer, 
such that your computer can litera lly answer your telephone for 
you [and] file away your telephone messages. The laptop you 
carry with you: You set it next to your main computer, maybe 
on an infrared link , or an RF link, and the two update each 
other. You don 't even have to hook it up- just sort of bring it 
close to your home computer . and they update each other as to 
what happened lately. 

[It could] even give you your telephone messages and tran
scribe them from speech to text so you can see your E-mai l 
messages on your little hand-held that you ca rry around, be
cause they've been transcribed for you. Or you ca ll up your 
computer and listen to your E-mail messages , which are tran 
scribed from text to speech; you can hea r what E-mail mes
sages you've received while you' re traveli ng. 

People are going to really think through some of these sce 
narios of what people do, and what kinds of technologies have 
to be integrated into a PC to really make eve rybody more pro 
duct ive and [do[ less drudgery work on thei r computers. And I 
think there 's a lot to be done in the world of software . I think 
we' re developing an awful lot of hardware here , to crank out the 
horsepower to do it. • 

BYTE staffmembers participating in thi interview were Owen 
Linderholm , Rich Malloy, Andrew Reinhardt , and Kenneth M. 
Sheldon. You can reach them on BIX as "owen/ ," "rmal/oy, " 
"areinhardr . " and "ksheldon , " respectively. 
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High-Speed

Safety 


There are limits to standard PC serial communications caused by limitations 
of the port, the CPU, and the bus. There are also solutions. 

KEN KRECHMER 

With new communications capabilities, users are op
erating PC serial ports at higher data rates . Digi 
tal data communications services provide data 
communications at 56,000 and 64,000 bps, and 

ISDN basic rate interfaces providing 144,000 bps are now 
emerging. New data compression functions within modems 
and other data communications equipment (DCE) make 4
to-1 compression of text data possible. As a result, users are 
developing applications, such as CAD/CAM and LAN inter
connect , that require serial communications at rates sub
stantially above 9600 bps . 

Unfortunately, at rates above 9600 bps, PC serial ports 
can operate unreliably , particularly when the operating sys
tem is multitasking (e .g ., Windows, OS/2, or Unix). Even a 
TSR program can affect the reliability of serial 
communications. Windows 3.0 claims support 
for serial communications up to 19,200 bps. 
However, when users have problems with the in
tegrity of data transmission, technical-support 
personnel as well as communications hardware 
and software vendors regularly suggest setting 
the maximum serial port rate at 9600 bps, as 
suming that the problems result from the inabil
ity of the communications channel to support 
the higher data transfer rates . 

In fact , these particular data-integrity prob
lems have nothing to do with the operation of ex
ternal communications . The problems lie with
in the PC. Whether your computer communica
tions system has such problems depends on its 
processor type (e.g ., 286, 386, or i486) , bus 
clock rate , and cache memory organization, as 
well as the actual serial data rate supported. 

Within the PC 
The serial communications process begins 
when an application or operating-system service 
requests the processor to transfer data on the PC 
bus to the seria I port. If the computer bus is be-

ILLUStRATION KEVIN HAWKES © 1991 

ing accessed by another application at the same time , the 
communications process will be delayed . However , the 
serial port operates at a fixed data rate. If a delay occurs that 
exceeds the number of bits transferred per byte divided by 
the channel transmission rate in bits per second , the serial 
port sends a NUL character to the remote DCE. When 
transmitting from the PC , the NUL character only reduces 
the effective data transfer rate of the communications chan
nel; it does not cause data loss . 

The situation can become serious when data is received . 
Data loss can occur if the serial-to-parallel converter in the 
modem attempts to place data on the computer bus when the 
computer bus is active doing other tasks. If a data byte can
not be passed on to the PC communications application by 
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MAXIMUM DELAY ALLOWED FOR DATA RATES 

The table assumes the most efficient communications 
software supporting 8-bit bytes. It is possible that the 
effective serial port rate (in bytes per second) on the 
personal computer bus may be different in either 
direction. 

Delay before 
data is 
lost/delayed 

Serial port 
(bytes per 
second) 

Communications 
channel 

(bps) 

6.6667 ms 150 1200 
3.3333 ms 300 2400 
0.8333 ms 1200 9600 
0.5556 ms 1800 14.400 
0.4167ms 
0.2083 ms 
0 1428 ms 
0.1250ms 

2400 
4800 
7000 
8000 

19,200 
38,400 
56,000 
64 ,000 

millisecond (ms) = .001 second 

the time the next data byte is assembled from the modem, then 
data is lost. The amount of data that gets lost depends on the 
type of serial-to-paral lel converter connecting the modem and 
the computer bus (e.g., what size buffer is operational) and the 
length of time the computer bus is occupied with other tasks. 

A data compression function can also make the symptoms of 
a data-integrity problem more confusing . When transferred 
data is not compressible, data loss problems may not appear. In 
some cases , only when compressible data is being transferred 
does the effective data transfer rate exceed the physical limits 
of a PC system-a more difficult situation to troubleshoot, and 
all the more reason to test the capabilities of a system before it is 
placed in service. 

Data-integrity problems rarely occurred when communica
tions took place at 2400 bps and PCs worked on one application 
at a time . At those rates, interruptions of 6 or 3 milliseconds, 
respectively, would not cause a problem in an IBM AT. 

An 8 - MHz AT re 
quires about 0.25 ms toEIVH ACTION SUMMARY support a single ser ial 
port interrupt. Modems 
operating at 9600 bps

Speed Traps and using data compres
sion can cause data toDespite the claims of many 
transmit four times 

vendors to the contrary. faster (4800 bytes per 
second). When the maximodems often do not deliver 
mum delay before data


data throughput in actual ap- integrity problems occur 

is 0 .2083 ms, a single in 
plications at rates even close 
terruption of 0 .25 m s 

to the ones attested to. will cause d ata lo ss. 
Such interruption s areHere's how to test your appli
common in a computer 

cations environment to iden- system that s upport s 
multiple applications . tify when data throughput is 

The table above shows 
less than that desired and, if the maximum delay al

lowed for various dataso, how to improve it. 
rates. If the communica
tions software applica 
tion is designed to work 
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with asynchronous modems without data compression, it may 
transfer data to the serial port (transmit direction) at one-tenth 
the transmission rate . The software anticipates the transmis 
sion-rate reduction that occurs when the start and stop bits are 
added in the seria l port. 

When data is lost as it passes between a modem and a com
puter, it is not corrected by an error-controlled modem (using 
either MNP level 4 or V.42). Error-controlled modems can 
only detect and correct data e rrors that occur between the DCE 
devices (e.g. , on the communications channel). The data-integ
rity problem is particularly di stressing for users who have 
modems with error control, because even with that , you cannot 
be certain if you are losing data or not. 

True Throughput 
The text box "Determining Serial Throughput " on page 147 . 
describes the issues that affect serial port throughput. Al 
though determining the speed of the modem is reasonably 
straightforward. determining the actual compression perfor 
mance and any data transfer problems between the serial port 
and the microprocessor is more difficult. Only when you con
sider the sum of these items can you determine the actua l 
throughput of the communications system. 

Communications Test Program from R. Scott Associates 
(Raleigh, NC) is a good tool for evaluating the true communi 
cations throughput (i ncluding the effect of compression) pro
vided by modems and the communications channel. If you use 
CTP with the same PC configuration as the communications 
application , you can start identifying possible computer-related 
communications performance problems . To accurately project 
performance by the compression used, you need to send the 
same type of files as you do when running the application . 

Unlike common commu nications programs. which poll the 
serial port for received data at a fixed rate. CTP responds to 
each interrupt (single byte) on the serial port. This provides a 
more accurate indication of the communication s c hannel 
throughput without considering degradation from the lim ita 
tions of the PC. 

Even though CTP is designed to test the maximum through
put of the communications channel, using it on a single PC in a 
loopback test is va luable . To perform thi s test. set up one PC 
with the same configuration (but with two serial ports) that you 
will use for the application (see figure I). Establish a local con
nection using two modems and two telephone lines and invoke 
CTP. Or , you can bypass the local phone system by patchi ng 
between the modems with RJ II cable and using the Hayes mo 
dem ATO (originate) and ATA (answer) commands on the orig 
inating and answering modems, respectively. 

The throughput tests are best run over a long enough time 
span to provide a real istic metric of the data being transferred 
between the transmitting and receiving applications . Measur 
ing the throughput over a long time span is a better metric of the 
throughput than you could anticipate through practice. For ex 
ample, if the test file takes less than 5 minutes to transfer, make 
a file consisting of multiple copies of the original file and trans
fer the larger file. 

Don ' t make the mistake of measuring throughput by the time 
it takes to transm it from the first to the last byte . The correct 
way to measure throughput is from the first byte transmitted to 
the last character received . This accurate measure of through 
put requires the use of a common time reference in the receiv 
ing and transmitting applications , easily done when you use 
CTP and a single PC . 

CTP allows you to perform the test in a single direction (half
duplex) or in both directions at the same time (fu ll -duplex) . 

.::ominued 
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If the presence or Micro ~ 1
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No matter how complex your voice commu
nications services are, no matter how many 
locations you manage, TRACKERTM from 
CCMI/McGraw-Hill can now give you the 
information you need to contain costs and 
save money. 

Drawing on years of experience gathering 
and analyzing rate and tariff data, CCMI/ 
McGraw-Hill created TRACKER to provide 
you with an instant look at your current 
services by location ... and then compare 
your alternatives. Through this unique 
database, you can quickly identify where 
to reduce costs at a price that more than 
pays for itself. 

TRACKER has proven itself to be the answer 
to lower costs in the increasingly complex 
telecommunications environment. To learn 
more, call today. 

1 800 526-5307 Ext. 249 
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Title____________________________________ 
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EIA 232 

Communications EIA 2~3::;Test Program 
installed 

ffiESTING MAXIMUM DATA TRANSFER 

Modem Une 1 

2iiRJ~~e.~ateIII l-.:..l..-U.ne T-1;-;: 
2 

Figure 1: To test the maximum data transfer rate using the 
Communications Test Program, use a single PC with two 
serial ports and two modems. The modems can be tied 
together by traditional phone connections and dialing or by a 
direct RJ11 connection and the Hayes modem commands 
ATO (originate) and ATA (answer) . 

Choose half- or full -duplex depending on the requirements of 
the communications application that you implement. It is far 
easier and more accurate to perform such an analysis when the 
transmitter and receiver are in the same device . Other test ap 
proaches transfer the information between two PCs and require 
a means of maintaining a time reference between them. 

To use CTP at high data transfer rates (e.g ., 57 ,600 bps) , 
you may need to disable "send data display " if you are using a 
12-MHz, zero-wait-state 286 PC or less . (You can disable 
"send data display" as a CTP option .) Even at rates of 19,200 
bps with less than 65 characters per line , you may not be able to 
transfer serial data and video data at the same time , because 
writing to the video monitor interface uses BIOS calls that 
create too much CPU activity. The added load on the PC pro
cessor and bus interferes with communications port act ivity. 

Checking for Data Loss 
If the testing suggests that you have data loss at the data rates 
required by your application, you need to do more testing. You 
need to identify if any data may be lost in actual practice. 

Using two PCs, configure both systems with the computer 
software and communications hardware identical to that of the 
application environment. The simplest communications chan
nel that allows the two DCE devices to be interconnected will 
suffice. 

Transfer files between the two systems and store the data on 
the destination system's floppy disk. At the completion of the 
transfer , use the DOS COMP command to compare the data . 
Differences in the files indicate data loss in the computer, si nce 
error control is provided over the communications channel. 

Organize this test methodically . Use one standard test file 
for the first test and this second one. First , send the file exactly 
as the production application would. Next , send the file (assum
ing a multitask ing environment) while other applications are 
operating on the receiving computer. As discussed earlier, data 
loss may occur in the receiving computer . The tran mitting 
computer can only cause reduced throughput. Then, send the 
file in both directions at the same time (assumi ng this could 
occur in the real application). 

A little creative testi ng now will prevent hours of painful 
troubleshooting later. Format a blank floppy disk, and recalcu
late a spreadsheet or generate a database report. all while re
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Determining Serial Throughput 

T

he actual throughput between two Pes over a telephone 
line using any data communications equipment depends 
on three parameters: (l) the transmission rate between 
the DCE (see the figure below); (2) the data compression 

used , if any, and its efficiency on the data being transmitted ; 
and (3) the ability of the PC systems to pass information rapidly 
between the software and the modem. When these effects have 
been considered, an analysis can be made of the true data trans
fer rate between two Pes. Testing is the only reasonable means 
to determine the actual operation and data integrity of a com
munications system. 

The Transmission Rate 

The transmission rate is part ofa modem standard (see table A) . 

Full-duplex standards are indicated , but many manufacturers 

also provide standard or nonstandard half-duplex modems. 


After a call from an originating modem is connected to the 
answering modem, the answering modem sends a high-pitched 
tone (answer tone). On receipt of this tone, the originating mo
dem starts a process termed handshaking. It is during the hand
shaking process that the two modems will determine what mod
ulation type(s) each is capable of and agree to use a common 
modulation. The usual handshaking implementation generates 
a connection at the fastest common transmission rate. 

The Data Compression Mechanism 
Several data compression algorithms are available for use in 
modems and other DCEs. The compression ranges shown in 
table B take into account the effect , in asynchronous transmis
sion, of removing the start and stop bits . Postulating a contjnu
ous fixed data compression rate allows a view of the potential 
compressed data rate. Assuming a factor of4 compression: 

9600 x 4 = 38,400 bps 
14,400 x 4 = 57,600 bps 

Determining the exact compression that will occur in a trans
mission is usually not possible, because it depends directly on 
the exact bit patterns that are being transmitted . Patterns with 
high redundancy , such as ASCII text, can be compressed more 
than a binary file . 

The use of data compression makes it more difficult to deter
mine the exact data transfer rate. When data is not very com
pressible, the serial port operates at lower data rates . Additional 
complication comes from the fact that the communjcations soft
ware application may transfer data to the modem at one-tenth 
th.e data rate, anticipating the reduced rate caused by adding the 
start and stop bits. This effect reduces the actual data transmjs
sion rate by 20 percent. 

Serial port (DTE) 

DCE- Oata commUillcahons equipment (e.g., modem) 

OTE=Oata le<IJ)Inahng eqUipment (source and deslinatoon ol s.gnals on commllnicahon link) 


COMMON MODEM STANDARDS DATA COMPRESSION PROTOCOLS 

Table A: The transmission rate is described as part 
ofa modem standard. 

Common modem Main rate Alternative rate 
standards (bps) (bps) 

CCITI V.32bis 14,400 12,0001960017200 
CCITIV.32 9600 4800 

CCITI V.22bis 2400 1200 
Bell212 1200 n/a 

Bel1103 0-300 nla 

Table 8 : The computing resource required is a 
relative indication ofrhe performance ofthe 
hardware . A 1 is a low-performance system, such 
as an 8088 system, and a 4 might be a 386 system. 

Nominal Computing 
compression resource 

Protocol rate required Comments 

MNPievei S 2 Proprietary 
MNP1evel7 2-4 4 Proprietary 
V.42bis 2-4 2 CCITI 

standard 
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ceiving the test file. Such processor-/bus- intensive activit ies 
should indicate if data loss can occur. 

When you compare the original and transferred f iles , any 
di sc repancies indicate data loss . If there is data loss, severa l 
possible approaches will prevent it. First , you can reduce the 
max imum allowed seria l port data rate of the connection. 
While thi s is certainly not des irable , it is better than runn ing 
the risk of undetected data loss. Alte rnatively, use a faste r 
computer . 

Next, you can prevent , by software design or user inst ruc 
tion, the operation of simultaneous applications that cannot be 
supported without the risk of data loss. Disk formatting is an 
example of a processor-/bus-intensive task that can be avoided 
during communications. However, avoiding other simulta
neous applications can be diff icult to enforce and more difficult 
to accept. 

Fina lly, you can obtai n hardware and software that corrects 
or prevents this type of problem without degrading system per
fo rmance. This is the best approach. 

Application Software Error Control 
If the communications application software offe rs a means to 
detect and correct e rrors through to the remote end system, then 
any bytes that a re lost on the computer bus would be detected 
and corrected . Protocols such as Kermit , XMODEM . YMO
DEM , and other PC-based error-control protocols perform this 
function. There are several caveats, however: 

I . The protocols (especia lly ea rlie r versions) used by commu 
nications application software may not be communications
effic ient. 
2 . Many software communications applications do not have ac 
cess to an e rror-cont rol protocol within them. 
3 . The software-based protocol has to be avai lable at both ends 
of the communications, which may not be poss ible in PC-to
host communications. 

Rather than correcting errors by retransmission, the communi 

cations system throughput would be higher with a solulion that 

elim inates the errors. 


A Different UART 

In IBM-compatible PCs, the ori gina l 8250 universa l asynchro 

nous receiver/transmitter (UART) provided the seria l-to-para l

lel connection from the seria l communications channel to the 

para llel computer bus. The latest 8250 version, the 16550A, 

includes a small ( 16 bytes in each direction) buffer. Newer 

computers and seria l cards , including the la rger IBM PS/2s, 

use the 16550A. The 16550A assists greatly in preventing data 

loss, but the communications software needs to turn on the 

buffering for it to perform any diffe rently from the 8250 . 


Manufacturers of communicat ions soft ware applicat ions a re 
starting to delive r software products that check whether the 
UART is a 16550A, and , if it is, they turn on the buffer . Verify
ing that communications applications implement the 16550A 
buffer can be a way to solve the computer bus data loss prob
lem. Be sure to verify that the commun ications application 
actuall y enables the buffer; then, test your communications 
system to be sure. However, if the I6550A isn' t ava ilable, or if 
computer bus delays might be longer than 15 byte time , a di f
ferent solution may be in order. 

Hayes ESP/ESD/ESI 
Hayes is one of severa l high-speed modem vendors that is offer 
ing solutions to this kind of problem. Hayes recently announced 
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its Enhanced Se rial Port ; the related serial communicat ions 
software d ri ver , Enhanced Serial Driver; and a public defini 
tion of the interface between them, the Enhanced Seria l Inter
face. The ESP boa rd is a plug-in card (both EISA and PS/2 ver
sions) that has a 1000-byte buffer in each direction to prevent 
data loss . It interweaves with the software ESD to be sure all 
bytes transfe r red across the bus reach the intended local 
dest ination. 

In fact , the Hayes ESP/ESD/ESI solution supports the fol
lowing four ways of solving the serial port data- integrity 
problem: 

• First, support for the 16550A . which requires that the 
communications appl ication software utilize the addi t ional 
buffer. 

• Second. an enhanced 165SOA mode that uses separate 
logic in the ESP a round the 16550A to identify when the re
ceived data is overrunni ng the capacity of the PC . It wi ll then 
exert flow control (RTS or DSR) to prevent data loss. This 
mode does not attempt to ensure more efficient line utilization 
in the transmit di rection. nor does it require that communica
tions software appl icat ions support the 16550A . 

• Third, an enhanced buffered mode that supports buffered 
transfers between the PC and the ESP card. utilizing a Hayes
supplied software driver. In this mode. bidirectiona l fl ow con
trol utiliz ing RTS/CTS, DTR/ DSR . XO / XOFF, or transpar
ent XON/ XOFF is supported. 

• Fourth , a true DMA mode. DMA is a specific high-speed 
transfer mode des igned into the ISA, EISA , and Micro Channel 
architecture versions of the IBM computer bus. By uti lizing 
DMA , efficient data transfers can be made with min imum use 
of the PC/bus resou rces . Hayes provides softwa re drivers for 
use under Windows and OS/2 to support a DMA transfe r mode . 

Because it req uires purchasing a new serial port card and a 
specia l software dr iver. the Hayes solution is quite an expen
sive one. But it minimizes the use of expensive PC re. ources , 
because the commun ications between the modem and the 
microprocessor memory use DMA. DMA is significant ly 
fas te r and more efficient us ing the computer bus resource than 
usi ng the polled character-by-character access that normal ly 
ta kes place . T he most significant deterrent to the use ofDMA is 
the few communications software applications that cu rrently 
support it . 

The Multi-Tech Intelligent Seria l Interface 
Mult i-Tech Systems (Mounds View. MN) also offers several 
a lternative approaches to maintaining data integrity through 
the ser ial port. The most innovative approach. the Inte ll igent 
Ser ial Interface (lSI), borrows from the de facto standard for 
connecting asy nchronous seria l ports to LA s. The developer 
of thi s interface, Network Products, calls it Network Commu
nications Se rvices Interface. and the company that promulgates 
its use, ovell, calls it etwork Asynchronous Services Inter
face. Since a wide range of wmmunications ·oft ware for LA 
interweav ing supports it , th is standard offers an existing solu
tion to maintain data integrity across the serial port. NCSI pro
vides the connection between the LA software and the higher
layer application or exte rnal communications. 

The NCSI inter face transfers blocks of data across the com
pute r bus in response to an interrupt request and is only a slight 
ly less efficient use of the computer/bus resources tha n is a 
DMA transfer. A d rawback is that lSI requires commun 1cations 
applications designed for LAN communication s. even if you 
a re not planning on us ing it for a LAN , as is shown in figure 2. 

An issue that may affec t the CSI performance is that many 
current softwa re applications with NCSI support the interface 
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Figure 2: The Network Communications Services Interface provides the connection between LAN software 
and the higher-layer application or external communications. Essentially, you are taking advamage ofan established 
network standard to do high-speed serial communications. Interfaces I and 4 are possible NCS/ interfaces. Interfaces 2 and 3 are 
proprietary interfaces currently. Interface 5 can be a serial port or a bus interface (with an internal modem). 

only at 19,200 bps, but 38,400 bps is desirable for use with data 
compression and 14.400-bps modems. In the future , more 
NCSI will likely offer support for 38,400 bps. 

The drawback to the NCSI approach is that it will operate 
only with a Multi-Tech internal card or a Multi-Tech serial 
card. It is , therefore, potentially as expensive as the Hayes ESI 
approach . 

Forval Turbo Interface 
Forval America (Salt Lake City , UT) , a new high-speed mo
dem manufacturer, has taken a different approach to handling 
the problem of data loss within the computer. The company 
calls its solution the Forval Turbo Interface (FTI) . 

An FTI looks exactly the same to the PC bus as an 8250 on 
the modem card plugged into the bus . In fact , it actually oper
ates more like a large 16550A that does not need to be turned on 
by the communications application software . The FTI has a 
built-in buffer of 1000 bytes in each direction. However , each 
byte is delivered to the computer bus and an interrupt request 
generated. If the byte is accepted by the computer bus , the next 
byte is delivered . If the byte is not accepted by the computer 
before the next byte is assembled from the communications 
channel, the first byte remains, and the second byte is stored in 
the second location in the buffer. The third byte is stored in the 
third location in the buffer, and so forth . In this way , the FTI 
can hold data that cannot be accepted by the computer bus until 
the bus has time to accept it. Since the FTI is designed into the 
Forval modem , it can also provide flow control to the opposite 
end of the communications channel should the 1000-byte buffer 
begin to fill. 

The advantage of the FTI is that it provides reliable and com
patible operation at high data transfer rates with existing com

munications .software applications in existing IBM-compatible 
PCs. The disadvantage is that the FTI is only avai lable in For
val modems and that the interface is interrupt-driven and not as 
efficient a use of the computer bus resource as is the Hayes ESP 
or Multi-Tech approaches. 

General Solutions to Data Integrity 
Since each manufacturer's solution to PC data integrity is 
manufacturer specific, each solution requires its own commu
nications software (or driver) . A general solution for a ll hard
ware communications devices. or DCE devices. requires an ac
cepted standard. The Telecommunica tion s Indu stry 
Association TIA TR-29.2 is the U.S. standards commiuee that 
develops digital interfaces to PC fax devices . Work has been 
under way for over a year to develop a standard transfer method 
for high-speed serial communications for fax applications . It is 
possible that a standard way to support high-speed PC fax ap
plications could also be used for other high-speed serial 
applications . 

But communications software companies have not been ac
tive in this work, and communications hardware vendors are 
often interested in popularizing their proprietary solutions to 
the data-integrity problem . Gaining consensus from competing 
companies to create a TIA standard thus remains an elusive so
lution to data integrity. • 

Ken Krechmer is the principal ofAction Consulting in Palo Alto, 
California , a firm involved in data communications standards 
and product development. He is also the technical editor of 
Communications Standards Review, a technical newsletter of 
the activities occurring in wide-area network standard groups 
worldwide. He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors." 
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impact of your presentation, LiteShow IIdramatically 
reduces presentation costs. 

An image displayed on LiteShow II costs 
about 6 cents compared to $1.00 for an overhead 
transparency or $15 for a color slide.· And LiteShow 
II itself costs less than a VGA laptop. 

LiteShO\v II works with any multi-sync 
monitor or video/data projector. But for the most 
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l!li!!!!!l!!!i ~ ease-of-use, flexibility, the 

freedom to make last minute changes on the fly, 
the easy portability and the final, bottom-line cost, 
LiteShow II is the most persuasive and cost-effective 
way to make your point. 

And there's nothing lightweight about that. 

INFOCUSSYS 

/11 Fom .• .\y.•tr•m.,• f11c. 7710SII' Moha wk S/l·ert. Jiwlati>r. Orrgmr 976112. J.}l(l() •.?ll-72.11. /11 Oregorr, SOJ-692-496!1 Fax: SOJ- 692-4476. 
Uu.~., II is'' rmd.mrmi:. PC J'in.vroml lrt ForuJ !!J)11rm.s at'r t"~Jurtd rrod,.murh of In Hxus SyJJmts J,r_ Allotlttr mul~mnrb or rrgWr.n.d tradontJrf.f 11,.,. tit~ prnpt'rtyoftlu-ir ~'"-" ltoldtrs. 
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Pretty. 

A PC that looks good in your 
office won't look good for long 
out in the plant. 

Heat murders microproces 
sor . Dust decimate disk 
drives. Vibration victimizes 
video ca rd s. 

Any or all ca n wreck your 
entire operation. 

Texas Microsystems line of 
rugged, reliable !SA Bus products and systems are specifi 
cally engineered for those brutal industrial environments that 
ea t pretty PCs for brea kfas t. 

To ensure maximum reliabili ty we design and manufac
tu re from scratch practica ll y everything that goes into ou r 
systems, like passive backplanes which we pioneered for 
microcomputers in 1983. These backplanes accommodate a 
full compliment of convenient, plug-in components, all com
patible with IBM®. They' re why ou r Mean Time To Repair 
(MTIR) is a phenomenal 10 minu tes. 

You won' t find passive backplanes- or lower MTIR
in any of the leading office PCs. 

We also build ind ustria l-strength option ca rd to handle 

myriad functions, in addition to our 286, 386™ and 486™ 

CPU cards in a full range of processor speeds. Our CPU ca rd 

designs use Very Large Scale Integrated circuits and pro

grammable array logic devices to reduce component counts 

by 50-60% which enhances reli

ability and resistance to physical :~,-~· :_, . . .• cJ 


! ' 1 I PI 

stress. Ultimately, the design . .-
~·contributes to our remarkably Ultra.fast 32·b•l (8038b) A I ' 

long Mean Time Between Fail eqwva lr111 ( '/'( ! board /U86S 
..· \m•lablt· al l fi. 20. 25. :U ,\ 1/ h

ures (MTBF): 70,000-100,000 

hours, calculated aga inst the MIL Standard Handbook 217E. 


You won' t find that kind of card selec
tion - or MTBF - among the leading PC 
makers. 

You won' t find them torturing their 
systems like we torture ours, either. 

ot only do we perform ext nsive 
"shake, rattle and roll" te ts on each 
new design, we pret t aU our sys
tem before they I ave our d ck. We 

.I11<SIOII Cn t.calllrnchtop 2003 burn them in at 55°C/ 131 OF for 48 
10 npwm slo ls a"d 2 dnr1e bay.' 

hours straight just to make sure they 
can take the heat at your plant. 



Pretty reliable. 

What's more, we shock-mount our disk drives to stand up 

to vibrations surpassing Richter scale proportions and we use 
only high-reliability power supplies that can go 100,000 hours 
MTBF. 

With all that reliabili ty designed into our products, is it 
any wonder that we guarantee better support than the other 
leading PC makers? Every system we offer comes with a full 
one-year, on-site warranty. Theirs don' t. We also offer a toll
free number for technical and sales information, a regional 
network of sales engineers, engineering support for systems 
integration and a guarantee to meet shock specs. Of the lead-

It's- No- Comparison 
Texas Microsystems COMPAQ IBM 

PS/2 
Passive Backplane Yes No No 
100,000-hour MTBF power supply Yes ·-:: No No 
Shock-mounted disk drives Yes ·- No No 
Maximized MTBF Yes ~ _... No No 
Positive pressure, filtration Yes - l No No 
()l)eration at ss•C/131 •F Yes No No 
48·hour bum-in at ss•C/131 •f Yes No No 
Maximum expansion slots a.vailable 14 ~ 5 5 
l ·year, on-site warranty Yes ,.. No No 
Toll-free support number 

" Yes ,.,-.  No No 
Regional sales support Yes 4 No No 
"Shake, rattle and roll" testing Yes -· No No 

ing PC makers, Texas Microsystems has the longest history of 
design using Intel microprocessors: 15 years in all. You' 11 
find our systems hard at work in harsh operating environ
ments at 70 of the Fortune 100 companies. 

Granted, the leading office PCs may 
be prettier than ours, but our in
dustrial-strength systems are de
signed to be more reliable. That 
reliability makes our systems 
look a lot better where it really 

Missio11 Critical Rack-mormt 200/: counts: 10 optio11 slots and 3 dn've bays. 
Your production line . 

For technical or sales information, call 

1-800-827-8700 
TEXAS 
MICRO 
IYITEMI 

Texas Microsystems, Inc. 
© 1990. Texas Microsystems, Inc. " Mission Critical Micro" is a trademark 
of Texas Microsystems, Inc. Other trademarks mentioned are registered, 
trademarl<ed or service marl<ed by their respective manufacturers. 
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STATE OF THE ART 


THE PAPERLESS 

OFFICE 


0

ne of the ironies of the personal computer revolu

tion is the amount of paper it has produced. Back 
in the mid-1970s, many people thought that one of 
the effects of personalization of computer technol
ogy would be the obsolescence of paper. (Little did 

they comprehend the attraction of seeing our words in 37 
fonts and type styles, all on the same page.) 

The effect of computers, of course, has been to increase 
the amount of paper we put out. When it is so easy to create 
decent-looking output, there is little reason to exercise re
straint. This has created its own problem: the care, feeding, 
storage, and retrieval of all those paper documents. It has 
also created a new technology called document image pro
cessing (a .k. a. the paperless office) to handle the mass of 
paper documents we've buried ourselves in. 

In "The World of Documents," Gerald P. Michalski de
scribes how the concept of a document has been radically 
changed by computer technology. He outlines how you can 
integrate imaging with many different technologies, such as 
text management, hypertext, and groupware, to garner the 
greatest utility from your information system. Two of the 
satellite technologies described by Michalski are described 
in detail in a couple of related text boxes. In "Moving Data 
Using EDI," Sharon Fisher describes electronic document 
interchange, an ANSI standard for the automatic transfer of 
business information. In "Warm for Forms ," Mark Ska
pinker describes how electronic forms processing can go a 
long way toward making the paperless office a reality. 

The central technology of the paperless office is docu
ment image processing. Paper documents are scanned into 
image files stored (usually) on optical disks. The documents 
are then available for retrieval, viewing, and printing. In 
" Catch the Wave of DIP," David A. Harvey takes a close 
look at the technologies that build an imaging system. 

DIP is more than a technology. In "Practically Paper
less," David A. Harvey and I examine some DIP success 
stories: companies that have implemented document imag
ing to solve very real problems. The cases examined range 
from simple network configurations to enterprisewide, 
mainframe-based imaging Goliaths. In a related text box 
titled "The Evolution of DIP, " David Silver traces how DIP 
has changed from the days of microfilm. 

It is easy to get carried away by technology, and DIP is no 
exception. In "The Dark Side of DIP," Christopher Locke 
brings into focus the problem of indexing as it relates to the 
storage and retrieval of stored images. Locke stresses that 
indexing documents is not a low-level task but rather one 
akin to knowledge engineering . He is also leery about as
signing documents using rigid classification schemes; he 
views an archive as a vein of information to be mined, not 
as a static, lifeless entity. In a 
related text box, Locke de
scribes some of the numerous 
products available that reveal 
the challenge of indexing. 

In "Divide and Conquer," 
David P. Wright and Christo
pher L. Scofield describe an 
optical character recognition 
system based on neural net
work technology. They see a 
bright future for this technol
ogy in the paperless office , 
particularly in forms process
ing . In a related text box 
called " Recognizing Script ," 
Jane Morrill Tazelaar de 
scribes an innovative hand
writing-recognition system 
from the Soviet Union . 

A completely paperless 
office is not yet a reality and 
may never become one. Re 
gardless, the myriad ways that 
computer technology lets us 
view and link documents will 
enable us to see information 
in new and different ways . 
And that's worth a lot more 
than an office without paper 
clips. 

- Bob Ryan 
Technical Editor 
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JUST HOW FAST IS 

PROGRAMMING IN APL*PLUS? 


This fast. APL* PLUS slTeamlines the whole 
programming process and screams through complex 
data manipulations with turbo speed. 

APL* PLUS notation is like the math you al ready 
knmv. So you can solve problems the way you think 
aoout them, instead of wasting tin1e fi gu1ing out hmo to 
solve them. And it's concise. Afew li nes of APL* PL S 
can replace pages of code w1itten in other lt:mguages. 

Explore complex "what if" scenaJios using built-in 
functions that manipulate tables of data like single 
object<;. Prototype solutions aJid quickJ y put them to Lhe 
test. Develop complete applications in record-breaking 
time \·\~th editing, graphics, screen \\~nclm.\~ng c:mcl corn· 
munications facilities, mouse suppot1 aJld intetiaces to 
spreadsheets and subroutines w1itten in other languages. 

Use our tutmial to jump stc:ut the whole pro· 
gramming process. Then. use APL* PLUS' speed 
;:mel pm.ver to zoom through your development cycle so 
fast it's almost illegal. APL* PLUS. The prug -amming 
l;mguage to use when you have miJes of data. And 
the need for speed. Call tod<ty and we'll rush you a 
free demo disk. 
Sel' w; at Th e Which Compuler:' .\'lw w, Booth #4312 

APL*PLUS® 
(800) 592-0050 Ext. 875 

In \laP;Iand •:101• ~J.'>-Fil2: l Outs ide· Th,· I ' .· .. Call • :lUI • ~J8-1 ·:,.11 2 


For T lw \ amt· Of 'l i>UI ,\ tllhn1ized Ik•;Jk r. 


APL * I' Ll IS is a r<•gistered ! t ~ t cl <" rll a rk , ,f STSC. Inc. . ~nd ~~ a\'ailabk f,,r Ill\ I I ·c·, :u od C<•mpmibJc.,... l ' \1 :\ ,,.,,rb tatH •II ~. \ ',\ \ min ir< •ll iJHHl'rs ;md Il l\ I mai nfto mJt•s. 
F; L~ : !Jill I YIYI ·SII:l4 TELE:\ : , 9808;i tSTSC lii:J \'1-:, < 1991 STSC. lnr . 111:, E:tst Jd f, .N,tl S! t<"<'l • ll<~chi ll, · . \ Il l ~o:<:,:! 
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STATE OF THE ART 


THE WORLD OF 

DOCUMENTS 


No system is likely to need all the technologies of Intelligent Dotument Management, 
but you may well need more than one 

GERALD P. MICHALSKI 

The world of documents as we 
know them is disintegrating be
fore our eyes. The mental map 
we typically use that equates a 

file object with a document is fast being 
replaced by a more complex mapping. 
Hypertext and " hot" or "active" links 
between objects are blurring the differ
ences between one file object and the 
next. In a well-engineered system, these 
objects and their links can all look like a 
single document. 

One working definition for a docu
ment would be the following: A docu
ment is a snapshot of some set of infor
mation that can 

• incorporate many complex 
information types; 

• exist in multiple places across a 
network; 

• depend on other documents for 
information; 

• change on the fly (as subordinate 
documents are updated) ; 

• have an intricate structure, or 
complex data types such as full
motion video and voice annotations; 
and 

• 	be accessed and modified by many 
people simultaneously (if they have 
permission to do so). 

Each of the people accessing a docu
ment may have a different purpose for 
doing so. For example , a customer-ser
vice representative may need to view a 
complaint letter to tell its author its cur
rent status. A manager may need to view 
the same document alongside other let
ters about the same issue to diagnose the 
problem. 

continued 
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THE WORLD 	 OF DOCUMENTS 


INTELLIGENT DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 

Markup languages Raster-to-vectorTextRemote database conversion
publishing retrieval Pattern 

Dynamic recognition
document assembly Text management 

Real-time 
text filtering lnfonnatlon refin ing 

Handwritten character recognition 
Hypertext 

User interfaces 
Interactive ~ Optical character recognition 

multimedia ;,"' · ~ 


Indexing Scanners Compression Document 
architectures

Navigation Optical media Text and 
data 

. I
Groupware 	 Work-flow ' Electronic Imaging Images Complex documents 

software 
..

Group decision Output devices I Jukeboxes Graphics 
support systems Digitized 

voice, video 
Display technology Object-oriented 

databases 

Forms processing FOOl ISDN Multimedia databases 

Security Large-object 
EDI storage Geographic 

Network issues
Barcode information 
and form systems 

Host 	 E-mail recognition 

Integration 


Figure 1: The scope ofimaging systems extends into other related technologies under the concept ofIDM. The location of 
the various technologies does not imply a formal structure; it simply reflects their relation ships to one other. (Courtesy ofNew 
Science Associates) 

Intelligent Document Management 
Few tasks in today's business environ
ment revolve around the task of filing and 
then retrieving a document. Thus, many 
of today's imaging offerings have incor
porated functions like database lookups, 
integrated word processing, and prede
fined work flows. But few vendors pre
sent a complete and integrated solution to 
the problems of creating, storing, man
aging, manipulating, and disseminating 
information. Most vendors extend the ar
chitectures that they developed in re
sponse to another need. 

The umbrella term Intelligent Docu
ment Management (IDM) extends the 
scope of imaging systems into other, re
lated technology areas, as shown in fig
ure I. This diagram is conceptual, not 
formal. The technologies it shows are 
placed near one other in a way that re
flects their relationships. 

For example, much of the early re
search in hypertext was also research 
about what is now called groupware. 
Doug Engelhart's work on the Augment/ 
On-line System and the work on Zog at 

Carnegie Mellon University intended to 
provide a seamless browsing environ
ment for academics and researchers to 
enhance their collaboration. 

Assume that figure I is a three-dimen
sional model, richly interconnected, and 
that you are looking at it from the per
spective of electronic imaging technol
ogy. Just because a topic like "text re
trieval" is located across the diagram 
from database technology doesn't mean 
that the two are not related and intercon
nected. In fact, they are. No relationship 
is simple. Each topic has an effect on 
others; the effects just weaken as the 
topics become more distant. 

The technologies shown are not cate
gories, but sets of features and functions. 
Some systems require only one or two of 
them; others will need a rich mixture. 

Imagine a research laboratory that 
wants to move from keeping records in 
spiral-bound notebooks to an integrated 
system that catalogs the activities of the 
researchers and aids them in creating in
novative products. Laboratory work has 
changed a lot from the early days when 

all notes and calculations could be kept 
in notebooks. Now , researchers have 
computer models on disk . 

A successful laboratory system might 
rely on multimedia databases to store 
data, texts of various kinds , electronical
ly scanned photographs, and data 
streams representing the results of ex
periments or test tabulations . The re
searchers might need full-text access to 
each other's research papers , and the 
ability to comment on each text and cir
culate those comments to others in their 
field or company. 

A hypertext information environment 
would help to cross-reference all the rele
vant works and provide a browsing 
mechanism to help bring previously un
seen relationships to the fore. Such a sys
tem would probably require high-resolu
tion displays, much mass storage, and 
high-bandwidth communications . If in 
formation to be stored on the system ad 
hered to a common set of storage stan
dards at the file and data-stream level , it 
would vastly improve the ease of inter
change among tools. 

continued 
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PC Magazine's 
Editors' Personal Best 1990 

Byte's 
Best Products of 1990, 

Award of Merit 
PC World's 
Best Buys in 

Windows Hardware 
Opt imal Workstation 

Here's what the experts are saying 
about the hottest high performance 
graphics board available -
the Hercules Graphics Station Card"'! 

"At $1,024, the Hercules Graphics
Station Card is state of the art at 
an exceptional price:' 
lrifo World, Hercules' 34010 Graphics Board 
i.s State of the Art, Eric Azinger, Sept. 3, 1990 

" .. .1024 x 768 non-interlaced 256 colour 
mode is the only way Wmdows should 
ever be run." 
PersO?ULl Computer World, Guy Swarbrick, Here1des 
Graphics Station Card, June 1990, UK 

"H you do a lot of different kinds of graphics
but don't want to spend too much, the 
Graphics Station Card is for you. 
Highly recommended:' 
CADalyst, Ralph Grahowski, August 1990 

"The Hercules Graphics Station Card combines 
an extraordinaey set of features designed to handle 
your most . . . well . .. Herculean graphics tasks:' 
PC Mag02ine, Thnt Unger, Best of 1990, January 15, 1.991 

"... Hercules will have proved, twice, that you
don't have to be IBM to set standards." 
Personal Computer Worl-d, Guy Swa·rbrick, HerC'Ides Graphics 
Station Card, June 1990, UK 

Th find out where you can buy your 
Hercules Graphics Station Card, 
call800 532-0600, ext. 745. 

for reo~le Wit~ ~i~~ ~tan~ar~s! 
'lbchnoloJ![Y, Inc. 921 Parker St reet , Berkeley, CA 94 710. Hercules and Hercules Graphics Station Card are t rademarks of 

names are trademarks of their respect ive owners,who are notassociat l'fl with Hercules. ' 24 ·bit~:olor suppor t d 
Hercules Art Dept., Autodesk 3D Studio. AuLoCAD Rei. IL, AutoShade and Autodesk 3D Studio require GB 1024+2 model. 
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THE WORLD OF DOCUMENTS 


Moving Data Using EDI 


S
orne say that the paperless office 
is as much of a pipe dream as the 
paperless bathroom. But one 
technology making real contribu

tions toward reducing the amount of 
paper in today's offices is the Electronic 
Data Interchange standard. 

The EDI protocol, also known as 
ANSI standard X.l2, lets business orga
nizations exchange data in a standard 
format, reducing the need for many 
standard forms I ike purchase orders, in
voices, and even tax returns. 

In addition to reducing the volume of 
paper, EDI also greatly reduces the 
amount of rekeying or repunching a 
company must do; this lets you spend 
your time on other tasks, saves the re
keying time, and eliminates errors in
troduced through rekeying. Conse
quently. some major user organizations 
require the use ofEDI not only in-house 
but also by all their suppliers- an action 
that's contributing to the spread of EDI. 

RootsofEDI 
EDI wa first developed by users in 
groups representing their various indus
tries (e.g., purchasing, transportation, 
and financial applications); this is un
like many of today's standard's bodies, 
which are composed primarily of ven
dor representatives. At first, the groups 
focused on developing standards within 
their industries, but gradually they 
moved to transindustry standards. 

EDI took its first steps toward be
coming a bona fide standard in the late 
1970s; in 1983, it was published by 
ANSI as a group of five distinct stan-

Few research labs can afford to move 
to such a system today . Most are working 
to provide some of the functionality 
where they sense their priorities lie . For 
example, many pharmaceutical compa
nies have submitted thei r documentation 
to the U .S. Federal Drug Administration 
on optica l disks , hoping that electronic 
storage of page images will speed the ap
proval process . It will, but only insofar 
as the approval process involves looking 
up static documents. It ignores the need 
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dards . New standards for forms are be
ing added all the time; the 1989 release 
included 32 standards, while the 1990 
committee has approved development 
for nearly 100 additional standards . 

Some 18, 100 organizations use EDI 
worldwide, according to estimates by 
EDI, Spread The Word!, a consulting 
firm specializing in EDI. The firm pub
lishes a directory that includes 9400 
U.S., 1000 Canadian, 1000 European, 
and 600 Asian companies; moreover, it 
estimates that an additional 2500 U.S .• 
100 Canadian, 2300 European, and 
1200 Asian companies have not regis
tered. According to EDI , Spread The 
Word!, the number of EDI users is also 
growing at a galloping 45 percent annu
ally, from 1465 registered u er organi
zations in July 1987 to the current 
12,200 registered user organizations. 

Continuing EDI's heritage, nearly 60 
industry-specific groups help promote 
EDI's use among their members . In ad
dition, almost 20 geographically based 
users groups help their members work 
with EDI. 

WhatlsEDI? 
The EDI protocol itself specifies only 
the format in which the data is trans
mitted- for example, specifying that 
the purchase order number will always 
be in a particular location. The proto
col's format is based on a group of data 
elements- the smallest named units of 
information in the standard. Data ele
ments are identified by a reference num
ber, and the data-element dictionary 
specifies the name, description, type, 

of clinical experts to review tables of test 
results and run their own analyses ; it ig
nores their need to search the full text of 
the document database. More broadly. it 
does not supply the interactive analytic 
capabilities that regulators need in order 
to give approval. 

Navigating Around the IDM Chart 
Here 's a tour of figure I , starting with 
the word navigation. This term is placed 
near the confluence of four technology 

and minimum and maximum lengths of 
each. In addition , data elements that are 
codes rather than textual fields include 
lists of the valid code values and defini 
tions in the dictionary. 

The X. l2 standard is actually made 
up of four parts : the X 12.3 data-element 
dictionary ; the X 12.5 interchange con
trol structures , the EDI equivalent of an 
"envelope"; the Xl2 .6 application con
trol structures, or the formal descrip
tion of the EDI architecture; and the 
Xl2 .22 segment directory , which de
fines segments. Segments themselves 
are a list of related data elements . such 
as multiple lines of an address. 

Other EDI components are the tran 
action set (the actual data that EDI is to 
transmit) and the functional group (a 
collection of imilar transaction sets) . 
Several purchase order , for example. 
are collectively a functional group but 
are individually a transaction set. Head
ers and trailer lead and follow transac 
tion sets and functional groups. 

Other than the headers and trailers , 
the data format itself is fairly simple: 
the name of the field - which might be 
BT for "bill to" or ST for "ship to," for 
example- followed by the information , 
such as the lines of the address. Each 
address line is separated from another 
by a data-element- eparator character. 
A segment terminator comes at the end 
of each related group of data, such as a 
four-line address. 

The Parts of EDI 
Because the EDI protocol itself peci
fies only the format in which the data is 

areas (electronic imaging, text manage
ment , hypertext , and groupware) be
cause it describes the commonalit ies be
tween these feature sets. For example , 
the fields chosen as indexes in an imag 
ing system provide the means to navigate 
to the documents you need , typically by 
enteri ng a case number, social security 
number, or client 's last name. 

In work-flow applications (with prede
fined document-routing instructions pre
scribing that documents move from desk 



transmitted and does not address the 
way in which two companies establish 
the communications link, you can im
plement EDI on a wide variety of com
puters- from Apple Ils to DOS PCs to 
Unix workstations to mainframes- and 
transmit the data using a number of 
existing data transmission protocols, in
cluding asynchronous communications 
and several IBM communications pro
tocols, such as 3780. 

On the PC level, some 30 vendors of
fer software that lets you implement 
EDI, according to a list distributed in 
the EDI Yellow Pages International di
rectory. Prices of the PC software gen
erally range from $500 to $6000; most 
are between $1000 and $2500, but one 
is as much as $18,000. 

EDI is similar to the X.25 communi
cations protocol in that both computer 
software and a network are required to 
transmit data and you can either make 
use of a public data transmission net
work or set up your own. At present, 
about 18 vendors, including such famil
iar network names as Sprint Telenet, BT 
Tymnet, and CompuServe, offer EDI 
network services, according to the EDI 
Yellow Pages International directory. 
Costs for EDI networks vary. Factors 
determining the price include a monthly 
fee , hourly on-line charges, per-docu
ment or per-character charges, and vol
ume discounts . 

In general, the network services offer 
three types of transmission: Asynchro
nous, supported by nearly all the ven
dors, lets you call in over a standard 
dial-up line with a modem ; bisynchro

nous , provided by all the services, uses 
existing but older lBM communications 
protocols; and Systems Network Archi
tecture, provided by most of the net
works, uses more up-to-date IBM com
munications protocols. Transmission 
speed ranges from 1200 bps to 9600 
bps, but most companies use 2400-bps 
bisynchronous transmission. 

Setting up your own EDI network is 
far more complex and expensive-the 
software costs as much as $128,000. 
It 's generally done only by very large 
organizations that plan to embrace EDI 
in a big way. 

Getting into EDI 
You can move into EDI gradually, on a 
department-by-department basis, says 
Bob Payne, a partner in EDI, Spread 
The Word! "A lot of new users start by 
just licensing software for the PC, hav
ing it receive purchase orders, printing 
those out, and then keying those into 
any order-processing system they might 
have," he explains . This allows you to 
receive purchase orders faster than you 
might using the U.S. Mail , although it 
is more costly, and it is probably the 
cheapest way to fulfill an EDI require
ment. (The EDI Yellow Pages Interna
tional directory also includes a 12-step 
"paperholics anonymous" list of sug
gestions for implementing EDI.) 

A way to take greater advantage of 
EDI is to integrate it with your com

' pany's order-processing software, says 
Payne. "Some PC software packages do 
a pretty complete job of preparing a file 
that a user could bring into an order-

processing system," he notes. Unfortu
nately he says, few vendors have inte
grated EDI functionality, so you have to 
do it yourself. But that final step is what 
you should plan for, according to Payne. 
"You can integrate that final step, elim
inate manual operation, and do EDI 
with other customers ," and gradually 
leverage the investment by expanding to 
other customers , he says. 

" If you ' re Levi Strauss, you have 
software to receive purchase orders in 
that format, and you can use that same 
software with any department or any ap
parel retailer," Payne explains . "That's 
the beauty of it, and that's where the 
standard really comes into play. " 

As a bonus , EDI can make even small 
companies look " big," Payne says , in 
the same way that letterhead and word 
processing add a professional look. 
"They can look as good as somebody 
like Levi Strauss does," he says. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Data Interchange Standards Associa
tion, Inc ., 1800 Diagonal Rd ., Suite 
355, Alexandria , VA 223 L4, (703) 548
7005. (Ask forthe XI2/DISA Informa
tion Manual , ASC Xl2S.) 

EDI , Spread The Word! , P.O. Box 
811366, Dallas, TX 75381, (214) 243
3456'. (Ask for the EDI Yellow Pages 
International.) 

Sharon Fisher is a San Francisco
based freelance writer specializing in 
computer communications. She can 
be reached on BIX as "sharonfisher. " 

to desk as tasks are completed), docu
ments actually navigate their way around 
an organization. A work-flow environ
ment is much more distributed than a 
central-control model. It 's like having a 
roomful of autonomous crews that work 
at their own pace, pulling work off the 
queues and sending it on as they fini sh. 

Sometimes people are not sure where 
they want to navigate. They wa nt to 
bump into things, learn , and get new 
ideas, often without needing one specific 

document . What they require is a r ich 
browsing environment , and that' s what a 
well-authored hypertext system is. 

Text management falls on both sides of 
the navigation issue . On one hand , text
retr ieval systems (similar to indexes in 
imaging systems) help you navigate to 
spec ific documents. On the other hand , 
text-filtering systems can be loaded with 
individual user profi les that map their in
terests. Thus, the filtering system cont in
uously watches a stream of in formation 

(e .g . , a newswire feed or E-mail mes
sages) and pipes only the relevant ones 
into the appropriate " to read " folder. 

These two sides of navigation high
light two facets of!DM : You can ma nage 
intelligent documents, like those that 
move themselves arou,nd an organi za
t ion, or you can manage documents intel
ligently- for example, by not scann ing 
documents tha: are not likely to be re
trieved . Because these technologies are 
not yet inexpensive enough and powerful 
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GROUPWARE LAYERS 
Same ... Tool typM 	 Examples 

Network 	 Conferencing Participate, EIES 

E-mail message fi ltering Andrew, Object Lens 


Project 	 Project management I' Star "T 
Interpersonal coordination Action Technology 

Department Work-flow software Workflo, Workhorse 
or task group Shared-document databases Notes 

Document 	 Document tracking docuForum 
Group document creation ForComment 

Time 	 Videoconferencing Cruiser, VideoWall 
Shared-image workstations Databeam , Aspects 

Place 	 Meetings, group decision· Golab, Capture Lab 
support systems 
Brainstorming aids Meeting Machine, Elmer lmlt 

Nothing 	 Personal information managers Agenda, Current 

I the same Personal productivity tools WordPerfect 

Figure 2: Various groupware features cluster together according to the workgroup 
that tends to use them. (Courtesy ofNew Science Associates) 

IJ\JTE 	ACTION SUMMARY 

Intelligent Document 

Management 


Inte lligent Document Man

agement extends the scope 

of electronic imaging into 

other , related technology 

areas: hypertext, groupware, 

info rmation refining, multi· 

media databases, network 

issues, text ma nage ment, 

complex documents, and 

forms processing. All t hese 

areas are re lated and inter

connected, some of them 

more closely than others. 

Some document imaging 

systems may require only 

one or two of them; others 

will need a rich mixture. 
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enough to be widespread , you must make 
careful economic choices to get 80 per
cem of the desired effect for 20 percent 
of the cost and effort , where possible. 

To complete the tour, I will move to 
forms-processing systems. In the IDM 
perspective, Electronic Data Interchange 
is a subset of the forms world: In essence, 
EDI standards are predefined forms ex
changed electronically, full of informa
tion, instead of being mailed out the door 
on preprinted stock (see the text box 
"Moving Data Using EDI" on page 162) . 

If the forms are still in a paper state 
and EDI is not readily achievable , mark
ing the forms with things like bar codes 
and buying scanners with built-in bar 
code recognition can dramatically speed 
the sorting of inbound mail. 

Finally, electronic forms , whether 
front ends to a database , enhanced forms 
software , or forms built with Lotus 
Notes' built-in forms editor, can bind 
workers together more closely by facili
tating their work across the corporate 
network as well as between organiza
tions. This is why forms processing is so 
near to groupware (see the text box 
"Warm for Forms" on page 166) . 

Workgroups 
The term groupware has been much ma
ligned of late, but it still has value. You 
can replace it with "computer-supported 
cooperative work" or "workgroup com
puting ," if you wish . But the term covers 
features in software that help people ac

complish work together, whether they 
are sitting next to each other, across the 
country from each other, or in the same 
seat (at different times) . Figure 2 illus
trates the different features of groupware 
that become handy when people have 
certain things in common; several fea
tures can come in handy at once . 

For example, work-flow software fea
tures, like those that are found in File
Net's systems, are typically used at a de
partmental task-group level to move 
work around. Such a group may want to 
create a database of shared documents
as you can, for instance, with Notes from 
Lotus Development (Cambridge , MA) . 
Notes also has other features , including 
text filtering , forms building, and multi
media E-mail. 

If group members are working more 
closely (perhaps assembling a single 
document , such as a bid or a market 
study), they may need software that man
ages the component parts of the docu
ment, as well as software that allows one 
member to make comments on another's 
document. The author, on reviewing the 
comments, can either approve them (in 
which case the document is permanently 
altered) or refuse them (in which case the 
document is left intact). 

If you bring workers together more , by 
working at the same time, they may want 
to view the same document in real time. 
Videoconferencing and shared-screen 
systems (e.g., the Aspects system for 
Macs from Group Technologies in Ar
lington , VA) provide such help . Meeting
room enhancements developed by Xerox 
Palo Alto Research Center provide simi
lar tools to people in one location. 

You should not ignore personal-pro
ductivity tools and personal information 
managers, even though these are usually 
designed for one person only. Ifyou hook 
an application like Lotus Agenda to your 
E-mail network , it can help fi lter your 
mail- a groupware function . 

WordPerfect (Orem, UT) has been ad
vertising the groupware capabilities of 
WordPerfect Office recently . That's a 
word processing company broadening 
into office automation and advertising 
groupware. The walls are all tumbling 
down, and that 's why it makes sense to 
view these features as just that : features. 

Above work-flow systems are features 
that enhance the coordination of work 
across the enterprise and even between 
enterprises. As more people get on-line 
accounts and send messages , intelligent 
filtering features , like those in the Ob
ject Lens project at MIT , will enable you 
to cope with the volume and accomplish 
more work . 

conrinued 



Buy with 


In an effort to make your 
telephone purchasing a more 
successful and pleasurable 
activity, The Microcomputer 
Marketing Council of the 
Direct Marketing Association, 
Inc. offers this advice, "A 
knowledgeable buyer will be a 
successful buyer." These are 
specific facts you should know 
about the prospective seller 
before placing an order: 

Ask These Important 
Questions 
• 	 How long has the company 

been in business? 

• 	 Does the company offer 

technical assistance? 


• 	 Is there a seroice facility ? 

• 	 Are manufacturers warran
ties handled through the 
company? 

• 	 Does the seller have formal 
return and refund policies? 

• 	 Is there an additional charge 
for use of credit cards? 

• 	 Are credit card charges held 
until time of shipment? 

• 	 What are shipping costs for 
items ordered? 

rc) Direcl Markl"ling AssoriJiion, Inc. 19118 

Reputable computer dealers 
will answer all these questions 
to your satisfaction. Don't 
settle for less when buying your 
computer hardware, software, 
peripherals and supplies. 

Purchasing Guidelines 
• 	 State as completely and ac

curately as you can what 
merchandise you want in

. eluding brand name, model 
number, catalog number. 

• 	 Establish that the item is in 
stock and confirm shipping 
date . 

• 	 Confirm that the price is as 
advertised . 

• 	 Obtain an order number 

and identification of the 

sales representative. 


• 	 Make a record of your 
order, noting exact price in
cluding shipping, date of 
order, promised shipping 
date and order number. 

If you ever have a problem, 
remember to deal first with the 
seller. If you cannot resolve the 
problem, write to MAIL 
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/ o 
DMA, 6 E. 43rd St. , New York, 
NY10017. 

ence 

This message is brought to you 
by: 

the MICROCOMPUTER 
MARKETING COUNCIL 
of the Direct Marketing 
Association, Inc . 
6 E. 43rd St., 
New York, NY 10017 

MMC 

MICROCOMPUTER 
MARKETING COUNCIL 
of the Direct Marketing Assooatton. Inc 
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Warm for Forms 


I
n any study of the paperless office, 
you need to look carefully at what 
paperwork makes up the paperful 
office. Forms represent a signifi

cant part of office paperwork. In fact, 
much of the savings you can realize in 
creating a paperless office comes from 
the computerization of business forms . 

The issues are enormous. According 
to Datek Information Services of Wal
tham, Massachusetts, forms make up 
over a third ~f all business documents; 
U.S . companies spend more than $6 
billion every year on preprinted forms; 
U.S . companies waste $2 billion in 
preprinted forms; and U.S. businesses 
spend from $94to $120 billion per year 
to distribute, store, and process forms. 
While most organizations measure the 
cost of business forms by the cost of 
buying a paper form , it has been found 
that for every $1 spent to buy a paper 
form , $60 is spent to process it! 

The Forms-Processing Domain 
When examining the paperless office 
and forms , you need to consider two 
issues : the storage and recording of 
"paper filled" forms using techniques 
such as imaging, and the creation of 
"paperless" forms via electronic forms 
processing . Here, I am examining this 
second issue: the state of forms process
ing today and the impact of this emerg
ing market. While much effort is going 
into imaging paper forms , it is obvious
ly preferable to create a paperless form 
in the first place. The economic and 
ecological benefits are evident. 

High-end forms-processing software 
products are made up of a number of 
necessary components. Designing and 
filling forms are two distinct functions: 
Designers design, and fillers fill . 

The forms designer software must in
clude all the power and control needed 
to define what a form looks like from a 

M8rtlSkaplnker 

desktop publishing graphics-standard 
perspective. The designer also needs to 
specify where the filled-in fields will 
appear and what their attributes (e.g. , 
numeric data only or a mask) will be . 
Designers also define the relationship 
between fields via calculations, lookups 
to databases or lists, and other database 
information, such as indexes and rela
tional links between forms . 

Entering Data 
Forms fillers, on the other hand , tend to 
be relatively unsophisticated computer 
users . The filler program needs to be 
easy to use, but it has to include sophis
ticated print and data-entry capabilitie . 
Often,-fillers can be filling in forms on 
multiple platforms, so the fill software 
has to be available on different types of 
machines. There is also a need for 
batch-type filling for printing forms di
rectly from other applications. Given it 
graphical natu~, forms design software 
is best suited to a graphical environment 
like Windows 3.0. The filler software 
should run on both graphical and text
based machines . 

With forms being created, distrib
uted, and filled electronically, you may 
wonder why you need a print capability 
at all. The answer is simple: Changes in 
forms processing, like any changes in 
office procedures, do not happen all at 
once. The software must cater to the 
evolution from a manual system to a 
completely automated one . Another 
reason is the need for signatures. By 
signing a paper form , fillers take re
sponsibility for the contents of the form . 

Some products, such as PerForm Pro 
from Delrina Technology (Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada) , include an electronic 
signature capability for forms fillers . 
This security system includes the ability 
to include a private key for signing and 
locking any data on the form , as well as 

a public key system for verifying or un
locking the data . Electronic signatures 
are more secure than paper signatures 
because they can lock f ields from tam
pering. Because of government users ' 
high degree of interest in forms soft
ware, this electronic signature should 
be a government-approved type. 

Many other more obvious features 
are needed in a forms processor, includ
ing the ability to share data . This is 
done by storing the data eparately from 
the form , allowing different sources to 
access the data in both forms and tabu
lar format. Once the filled form is 
saved, it is important for it to be ava il
able to other u ers, via printing, fax, 
networks, or E-mail. 

The Form of the Future 
A number of forces are speeding up the 
acceptance of forms processing. One 
important development i the standard
ization of corporate computing in the 
form of standard graphical interfaces 
like Windows 3.0 , standard communi
cations, and database standard such 
a Structured Query Language. Other 
technologies. such as pen-based sys
tems , should add a significant boost by 
making electronic forms filling a porta
ble exercise . 

Over 50 percent of large corporations 
have started using forms-processing 
software, and the technology is n w 
cost-effective for many businesses . 
Forms processi ng represents an evolu
tionary software technology that ult i
mately leads to huge savi ngs in costs and 
paper. 

Mark Skapinker is cofounder and 
president ofDelrina Technology , In c. , 
of Toronto , Ontario , Canada, pub
lisher of PerForm and PerForm Pro 
forms-processing software. He can be 
reached on BIX c/o "editors. " 

Black Gold process the documents to turn the images pinger (Coopers & Lybrand , Boston) . As 
Images are dumb. If you want to do any into useful electronic information . with petroleum refining. information re
thing with them, you e ither have to tag Figure 3 shows a sta ir-step model il  fin ing assumes the ex istence of "depos
them with additional , searchable infor lustrating a concept called information its" of raw materia ls (i.e., in fo rmation) 
mation , such as an index , or continue to refining that was coined by John Clip- that someone ma kes economic decisions 
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about investing in to derive a higher
value product (i.e .. searchable docu
ments). 

The stair-step model shows the steps 
people go through-and they vary wide
ly-to get more value out of documents. 
The x axis (or run of the steps) indicates 
how much money is spent to process a 
given batch of documents; they axis (the 
rise) represents how much understanding 
of the document the computer system 
contains (versus the need for someone to 
read the document and try to understand 
its content). 

The information refining scenario, 
then , goes like this : A piece of paper is 
scanned and ends up as a bit map in the 
computer. If there is text on the page, 
chances are that an optical character rec
ognition (OCR) system can make sense 
of it, but not 100 percent accurately. 

lf accuracy is needed (and there exist 
text-search tools that search inaccurate 
text, so 100 percent accuracy does not 
have to be a design goal), then someone 
or some application has to proof the re
sults. The proofing can involve lookups 
against a dictionary or client list, or po
tentially some AI as an aid to discern 
context and create full sentences . This 
may well be enough. The computer does 
not need to fully "understand" every 
document . 

Finally, some interpretation of the 
words often needs to be made. Within 
limited domains, such as resumes or 
wire transfers of funds, AI can be help
ful today. EDI messages are a-special 
case. They enter this model at an ex
tremely high level of und_etstanding, be
cause two parties have agreed ·on the ex
act nature of the conten~ of. each of the 

1fields. ' 

With slight changes to the steps, this 
model also works for graphics . For in
stance, instead of using OCR, you might 
invoke a raster-to-vector converter to iso
late known objects and derive their attri
butes . 

Planning Issues 
As you decide whether to process the 
documents hiding in your organization, 
you should also consider what format you 
want them in. Ifmultiple people or appli
cations need to access these documents, 
it ' s considerably easier if they all con
form to a single format. Several com
pound-document formats exist today , in 
various stages of completion and sophis
tication. 

Another issue that is sure to come up 
as you evaluate imaging systems is the ef
fect that storing and moving such large 
objects has on your database and network 

INFORMATION REFINING 

Understanding 
of document 

Low 

Figure 3: This stair-step model illustrates information refining-the steps that people 
go through to get more value out ofdocuments. The x axis indicates the cost, and the 
y axis represents how much the computer "understands" the document. (Courtesy of 
New Science Associates) 

capabilities. For example, a normal al
phanumeric database record requires 
about 2000 bytes, while the compressed 
image of an attached business letter 
might need 50,000 bytes. (Imagine your 
family sedan with a 1 0-car freight train 
attached.) 

While network protocols do their best 
to packetize the information and route 
it efficiently, the image still has to be 
reconstructed at the other end. In any 
event, objects of this size will have a sig
nificant effect on the network. 

Consequently, most imaging systems 
use not only large stores of magnetic 
disk, but also optical-disk storage-often 
jukeboxes. And, network administrators 
who might contemplate putting 30 users 
on a single LAN pull back to 10 or so 
when constant image traffic is involved. 
These size factors complicate perfor
mance tuning, backup, and disaster-re
covery techniques . 

Many technology features and func
tions remain undiscussed. Special-pur
pose databases, such as those with an ob
ject or geographic orientation, are slowly 

claiming their place next to text and more 
traditional DBMSes. The object-oriented 
variety may make it a great deal easier to 
store documents with very complex 
structures, as well as documents that 
contain unusual data types (e.g. , video 
and sound). 

Scanners, displays, and printing de
vices are all key elements to the success 
of document imaging. As their prices 
go down, your deployment strategy may 
change substantially. For example, low
cost laser printers on LANs may well be 
a good alternative to centrally located, 
much more expensive page printers. If 
the distributed printers are also fax 
servers (there are some fax devices that 
can now double as laser printers, and vice 
versa), the added benefit may sway your 
decision . 

Where to Start? 

In choosing a document imaging s-jstem, 

consider these points: 


I. Understand all the technical features 
and functions required by a document 
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management system, and accept the fact 
that there is as yet no "silver bullet" sys
tem that does all things for all people. 
Every vendor's offering involves trade
offs. Some offer functionality but trap 
you in a proprietary platform; others pro
vide markup functions but no engineer
ing-document support. 
2. Examine the business around the ap
plication that you want to automate with 
an imaging system. Ask some questions 
beyond the immediate application. For 

For the 


instance, is this business about to change 
radically? Is a restructuring in the off
ing? Are standards either present or 
emerging in this environment that will 
make complex imaging systems unneces
sary? Is there a way to redesign the sys
tem to obtain input information in elec
tronic form? Who is the real client of the 
system you are contemplating, and what 
is its real purpose? 
3. Do an in-depth document profile of 
the department in question . Do not stop 

you've been waiting to Fi 
in DEC tenninal emulation,

,--,,_- ..... 
Selec the PowerStation keyboard. 

The PowerS/ation keyboard gives you the controlyou 
nc<'<l for key-by-key emulationof a DEC terminal. The 
Poz()(.>rStation is an exact Vr200N I100 layout keyboard 
that plugs into your PC The PowerStotion brings VAX 
applications to your PC "ithout having to hunt for 
re-mapped keys. 

Here's the opportunity to standardize on one keyboard 
throughout yourorganizat ion. The PowerStation 
keyboard has been <big ned to workon PCs. XTs. !ITs. PS/2s. 
and the AT&T PC. \ou can Sl\ilch effort lessly between 
real VTs and the PuwerStation. 

The PowerStation leL' vou run PC l>cr.;ions of vour favori te 
VAX applic.llions. including EIJf+. WPS.flC.WvS·PWSil.lOS. 
and nu!D'U. Andtlw keyboard can be used 1vi th regular 
DOS applir;otions. 

TI1e PowerStation keyboard comes 1vith ZSTEM 240 or 
ZSTEM 220 tcm1inal emulation software fur connecting to 

vour VAX . ZSTEM240 includes full VT241 emulation and 
complete VT340 16 color ReG IS & sixel graphics. If you 
only need text. ZSITM 220 wi ll give you fast. accurJte and 
complete VT220/320 emulation. ZSTEM includes file 
lrJnsfer protocols. as wd l as extensive network capability. 
""h support for Novell. 3COM. Ungermann ·Bass. 
Excelan. Wollongong. FTP. Sun and DECs CITRM and LAT. 

With KEA's top-notch techn icalsupport and documentation, 
plus a solid warranty. you can be assured of quality 
products hacked by quality people. 

KF.o\ Svstems Ud. 
'lTi8 North FraserWav. Unit lOl 
Burnaby. B.C. Canada V5J 5Gl 
~e lephone : 16041431·0727 ['n::;, it 1Callli"·'ayl
Fax: 16041411·tliH8 ~ • VU • 

Orders [j]-~-~-I 8J 7J ()lj 

/~I ~\l.u.,J!ho; " ' \41 ..1/,1 1 \I'''~"'' •rl' lradnn.. r~'''' I\ I \ 'Y~Il'"" ll<l o\ ll u !h<'r hr.u><l ;.od prodocl nan1<.., .. , .. rr:.<k"'"'k'ur "'J>nlt·rrd rr..d.-m3rhul thru I'\"'~"" ' "' l>(tldl'" 
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at counting the piles of paper on people 's 
desks and in the file drawers . Examine 
how the information is actually used. Is 
full -text search needed? Model the docu
ment life cycles. How often are docu
ments accessed within five days? Within 
15 days? Within 90 days? How secure 
should the documents be? Who will have 
access privileges? How many versions 
will have to be kept? 
4. Pick your technica l features careful
ly. Decide on the minimum drop-dead 
feature set (i .e ., if they don't have x, you 
won 't buy the system) and then broaden it 
to include the features that changes in the 
application environment are likely to re
quire in the near future . 
5. Match that feature set to current ven
dor offerings and their stated platform, 
product, and market strategies. 

The likelihood that any system you 
build will require all the technologies 
represented in the scope of IDM is slim ; 
conversely, the likelihood that you will 
need more than one is high . Which ones 
you need depends , as usual, on your en
vironment and your applications . But it is 
impossible to make an educated decision 
about which system to select without an 
understanding of the base technology 
features and functions and the way they 
affect one another . 

The Next Plateau: Mainstreaming 
The computing community is now near 
ing the end of an epoch that can be called 
the Federal Highway Projects (FHP) 
phase of the Information Society. Just 
as the U.S. government sponsored and 
funded the construction of a nationwide 
infrastructure of roads, tollways, inter 
changes, and bridges , most organizations 
are focused tightly on designing and 
building their own infrastructures. 

These new infrastructures consist of 
networks (local area , metropolitan area, 
or wide area) , platforms (with the ensu
ing messy operating-system and user-in 
terface issues), and connections (gate
ways , bridges, routers, and various hy 
brids) . 

The major problem is that there has 
been no decree from " on high , •· wherev
er that is, about how wide to make the 
roads, how long to make the ramps, or 
what c.olor to paint the signs. Indeed , 
each organization is fending for itself 
amid the jungle of offerings, all of which 
at least try to say that they can inter
operate . 

Once the FHP phase has passed , imag
ing systems will be regarded as main
stream technologies, not as the special 
ized systems that they are today . In the 
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To see the future 

of motherboards,

look at the past. 


/ 985 . ATronics introduces 
the ATI-1000. The first 
AT-compatible motherboard . 

You'll discover since 1985, one company has consistently given 
both resellers and endusers the highest level of performance, 
quality and support at the lowest possible price. 

ATronics. 
In fact, we were the very first company to produce 

AT-compatible motherboards. 
The result is ATronics delivers the best choice for 

quality U.S. designed-and-made products. 
And with standards that meet or exceed other 

motherboards that would cost you far more. 
ATronics offers one of the lowest failure rates 

in the business. Standard benchmark tests 
prove their performance. 
No other motherboard company delivers it 

all like ATronics. Prove it to yourself right now. 
Pick up the phone and call toll free for information 

and documentation on current and upcoming products. 
You'll be on your way to a bigger, better and brighter future. 

1-800-488-7776. 
Ask us about our FCC Class B Bare-bone Systems! 

/991 . The ATI-48618 2. 
The first 33150MHz baby 
AT-size 486 motherboard. 

The first 33M Hz XT-siu 

386 motherboard. 
 rg® 

~Aliunics 
1830 McCandless Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035-6844,USA 

Tel. (408)942-3344. Fax (408)942- 1674 
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Save an amazing 60% of the desk or counter space now taken by a standard 
keyboard and enjoy improved functionality at the same time. Actual size is 
273 x 152mm (10.75" x 6.0") . The new MICROTYPE Keyboard is rapidly gaining 

acceptance as a truly advanced alternative to the original IBM layout for many applica
tions. Reliability of the MICROTYPE has been amply proven through extensive use in 
trading areas of several major stock exchanges as well as in many banks, brokerages, 
stores and at factory work stations. 

Space is saved by compressing rows (not columns) and eliminating wide borders. 
Re-arranging and elevating the auxiliary key clusters also saves space while improving 
accessibility with reduced eyescan and head movement. Keys have full travel with a 
light tactilly responsive touch . All standard features such as auto-repeat . caps, num 
and scroll lock are included on the MICROTYPE. 

PC XT/AT, PS/2 IBM and clone compatibility. Available in US and most European 
language versions. Made in USA with 1 year warranty. 

Order direct from stock with 15 day full return privileges. VISA. MasterCard . Eurocard 
charges and COO accepted . 

USA 1-800-0ATALUX Fax 703-662-1682 $124.50 + 6.00 s/h 
EUROPE 44+306-76718 Fax 44+306-76742 £99.00 + VAT + P&P 
CANADA 514-694-0870 Fax 514-694-0871 $189.00 Cdn + s/h 

OEM and reseller volume discounts available. Keytop legend and color customization 
offered . 

·· . . beautifully sensitive and handles 
both typists with light touch and those 
who really bang away . " 

COMPUTER BUYER 'S GUIDE 

·.· . .This could be the perfect layout for 
an enhanced keyboard that must fit into 
a small area . " 

COMPUMAG 

DATALUX Corporation 
2836 cessna Drive 
Winchester, Virginia 22601 

DATALUX INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
Euro House 
Curtis Road, 11 Old Water Road 
oorking, surrey, UK 

Circle 84 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 85). 

Anew Space-saver product from DATALUX 
- Microtype keyboard and LCD monitor 
combination. VGA resolution , backlit , 
supplied with adaptor card . Call for price 
and availability. 
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early days of imaging technology. there 
were two major market segments, lo
cated at opposite ends of the spectru m of 
complexity and cost. I' ll ca ll them the 
high end and the low end. 

The high end of the spectrum involved 
high-speed item process ing-generall y, 
checks, credit-card slips. and passenger 
flight coupons-and avoided long-term 
storage of the images , preferring instead 
to lift the images, read them, and disca rd 
them. High-end systems from companies 
like BancTec (Dallas , TX) and Teknek
ron Financial Systems (now TRW Finan
cial Systems in Berkeley, CA) could cost 
$10 million or more. 

The low end involved stand-a lone stor
age and retrieval systems that used early 
optical di sks. Although these systems 
were much less expensive than those at 
the high end . they stil l could not brea k 
the $100.000 ba rrie r, and costs per 
document retrieved were too high to jus
tify widespread use . 

With the advent of FileNet 's Workflo 
system in 1985, a new market emerged 
between the two ends. Today . th is mar
ket is rich with offerings that not only in
clude specialized image-processing ven
dors like FileNet and Plexus Software, 
but also most of the major hardware ven
dors (e. g., Bull. DEC, Hewlett-Packard , 
IBM , NCR, Unisys , and Wang) and some 
smaller, innovati ve vendors like View
Star and Micro Dynamics. 

Over the next five years, the offerings 
in this middle imaging market will inte
grate more fully with standard off ice en
vironments and E-mail packages. Until 
then, however, buying and installing im
aging systems will requ ire ca reful study, 
experienced people, and special tuning 
to obtain performance up to expecta
tions. Companies that can do this have 
begun to change the nature of competi 
tion in their industries , turning time and 
information into allies . 

Once past the FHP, companies will be 
free to harness the benefit s of the next 
epoch of computing by adopting new 
data types (e.g .. image. voice. and vid
eo), by finding new ways of looking at 
ex isting information. and by moving into 
new computing paradigms. Most nota
bly, th is means moving from a world of 
personal and centra l computi ng to a 
world of social comput ing. • 

Gerald P. Michalski is a vice president of 
New Science Associates, a retainer mar
ket research firm based in Southport . 
Connecticut. He holds an MBA from the 
Wharton School of the Uni versit y of 
Pennsylvania. You can reach him on 8/X 
c/o "editors." 



Effectivity in developing MS Windows or OS/2 Presentation Manager programs 
If you are building sophisticated C++ applications fo r MS Wi ndows or OS/2 PM, you cou ld benefit from 
• A toolbox with standard ized Graphical User lnterface(GUT) part 
• An In terface Builder which constructs the standard part of your program for you 
• A Browser so that you can examine and edit the numerou pieces of code of your application 

We introduce our GUI_Master (CLASS-TREE for 

C++) which we originally developed for our 
own use to lessen the burden of writ ing 
programs so that one can focus on the 
application parts and not on the GU I part 

You don't really want to invest you r valuable 
time in reinventi ng the GUI-wheel 
• 	 either do we, so we included over 85 

classes containing a wide range of CUI 
build ing blocks. Anything that could be 
accomplished through "normal" 
programming can be done if you use our 
product It's just a lot easier 

• Many of the things you might not include 
in your application because they're too 
complex or time-consuming to program, 
are easy to make with our GUI_Master (CLASS-TREE for C++) 

• We provide the Interface Builder, with which you specify all propertie o f the visua l objects of your program. The interface 
builder then generates the necessary source code, the resource peci fica tions and even th make file 

• The Browser enables you to examine your own code and code made by other , and to und rstand the class structure of that 
code. From the Browser you can launch the editor of your choice to modify a C++ program 

You may want deta iled reference documentation 
• We supply nea rly 1200 pages of detailed class de criptions, m thod r ference etc. An index i 

You may need a cookbook and example progra ms 
• We provide 7 functional example programs and a cookbook explaining the "how to's" 

From our experience develope rs want to use 
products from someone who knows what he 
is talking about 

r-:.-~!1!~·-············~ma Just awindow...file f dlt 

• Vleermuis Software Research (VSR) i an 
independent R&D organiza tion, which, 
over the past 3 years, spent over 40 per on
years on 00 development on a broad 
spectrum of commercial workstations 

To use our GUI_Master (CLASS-TREE tor C++) 

you must have 
• A C++2.x compiler, as we do not supply a 

compiler with our product We suggest 
using the Zortech compiJer, but we have 
also tested most of the others. Write for 
details 

We try to keep our prices reasonable 
$ 495.= OS/2 PM version 
$ 545.= MS WINDOWS 3.0 version 
Prices include airmail delivery (may take three weeks) 
Add $ 50.= for courier service 
Genera] availabili ty in January 1991 fo r the OS/ 2 version 
MS Windows version in May 1991 

• Standard o Dialog 

min X size ~-~ 
min Y size [50] 

....................···············-·········· ·············-····· 
char • VOb J e c t. : : GII t.Cl e ii-•H&ftle r•.!~~~~~~~[!~~~~~ Tb 1a Jllet.bo d ret.urn• the n~ oWrite or fax your order deta ils to : •••.ryHus t. b e 1mp1ea.at.•d 1n c 
o / Vleermuis Software Research bv 

P.O. Box 2584 

3500 GN Utrecht 

The Netherlands 

Fax: Inti. + 31 30 310426 


Use Mastercard (number and expiration date) or certified cheque re:I::::.::::.::::=:~===:::i:l 
., 

Circle 292 on Inquiry Card. 

included, of course 

frogram YJew !!elp 

VObject:GetaassName 
V Application:: Get a anName 
VArchtve::GetaassName 
ValpArchtve:: Get a assName 
VAieArchlve::GetaassName 
VResArchllle::GetaassName 
VCBFormat:GetaassName 
• ' oil• • !1 lo '' I I N •Ill• 

VDictlomuy::GetaassName 
VObjOict:GetaassName 

VStrDictlonary::GetOas•Name 
Vlkt:GetaassName 
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Developers: 

Lock UpYourProfits 

The ProTech key for protecting your 
software profits and your copyright. 

Software piracys acrime! What it can do to 
adeveloperls profit margin is shameful. 
The cost of development and marketing 
products demands you receive the 
revenue you are entitled to. 
The solution, ProTech. 

·Custom hardware and software 
for each developer 

•Encrypted interrogation routines and 

•Available active read/write memory and on-board 
microprocessor provide the ultimate protection 

Keys for PC "compatibles; Macintosh, UNIX 

•Total compatibility, reliability and end user satisfaction 

debug disablers 

· 
and RS-232C standard 

ProTech's the key. 
Call us for more information 
or ademonstration package. 

1-800-843-M13 

MARKETING. 11\1[ 

96()(}J Southern Pine Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28217 

Tel: 704-523-9500 FAX: 704-523-7651 
HouiS: Mon-ThuiS: 8:30-7:00, Fri: 8:30-5:30 ET 

Open late to better seroe our west coast clients. 
Se Habla Fspaii.ol 

http:Fspaii.ol


STATE OF THE ART 


CATCH THE WAVE 

OF DIP 


Document image processing is a working and usable technology helping more 
and more offices attain a near-paperless state 

DAVID A. HARVEY 

At last year's fall Comdex, Bill 
Gates unveiled his vision for the 
future of personal computing. 
Information at Your Fingertips, 

playfully presented as a Twin Peaks take
off, featured a truly integrated PC envi
ronment that incorporated fax, remote 
pen-based input , E-mail, and multi 
media. 

One of the challenges along the road to 
the integrated desktop is dealing with the 
piles of information that exist in paper 
form . American business alone produces 
close to I trillion pages of paper a year. 
Charitably assuming that it's letter-size 
paper, that's enough to blanket the sur
face of the earth, with some to spare. In 
an age when concerns about deforesta
tion, the erosion of the rain forest, and 
the mounting solid-waste-disposal crisis 
have become reality , finding ways to 
conserve paper has become imperative. 

Not only does American business 
waste paper , but according to various 
sources, it costs about $25,000 to fill a 
four-drawer file cabinet and $2160 to 
maintain that cabinet for a year. In addi 
tion, about 3 percent of a II documents are 
incorrectly filed or lost, and the average 
cost to recover a document is around 
$120 . Finally, the average executive 
spends a grand total of about four weeks 
per year waiting for documents to be lo
cated. You know how it goes-you spend 
20 minutes pawing through the file cabi
net and a half hour looking through the 
various unsorted piles in the storeroom. 

Not so long ago, the term paperless 
office was likely to engender very little 
except ridicule ; that's not true anymore. 
The lengthy strides made within the last 
few years by the underlying technology 
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make document image processing (DIP) 
systems a reality- today . 

In the end, the goal of a thoroughly pa
perless office may remain unattainable . 
People will forever continue to scribble 
random notes on paper, generate ideas on 
index cards, and so on. But given the 
state of the art of DIP, people can now 
move closer and closer to that goal. 

If Information at Your Fingertips is the 
vision, the reality is the often problem
atic integration ofdisparate technologies, 
operating systems , CPU platforms, and 
software. 

Multiuser, multithreaded, and multi
tasking operating systems, such as Unix 
and OS/2, offer the promise of a '"docu
ment-centric"' approach . So , too , do 
imegrated graphical operating environ
ments, such as Presentation Manager, 
Microsoft Windows 3.0 , and the various 
Unix graphical user interfaces. 

The promise shows in the way these 
systems use Dynamic Data Exchange 
(DOE) , Multiple-Document Interface 
(MDI), Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI), lnstallable File System (lFS), and 
voice technology, and in improved inte
gration of device drivers. However, the 
ground has barely been broken. 

With no " killer" application looming 
on the horizon, defining a paperless-

IJWE ACTION SUMMARY 

Document Image 

Processing 


The current state of the pa

perless office is basically the 

same as that of DIP. The com

ponents include input via 

scanner, storage on optical 

media, and output via a video 

display terminal, printer, or 

fax. In a large implementa

tion, the system can exist as 

part of a network. Wherever 

your system lies, from the 

simplest single-user installa

tion to a multimillion-dollar 

mainframe-based system, 

DIP can significantly reduce 

your dependence on paper. 
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office environment becomes more a 
function of technology than of any set 
standards. For example, at the lowest 
level, a paperless office could simply be 
one that employs scanning technology to 
store and index invoice and billing in
formation . 

At higher levels, you find integrated 
networked systems that manage fax , E
mail , scanner input, optical character 
recognition (OCR), full-text and key
word indexing, EDI, and data collection 
from the field. You can then make this 
information available to anyone on the 
network from within a variety of appli
cations. While both of these examples re
main true to the overall vision, they are 
far from presenting as seamless and 
transparent an implementation as Gates's 
Twin Peaks takeoff. 

To arrive at a reasonably consistent 
definition of the technology behind a pa
perless office, I'm going to put aside the 
differences between operating systems 
and platforms and deal with the essential 
components. 

The figure illustrates the basic compo
nents of a paperless office . The model 
I've used here shows the highest level of 
integration of all technologies and soft
ware possible with today's technology. 
The various groupings in the figure illus
trate modular components that you can 
remove or add to achieve varying levels 
of complexity and integration. 

The basic hardware of a paperless of
fice is essentially the same across differ
ent levels. From the simplest single-user 
installation to the multimillion-dollar 
mainframe-based system, DIP hardware 
boils down to inputting via scanner , stor
ing on optical media, and outputting via 
video display terminal, printer, or fax . 

The Eyes of DIP 

Scanning a document into electronic for 

mat as a simple image is a fairly mun

dane task , supported by a well-estab

lished technology. The only real dif

ference among the different levels of 

complexity is the speed and resolution of 

the scanner. All things being equal, the 

real choice is volume-dependent, not res 

olution-dependent. 


Given current display , printing , and 
fax technology , scanner resolutions of 
200 dots per inch for text and 300 to 400 
dpi for graphics images are more than ad
equate. And remember, the final quality 
of a scan is dependent on the quality of 
the original document . 

The only times that you might con
sider using 600-dpi and higher-resolu
tion scanners are in cases where extreme
ly high-quality (Linotronic) output is 

necessary, or where users at a site wish 
to store ultrahigh-resolution images in 
anticipation of improvements in fax and 
monitor technology. Given that the cur
rent state of the art in fax technology 
only allows the transmission of 200-dpi 
images and that even the highest-end 
monitor delivers essentially the same 
resolution, I don 't see high-resolution 
scanning as a major conce rn for the aver
age DIP installation . 

Resolution aside , the speed improve
ments that a high-end scanner provides 
come from the scanner engine and from 
the use of hardware-based compress ion 
schemes. Midrange and high-end scan
ners use dedicated cont rollers with their 
own processors to manage the chores of 
scanning and compressing the data. 

A typica l midrange installation might 
include a 286-based microcomputer scan
ning station along with a central RISC 
ba sed server. The images would be 
scanned and compressed on the worksta
tion and transmitted to the server . where 
they might or might not be decompressed 
and then passed on to the archives. At the 
simplest level , documents will , in all 
likelihood, be scanned, rasterized , and 
stored with little or no compress ion, 
other than that offered by TIFF , Publish
er's Paintbrush (from ZSoft in Marietta , 
GA) , and bit-map file formats . 

As the complexity of the ystem in
creases, so do its compression needs. 
The trend , in general, is toward storing 
images using CCITT Group 3 or Group 4 
compression. These algorithms provide a 
size reduction of approximately 10 to 15 
times that of the original. 

For easy installations, software com
pression is doable but relatively slow. 
According to Pawan Gupta , product mar
keting manager for Kofax Image Prod
ucts, software compression approaches 
hardware speeds when you start using 
33-MHz 386-based or faster microcom
puters. The advantage to using CCITT 
compression is that by adding the appro
priate header and decompressing when 
necessary , you can fax the image without 
any conversion or rasterize it into a TIFF 
file as needed. 

The input needs of DIP system are not 
limited to paper , however. A growing 
number of installations have found it 
necessary to import microfilm archives 
using specialized scanners. 

Another way to get paper information 
into a DIP system is with transparencies . 
By using high-speed photograrhy to 
shoot the document on-site, you can 
send the developed slide film to a scan
ning house , where images are grabbed 
directly off the film. 

cominued 
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SINCE 


WE COULDN'T 


REINVENT 


THE HAND, 


WE REINVENTED 


THE MOUSE. 


Introducing the world's only 

mouse spec iRcally des ig ned to 

At the human hand. New 

MouseMan from Logitech 

comes in both right-handed and 

left-handed models Its sculpted, 

ergonomic shape comfo rtably 

Rts into your hand . And its 

ingenio us, three-button design 

can save you thousands of key 

strokes. O f course, MouseMan 

is totally plug compatible with 

Microsoft ®There's a version 

fo r IBM personal computers 

or compatibles and one fo r 

Macintosh systems. 
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CATCH THE WAVE OF DIP 

AN ALMOST-PAPERLESS OFFICE 

Server 
Dedicated DIP system 

Paper 

m ------
D 

Optical jukebox 
The rest of the network 

Printer 


Dedicated document-retrieval workstations 


A high-level, integrated, networked DIP system. The highlighted grouping at left represents the lowest level ofDIP 
implementation. In the high-level system, this grouping becomes one ofseveral dedicated scanning stations that send 
compressed files to the server. 

In the future, DIP systems (especially 
those used in the medical arena) will 
need to combine with imaging systems 
and allow the indexing , storage, and 
retrieval of medical images like those 
created by nuclear magnetic resonance, 
CAT scans, x-rays, EKGs, and EEGs. 

Optic.al Drawers 
The storage requirements for even the 
lowest-level DIP system are tremendous. 
Even with CCITT Group 3 or Group 4 
compression, a typical business docu
ment takes up about 40K bytes to 50K 
bytes per page. Sheer volume aside, DIP 
requires an archival storage medium that 
is relatively stable and insensitive to 
physical disruption, something that con
ventional hard disk drives are not . 

The long-term storage technology of 
choice for DIP systems is optical. You 
can use local hard disk drives, in con
junction with optical technologies , for 
indexes and temporary storage of doc
uments that are being processed. CD
ROM, WORM (write once, read many 
times), and rewritable technologies each 
offer a different set of advantages for DIP 
installations . 

The advantages of CD-ROM technol
ogy are not realized until you have to dis
tribute the information to several remote 
sites over a dispersed geographical area. 
CD-ROM offers several distinct advan
tages as a distribution medium. 

According to Rick Holt of OnLine 
Computer Systems (Germantown, MD), 
"CD-ROM is useful for distributing in
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formation that needs to be under revision 
control." Because you can ' t modify a 
compact disc, it is easy to resolve any 
issues that arise from claims of outdated 
specifications; for example , OnLine 
Computer Systems has developed a Com
puter-Aided Product Selection system 
that includes the parts' specifications, 
parametric searching, and searches by 
part type. Publishing and distributing 
documentation is a task to which CD
ROM is particularly suited. 

Hewlett-Packard now publishes much 
of the documentation for its operating 
systems on CO-ROMs. With the advent 
of CD-WORM technology (see the text 
box "A Marriage of Convenience: CD
WORM" on page 178), you can make 
use of published CO-ROMs and have 
most of the functionality of a WORM
all in one box. 

WORM drives are well suited to archi
val storage. A copy of a document on a 
WORM drive is considered a legal copy, 
which means that you can eliminate the 
corresponding paper document or mi
crofilm. 

In addition, most WORM file systems 
have built-in audit trails. As a result, they 
can track a document throughout its life 
cycle, from creation to final approval. 
DIP software can take advantage of this 
feature to enable you to instantly exam
ine changes made in various versions of a 
document , as well as keep track of revi
sion and approval dates. 

In DIP systems that allow document 
annotations , the entire history of the 

document ca n be made immediately 
available , including proposed- but not 
implemented-changes, who reviewed 
and created the documents, and sugges
tions for future revisions. 

WORM media both automate and cen
tralize this information , which offers 
substantial cost and labor savings over 
traditional paper-bound filing systems. 
In traditional systems, cross-indexed 
folders with notes scribbled in the mar
gins must be located, sorted , and then re
combined into a report. 

What CD-WORM promises is a stan
dardized WORM file system. The imme
diate benefits will be tremendous . This 
technology will allow not only multiple 
sourcing of drives, but also data transfer 
via "sneaker net" to remote sites and the 
generation of multiple copies of archival 
disks that anyone can read . 

Rewritable drives are much more stan
dardized and much faster than WORMs, 
and you can alter or delete files on them. 
This makes rewritable media useful where 
archival permanence is not vital. By 
using IFS technology like Write-Once 
File System software from N/Hance Sys
tems (Dedham, MA), it is possible to 
create a virtual WORM on a rewritable 
drive and bypass the permanence issue. 
However, the legality of a copy created 
under such a file system is uncertain . 

Whichever optical technology is used , 
it is clear that single drives are probably 
useful and appropriate only for the low
est-level implementations. Optical juke
boxes , which consist of a multiple-drive 
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New MouseMan'" Cordless Radio 

Mouse is a different kind of 

mouse. It avoids the annoying 

interference problems that 

5 
5 plague infrared cordless 

mice. So you can roam your 

desktop with total freedom. 

And new MouseMan Cordless 

"sleeps" when you're not working. 

So a common battery lasts up 

to a year. 

All MouseMan products 

come with Logitech's legendary 

quality and lifetime warranty 

To locate the Logitech dealer 

nearest you, call: 

800-231-7717 ext. 344 

In CA call (800) 552-8885. 
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AMarriage of Convenience: 


A
n exciting new development 
promises to package the func
tionality of a CD-ROM and a 
WORM (write once, read many 

times) drive in a single box. Called CD
WORM, the technology will allow the 
multifunction drive to read current IS0
9660- and High Sierra-format CO
ROMs, as well as write CD-ROM- and 
CO-WORM-format disks. 

According to Wink Saville, vice pres
ident of research for Meridian Data 
(Scotts Valley, CA), a major developer 
of the technology , the CD-WORM 
drives should be available in about 18 
months. You can expect CD-WORM 
prices to be comparable to the price of 
current CD-ROM drives. 

Current systems, such as Meridian 
Data's CO-Professional, are capable of 
writing to a compact disc using either 
Yamaha or Sony CO-writable drives, 
and they are compatible with either the 
Yellow or Red Book standards. The 
downside is that the system costs up
wards of $30,000, and it can only write 
to the entire disk at once. When data is 
written "disk-at-once, " the system 
writes to the entire disk, leaving no free 
space, and you cannot write to that disk 
again. 

Understanding how a CD-WORM 
functions necessitates a little backtrack-

CD-WORM 

ing. On a standard hard disk, data is or
ganized into a series of concentric rings 
known as tracks. Tracks are divided by 
a series of angular lines running from 
the center to the outside of the disk. 
These lines subdivide the tracks into 
sectors. Data can be written to a conven
tional bard disk a sector at a time. 

A WORM disk uses a similar pattern 
of organization, but because the data is 
stored in a series of pits burned into the 
media by a laser beam, a bit written to a 
WORM disk is unalterable. One of the 
biggest drawbacks to WORM media is 
the lack ofa standard file structure. The 
result: Data that is written by one manu
facturer's drive can usually only be read 
by that company 's equipment, and no 
one else's . 

On the other hand, CD-ROM is high
ly standardized. Initially, a group of 
companies got together and established 
the High Sierra format. An internation
al committee then reviewed and modi
fied this format and finalized what is 
known as the Yellow Book specifica
tion. Consequently , any CD-ROM con
forming to this standard can be read by 
any CD-ROM drive. 

Data on a CD-ROM is organized in a 
continuous spiral , which is further sub
divided into sectors. Although it's not 
ultimately important, location on a CD

ROM is measured in minutes and sec
onds. CD-ROM drives seek to a given 
location on a disk; they use information 
contained in a key channel to determine 
the rough location and then step quickly 
over the transitions in the spiral to that 
area. Once there, they use the informa
tion contained in a 4-byte header to de
termine the precise location. 

Information contained within the spi
ral on a CD-ROM is written in a 4-to-1 
interleave. This means that to obtain a 
piece of data located in one sector, five 
sectors must be read. Meridian Data 
calls a unit consisting of four sectors a 
packet. Due to the nature of the inter
leave, the CD-WORM won't be able to 
write data in a sector-at-a-time format; 
instead, it will write its data a packet at 
a time. 

The packet size can vary from one 
sector to all the sectors present on the 
disk. According to Saville, " lf a packet 
is one sector in size, you're going to 
waste four others. In other words, data 
written with a packet size of one sector 
would end up wasting 80 percent of the 
disk." 

While a conventional WORM can 
update each sector once, a CD-WORM 
will only be capable of appending sec
tors when writing in the packet-at-a
time mode. With disk-at-a-time writes, 

array fed by a robotic arm, a re quickly 
becoming commonplace . Most major op
tical-drive manufacturers offe r jukebox 
systems that you can use in conjunction 
with everything from a PC to a minicom
puter or a mainframe. 

Optical j ukeboxes allow constant on
line access to many gigabytes of data , 
eliminate the need to manually switch 
cartridges, and , more important , dea l 
with the intricacies of addressing multi 
ple d r ives . 

While the digitization and storage of 
data is relat ively consistent among the 
various levels of DIP systems, the soft 
ware is not. Software ranges in com
plexity from simple DOS or DOS/Win
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dows-based single-user applications to 
multitasking , multiuser packages that 
are designed to run on RISC and main 
frame-based platforms. 

The Brains of DIP 
As with hardware, the various software 
modules necessary to implement a DIP 
system are relatively consistent across 
the various levels . The essential compo
nents of a DIP software package consist 
of document input , manipulation , re 
trieval , and indexing. 

Input software varies widely among 
the various level s. While the base pro
cess of document input and indexing re
mains relatively constant, adding OCR 

and using object-oriented file systems 
greatly increase the complexity of the 
process. 

At its simplest , a package like Paper 
Tamer from Flagstaff Engineeri ng lets 
an operator cont rol the scanner, desig
nate scanning batches. preview the im
age on-screen. and manually index the 
document by keywords. In these sys
tems, documents are genera lly stored as 
compressed CCITT files or as simple 
ras te r images . Batc h control le ts you 
group documents contextua lly, and key 
word indexes enable a rudimentary level 
of retrieva l and index ing. 

As complex ity inc reases, so do the 
various strategies for manipu lating docu
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onJy one write is physically possible per 
disk. 

What needs to· happen in the near 
future , according to Saville, is the de
velopment of a media standard that will 
be a superset of the Red and Yellow 
Books, and a plan for a file-system stan
dard that supports packet-oriented writ
ing and reading. 

At the time of this writing, Saville 
said that "a group of companies has 
gotten together and looked at the prob
lem and will be submitting a document 
within the f irst quarter of this year to an 
international body, which will then 
standardize it. •· Also, he hopes that this · 
will ultimately turn out like the High Si
erra format, where people implemented 
the standard before the ISO had fully 
worked it out. 

Ultimately, Saville sees CD-WORM 
technology as having the potential to re
place current WORM drives. He cites 
higher storage capacity (640 megabytes 
versus about 200 MB for WORM) and 
lower costs for blank disks. Although 
diSks are currently priced between $50 
and $100, Saville sees prices coming 
down to about $10 per disk due to the 
availability of the same' type of technol
ogy for re.cording audio COs. 

Perhaps the loudest cries coming 
from those whO use optical technologies 
have consistently been for the imple
mentation of multifunction drive tech
nology and, of.course, for lower prices. 
These cries are being answered, how
ever, with CO-WORM's ability to read 
existing CO-ROMs and write both disk
at-a-time and packet-at-a-time WQRM 
disks, and with the projected price of 
$2000 per CD-WORM drive. 

ment input. One thing that remains con
stant is the need for a human presence to 
feed the machine , generate the simplest 
level of keyword indexing, and verify the 
quality of the scan. One trick that On
Line Computer Systems uses for auto
mating the indexing process is to create a 
mask that uses OCR to recognize the 
page number of the document that is be
ing scanned. 

Retrieval in a simple system is en
hanced by searching the keyword index 
for matches and selecting the document 
or group of documents to be displayed. 
You can then view or print the documents 
as necessary . 

What is constant about these kinds of 

storage and indexing schemes is that they 

ultimately lead to the creation and stor

age of a document image. Things be

come really tricky when you start to add 

elements like full -text copies of a docu 

ment and object-oriented filing systems. 


When Is a Document 

Not a Document? 

For the simplest systems , where the need 

is primarily one of maintaining an elec

tronic filing cabinet ofdocument images, 

you really don't need to convert the text 

in the document into ASCII or other ma

chine-readable formats. As complexity 

increases, however , this conversion be

comes a significant factor in designing 

and implementing a DIP system . Ma

chine-readable text is a necessity where 

you must share the information con

tained in the document, when you per

form text searches, or where you need to 

make changes to a document or forms . 


Information sharing is especially im
portant when dealing with various gener
ations of a specification, for example. In 
these cases, you want the ability to take 
portions of previous specifications and 
import them into a new proposal. For 
lawyers , the ability to cut and paste text 
from one brief to another could eliminate 
a great deal of redundant clerical effort. 
In business, the ability to drop sections 
from, for instance, regional sales reports 
generated several years ago into a current 
report not only would save time but also 
might facilitate new and innovative 
analysis . 

While information sharing is more or 
less possible without a complex DIP sys
tem, the ability to perform text searches 
is not. Once a document has been con
verted and stored as a text file and then 
indexed, the advantages of ASCII be
come distinct. In a situation where an 
engineer needs to find every instance of 
the use of a particular piece of hardware , 
the primary advantages become those of 
speed and convenience. 

Other applications, however, provide 
advantages that actually improve perfor
mance and lead to solutions that may 
have been previously unrecognized. An 
epidemiologist utilizing a text search on a 
medical-records database could quickly 
find all the cases manifesting the symp
toms of the disease under question. In 
addition , information in arrays suggest
ing patterns that a simple paper or micro
film-based search would have missed 
might be retrievable . 

Stand Up and Be Recognized 
The thorn in the side of DIP is OCR. 
While OCR algorithms have radically 

improved in terms of recognition and 
speed, especially in hardware implemen
tations such as True Scan from Calera 
Recognition Systems (Santa Clara, CA) 
and fast software-based OCR packages 
such as OmniPage Professional from 
Caere (Los Gatos, CA), they still suffer 
from enough inaccuracy that they cannot 
be fully automated . 

True, a good OCR package is train
able; an even better OCR package recog
nizes simple handwriting , letting you in
put annotations on documents and notes. 
However, OCR is still not at the point 
where you can rely on it to fully recog
nize a complete document without error. 
This is not a major problem if the text is 
relatively consistent and uses fonts that 
the package can handle without trouble . 

OCR is well suited to handle docu
ments that have multiple graphical im
ages along with running text. Since it's 
necessary to scan the graphics , it's prob
ably worthwhile to use masking and im
plement OCR at the same time. The cri
sis emerges when the OCR system needs 
to recognize multiple documents with 
dissimilar vocabularies and typefaces
not to mention the problems inherent in 
recognizing printed text in which charac
ters touch each other. 

Even when processing relatively sim
ple documents, an OCR system requires 
an operator. Furthermore , that person 
must have some degree of specialized 
knowledge about the subject of the docu
ments to make informed decisions about 
misrecognized text . When errors occur, 
even with only one or two per page, it 
may well be more cost-effective to use 
standard data entry (which doesn't re
quire specially trained operators and the 
process of double-keying to ensure accu
racy) than it is to use OCR. 

According to Holt, "Our experience 
with OCR is that it's really very , very 
slow and prone to error, even with 10
point-type text. The time and cost it 
takes an editor to bring up the OCR out
put and then correct one or two errors per 
page is about the same time that it takes 
to have it keyed by a high-volume con
tractor ." 

Regardless of how it arrives, once the 
text is in the system, you must store and 
link it to the appropriate images. The tra
ditional approach used on a document 
search lets you bring up the text, the 
image , or both. This approach is more 
than adequate for installations that aren't 
dealing with graphical images and don't 
need to use and manipulate text or have a 
legal copy of the document archived in 
electronic format. 

When you must store and manipulate 
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multiple graphical images, as well as text 
and archival copies of the document, this 
method begins to suffer from perfor
mance problems . But while the next step 
toward resolving these problems may be 
a small one for the hardware, it's a giant 
leap for DIP. 

OLE: Taking On the Bull 
One of the shiny new buzzwords around 
Microsoft these days is OLE (for object 
linking and embedding). Basically, OLE 
takes an object-oriented approach toward 
documents and information. 

According to Russ Werner, general 
manager of systems marketing at Micro
soft, "The compound document is a met 
aphor for this type of work. People want 
to be able to incorporate data from multi
ple sources, data types, and physical lo
cations into different kinds of objects, 
whether it be a word processing object or 
some other object. Sometimes you want 
the information to be a part of the docu
ment; sometimes you want it to be in 
other places (i.e., embedded or linked) ." 

The power of this approach allows a 
framework to be set up in an application 
or document that is data-type indepen
dent. Windows will be one of the first 
places where OLE turns up ; demonstra
tions of OLE have already been shown in 
conjunction with Lotus Notes and Mi
crosoft Excel. 

Werner says that along with OLE, 
Microsoft is " taking a look at the file 
systems and what's necessary to make 
them more object-oriented." This may 
include maintaining object links , change 
notification, and more attributes. Within 
the next few years , says Werner, you'll 
be seeing a major change in the file sys
tem architecture, either in the file system 
itself or in the elements that manage the 
file system. 

If Windows is not your platform of 
choice, take heart. With the introduction 
of WLO (pronounced "willow," for 
Windows Library for OS/2), Microsoft's 
strategy will be geared toward taking the 
Windows application set and hosting it on 
DOS, Windows, and OS/2. 

The important aspect of treating dif
ferent elements of a document as objects 
allows you to manipulate, edit , and view 
documents in a variety of ways. In addi
tion, you can use each object (while still 
retaining its identity) with a variety of 
different objects, and you can edit each 
object in the context of those objects. 
Add OLE to the DDE and MDI facilities 
of Windows , and the possibilities for de
signing DIP applications become practi
cally endless. 

Kofax 's Ko-App, included as a compo
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nent of the Kofax Image-Processing Plat
form, is a full-featured Windows imag
ing application that allows scann ing, 
faxing, and image manipulation. It sup
ports DDE and will incorporate OLE in 
the future. 

More Than One Way to Say OLE 
While OLE may be new to Microsoft, 
it's old hat in the DIP field to Interleaf 
(Cambridge, MA) . OnLine Computer 
Systems uses Interleaf's active-docu-

The dawn of 
object-oriented 

documents gives a 

new vision of 

the paperless office. 

ment technology to implement an object
oriented approach to the components of 
the documents. 

Using Interlears display technology, 
which embeds the formatting logic , you 
have the ability to reassemble and display 
a document at viewing stations on the 
fly. Bit-mapped images are scanned in 
and stored as CCITT Group 4 elements; 
vector images are stored as computer 
graphics metafiles; and text is saved as 
ASCII. When reassembling the docu
ment, a TIFF header is attached to the 
decompressed CCITT; the appropriate 
vectors, text, and tables are retrieved; 
and the document appears the same as 
when it was scanned in . 

Not only does this process facilitate 
updating single elements of a document, 
but it also lets the system create hyper
links between text and graphical objects. 
Markers are embedded in the text stream 
and are used to provide an anchor for the 
software that displays this information, 
letting it call up the linked images. 

Regardless of the specific approach, 
the dawn of object-oriented documents 
promises an entirely new vision of the pa
perless office that is daily moving closer 
to the dream of Information at Your Fin
gertips . The final task of DIP software is 
to allow the retrieval, output, and ma
nipulation of the stored images. 

The View from the Top 

The layer of the application that provides 

an interface to the management, cre

ation, viewing , and editing of stored doc 

uments is perhaps the most critical , as it 

is the main layer you will work with . 


At the lowest level , you must be able to 
retrieve documents by date, scan batch , 
and keywords . This is where the index 
ing software shows its mark. More so
phisticated applications need to allow 
you to index documents and objects both 
by context and content, as well as allow 
document retrieval by revision level, cre
ator, and status . 

At the next level , you must integrate 
documents from a variety of sources. In
coming faxes , documents that have been 
created electronically , and scanned doc
uments must all coexist under a common 
index . This task requires sophisticated 
tools that work on a network. You have to 
be able to create and save documents lo 
cally , while at the same time saving them 
as part of the archive. In addition, you 
must file incoming faxes and ma ke them 
available for immediate viewing. 

Finally , the DIP system must be able 
to output the documents in several for
mats . On a simple level, this means that a 
dedicated document workstation lets you 
locate and then print or fax a document. 
Things become more complicated when 
you have to provide the information to 
one of several dedicated terminals or 
globally to every workstation on the net 
work . 

In high-end systems, a central server 
(or multiple servers) combines with the 
network to form a distributed DIP sys
tem. Professional Image from Computer 
Signal (San Ramon, CA) is a good exam
ple of this sort of system . What all high
end systems have in common is the abil 
ity to seamlessly incorporate high-speed 
printing (often through the .use of SCSI 
printers) , fax, and retrieva l into a net 
worked environment . 

A Working and Usable Technology 
At the lowest level , setting up a DIP sys
tem involves using a si mple document
imaging software package in conjunction 
with a high-capacity storage device and a 
scanner to create an electronic filing cab
inet. From this level up , the basic meth
ods and hardware employed to manage 
information on paper remain relatively 
constant. What change are the levels of 
sophistication in the software and the 
speed and capacity of the hardware. 

A kind of modularity exists in DIP that 
lets installations migrate up through the 
various levels without needing to start 
over. Perhaps the most important thing 
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to do if you are installing a DIP system, 
with an eye toward expa nsion. is to make 
sure that the software you use stores 
images in a format that other packages 
can deal with . For the present time, th is 
would seem to be the compression and 
file structure offered by CCITT Group 3 
and Group 4 standards . 

Equally important is identifyi ng the 
documents that a re most suited to digi 
tization. At the out et, the most likely 
targets a re tho e document that are rela
tively static and occupy the greatest phys
ica l and temporal space in a particular 
o rga nization. Examples might include 
processed orde rs. personnel files , medi 
ca l records, and the like. 

Once these categories are determined. 
you can then develop a plan to digitize the 
paper and train staff to use the new tech
nology. As fami liarity and comfort with 
the DIP system increase, the sy tern an 
grow to incorporate incoming documents 
(e.g., faxes , correspondence, and orders) 
and to manage documents from the time 
of their inception th rough some sort of 
"active-document" tech no logy. 

Regardles of what approach you take. 
it is clear that DIP is a working and 
usable technology. In the comi ng year, 
expect to see more and more paper con
verted to machine-readable formats . The 
DIP revolution , when it finally arrive , 
will not be an overn ight coup . Rather, it 
will emerge gradually as test installa
tions turn into full-fledged systems and 
as more paper-bound sites begin to use 
the technology. 

The emergence of DIP systems. com
bined with the push by Microsoft and 
others toward a " document-centric" ap
proach in which data is treated as objects 
and the document at hand becomes the 
context in which people work , will g reat
ly change the way in which computer are 
used . Information at Your Fingertips may 
be a vision now, but it certainl y provides 
a direction toward which the industry can 
work . 

The office of the future may not be en
tire ly paperless , but the adva ntages of 
having in stant and integrated access to 
information , combined with the enor
mous cost sav ings associated with dig
itizing paper, make the move to elimi
nating those trillion sheets pe r year 
extremely practica l. All in a ll , the e le
ments a re present to really make Dl P 
stick . • 

David A. Har vey is a computer journalist 
in Houston , Texas, who pecializes in the 
technology and implementatio ofoptical 
devices. You can reach him on BIX as 
"daharvey." 
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Document image processing is more than a neat idea. 

For many companies, it's a lifesaver. 


DAVID A. HARVEY AND BOB RYAN 

0	ne of the biggest attractions at 
the 1939 New York World's Fair 
was "The House of the Future," 
which attempted to show the fu

ture direction of automation in the home. 
Today, the newsreels that trumpeted the 
House of the Future seem like quaint re
minders of a much simpler time. Simi
larly, the phrase "paperless office" is 
viewed by many as an embarrassing re
minder of a time not long ago when faith 
in computers and their capabilities was 
unbounded. As quaint-or even disrepu
table-as the phrase has become, how
ever, document image processing (DIP) 
is making the paperless office a reality 
for many businesses with well-defined 
document-handling needs. 

DIP systems run the gamut from rela
tively inexpensive stand-alone software 
systems to sophisticated, network-based 
minicomputer and mainframe systems. 
The degree to which you invest in the 
technology depends on the volume of 
documents you deal with and your need 
to access them quickly. Here we'll look 
at how DIP has met the needs of a num
ber of different organizations. 

Paper Airplanes 
Alitalia was an airline faced with a paper 
crisis . Each of its 30,000 yearly purchase 
and repair orders required 10 supporting 
documents. As required by Italian law, 
all these documents had to be stored for 
two years before being transferred to mi
crofilm in the company's general ar
chives. The 750,000 documents were 
stored in three 16-shelf automated filing 
cabinets and nine other paper-storage de- ~ 
vices. On an average day , 65 documents 
had to be located and retrieved, resulting 
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in the loss of many hours of employee 
time-not to mention the time that was 
required to update and maintain the fil 
ing system. 

Management was growing fru strated 
with its inability to integrate electroni
cally stored information with the paper
work and with the fact that the paper doc
uments were accessible by only one 
person at a time. What management 
wanted was a system to store, access, and 
archive all those documents, provide 
multiuser access, and integrate the paper
based information with the information 
in the company's on-line databases. 

DIP on Trial 
As they began looking for options, mem
bers of Alitalia management came upon 
the LaserView Document Image Man
agement System from LaserData. Ac 
cording to Tonino Luciani of Alitalia's 
technical materials planning and pur
chasing department, they decided to test 
the system for a three-month period . 
Software, says Luciani, was the most im
portant consideration. 

Working closely with Society Per Soft 
ware (a Laser Data vendor) of Rome, Ali
talia installed a DIP system consisting of 
two scanning and retrieval workstations 
connected to a local laser printer, a DIP 
server connected to a 20-disk optical 
jukebox and a laser printer, and two re
mote-retrieval workstations equipped 
with laser printers. The first phase-in
stalling an electronic archival system
has satisfied the company's initial desire 
to get a handle on its paper-based docu
ments and get rid of paper files. The 
second phase will involve linking the im
aging system with the company's main
frame to allow information to be ex
changed between the two systems. 

Nuts and Bolts 
Each document in the Alitalia system is 
scanned in by an operator who then en-

EI\ITE ACTION SUMMARY 

DIP Case Studies 

A number of companies have 

adopted document image 

processing. They serve as 

models of situations where 

this technology can address 

a real need. 
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ters the appropriate index information 
for document type , purchase order num 
ber, item number, and box number (used 
if a paper copy of the document needs to 
be stored). Additionally , the software 
automatically date-stamps the docu
ments and assigns a supplier code. 

To improve performance, the system 
uses two databases. The first , a daily 

he legal 

profession brings 

a new set of needs 

to a DIP system. 

database, holds the information from 
each day's scanning activity. The other, 
a general database , holds information 
about all the documents in the system . 
This was done, says Luciani, to separate 
scanning and retrieval activity. After 
scanning, the images are compressed us
ing CCriT Group 2 and Group 4 stan
dards and sent to the jukebox. 

The retrieval front end enables you to 
perform keyword searches, display up to 
nine different documents on-screen , 
scale or rotate the image (useful if the 
document was scanned in upside-down) , 
zoom in on particular sections, and out 
put the document. 

The Alitalia implementation is an ex
ample of a DIP system that is primarily 
archival in nature . The future for Alita
lia holds both a linkup to its mainframe 
and expansion of the system to cover 
other departments. Due to the modular
ity of the LaserView system, expansion 
should be much less painful than the ini 
tial installation . 

Connecting the system with the main
frame will eliminate the duplicate imag 
ing of electronically created, documents. 
Currently , for example , when the com
pany sends a telex to a supplier , the telex 
must then be scanned into the system . 
This type of situation results in about a 
45 percent duplication between imaged 
and electronically stored documents , a 
redundancy that the company would like 
to eliminate. 

Overall , Luciani has been extremely 
pleased with the results of the system. 
Not only has the system eliminated the 

time, expense, and wasted space associ
ated with traditional files, but it has al 
lowed Alitalia to sea rch more thoroughly 
for needed information . To Luciani , the 
system provides the best compromise be
tween a document file and a database. 

Keeping Them Flying 
Alitalia isn' t the only airline making use 
of DIP . At the Minneapolis/St. Paul In
ternational Airport, Northwest Airlines 
has replaced a microfiche-based docu
ment-retrieval system with one based on 
Metaview , a DIP system from Metafile . 
Moving from microfilm or microfiche to 
DIP is not an unusual development (see 
the text box ''The Evolution of DIP" on 
page 188). 

Northwest ' s problem was with mainte
nance manuals. For example, the man 
uals and parts catalog for a Boeing 727 
total about 50,000pages. Having highly 
skilled- and highly paid- maintenance 
workers searching for the proper docu
ment on a microfiche system was neither 
fast nor cost-effective. 

In cooperation with Metafile, North
west created a LAN-based DIP system 
that stores the maintenance documents 
on optical disks . Metafile ' s Metaview is 
an object-oriented language built from 
the ground up to support imaging appli 
cations as well as cooperative processing 
between workstations on a LAN and be
tween LANs and larger systems. In addi
tion to significantly cutting the time re
quired to retrieve a maintenance doc
ument, the Metaview system provides 
better indexing and output quality than 
the microfiche system it replaced and 
makes it easier to keep the information 
on the system up to date. 

DIP and the Law 
While the above examples dea l with the 
need to store and manipulate information 
and images to fulfill archival and rec
ord-keeping tasks, the requirements of 
the legal profession bring a new set of 
needs to a DIP system. 

The day-to-day work in the business of 
law is intellectual in nature. Thus, a law 
yer needs the ability to locate informa
tion based on content and context. For 
example, a lawyer preparing to defend 
against a look-and-feel lawsuit not only 
needs to verify that the necessary briefs 
and pleadings have been filed, but also 
needs access to information that will help 
to prepare and substantiate the case. This 
means full text-searching abilities and 
the ability to group information by the 
content rather than the context of a doc 
ument. 

The legal department at Executive 
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the price of PerfORM 2.1 In half· $149* 
($175* in canada). PerFORM 2.1 
Designer & Filler saves you time, money 
and effort in managing business forms. 

TAKE THE DRUDGE OUf OF 
RO~BUS~FORN.5 
PerFORM 2.1 leads the pack in PC forms 
processing. Design your own forms 
quickly and easily on your PC instead of 
sending out. Fill in your forms on-screen 
instead of by hand. save filled data in 
your database. Print only what you need 

, instead of ordering thousands at a time. 

WYSIWYG vs. GOBBLEDEGOOK 
Some PC forms packages sell for pea
nuts. And that's exactly what they give 
you: a gobbledegook screen display that 
can drive you nutty; With PerFORM, 

what you see is what you get: great 
looking forms- fast! 

Unlike low-end forms utilities that only 
give you WYSIWYG preview, PerFORM 
2.1 is completely WYSIWYG, so what you 
see is what you print. Clear, crisp graphics. 
Your form appears on your screen the same 
as the final printed version - eye-catching 
and easy-to-read. Bitstream fonts and over 
100 ready-to-use forms templates are in
cluded to get you going right away. 

PerFORMANCE AND PRICE 
New version 2.1 of PerFORM has the power 
and features of more expensive forms 
packages, yet costs only $149* during this 
limited-time promotion. Whether you use an 
old IBM-XT compatible, a bfand new '486 or 
anything in between, PerFORM 2.1 makes 
the most of your hardware to give you high 
quality forms. And your forms are fully 
compatible if you move to PerFORM PRO 
in the future. 

THE CRITICS' CHOICE 
In just two years, PerFORM has won the 
accolades of the editors and the loyalty of 
thousands of users worldwide. The winner 
of the major media awards, PerFORM 
Designer & Filler is recognized as the in
dustry leader in PC forms processing. 

FORM YOUR OWN OPINION 
Why just believe the critics? Form your own 
opinion. You can now own the leading PC 
forms software at a bargain utility price. 
What's more, new PerFORM 2.1 comes with 
a no-risk 60-day money back guarantee. 
Hurry! This low price offer won't last long! 

CAll. TODAY FOR ADF.AI£R NFAR YOU! 

1-800-268-6082 

RM 

I "WINFAX is one of those
I • f • 1 
I I I I I small software miracles
I I I L...J 
I • ... fax transm issions are 
I - r-1 finally as easy as they! a !J should have been all 

along." 
ALFRED POOR 

FEBRUARY 26, 199 1 

i ,',T!ltf!t'AIW~ 

No-risk 60-day 
money back guarantee 

If you're not completely satisfied . return your 
WIN FAX klt to us within 60 days for a full 
refund . This o ffer va lid only in Canada&. US"A. 

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE 

1-800-879-4450 

e 199 1 Zoom Telephonics In c. 


C> 199 1 Del fina Technology Inc. 

Sendfax is a trademark o f Sierra Semiconductor 


PetFOAM and PerFORM Oeslaner & Filler are trademarks at 
Oelrina Tectnology Inc. (C) 1990. Olto9r producls n regislered
1rademal1<s or trade names cllher respectiva <l'o\OII9IS 
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C
ompanies are always trying to re
duce the amount of space and 
time required for filing and re
trieving original documents . Pa

per documents have traditionally been 
stored and managed with file cabinets 
and a variety of indexing schemes. Re
trieving these documents often mir
rored the type of procedure associated 
with retrieving books from libraries. 

New technologies have risen, how
ever, to meet the need for compact stor
age and easy retrieval of documents. 
Document image management (DIM), 
which began with microfilm technology 
in the 1970s, is now a rapidly growing 
application for the PC environment. 

The number of paper aocuments that 
need to be managed is astounding. AJ;

cording to the Association for Informa
tion & Image Management, American 
businesses generate more than I trillion 
pages of paper documents a year, and 
2. 7 billion new sheets of paper are put 
into file folders every day. 

Paper and Microfilm 
Microfilm was the first DIM technol
ogy developed to address the needs of 
paper-intensive businesses. During the 
1970s and the early 1980s, advances in 
computer technology substantially in
creased the output of paper associated 
with most applications, greatly increas
ing the demands on manual paper-stor
age methods. 

Microfilm offered companies numer
ous benefits over paper-filing systems: 
lower space requirements, easier and 
faster access to documents , improved 
file integrity, increased security, longer 
document life, and lower costs through 
productivity gains and space savings. 

But while microfilm offered signifi 
cant improvements, it fell far short of 
what was necessary to efficiently pro

cess and retrieve documents. Storing 

the documents required that they be sent 

off-site to be filmed, a process that typi

cally took up to two weeks and conse 

quently left companies without access to 

these documents during that time . Re

trieving documents was a mechanical 

process that was often as time-consum

ing as retrieving paper documents from 

a file cabinet. 


The Computerized Alternative 

In the early 1980s, advances in com

puter and computer-peripheral technol 

ogies combined to bring about the first 

computerized document storage and re

trieval systems. These first document 

image processing (DIP) systems fea

tured proprietary minicomputers com

bined with new optical disk drives , 

paper scanners, and laser printers . 


DIP systems revolutionized docu 
ment management. For the first time, 
you had immediate on-line access to 
document images from your computer. 
Laser printers provided clear, near-per
fect output of document images while 
database programs provided document
tracking functions for fast retrieval. In 
addition, these systems improved com
pany work flow and productivity by tak
ing advantage of LAN technology to 
electronically route document images 
throughout an organization. And DIP 
systems surpassed microfilm by further 
improving space savings, document se
curity, file integrity, and document lon
gevity. 

The use of new technologies is always 
expensive, and minicomputer-based 
DIP systems were no exception. The 
cost of an average installation often ex
ceeded $300,000. While financial in
stitutions and government agencies em
braced this new technology and its 
many benefits, the cost of these sys-

terns , coupled with their proprietary ar
ch itectures , kept DIP technology from 
becoming widely used. 

Let's Get Small 
By the late 1980s, it was clear that if 
DIP was to become a force in document 
management, significant changes had to 
be made . Fortunately , improvements in 
DBMS software, scanners, laser print 
ers, and display technology were under 
way simultaneously, and the price for 
optical storage was decreasi ng rapidly. 
At the same time, advances in personal 
computer technology (particularly the 
386 processor) and the development of 
affordable , off-the-she·lf PC add-i n 
boards to control specialized DIP func 
tions combined to bring about a new 
generation of PC-based DIR systems. 

These PC-based systems have made 
DIP available to nearly everyone. By of
fering compatibility with standard hard
ware platforms, operating systems , 
LANs, DBMS packages, and graphical 
user interfaces, PC-based DIP can be 
easily integrated into existing equip
ment and applications. Through this 
level of integration , PC-based DIP sys
tems have become open, cost-effective 
alternatives to expensive, proprietary 
minicomputer-based systems. 

Today , PC-based DIP is a main 
stream application; insurance compa
nies, financial institutions, legal firms, 
government agencies, and hospitals are 
among the many types of businesses 
using it. Starting at as little as $15 ,000, 
PC-based DIP offers not only signifi
cant cost advantages but also perfor
mance benefits . DIP can now be easily 
integrated with other applications such 
as faxes, forms , and desktop publishing 
to help manage information distribution 
and output. 

PC-based DIP also takes advantage of 

Life (Los Angeles, CA) has such a sys
tem. Using LaserFiche LAN (developed 
on the Kofax platform) from Compu
Link , the depar tment has insta lled a sys
tem consisting of a NetWare LAN and 
LaserF iche LAN document-imaging 
software with image folders. 

The basic hardware consists of eight 
Everex Step 386/20s, an Everex Step 
386125 server, and two Hewlett-Packard 
LaserJet II printers . T he DIP hardware 
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consists of three high-resolution Moni 
term moni tors, four Genius monitors , six 
Panasonic optical drives, a Fuj itsu 3909 
scanner , and a Calera TrueScan optica l 
character recognition board . The OCR 
and optical drives are located on the 
server, wh ile the scanner is attached to a 
dedicated workstat ion. 

According to Jim Veach, vice presi
dent and assistant general counsel at Ex 
ecutive Li fe , the primary attraction of 

the DIP system comes from its abi lity to 
retr ieve documents by folder and per
form word searches . W hat Veach likes 
about rhe system is that CompuLin k 
worked very hard to design and imple
ment it to f it how a lawyer thi nk s and 
works. The LaserFiche LAN system al
lows the creation of vi rtua l folders , both 
at the time of the init ia l scan and anytime 
thereafter. This lets lawyers superim 
pose an organizational system that is con
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network technolog . Configured in a 

network environment, it fosters infor

mation-sharing throughout an organiza

tion . Document images can be routed 

throughout a company in the order in 

which they need to be processed, en

abling you to have immediate , on-line 

access to thousands of documents with

out leaving your PC . In fact , networks 

allow multiple users to simultaneously 

view a single document image. With 

networking also comes the ability to 

automatically transmit fax images over 

phone lines, thereby permitting image

sharing among remote company of

fices. 


Today and Tomorrow 

Imaging has already become an integral 

application for a variecy of industries. 

Further developments in DIP applica

tions software, both vertical and hori 

zontal , combined with the diminishing 

prices of PCs and peripherals, will en

courage the number and types of indus

tries us·ng DIP to grow. 


The 1990s will bring further im
provements that will make PC-based 
DIP systems an essential and affordable 
technology for document management. 
Speed improvements in image compres
sion and expansion; scanning, printing, 
and image retrieval ; and a new genera
tion of high-performance, advanced 
DIP applications will combine to bring 
about better DIP systems. 

These improvements will make DIP 
attractive to more companies and indus
tries. In the future, DIP will evolve be
yond the task of document management 
to work in concert with other technol
ogies to further foster information shar
ing and ultimately improve overall cor
porate productivity. 

David Silver is president ofKofax Image 
Products (Irvine , CA) . You can reach 
him on B/X c/o "editors. " 

textually famili ar, with attendant in 
creases in productivity . 

"If you can get your day working so 
that you can complete a task, instead of 
having to stop halfway through because 
you ' re unable to get a document . your ef
ficiency increases tremendously ," says 
Veach . He adds , " In a paper world , you 
get a concept in your mind- you start 
thinking about it-and then you have to 
stop thinking , get the document , and try 

to start up again ." 
Currently , the DIP system at Execu 

tive Life is fairly small , with less than 
half the department (three attorneys, two 
paralegals, and three secretaries) on
line . Two ofthe attorneys are steadfastly 
putting every incoming document into 
the system. After this trial run , Veach 
sees the system expanding. He thinks 
that the Windows version will be a signif
icant factor in this. Another boost to the 
system, he says, will be when the attor
neys begin to draft their documents elec
tronically. At the moment, Veach scans 
in every incoming document and puts 
file-bound documents into the system as 
they are used. He plans to gradually 
move all the paper in their 17 horizontal 
file cabinets onto disk. 

Going Paperless 
What started in 1969 as Brigadier Gener
al Robert F. McDermott ' s " impossible 
dream" of a truly paperless company has 
become a reality for USAA, the San An
tonio, Texas, based insurance company 
he heads. Possessing the largest DIP sys
tem in the world , USAA has a virtually 
paperless environment in the areas that 
the imaging system serves. The system, 
which was the prototype for IBM's 
ImagePlus MVS/EVA system , drives 
some 1400 high-resolution imaging ter
minals that serve over 2000 users, both 
local and remote . 

According to Charles A. Plesums, 
USAA's senior director of image tech
nology , " We made a 90-degree change in 
the company by taking the paper that was 
lying flat and making it vertical. Other 
than that , the work flow remained the 
same." 

To get a clearer picture of how this 
works, take a look at a day in the life of a 
typical document in the property and ca
sualty policy service and underwriting 
system at USAA . When it first arrives in 
the mail room, a letter is opened by a ma
chine , and its pages are removed and ar
ranged by a clerk. The pages are then 
transferred to a mail analyst. 

The analyst reads the mail to deter
mine the applicable customer and the 
routing of the document and enters that 
information into the computer. Indexing 
is largely automated . All the analyst 
needs to do is enter an IMS index trans
action (a descriptive code, often the form 
number) and the customer name . The 
computer then supplies the routing and 
indexing data , although the analyst can 
add additional categories if necessary . 
Once the index is stored , a temporary key 
number is generated and written on the 
document. Total time elapsed? Only II 

seconds per document. 
USAA's system is unique in that the 

indexing information is entered prior to 
scanning. According to Plesums, thi s 
speeds up processing by allowing the an
alyst to deal with exceptional situations, 
such as payments that should be refused 
and returned, original documents that 
need to be returned , and forms that need 
to be filled out. Because the analyst 
makes critical dec isions before scan
ning , the operation is more efficient than 
if every document were scanned first be
fore exceptions were dealt with . 

The last phase of the input process in
volves checking the quality of the scan 
and entering the temporary document ID 
number to link it with the already-gener
ated index. The paper trail stops there. 
As soon as the document number is en
tered , the document becomes available to 
all users of the system- including those 
at remote sites. 

USAA 's user interface is essentially a 
" virtual paper" interface, both in terms 
of how a document is manipu lated and 
the time it takes to manipulate it. A docu
ment is stored in the form of a folder with 
virtual tabs and subtabs that provide ac
cess to specific pieces of customer in
formation . 

To retrieve a document , you issue an 
IMS transaction called Sendwork. The 
system then checks your qualifications, 
supervisor assignments, and priorities of 
work in the queue and selects the best 
document for you to process. The docu
ment is then displayed on an imaging ter
minal that consists of a high-resolution 
display and a dedicated cursor keypad 
that enables you to turn pages, zoom, re
arrange pages, enter a spec if ic page 
number, and perform other paper-han
dling functions . Interestingl y, when 
windowing and mice were given a trial 
on the system , users did not respond fa 
vorably to them, opting instead for the 
cursor keypad . 

Actual document processing involves 
the use of the graphics terminal , which is 
shared between two users, and a separate 
terminal for standard data entry . The 
document display shows the document , 
and the data terminal displays the history 
log and notes on the file . When fini shed 
with a particular document , you can then 
forward it (along with comments) to 
someone else for additional processing, 
save it to the archive, or suspend it unt il 
further information is available . 

Peak Performance 
Retrieval time depends on the age of the 
document. Those processed within the 
past year are retrieved within 15 or 20 
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transaction processing to link to the in 
formation in USAA's IBM 3090s. 

Smart index ing st rategies are a lso im
portant to maintai n system effic iency. 
The upper limit is 300 pages on a docu
ment , and the optimi zed document size 
is 20 to 30 pages. 

The storage subsystem is made up of 
fi ve optica l jukeboxes and 30 stand-alone 
optica l drives that use 12-inch WORM 
(write once, read many ti mes) media . By 
1995 , when the company can legally be
gin to discard images that a re stored in 
the system, it will conta in 250 million 
documents with ove r 1.5 billion pages 
and consume over 2 te rabytes of disk 
space. 

For the future, USAA is working on 
an image system that will support prop
erty and casualty claims processing , in 
addition to underwr iting and policy se r
vic ing. This expansion effort will result 
in the addition of 2500 to 4000 te rm i
na ls. The cha llenges the company face 
in claims processing involve being able 
to store and retrieve the I million color 
photographs and approximately 400,000 
tape recordi ngs it receive each yea r . 

According to USAA, its DIP system 
has saved 39 ,000 square fee t of office 
space and freed up 120 employees from 
file maintenance. The net savings is ap· 
prox imately $5 mi ll ion per yea r. 

Because much of the customer service 
work in the insurance business is done 
over the phone, the abili ty to nearly in 
stantly reca ll documents has al so result 
ed in an estimated 2 percent to 10 percent 
time savings . Each percentage point of 
improved productivi ty prov ides an addi 
tional $1 million per yea r in savi ngs. 

Range of Opportunities 

The above examples, rangi ng from small 

workgroup-size insta ll ations to ma m

moth enterprisewide systems, illustrate 

the range of problems you can address 

using a DIP system. In consideri ng such 

a system, however, you should be thor

ough in assessing your needs before re

sponding to a problem by throwing tech 

nology at it. 


While not the solution to a ll document 
management problems, DIP is a viable 
solution to many of them. In such in 
stances, DIP can ac tu ally prov ide the 
closest thing to a paperless off ice that 
you are likely to see in this centu ry. • 

Da vid A . Harvey is a Houston-based 
compwer journalist specializing in the 
technology and implementation ofoptical 
devices. Bob Ryan is a BYTE technical 
editor. They can be reached on BIX as 
"dahar vey" and "b. ryan , " respecti vely. 

seconds. Requests for older documents, 
which require the operator to manua ll y 
mount an archived disk, take a couple of 
minutes. 

To store and retrieve documents that 
are created on-site, USAA uses an ap
proach called ''presentation text ," which 
link s textual data to pregenerated form s 
in a forms library and then archives the 
text. The result is that each customer' s 
image file conta ins not only incoming 
paper, but WYSIWYG copies of a ll out 

going correspondence , policies. and any 
other electronica lly gathered data . 

In order not to compromise perfor
mance on its host mainframes, USAA 
opted to have separate CPUs within its 
IBM image system . The need for sepa 
rate CPUs for the image-processing sys
tem becomes apparent when you con
sider that about 150 ,000 index items 
linked to about I million images are pro
cessed every day . The image system is 
served by two IBM 4381 s, which use 

We've Opened MindsTo Ada 

In just a few short months. Merid ian has 

opened over 5000 minds to Ada. 
Programmers who'd shied away from Ada. 

due to high prices and lengthy lea rning 
curves. have been quick to recogn ize the 
revolut ion Meridian's latest complete Ada 
development system. OpenAda, has set in 
motion. 

At last. an Ada product that rivals the likes 
of TurboPascaleand C++. 

"MerldJM Sottw•• Sy.tem• llnhefl the 
price end r.JNd the .tMHIMd fot PC IMNd 
Au de'l'e/opmelrt. • -PC Wee~~ 

OpenAda sets a new standard with an 
affordable. quick·start Ada development 
environment for the Macintosh. or PC. You 'll 
quick ly discover why Ada's not just for 
defense projects any more. 

And for $299 or less you can 't afford to 
pass up th is opportunity to explore the 
industry's fastest growing language on a top 
quality development system. 

In an effort to prepare programmers for a 
transi tion to Ada. both corporate train ing 
programs and universities have added Ada to 
the ir curriculums , using OpenAda as the 
training vehicle. 

It's the perfec t choice. Even at th is 
exceptional value. it's complete. For both 

........_ Soltw.. S)'tte~M, IM:. 10 Pasteur St.. lrWJe, CA. 927 18. 
(}pef'IACia ~ a le&JS:tCfed ~ bl MefJdt¥1 Software Systems. Inc. product names are rcg,sleruc~ llademari\S ot lhl!lr respecc....e manufacturer!.. 

training and development. It includes: 

• compllerjllllller • debatter 
optimizer • #apltk llrtet'- • Allulre • 

utility end Enw--.t.,.,. 
• Au syrrtuofllrected editor • 

tr~/mllfh llbr•y. OIHIIHI LRM 

To remain at the forefront of an evolving 
industry. you 've got to know Ada. And 
OpenAda makes it easy for you to invest in 
your future . 

You can trade·up to a full line of Ada 
deve lopmen t products . including PC 
(DOS AND UNIX) . MACINTOSH . SUN , AND 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. platforms. And 
you ' II receive full value for your OpenAda 
purchase for two years. Meridian 's re· 
nowned customer support is also available. 

To order. call 1(800)221·2522. If you wait. 
it will cost $495 to open your mind to Ada. 
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Let•s see tile other 

guvs bellt this Priee 


we Added... 
to DesignCAD 2D version 4.2: A Basic-like 
programming language entitled BasicCAD. We 
added multiple work windows. We added user 
definable screen and digitizer icon menus. We 
added dozens of rubberband features. We 
added more than 40 new commands and made 
hundreds of enhancements. 

HOW ftiUCh eXtNI did 
wecha~~ge? 

Nada. Nothing. Zip. No extra charge at all. Oh, 
sure...our accountant said we could increase the 
price. Our lawyer said there was no legal reason 
not to charge more. A minister said we had no 
moral obligation to keep the same price! So. why 
didn't we raise the price for DesignCAD 2D version 
4.2? Because...in the Great American Tradition 
we said "Aw ...What the Heck. Let's see the other 
guys beat this price!" DesignCAD 2D version 4.2 
sells for $299. 

Does this include 
eve.-ything? 
Yes. We include everything! The programming 
language. the ability to add your own icon 
menus. over 500 predrawn symbols. translators to
and-from other file formats. all hardware drivers 
are all included! 

How can you aHolld to 
sell a PPOIINitn like this 
at such a low pltce? 
This is our most often asked question. We have a 
simple answer. Volume. We sell thousands of 
these programs each month! If we were to 
charge thousands of dollars per copy (like our 
competitors) we would restrict our sales to the 
professional trades only. By lowering our price we 
sell to professional architects and engineers as 
well as the ordinary Individual! 

Many ordinary Individuals purchase DesignCAD 
2D for personal projects. Many people purchase 
DesignCAD 2D and perform CAD Drafting at 
nights and on weekends as a second job! People 
design "dream homes" and "widgets". The uses 
are limited only by YOUR imagination! 

Remember - American Small Business Computers 
a lso sells a 3D version of DesignCAD. It costs only 
$399! Write or call for FREE brochures that will help 
you determine which program best suits your 
needs. 

I# ~ere e11er was a eAIJ 
program our tD prot~e 
~at AldDCAIJ, DIIJ.-v, 
lfersacAIJ, altd aMer •ooo 
programs are atlerpr/ced, 
~·s DeSIIIIICAIJI 

tMicraeAD News ret~lewJ 

ffi)(~~D~uo@1[Q) ~[Q) 


@ 


. American 
Small Business Computers, Inc. 
327 South Mill Street 
Pryor, Oklahoma 7 4361 
(918) 825-4844 
FAX (918) 825-6359 
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-- MASTER™ 

Our Systems Stack Up To Be The BEST! 

SYSTEM FACTS 

* Rugged, Reliable 19" Rackmount 
* 18 inches deep with 3 drive bays 
* 24 inches deep with 6 drive bays 
* Accepts Motherboards 
* Accepts Passive Backplanes 
* EISA and ISA bus architectures 
* 8, 12 or 16 -slot configurations 
*Cortex Split Backplanes 
* 200W to 350W power supplies 
* Custom Power Supplies available 
* Front mounted keyboard socket 
* Rackmount monitors 
* Rackmount keyboard drawer 
* MS-DOS, OS/2, Unix, Xenix 
* Dual card cage cooling fans 
* Master Control 16 controller 
* Quick disconnect extending slides 
* Tilting and extending slide 

SYSTEM USAGE 
* Network File Server I Duplexing 
* Data Acquisition 
* Factory Automation 
* Motion Control I Robotics 
* c ·ommunication Networks 
*Voice Mail I Message Systems 
*Broadcast Communications 
* Military I Defense Systems 
* Video Editing Studios 
* Test System Controllers 

ENGINEERING 
* Steel Enclosure 
*EMI \RFI Plating
*Hard Coat Anodized Face Plate 
* Custom Configurations 
* Custom Engineering I Design 

Cortex Corporation 

1-800-888-RACK 
12274 Nicollet Ave. S 
Burnsville, MN 55337 

(612)894-3354 Fax (2414) 
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STATE OF THE ART 


THE DARK SIDE 

OF DIP 


Do you know where your documents are? 

Do you knowwhat's in them? 


CHRISTOPHER LOCKE 

"Mirror , mirror on the wall, 
who ' s the fairest of them all?" 

- The Wicked Queen 
from Snow White 

The moral of many folk tales is 
that the image- the seemingly 
accurate representation of real
ity- often deceives, usually with 

dire consequences for those who put 
their trust in such alluring reflections. In 
the case of document-imaging systems, 
this ancient warning is still well worth 
heeding. 

Since imaging produces picture-per
fect digital facsimiles of document 
pages, how can these images lie? When 
only a few dozen pages are involved, they 
don't ; each creen image is a faithful 
replica of the paper document from 
which it was taken . 

However , when an imaging system 
contains thousands or millions of pages , 
it rarely reveals the whole truth. The 
issue here is not accuracy but the re
trieval of only those pages that are rele
vant to your immediate needs. If the sys
tem holds back crucial information, 
then , in effect , it lies . 

Information systems don't lie inten
tionally , but all information-retrieval 
systems tend to lie by omission: They 
simply have little way of knowing what 
they contain relative to your queries. In 
document-imaging systems , this deceit 
by omission is an inherent attribute of the 
technology that can cost organizations 
millions of dollars after all the glamour 
wears off. 

This fatal flaw involves the definition 
of the contents of document images so 
that relevant information can be recalled 
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on demand . The technical term for this 
challenge is indexing, and it applies to 
any form of computerized information 
retrieval. This seemingly straightfor
ward concept is also employed in the 
back pages of any respectable reference 
book. 

Wh ile it may seem tangential to note 
that works of fiction don't have indexes , 
this fact is very much to the point. Right
ly or wrongly, publishers assume that 
novels will be read linearly; that is, users 
(readers) will become familiar with the 
contents of a novel by processing (read
ing) its pages from front to back. 

This assumption doesn ' t hold for non
fiction; potential readers may simply 
want to check a single fact in a 600-page 
book or scan several relevant pages in 
search of some highly specific informa
tion . Few people have the time or the 
dedication to wade through an entire text 
for so little return . A table of contents 
helps, but usually not enough. Thus, the 
index was conceived. 

ElVIE ACTION SUMMARY 

Indexing Documents 

The dark side of document

image processing is the 

question of retrieval. Index

ing documents properly and 

consistently for later retrieval 

isn 't a low-order clerical task 

but a complex exercise re

quiring knowledge engineer

ing skills. DIP tends to under

estimate , or underempha

size, the complexity of this 

task. Let the buyer beware. 
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defined by the 
Library of 
Congress. 

Why Index? 
Although such an index represents a sim
ple concept, creating one is no laughing 
matter . Take , for example, a 600-page 
tome that deals in part with AI. Give it to 
10 different indexers to see what they 
come up with, and the first thing you ' ll 
notice is that no two indexes will be sub
stantially alike. Because the process re
quires selectiv ity , and because of differ
ing background knowledge , different 
indexers notice and emphasize different 
key words, phrases, concepts, and rela
tionships. 

In addition, it is unlikely that all in
dexers will decide to standardize on the 
same indexing terms. For example, arti
ficial intelligence, expert systems, intelli
gent machines, knowledge-based pro
gramming, and automated reasoning may 
or may not refer to the very same thing. 
Without a careful consideration of con
text and a good deal of specific knowl
edge of the field, it would be hard to say. 
Although there are only five terms in this 
example , there could easily be a dozen 
that were fundamentally synonymous. 
The 10 indexers aren't likely to settle on 
a single term. Some would use one term , 
some another. 

An individual might not decide to use 
just one term-grouping all related refer
ences under, say, artificial intelligence
but rather list each term in separate loca
tions in the book' s index , with differing 
page references for each . 

Understanding that such an approach 
would needlessly confuse readers , an ex
perienced indexer would choose a single 
term under which to supply page refer
ences to all related concepts-say, again, 
artificial intelligence-but would then 
list the other synonyms in their alphabet
ical index locations along with a pointer 
to this primary term-for instance , " Ex
pert Systems. See Artificial Intelli
gence." Indexers must accommodate 
large , heterogeneous readerships whose 
members may be inclined to look for any 
one of many possible phrases when using 
an index to locate material about a spe
cific concept. 

Indexing Vocabularies 
If you substitute an imaged document for 
a book, the real problem will begin to 
emerge: How will this document be re
trieved? While few, if any, documents 
will be 600 pages long, there will be 
many thousands of shorter ones to search 
through . Even this simplified example 
should suggest that indexing is not a low
level task , and it becomes more complex 
as larger vol umes of text are involved . 

Choosing the right primary indexing 
term is not especially difficult at the 
level of a si ngle book. The choice can be 
somewhat arbitrary as long as it i · consis
tently applied. But the choice is tougher 
when many books are involved- for ex
ample, at the Library of Congress. This 
national document repository faces a 
challenge different from that of back-of
book indexing. However, the problems 
are related , and both are intimately con
nected to document imaging. 

The Library of Congress does not (yet) 
attempt to provide as detailed a descrip
tion of its holdings as a book 's index does 
of its contents, but it does try to roughly 
cha racteri ze the subject ofeach book. Li
brary of Congress subject indexers attach 
several topic descriptors to every nonfic
tion work published in America. You can 
find an example on the copyright page of 
any modern nonfiction book under the 
somewhat odd rubric Library of Con
gress Cataloging-in -Pub! ication Data 
(see the figure) . 

The terms artificial ime/ligence, com
puters, and expert systems (compllter sci
ence) in the figure are Library of Con
gress topic descriptors . The complete 
Library of Congress Subject Headings 
are available in three large volumes at 
most libraries . Or you can consult the 
CDMARC Subjects CD-ROM-MARC 
being an acronym fo r machine-readable 
cataloging (see the text box " Investigat
ing Indexing" on page 198). This CD
ROM is a terrific bargain, especia lly for 
anyone considering document imaging. 
You might as well get an early taste of the 
indexing demands you're really going to 
be up against. 

Two fundamental ideas unde rlie the 
Library of Congress Subject Headings. 
The first is to guarantee (or at least en
courage) consistency in the selection of 
indexing terms . The problem here is 
often called vocabulary control, and. 
logica ll y, the sol ution is called con
trolled vocabularies . Such agreed-upon 
li sts of valid terms guide subject indexers 
in classifying a book's subject matter 
consistently, so multiple indexers will 
not apply multiple synonyms at random 
(see the table) . 

continued 

CATALOGING-IN-PUBLICATION DATA 

Dreyfus, Hubert L. 
Mind Over Machine. 
Includes index. 
1. Artificial intelligence. 2. Computers. 3. Expert Sys

tems (Computer science) . 
I. Dreyfus, Stuart E. II. Athanasiou, Tom Ill. Title 

Library of 
Congress 
Cataloging-in
Publication Data. 
The items 
numbered 1 
to 3 are topic 
descriptors 
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Time Wands - The Obvious Choice 

You have specific bar coding requirements . 	 Both TimeWands transfer their data through the 
That's why we give you a choice! 	 host computer's serial port where the data is 

stored in an ASCII text file . This allows the data 
to be easily combined with a wide variety of The TimeWand II is a ruggedized bar code 
software packages. reader ready for heavy-duty use. Its 

programmability allows your custom applications 
to be pre-set with prompts and cross-reference Choosing either the original TimeWand or 
files . The large internal memory sizes of 32, 64, TimeWand II provides you with a quality bar code 
and 128K easily hold a day's worth of reader at an affordable price . Call Videx at 503
transactions along with the date and time of 758-0521 and ask for your free information kit. 
each entry. 

TimeWand (8K) ................... $248.00 
If your data collection needs are TimeWand II (32K) .............. $698.00 
simpler, the original TimeWand 
offers a cost effective 
alternative . The TimeWand 
date and time stamps each 
bar code scan, like the 
TimeWand II , but is 1105 NE Circle Blvd. 
contained in a smaller and Corvallis , OR 97330-4285 
lighter package. Even though it 503-758-0521 * FAX 503-752-5285 
is compact, the TimeWand can still See us at ID Expo, May 14-16, Chicago, Booth #350 
gather an impressive 2000 scans. See us at Comdex Spring, May 20-23, Atlanta, Booth #4934 
Vldex and TimeWand are regislered lrademarks of Vldex. Inc. See us at PC Expo, June 25-27, New York, Booth #2430 

Circle 288 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 289). 
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CDMARC SUBJECTS FOR AI I 
A file dump from CDMARC Subjects for AI. This CD-ROM was developed 
from the eleventh edition ofthe Library ofCongress Subject Headings. 
UF (use for) is the reciprocal ofa USE pointer (equivalent to a SEE pointer 
in the previous edition) . BT= broader terms; RT = 
NT = narrower terms. 

Artificial intell igence 

UF AI (Artifi cial intelligence) 

Artificial th inking 

Electronic brains 

I ntellectronics 

Intelligence. art ifi cial 

Intell igent machines 

Machine intelligence 

Thinking, artificial 

BT Bionics 

Digital computer simulation 

Electronic data processing 

Logic machines 

Machine theory 

Self-organizing systems 

Simulat ion methods 

RT Fifth-generation computers 

Neural computers 

NT Adapti ve control systems 

Automatic hypothesis format ion 

Automat ic theorem proving 

Computer vision 

Error-correcting codes (Information theory) 

Expert systems (Computer science) 

GPS (Computer program) 

Heuristic programming 

Machine learning 

Mach1ne translating 

Perceptrons 

PURR-PUSS (Computer program) 

Ouestion·answering systems 

VL 1 system 

VL2 1 system 

related terms; 

Since such synonyms do exist, con
trolled vocabularies must also provide 
" See" pointers from terms that are dis
couraged for indexing use to those that 
are approved (e.g., "Computer Control. 
See Automation" or " Computer insur
ance . See Insurance , computer") . In ad
dition , " See also" pointers are provided 
to suggest related keywords (e.g ., " Lorn
puler input/output equipment. See also 
Automatic speech recognition") . 

The second fundamental idea behind 
the Subject Headings is to establish not 
just terms but categories of terms, andre
lationships among these categories . ··see 
also·· references point to what are techni
cally called related terms (RT) . In addi
tion, the Subject Headings classification 
includes pointers to broader terms (BT) , 
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which indicate more inclusive subject 
categories, as well as to narrower terms 
(NT) , which name more specific subcat
egories (see the table). 

What begins to emerge here is a quasi
hierarchical representation of a field of 
knowledge. Although it differs radically 
from a synonym list , this sort of extended 
conceptual taxonomy is often called a 
thesaurus. 

While " See" pointers and the ap
proved terms they indicate may be the 
product of arbitrary decisions , " See 
also" pointers entail some knowledge of 
the domain under consideration. In fact , 
the subject analysis that librarians per
form to create these categories and rela
tionships is strongly akin to what the AI 
literature calls knowledge engineering . 

What You See and What You Get 
These and related library techniques 
have evolved over untold thousands of 
worker-yea rs of deep experience in docu
ment-collection management. Chances 
are good , however , that you would really 
rather not wade into all this. Here is 
where document-imaging systems come 
in , right on cue . High technology prom
ises to solve all your problems while at 
the same time enabling you to bypass 
such complexity. 

But think for a minute . Did librarians 
come up with such schemes because they 
enjoy complication? More likely, these 
techniques ex ist because they- or some
thing very much like them- are crucia l 
to doing the job . T he job. in thi s case, is 
to serve the information needs of com
munities very much like your own. 

If you ' re seriously considering docu
ment imaging, your o rga ni zat ion has 
probably already encountered just such 
indexing and retrieval hu rdles-they ap
ply as much to paper-based f il ing sys
tems as to computerized databases- pos
sibly without much clue as to how deep 
suc h problems ca n quic kl y become. 
Don't expect imaging vendors to point 
them out , e ither, because thei r technol
ogy offers no substantia l re lief. 

Most product li tera tu re , and eve n 
trade-press reporting . makes little men
tion of index ing as it re lates to document 
imaging, except to ack nowledge that the 
process requ ires " ma nual" effort. But 
it 's not referring to the kind of manual 
effort required to type 80 words per min
ute . Rather than a task that can be handed 
off to low-cost temporary help. indexi ng 
of thi s sort requires knowledge-engi
neering skill s . 

Part of the problem- but onl y part- is 
that after a document has been captured 
in an imaging system you don ' t actuall y 
have the rea l document anymore; what 
you have is pictures of pages. (If you 
have ever wanted to cut a long but part ic
ularly relevant passage from a document 
image and paste it into a report , you 
know that a picture rea lly is worth a 
thousand words- of t ypi ng. ) Apart from 
optical character recognition (OCR), 
manual index ing is the only way to tie 
these pictures to meaningful concepts by 
which they might be retrieved . 

In fact, document-imagi ng technology 
suggests many surpr ising para llels with 
the old on-line database systems once 
used almost exclusively to search biblio
graphic records of periodica l literature. 
In those days , storage was too expensive 
to allow keeping the full text of docu
ments on-line. As with imaging systems 
today, the documents themselves weren' t 
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Investigating Indexing 


T
here is no better way to under
stand the real challenges and op
portunities involved in text man
agement than to get your hands 

dirty in the problem. The following is 
an eclectic mix of software tools, R&D 
efforts, and professional associations 
that should provide plenty of insight into 
the wide range of options that full text 
affords. 

TEXT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

Concordance 
Professional Edition ..... ...... .. . $995 
A hybrid text/database that allows a 
combination of fixed fields and fully in
dexed free text. Includes a full pro
gramming language for building appli
cations. 
Dataflight Software 
10573 West Pico Blvd., Suite 68 
Los Angeles , CA 90064 
(213) 785-0623 
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Folio Views ...... . .. ... . . .... .... ... . $495 
An information storage and retrieval 
system that enables full-text indexing 
and search as well as hypertext naviga
tion . Topical/structural segmentation of 
text bases is a strong feature. 
Folio Corp. 
2155 North Freedom Blvd., Suite 1500 
Provo, UT 84604 
(801) 375-3700 

Hyperties ..... ....... .. .. .... . .. ... .. $349 
An information system whose primary 
method of retrieval is the navigation of 
hypertext networks. Significantly, this 
is an authoring tool in addition to its pre
sentation capabilities. 
Cognetics Corp. 
55 Princeton-Hightstown Rd. 
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550 
(609) 799-5005 

DOCUMENT STRUCTURE: 
TAGGING AND RECOGNITION 

Author/Editor 
for Mac ... ... ... .... ..... .. .... .... $495 
for oos... .... .. ... ...... ........ .. $695 
for Unix ....... .... ... .. $1100- $2500 

An editor for Standard Generalized 
Markup Language. If you keep hear ing 
about SGML but don ' t know what it's 
all about, here's a good place to begin 
learning about a powerful and growing 
document management/ interchange 
methodology. 
SOftquad 
720 Spadi.na Ave. 
Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada M5S 2T9 
(416) 963-8337 

FastTag 
for DOS ........ . .... . .. . .. .. .... . . $2400 
for Unix .. .. ..... . .. . ..... ... ..... . $3100 

While OCR recognizes characters , 
FastTag's pattern-matching capabilities 

20 
ZQ 
£0 

Li-st Sequence or Sttltch tera s. 

Syahol for for•u las . etc 
Apostrophe 
Hyphen 

e-~. G-l "u•erols . Letters 
<s pec. to I ctanacter s> 

ScrHn A: A screen capture from the Oxford English ScrHn 8: A screen capture ofa recordfrom the December 
Dictionary on CD-ROM. The OED text data has been I 990 edition ofthe Computer library CD-ROM. 
speciallJ tagged for each ofthe categories shown: LEMMA Note especially that the descriptors listed under Topic are 
(headword), ETYM (etymology), SENSE (definition), and subject headings. In the new incarnation ofthis product, 
so on. This enables the creation and display ofan inverted Computer Select, you can now browse these descriptors in 
file for each ofthese categories. Here, the inverted file of an inverted file that enables point-and-shoot selection of 
main dictionary entries or headwords pops up to facilitate multiple subject headings to retrieve associated documents 
selection. You can make multiple selections from this list, (i.e. , similar to screen A). (Screen shot provided by 
as well as from the inverted files for other categories (e.g. , Christopher Locke) 
ETYM and SENSE) to produce a complex Boolean query. 
(Screen shotprovided by Christopher Locke) 
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recognize document structure and con

vert it into various machine-readable 

markup formats , SGML among them. 

Avalanche Development 

947 Walnut St. 

Boulder, CO 80302 

(303) 449-S032 

CD-ROM: 

TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS 


CDMARC Subjects .... $31 S per year 
(updated quarterly) 

This CD-ROM contains all the subject 
descriptors used by the Library of Con
gress (and many information vendors) 
to describe document content. Function 
keys enable a sort of hypertext naviga
tion through the thesaurus structure 
(see the table in the main article). 
Library of Congress 
Customer Services Section 
Cataloging Distribution Service 
Washington, DC 20S41 
(202) 707-1312 

Tbe Original Oxford English 
Dictionary on CD-ROM ... ...... $9SO 
The OED is the operating-system man

• ual set for the English language. The 
tagged structure and full-text indexing 
used here enable searches never possi
ble with the massive 13-volume hard 
copy original (see screen A) . 
Oxford University Press 
Electronic Publishing Division 
200 Madison Ave. 
New York, NY 10016 
(212)679-7300ext. 7370 

Computer Select .... . ... $99S per year 

(updated monthly) 

A highly practical collection of full-text 
and abstracted articles from hundreds 
of computer-oriented publications. This 
new incarnation of the older Computer 
Library CD-ROM makes far better use 
of the subject indexing descriptors at
tached to each document record (see 
screen 8) . 
Computer Library 
One Park Ave. 
New York, NY 10016 
(212) S03-3S23 

TOOLS AND LANGUAGES 
Word processors are inadequate for 
much of the preprocessing required for 
serious text management applications. 

The products listed here are program
ming tools that may require some effort 
to master but will repay that effort in 
greatly increased control of textual in
formation . 

MKS Toolkit .. .. .. .... .. $249 for DOS 
The regular-expression-based pattern
matching capabilities of Unix tools like 
ed, sed, grep, and awk constitute a sort 
of Swiss Army knife for text process
ing. The MKS Toolkit provides these 
and many other extremely useful text 
manipulation capabilities in a DOS en
vironment. 
Mortice Kern Systems 
3S King St. North 
Waterloo, Ontario, 
Canada N2J 2W9 
(Sl9) 884-22SI 

PolyAwk .... .. ........ ..... $19S for DOS 
Sage Professional 
Editor ........... .. ...... .. . $29S for DOS 
Sage offers awk either by itself or as a 
built-in language for modifying and ex
tending the Sage Professional Editor 
text-editing environment: tools within 
tools within tools. 
Sage Software 
1700 Northwest I 67th Place 
Beaverton, OR 97006 
(S03) 64S-11SO 

Snobol .. .. ...... .. ...... .. .... .... .. .. .$9S 
Spitbol .. ....... ... .. .... ... .... from $19S 
Icon.. .. ....... .. ..... .... .. .... .. ..... . $29S 
These three programming languages 
employ powerful pattern-matching 
techniques designed specifically for 
processing text. They are available in 
various PC, Macintosh, and Unix im
plementations. 
Catspaw, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1123 
Salida, CO 81201 
(719) S39-3884 

THE HIGH END 

Topic .. .. .. .. .. .... .. $1S,OOO-$ISO,OOO 
This document-retrieval system uses 
"concept retrieval ," a shared-lmowl
edge-base approach that captures infor
mation about subject matter of interest 
to users and stores it as reusable objects 
called topics. 
Verity, Inc. 
lSSO Plymouth St. 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
(41S)960-7630 

Text Categorization 
Sbell . ... .. .. .. .. . . ..... ... .... . .. $124,000 

(includes installation and training) 
TCS automatically categorizes text by 
semantic content rather than simple lex
ical string occurrences. It has been used 
by Reuters for subject indexing its on
line text databases. 
Carnegie Group, Inc. 
S PPG Place 
Pittsburgh, PA IS222 
(412) 642-6900 

IntelliText .. . (inquire about licensing) 
Although a commercial product has not 
been released, this thesaurus-based text 
management technology incorporates 
many of the concepts referred to in this 
article and is currently licensable. 
Intelligent Technology Group 
liS Evergreen Heights Dr. 
Pittsburgh, PA IS229 
(412) 931-7600 

Tbe CLARIT Project (inquire about 
sponsorship arrangements) 

CLARIT stands for Computational Lin
guistic Approaches to Retrieval and In
dexing of Text. This research project 
has obtained encouraging results and is 
open to corporate sponsors seriously ex
ploring text management solutions. 
Laboratory for Computational 
Linguistics 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Pittsburgh, PA IS213 
(412) 268-8S74 

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 
EXPERTISE 
The following are excellent sources for 
publications on ·tibrary science as well 
as of people who know how to apply the 
principles discussed here. 

American Library Association 
SO East Huron St . 
Chicago, IL 60611 
(312)944-6780 

Special Library Association 
1700 18th St., NW 
Washington, DC 20009 
(202) 234-4700 
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really there. Instead, the physical page
pictures were kept on library shelves, 
and the database was an automated assis
tant for paper-based filing and retrieval. 

To index records in these on-line bib
liographic systems, some types of consis
tent information were placed into struc
tured database fields : author, title, jour
nal, publication date, and so on . For 
books , such information might include 
Dewey decimal classification, Library of 
Congress call number and card number, 
and ISBN (several of these more arcane 
data items are shown in the sample Cata
loging-in-Publication Data record in the 
figure). 

However, providing only this type of 
standard information puts a tremendous 
burden on searchers: It assumes that you 
know exactly what you're looking for, 
which is seldom the case. More often, 
you want to know about something and 
are not even sure what that something 
should be called. It might have 50 possi
ble expressions or perhaps only one that 
is so new or technical you've never heard 
the term used before . Only rarely will 
you know the titles of articles or books in 
which the concept appears or the name of 
an author who has written on the subject. 

Needles and Haystacks 

Two remedies were developed to deal 

with these inherent shortcomings of 

fixed-field database retrieval. The first 

was simply to add a new field: Subject. 

Subject indexing implies both the exis

tence and skilled use of a structured the

saurus of related concept categories into 

which the elements of a controlled vocab

ulary have been appropriately placed . 


From such a thesaurus, an indexer se
lects keywords that accurately describe a 
particular document and attaches them 
to that document's database record to as
sist retrieval. It is crucial that the indexer 
selecting these subject headings have suf
ficient understanding of the document it
self, the field of knowledge that forms its 
context, and the methodology for apply
ing subject headings. This level of index
ing is a fundamental requirement for re
trieving the pictures of pages from a 
document-image base. Unless you have 
already developed a comprehensive con
trolled vocabulary, a domain-specific 
thesaurus. and a pool of competent in
dexers , you are either leaving a big hole 
in your imaging budget or designing an 
information system that will stonewall 
everyone who uses it. 

The econd remedy for inadequate 
fixed-field database descriptors is to de
velop document abstracts. In an abstract. 
each document is summarized in a sue
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cinct and cogent paragraph. and the full 
text of these abstracts is then automati
cally indexed so that almost every word 
serves as a retrieval hook. Applied to 
good abstracts, this software-driven in
verted-file indexing technique greatly 
increases the likelihood of a user finding 
relevant material. 

However, succinctness and cogency 
are not inexpensive. Their cost is a func
tion of knowledge-abstracters are rela
tively high-level knowledge worker in 
the true sense. Some people believe that 

EHectlve 
retrieval Is the only 

rational reason 

to build text/image 

systems. 

AI will eventually master the natural
language understanding problem, thus 
enabling the automatic generation of ab
stracts . While such wishful thinking is 
not supported by the current state of the 
art, interesting document classification 
and indexing results have been obtained 
using certain AI techniques (see the de
scriptions of the Text Categorization 
Shell and the CLARIT Project in the text 
box). 

Semantically Speaking 
As the cost of storage continues to drop 
dramatically, on-line information ser
vices-and especially CD-ROM applica
tions developers-are moving away from 
providing rudimentary fixed-field bib
liographic citations (with or without sub
ject keywords and searchable abstracts) 
and toward delivering full text. That is, 
search-it, dump-it, cut-it, paste-it ASCII. 
At first , such systems may seem to be 
technological marvels: Every word is a 
keyword . 

While the value of full-text databases 
is hardly to be denigrated. the initial en
thusiasm they inspire can give way to 
massive frustration for all the reasons 
given so far : no controlled vocabulary, 
no thesaurus, no clues . The problems 
that give rise to this fru stration are 
technically termed recall and precision. 

These can be roughl y tran slated as: 
''How am I supposed to read 300 docu 
ments before 5:00 p.m.? " and "That' 
not what I meant'" 

What documents a re about simply 
can't be captured by casually jotting a 
few words in a database header or even 
by dumping all the discrete words the 
documents contain into an inverted-file 
index . Even for full-text document data
bases, higher-level tools are required to 
perform the type of soph isticated seman 
tic analysis prerequisite to the construc
tion and maintenance of an adequate the
saurus. More important, such tools must 
be put into the hands of intelligent and 
knowledgeable people who are not ad
verse to long hours of difficult intellectu 
al work . The American Library Associa
tion and Special Library Associat ion are 
good sources for locating such people . 

But serious consideration of full-text 
databases is not the focus here ; picture 
bases are. To overcome this rigid dichot 
omy. there are hybrid possibilities worth 
exploring. If you can afford even more 
storage than images require-and that' s a 
lot- it may be feasible to create full-text 
indexes for certain types (or portions) of 
imaged documents. This involves using 
OCR to convert page images into ASCII 
(where such conversion is possible). 

The ASCII will be " dirty" unless you 
correct the inevitable OCR errors , but 
while clean text is certai nly preferable. it 
isn't necessary for certain indexing ap 
plications. You can use automatic fi le-i n
version techniques to create an index in 
which every word that the OCR process 
captures correctly is linked by a poi nter 
to its corresponding page image . The rest 
you just throw away. 

While this approach is more involved 
and costly than straight imaging. it re
markably improves retrieval. The cost 
comes into per pective if you consider 
that effective retrieval is the only rational 
reason to build information systems of 
this type in the first place. However, 
after putting such a hybrid text/image 
system together , you will still have the 
same challenge that accompa nies any 
full -text retrieval effort : the knowledge 
engineering that goes into constructing a 
first-class thesauru s of relevant con
cepts. 

In this regard . a product ca lled Topic 
is an education in itself, and it will work 
just as well with dirty OCR-image re 
sults as it will with plain text. However , 
whatever the tools used, information 
managers would be ill-advised to view 
this essential knowledge-engineering 
process as an optional step in creati ng us
able document-retrieval systems. The 
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real problem for unalloyed imaging sys
tems is that it's not optional , it's impos
sible . 

Knowing About Knowing 
So far , I have not admitted that there are 
situations in which there is no alternative 
to document-image management. OK , I 
admit it. If you have zillions of forms 
filled out tn handwriting, imaging is bet
ter than paper, yes . If you have lots of 
critical graphical material , ditto. There 
are probably many other cases, but just 
because there may seem to be no practi
cal alternative , the indexing problems 
described here don 't go away. 

For this reason, handwritten forms 
will sooner or later be converted into rna
chine-readable ASCII . If the information 
they contain is valuable enough to justify 
imaging in the first place , the indexing 
currently applied to these images will so 
degrade retrieval that the costs directly 
resulting from lost business opportuni
ties will make even manual conversion 
seem cheap by comparison . The more 
critical such information is to an organi
zation 's health and longevity , the sooner 
the crunch will be felt. 

The core issues here are epistemologi
cal : How do we know something? What 
constitutes knowledge? Although raising 
such questions has always been seen as 
unbusinesslike , if not downright flaky , 
look for this to change. Despite the glut 
of verbiage about the information age
information society , information econo
my , information anxiety, and so forth 
something has definitely changed from 
the time when the focus of business was 

almost exclusively on product . 
Now we speak less of production and 

more of productivity , less of quantity and 
more about quality. These are significant 
reflections of a new concern for how new 
things can be done , how old things can be 
done better , and the human understand
ing required to do either. Rather than a 
set of objective facts that can be known in 
advance, knowledge is the result of such 
understanding . 

In contrast , document-image process
ing presupposes that what is important in 
a document is already known. You type 
"This document is about x" into the in
dex field . But that's today. What about 
tomorrow? You may want to turn to your 
information resources to mine a com
pletely different type of ore . 

It's interesting how many times you 
hear the phrase " for as long as records 
have been kept" and then notice that the 
data doesn ' t go back very far. This does 
not necessarily mean that record keeping 
began on the date given or that records 
before that date contain no relevant data . 
Often , it means that the records contain 
information that has only recently been 
perceived as worth knowing about and , 
therefore , was not previously indexed . 
As a result, this information is not cur
rently retrievable . In fact , it' s extremely 
misleading to refer to such data as infor
mation if no one can get at it. By any 
meaningful definition , information must 
inform someone . 

For example, not long ago , there was 
no name for the disease now known as 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome. 
Although it was as deadly then as it is to

day , medica l diagnosticians didn ' t know 
what to call it , or even what it was. Today 
we know a lot about AIDS. but it took 
longer than it might have to arrive at this 
knowledge. Mea nwhile, an un na med 
contagion spread through un suspected 
vectors. 

Granted, the hi story of AIDS so far 
has had deep socia l, political, and legal 
ramifications. Might it a l o have had a 
significant technologica l component? 
Could the medical records ma intai ned in 
databases- as images or otherwise
have been better used to correlate the 
emergence of an as-yet undiagnosed con
stellation of symptoms with the hi stories 
of patients in which these symptoms were 
being observed? 

Such records may very well have con
tained vital information that was not 
readily acce sible because of inherent 
shortcomings- not in the abil ity of medi
cal researchers. but in their information 
systems. If there is no name , there will 
be no explicit f ield or index term . If there 
is no retrieva l hook , responses to queries 
will not return any documents. If search
ers asking intell igent quest ions are not 
informed , events will follow the ir own 
course with no one the wi er. 

Shuffling the Deck 
Allhough somewhat hypothet ica l, thi s 
example is relevant if it makes you ask, 
" What am I mis ing in my own work?" 
In fact, epidemiology forms a good anal
ogy to what many organizations would 
like to do better today: track potential yet 
unidentified problems and opportuni 
ties, and either head them off before they 

Neural Networks are Solving Real Problems 
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machine maintenance • Predicting student performance • Hone racing picks • 
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analysis • Selection of criminal Investigation targets • Employee selection • 
Proem control • Prode~ct qCiallty control and mach, much more. 
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Never before has such a stnalllaser printer 

offered so tnuch speed and econotny


and Adobe® PostScript; too. 

Introducing the 16 ppm microL1.sern' XL 
printer. It's fast, fl exible and affordable. 

ow you can afford a 16 ppm laser printer 
at an 8 ppm price. The newest addition 
to Texas Instruments award-win ning 
microlaser fumily st:ms at just $3,449* 
for the standard model. Or choose from 
two affordable Adobe Post cript model:**, 
with either 17 or 35 fonts. 
For one or many users. 
Whether you use Macintosh ·:j:, IBM ~ or 
U I X~ computers - or a combination
microL1.ser XL can handle the work load 
to r you or your whole department. You can 
even switch berween H P L1serjet'" [I emula
tion and PostScript without n1rning off rhe 
printer. At o nly 15.8" wide and 16.6" deep, 
microla er XL is the smallest: laser printer 
in its da s. o it's easier to find room fo r 
rhis rype of power. 
Superior paper handling. 
Save time load ing paper- micml.aser XL's 
paper drawer holds 250 sheets. You' ll save 

~ I'OSTSCRIPT 

space too, because the drawer sl ides conve

niently inside the printer. An optional, 

second 500-sheet paper feeder (7 50 sheets 

roral) and automatic feeder for 70 envelop<::s 

art: available t(l r you r large print jobs and 

mai l-merge appl ications. 

Easy, no·tools upgrade to Post cript. 

C hoose the standard microL1.ser XL and 


add the powerfu l t(mt and graphics G1 pa
bili ties of PostScript softwa re at any time. 
Because microL1·er XL use · the same mod
ular controller hoard design a: the origin al 
microbser, upgrad ing is easy and affordabk 
- no tools or service call needed . 

See the power and perfom1ance of 
microbser XL fi1 r you rsel f Call for the 
location ofa dealer near you. 
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become critical or take advantage of 
them before the competition catches on. 

Accomplishing this task involves pat
tern recognition of such a high caliber 
that it is often referred to as intuition and 
considered a near mystical skill. Yet peo
ple do this sort of thing all the time , and 
more could do it more often if they were 
given software tools that enabled and en
couraged deeper exploration of docu
mentary evidence. 

For example , say you have 10 fields in 
a customer-service database in which to 
type notes on the last bug-report call or 
10 keywords to attach to the image of a 
letter from an irate consumer-or make 
it 20, 50 , or 500. This sort of structured 
data about characteristics you have al
ready identified as significant will never 
be adequate. You will always be caught 
short if you can't quickly restructure or 
reindex information in light of more re
cent intelligence . (Think of the CIA 
here ; this type of intelligence may often 
involve no new data, but rather a new 
way of perceiving and interpreting exist
ing information.) 

Information resources, and especially 
document collections, are not just moun

tains of facts you already know but re 
search bases to explore for clues about 
what you don't yet understand . More 
than that, they are the foundation on 
which new knowledge will be built by ac
cretion. Detailed annotations and even 
off-the-cuff comments by knowledgeable 
people can add enormous value to docu 
ments if, and only if, they are also re
trievable. 

Hypertext linkages created between 
related texts can likewise be high-value
added contributions to greater compre
hension , the nonnegotiable prerequisite 
to effective action. But all this requires 
text, not pictures of words. In fact , it re
quires more than text. It calls for sophis
ticated conceptual maps that you can 
continually debug and incrementally ex
tend to make sense of the words, which 
are themselves simply tokens of some 
presumably real territory beyond the 
document. 

Eye of the Beholder 
Since I opened this article with a quote 
from the Wicked Queen, I'll close with 
one from Raymond Chandler and Robert 
B. Parker's Poodle Springs , something a 

little less fabulous and more contempo
rary . Listen to legendary private eye 
Philip Marlowe in the process of search
ing a dead woman 's apartment . You can 
almost hear Bogart 's sibilant inflection: 

"The cops would have seen all this. 
They'd have looked at everything like 
they do , and anything that mattered 
would be down in a box in property stor
age with a case tag on it. Still , they didn't 
know all the things I knew, and I was 
hoping I might see something that 
wouldn ' t have meant anything to them." 

If you look at document-image data
bases as the modern equivalent of prop
erty storage, the analog of the case tag 
would have to be an index-field entry. In
stead of putting potential proof into plas
tic baggies with little labels, the police 
can now just snap a picture and scribble a 
few notes on the back. Me, I'm more like 
Marlowe, I guess. I'd rather get closer to 
the hard evidence and decide for myself 
who's the fairest of them all. • 

Christopher Locke is director ofindustri
al relations at the Robotics Institute , 
Carnegie Mellon University. You can 
reach him on BIX c/o "editors. " 
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EEF 

ELEX ELECTRONIC FILING 

The ELEX Electronic Filing System 
(EEF) is a hardware/software sys
tem designed to reduce the fright
ening volumes of paperwork that 
burden businesses on a daily basis. 
As paper is eliminated, transactions 
are made in a fraction of the time 
required by traditional means, costly 
storage facilities are reduced, data 
security and integrity is enhanced, 
and work quality and quantity is 
increased. These factors all give 
companies and individuals the com
petitive advantage they need to ex
cel in the business environment of 
the 90's. 

Filing vs. Archiving 
Document image processing is a 
new technology which has just be
gun to evolve. The myriad of hard
ware devices on the market, and the 
lack of an indus try standard proto
col for communicating between 
them, make the integration of an 
electronic filing system a formidable 
task. And without intelligent soft
ware to control all aspects of the 
storage, management, and retrieval 
of documents, the filing system will 
be nothing more than a micro-fiche 
machine in disguise. 

With these considerations in mind, 
EEF was designed as a turn-key so
lution which relieves the clients of 
all the intricacies involved in inte
grating a truly functional electronic 
filing system. Yet its flexible design 
allows continuous and smooth up
grade as the users needs grow and 
change. 

Open Architecture 
EEF is designed as a totally open 
architecture system. Rather than 
being a closed package, EEF is com
posed of individual building blocks 
defined by their area of electronic 

filing functionality. These blocks are 
not bound to specific hardware/ 
software limitations. As such, they 
can be combined in a variety of 
forms on each of the following op
erating platforms, to achieve opti
mal satisfaction of an application's 
specific demands: 

• 	 A single user workstation under 
the DOS or the OS/2 operating 
system. 

• 	 A local area network - Novell 
NetWare 286 and higher or any 
DOS 3.1 compatible network. 

• 	 A host computer under the 
UNIX, VAX/VMS or IBM AS/ 
400 system with a PC connection. 

Input 

Scanner, Fax, Word Processing, 
* Host Computer, Btc. . 

Processing 

Document Mana~, Retrieval' 
~, Hyper-Med;a, Datattese 
Application Generatot; Tum-key 

Sob.ition. 

Output 

Printer,,Plotter, High Res. Display, 
Fax, Host Computer 

EEF Applications 
The EEF system opens a vast new 
world of opportunities for you. The 
possible applications are limitless, 
and to name a few: 
Management Systems 
Any application which requires 
original documents and forms (e.g. 
verification of signatures and L/C 
in the banking area). 

Scientific and Engineering Data 
Any application in these fields 
that requires maps, charts, logs, 

sketches, etc. 

Medical Uses 
The kind of visual information 
which is so essential for medical ap
plications is handled by EEF in a 
natural, straightforward manner. 
Art Catalogs 
Making multi/media presentations 
of art works, for example at auc
tions, can provide an exciting new 
display method. 

Real Estate I Travel Agency 
EEF can be used to take the custom
ers on an on-site electronic tour 
without ever leaving the office, thus 
shortening the process of selection. 

EEF Pilot System 
For prospective clients wishing to 
enter the field, we have prepared a 
pilot system, enclosing in one pack
age the full range of functions nec
essary for electronic filing. The sys
tem components are: 

Hardware 
386 base micro-computer at 33MHz 
with 64K cache, 8MB RAM, 1.2GB 
with access time of 0.8MS (disk cach
ing), proprietary scanner and printer 
interfaces, high resolution (1660 x 
1200) CRT display, laser printer 300 
dpi at 8 ppm, scanner 300 dpi with 
100 page feeder. 

Software 
The EEF software package, includ
ing the document manager, the 
retrieval engine, the hypermedia 
interface, and 20 hours of customi
zation services. 

Total cost for the pilot system is 
30,000 US$. 

For further details and literature, 
please contact: 

EUROPE: ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS SA 

65, Rue de Lausanne 1202 Geneva Switzerland Tel. + 41 22 738 11 88 Fax. + 41 22 738 11 90 


USA : ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC. 

125-127 North 4tll Street Plliladelplria, PA 19106 USA Tel.+ 1 215 627 7202 Fax.= 1 215 627 2342. 


Trademarks: DOS, OS/2. Microsoft Corp; Net Ware, Novell , Inc. ; UNIX, SCO Corp; AS/400. IBM Corp; VAX/VM S, Digital Equip. Corp. 
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ANNOUNCING 
+PASCAL:rM 

A High Performance Option 
For Turbo Pascal Users 
We agree that Borland Turbo Pascal® is a great street 
machine. But when your applications demand the 
ultimate in performance, the Stony Brook Pascal+ 
optimizing compiler has the extra power you need - and 
an unbeatable list of standard features . 

DON'T CHANGE A LINE OF YOUR CODE 
It couldn't be easier to trade up to Pascal+. We ' re 100% 
language-compatible with Turbo Pascal V6. You don't 
change your Turbo Pascal programs at all. Just compile 
with Pascal+ and get: 

Execution speeds up to 100% faster 
Code size up to 30% smaller 

You get fully optimized code with NO difference in your 
program's operation! 

ELIMINATE ROADBLOCKS 
Pascal+ comes fu ll y equipped to handle ANY 
programming problem you encounter. Unlike Turbo 
Pascal, we produce standard Microsoft® objects, support 
all memory models, and give you complete control over 
procedure-calling and parameter passing conventions. 

INSTANTLY LINK TO OTHER LANGUAGES 
With Pascal+ it 's easy to interface with code written in 
any other lang uage . This means, for instance, that you 
can have immediate access to millions of lines of 
commercial library code written by and for C 
programmers . 

TURBO 


AND WE DO WINDOWS! 

Stony Brook Pascal+ comes with 


full support for Microsoft Windows 3.0. 

We provide the interface units, and you use the 


windows API exactly as you would with Microsoft C. 


In fact, anything you can do with 
Microsoft® C or TurboC®, you can do 
with Stony Brook Pascal + ! 
So get on the track with Stony Brook Pascal+. You ' ll 
qualify for races you never could en ter before . 

CALL NOW OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION 

187 E. Wilbur Rd .. Sui te 9, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 
Makers of Stony Brook Professiona l Modula-2 and QuickMod 

WITH OUR SPECIALSAVE $loo• 
t 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
Buy directly from us by 7/31191 m1d pay only: 

$295 ~~ .~. ~it~~:~a $395 afl~.- u fft·r cxp i r~!. 
$375 Incl . shopping. $475 .lltc•r offer c.pir<'>

ou tside U.S. & Canada 

Turbo Pascal m1d Turbo Care registered trademarks of Borlm1d lntemational, Inc. Microsoft and Windows are regis tered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation. 
Stout/ Brook Software m1d Pascal + arc trademarks of Gogesch Micro Systems, l11c. 
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DIVIDE AND 

CONQUER 


Neural networks take a novel approach 
to the problem of automatic handwriting recognition 

DAVID P. W RIGHT AND CHRISTOPHER L. SCOFIELD 

For over 30 years, people have 
been touting the paperless office. 
Clearly it's not here yet. One ob
stacle has been the inability to 

find a way to mechanically read human 
handwriting and convert it into a com
puter-digestible form such as ASCII text. 
A second difficulty has involved the task 
of entering scanned information from 
forms into a computer database. 

Nestor (Providence, Rl) has developed 
products that can overcome these diffi
culties using its proprietary neural net
work technology. It has developed soft
ware that can be trained , in realtime, to 
read unconstrained handprinted charac
ters in English, as well as the thousands 
of Japanese kanji characters. (For infor
mation on a company with a product that 
reads script today, see the text box "Rec
ognizing Script" on page 210.) 

An Ocean of Forms 

Our society is dependent on forms. Try 

to apply for almost anything-insurance, 

credit cards, motor vehicle registration, 

employment-and you'll have to fill out a 

form. Filing taxes, medical claims, sales 

orders, census information, and sub

scriptions also requires filling out forms. 


What happens to those forms? Usu
ally, someone reads them and then keys 
the information into a database. Manual 
data entry remains widespread. For ex
ample, over 50 billion checks are cleared 
yearly in the U.S.; most of these transac
tions are entered manually. The IRS esti
mates that there are over 194 million 
tax receipts per year, and most of these 
transactions are handled manually as 
well. But keyboard entry is slow, inaccu
rate, and expensive. 

continued 
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There are severa l ways to automate 
forms entry. For $60,000 and up , page 
scanners are avai lable that will perform 
quite well on forms with machine print 
and neatly hand-printed block charac
ters. Most of these systems read form s 
spec ifica lly designed for optical charac 
ter recognition (OCR), with spec ial inks 
that are invisible to the scanner and with 
sepa rated charac ter boxes for hand
prin ted characters. The IRS 1040EZ is 
the most common example of this type of 
form. However, high cost and lim ited 
flexibility restrict the use of these expen
sive machines to specia li zed markets. 

At the other end of the spectrum . for 
about $500 you can buy an OCR software 
package and get excellent resu lts with 
machine-printed text in almost all mod
ern font styles. However, these packages 
are not well su ited for forms recognition 
because output data must be formatted, 
machine print must be of high qualit y, 
and hand-printed characters cannot be 
recognized at all. 

Character recognition from forms pre
sents many problems that are not encoun 
tered with machine-printed text. The 
form itself and the location of the data 
must be correctly identified. Each char
acter' s position , as well as its value , must 
be determined . Background information 
must be removed so that characters are 
separated from the form . Hand-printed 
information , or machine print that is de 
graded, must be accurately separated and 
recognized . These issues have yet to be 
resolved with off-the-shelf OCR soft 
ware . 

Nestor 's newest product. NestorRead
er, attacks the problem of recognizing 
handwritten characters . The company is 

IJ\JTE ACTION SUMMARY 

Real-Life Neural 
Networks 

Automating the processing 

of business forms remains a 

major challenge. Current 

OCR technology can 't handle 

human handwriting. But new 

techniques based on neural 

networks show great prom

ise. We may live to see the 

paperless office after all. 
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SAMPLE EDGE 
TEMPLATES 

Figure 1: Edge templates, or kernels. 
are like cells in the visual cortex 
that react to horizontal , vertical. or 
angled fin es. 

working to add the ability to identify 
which form an image represents (e.g . , Is 
it a 1040EZ?) and which regions of the 
image correspond to data fields (e.g . , 
Where is the Total Deductions field?). 
Nestor believes that the technique used to 
recognize characters will extend readily 
to the recognition of fields and forms. 

Recognizing Handwriting 
Traditional OCR systems seek to match a 
character image with a template stored in 
memory. Since every person writes di f
ferently , that technique won't work for 
hand-printed characters . Nestor 's trans
puter-based system solves the problem 
with a two-phase approach. First , the 
system extracts a data set, or f eature vec
tor, from each character. A feature vec
tor describes the distribution of primitive 
edges- vertical , horizontal , and angled 
lines-throughout the image of the char
acter. Then a neural network discovers 
which character the feature vector most 
closely matches . 

What defines characters in the first 
place? That' s the key advantage of a neu 
ral network: You train it by example. By 
presenting a network with many exam
ples of a handwritten number 2, for in 
stance. you can teach it that a 2 occupies 
a certain complex region in a multidi 
mensional feature space . 

NestorReader's first task is to ident ify 
primitive edges. Various representations 
of the image can serve as input to the 
edge-detection phase. There is the raw 
bit map. of course. but the system also 
uses other representations derived from 
the bit map , including a single-pixel
wide medial axis, or skeleton, and a com
plementary outline that traces the char 
acter's outer boundary. 

The system processes these input rep
resentations using a collection of 3- by 3
pixel edge templates, or kernels, like 
those shown in figure I. You can think of 
the kernel s as cells tuned to detect differ 
ent kinds of edges , like the cell s in the 
visual cortex of a cat that react to hori 
zontal or vertica l shapes. The system 
centers a 3-by-3 window on each pixel of 
the image . compares the bits found there 
to each of the edge templates , and assigns 
the image pixel a va lue corresponding to 
the best-matching template . If the char
acter's bi t map is a 50- by 60-pixel rect 
angle. the result is a list of 3000 edge 
orientations . 

Organizing the Edges 

The next step is to lay a grid over the 

pi xel array . The 50-by-60 bit map might 

yield a 5-by-6 grid of 10-pixel-wide sub

wi ndows . But it" s the number of subwin

dows- not their size in pixels-that mat 

te rs. A smaller character occupying a 25 
by-30 cell would also yield a 5-by-6 grid. 

although the subwindows in that case 

would be on ly 5 pixels square. 


F or each subwindow. the sys tem 
counts up the number of edges of each 
type associated with each pixel in the 
subwindow . A grid of 5-by-6 wi ndows 
yields 30 hi stograms, or tables, describ
ing the frequency of edge occurn:nces in 
each window. In this way. the system 
spatia ll y organizes the edge freq uencies 
wit h respect to the image . These 30 ta 
bles , when concatenated, form the fea
ture vector that supplies input to the neu
ral network . Suppose there are 12 edge 
templates , as shown in figure I (in prac 
tice. there can be more). The feature vec 
tor compr ises 360 values- 30 tables by 
12 templates . Each value represents the 
frequency of edge occurrence at some lo
cation in the image. 

Building Models of Clouds 
The neural network 's job is to match 
each of these feature vectors to a charac
ter. It performs thi s task by modeling 
feature vectors in a many-dimensional 
feature space-for instance. a 360-di 
mensional space in the case of feature 
vectors with 360 values . The feature vec 
tor for an instance of 2 appears as a point 
in this space. Additional instances of 2 
appear as neighboring points, and the 
class of all 2s composes a "cloud '" of 
points. Now you can see why it 's crucial 
to normalize the number of dimensions : 
All comparison must take place in the 
same feature space. 

The class of all 3s makes up anot her 
cloud in the fea tu re space. Objects like 
the 2 and 3 clouds have complex bound 
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aries . To model these boundaries , the 
network uses basic building blocks called 
radius-limited perceptrons. These are 
n-dimensional hyperspheres, where n is 
the number of dimensions in the feature 
space-in our example , 360. During its 
training phase , the network builds up 
models ofclouds corresponding to 2s and 
3s by a process of accretion . Let a data 
point (e.g. , a 360-element feature vec
tor) representing 2 enter the network . If 
an existing sphere encloses it, and that 
sphere belongs to the 2 cloud, then there 
is no action required . The network cor
rectly recognizes that pattern. 

What if no sphere encloses the point? 
The network adds a new sphere to the 
collection of spheres that model the 2 
cloud . The new sphere's center is the 
given point ; its radius is the distance to 
the nearest sphere belonging to a non-2 
cloud . The network thus refines its mod
el of the 2 cloud. 

Now a new point enters the network . It 
represents an instance of 2, and there is 
an existing sphere that encloses it , but 
that sphere belongs to the 3 cloud. That ' s 
an error. The network then responds by 
shrinking the enclosing sphere's size, 
thus adjusting the 3 cloud ' s boundary. 

Over time, by means of both positive 
and negative reinforcement, the net
work ' s model of cloud boundaries grows 
more accurate. It learns when to identify 
a pattern as an instance of 2 and , just as 
important , when not to. Although the 
modeling occurs in a multidimensional 
feature space , it 's conceptually similar 
to what happens in 3-D CAD. Instead of 
modeling the surface of an object by 
means of polygons, here we ' re modeling 
the volume of an abstract cloud using ab
stract spheres. 

Running the Neural Network 
Figure 2 illustrates the flow of informa
tion th rough the network. The first layer 
buffers the input. It accepts feature vec
tors one at a time; in our example , the in
put layer will require 360 cells. 

The second layer of cells corresponds 
to the hyperspheres used to model the 
clouds . The relationship between the 
fi rst and second layers is many-to-many. 
Weights that are assigned to the second
layer ce ll s correspond to points in feature 
space at the origin of spheres. Thresholds 
ofcell response correspond to the radii of 
the spheres . The number of cells in this 
layer may be quite large. Activation of a 
cell in this layer corresponds to finding 
an enclos ing sphere for a point ; adjust
ment of cell -response thresholds corre
sponds to adjusting the influence of a 
sphere in response to negative feedback . 

The third, or output, layer contains 
one cell for each recognizable class of 
character. If our system recognized just 
the digits 0 through 9, there would be 10 
cells in the third layer . The relationship 
of the second layer to the output layer is 
many-to-one. Each second-layer cell be
longs to a class: 2 , for example. Each cell 
in the output layer performs what is in ef
fect a logical OR for a set of second-layer 

T he system runs 
several networks 

simultaneously. 

cells . There will be many second-layer 
cells for class 2; if any of these fires, so 
does the output cell for class 2. 

Can more than one output-layer cell 
fire? Yes. Given a 2, the network might 
think it recognizes both a 2 and a 3. In 
that case , the network is said to be con
fused, and a higher level of arbitration 
comes into play. The system typically 
runs several networks simultaneously. 
Each starts with a different basic repre
sentation: One may begin with the raw bit 

map , another with the medial axis , and a 
third with the contour. If the network s 
arrive at different opinions, they vote, 
and the system abides by the majority de
cision. If, during training , the opinion 
derived from a particular representation 
seems consistently more valid than oth
ers, the system can increase the weight 
given to that opinion. 

Tools of the Trade 
Feature extraction and neural network 
processing are well suited to parallel pro
cessing. There are several ways in which 
parallelism might be exploited. Since the 
recognition of each character involves 
running several neural networks at once, 
one approach would be to dedicate a pro
cessor to each network . However , Nestor 
has achieved the best results by assigning 
all processing for each character- both 
feature extraction and the execution of 
multiple neural networks-to individual 
processors in a multiprocessor system. 

The NestorReader takes advantage of 
the flexibility and excellent price/per
formance characteristics of transputers, 
which are high-speed , independent mi
croprocessors designed and manufac
tured by lnmos, a subsidiary of SGS
Thomson Microelectronics. Mult iple 
transputer modules (TRAMs), each with 
its own memory and commun ications 
link s, plug into add-in boards that are 
available for AT , VME , Micro Channel, 
and other buses. NestorReader, hosted 
on a PC , recognizes about 10 characters 

THREE-LAYER NEURAL NETWORK 

Output layer 

Modeling layer 

Input layer 

Figure 2: A feature vector enters the network at layer 1. Many-to-many connections 
between layers 1 and 2, governed by weights that correspond to spheres ofinf luence 
in feature space, enable the network to model character-class boundaries during 
training and to classify feature vectors during execution. Many-to-one connections 
between layers 2 and 3 map cell activations to character classes. 
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Recognizing Script 


S
cript recognition is still a long 
way off, right? Wrong! But band
writing recognition today just 
means reading hand-printed 

block letters, doesn't it? This may be 
true of most U.S. entries in the band
writing-recognition arena, but a small 
company in the U.S.S.R.-that's right, 
Russia-has a program that is reading 
script now. The program works; I have 
seen it , and it read my script, not just the 
company 's test case. 

The Moscow-based company is Para
Graph, and the product is CalliGraph, a 
graphics-tablet-based handwriting-rec
ognition program. CalliGraph works by 
dissecting your handwriting into com
ponent parts: the loops and curves, their 
angles and sequence. It's really quite in
genious. I saw examples of the angular 
arcs and lines, and they don't look like 

per second per TRAM . 
The transputer-based architecture of

fers two distinct benefits. First, it pro
vides you with modular, incremental 
performance options to meet specific re
quirements . F.:Jr example, a 60-cps sys
tem requires six TRAMs. You can li
cense software to access any number of 
additional TRAMs; recognition speed 
grows almost linearly . Second , because 
the modules are identical, recognition 
systems usi ng transputers are inherently 
fault-tolerant. Thus, in a multi-TRAM 
configuration, processing speed would 
only degrade in 10-cps increments as a 
result of processor failure. 

The NestorReader user interface to the 
transputer network is a Microsoft Win
dows program. Given a scanned image of 
a form, you mark the zones that represent 
data fields and submit these to the recog
nition system for identification. For each 
type of form, you can define a set of 
zones - for example , name, address, 
city. state , and ZIP code. The set of 
zones can be applied repeatedly to a 
batch of stored images as long as all the 
images represent the same type of form . 
The transputer network separates the 
contents of each zone into images of 
characters and then identifies the charac
ters by means of the neural network tech
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letters, or anything else for that matter. 
They're just bits and pieces. 

These bits and pieces of letters, as 
well as the overall appearance of the 
whole letters, are then compared to 
many different variations of similarly 
dissected letters to determine the letters 
you have written. Then the combined 
letters are looked up in a word Jist to see 
if they make up a valid word . As long as 
the word list is inclusive enough, the 
odds are good that CalliGraph will rec
ognize what you wrote. 

Admittedly. on the particular graph
ics tablet that I used, I had to write a bit 
larger than my normal script, but the 
program had no problem recognizing 
the first word I wrote, and it did so 
pretty quickly. The second word was 
more of a problem, but it turned out that 
the word just wasn't in t.he particular 

nique described earlier. To assist post
process editing, the system can report 
confidence levels and alternate choices 
in order of confidence. 

Future Developments 
What's the next step? Organizations that 
handle large volumes of paper typically 
sort documents by type . When docu
ments have been scanned, the sorting can 
be semi-mechanical : An operator views 
an image and then enters a classification 
number. Why not use neural networks to 
fully automate this recognition task, 
too? After repeated exposure to forms of 
various types, a neural network system 
will be able to recognize patterns and 
classify documents accordingly. Docu
ments and faxes will be routed to their 
destination faster and more economical
ly. Thanks to its learning capability, the 
network's accuracy will improve over 
time. Unknown images need only be 
routed to a human operator who will in
teractively train the system in real time . 

Once a neural network has identified 
an image, the main task becomes finding 
the information on the document. Con
tent must be separated from background, 
a process calledforms subtraction. In ad
dition to making the characters available 
for recognition, forms subtraction re

word list that ParaGraph was using at 
the demonstration. 

Pen-based computing has become a 
buzzword of late in the computer indus
try. With it come visions of taking notes 
in raw script and automatically entering 
them into your computer. The reality in 
most cases is that pen-based computing 
is working, but primitively, with block 
letters and fill-in boxes. ParaGraph has 
come up with a new twist : handwriting 
recognition that actually recognizes 
your writing- a glimpse of things to 
come. 

You can contact ParaGraph on BIX 
through its genera.! director, Stepan Pa
chikov , as "spachikov." 

Jane Morrill Tazelaar is BYTE's senior 
editor for the State of the Art section. 
You can reach her on 8/X as ''janetaz. " 

duces the image size for subsequent stor
age. For instance , it would be inefficient 
for the IRS to store millions of tax form s 
on optical disk when on ly the conte nt of 
the forms matters . 

Form backgrounds (templates) can be 
stored once and merged with content 
upon retrieval. However, you can't just 
subtract an image of a blank form from 
an image of a document. Much of the 
form ' s content might be lost in cases 
where characters overlap background 
elements . Furthermore, forms a re often 
printed with slight variations . To deter
mine what is data and what is back
ground (so that the correct character 
images will be used for recogn ition), you 
need an intelligent system. 

Nestor is now developing neural net
work tools to solve these field- and form 
level recognition problems. In concert 
with the character-level recognition sys
tem described here, Nestor hopes to 
show that neural networks can help bring 
the long-anticipated paperless office 
closer to practical reality . • 

David P. Wright is director of sales and 
marketing for , and Christopher L. Sco
field is vice president of, Nestor Applied 
Systems. They can be contacted on 8/X 
c/o "editors. " 
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A direct marketing industry exclusive! 
Once again, Northgate sets the pace. Northgate Upgrades 
is a new program designed to keep your business on 
the cutting edge of technology while avoiding the high 
cost of replacing entire systems. 

Now, every SlimLine~and Elegance"' system is 
upgradable to a higher-speed 386"' or 486"' processor. 

Upgrading eliminates "overbuying!" No longer do you 
have to buy more computer than you require to avoid 
system replacement down the road. Instead, select 
the Northgate system that meets your current needs. 
Then, as your applications become more advanced, 
simply upgrade to greater power. 

Northgate protects the certainty of your computer 
investment! In today's highly-competitive business climate 
being able to upgrade your systems makes bottom-line 
sense. When you choose to upgrade, your original system 
investment is maximized. You'll eliminate the duplicate 
costs you'd incur with system replacement such as case, 
keyboard, hard drive, memory, monitors and so on. 

We'll even send out a technician to do the upgrade. • 
Northgate systems can be upgraded on the spot and on 
the job. Usually, you'll be up and running with greater 
power and performance in as little as two hours. 

It pays to get the facts. You've heard "noise" about 
upgrading before, but have you compared the costs? Our 
upgrades give you enormous savings when compared to 
both new system replacement and upgrade programs 
offered through other vendors. 

Free pre-purchase consultation. Nobody spends thousands of 
dollars on systems - upgradable or not- during the first phone 
call. You know it, we know it. Instead, we offer a no-obUgation 
pre-purchase consultation with one of our highly-trained Technical 
Consultants. You won't get high-pressure tactics or commission
hungry salespeople. just friendly assistance in matching your 
business needs with the appropriate Northgate solution. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 

800-345-8709 
IN .A. AND CANADA 

"Smart Tools For Business""' Major corporations. '·olume purcha.ser.; and 
government agencies call 800 548-3510 7075 flying Cloud Drive,
National Business Accounts· • Eden Prairie, Minncsora 55344 
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Northgate makes it safe to buy
business computers direct. 

24-hour business hotline 
service for your 24-hour 
business. Many companies 

don't realize the importance of 
'round the clock technical support 
.. . until they need it. But, chances 
are, you or someone you know 
has had questions about computing 
after normal office hours. If you 
purchased your systems from one 
of our competitors, you probably had 
to wait to get help. Time-wasting. 
Inefficient. Costly. 

Northgate treats you right! Across 
town or around the world, Northgate's 
business customers have a special 
hotline that gives immediate 24-hour 
access to Northgate's team of technical 
experts. Compare this with our 
competitors. Many have limited hours 
(like 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Saturdays; 
closed Sundays), some won't answer 
the phone during lunch hour and 
close up shop at night. While others 
offer little or no support at all. 

Northgate's commitment to customer 
service and support caught the 
attention of the 1990 Microcomputer 
Marketing Council who selected 
Northgate as the first winner of the 
Association's Service and Support 
Award. When you buy from Northgate, 
rest assured we're here to serve you 
in person-all day, every day. And 
the call's always on us. 

From our spectacular Slimline 386SX 
to our our powerful Elegance 486111 

file servers, Northgate backs them all 
with quality in every respect. 

Industry's highest performing 
systems. In an industry overflowing 
with companies all claiming top 
performance, only one company is 
consistently ahead of the pack: 
Northgate. Since january of 1989 
when our first PC Magazine Editor's 

choice was awarded, our name has 

become synonymous with pace setting 

performance. Seven Editors' Choice 

awards, eight Computer Shopper "Best 

Buy" Awards and three InfoWorld 

recognitions are proof. 


Quality systems through manufac

turing and testing. As a manufacture~; 

Northgate does not subscribe to the 

industry trend of taking shortcuts in 

technology to boost performance 

gains and keep prices down. Rather, 

we thoroughly test components for 

compatibility, performance and 

value. In fact, if you were to order 

a hundred of our machines with 

the same configuration, every 

one would have the exact same 

performance. From hard drives 

all the way to our ALPS keyboard 

switches. And every stop in between. 

No "parts of the month" surprises 

or compatibility problems. We stake 

our reputation on it. 


Unparalleled compatibility with 

your current industry standard 

systems and software. One of our 

competitors recently announced 

they set up an "FCC Testing Lab:' At 

Northgate, this is nothing new. For 

years, Northgate has gone the extra 

step to ensure that our systems are 

FCC Class Bcertified. And, we've 

invested hundreds of thousands of 

dollars to make sure our systems are 

compatible with MS-DOS, 05/ 2, 

Novell~ Banyan, UNIX, SCO and other 

software. It's no wonder why many 

major software developers use 

Northgate to design, develop and 

"debug" their new software. 


Dollar for dolla~; Northgate is your 

smartest business decision. No 

doubt you can pay less for computers. 

And you can certainly pay more. 

But you won't get the product, 

performance, service and support 


that has positioned Northgate as the 
new industry leader. No matter what 
the price, you just 
can't buy better 
than Northgate. 

Free pre-purchase consultation. 
Nobody spends thousands of 
dollars on systems during the first 
phone call.You know it, we know 
it Instead, we offer ano-obligation 
pre-purchase consultation with 
one ofour highly-trained Technical 
Consultants.You won't get 
high-pressure tactics or 
commission-hungry salespeople. 
just friendly assistance in matching 
your business needs with the 
appropriate Northgate solution. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 

800-345-8709 
IN U.SA AND CANADA 

Major corporations. volume purchasers and 

~~~~:e~:~~~~~c~~~n~ : 800-548-3510 
Notice to the hearing impaired: 

Nonhgate has TDD capability. Dial 800-535-0602. 
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"Smart Tools For Business"'" 
7075 Flyi ng Cloud Drive, 
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344 
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Award-winning performance, unequaled 
service and incredible support for aprice IBM~ 
Compaq®and Delrcan'thope to match. 
The power of 386.. computing is the 

lifeblood of business today. And 
more and more, Nonhgate is the 

vendor of choice. Why7 Northgate is the 
only company who consistently earns top 
ratings for performance, service, support 
and bottom-line value. Industry experts 
and users worldwide agree. 

Northgate 386 ... computing's most 
decorated line. Nonhgate's rise to the 
pinnacle of 386 technology started in 1988 
when Computer Shopper readers voted 
Northgate's 386 Power System both a "Best 
Buy" and Overall Best Buy. A few months 
later, PC Magazine named Nonhgate 386/ 20 
and 386/ 25 "Editors' Choice." Later that 
year, our 386/ 33 received the same honor. 
Along the way, our 386 systems won several 
InfoWorld recognitions as well. 

Revolutionary systems of the 
90's: Northgate Slimline~ 
Often copied, never duplicated! It seems 
like everyone has jumped on the Slim line 
bandwagon these days. Truth is, orthgate 
pioneered this incredible technology. We 
were the first to introduce full power 386 
systems in a case measuring only 4.25" high. 

Architecture that stunned the industry! 
SlimLine's full y- integrated motherboard 
features built-in IDE hard drive and floppy 
drive controllers, one parallel and two 
serial ports plus a 16-bit VGA controller. 
And we didn't scrimp on expansion capabil
ities. Our unique expansion tree has three 
full-length 16-bit and two half-length 8-bit 
slots for all your add-ons and peripherals. 

Perfect single-user workstation or network 
terminal. SlimLi ne is ideal for use where 
you need full-size 386 power, but space is 
a premium. 

For comprehensive system features and 
popular configurations, see next page. 

Northgate Elegance"': Full-size 
386 power and expandability. 
The business systems of choice. Elegance's 
award-winning reputation has made them 
the choice of Fortune 1000 corporations, 
government agencies and universities 
around the world. And with good reason. 

Elegance full-size systems are designed to 
allow you to easily expand your system as 
your business needs increase. You only pay 
for the components you need now. 

Power for every application. From "simple" 
tasks like word processing and desktop 
publishing to advanced CAD I CAE and 
database management applications, Elegance 
delivers. To find out what systems are 
right for you, see next page for system 
configurations and upgrade options. 

Northgate wins 1990 Micro
computer Marketing Council's 
Service and Support Award! 
• 30-day no-risk nial period 
• Full one year warranty on systems, 5 years on 

OmniKey keyboards. 
• Nonhgate responds to your needs with 

overnight shipment of partS - at our expense I 
• Free on-site service to most locations for one 

year if we can't solve your needs over the phone. 
• Unique 24-hour toll-free technical support

the industry's best! 
• We accept VISA, MasterCard, Discover and 

Northgate's Big 'N' card. We offer leasing and 
financing options, tool 

free pre-purchase consultation. Nobody 
spends thousands of dollars on systems 
during the first phone call. You know it, we 
know it. Instead, we offer a no-obligation 
pre-purchase consultation with one o£ 
our highly-trained Technical Consultants. 
You won't get high-pressure tactics or 
commission-hungry salespeople. just 
friendly assistance in matching your 
business needs with the appropriate 
Nonhgate solution. 

NOR711GA!F 
COAIPl/TFR~t~FREE800-345-8709 SYSTEAI~ INCIN USA AND CANADA 

"Smart Tools For Business"" Forrun.e 1000 .corporations, government agencies and 

educanon msnrunons, call Nanonal Busmes.s Accounts: 800-548-3510 7075 Flying Cloud Drive, 

'otict to the hearingimp•irtd: Nonhgate Ius IDD capability. Dial800·53$-0602. Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344 
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Only Northgate offers afull range of386~ systems 

in Slimline, desktop, andvertical power cases! 

Slimline...aNorthgate original! 

SlimLine Features: 
• Small fo otprint (16.5" square x 

4.25" high ) Slim line case with 
room for two exposed and o ne 
imemal half-height devices 

• Int el an I \ 'lei tck math 
coprocessor suppon 

• 150 watt power supply 
• Clock calendar chip rated 

a t 5 years 
• Front mounted reset and 

high / low speed controls 
• MS-DOS -+.01 and GW-BASIC 

installed 
• On-line use r's guide to 

MS-DOS-+.0 1 
• QA Plus Diagnostic and 

utility software 
• FCC Class B cmified 

If one of these popular models doesn't meet your 
needs, CALL! We'll custom build one just for you! 

Slimline 386SX/ l6 and 20 MHz with 64K Cache 
• lntei80 386SX/ 16 or 20 Ml-lz • 1.2 1b and I. HMb fl oppy drives 

processo r • 1-+" SVGA co lur monitor 
• 2Mb of RAM on motherboard 

• O trttriKey key board • -+OMh hard drive 
• MK SRAM read / wri te-back cache • Mi c rosoft Windows and mouse 

$2399°0 I $2599°0 
Or as low as 575°0 / 58000 per month* 

Slimline 386/25 MHz with 64K Cache 
• lntel80386/ 25 MH z processor • 1.2Mb and I.HMb llo ppy driws 
• -+Mb o f RAM on mo th erboard • 1-+ ' SVGA color monitor 
• lOOMb hard drive • O mtriKey keyboard 
• 6-+K SRAM read / writ e-bac k cache • Microsoft Windows and mouse 

$3399°0 
Or as low as 5105°0 per month* 

Slimline 386/33 MHz with 64K Cache 
• Intel R03R6 /3 3 Ml lz processo r • 1.2Mb and I. +4Mb fl oppy drives 
• -+Mb o f RAM on motherboard • 14 ' SVGA co lo r mon ito r 
• 200Mb lwrd dtivc • O mniKcy keyboard 
• 6-+K SRA~l read / write-back cache • Micro;o ft Windows and mouse 

$38 99°0 
Or as low as s 120°0 per month* 

Editors Choice-all Elegance systems 

Elegance Features: 
• Desktop ""~ features 5-bays 


with room for 3 exposed 

and 2 intemal half-he ight 

devices wi th 200 watt 

power supply. 


• For greater expansio n. 

choose a vertical 7-bay 

powerho use with a 220 wan 

power supply 


• Amerkan·rnadr 

motherboard 


• 	RAM ex pansion up to 

8Mb o n motherboard 

( 16Mb total RAM with 

32-bit memory card ) 


• 16-bit \'GA video adaptor 

• One para llel and two serial port> • Microsoft Windows 3.0 and mouse 
• MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC • FC Cb~s B certifi ed 


instal led 


Popular Northgate Elegance 386 systems: 


Northgate Elegance 386/25 

• lntrl 80186/ 2'5 MH: processor • 16-bit VGA adaptor 

• -+Mb o f RAM • Desktop case 

• lOOMb hard drive • 1-+ " SVGA co lor monito r 
• 6-+K SRAM read / write -back cache • O mniKC),Jl) keyboard 
• l.HMb and 1.2Mb noppy drives • Nove ll ce rtified 

1 $3699°0 
Or as low as S) l5°0 per month* 

Northgate Elegance 386/33 
• Inte l® 80386 / 33 MHz processor • 16-bit VGA adaptor 

• -+Mb of RAM • Verti ca l power case 

• 200Mb hard dri ve • 14" SVGA co lor monitc r 
• 6-+K SRAM read / write-back cache • OmniKc).® keyboa rd 
• 1.4-+Mb and 1.2Mb fl oppy dri ves • Novell ce rtifi ed 

$4449°0 
Or as low as 5140°0 per month* 

Call for complete custom configuration information . 
oticr to rh c hearing impairrd : Nonhgare has TDD cap,tbtl ny. Dtal 800-535-0602. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 
NORTHGAT£ 

COAIPI./TER 
S/'$TEAIS. INC I §,Q,QL:~~S-8709 

"Smart Tools For Business"~~b1or ~.:oqxJr.Hion:-. . \ 'lliu m t" purdusers Jnd 

7075 Flyi ng Cloud Drive.
government agrnrt"-> c:rll 800 548 3510

N:n10 nal Bu mess Accou n~ · • • t denl'mine. Minn<>Ora 5534-+ 

Circle 199 on Inquiry Card , 
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Document Imaging Systems 

Systems that let you digitize. stAn. and retrieve doe1ments come ia all shapes alld sizes. Some inc:lude specialized imaging hardware, while others 

are software·oRiy products that work on standard platforms. Below is a list of companies that provide document imaging solutions. 

Bell & Howell Document 

Imaging Products Co. 

(lmageSearch Plus 5000) 

6800 McCormick Rd. 

Chicago, IL 60645 

(708) 675-7600 

Clrcle1075 on Inquiry Card. 


Blueridge Technologies, 

Inc. 

(Optix Desktop Imaging 

System) 

P.O. Box430 

Flint Hill , VA 22627 

(703) 675-3015 

Circle 1076 on Inquiry Card. 


Bull HN Information 
Systems, Inc. 
(lmageWorks) 
Technology Park 
Billerica, MA 01821 
(508) 671 -6000 

Circle 1 077 on Inquiry Card. 


Compulink Management 

Center, Inc. 

(LaserFiche LAN) 

370 South Crenshaw Blvd. , 

Suite E-106 

Torrance, CA 90503 

(213) 212-6820 

Clrcle1078 on Inquiry Card. 


FileNet Corp. 

(FileNet System) 

3565 Harbor Blvd. 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

(714) 966-3400 

fax: (714) 966-3490 

Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card. 


Flaptaff Engineering 

(PaperTamer) 

830 South Main St. , 

Suite 211 

Cottonwood, AZ 86326 

(602) 634-5100 

fax: (602) 634-0100 

Clrcle1080 on Inquiry Card. 


IBM Corp. 

(lmagePlus) 

44 South Broadway 

White Plains, NY 10601 

(914) 288-3000 

Circle 1081 on Inquiry Card. 


lmara Research Corp. 

(I mara) 

Ill Peter St. , 

Suite 804 

Toronto, Ontario, 

Canada M5V 2H 1 

(416) 581 -1740 

Clrcle1082 on Inquiry Card. 


Kofax Image Products 

(KIPP) 

3 Jenner St. 

Irvine , CA 92718 

(714) 727-1733 

Clrcle1083 on Inquiry Card. 


LaserData, Inc. 
(LaserView) 
300 Vesper Park 
Tyngsboro, MA 01879 
(508) 649-4600 

fax : (508) 649-4436 

Circle 1084 on Inquiry Card. 


Metafile Information 

Systems, Inc. 

(Metaview) 

421 First Ave. SW 

Rochester, MN 55902 

(800) 638-2445 

(507) 286-9232 

Clrcle1085 on Inquiry Card. 


Micro Dynamics, Ltd. 

(MARS) 

8555 16th St. , 

Suite 701 

Silver Spring, MD 20910 

(301) 589-6300 

Circle 1 086 on Inquiry Card. 


Newport Canyon 

Associates 

(Fileflo) 

2082 Business Center Dr. , 

Suite 130 

Irvine , CA 92715 

(714) 833-0333 

Circle 1 087 on Inquiry Card. 


Odesta Corp. 

(ODMS) 

4084 Commercial Ave. 

Northbrook, IL 60062 

(708) 498-5615 

fax : (708) 498-9917 

Clrcle1088 on Inquiry Card. 


Optigraphics 

(Curator) 

9339 Carroll Park Dr. 

San Diego, CA 921 21 

(619) 292-6060 

fax : (619) 546-7671 

Clrcle1089 on Inquiry Card. 


Plexus Software 
(XDP) 

5200 Great America 

Pkwy., Suite 200 

Santa Clara, CA 95054 

(408) 980-8190 

Circle1090 on Inquiry Card. 


Sigma Imaging Systems, 

Inc. 

(OmniDesk) 

622 Third Ave., 

30th Floor 

New York, NY 1001 7 

(212) 808-4800 

fax : (212) 986-01 75 

Clrcle1091 on Inquiry Card. 


Summit Software Corp. 

(Laser Base) 

430 lOth St. NW, 

Suite N-202 

Atlanta, GA 30318 

(404) 888-0700 

fax : (404) 888-0502 

Circle 1092 on Inquiry Card. 


TMS, Inc. 
(TMSFax) 
110 West Third St. 
P.O. Box 1358 

Stillwater, OK 74076 

(405) 377-0880 

fax : (405) 377-0452 

Clrcle1093 on Inquiry Card. 


ViewStar Corp. 

(ViewStar) 

5820 Shellmound St. 

Emeryville, CA 94608 

(415) 841 -8565 

fax : (415) 653-9926 

Circle 1 094 on Inquiry Card. 


WangiLaboratories, Inc. 

(Open/image) 

One Industrial Ave . 

Lowell~ MA0185 1 

(508) 459-5000 

Clrcle1095 on Inquiry Card. 


Xerox Corp. 
(Global Vie~) 
P.O. Box 1600 

Stamford, CT 06904 

(203) 968-3000 

Clrcle1096 on Inquiry Card. 


Xionics,lnc. 

(Image Service 

Environment 

765 Th~City Dr., 

Suite 340 

Orange, CA 92668 

(714) 971-4717 

fax: (71 4) 971 -5048 

Circle 1097 on Inquiry Card. 


Inclusion in the resource 
guide should nor be taken as 
a BYTE endorsement or 
recommendation. likewise, 
omission from the guide 
should not be taken 
negatively. The information 
here was believed to be 
accurate at the time of 
writing. bur BYTE cannot be 
responsible for omissions, 
errors, or changes that occur 
after compilation ofthe 
guide. 
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OnlyNorthgate gives you achoice! 

"Editors' Choice" Elegance"' 
486/25 & 33 MHz ISA 

Elegance 486i sets the pace! 
Nonhgate established a lead in 
the 486 race when our 486i out

scored all competitors in InfoWorld's 
1990 reviews. Elegance "leads the 
pack by a comfortable margin;' they 
said ... "tops in support and value:'t 

PC Magazine then 
reviewed 486/25 ISA 
systems. "Only one 
machine stands out:' 
they said, "you could pay 
less for a 486 system, 
but not get the bonuses 
that are offered with 

.._....,,,.,._,,,,., the Elegance:'tt 
llt:pr4S6Jlh fdr.l l, 1991 

Computer Shopper 
readers agree! Elegance 
486/ 25i breezed past the 
competition and captured 
a 1990 "Best Buy" award. 
This makes three years in 
a row a Northgate Elegance 
system was voted tops 

by Computer Shopper readers. 

Elegance 486/33 ISA makes it a 
clean sweep! The February 12, 1991 
issue of PC Magazine declared 
Elegance 486/ 33 Editors' Choice say
ing the system was "a sure winner in 
its class:' They made special note of 
Northgate's "clear documentation, 
excellent service policies, top name 
components and fine performance:' 

ISA 486 System Features: 
t lntel486/ 25 or 33 MHz processor 
• 4Mb RAM ; expandable to 8Mb on 

motherboard 
• 200Mb IDE hard drive 
• 1.2Mb and 1.44Mb floppy drives 
• 64K SRAM read/ write-back cache 
+ ISA bus 
• One 32-bit, six 16-bit and one 8-bit slots 
• One parallel and two serial ports 
• Vertical "Power" case (desktop available) 
• 16-bit VGA graphics adaptor with 

512K video RAM (expandable to 1Mb) 
• 14" SVGA color monitor 
• OmniKey'"!UITRA keyboard 
• MS-DOS 4.01 or 3.3 and GW-BASIC 

software installed 
• Microsoft'" Windows" 3.0 and mouse 
• FCC Class BCertified 

486 EISA gives you full 
32-bitperformance! 
Performance that rivals RISC-based 
minicomputers costing thousands 
more! New 32-bit EISA bus gives you 
the power to transfer data along your 
network at burst mode speeds up to 33 
megabytes per second. That's a 15-fold 
improvement over 16-bit AT buses 
serving medium-to-large networks. 

Complete compatibility! Elegance 
486e is 100% compatible with UNIX, 
Novell® and DOS. Plus, Elegance is 
compatible with existing 8-bit and 
16-bit !SA adapters, so you benefit 
from downward compatibility. 

Compare Elegance 486e performance 
and Nonhgate service and support 
with any other vendor's in the indus
try. You'll find you can't buy better 
than Nonhgate! Call now ... let 
Northgate build your system today! 

True EISA 486 System Features: 
+ lntel486/ 25 or 33 MHz processor 
• 4Mb RAM ; expandable to 32Mb on 

motherboard 
• 1Mb ElSA caching SCSI controller 
• 200Mb SCSI hard disk 
+ 1.2Mb and 1.44Mb fl oppy drives 
• 128K SRAM read/ write-back cache 
t EISA bus 
• Eight 32-bit EISA slo ts ; six bus master 

and two slave 
• One parallel and two serial ports 
• 16-bit VGA graphics adaptor with 

512K video RAM (expandable to 1Mb) 
• 14" SVGA monochrome monito r 
• Vertical "Power" case 
• 300 watt ~ower supply 
• OmniKey / ULTRA keyboard 
+MS-DOS 4.01 or 3.3 and GW-BASIC 

software installed 
• Microsoft mouse 
• 25 MHz FCC Class B Certified 

(33 MHz FCC Class A) 

Circle 200 on Inquiry Cord. 

Northgate wins 1990 
Microcomputer Marketing 
Council's Service and 
SupportAward! 
• 30 Day No-Risk Trial. To assure your 

complete satisfaction, Northgate gives 
you a 30-day No-Risk Trial. 

• Full parts and labor warranties: 
1 year on systems; 5 years on 
OmniKey keyboards. 

• Overnight shipment of replacement 
parts when needed - at our expense. 

• Northgate's unique 24-hour 
toll-free technical support leads 
the industry - most needs are 
met with just one call! 

• Free on-site service to most locations 
if we can't meet your technical 
needs over the phone. 

• Easy fmancing: Use your Nonhgate 
Big 'N: VISA, MasterCard or Discover 
Card. Leasing terms up to five years 
also available. 

Free pre-purchase consultation. 
Nobody spends thousands 
of dollars on systems during 
the first phone call. You know 
it, we know it Instead, we 
offer a no-obligation pre-purchase 
consultation with one ofour 
highly-trained Technical 
Consultants. You'll receive 
friendly assistance in matching 
your business needs with the 
appropriate Nonhgate solution. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 

800-345-8709

IN USA AND CANADA 

Fortune 1000 corporations, government agencies 

and education institutions 800 548 3510 
call ational Business Accounts: - • 

Notice to the hearing impaired: Nonhgatc has 

TDD capability. DialB00-535-0602. 


~ NOR!lfa4TE 

7/Vrlf~~:c 

$81999Mq; $91992~q "Smart Tools For Business"~ 
7075 Flying Cloud Drive. Eden Prairie. Minnesota 553++ 
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THE 

With OCR, you can enter 	 he paperless office? Check out al
most any desktop, file cabinet, or 

text into your PC office trash can: We're still a long Tway from that elusive dream . Paor Mac faster than is 
per remains a primary means of commu

humanly possible. The nication in the business world. As a result , 
there's a treasure trove of information to BYTE Lab stress-tests be found in printed documents. Down in 

14 contenders 	 the basement of your building, there are 
are probably pi Jes of reports that you 
could use if you had a way of quickly ac

STANFORD DIEHL AND cessing the information . At the same 
HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN time, the electronic exchange of informa

tion continues to grow and, with it , the 
problem of converting printed text into 

electronic form. Optical character recognition tools do exactly that . OCR soft
ware running on your desktop PC or Mac scans an image of a page, reads the 
characters that form the text, and translates them into a data file. Most OCR 
software can generate output directly into word processor formats, often preserv 
ing attributes such as font changes and boldfacing. 

What OCR may not do is save you time. Even the best OCR packages fall short 
of perfect recognition . A really good package can achieve better than 99 percent 
accuracy. But think about it: That means you'll have to fix one out of every 100 
characters- that's 20 characters in a single-spaced typewritten page of 2000 
characters. The top packages have added spelling checkers to the recognition 
software to catch the most common errors. A few even use lexical word analysis 
to make sure the spellings follow common rules of the language. 

To do a good job , OCR software needs a lot of processing power. Most of the 
packages we reviewed use your PC 's processor to do the work. We'd suggest a 
minimum of a 386-based machine, running at 20 MHz or higher, or a Mac ll. 
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VJE ACTION SUMMAR Y. 


• 	 OCR 

• 	 WHAT YOU'LL LIKE 
OCR translates hard-copy text 
into a dolo file . Most OCR software 
con generate output directly in 
word processor formals, often 
preserving attributes such as font 
changes and boldfaci ng. 

WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE 
OCR may not save you time. 
Even the best packages fall short of 
perfect recognition. 

• 	 WHATWERECOMMEND 
If your workload justifies o 
dedicated system, we recommend 
the Kurzweil K5200. It comes 
closest to what OCR should be, 
although it costs o bundle. If your 
needs ore less demanding, choose 
Calero's WordScon Plus for PCs . 
It's fast, accurate, and depend
able. For Macintosh users, our 
pick is OmniPoge Mac (until the 
Professional version ships, we 
suggest you purchase OmniTroin 
to odd lroinobility to the 
product) . 

Mac- and Windows-based software 
needs scads of RAM-4 or 5 megabytes 
is a practical minimum . As for scanners, 
a flatbed scanner with an automatic 
document feeder (ADF) is highly recom
mended for serious work. 

As an alternative to software-only 
OCR , consider the hardware-assisted 
packages. Calera 's CDP 9000 is a stand
alone box with a sheet-fed scanner and 
SCSI , RS-232 , and Ethernet ports. The 
Kurzweil K5200 is a sheet-fed (or single
sheet) scanner and RISC-based process
ing box. Caere's hardware solution, the 
Parallel Reader, uses one of three stan
dard scanners driven by a multiprocessor 
PC. By optimizing the processing power 
for OCR, these units achieve the fastest 
recognition with a high degree of accu
racy. The downside is price: Hardware 
solutions typically run $10,000 or more, 
enough to discourage casual users. 

Beyond Training 
All the OCR programs in this Product 
Focus claim to be omnifont. This means 
that they can recognize most nonstylized 
fonts without having to maintain huge 
dictionaries of specific font information . 
We chose to focus on omnifont products 
because of their flexibility in automati
cally recognizing a variety of fonts . 
However, a number oftrainable packages 
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PRODUCT FOCUS 


Prices , platforms, and proofing tools distinguish OCR hardware and software (e =yes; 0 = no). 

CHre CHre CHre c..... Cllenl Clltl'l 
Product Omnl~386 Omnll'lgt Profttllon•J Omnll'lgt Mlc: Plrlllll Reader CDP9000 WoniScan PIUI 

3. 1.0 2.12 1.0 1.0 

Platform PC PC Mac PC PC. Mac PC 

Price $695 $995 $695 $10,995 $21,950; $31,950 $995 

Minimum configuration 
RAM 4MB 4MB 4MB Hardware and software 2MB 2MB 
Haiddisk space 8MB 8MB 4MB supplied 5MB 6MB 
Other scftware Window,; 3.0 1'11ndc:l-M>3.0 ~em 4.2-6.0.4 (except for mouse. 1'11ndows3.0 Window.; 3.0 

1n<ler 5.0-6.1.4 VGA display. and Mac or Sun Umx 
Other hardware 386, mouse 386. mouse Mac II or MacSE keyboard) 286 or 386, mouse 286 

with accelerator card Mac II 386 recommended 
with mouse 

Trainable 0 0 0 

Omnifont 

Lexical recognition 0 0 0 0 

Smallest readable point size (300 dpi) 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Largest readable point size (300 dpi) 72 72 72 72 28 28 

Graphic preview 

Landscape 

Foreign language dictionaries 

Deferred processing 0 0 

Mulliple jobs with automatic data feeder 

Templates 0 0 

Automatically parse text and graphics 

Reorder text blocks 

Decolumnize text 

Nume1ic recognition 

Leain ligatures 0 0 0 0 
Dot·matrix support ()3 ()3 

Support for fax fifes 0 0 

Retain format 

Type style (bold. ilalic.etc.) 

Indents 

Justification 
 •Centering 

Columns 

Tables 


Output formats 

WordPetiect 

Microsoft Word 

Rich Text Format (RTF) 

XyWrite 0 

WordStar 0 

dBASE (.DBF) 0 0 0 0 

Lotus 1-2·3(.wk1) 0 0 

Excel 0 


Prooli"l! tools 

Buth·in editor 

Search and replace 

Spelling checJ<ing ()4 0 ()4 

Query on questionable ch8Iacters 


1 AccuScan requires Scanning Gallery Plus5.0,which costs $595. 2 Requires Image-In Scan/Paint ($149). 3 Yes with OmniDraft. • Yes with OmniSpell. 

are available, often at lower prices than ing ASCII character. On the next pass, It uses feature extraction to recognize 
their omnifont counterparts. the program compares the scanned fonts regardless of their size as long as an 

The earliest OCR packages were image of every character with the stored A looks remotely like an A. An omnifont 
strictly trainable. Before trainable pack images in its database. If the program product contains a database of shapes 
ages can recognize text, you must teach finds a reasonable match , it returns the (e.g. , lines and circles) . The OCR pack
them each character of a particular font . ASCII character assigned to the matched age breaks a character down into its com
You have to scan a document, preview image. This process can be very tedious ponent parts and does not have to contain 
the scanned bit map of each character, and time-consuming . It also requires information on many different fonts . It 
and identify the character for the pro gobs of disk space to hold the font dictio can recognize a letter by its unique com
gram. The program builds a database naries that are created. bination of shapes. Theoretically , an om
that assigns each image to its correspond- Omnifont technology changes all that. nifont package can understand any char
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lmege.ln, Inc. Ocron Alcognlll Xerox llllllllna Sylllme Xerox lmlglng Syeteme Xerox llllllllna SYI!eml 
~ ~ Pln:elvl Alcognlta Plul AcCuT"IXt DllccMr * Kurzwill R52oO 

2.0 2.01 1.0.5 1.1 2.0 5.0 

p 
Platfoon PC PC PC PC PC Mac PC, PS/2 PC 

$5951 $3492 $495 S595 $495 $799 $599 'Mrlclc:Ms:$21 ,950....... 005:$19,950 ~ 

2MB (3MB req.) 640K !1 MB req.) 6401< 2.64MB 640K 4MB 2MB 640K 
7MB Hard disk required Hard disk required 4MB 3MB 10 MB 

Windows 3.0 Windows 3.0 DOS 3.0 01 higher Windows 3.0 System 6.0.2 
Flllder 6.101 higher 

286 (1Q.MHz and up), 286 and up, mouse XT and up, mouse 286 01 386, XT and up, Mac II series 386 AT and up 
mouse recommended mouse mouse 

0 ( 0 

..... 0 0 0 

6 8 6 

24 16 
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acter without training. However, omni
font is a general term. Different vendors 
use different omnifont algorithms, and 
the effectiveness of these algorithms can 
vary widely. Some algorithms do an out
standing job of feature extraction while 
others are barely functional. And even 
the best omnifont algorithms are not per
fect. Therefore, to enhance recognition, 
many OCR packages use omnifont algo
rithms and a learning facility . 
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More advanced OCR packages also 
use lexical context to improve accuracy. 
As part of the recognition process, the 
software compares its best guess to a 
stored dictionary . By comparing the 
scanned words to known good ones, the 
program can avoid nonsensical words. 

Some Handy Features 
Deferred processing can save you a lot of 
time and effort. Instead of scanning and 

••0••
•0 0

•0 0 

~;
• ll 0 

0 

l j. 0 
0 

recognizing one document after another, 
you can scan in a batch of documents, 
queue them up, and instruct the program 
to recognize them all at a later time, per
haps at the end of the day. Some packages 
can process multiple jobs with an ADF 
attached to the scanner, and some let you 
demark jobs with a blank page between 
each job in the ADF. When the program 
encounters the blank, it creates a new 
text file and loads subsequent pages to it. 

continued 
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Figure 1: As this 
chart shows, the 
high-end, 
hardware-assisted 
OCR products 
dominated our 
word-per
minute speed 
tests. We usedfive 
different types of 
test documents, 
and to ensure a 
fair sampling, we 
made each 
document at least 
nine pages long. 
(See the text box 
"How to 
Recognize a Good 
OCR Package" 
for an explanation 
ofthe test.) 

OCR FACE-OFF: SPEED 

Hardware Assisted 

COP 9000 

K5200 

Parallel Reader 

PC Software 

AccuScan 

Discover 386 

Image-Read 

OmniPage 386 

OmniPage Pro 

Perceive 

Read Right 

Recognita Plus 

WordScan Plus 

Mac Software 

AccuText 

OmniPage Mac 

0 200 400 600 800 1 000 1200 0 200 400 600 800 1 000 1200 

Words per minute Words per minute 

Figure 2: Based 
on data derived 
from a custom 
software program 
developed by the 
BYTE Lab, this 
graph shows how 
accurately each 
OCR tool 
recognized our 
five test 
documents. Ifa 
program failed to 
sufficiently 
recognize a 
document, it 
received no score 
for that test. (See 
the text box 
"How to 
Recognize a 
Good OCR 
Package "for test 
details.) 

Hardware Assisted 

COP 9000 

K5200 

Parallel Reader 

PC Software 

AccuScan 

Discover 386 

Image-Read 

OmniPage 386 

OmniPage Pro 
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Read Right 

Recognita Plus 

WordScan Plus 

Mac Software 

AccuText 

OmniPage Mac 

OCR FACE-OFF: ACCURACY 
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Screen 1: A typical broken 
character mis displayed in 
Image-Read 's zoom window. 
OCR packages will usually 
interpret a broken character 
as a pair ofcharacters. 

Screen 2: Because dot-matrix 
characters are made up ofa 
series ofdots, many OCR 
packages detect the 
individual dots and interpret 
them as dashes, periods, or 
apostrophes. Sometimes , as 
shown here, only part ofa 
character is read. Perceive 's 
learning facility includes a 
Character Box, which you 
can adjust to account for 
misreads. 

Again , this can remove much of the tedi
um and baby-sitting from the process. 

Templates can simplify the OCR pro
cess by letting you specify particular 
areas to be recognized. You can then use 
the template for every page that follows 
the same structure. Good OCR packages 
can automatically create templates and 
even recognize which zones contain text 
and which contain graphics. You can also 
limit zones to the type of entry you desire 
(i.e., numeric, alphanumeric, or user
defined) . This is particularly useful if 
you are processing spreadsheets or other 
documents that contain only numerical 
entries. 

When you deal with formatted text, 
you'll need some special features to ease 
the conversion process. Make sure the 
package you choose supports your favor
ite word processor. Then you can pull the 
document into your word processor a.nd 
retain any formatting information. You 
should also be able to decolumnize text, 
that is, convert multiple columns into a 
single-column file . You'll need this ca
pability if you want to load documents 
into a text-retrieval package. You should 
also be able to reorder text zones in any 
way you specify. 

In the context of OCR, spelling check
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ing enables the software to use a dictio
nary during the recognition process. The 
software may run across a letter that 
could be recognized as either one of two 
letters . Software without spelling check
ing will simply make a guess. With a 
spelling checker, the OCR software will 
first consult the dictionary to see ifeither 
of the spellings constitutes a real word. 
With the dictionary as tiebreaker, con
version is usually more accurate. 

Get the Recognition You Deserve 
The accuracy of an OCR program often 
depends on how well it can handle spe
cial characters and flawed documents. A 
degraded copy of a document can befud
dle the best OCR algorithms. If your 
scanner hardware supports it, all these 
programs allow you to adjust the bright
ness ofthe scanned image to improve leg
ibility. The biggest pitfall of degraded 
documents is broken characters (see 
screen 1). Many times, an OCR program 
will read a broken character as two dis
tinct characters. Ocron 's Perceive han
dles the problem creatively by placing 
ambiguous characters within a box . You 
can then expand this box right or left to 
cover more of a character's image. By 
boxing an entire broken character, you 

can teach the program to recognize it as a 
single character . 

OCR programs might also have trou 
ble recognizing dot-matrix characters. 
Since these characters are made up of a 
series of dots (see screen 2), some OCR 
packages recognize each dot as a charac
ter, usually interpreting the dots as apos
trophes, periods, and commas. Many of 
the programs include special algorithms 
to recognize dot-matrix characters. For 
the most part, the programs "connect the 
dots" to create distinct characters that 
they can then recognize in the conven
tional way. 

A font' s distinctive characteristics, es
pecially ligatures, can really cause trou
ble . Ligatures consist of two or more 
characters that are joined together . An 
unsuspecting OCR package will scan the 
ligature as a single, unfamiliar charac
ter. A good omnifont package will rec 
ognize the ligature and treat it as its com
ponent characters. Most any trainable 
package can learn to treat a compound 
character as a multicharacter string. 

Other stylistic pitfalls include under
lined , italic, boldface , and outlined type . 
We found that underlines caused the big
gest problem. Many of the packages in
terpreted an underlined word as a single 
character. On the other hand, a good om
nifont algorithm can distinguish bold 
face , italic , and even outlined charac
ters . Since omnifont capability breaks 
these specialized characters into compo
nent parts, style changes are less of a 
problem. OmniPage handled stylized 
characters particularly well. 

OCR programs also Jet you clean up 
an image by erasing designated areas . 
You remove stray marks and handwritten 
notes that can confuse the program. 

We looked at 14 omnifont OCR tools 
for the PC and Mac. The text box "How 
to Recognize a Good OCR Package" on 
page 230 describes in detail how we 
tested each product. Benchmark results 
charting speed and accuracy appear in 
figures I and 2 on pages 224 and 225. 
See the " OCR Features" table on page 
222 for a summary of specifications, in
cluding prices and platform support. The 
text box "A Simple Equation for Choos
ing OCR" on page 236 summarizes the 
important considerations to keep in mind 
as you begin your own evaluations. And 
because nothing beats long-term , real
life experience, we interviewed execu
tives directly responsible for implement
ing OCR in a variety of companies, large 
and small. Their problems, solutions, 
and advice to OCR newcomers appear in 
" Voices of Experience," beginning on 
page239. 

continued 
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Screen 4: OmniPage 
Professional includes the 
OmniTrain module, which 
can store many repre
sentations ofthe same 
character. This can help you 
process degraded documents. 

OmniPage 

T he three versions of Caere's Omni
Page we looked at share the same 

basic interface and functionality . Omni
Page 386 3.0, which runs under Win
dows 3.0, and OmniPage Mac 2. 12 both 
perform basic OCR chores and sell for 
$695 each. To beef up either program, 
you can add enhancement modules: Om
niSpell for spelling checking, Omni
Draft for dot-matrix recognition, Omni
Proof for comparing two versions of the 

Screen 3: OmniPage 386 
makes it easy to restrict a 
zone 's contents. After 
designating the zone, you 
simply choose the zone's 
type to restrict its contents. 

OCR gets . For most documents, you 
only need to load your scanner's ADF, 
select "Scan" from a pull-down menu, 
and watch OmniPage go to work. Caere's 
omnifont algorithms effectively discern 
most text without the need for training 
or, for that matter, any manual interven
tion. Ifyou do have special needs, Omni
Page also offers impressive flexibility . 
You can manually define zones and eas
ily restrict a zone ' s output to numeric 
characters or to any group of characters 
you specify (see screen 3). You can also 
reorder scanned zones, but we found that 
this was rarely necessary after automatic 
recognition. 

If that 's not enough, OmniPage Pro
fessional (or OmniPage with the Omni
Train module installed) combines omni
font capability with manual training, so 
you can maintain dictionaries of special
ized characters (see screen 4). For most 
documents, you need not bother with 
training sessions. For example, while the 
other packages we tested couldn't handle 
underlining, OmniPage had no trouble . 

We were disappointed with Omni 
Draft. Even with this add-on installed, 
OmniPage could not effectively read our 
dot-matrix document. Admittedly, nine
pin dot-matrix output is a real challenge, 
but other packages could do the job when 
OmniPage/OmniDraft could not. Simi
larly , OmniPage did not handle our fax 
document very well. Apart from these 
shortcomings, OmniPage Professional 
delivers the basic tools necessary for 
most professional OCR applications. 

dependent OCR coprocessors , taking 
scanned pages as input and returning 
final text as output. You have to pay for 
this extra power, however; the Parallel 
Reader sells for $10,995 . 

Before installing the Parallel Reader 
software (PREAD.EXE), you need to in
stall your scanner. The Parallel Reader , 
supports three scanners: the Hewlett
Packard ScanJet Plus with ADF, the Mi
crotek MS-11 , and the Fujitsu 3093 . You 
install the scanner interface and software 
and then choose the correct driver from 
PREAD's menu. From that point , all 
three scanners work similarly. We tried 
both the ScanJet Plus and the MS-11 but 
had better luck with the ScanJet. The 
MS-II 's sheet feeder didn'tlike the vari 
ety of standard copier and typing paper 
we used. The rough surface on some of 
the paper caused sheets to stick together, 
jamming the scanner. The ScanJet Plus 
worked flawlessly even with fax paper. 

PREAD runs under Windows 2.x. We 
ran it successfully under Windows 2.11, 

A A 
A 

A A I 

B B 
" 

LJ 

Parallel Reader 1.0 

aere's Parallel Reader is based on 
the same recognition technology as 

OmniPage, but it doesn't rely on your 
computer's processor for muscle (see 
photo 1). Rather, Caere put four 16-MHz 
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same file , and OmniTrain for teach ing 
specialized fonts and symbols. The mod
ules fit seamlessly into the OmniPage in
terface. OmniPage Professionall.O (also 
Windows 3.0- based) delivers all these 
goodies in one package for $995 . We 
found that OmniPage Professional per
forms considerably slower than unen
hanced OmniPage, but this is because 
the full package is doing more work , in
cluding a full spelling-checking session 
once the document has been read. 

Using OmniPage is about as easy as 

Photo 1: The 
Parallel Reader, 
which packs four 
68020 processors 
working in 
parallel, supports 
the Hewlett
Packard Scanlet 
Plus (shown at 
left with optional 
document feeder), 
the Microtek MS-/1 
(right), and the 
Fujitsu 3093 
(not shown). 

68020 processors into a standard 386SX 
clone. The 386SX runs the user interface 
and drives the scanner; the 68020s take 
turns recognizing pages. On start-up, the 
Parallel Reader software downloads the 
recognition code into each 68020. From 
that point on, the 68020s function as in
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How to Recognize 

aGood OCR Package 


R
ecognizing a good OCR pack
age is fairly easy once you get it 
running. It should do a good job 
of scanning different types of 

documents (at least the types you're 
likely to bump into) and do the job as 
quiclcJy as possible. With that in mind, 
we challenged the products in this re
view to a fairly robust series of tests. 

We took a 10-page ASCII document 
and printed it out both on a daisy-wheel 
printer at 10 characters per inch and on 
an IBM Proprinter (nine-pin dot-ma
trix) at 10 cpi. Next we faxed ourselves 
a copy of the daisy-wheel printed docu
ment at 200 dots per inch (i.e., fine res
olution) to get a fax sample. 

Our next test document was a series 
of internal BYTE memos that were 
printed at 300 dpi on an Apple Laser
Writer. This document used a variety of 
typefaces and sizes: Times Roman and 
Helvetica in sizes ranging from 6 to 24 
points. Just for fun we threw in some 
underlining, boldface text, and outline 
text. This gave us nine pages for our 
mixed-font Laser output test . 

Finally, we went to the Peterborough 
Town Library and checked out a book 
printed in a neatly typeset font. The text 

but it wasn't happy under Windows 3 . 0 in 
real mode. The screen updates scattered 
all over the screen . After the program 
loads, you simply fill the ADF with 
printed sheets, select the type of docu
ment (i.e ., standard or dot-matrix , sin
g.le- or multiple-column), and let 'er rip . 

The 386SX scans in a full page and 
passes it off to the first available 68020. 
As soon as the 68020 starts, the 386SX 
grabs the next page for another proces
sor. The display tracks each processor 's 
progress, and with most text , the pages 
move through the scanner as fast as it can 
handle them. Our only problem with the 
Para llel Reader is that it requires the 
ADF. It would have been nice to lay a 
book on the flatbed directly , but PREAD 
doesn't a llow it. Still , it performs OCR 
well and does it fast (see figu re 1). 
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was formatted in a single column with a 
heading at the top of each page and page 
numbers and footnotes . Ten pages of 
this became our Typeset test . 

If you have been keeping score, that 
gives us 49 pages of text for each of the 
14 products tested. Rather than reading 
through 686 pages of text for errors, we 
got the computer to do it for us. We 
wrote a custom program that compares 
the original ASCII file to the scanned 
version, skipping over any stray charac
ters, blank lines, and formatting errors. 
The software is smart enough to under
stand when a line of text is missing and 
resynchronize itself as needed . As it 
checks the files , the program creates a 
log file showing each error as it oc
curred, the error count, and the overall 
accuracy. 

To count errors , we treated a text line 
as a single unit and compared each word 
in that line to the original. For each 
word in the original file that did not ap
pear in the scanned copy, we added one 
error. At the end of the document, we 
subtracted the number of errors from 
the total word count and then divided by 
the total word count to get the accuracy: 
accuracy = 100 x (word count 

errors) I word count . 
The time it took to scan each group of 

pages gave us the throughput in words 
per minute. Because we used the "accu
rate" word count here, we automatically 
penalized any product for scanning 
errors in the process. The graph in fig
ure 1 shows our results in wpm (words 
per minute) ; figure 2 charts overall ac
curacy. Our approach varies a bit from 
that of most vendors who define accu
racy as the number of characters cor
rect, not words . Most people will use 
spelling checkers to correct the mis
scans, and because spelling checkers 
correct words, we thought that word 
errors would be more meaningful . The 
average word is about six characters 
long, so that would mean that one ofour 
errors is about the same as six of theirs. 
For that reason, our numbers won' t ex
actly match those in the vendors ' ads. 

When interpreting the graphs, keep 
in mind that accuracy is probably more 
important than speed. The purpose of 
OCR is to enter text accurately. While 
one product may be faster than another, 
if you have to spend a great deal of time 
correcting mistakes, the process could 
be slower than if you typed the text . 

CDP9000and 
TopScan Professional 1.1 

alera has been into OCR for quite 
some time . That fact was apparent 

when we took a close look at the CDP 
9000: Most of the hardware is dated 
1986. The unit itself j ust says " heavy 
duty" (see photo 2) . The case i heavy-

Photo 2: The Calera CDP 9000 contains 
both a scanning unit and a boatload of 
processors. Standard interfaces include 
SCSI, RS-232, and Ethernet. It's not 
pretty, but when it Cf'mes to recognizing 
text, this beast is a real beauty. 
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gauge steel, and the sheet feeder looks 
indestructible. In performance, the CDP 
9000 is no lightweight either. It easily 
kept pace with the other top performers, 
particularly on faxed output. 

The CDP 9000 connects to a Mac or 
any PC running Windows 2.x via a West
ern Digital SCSI card. TopScan Profes
sional, Calera's Windows interface soft
ware, controls all operations of the unit 
through the SCSI connection. I nstruc
tions are also included for connecting the 
CDP 9000 to a Sun workstation through 
the SCSI port and for communicating 

through Ethernet and TCP/IP. We tested 
the CDP 9000 on a 25-MHz 386 DOS 
machine. 

Whoosh! That 's the only way to de
scribe the scanner on this unit. It is sheet
fed only and scarfs up 11 -inch pages in 
about 3 seconds. From there, the unit 's 
internal processors take over. A casual 
count gave us four 16-MHz 68020s , one 
10-MHz 68000, several dedicated sup
port processors , and megabytes of RAM 
and ROM. After the processors do their 
job, the finished page and graphic scan 
move to the host and the next page feeds 

into the scanner. The Windows software 
definitely feel s like something out of the 
1980s. You use it only to set up the page 
scans and monitor the OCR progress, but 
it would be nice to ee it running under 
Windows 3.0. 

The CDP 9000 ($2 1 ,950 for the PC ; 
$31 ,950 for the Mac) is faster than the 
software-only products and faster than 
the Kurzweil and Caere hardware on 
faxed pages . For large-volume OCR ap
plications, the CDP 9000 seems almost 
ideal and left us wi hing only that it 
could scan books. 

the mouse, you select regions of the page 
in the order you want them recognized. 
WordScan scan the page and then brings 
up it~ Progre s Monitor to show you how 
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AccuSe an 

A ccuScan is a $595 add-in to Scan
ning Gallery Plus 5 .0, Hewlett

Packard's Windows 3.0 image-handling 
software for the ScanJet and ScanJet 
Plus. After you install AccuScan, run
ning Scanning Gallery gives you the 
choice between text and image process
ing. We found it easy to run AccuScan 
without ever cracking open the manual. 
All the buttons are self-explanatory , and 
there is context-sensitive help-ifyou get 

ReadRight 2.01 

s we evaluated these OCR products, A we noted a disturbing trend . While 
the good packages have made impressive 
leaps in bringing true OCR capabilities 
to PC-class machines, the poor packages 
bordered on useless. Unfortunately, the 
good packages not only carry steep price 
tags but also require a substantial hard
ware investment. OCR Systems' Read
Right came closest to bucking this trend. 

ReadRight has a lot going for it , not 
the least of which is its $495 list price. It 
can run on an XT-class machine andre
quires only 640K bytes of memory. At 
first glance, these "advantages" looked 
like the kiss of death , but we were pleas
antly su rprised. ReadRight is capable of 

Perceive 1.0.5 

0 mnifont technology leaves you with 
precious few options if it cannot 

understand a particular font. Ocron 's 
Perceive combi nes acceptable omnifont 
features with a powerful learning facil
ity. On the other hand , the $595 package 
lacks other important features. 

Perceive runs under the Windows 3.0 
interface. As a page is scanned , the pro
gram opens two windows, one displaying 
the scanned image and the other scroll 
ing the text as it is read . This makes it 
easy to see characters in context. You can 
disable one or both windows to speed the 
OCR process. 

Recognlta Plus 1.1 

W e looked at the DOS version of 
Recognita Plus from Recognita 

Corp. of America . Although we received 
a Windows 3.0 ver ion of the program, 
we couldn 't get it to work reliably with 
our ScanJet or ScanJet Plus. The Win
dows version addresses some of the prob
lems in the DOS version by offering ad
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confused, select the help function and 
click on the button you don't understand . 
AccuScan brings up a clear explanation 
of the function. 

When you're scanning, you have the 
option of manually selecting text blocks, 
having the computer select text automati
cally, or using interactive mode, which 
lets the system select the text and then 
pause for you to adjust the regions. Ac
cuScan also has an interesting notching 
tool that lets you bite the corner off a text 
region. 

handling most OCR jobs . 
ReadRight does not yet run under the 

popular Windows 3.0 interface (the com
pany announced Windows 3.0 support 
while we were writing this review but 
wasn't able to send us a shipping version 
in time for testing) . Still, the existing 
product is very easy to use . You control 
options by function keys. The options 
and associated function keys are clearly 
listed on the main screen . To select the 
type of document you'll be scanning, 
simply press the F5 function key. You 
can then choose Proportional, Mono
spaced, or Dot Matrix from a pop-up list. 
A separate Frame Menu brings up a 
graphical display of your document. You 
define a frame with the arrow keys . This 
process would be easier if ReadRight 

With the learning feature enabled, an 
ambiguous character will appear in a di
alog box along with a number of possible 
options. You can type in up to 10 charac
ters to define the unknown character or 
choose to skip over it. But Perceive goes 
further. You can move the box surround
ing the character right or left to enclose 
more of the image. Most OCR packages 
will pick up only a portion of a broken 
character, get confused, and choke. Ad
justing the image enables you to tell Per
ceive to look at the whole character be
fore saving its definition . This takes care 
of the tricky problem posed by broken 
characters. You can also call an extended 
ASCII table and define an entry by se

ditional features , including a text editor 
and a search-and-replace mechanism. 

Recognita Plus includes a sufficient 
omnifont capability and some interesting 
learni ng features . When the program 
runs into an ambiguous character, it 
brings up a window containing the char
acter's bit map. It also displays the char
acter in context. It dims surrounding 
characters while the unrecognized char-

What AccuScan isn ' t is fast. It placed 
near the low-middle of our DOS pack, 
with the exception of faxed output. When 
it comes to accuracy , however, Accu
Scan is appropriately named. It placed 
among the best packages, often achiev
ing an accuracy rate of96 percent or bet
ter. Besides recognizing scanned pages, 
AccuScan can also read TIF or PCX fi les 
scan ned from Scanning Gallery Plus . 
The one shortcoming we found was its 
inability to scan images and text on the 
same page . 

supported a mou se. From the main 
menu, you simply press Enter to initiate a 
full scan-and-read session . 

If you choose this package, you 'll have 
to do without some useful perks. Al 
though you can watch text scroll by as 
ReadRight goes about its work, there is 
no way you can interactively teach or 
even correct characters. In fac t, Read
Right doesn ' t even have a basic text edi
tor , but it addresses this shortcoming by 
letting you access your own editor direct
ly from the ReadR ight menu. ReadRight 
has an option for reading dot-matrix in
put, but it couldn't handle our nine-pin 
test document. We think that OCR Sys
tems has made the right trade-offs to 
keep ReadRight ' s price low . You give up 
perks , not functionality . 

lecting from among this set of unusual 
characters. 

While Perceive 's learning features ex
ceed those of the other reviewed prod 
ucts , it falls short in other areas . Even 
after a complete learning session, Per
ceive could not handle our nine-pin dot
matrix document. It doesn't do deferred 
processing, a feature that can make OCR 
jobs less trying. You can' t load more than 
one font file for a recognition pass , al 
though you can add to an existing font 
file . You may have trouble if your font 
files become too bloated. This is a good 
package, and Ocron has reduced the cost 
from $795 to $595. The new price makes 
Perceive an attractive low-end offering. 

acter is highlighted. In many cases , the 
program also offers its best guess for the 
unknown character. You can then tell 
Recognita Plus to learn the proposed 
character or skip over it. You can also 
enter the correct character from the key
board. The program builds a user tree 
(i.e. , a font file) as you teach it new 
characters . 

You edit an ambiguous character ' s bit 
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. 
he process of choosing an OCR 
package is fairly straightfor

. ward. Ideally, you should take a 
sampling of documents to your 

dealer and run them through the pack
ages you are considering. If that 's not 
possible, yc:Mu re better off sticking with 
high-end products. Make sure that what 
comes out closely resembles what goes 
in. Otherwise, you will be headed for 
frustration and failure. We can' t em
phasize one point enough: Nothing can 

take the place of accuracy. 
Unless you have reams of documents 

that share a similar font , you should 
choose an omnifont package. The prob
lem is that omnifont algorithms vary 
widely. Omnifont capability can save a 
tremendous amount of time and effort if 
it works as advertised. For jobs featur
ing stylized fonts or unusual characters, 
go with a package that combines omni
font with a learning facility. 

Proofing tools can be valuable if you 

are workillg'with unusual fonts. An in
tegrated editor, search-and-replace ca
pability, and a spelling checker make it 
easier to handle OCR errors. A good 
prooferwill also save a lot of time, espe
cially if the alternative is human proof
ing by eye. 

As always 1 carefu lly assess your 
needs. High-volume jobs may require a 
dedicated OCR system. The dedicated 
systems are expensive, but if your work
load justif ies it , it's the only way to go. 

map by clicking bits on or off. This 
means that you can clean up a character 
or separate a ligature into two characters . 
As you improve the character, the pro
gram keeps trying to recognize it. Once 
the correct letter is offered , you can click 
on the Learn button . Many learning 
packages let you assign several different 
bit maps to a single character. In this 
way, a program can learn to recognize 
different representations of a character to 
account for printing anomalies. This is 

Discover 386 1.0 and the Kurzwell Kl200 

Xerox Imaging Systems' Discover 
386 and the Kurzweil K5200 Intel

ligent Scanning System are two birds of a 
feather: Like eagles, they 're swift and 
sure; like ostriches, they' re ugly as can 
be. The software for both is PC-based 
character mode with a difficult inter
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not the case with Recognita Plus. You 
can correct an imperfect character in 
your text file , but you cannot store it for 
later reference because Recognita Plus 
retains only one bit map for each unique 
ASCII character. Therefore , the manu
facturer suggests that you teach the pro
gram only correct character patterns. 
Otherwise , you will assign an imperfect 
character to the font table, and the pro
gram may not recognize the correctly 
printed character later on. This potential 

Photo3: The 
Kurzweil K5200, 
aided by its own 
processing unit 
(shown at left) , 
proves that the 
professional 
OCR has arrived. 
Ifyou have 

demanding 
documents 

and can 
justify the 

cost , the 
K5200 can 

do the job. 

face . We found it easy to get buried under 
piles of obscure menus. The upside is 
that the software does what it ' s supposed 
to do- faster and more accurately than 
almost any other tool in this review. 

The big difference between the two 
isn't software, it' s hardware. Discover 

for disaster dampens the effectiveness of 
an otherwise powerful learning facility . 

Recognita Plus uses a hardware device 
for copy protection. The device attaches 
to the parallel port , in series with your 
printer. With the device attached . we had 
trouble print ing reliably to our HP Laser
Jet III . 

Recognita Plus carries an attractive 
price tag ($495), but if you're willing to 
make sacrifices to save some money , we 
recommend ReadRight. 

386 ($599) runs on your PC and uses 
your scanner and the PC's processor. 
The $ 19 ,950 K5200 (see photo 3) con
nects to the PC through a Western Digita l 
SCSI card and is run by a dedicated 
AMD 29000 RISC processor running at 
25 MHz . Our test unit came wit.h 8 MB 
of RAM installed. Dressed up in Xerox 
pink and beige, the scanner has a flatbed 
base with an ADF . You can use the 
K5200 as an image scanner to scan TIFF 
files. Because the K5200 comes with its 
own processor, you don't need a very fast 
host to support it. We used a 25-MHz 
386, but if you ' re going to dedicate a ma
chine to drivi ng the K5200, this might be 
a good way to use one of your old ATs. 

To scan pages , you just put them in the 
scanner 's document feeder, select the 
appropriate options, and press Go. There's 
no preview mode, and you can' t see 
what's happening until the scan is com· 
plete. To select from the many options, 
you press letter keys to move from menu 
to menu. Once you get the hang of it, it's 
not too bad, and most documents can 
be scanned using the default settings. If 
you f ind yourself using a special group of 
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settings, you can save these and recall 
them from a file later . 

"Impressive" doesn't adequately de
scribe this software. It's incredibly fast 
and extremely accurate. The purpose of 
OCR is to convert printed material into 

AccuText 2.0 

A ccuText ($799) is Xerox's OCR of
fer ing on the Mac platform . Accu 

Text uses the same Intelligent Character 
Recognition system as the Kurzweil 
K5200 and the Discover 386 (described 
above). ICR combines an omnifont algo
rithm with lexical context. Using almost 
any Macintosh text editor, you can build 
a user dictionary of special terms to help 
when you are dealing with documents 
containing esoteric terminology. How
ever, AccuText does not have a learning 
facility . OmniPage on the Mac took ad
vantage of its learning features to signifi
cantly outperform AccuText on the nine
pin dot-matrix test. 

AccuText includes a nice utility for de
ferred processing. You can load your 
image files into a TIFF queue, order the 
jobs in any way you choose, and batch 
them up for processing. 

The program also includes a utility for 
loading AccuText documents directly 

text, and that's clearly where Xerox put 
its efforts. The only two things we'd like 
to see fixed are Discover 386's inability 
to handle dot-matrix text (the KS200 can 
do it), and the KS200's flatbed scanner. 
The manual cover for the scanner opens 

into HyperCard stacks. You can put an 
entire file on a single card, store each 
page on a separate card, or house each 
block of text on separate cards. AccuText 
supports all the major Macintosh file 
formats. 

Tiger Taming 
It's a hard call, but if your OCR work
load justifies a dedicated system, we rec
ommend the Kurzweil K5200 . It comes 
closest to what OCR should be. You sim
ply place pages in a feeder, press a key, 
and watch it go. It 's fast , accurate, and
for the most part-hassle-free. Although 
it costs a bundle, you'll recover a good 
bit of that expense by avoiding many 
worker-hours of proofing, rescanning, 
and troubleshooting . The Calera COP 
9000 and Caere Parallel Reader are also 
excellent, but the K5200's speed and ac
curacy gave it the edge. 

If your needs are less demanding and 
don't warrant expensive hardware, you 
can choose from a number of good soft-

from one side, not the end , like most 
scanners . If you're scanning books, you 
can insert only one side of the page. To 
scan the other side , you would need to 
turn the book over, but the K5200 soft 
ware can't handle upside-down pages. 

ware products. On the PC side, we really 
like Calera's WordScan Plus. It's fast, 
accurate , and dependable . When our co
workers needed an OCR job done fast , 
we often turned to Calera. For $995 , you 
get highly accurate omnifont capability 
and all the amenities you expect from an 
OCR package. 

If you're on a Macintosh platform, we 
recommend OmniPage for the Mac. At 
press time , a version of OmniPage Pro
fessional was not yet available for the 
Mac, but it is forthcoming . In lieu of the 
full package, we suggest that you pur
chase OmniTrain to add trainability to 
the product. 

OCR has finally arrived, as long as 
you catch the right bus. A bad package 
will drive you mad , while a good pack
age will tame the paper tiger . • 

Stanford Diehl and Howard Eglowstein 
are BYTE Lab testing editors. They can 
be contacted on BIX as "sdiehl" and 
"heglowstein. "respectively. 

CaereCorp. 

(Omni Page 386 3.0, 

OmniPage Professionai i .O, 

OmniPage Mac 2. 12, 

Parallel Reader 1.0) 

100 Cooper Court 

Los Gatos, CA 95030 

(408) 395-7000 
fax : 408-354-2743 
Circle 1401 on Inquiry Corcf. 

Calera Recognition 

Systems, Inc. 

(COP 9000, WordScan 

Plus 1.0) 

2500 Augustine Dr. 

Santa Clara , CA 95054 

(408) 986-8006 
fax : ( 408) 986- 1440 
Circle 1402 on Inquiry Cord. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 

(Scanning Gallery Plus 5.0 

with AccuScan) 

Customer Inquiries 

19310 Pruneridge Ave. 

Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 752-0900 
fax : (208) 344-4809 
Circle 1403 on Inquiry Cord. 

Image-In, Inc. 
(Image-Read 2.0) 
406 East 79th St. 
Minneapolis, MN 55420 
(800) 345-3540 
fax: (612) 888-3665 
Circle 1404 on Inquiry Cord. 

OCR Systems, Inc. 
(Read Right 2.01 ) 
1800 By berry Rd . 
Huntingdon Valley , PA 
19006 
(800) 233-4627 
fax: (215) 938-7465 
Circle 1405 on Inquiry Cord. 

Ocron, Inc. 

(Perceive 1.0.5) 

3350 Scott Blvd. 

Santa Clara, CA 95054 

(408) 980-8900 
fax : (408) 980-5 100 
Circle 1406 on Inquiry Cord. 

Recognita Corp. 
of America 
(Recognita Plus 1. 1) 
12500akmead Pkwy. 
Sunnyvale , CA 94088 
(408) 749-9935 
fax: ( 408) 730-1180 
Circle 1407 on Inquiry Card. 

Xerox Imaging Systems 
Datacopy Kurzwell 
(AccuText 2.0, Discover 
386 5.0, Kurzwei1 K5200) 
185 Albany St. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(800) 248-6550 
fax: (617) 864-4 186 
Circle 1408 on Inquiry Cord. 

Manufacturers of 
other products used in 
this review: 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
(ScanJet Plus) 
Customer Inquiries 
193 10 Pruneridge Ave . 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(800) 752-0900 

Circle1409 on Inquiry Card. 


Microtek Lab, Inc. 
(MS-11, MSF-4000) 
680 Knox St. 
Torrance , CA 90502 
(213) 321 -2121 
fax : (213) 538-11 93 
Circle 1410 on Inquiry Cord. 
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Voices of 
Experience 
Alan Joch and Rick Grehan 

0
ptical character recognition can 
be a time- and money-saving al
ternative to rekeying hard-copy 
documents or electronic files for

matted by an archaic word processing 
system. It can also be a frustrating tech
nology riddled with its own time traps, 
especially if you don't understand its 
limitations , according to some compa
nies that have used OCR for years. 

Their advice: Be sure you are clear 
about what you want OCR to do , and 
don't expect magic. 

"Many employees thought that the 
OCR system would allow them to place 
any document in the scanner and instant
ly receive a usable file ready for the word 
processor," notes Sunny Anderson, who 
is manager of the OCR operation at the 
Denver law offices of Berenbaum & 
Weinshienk, P.C. "They weren't pre
pared for the fact that they 'd have to per
form some cleanup work depending on 
the condition of the incoming docu 
ment ." 

But those who understand OCR's lim
itations can be rewarded with fewer man
ually keyed documents, a partial taming 
of the paper tiger, and possibly, like the 
State of Delaware, the front end to a 
document management system. Evan 
Wilner, public advocate for the State of 
Delaware, represents the rate and service 
interests of the state's 650,000 citizens 
with regard to public utilities. Headquar
tered in Wilmington , he and his staff 
often work on cases stretching across 
several weeks and sometimes generating 
2000 pages of text. Wilner's OCR and 
document management system allow for 
a central database with full text search
ing capabilities, so the staff can browse 
through previous testimony. If, for exam
ple, an expert witness recalls only a por

tion of some crucial evidence, Wilner 
can instantly retrieve the full text of ear
lier testimony, refresh the witness's 
memory, and plan that day's briefs and 
arguments . 

A Growing Market 
A recent survey conducted among BYTE 
readers tracked interest in OCR used in 
document storage and retrieval systems 
(where documents exist as editable text 
files, not solely as archival images) and 
in the more traditional hard-copy and 
electronic-file conversion systems. 

Twenty-two percent of respondents 
said they currently used OCR in their op
erations, tied primarily to PC-based sys
tems. Macintosh and PS/2 platforms ac
cou.nted for 23 percent and 20 percent of 
the systems, respectively. Half of those 
who already ran OCR said they planned 
to expand their systems in the coming 
year. PCs remained the dominant plat
form , but PS/2-based products outpaced 
Macs (21 percent versus 17 percent) for 

· those looking toward the future. 
Those using OCR ranked document 

storage, data entry, desktop publishing, 
and general business correspondence as 
the primary applications for their sys
tems. Only 5 percent said they currently 
used OCR as part of a networked docu
ment managerpent system, although 15 
percent said they planned to install such 
a system in the next year. 

BIS/CAP International, a market re
searcher based in Norwell, Massachu
setts, also identifies potential growth in 
such systems. According to Jane Stan
hope, associate director of the Image 
Management Systems Service, new in
stallations of all document management 
systems (archival and editable) in 1990 
totaled 1357, with revenues of $910 mil

lion, for an installed base of 2841. New 
installations in 1995 are expected to rise 
to 22,786, with revenues of $12.6 bil
lion, for an installed base of 51,557. BIS/ 
CAP expects workgroups ranging in size 
from 3 to 15 workstations to account for 
a significant portion of those gains. In
stallations of that size rose by 446 in 
1990, on revenues of$229 million, for an 
installed base of 995 systems. But by 
1995, the numbers could rise to 6819 
new installations, with revenues of $2.9 
billion, for 15,871 systems. 

A Publishing Tool 

Reader's Digest Association (Pleasant
ville, NY) is in the process of implement
ing a Unix-based accounting system that 
eventually may depend on OCR, accord
ing to Vane Lashua, applications devel
opment manager for PC applications. In 
the meantime, the publishing house uses 
Calera's WordScan Plus to convert into 
ASCII files mailing lists and book or 
magazine manuscripts that lack electron
ic files. 

"The editor will just put the manu
script into the hopper [the automatic 
document feeder on a Hewlett-Packard 
ScanJet], and in no time, 20 to 30 pages 
will be scanned in ," says Lashua. "We 
can scan both sides of a stack of paper 
and collate the pages. Also, if the manu
script is in a two-column format , the 
scanned file will come out as a single
column galley with the type in logical 
order." 

But over time, Lashua has learned the 
limitations of OCR as much as its capa
bilities. "Typically, if we have massive 
amounts of information to capture, we'll 
just give someone a manuscript and let 
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them crank it out by keying the informa
tion in on a computer. It 's much more ac 
curate and much quicker than scanning 
because we have less cleanup to do with 
the files." 

The company recently completed a 
glossary culled from 500 pages of type
written material in a variety of column 
formats and typefaces . "We made the de
cision to rekey the job on a word proces
sor rather than using OCR and then go
ing back to clean and sort everything," 
says Lashua . "Human typists will make 
accommodations if a column is not 
aligned properly. If the OCR system sees 
a column isn't aligned with the others, it 
will make a new column ." 

Power to the 
Public Advocate 

Evan Wilner, Srate ofDelaware 

The Delaware Public Advocate's office 
runs "garden-variety" 12-MHz 286 and 
16-MHz 386SX machine with Calera's 
WordScan Plus in both hardware-assisted 
and software-only versions . The hard
ware-assisted version- WordScan Plus 
AT-sits in the slower 286, while the 
software-only WordScan Plus runs on 
the 386SX. Evan Wilner also uses Xerox 
DataCopy internal fax board to feed in
formation directly to his OCR system. 

Wilner evaluated OCR systems based 
on the time and effort required to convert 
a document from its original state to be
ing in the word processor "ready to drive 
the laser printer ." Wilner is particularly 
happy with WordScan 's integration with 
Microsoft Word for Windows. A new 
macro capability lets him drive the OCR 
system via a pull-down menu in the word 
processor. 

Today , the considerable enthusiasm 
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for the OCR system in Wilner's office is 
spilling over into other departments. 
Wilner was called into the Delaware 
Court of Chancery to provide a demon
stration of the system. 

Defense Support 

Rockwell International 's North Ameri 
can Ai rcraft Division (EI Segundo , CA) 
used OCR to help create techn ical speci 
fications and manuals for Department of 
Defense contracts for the 8 l -8 bomber 
project , according to Sandra Alcorn, 
computer systems analyst. Each of the 
approximately 100 engineers in the proj 
ect engineering group used a Macintosh 
to produce documentation and corre
spondence . The individual workstations 
were con nected to a central Oracle data
base, whic h Rockwell customized to 
provide for automatic updates whenever 
one of the engi neers made a change to a 
drawing. 

The divison ran a networked imaging 
system that cuts down on the volume of 
paper generated and speeds access to 
files. Some documents, however, needed 
to be altered, and in those cases, the 
group used a Kurzweil K5200 scanner to 
convert documents into ASCII or other 
formats. 

"We run Interleaf on fou r Sun 386is. 
Ifwe need to make a change on a propos
al, I scan it in, convert it to Interleaffor
mat, and enter the changes using Inter
leaf publishing software," Alcorn says. 

The Kurzweil scanner is connected to 
an AST 386, which holds the OCR soft
ware, as do the fou r Sun Microsystems 
workstations. 

Alcorn says most of the OCR problems 
she's encountered result from poor orig
nals or text type smaller than 9 points . "I 
recently tried to OCR 6-point type in a 
two-column format. Some of it scanned 
really well , other parts not very well at 
all. This document happened to be in a 

Sandra Alcorn , Rockwell International 

serif typeface. The system has a little 
more trouble with serif than an serif. ,. 

Before choosing an OCR system Al 
corn advises buyers to analyze their spe
cific needs carefu lly . " What 's more im
portant for you: text or image ? What 
about formatting? Do you have a large 
amount of information that' tied to hard 
copy with no electronic files? Then pay 
attention to text verification and how 
well the scanner can text." 

Directory Assistance 

TraveiSouth USA (Atlanta , GA) uses 
Xerox' s AccuText 1.1 software running 
on a Mac Ilcx to produce a 500-page 
directory for an annual trade show of 
southern travel agents and tour opera
tors. Tricia Sheldon, special projects co
ordinator, gleans directory information 
from questionnaire responses he re 
ceives from 700 convention delegates. In 
the past , the company hand-entered all 
the responses , which included company 
names and addresses and answer to bus
iness questions . " That was a big waste of 
t ime, " she concedes. 

A second element of the mailing is the 
recording of bingo number used by dele 
gates to et up appointments with show 
exhibitors. That information also had 
been entered and proofread by the four
person office . 

In total , the two phases required about 
three weeks of staff time . " We spent 15 
full days calling numbers back and forth 
to each other," Sheldon recalls . 

After the first run-through using OCR 
equipment to produce the latest direc 
tory , Sheldon says the results were mixed 
but generally posit ive. "OCR did some 
things we wanted and didn ' t d some 
other things we had hoped it wou ld do ." 

Although she designed her question
naire so that it could be easily scanned 
using the company 's HP ScanJet Plu , 
the OCR software labored over the in
consistencies that were among the re
sponses. " Some replies were typed in all 
caps, some were upper- and lowercase. '' 
Because of these vagarie , the staff still 
devoted more time than anticipated to 
proofing files. Phase two , the entering of 
bingo number , proved more efficient, 
Sheldon says. 

Sheldon evaluated several varieties of 
software by taking samples to a local 
dealer and spending about two days test 
ing for accuracy and peed. " AccuText 
let me select fields . I could tell it to scan 
this block of information and that block 
of information . That worked well with 
our forms ," he notes. 
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OCR Law 

Sunny Anderson, 

Berenbaum & Weinshienk, P. C. 


Sunny Anderson , ofBerenbaum & Wein 
shienk , P.C. , credits OCR with taming 
the compatibility problems the office 
faced when documents arrived from var
ious source . Anderson says the law firm 
was continually sending documents out 
to be scanned or put to disk before it de
dded it might be quicker and easier to do 
the work in-house. 

The firm uses Caere 's OmniPage 386 
running on a Morse 386SX with 4 mega
bytes of RAM and two 32-MB hard disk 
drives, and a Hewlett-Packard scanner. 
Occa ionally , Ander on also uses HP's 
Scanning Gallery software for capturing 
graphics. She says that peed and price 
were the main selection cri teria for 
choo ing the system. 

Anderson reports that passing docu 
ments through a spelling checker has sig
nificantly shortened the cleanup time. 
She has also built a set of WordPerfect 
macros that strip out unwanted format 
ting characters and ready the file for a 
final pass through the word processor. 
But the system occasionally ·misreads 
some character -an S for an 8, for 
example. 

Anderson's advice to anyone consider
ing OCR is to determine the volume of 
documents that will be fed to the system , 
as well as their overall quality. "And 
make sure you have someone on staff 
who is competent and is willing to be 
trained for the system," she cautions , 
" because you will become dependent on 
that person." • 

Alan loch is a technical editor for the 
BYTE Lab. Rick Grehan is the director of 
the BYTE Lab. You can contact them 
on 8/X as "ajoch " and "rick_g , '' re
spectively. 
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After I struck out with dBASE, Paradox, and 

nobody, but nobo~ believ 

ourcustomer tracking and 


...but when I came back that afternoon with a 

complete, customized Alpha FOUR'"application, 


even Marge was impressed. 


At our Monday 
morning staff 

meeting, I 
announced 
I was going 

to automate 
our sales 

tracking and 
invoic ing 

system later 
that day. 

Skepticism ran high. ''Paul, you promised me an application 
like that two years ago;• said Marge. "You couldn't do it, and neither 
could thai dBASE programmer you hired. lt'U never happen! " 

On the other side of the room, Tim, a new hire whispered to 
Richard, " I didn't know the boss was aprogrammer, too." 

" He's not," said Richard. "Couldn't write code to save his life. 
But he keeps trying because he thinks it's criti cal to the business." 

I'd already tried three times before to program a database: 
first with dBASE ( much too complicated). Then I tried Q&A ( not 
powerful enough ). Then I bought Paradox (just like dBASE). All 
were either too complicated, or not capable enough for our needs. 

This lime, I was confident Why 7 Because I j ust bought Alpha 
R:>ur, the relational database for non-programmers like me. I spent 
45 minutes over the weekend with Alpha Four's audiocassette 
tour. So I knew how easy applica tion design with Alpha Four 
would be, even the first t ime. 

I knew within hours, I 'd be able to build a fully relational 
customer tracking and bi.lling system, complete with cusrom 
menus, beautiful screens and extensive help messages for error
free data en try. 

And that's exactly what I did. You should have seen Marge's 
face when the first , perfectly formatted invoice came off the 
printer. 

I DEVELOPED 
MY 
APPLICATION 
I MINUTE ! 

I designed m y appli 
cation with A.lpha Four's 
unique "application out
liner.' It automatically set 

up a system o f menus, sub-menus, and procedures bas ·don the 
outline I laid out 

MY REPORTS LOOK GREAT 
Alpha Four's report writer was even more impressive. 

"painted" repor ts and invoices on-screen. They look exactly like 
I wanted them to-much better than our old paper forms. 

I'LL NEVER KEY IN DATA 
1WICEAGAIN 

I ahvdyS ran out 
of power with other 
simple-to-usc databases; 
they weren't re lational . 
With Alpha Four, I 
created different 
database for cus· 
tomers, invoice 
and inventor y and 
then related them 
into a "set;' just by 
drawing on-screen, 
a diagram of the 
links between the 
databases. 

ow, we never 
have to enter the 
sam e informat ion 
more tl1an once. 

ew invoices can be generated for existing customers without 
having to re-enter their information-we just ; Iook it up" in 
our customer database. ' 

TOTAL COMPATffiiLllY WITH 
dBASE FILES 

And I was delighted that Alpha Four is total ly compatible 
with dBASE .dbffi.lcs. Our mailing list went right into the new 
applica tion without even having to convert the files! 

FASTER, MORE ACCURATE DATA E1 TRY 
Alpha Four has all the fean1rcs of an advanced database, 

but th -y'rc a.ll simple enough for me ro u c. When you enter 
data, you can automaticall y change the case o f letters from 
lower tO upper. You can display data entr y templates for l'br· 
marred fields like phone numbers, or skip over fields whe 



certain conditions 
are met. Ofcourse, all cal· 
culations are performed 
automatically. 

Look·up are uper Oexible. Di play 
information from a look-up database in a 
muJti-column window anywhere on the 
screen. Select from the window and AJpha - -_......___...._- - ..  .... 

HOWTOORDER 
Mail the coupon below 

to AJpha Software or take it 
to your local dealer to pick 
up your AJpha Four pgrade 
Kit Remember to bring 
proof you have an existing 
qualifying product.* 

Q&A, 

ed I could automate 
billing ess myself... 


Four automatically fills in the related information. For example, 
enter a part number, and have AJpha Four automatically enter 
the correct description and price. 

SAVE $450 WITH THIS AD! 

SPECIAL OFFER: 99 UPGRADE 


FROM YOUR EXISTING 

DATA MANAGER* 

Ifyou already have any database software, integrated pack
age or mallli t manager, or ifyou are currently u ing 
your spreadsheet to manage data, you can upgrade to 
AJpha Four for just 99. 

NO RISK OFFER! 
And it's fully guaranteed. Ifyou 're 

dissatisfied, return AJpha Four 
within 60 days for a full refund. 
This i a Limited-time, one-copy· 

per-organization offer, available 
from AJpha Software, or 

__,• through your local dealer. 

*Qualifying packages include: 
programming databases (dBASE• JJ , 

IJJ , and IY, Paradox, Clipper~ Foxbase~ 
Fox Pro~ Revelation, etc.), fiat-file 

databases (Q&A~ PFS:Pro~ ional File~ 
Rapid File~ etc.) , integrated packages (Microsoft Works~ 
PFS:First Choice~ Locus Works~ etc.) , and mailing list managers 
(Fastpack Mall, etc.) or spreadsheets with databases ( Lotus 
1·2·3~ uattro Pro• ). 
AJJ trademarks are registered with the appropriate companies. 

.ALPHA 
~neCDU~ 

Circle 317 on Inquiry Cord. 

For Fastest Service 

= Call: 1·800·852·5750, Ext. 
117 Orders Only Hotline: 
1·800-336-6644 Or Fax 
the order form to: 
1-617-272-4876 

ln Canada Call: 1·800-451-1018, Ext. 117 Or fax your order 
to:1-416-365·1024 Or mail coupon to: AJpha Software Corp., 
6261Gng treet, Suite 301 , Toronto, Ontario M5V IM7 

Alpha FOUR 
$99 Upgrade 

UGGESTEO 
RETAIL S549)Offer ( 

------· 
f ~YEALPI-IA ~ SOFTWARE<XlRPORA110N 

One orlh Avenue, Burllngton, MA 01803 

YES ' 
1-800-852-5750, Ext. 117 

Please send me Alpha Four relational database for non
• programmers for just $99 (SRP: S549), plus $8.50 

hipping and handling. I understand it is fully guaranteed and I may 
return it within 6o day for a full refund. I have enclosed the cover 
page ofmy existing qualifying product* manual (or original dlsketle ). 

Method of Payment: 0 Check Enclosed Di kette Size: 0 3'h" 0 5'1•" 
0 Charge my credit card: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 Amer. Express 

Card# Exp. --

rume ----------------------------------------- 
Address----------------------------------------
City, State, Zip ----------------------------------
Daytime Phone ( _______ ( In case W<: bav~ qucsllons:about )'our order) 
(){fer to chang~ withou t ootlfic:uJon. TAE 
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SOFTWARE 

Script Languages: 

The BASIC of the 1990s? 

LAMONT WOOD 

Y
ou have data. And you want to 
make some sense out of it. You 
want to write a program that 
will probe, sort, or otherwise 
arrange all the information. In 

other words, you need to do some quick
and-dirty end-user programming. Forget 
elegance. Forget maintenance. You want 
answers. And you want them now. 

Since the late 1970s, we've had BASIC 
in various incarnations. In 1978, with 
some excitement and an 8K-byte RAM 
board, I fired up a 4K-byte version of 
BASIC and flipped through a dozen 
pages of stapled instructions- and de
cided I didn't need to read them. A list of 
the three dozen command words was 
enough. Sound familiar? 

The rest was then up to you . You 
slapped on GOTOs and GOSUBs to 
patch the holes you discovered in your 
original conception until you had some
thing that worked-although after a 
point, even you couldn't say how. 

Tight, cryptic code was in vogue, as 
restricted RAM meant that you were 
constantly looking over your shoulder 
with the free-memory statement (FRE). 
You'd even overhear schoolkids arguing 
about how many parenthetical brackets 
they needed in a particularly monstrous 
function statement they were hacking 
out, as if they were conjuring up a spell. 

But this is the 1990s. Now we have 
object-oriented programming (OOP)
some say "hyper-programming"-for 
the masses . Data, which you probably al
ways thought of as numbers and text, has 
become objects that include graphics and 
reside in containers. GOTO and GOSUB 
have been banished, and programming 
languages use a prolix "self-comment
ing" syntax that reads like the English 
of strangely dictatorial kindergartners; 
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writing those statements, of course, re
quires the following of tight rules. 

Even most conditional commands 
have fallen from favor, probably because 
they require analysis from the reader 
and, therefore, are not self-commenting. 
You still have to be concerned about 
memory capacity, but now the talk is of 
megabytes. Documentation takes the 
form of book-length manuals, of which 
there usually needs to be more than one. 

So is quick-and-dirty programming 
stiJI possible? To find out, I wrote a 
BASIC program for a phone expense 
problem (see below), and then I tried to 
solve the same problem using Hyper
Card, SuperCard, and Spinnaker Plus 
for the Mac (using a Mac SE and a Mac 
Hex) and using ToolBook, Spinnaker 
Plus, and HyperPad for the PC (using a 
16-MHz 386 with a Hercules display). 
Without going into every feature of these 
packages, I've tried to provide a compar
ative perspective of them by using each 
to create a real-world application. 

I used each package to read through a 
comma-delimited ASCII data file that 
contained 1944 items (approximately 
120K bytes) . Each record, which was a 
line ending with a carriage return, had 
six fields-internal number, date, nu
meric amount, code number, comment, 
and null (which you were to ignore)-de
tailing expense transactions from 1985 
through 1990. The programs analyzed 
yearly phone expenses by searching 
through the file for every record that 
contained the word phone or Phone in the 
comment field and adding its amount to 
the total for that year. 

And the answer, of course, is yes, 
quick-and-dirty programming is still 
possible. However, it's like working in 
the presence of your mother, who won't 
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let you get dirty. As for "quick"- well, 
that word may have to be dropped from 
common usage . 

Our Old Friend BASIC 
The GWBASIC version of my program 
consists of 15 I ines that take up about 450 
bytes on disk . It runs in 15 seconds . The 
program listing (see listing l) looks fair 
ly cryptic, but the main thing to notice is 
that FOR ... NEXT causes the program to 
loop 1944 times between that statement 
and the following NEXT statement. 
INSTR checks for the word phone or 
Phone in the comment field-the CM$ 
string. The MID$ function extracts the 
year (5 to 0) from the date field, and VAL 
changes the year and the amount from 
text style (as they are represented in the 
data file) to numeric values. The array 
(dimensioned in line 40) allows you tore
fer to data by its position on a list . In this 
case, although array A has values from 0 
to 90, I use only 85 to 90. 

If INSTR finds phone or Phone, the 
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year value D is extracted , the amount 
value (AMT$ converted to the numeric 
value A) is added to the amount in item D 
of list A, and then item D and the com
ment field are printed on the screen. 

The OOP Approach 
With OOP, you don't just start writing 
code. First, you construct a screen, plac
ing objects on it by clicking on the soft
ware's tool icons . Objects are generally 
fields or buttons. A field and a button 
can each contain a program written in a 
script language, which runs when you 
click on it with a mouse or when it re
ceives a "message" from another object. 
(While the script languages don't offer 
GOTO or GOSUB, you can accomplish 
major vectoring by sending a message to 
the script in another object, telling it to 
take over.) A field also can contain data. 
Fields come in varieties-for example , 
for painted or drawn graphics, for for
matted data, and for screen labels. 

Thus, you have objects, you can assign 
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data and programs to them, and you can 
change the data and invoke the programs 
at will. You can also move them around 
on the screen (but this is not illustrated 
by this example). 

A further embellishment of the ob
ject-oriented script languages I exam
ined is that they have not one but many 
screens stacked on top of one another . 
The background is the screen page whose 
contents show on all the layers (or pages 
or cards-nomenclature varies) stacked 
above it. Since you can selectively dis
play or turn off the contents of each layer, 
you have enormous control over what you 
see. You can even do animation. But for 
the quick-and-dirty programmer, the 
multilayer approach can be a nuisance . 
You probably take no notice of whether 
you are pasting your fields on the back
ground or on some other layer, which 
leads to headaches later on when you try 
to refer to those fields from a script. 

That being the case, the first step I 
took for each package was to lay down 

ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 OBJECT-ORIENTED SCRIPT 
LANGUAGES 

• 	WHATTHEY DO 
Most script languages provide 
lavish displays that let you 
program graphically, using 
"buttons" and other objects to 
represent actions defined by 
11 scripts." They offer on alternative 
to BASIC for building small 
applications. 

• WHATYOU'LL DISLIKE 
Although programming may 
become easier, on application 
written in one of the reviewed 
object-oriented script languages 
will run many times slower than 
the some application written in 
BASIC. In the test application, the 
BASIC version ron 16 to 40 times 
foster than any of the scripi 
versions. 

• WHATWERECOMMEND 
For the Moe, HyperCard is tuned 
for running applications rather than 
writing, while SuperCord offers 
more authoring tools and features. 
For the PC, TooiBook is likely to 
become the de facto standard for 
Windows. And if you need to 
develop for both the Moe and the 
PC, consider Spinnaker Plus, 
which is available in Moe and PC 
versions. 

five fields to contain the input data and 
another six fields to display the results . 
After I created, placed, and sized the 
fields, I gave each a mnemonic name that 
had meaning within the program's con
text (e.g., "itemdate" and "amount"). 

The next step was to create a button 
and write a script for it that would input 
the date, total the desired numbers , and 
display them in the results fields . The 
packages offer syntax checkers or debug
gers with error messages . As a program 
went through the file, the inputs were 
displayed to reassure me that something 
was happening and that it was consistent 
with the BASIC program. If the inputs 
were not displayed, the run times were 
about one-third faster. 

I found that I could spend an infinite 
amount oftime fiddling with the appear
ance of a screen; the packages generally 
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SCRIPT LANGUAGES 


L.latlng 1: A BASIC test application . This program analyzes phone expenses by 
year. It reads through a comma-delimited ASCII data file where each record 
has six fields. The data details expense transactions from 1985 through 1990. 

10 KEY OFF: C!.S 

20 LOCATE 2, 27: PRINT "VERSION FOR GIIBASIC" 

JO OPEN "1", ~1, "D:DATACMA.ASC" 

40 DIM A(90) 

50 FOR N• 1 TO 1944 

60 INPUTNl, N$ , D$ , AMT$, CD$, CM$ , NULl$ 

70 X=INSTR(CM$, "phone"): Y=INSTR (CM$, "Phone" ) 

80 I!' X•O A/10 Y•O THEN COTO 150 

90 A=VAL(AMT$) 
100 D•VAL(MID$(0$ , 7, 2)) 
110 A(D) =A(D)+A 
120 LOCATE (D-80), JO : PRINT USING "I NNN.II" ;A (D) 

lJO LOCATE 15, 15: PRINT SPC(50) 

140 LOCATE 15, 15: PRINT CM$ 

150 NEXT N 


to get what you want. 
The script ran much the same way that 

it did with HyperCard, with the same file 
access limitations. The script-edi ting 
window includes pop-up displays of com
mands, words, and functions that you 
can paste into the cript, although there 
is no explanation of their purpose. Alas, 
the script language's written documenta
tion was not much more in-depth . 

SuperCard's main advantage over Hy
perCard is that it can create its own run
time versions. Th is process adds about 
300K bytes to the fi le, and no ext ra li
cense is required to distribute the result 
ing appl ications. 

included optional field borders, button 
icons, clip art , and elementary drawing 
and painting tools to spruce things up. 
It's best to be philosophical about all 
this: It is said that the majority of effort 
that goes into any program is put into the 
display of the information and the intan
gibles involved , rather than into simple 
data processing where there are no intan
gibles. With OOP packages, you just get 
more results for your tinkering. 

The interface screens of each package 
offer an optional " message box" where 
you can type in commands for immediate 
execution to test something in the script 
language or to adjust the screen . Aside 
from being self-commenting , the script 
languages have an interesting concept in 
common called chunking. With chunk
ing, you can say something like "put the 
first word of it after the th ird word in the 
second line of field A ," and the computer 
will understand. This does much the 
same thing as the BASIC MID$ state
ment but can be understood at a glance. 
The packages can determine if a data 
item is supposed to be a number or a text 
string , and you can use it as a pronoun to 
replace the last-used variable name. 

HyperCard 2.0 
HyperCard from Claris , a subsidiary of 
Apple , comes bundled with Mac sys
tems. For an extra $199, you can get 
1400 more pages of documentation suit
able for software developers . As the 
" first OOP tool for the masses," it seems 
to have become the archetype. Scripts 
written in HyperCard , SuperCard, and 
the Mac version of Spinnaker Plus can be 
cut and pasted to each other and run with 
minimal edjting . You can even use the 
script language documentation of one 
package with that of another. 

They all ran the test program at the 
same speed , presumably because they all 
use the same underlying file access rou
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tines . That speed- a world away from 
BASIC- was 5 minutes . 

Laying down fields and buttons with 
HyperCard was a breeze. But when it 
came to writing the script , there were 
only minimal file handling capabilities. 
You can only open a text file and read 
from it-there is no automatic handl ing 
of data files . You can have the script 
READ UNTIL a particular character , or 
UNTIL a carriage return , or FOR a cer
tain number ofcharacters. The only solu
tion was to have it READ UNTIL a com
ma and assume that by doing so, it had 
just read another data field from the 
comma-delimited file. This worked , but 
it involved the dangerous assumption that 
there were no commas within the text of 
the comment fields . 

HyperCard went blindly through the 
file , extracting what it assumed to be se
quential data records and pulling them 
into fields. It seemed to work , but each 
record was bracketed by quotation marks 
and a comma. I removed these from the 
amount field using chunked delete com
mands so that the software would recog
nize the contents as numeric values. I 
similarly chunked the year value out of 
the date field to let the script know where 
to add the new amount . 

HyperCard 2 .0 has numerous im 
provements over version 1.2, including 
resizable windows and the capability of 
importing color graphics. For quick
and-dirty purposes , however, these fea 
tures are not put to use. 

SuperCard 1.5 
SuperCard is a $299 package from Sili 
con Beach Software, a subsidiary of Al 
dus. For the quick-and-djrty program
mer, its functionality seems to be little 
different from that of HyperCard. The 
majn outward difference is that the tool 
icons are kept on the screen at all times, 
so you don ' t have to wade through menus 

Spinnaker Plus 2.0 

Spinnaker Plus is a $495 package for the 

Mac that I also tested in a Windows ver

sion. It is noteworthy for having its mes

sage box and a selection of tool icons al

ways present at the top ofthe screen. 


When you start programming, you 
find that Spinnaker offer a database 
field as well as the "garden-variety" 
field . You can assign a format to each 
database field so that their contents are 
treated as, for instance, currency, dates, 
signed integers, or text. 

The READ command again is limited 
to text input, which forces the use of the 
READ UNTIL "," formulation. Also, 
the script-edit ing fac ility has , like Super
Card , a list of commands and keywords 
you can ca ll up and paste into the script. 
But it seems no more useful than flipping 
through the manual. 

For another $495 , Spinnaker offers a 
developer's kit with unlimited distribu
tion of the run-time package. The com
pany stresses that its nearly identical ver
sion for Windows allows you to use Mac 
scripts on a PC and thus avoid progra m
ming duplication. 

Spinnaker for Windows 
The Windows 3.0 version of Spinnaker 
Plus does not show the polish that 's ev i
dent in the Mac version. For instance, 
the installation procedure in the manual 
is corrected in the addendum , and that 
procedure is corrected in the user notes. 
The user notes suggest that developer 
must occasionally exit Spinnaker and go 
back to Windows so that Windows can 
clean up the memory. 

Indeed, Spinnaker occa ionally pro
duces inexplicable "out of memory" 
messages. It often took me two attempts 
to load the program- the f irst try would 
produce an "unrecoverable error" mes
sage followed by a soft abort , but an im 
mediate retry wou ld be successful. Sim
ply placing the cursor on the fi le menu 
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HyperCard 
2.0 ... .... .. . .... (bundled with Mac) 

Claris Corp. 
5201 Patrick Henry Dr. 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 
(408) 987-7000 

Requirements: Mac or Mac II, 1 MB 

of RAM , and System 6 .0 .5. 

Circle 11 05 on Inquiry Card . 


HyperPad 2.0 ... . ...... . .... .. $ 149.99 
Brightbill-Roberts & Co., Ltd . 
120 East Washington St., Suite 421 
Syracuse, NY 13202 
(31 5) 474-3400 

Requirements: IBM PC, XT, AT, 

PS/2, or compatible with two floppy 

disk drives, 448K bytes of available 

RAM , and DOS 2.0 or higher. 

Circle 1106 on Inquiry Card. 


ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Spinnaker Plus 2.0 .... ..... .. .. . $495 
Spinnaker Software 
201 Broadway 
Cambridge, MA 021 39 
(617) 494-1200 
Requirements: 

Macintosh version: Mac Plus, SE, 

SE/30, II, Ilx , llcx, or Ilci with 2 

MB of RAM , a hard disk drive , and 

System and Finder 6 .01 or higher . 


Windows version: IBM AT or PS/2 

with 2MB of RAM , a hard disk 

drive, Windows-compatible graphics 

and a pointing device , and Microsoft 

Windows 3.0 . 

Circle 1107 on Inquiry Card . 


SuperCard 1.5 ... .. ......... .. ... $299 
Silicon Beach Software 
9770 Carroll Center Rd . 
San Diego, CA 92 126 
(619) 695-6956 

Requirements: Mac Plus, SE, SE/30, 

II, or Ilx with 1MB of RAM (2MB 

to run color), System 6 .0 .2 or 

higher , and Finder 6 .1 or higher . 

Circle 1108 on Inquiry Card . 


ToolBook 1.0 ... ... ....... .. ... . .. $395 
Asymetrix Corp. 
P.O . Box 40419 
Bellevue , WA 98004 
(206) 637-1600 
Requirements: IBM AT with 640K 
bytes of RAM plus at least 256K 
bytes of extended memory. a hard 
disk drive, Windows-compatible 
graphics and a mouse, and 
Windows 3.0 . 
Circle 1109 on Inquiry Ca rd . 

sometimes generated continuous hard 
disk th rashing-something I haven ' t seen 
since Wi ndows/386 ' s overworked appli 
cations . The company says all this will 
be addressed in "the next version. " 

Important nuggets of information are 
scattered throughout the manual , and I 
fou nd it not only possible but advisable to 
consult the HyperCard manual for ques
tions on the script language. Even that 
was not always profitable, though, since 
the on-screen error messages are, for rea
sons not explained , shown in a tiny, cur
sive typeface that is nearly impossible to 
read on a Hercules display . 

The phone expense program ran in 10 
minutes, 50 seconds. Still , that' s prob
ably better than doing it by hand. 

TooiBook 1.0 
This $395 Windows 3.0 programm ing 
environment shows none of the awkward 
ness with Windows that Spinnaker Plus 
shows. ToolBook's ma ker, Asymetri x, 
is headed by a Microsoft board member , 
so you can assume that ToolBook 's pro
grammers got the best guidance available 
concerning Windows. Nevertheless, the 
fact that it isn ' t very fas t- even its demo 
programs clunk along-must say some
thing about the basic nature of Windows . 

For the purposes of this review, what 
sets TooiBook apart from the other pack
ages is its powerful "import" command . 
While with the other programs import 
means to place a graphic or text f ile into 
a particular f ield for display, ToolBook 's 
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importer can handle data files . Each 
record in the f ile becomes a page , and 
each record field from the fi le becomes a 
" recordf ield" on that page. Importing 
took 3 minutes , and ToolBook thereupon 
created a program file more than 700K 
bytes long, since it incorporated the data 
with the program. 

However, the import function did half 
my work . Alii had to do was size and ar 
range the result ing fie lds on the back
ground and then create a button and write 
a script for it. Well, OK, I a lso had to as
sign new font sizes to the text . ToolBook 
created the fie ld with the largest type
faces avai lable in my system, so that the 
original screen looked li ke a stri ng of 
billboards that each contained a corner of 
a huge word . 

The script used ToolBook's SEARCH 
RECORDS command to tell ToolBook 
to start at the bottom of the book and 
search for a f ield with the phone string . 
On a page where it struck pay dir t , it 
added the amount into the appropriate re
sults field . I had to set the contents of the 
results f ields to 0 at the start of the script 
so that ToolBook would treat their con
tents as numbers. 

The most notable thing about the Tool 
Book scr ipt la ng uage (ca lled Open 
Script) is that the syntax is more demand
ing th a n th ose o f th e o th e r script 
languages . You can' t get away with say 
ing " put it into field p90." You would 
have to say " put it into the text of fie ld 
p90" to show that you want to manipu late 

the contents of the field rather than the 
field itself. Actually, you can 't even get 
away with that; you would really have to 
say " put it into the text of field p85 of this 
background ." (Di covering these little 
wrinkles can give you gray hair. ) 

ToolBook offers considerable advan
tage over the other packages I looked 
at in that it ha more file-handling power. 
It can import data files directly into a 
book . It has facilitie for using and ma
nipulating dBASE files and for employ
ing dynamic link libraries (DLLs) . It 
also has provisions for using Dynamic 
Data Exchange (DDE), the Windows 
protocol that lets one Windows appl ica
tion cont rol another. 

Had the data resided in another Win
dows application that uses DOE, such as 
the Excel spreadsheet or the IBM Cur
rent fl at-file database, I could have 
loaded, say, Excel in the background and 
used ToolBook's DOE commands to te ll 
Excel to extract and send the data . How
ever, that requires knowi ng the back
ground program· s command structure 
and data hierarchy, and that 's probably 
beyond the realm of quick-and-dir ty pro
gramming. 

The program ran in 5 minutes , 9 sec
onds. That 's about the same a Hyper
Card and SuperCard on the Mac IIcx and 
about twice as fast as the Windows ver
sion of Spinnaker Plus. 

The original versions of Windows 3. 0 
come with a run-time "reader" version 
of ToolBook . Asymetrix now sel ls an 



The joy of Cscape 

Elegant graphics and text 

Supports 

DOS, OS/2, 

Unix, VMS. 


Call for demo. 


The C-SCape TM Interface 
Management System is a flexible 

library of C functions for data entry 
and validation, menus, text editing, 
context-sensitive help, and windowing. 
e-scape's powerful Look & Feel r .. 
Screen Designer lets you create full
featured screens and automatically 
generates complete C source code. 

C-scape includes easily modifiable high
level functions as well as primitives to 
construct new functions. Its object· 
oriented design helps you build more 
fun ctional, more nexible, more portable, 
a11d more unique applications-and 
you'll have more fun doing it. 

The industry standout. Many 
thousand of sofLware developers world
wide have turned to the pleasure of•4t cape. The pre agrees: 
~~ " cape i by far the be t. 

. . . A joy to use," wrote 
IEEE Compute1: M;ijor 

companies have selected C-scape as a 
standard for software development. 

C- cape' open architecture lets you use 
it with data base, graphics, or other C 
and C.. librarie . C-s ape run in text or 
graphics mode, so you can di ' play text 
and graphics simultaneou ly. To port 
from DOS or OS/ 2 to U !JX, AIX, QNX, or 
VMS, just recompile. C-scape also 

Graphics. Run in color in text or graphics mode. 
Read images from PCX me . 

ObJect-oriented architecture. Add custom 
features and create reusable code modules. C• • 
compatible. 

Mouse support. Fully-integrated m.ouse support for 
menu selections, data entry ftelds, and to mov and 
resize windows. 

Portability. Hardware independent code. Supports 
DO , OS/ 2, UNIX, AIX, VMS, others. Autodetects 
Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA. Supports Pilar Lap and 
Rational DOS extenders. 

Text editing. Text editors with word wrap, block 
commands, and search and replace. 

Field flexibility. Masked, protected, marked, 
required, no-echo, and named ftelds with complete 
data validation. Time, date, money, pop-up list, and 
many more hl.gh.er·level functions; create your own. 

Windows. Pop-up, tlled, bordered and exploding 
windows; size and nwnbers Umlted only by RAM. 

Menus. Pop-up, pull-down, 123-style, or slug menus; 
c.reate your own. 

Context-sensitive help. Unk help message to 
i.ndividnal screens or fields. Cross reference messages 
to create hyperten-Uke h.elp. 

Code gene ration. Build any cype of screen or form 
with the Look & FeeJTM Screen Designer, test It, then 
antomatically convert it to C code. 

Screen flexibility. Call screens from rues at run 
ti.me or link them in. Automatic vertical/horizontal 
crolling. 

International support. omces In Berlin, Germany, 
with an international network of technical companies 
providing local training, support and consulting. 

upports Phar Lap and Rational DOS 
extenders. 

Trial with a smile. C-scape is 
powerful, nexible, portable, and easy to 
try. Te t scape for 30 day . It offers a 
thorough manual and function reference, 
sample programs with source code, and 
an optional screen designer and source 
~ %t code generator. Oakland 
~~ provides access to a 24

hour BBS, telephone servi 
ces, and an international 

network of companies provi ding in
co untry support. o royalties, runtime 
licenses, runtime modules. Mter you 
register, you get complete library source 
code at no extra cost. 

Call 800-233-3733 (617-491-7311 in 
Mas achusetts, 206-746-8767 in Washing
ton; see below for International ). Mter 
the joy of C- cape, programming will 
never be the same. 

DOS, OS/ 2 (Borland and Microsoft 
support): with Look & Feel, 499; library 
only, $399; UN IX, etc. start at $999; 
prices include library ource. Training 
in Cambridge and Seattle each month. 
Mast rcard and Visa accepted. 

BY491 

Oakland Group, Inc. 675 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139 USA. FAX: 617 6 4440. Oakland Group, GmbH. Alt Moabit 91-B, D-1000 Berlin 21, F.R.G. 
(030) 3915045, FAX: (030) 393 4398. Oakland International Technical Network (training, suppon, con ulting): Australia oble System (02) 564-1200; Benelux TM 
Data (02 159) 46 14; D nmark Ra1•enholm (042) 7249; Austria-Germany-Switzerland ESM 07127/5244; Norway Rave nholm (O'l) 44 55; weden Linsoft (013) 11158; 
U.K. ystemslar (0992) 500919. Photo by Jessica A. Boyatt; Kar\ii by Kl\ii Aso. Picture shows a C-scape programcombining dai.a entry with video images load d from PCX 
fil es. C-scape and Look & Feel are trademarks of Oakland Group, Inc.; other trademarks belong to their respective companies. Copyright © 1990, by Oakland Group, Inc. 
Features, prices, and terms subject t.o change. 
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SCRIPT LANGUAGES 


author's resource kit for $450, with un
limited distribution rights to the run 
time TooiBook and its associated DLLs. 

HyperPad 2.0 
HyperPad, a $149 .99 PC program from 
Brightbiii-Roberts , has a menu structure 
that looks similar to that of HyperCard 
(right down to the inclusion of " Save a 
copy" under the file menu), but there are 
no graphics. It' s entirely character 
based. Not only do you not run in Win
dows , you only need 450K bytes of avail
able RAM to run . Thus, older PCs are no 
longer excluded from the world of OOP. 

Despite its lack of graphics , Hyper Pad 
sti ll has fields and buttons in boxes , but 
they are drawn from character cell to 
character cell with the PC's set of alpha
numeric symbols. I found that you can 
position fields on the sc reen without us
ing a mouse, but you cannot size them. 
For sizing, you have to use the " rectan
gle" command from the message box and 
give the coordinates of the corne rs. 
Rather than going to the trouble of doing 
this for six results fields , I made onere
sults field and had the totals for the indi
vidual years posted on separate lines in 
the field . (The script languages of the 
other packages also allow you to address 
individual lines of a field .) 

The script language 's READ state
ment allows a n ITEM option, which 
causes it to automatica lly separate fie lds 
from a comma-delimited ASCII file- no 
more "read until comma." However, you 
have to refer to fields by their original 
identification numbers. Also , each com
mand must end with a semicolon . If it 

does not , it means that it is part of a loop 
or conditional structure (such as an 
IF...THEN ... ELSE statement) , and Hy 
perPad looks for the end of the structure 
and gives you an odd error message if it 
finds none. It ran the phone expense pro
gram in 3 minutes , 55 seconds-not bad, 
but still 15 times slower than BASIC. 

For professionals, Brightbiii -Roberts 
offers two run-time packages with un
limited development rights-one for $99 
and one for $5000. The second package 
doesn ' t produce credits for Brightbill
Roberts, so no one needs to know you 
didn ' t do the whole thing from scratch. 

Wave of the Future? Or Wave at the 
Future? 
The old BASIC way of programming was 
dominated by loops , arrays , and all-too
clever improvisations to prop up other 
improvisations , as users struggled to 
bring a handful of programmi ng tool s to 
bear on the problem. The new object-ori
ented script-language packages, on the 
other hand, demand preliminary, thor
ough analysis of the problem, leading to 
scripts dominated by dull but compre
hendible I ists of practically identical 
IF ... THEN statements . Cleverness is 
less important than a lawyerly knowl
edge of the script syntax and the hun
dreds of commands and functions it em
bodies . Sloppy programming habits are 
made nearly impossible . Spontaneity , 
though, is a sloppy thing. 

In other words , civilization has ar
rived , and with it a dull conformity. All 
the packages I examined offer the same 
basic approach of fields, buttons, pages, 

and scripts . But just as people have writ 
ten tomes differentiating the variou dia 
lects of BASIC, there are differences to 
be found in the object-oriented sc ript 
language world . 

HyperCard is part of any Mac 's basic 
software, but it is tuned to running appli
cations rather than writing them, and the 
necessary documentation is an extra-cost 
option . SuperCard and Spinnaker Plus 
offer more authoring tools and features . 
Spinnaker's advantage is that it offers a 
Windows twin , although that twin is hav
ing growing pains. 

On the PC side, Tool Book seems fated 
to be for Windows what HyperCard has 
been for the Mac- the first and foremost 
object-oriented script language. It offers 
refreshing file-handling advantages , a l
though its script language is more com
plicated. HyperPad , meanwhile. seems 
to be neither fi sh nor fowl . Its lack of on 
screen graphics means you cannot have 
the advantage of easy pictorial represen
tation of your data . True , it runs on older 
machines that Windows won't run on . 
But then , so does BASIC. • 

Editor 's note : listings of the application 
written with the script languages are 
available in electronic format . See page 5 
for details. 

Lamont Wood has evaluated personal 
computers and software for 13 years, au
thoring more than 200 articles on the 
subject. He currently writes a computer 
column for the San Antonio Business 
Journal. You can reach him on BIX as 
"/wood." 
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The Old Standard For 
Debu!®.ngJust Retired 

I 

. ' 
.The new standard for debugging Windows, DOS and OS/2 has arrive~. 

A se_IE(ction of unique features includes: · 1 
I 

• 100% CodeVi~w™ -irl'formation compatible • Run-Time debugging for stepping through your· 
program• Windows and PM user interface 


.- Character-mode user interface 
 • Post-Mortem debugging aft~r <(crash 
• Conditional breakp'Oints ' . • Easy to learn and use 

·• Unique "VCR-style" remote control interf~ce
• Automatic display.of global and local data 
.. 15 views of the program Advanced grapnical data s'tructure display 

• Advanced data browsing ., . ' Serial and NetworK.f~mote debu~ging 
• Dual monitor support 1' 

' . . \~~' 
· " ~e'o-u~\fJ , ~o~e · ~OS highlights: 

A• ~s ~e?>' • Debugs ANY:S/ZE.DOS·application - takes only 12KB. . ~\~\)() ~~ . 
. ~s·· . ~o~s· . · ~?>~Q. , ~ • Loads drivers and TSRs in high memory for maxi.mizing 


. ~\\(~~ ('t-1'~ ~ !:?;\?>~ ' lQ~\~ application's memory space • • 

"'~ ~o~ ~?>~ ' c>o.~~ • EMS 4.0 emulation, as well as VCPI s·ervices 386™/486rM 


oO-iaS ' '/...0~ s"U~ ~?>~ce ()~\~~ , . . watchpoint support~\~ ~oN s~{'i ?>~e "'" 
. CO\~~e ...1\~~0~~ . ·'' ~esS nnO~ \ MultiScope Debuggers for DOS (SRP $179)• 1'\S"' · ,oO"' . '/... s'J"" run under DOS or Windows, and debug DOS applications\)e'r:J"U'-o ~~'~ "r-.~o'(J.

• "~~?>~ce c.'"' ~?>\C · , MultiScope Debuggers for Windows and DOS , (SRP $379) 
run under DOS or Windows. and debug Windows real mode,• r ~"'\~ . Windows protected mode. and DOS applications ,• ?>~ 
MultiScope Debuggers for OS/2 (SRP $449) 

run under OS/2 full screen or Presentation Manager, 

and debug OS/2 full screen and PM applicalioos 


~ ' 
For more information and a free trial 

.' version, p~ase call (800) 999-8846, 
MultiScope Debugger have• (415) 968-4892, 
ca y td' usc Windows. PM 
and charactc•· mode user - or FAX (415) 968:4622. 

F9r European pricing call 
++46-13-63189. 

•cs 1 and C60 suppon ' 
II 1rademark are property PC Magazine Technical Excellence Award, In fo~ orld 

or lheir resJ>CC,tive owners Produclpfthe Year, BYTEAwardof Di tinction. 

MULTIS.COPE 
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The ideal 16-inch ergonomic 
monitor for professional graphics 
and business applications. 
Maximum performance for CAD/CAM, spreadsheets, databases, 
WYSIWYG word processors and desktop publishing. Designed for 
PCs and Macintosh II. 

1024 X 768 resolutions. Supporting the new, higher refresh rate 
of 70Hz and above for a flicker-free display. No distortion. Sharply 
focused. Bright images across the entire screen. 

An anti-static, non-glare screen. Low 
magnetic radiation. No interference between 
two monitors separated by a mere six inches, for 
dual-display applications. NANAO USA CORP. 

23510 Tela Ave. , Suite 5
Microprocessor-controlled configuration for Torrance, cA 905o5 usA 
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REVIEWS 


SOFTWARE 

Atlantix, Altos Fill DOS-to-Unix 
Connectivity Gaps 

JON UDELL AND TOM YAGER 

Today, network administrators have 
more options for interconnecting 
DOS and Unix LANs, and the prod

ucts take vastly different approaches to 
that connectivity. Atlantix Axcess and 
NetWare for Altos Unix turn the Unix 
host into a PC LAN server to provide file 
and print sharing and terminal emulation 
for access to Unix applications. 

Axcess forges these links by bringing 
the Server Message Block (SMB) proto
col and NetBIOS interface to the Unix 
host. Altos's product is an implementa
tion of Portable NetWare that puts Net
Ware Core Protocol (NCP) and IPX on 
the Unix host. The host then acts as a 
NetWare file server. 

Atlantix Axcess 1.0 
Atlantix 's maiden product, Coco Net , de
livered Xenix connectivity to the Net
Ware LAN (see Reviewer's Notebook, 
February 1990 BYTE) . The company's 
latest offering, Axcess, brings Unix into 
the fold. First out of the gate is a version 
of Axcess for SCO's Unix V.3.2 and 
Open Desktop. Axcess complies with the 
LAN Manager 1.0 protocol. Atlantix is 
not , however, a licensee of Microsoft's 
LAN Manager for Unix; the Axcess 
server was developed independently. 

Unix servers for DOS LANs are mul
tiplying like rabbits. The basic architec
ture- Portable NetWare excepted-is 
usually the same. Run SMB and Net
BIOS on a Unix machine , so DOS clients 
can see it as a file and print server. Then 
give DOS users a terminal emulator that 
talks to Unix over the network, so they 
can tap into Unix applications and world
wide internetworking . 

Given an SMB/NetBIOS foundation , 
how do you support NetWare clients? 
Several variations on the basic theme 
have emerged. Axcess switches between 
two transport protocols-NetWare's IPX 
and its own NetBEUI (NetBIOS Extended 
User lnterface)-using a packet driver. 
Performance Technology's Powerfusion 
(see " Powerfusion Provides the Glue for 
Networking DOS and Unix'' in the 
March BYTE) , by contrast, uses a single 

D 
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u· .......,
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OS\olllSIOII I 
L).· USIAJ 
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Two views ofan 
Axcess server from 
Windows. File 
Manager browses 
files shared by the 
Unix SMB server, 
while a Unix 
session proceeds in 
another window. 
You can achieve 
the same result
by different 
means-with a 
Portable Net Ware 
server. 

transport- IPX- and NetWare's option
al NetBIOS interface. Portable NetWare , 
of course, requires only IPX . 

Thanks to the SMB/NetBIOS architec
ture of Axcess (and CocoNet and Power
fu sion), DOS clients can connect not 
only to a Unix SMB server but also , for 
example, to OS/2 LAN Manager serv
ers. Does that matter? You be the judge, 
but LAN Manager 2 .0 has turned anum
ber of heads in recent months . Ifenviron
ments with a mix of Unix and OS/2 
servers become more common, Axcess 
will fit right in . For NetWare LANs, 
though , that flexibility comes at a price . 
A DOS workstation communicating with 
both SMB and NCP servers has to work 
harder and give up some RAM . 

Axcess comes with packet drivers for 
3Com, Racai-InterLan, Western Digital , 
and Novell Ethernet adapters . The pack
et driver insulates the adapter from the 
transport protocols that use it and en
ables several protocols to run concur
rently . Atlantix supplies two: its own 
NetBEUI and a version of IPX config
ured for the packet-driver interface. 

With early versions of CocoNet , you 
had to use Novell's ECONFIG utility to 
change the packet type of the NetWare 
server and all IPX shells . That's fixed 
now . Axcess doesn't require ECONFIG: 
The packet drivers will promiscuously 
accept either generic 802 .3 or vendor
specific Ethernet packets. 

In fact, we tried it both ways. With 
IPX set for 802 .3-style packets, the DOS 

workstation we used was able to see the 
Axcess Open Desktop server and a stan
dard NetWare server . Using Novell (type 
8137) packets, we could connect to the 
Axcess server and to the Portable Net
Ware server. (Ironically , the " real" Net
Ware server defaults to generic 802 .3 
packets, but the Portable NetWare server 
uses Novell packets.) If we had switched 
the standard server to 8137 , all three 
servers would have been accessible. 

The Axcess client software requires 
about 60K bytes of RAM- in addition to 
the 55K bytes used by the NetWare shell . 
The protocol stack uses 30K bytes, and 
the redirector uses another 30K bytes. 
You must load both to use either terminal 
or file services on the host. We did suc
ceed in loading them high using QEMM
386, but we had to sacrifice the high
loading of other th ings on a machine 
that' s normally stuffed to the gil ls. 

Once loaded, Axcess behaves like any 
MS-Net-like client. The net use com
mand works in the familiar way. Bear in 
mind that the Axcess server treats each 
drive connection as a Unix user. If that 
user's account carries a password , you'll 
have to supply it to net use . 

Atlantix bundles two terminal emula
tors: vtp (virtual terminal) for DOS , and 
xnterm for Windows. The vtp emulator 
works nicely but depends to some extent 
on a te rminfo database entry not com
monly found on (but transportable to) 
non-SCO systems. As a result , we were 
able to run the vi editor in full -screen 
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PRINTER SHARING 


ATff!S BEST! 

BEST FEAllJRES, 


BEST PRICES. 

You Jon 't need a LAN to network rour 

primers' LASER 1\ET', prim(·r sharin~ litmily 
provides all tht ti.-atures you ntt:d for any 
requirement . at dw price you wam w pay. 

FOR BASIC AJ'PUCATIONS 
WTI has low-cost, serial or paralld , 

non-bLtlfered models, lor low primer-sharing 
demand tnvironmrms. Share lrom lour to six 
PCs; ptrfen fur the smal l offi ce: or school: 
PSU-41AIAP · -i inputs; single output.. l'f9 
QwikSharc '- 6 inpms; single out pm: spoolinJ!, 
wfnmn>, mM.:s and <'Oime<·tors i11d11dnl ........ . $ 195 

I' OR (jJ'..'IIERAL ,\PPIJC J\TIO."'/~ 

WTI has buffered, multiple output, senal l 
1~1mllrl mock·ls li>r fas t-access, hi~h - volumt 
primer sharin~ ntttls. Usn can select primer of 
rhoKt direnly from PC: 
QwikShare 0 - 6 mputs; 2 outputs; buA~rt'tl 
from 256Kil m 2Mil ... ... ... ... ... .~tart <II $.29') 
PSU-82C/SP · H inputs: 2 ouputs: piO[(W, 
CAD, high-ltvcl gmphi cs capahi lit)': buffe red 
rom 256 KB to 2 M B ...... ......... start at SS9S 


f-O R m GH-IJ: \'EI. ,\J' PIJCATIO:"'S 
Fnr twelve or more users requi ring high 

spted 1x-ripheml sharing and lilt transfer, WTI 
has Multi-Li nk'", the ulrimatt' strial lpamllt·l 
peripheral - ltarin~ dtvin·. f..\jlrllldflb!e tbro11gh 
dedicated bigb-s{lfl:d linb. 11/J ro i84 1/11) -ro-rm;. 
mer Jele<'ltlble f'OI'IJ. over 4.000 ft1:r. Pt rform 
primt r/ploner sharin!(, modem p<'oo ling. 
PC-ro- PC comm un ication and mort: 
Multi-Unk - 12 an)'·W-any pons: baud 
mrcs 10 I ISK; buflereJ from 25(,K 
to 4 Mil .. ... .. ......... ... .. .. .. .. ...... .. ~tart at ' "'95 

All produns made in .S.A., b:•ckcd by ,, 

3-year limittd warranry wit h savin· and 

techni cal support . 


To ortltr* or fo r Mort lniorm;Hion. 

Call Toll- Free 


1-800-85+7226 
FAX ' 1·1·\ HVIll ·l 

n n n IS o western ··· 
~ b 0 telematic inc. 

S srerhng, trl' ine, " ' 92'1 ' 

'Visa . MC Accepled Same Day Shoppong 
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mode on the Open Desk top machine but 
lost the ful l-screen capability when we 
hopped through telne t to a machine 
running Interactive Systems' Unix. 

By the time you read thi s review. At
lantix shou ld be separately selling a new 
Windows emulator ca lled WindowView. 
That is impor tant for two rea son : 
xnterm is a Windows 2.x application that 
won 't run under Windows 3.0. and vtp 's 
behavior under Windows is a bi t erratic . 
In theory , you should a I so be able to use 
any Windows emulator that can speak 
NetBIOS, such as Future Soft Engineer
ing 's DynaComm . We tried that, but 
couldn't get DynaComm to link up with 
the Open Desk top host. Atlantix was still 
investigating this as we went to press . 

On the Server Side 
We installed the Axcess server softwa re 
on the BYTE Unix Lab's 8-megabyte Ev 
erex 386/33, which cu rrent ly runs Open 

ACTION SUMMARY 

• ATLANTIX AXCESS 1.0 

• WHAT IT DOES 
Unix host runs SMB and NetBIOS 
to provide file and print services to 
DOS clients . Also includes 
terminal emulator for access to 
Unix applications and services. 

• WHATWERECOMMENO 
Good solution if you're already 
standardized on SMB/NetBIOS 
connectivity, since the Axcess 
client can communicate with OS/2 
and DOS servers as well as the 
Axcess Unix server . Acceptable for 
NetWare users, but some extra 
overhead is unavoidable. 

• SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
386 or 486 PC running SCO Unix 
V 3.2.2 or SCO Open Desktop 
1.0; Atlontix-approved LAN 
adopter cord . 

• WHATYOU'LLPAY 
$4595 for 32-user license 

• FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Atlontix Corp . 
4800 North Federal Hwy., Suite 301 B 
Boca Ra ton, Fl 33431 
(800) 262-6526 
(407) 362-9700 

lox: (407) 362-9772 
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Desktop 1. 0. Thing · could have gone a 
bit more smoothl y. First, we had to swap 
out the Everex 's Western Digital adapter 
for a Tiara board supplied by Atlantix . 
(Support for more adapters. includ ing 
Western Digital's. is fort hcoming , the 
company says.) Install ation then seemed 
to proceed norma ll y. but whe n we 
booted the relinked kernel. its TCPIIP 
connectivity was missing . The fix was 
simple enough. once we disco~ered it. 
We needed to run the Unix mkdev com
mand to register SCO's TCP/IP stack as 
a client of the Tiara board. alongside the 
NetBEUI stack that Atlantix had in 
stalled . 

Serve r administration is done Unix
style and exploits Uni x's user-oriented 
security. Although you' ll likely want to 
create new accou nts for use by Axcess 
cl ients, it' s not str ic tly required. A client 
can map a drive to an existing account 
and will enjoy the per-file permi. sions 
associated with that account. An ad min 
istrator can use the file .profile.smb, 
located in each use r' home directory. to 
control the client 's environment - fo r ex
ample . by specify ing a Unix " mount 
poi nt" for the mapped dr ive. 

While work ing with Axcess . we ex pe
rienced a rea l-life cr isis wi th BYTE's 
eve ryday NetWare server. Casting about 
for a place to dump 200 MB of storage in 
a hurry. we real ized Axcess cou ld help . 
There wasn ' t enough room on the Open 
Desktop machine's own hard disk. But 
with the help of the Unix Lab crew , we 
were able to NFS -mount part of another 
Uni x machine ' s disk and then c nnect an 
Axcess cl ient to the extra storage . A s the 
Unix/DOS cold war cont inues to thaw
thank s to products like Axcess- we look 
forward to many more peace di idends. 

Net Ware for Altos Unix 1.0 

NetWare has long been considered the 

standard in PC networking. It is fi ll ing, 

then. that one of the most exciti ng devel 

opme nt s in PC -to-Unix connec t ivi ty 

should come (indirectly) from ovell . 


Portable etWare, strict ly spea king, 
is NetWare 386 for PC Unix systems (see 
"NetWa re 386: Less Pain , Great Gain, " 
March 1990 BYTE). Novell do sn 't sell 
it directl y but licenses it to other compa
nies . Altos. one of the pioneers in the 
microcomputer Unix field , was among 
Lhe first to bring Port able etWare to 
market (it may be avai lable from Interac
tive Systems by the time you read thi s). 
The Altos version of etWare is ca lled , 
simply. NetWare for Altos Unix . That' s 
no play on words; thi s is the real thing. 

Unl ike traditional etWare, the Altos 
Unix ve rsion is not an operati ng system 
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unto itself. Instead, this implementation 
makes full use of the resources and 
structure provided by Unix. It stores Net
Ware files and directories in ordinary 
Unix format , so they ' re accessible to 
Unix users according to Unix file access 
rules. NetWare uses the same Altos 
Ethernet adapter that Unix uses to sup
port TCP/IP networking. In fact, the two 
protocols can share the same cable simul 
taneously. This bodes well for installa
tions that have a mix of Unix and DOS 
systems. With Altos NetWare, you can 
make both DOS and Unix file services 
available from a single system. 

All this versatility brings with it some 
responsibilities that go beyond ordinary 
Unix or NetWare. To use NetWare for 
Altos, you must understand at least the 
basics of both NetWare and Unix. Net
Ware not only uses Unix resources , it de
pends on them. Adding devices to the 
system , making backups, starting and 
stopping the system, and many other ad
ministrative tasks must be done from 
Unix. Those unfamiliar with Unix who 
are looking to NetWare for Altos only to 
provide DOS file services must be pre
pared to dive into some thick manuals. 

It Lives to Serve 
We tested NetWare for Altos Unix on an 
i486-based Altos System 5000 with 16 
MB of memory and an 800-MB hard disk 
drive. NetWare for Altos runs on other 
members of the Altos line, but the 5000 
is best suited for file serving. It supports 
multiple independent SCSI channels in 
its server configuration, and Altos's in
novative drivers implement mirroring, 
drive spanning, and striping . These fea
tures are Altos's enhancements to SCO 
Unix System V. They boost Unix file 1/0 
significantly, and that has a direct im
pact on NetWare performance. This, 
along with Altos's long history and expe
rience with Unix, makes Altos hardware 
a better choice for a demanding applica
tion (e.g., file serving) than a brand-X 
clone with Unix installed on it. 

Installation is nearly automatic . The 
software comes on a quarter-inch tape 
cartridge. The software is, like other 
versions of NetWare, sublimely tunable 
without reinstallation, so the installation 
process asks very few questions. It takes 
well under an hour to go from sealed box 
to running NetWare. 

The Altos NetWare server software is 
partly administered through a simple 
menu-driven program called sconsol e. 
The familiar Novell FCONSOLE lets 
you perform certain administrative tasks 
from workstations. Mostly, though , you 
must use sconsole for the nuts-and-bolts 

adjustments. From the Unix side, Altos 
provides a handful of utilities to list users 
and servers and perform certain emer
gency administrative tasks without trot
ting to a DOS client system. 

Note that Altos NetWare is a server
only implementation; DOS clients run
ning under Unix (services provided by 
either VP/ix or DOS Merge) cannot at
tach to NetWare servers, Altos or other
wise . Similarly, Unix users won't have 
access to files on other NetWare servers . 

Making the Connection 
Once you've installed and enabled the 
software, connecting DOS clients is ex
actly the same as with any other version 
of NetWare. You run one TSR program 
(IPX) that supports the Novell protocol , 
and another (NET3 or NET4) that makes 
file services available to DOS programs. 
After that, you can mount preconfigured 
subdirectories on the Altos Unix host di
rectly as DOS letter drives. 

Altos NetWare also includes NVT, a 
terminal emulator that allows any DOS 
client to start a Unix remote-terminal 
session on any Altos NetWare host. NVT 
is a TSR; pressing a hot key brings up a 

ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 NETWARE FOR ALTOS UNIX 1.0 

• 	 WHATITDOES 
Implementation of Portable 
NetWore runs atop Altos Unix to 
provide file, print, and Unix 
terminal services to DOS NetWare 
clients. 

• 	 WHAT YOU'LL LIKE 
An excellent choice for mixed 
U nix/NetWare installations. 

• 	 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Altos Series 5000, System 400, 
or System 700 computer running 
Altos Unix System V. 

• 	 WHATYOU'LL PAY 
$3150 for 16-user license 
$4075 for 32-user license 
(prices vary by reseller) 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Altos Computer Systems 
26.41 Orchard Pkwy. 

Son Jose, CA 9513.4 

(.408)922-0333 

fox: (.408).433-9335 
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menu of active Altos NetWare servers . faster te rminal (and other) se rv ices 
NVT hooks into DOS interrupt 14, so available through DOS TCP/IP packages 
you need to run a DOS communications like that from FTP Software . At one 
program that performs serial communi  point in the tests , we had one DOS client 
cations through this in~errupt. The one wired up to use NetWare, NFS , and 
drawback of this approach is that it can TCP/IP simultaneously. The software 
be slow. A stand-alone terminal emula played together perfectly , making even 
tor that makes more direct connections more options available to administrators. 
should have been prov ided as we ll. NetWare for Altos Unix supports the 

The NetWare IPX software is compat  full range of NetWare 386 commands 
ible with the public-domai n packet and ut ilities . Any Novell-familiar ad
driver sta nda rd ; howeve r , you can make ministrator or user should feel right at 
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home . In tests, connections to the server 
seemed responsive and reliable- exactly 
what you'd expect from NetWare . 

NetWa re- loadable module s won 't 
work with NetWare for Altos . That's not 
too much of a problem . since you can add 
ma ny of the services that NLMs offer 
(e .g ., tape backup and heterogeneous 
networking) to Unix . 

A Net Ware for Altos system can sha re 
a network with other traditiona l Net Ware 
servers, but not without some effort. Al 
tos NetWare uses a network packet type 
that differs from that of regula r Net 
Ware; if you want a ll you r ervers to be 
vis ible to DOS clients simultaneously , 
you will need to use the ECONFIG util 
ity to change your etWare servers and 
DOS IPX software to use a matching 
packet type . This operation i quick, but 
it' s an inconvenience for networks with 
more than a hand ful of nodes. Altos re
ports that a f utu re version of its Net Ware 
will have a changeable packet type. 

From the moment we installed Net 
Ware for Altos Unix and switched it on, 
both the Altos hardware and ·oft ware ran 
consta ntly wi thout fai lure or compla int. 
Future re leases wi ll blend in more func 
tiona lity. incl ud ing beuer support for 
progra mming client /server applications . 
As it stands today, however . Altos Net
Ware is Novell solid , and it 's one of the 
most hass le-free ways to connect DOS 
and Unix network s . 

Worlds Apart 
Atlantix Axcess and NetWare for Altos 
Unix dea l wi th the problem of DOS-to
Un ix connectivity in different ways. Ax
cess makes the Unix host an SMB/ Net
BIOS server. For DOS clients who are 
already on an SMB/ NetBIOS LAN (e .g ., 
Lan Manager) , Axcess is a free ride . 
DOS/ NetWare users have to give up a 
chunk of RAM to use Axcess, but they 
ga in the abi lity to use NetWare and SMB 
servers (of all types) concurrently . 

NetWare for Altos Unix , a Portable 
NetWare implementat ion , is a natural fit 
for pure Net Ware in ta llat ions. It doesn't 
prov ide NetWare/ LA Manager interop
erabi l ity, but it' a true Net Ware server 
that's instantly available-at no extra 
cost- to Net Ware clients. 

Together, these two products demon
strate that network admin istrators have a 
choice in how they interconnect DOS and 
Uni x LANs. • 

Jon Udell, a BYTE senior editor at large, 
administrates BYTE's editorial LAN. 
Tom Yager is a BYTE technical editor and 
manages the Unix Lab. You can reach 
them on BIX as ''jude If " and "tyager." 
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T!rANS/£1/T ANALYSIS 

THE NEW MICRO-CAP 111: 

SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY 

EVEN MORE MODELS. 


It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the models and parameterized macros.And 
long-time best-selling IBM®PC-based stepped component values that stream
interactive CAE tool even better. line multiple-plot generation. 


Take modeling power. We've significantly 
 And don't forget MICRO-CAP III's 
expanded math expression capabilities to extended routine list- from impedance, 
permit comprehensive analog behavioral Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte 
modeling. And, beyond Gummel Poon BJT Carlo for statistical analysis of production 
and Level 3 MOS,you're now readyfor yield. The algebraic formula parsers for 
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even plotting virtuallyany function.The support 
MESFET modeling. for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA dis

Analysis and simulation is faster, too. plays. Output for plotters and laser printers. 
Because the program's now in "C" and Cost? StiU only$1495. Evaluation ver
assembly language. That also means more sions stiU.only $150. Brochure and demo 
capacity- for simulating even larger disk still free for the asking. Call or writeSchematiceditor 
circuits. for yours today. And see how easily you can 

As always, count on fast circuit crea get ideas up and flying. 
tion, thanks to window-based operation 
and aschematic editor. Rapid, right-from -- ----·---~- -- -- - schematics analysis- AC,DC, fourier and ~~:F~~'== ~= 5 = 
transient- via SPICE-like routines. The 1021 S. Wolfe Road 
ability to combine digital!analog circuit MonteCarlo ana(),sis Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
simulations using integrated switch (408) 738-4387 
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APPLICATION 

Low-Cost 3-D Animation 
Materializes for PC Users 

GREG LOVERIA 

I first heard rumblings last July that the 
CAD software giant, Autodesk , was 
developing a full-featured , profes

sional, three-dimensional animation 
package to be priced under $3000. As a 
die-hard zealot for AT&T's Topas, a 3-D 
modeling and animation software pack
age , my first reaction was a cynical "Im
possible!". After working with Auto
desk's new 3D Studio, however, I've had 
to get used to the taste of crow. 

Retailing for $2995 through certified 
Autodesk multimedia dealers, 3D Studio 
is a complete, professional 3-D modeling 
and animation package for the PC. This 
package promises to appeal not only to 
animation and imaging professionals but 
also to those involved with CAD, design, 
presentation, and multimedia applica
tions. 

Unlocking the Studio 
My evaluation copy of 3D Studio arrived 
in one of the most unique packages I've 
ever seen; it has a handle on the large 
three-ring documentation binder. This 
foreshadows other atypical design and 
application concepts displayed through
out the documentation and the program 
itself. Developed by Autodesk over the 
course of two years, 3D Studio runs on 
386/486 systems with DOS 3.3 or high
er, and it implements Phar Lap's 
386 IDOS-Extender standard . A 386 vir
tual memory manager pages code and 
data larger than available system RAM 
space . Hard disk space can be allocated 
as additional memory; however, 3D Stu
dio requires a minimum of 3 megabytes 
of real memory. 

Because the software runs in protected 
mode, a capable 386 BIOS is required; 
thus, 386SX machines with incompatible 
ROM BIOSes, older 16-MHz 386 ma
chines, and 386SX add-in cards may not 
work with it. In addition, a math copro
cessor is required . According to Auto
desk, a Weitek WTL3067 (for the 386) or 
WTL4167 (for the i486) improves ren
dering speeds by as much as 50 percent. I 
tested 3D Studio on Zeos International's 
486/25 EISA tower with 8 MB of mem-

A finished 24-bit render. Note the completed phone handset object. The human 
figure wire frame was provided by an early release ofa HumanCAD ((516) 752
3568) library ofhuman body models. The photo and screens were produced by Greg 
Loveria with disk-to-slide conversions handled by Image Center ((800) 433-8829). 

ory and a 344-MB SCSI drive . 
The program's main screen defaults to 

standard VGA (640 by 480 pixels in 16 
colors) , but internally, 3D Studio per
forms all image renders with full 32-bit 
color. Autodesk's Display Interface 
drivers are used to determine the output 
device type and resolution in both one
and two-monitor display configurations. 
You can generate single-frame render 
and Autodesk Animator .FLI files in a 
variety of display resolution and color 
depths. 

As shipped, 3D Studio has several dis
play hardware drivers : standard and 
Video Seven video RAM VGA, True
vision' ATVista or TARGA , Everex's 
Vision 16, and a NULL driver for disk 
renders. A Hewlett-Packard PaintJet/XL 
driver is included for color hard copy. 
For recording animations to tape, Dia
que t's single-frame animation video re
corder controllers are supported (see the 

text box "Testing 3D Studio" on page 
262). 

In lallation of the oftware is effort
le s and require at least 10 MB of free 
disk space; 20 MB is recommended for 
optimal performance . I simply typed 
INSTALL and swapped the seven 5JA 
inch 1.2-MB floppy disks when prompt
ed. You start up the program by typing in 
its acronym, 3DS. 

Modular Modeling 
3D Studio encompasses five integrated 
program modules . The 2-D haper al 
lows the creation and Bezier spline ma
nipulation of 2-D polygon hapes (in
cluding text). The 3-D lofter manages the 
extruding of 2-D shapes into 3-D me h 
objects. The 3-D editor controls scene il
lumination and camera and object place
ment. The materials editor regulates ob
ject surface textures and attributes, and 
the keyframer creates object/camera mo-
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t ion scripts for a nimation. Each module 
inte racts with the othe rs through user
requested data transfers . 

You select commands with a mouse or 
dig itizing tablet from pull-down and side 

ACTION SUMMARY 

• 3D STUDIO 

• WHATITDOES 
30 Studio is a versatile, 

fascinating tool for producing 

realistic 3-0 scenes and 

professional-quality animations. 


• WHAT YOU'LL LIKE 
30 Studio is compatible with a 
broad range of popular display 
cards, and it is currently the least 
expensive way to do professional 
3-0 rendering and animation on 
a PC. You can create animations in 
Autodesk Animator .FLI format 
for playback on any VGA
equipped PC. 

• WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE 
Many properties (e.g., object 
surface characteristics) can't be 
animated . 30 Studio's renderer 
lacks some important properties, 
including environment mapping. 

• 	 WHATWERECOMMEND 
If you'd like to see your CAD 
drawings, presentations, and 
product simulations come to life, 
30 Studio is the most versatile and 
cost-effective way to do it . 

• SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
386- or i486-based PC with 
DOS, a math coprocessor (Intel or 
Weitek), 3MB of RAM, a hard 
disk drive with 20MB of free 
space, a VGA or Super VGA 
display adapter and monitor, and 
a mouse or digitiz ing tablet; 
additional equipment and software 
required in most cases. 

• 	 WHATYOU'LL PAY 
$2995 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Autodesk 
2320 Marinship Way 

Sausalito, CA 9.4965 

(800) 879-.4233 

fax: (.415) 491 -830.4 
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menus. which is remtntscent of Auto 
CAD . 3D Studio directly imports a nd ex
ports both 2-D and 3-D DXF wire-fra me 
models into the 2-D shaper , 3- D lofte r , 
and 3-D editor modules. You can save all 
working data in the five modules at once 
as an entire project. As in AutoCAD, 
commands a re organized into trees, with 
branches for specific opt ions . Each pro
gram module also has a subset of icon 
buttons grouped into a n icon panel that 
controls screen views and module-spe
cific functions (see screen I) . 

The 2-D shaper is where most objects 
are born . Creation of simple 2-D shapes, 
such as circles and rectangles , is ha ndled 
directly from the menu . You can create 
more complex object cross sections using 
point-to-point line segme nt s. Once 
shapes a re created , you can eas ily curve 
or deform them using Bezie r spline ad 
justments . For precision control, you can 
enter coordinates with the keyboard for 
point placement or rotation; the re is a lso 
real-time feedback of the current cursor 
position or rotation angle. A grid overlay 
and grid and angle-snap modes ma ke the 
process even more manageable. 

You can create 2-D text in ove r 20 
fonts, ranging from Swiss and Se ri f to 
Times Roman. You can determine text 
size and aspect ratio by sizing a rubber
banded box as desired . The fonts are a ll 
ordinary objects, and you can mod ify 
them with the spline and po int tools . 

Making the Leap to 3-D 
After creating polygons and text in the 
2-D shaper , you can pass assigned shapes 
to the 3-D lofter module to r extrusion 
into 3-D mesh objects. Mesh objects a re 
collections of inte rconnected ve rtices 
and object faces in 3-D space. By de
fault . lofting an object a mounts to ex 
truding it a long a straig ht path . The 
lofte r supports paths of a ny shape, how
ever , and it a lso allows sepa rate paths for 
the x and y axes. As a result , even a mod 
erately complex object (like the phone 
handset shown in screen 2) is a breeze to 
create. 

The lofting process is fast-faste r than 
I had expected-and you can preview a n 
object in the lofter before it is created . 
Complex mesh objects ca n cause rende r 
times to esca late rapidly. The lofte r of
fers a surpris ing level of cont rol over the 
complexity of lofted objects. Ma ny sim 
plistic objects, such as cubes, do not need 
the c ross-sectiona l geometry required 
for. say, the phone ha ndset object . and 
the lofter lets you specify how much de
tail is needed . 

The lofter builds 3-D objects one at a 
time . To pl ace them in a scene or manip

ulate them in 3-D space, you pass them to 
the 3-D editor. As me nt ioned earlier, 
you can c reate simple 3-D mesh objects, 
such as sphe res. toro ids , and cubes. di 
rectly inside the 3-D edi tor. The 3- D ed i
tor a lso governs object . light , and cam
e ra positioning, a long wit h sca ling and 
rotation in a 3- D scene. 

I found placi ng a nd adj ust ing lights 
and came ras wi th in a 3-D scene uncom
plicated and instinct ive. 3D Stud to light s 
a re adjustable fo r color and brightness. 
and they come in th ree var ieties: a mbi
ent , omni, and spot . Ambient l ight en
sures a minimu m visibi lity for the e ntire 
scene. while a n om ni light generates a n 
effect si milar to that of a n uncove red 
lightbulb or su nl ight. 

I found the spotlight to be my favorite 
because its effec t ca n be so d ramatic . 
You ca n focus spotl ight s: that is you ca n 
adjust the size of the hotspot (br ightest 
a rea) and fa lloff (the d imming of the 
light as it reaches the edge of its cove r
age). You can ai m a spotlight by ident ify
ing a ta rget for the light in the 3-D ed itor. 

In addit ion to severa l fixed views. the 
3-D ed itor a lso provides a movable cam
e ra view . Cameras have ta rget posit ion
ing with a le ns foca l length that ra nges 
from ISmm wide-a ngle to 200mm tele
photo . and the cameras ca n be rotated or 
dollied from any viewpor t. After creat
ing a camera (a scene can have severa l), 
you can make what the camera sees visi
ble by cl icki ng on a view a nd pressing the 
Ckey. 

In a large scene with complex mesh 
objects. redraw t ime of a ll fou r view
ports can get a bit sluggish. By pressing 
Alt-8 , you can display 3-D mesh objects 
in an outlined box representation in a ny 
of the viewports, which ma kes red raws 
virtua ll y instanta neous . Th is feature is 
pa rticularl y helpf ul when sett ing camera 
positions . C licking a nd d raggi ng a ca m
era in any of the other three viewports 
a lso updates the ca mera viewport in rea l 
time. Thi s made fi nd ing that perfect 
camera ang le a nd position much bette r 
than hit-and-miss. 

Colors. textures (I ike glass. chrome, 
or ma rble), a nd other surface type ad
j ustments are made th rough a pop-up 
screen of the current materia ls libra ry. 
Selecting a material perm its its ass ign
me nt to objects o r groups of se lected 
objects in the 3- D scene. 3D Studio in
cludes a libra ry of 105 diffe rent mate ri 
a ls that is loaded by default . You can add 
new materia ls a nd modify existing ones 
through the mate ria ls ed itor. 

The mate ria ls editor mai ntai ns user 
control of ambient , diffu sed. specula r . 
reflectiv ity, transpa re ncy , a nd color at 
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Screen 1: The 
2-D editor 's 
interface screen 
hmv 3D Studio ' 

hierarchical 
menus and icon 
buuons. Th e 
drawing area 
shows the 
building blo ks f or 
some ofthe 
objects that 
appear in the 
rendered image in 
the photo. 

tribute via lider ba rs. Reflection, opac
ity, and bump and texture mapping of 
TARGA and GIF file can al o be a 
igned to a materia l. 

Both Phong and Gouraud object had
ing (a well a fla t and wire-frame) are 
cont rolled in the materials editor th rough 
button . Of the two, Phong shading pro
du e higher degrees of object rea li sm, 
but renderi ng time are longer than they 
are for Gouraud shad ing. 

l mod ified the gla s , plasti c, and 
chrome materials in the default library 
for application to objects in the rev iew 
image ( ee the photo), and then 1 aved 
them under new material name . Chang
ing back to the 3-D editor module, I as 
signed the new material to va rious ob
ject and rendered the camera viewport 
as seen in the rendered review image . 

Exit to Toontown 
You can generate a di k or videotape ani 
mation fo r any scene from within 3D 
Studio ' keyframer. Moving and chang
ing object , cameras, or lights with in the 
keyframer create keyframe for tho e 
item . To generate a 60-frame ani ma
tion, you ju t advance to fra me 60 (with a 

Screen 2: The 3-D 
lofter shows the 
lofting of2-D 
phone handset 
elemellfs (shown 
in the photo) into 
a unified 3-D 
object. 

slider) and make the changes you want 
refl ected in the last frame; all move
ments and adjustments are incrementally 
interpolated through each frame, from 
the first frame to the current one. A low
re olution prev iew let you ee a haded, 
rea l-time version of the animation on the 
VGA monitor. 

After prev iewing the sequence , I gen
e ra ted a n .FL! a nim ati on fil e hnd 
uploaded it to BIX . It ca n be found in the 
photoll i tings conference as 3DSTU 
DIO. Zl P, and you an play it back on any 
VGA-equipped sy tern . 

3D Studio support hierarchica l object 
animation. For in tance, a fl ock of bird 
can all be as igned to follow the motion 
path of a lead bird while moving in their 
ind ividual motion path . The e hierar
chies can be slaved to invi ible dummy 
objects within the sequence for added re
a li m. Light and amera can also be 
slaved to fo llow an object' motion path , 
and you can use any spline path created 
in the 2-D haper/3-D lofter as a motion 
path . By executing the morph command 
in an animation equence , I was able to 
tran mutate cub to ph re and fluidl y 
bend column o that they appeared to be 

A CD-ROM 
Drive with all the $499 
desired features, a 
Full 12-Month Warranty and 
complete Drive Kit. 

Other Multimedia 

Products Available 


Toshiba Model XM3201 8 Kij 
Internal CD-ROM ........ ..... $827 

NEC Model CDR82 Kij 
Internal CD-ROM .. .......... .$849 

Future Domain 1680 16-Bij 
SCSI 1/F ................. .... ...... $235 

IDE Jukebox, 1 odisk, 
9 GB ............ ..... ............ .. $5195 

Pioneer Model DD-U5001 
Internal WORM Drive, 
650 MB .. ..... ... ....... ....... .. .$2299 

Pioneer 650MB WORM 
Cartridge ... .... ... .. ....... ... ....$129 

Corell Driver 1/F Kit 
WORM/Erasable ..............$399 

Pioneer 5.25" Multifunctional 
WORM/Erasable .. .. .. ...... $3999 

Sony M.O. SMO-D501 
DOS Kij .. .................... .. .. $3795 

Media Engine™ Audio 
Studio ........................ .... ... $599 

Call for Catalog of 

CD ROM Titles 


BOFFIN 
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SOURCE 


2500 W. COUNTY RD. 42 • #5 
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337 

612/894-0595 
GenSTAR"' Is a trademark of Genes is lntegraled 

Systems, Inc. Media Engine"' Is a trademark ol 
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When il comes to OCR, 


nly our Cl 

can read. 


Introducing 

CAT Reader Professional, 


an omnifont OCR software 

for your PC that allows fast and 

accurate conversion of scanned 

text. Packed with features, CAT 

Reader Professional supports 


full page scanners from Abaton, 

Canon, Chinon, Microtek, 


Hewlett Packard and Pentax; 

and hand scanners like The 


Complete PC Hand Scanners, 

DFI Handy Scanners, 


GeniScan, Logitech ScanMan 

and Plus, Marstek Hand Scan

ners, and Niscan/Niscan GS. 


.. 
OCR Feature 

~ 
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l~ l ~ 
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TraJnable 

B<.Nit-ln TeX1 Editor 
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For more information, call 

214 - 350 - 0888 

@Compute~ Aided Technology, Inc. 

10132 Monroe Drive, Dallas, Texas 75229 
fax 214- 904- 0888 
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L
ike the Video Toaster that was re
viewed last month, Autodesk's 
3D Studio was tested in the 
BYTE Multimedia Lab. It per

formed flawlessly in all my test config· 
urations. The Zeos International ((800) 
423-5891) system's default display was 
served up by Diamond Computer's 
((408) 736-2000) SpeedStar Plus. a 
Super VGA card, for 256-color renders. 
My renders were speeded by the addi
tion of a Weitek ((800) 468-3167) 
WTL 4167 math coprocessor chip. 

I also used the Hercules ((415) 540
6000) Graphics Station Card with Her
cules's new 3D Studio Autodesk Dis
play Interface driver software. This 
adapter allowed me to design models at 
1024 by 768 pixels in 16 colors and ren
der them in 24-bit color, all on the same 
monitor. 

Using the higher Texas Instruments 
Graphics Architecture resolutions re
quires a multiscan monitor; I tested two 
multiscan units in the one-monitor dis
play configuration: a 15-inch Relisys 
((408) 945-9000) RE-5120 and a 14
inch OptiQuest ((800) 843-6784) with 
an impressive 0.25-millimeter dot 
pitch. Both units performed flawlessly , 
and 24-bit color renders looked abso
lutely fantastic . 

Since 1 wanted to eventually generate 

video-recordable animations. I tested 
both Truev is ion ((3 1 7) 841-0~32) 
TARGA+ and ATVista+ adapters in 
two-monitor display configurations. 
Both generate directly reco rdable 
NTSC video (see the review "TARGA+ 
Lowers Cost of High-End Graph ics ... 
January BYTE) . I used a Relisys RE
5155 RGB monitor when previewing 
images and then switched back to NTSC 
output when I was ready to record the 
final animation sequences to a Sony 
((800) 523-7669) V0-5850. a U-Matic 
single-frame editing videotapeirecord· 
er. The recorder was driven by a Dia
quest ((415) 526-7167 DQ-50P parallel 
interface VTR controller board with 
Action Animator software. 

The Diaquest board does all the work 
of controlling the VTR for animation. 
After each frame is rendered, 3D Stu
dio tells the Action Animator software 
to place the frame on tape. The Dia
quest board then signals the V'PR to per
form a one-frame insert edit. Th is in
sertedit records the rendered ~0-second 
animation frame to tape, precisely on 
the frame following the previous one. 
After the edit, the VTR controller so!t
ware instructs the VTR to rewind the 
tape to a specifierpark point and wait for 
the next rendered frame of animation io 
be reco,rded. 

danci ng. Adj ustment of motion fluidity 
and loopi ng a re al so provided via pop-up 
track and key information displays. 

I found that a few techniques included 
in other animation software packages are 
not available or are cumbersome to use in 
3D Studio . Fading objects from one color 
to another cannot be done directly. Also, 
true environmenta l mapping is not possi 
ble. so metallic objects can ' t d isplay 
surface reflections of objects sur round
ing them. 

Overall. each program modu le in 3D 
Studio is bu rst ing with unique cont rol 
and command parameters. Understand 
ing object creation via the 3-D lofter is 
key to making real istic images. I spent 
many enlightening hours simply reading, 
experimenting , and loft ing assorted 2-D 
shapes with strange path variat ions, and 
that was j ust with one modu le. 

Si mply listing 3D Studio 's commands 
without benefit of desc ription s wou ld 
probably f ill thi s entire rev iew. How
ever, 30 Studio's tutoria l and massive 
reference manuals cover every step in 
profu sion. This should make 3-D object 
modeling and animation a breeze for the 
first-time user . and I know the software 
will e lic it exclamations of joy from its 
users at eve ry turn. 

At $2995 , Autodesk' s 3D Studio de
serves a five -star rating. I'm ha ppy that 
thi s review has afforded me the opportu· 
nity to be one of the f irst to publicly stand 
and applaud . • 

Greg Loveria is a compw er graphics atld 
desktop publishing consult all/ , anima/or, 
and technical writer in Binghamton , New 
York. He can be reached on BIX c/o 
"editors. " 



WordScarr TheMost 
Accurate OCRYou CanBuy. 


AndWe'll ProveIt 

own words so WordScan accurately rec
ognizes unusual or specialized terms.ce s. Zap figures or text right from a fax 

5Ul S card to your word processor or spread
sheet. No fuzzy print-outs. No retyping. 

~ cha No errors. And onlyWordScan has built
in dot-matrix support to read even drafte 
quality dot- matrix documents accur

ar • e ately. Most OCR products can't do this 
y 0 u can e u e at all or charge you extra.her Ut:H proaucts. 

Other unique WordScanfeatures 
1
• accurately recoqnizes un get thejob donefaster, better. 

Our unique Pop-up Editorguarantees the mostaccurate resultspossible. Prooftwice Clipping, another WordScan exclusive, 

gr:- i t i on 
Our 

build into our hig 
editor 

asfast without referring to the original document. 

estarted with the lowest error-rate OCR technologyWin the industry. Then we added exclusive features to 
make WordScan even more accurate.With WordScan you 
get the same state-of-the-art recognition we build into 
our high-end systems, at desktop prices. 

Exclusivefeatures make WordScan 
even more accurate. 

Our unique Pop-up Editor guarantees the most accur
rate results possible. It pops up an enlarged image of any 
questionable character or 
word so you can proof 
without referring to the 
original document. 

And because Word-
Scan uses dictionaries dur
ing recognition,we don't 
make mistakes common 
to other OCR products. 
You can even add your 

"WORDSCAII PLUS 

REDEFINES WHAT WE EXPECT 

FROM AN OCR PACKAGE. ITS 

EXCEPTIONAL ACCURACY, WEALTH 


OF FEATURES,AND HANDS-OFF 


DESIGN SETA 


NEW STANDARD:' 


- PC MAGAZINE 

lets you choose just what you want on 
the page.lext, image,or both. All in one pass. 

Scan Now, Recognize Later lets you scan large 
documents now, but do OCR later so your PC is not tied up. 

Make different documents look the same with our 
unique StyleSheet feature. 

Process multiple documents into separate files auto
matically. just put ablank page between documents and 
WordScan does the rest. 

We'llsendyou the 
To see the results of 
head- to- head, real
world comparison 
tests with the leading 
competitive OCR soft
ware products, or to 
get the name of adealer 
where you can make the com
parisons yourself, just give CALERA 
US acall at 800-544-7051. RtCOGNITION SYSTEMS 

2500 Augustine Dri ve. Santa Clara.CA 9SOS4 USA. 800-544-7051: outside LISA. 40ll-986-H006: FAX 40H-986-1440 
<0 19')0 Caltm R<-cognilinn S~stems. Inc. Caler.•• is a registered trJdemark of CalerA Recognition $)stems. Inc. 1'4\ml'ic:mand TrucSc:mare tmdemarks of Calrrn Kecog~•ilirnl S)~trms . Inc. 
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PC DIAGNOSTICS • PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE • BENCHMARK TESTING • PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT 

You've seen the 
Landmark Speed 
Rating advenised 
by many major PC 
manufacturers. 
now you can have 
your own copy ofthe Land marl! System Speed Test~. 
Accurately measure CPU. math . and video speeds to make 
an informed pure/rasing decision, determine the best PC 
lor the job or maybe lUSt win some bets in the office on 
whose PC rs really laster! Includes the Landmark AT 
CMOS RAM Setup program to update your system config 
uration on-the- fly Regularly S29. BYTE Special ONLY $19. 

THE 5 MINUTE SOLUTION TO 
FLOPPY DRIVE FAILURE 
With Alignlt • you can clean. diagnose. and align your 
floppy drives 1n minutes without a scope. Patented tech
nology req ui res only a screwdriver to pertorm ANSI· 
accurate alignments (.3 mil). 

Alignlt is ideal for corporate users with 2 or more PCs 
because it includes a "GOLD STANDARD" feature so you 
can align all your PCs to the same in-house standard. 
guaranteeing that all your floppies are perfectly inter
changeable between PCs. 

80% of all floppy drive failures can be fixed with Al ignIt 
so don't replace your drive. save time and money rnstead . 

Includes dual size floppies. (both high and low density) 
and no-mess pre-lubricated cleaning diskettes (both 
sizes) good lor 180 uses. Replacements and single drive 
size versions available. For all PCs and compatibles. 
Regularly $249 (single size S149) . BYTE Spec ial . SAVE 
$$$CALL NOW. 

HARD CORE TESTING FOR 
PROFESSIONALS 
LandmarkJSuperSoh Service Diagnosl lcs· is ideal lor 
professionals requiring the most exhaustive diagnostic 
test capabilities. Each module is CPU specific. including 
PC. XT . AT, 386/486. and PS/2. Since 1981 major manu
facturers like Wang. Xerox. Prime. Sony. DEC, NEC. and 
NCR have relied on Service Diagnostics to tackle their 
toughest operating problems. 

Intended lor professional service and repair technicians. 
Service Diagnostics is also easy to use for the novice. 
Clear. concise on-line help and intu itive menus make 
finding system problems a breeze. Tests all CPUs. math 
chips , all memory. floppy , fixed and non-standard disk 
drives . standard/non-standard printers. system board. 
video. com ports and all keyboards. Utilit1es include low
level reformat. log bad sectors. edit bad sector table; the 
partition editor allows you to set up multiple partit ions; 
back-up program transfers hard disk image on unformat
ted lloppies and allows lor restore after reformat. 

Ideal for UNIX and other operating systems. the self· 
booting version doesn 't require DOS. The manual offers 
troubleshooting tips to the component level. A.lso avai
lable in a complete Kit including; all CPU specific soft
ware. dual size floppy al ignment software (see Al ignlt). 
and PC/XT & AT ROM POSTs. Winner oflhe PC 
Magazine Editor 's Choice Awlfd in August 1990. 

PC WON'T BOOT? THEN JUST 
KICKSTART IT! 
Don't replace your motherboard. don't call service. use 
KickStart 2' . When senous hardware problems occur, 
nothing gets you up and running as last. KickStan 2 meas
ures power within 2.5% on all lour voltages. shows Power
On Sell-Test (POST) failure codes. and features on-board 
ROM-based diagnostics allowing you to determine and 
remedy the problem quickly. easily, and inexpensively' 

Bu ilt-In senal and parallel 110 allows for testing via modem. 
or simply logging results to a remote terminal. printer or 
laptop. You can configure your own test routi nes and store 
them in KickStan 2's battery backed-up CMOS RAM saving 
valuable setup time. Includes serial and parallel loopback 
plugs and Landmark JumpStart AT ROM BIOS lor testrng 
PCs that don 't issue POST codes. KickStart 2 tests your 
system regardless of 015 (even UNIX). 

On-board swrtches. LEOs. and digital displays allow com
plete control over testrng in systems lacking v1deo or disk 
(ideal lor motherboard or system burn-in). 

KickStan 2 is the ultimate SECURITY CARD tool With both 
supervisor and user levels of password protection. you can 
prevent unauthorized use of your PC and accidental run
nin8 of destructive tests. Regularly $599. BYTE Special . 
SA E $$$ CALL NOW. 

"KickS/art 2 system diagnostics board helps users 
check out virtually every aspect of a PC's hardware 
system... the board is a worthy investment for com· 
puler maintenance." David Claiborne. PC Week · 
December 24, 1990. 

HOW TO DEBUG ADEAD PC 
Need an inexpensive solution for dead or problematic PCs 
and motherboards? Try KickStart 1 or JumpStart ROM 
POSr . two quick and easy to use debugging tools. 

KickStart 1 test card shows power status on all lour volt
ages and binary PORT 80 Power-On Self·Test codes. The 
manual translates error codes lor easy fa iled circuit ISOla· 
tion. Regula rly $99. BYTESpecial . SAVE$$$ CALL NOW. 

JumpStart ROM POST is a plug-m chip designed to replace 
your motherboard BIOS for testi ng purposes. Tests include 
CPU register and log1c. 8087 math coprocessor. 8253 timer. 
8237 DMA controller . 8259 interrupt controller. parity error 
and memory refresh log1c. erroneous maskable/non·mask
able interrupt detection. drsplay adapter (MOA. CGA. EGA) . 
keyboard . keyboard controller. floppy controller. drive A: 
read Base memory at normal & slow refresh rates. and 
POST checksum. Display of motherboard sw1tch configu ra
tion. Reg ular ly S199 (AT version) S99 (XT version) . BYTE 
Special. SAVE $$$ CALL NOW. 

KtcJ. Staa 2tS 1r1eJI lor Ot'rrr.ar"lenl rnstallatwn II t~lrmrnJtes rne nfflJior an 
LlO card pro.,rctes Ff!rrlO!e Jnd or.·sJ,'f! (flagnostrc CJpabdi iJ~~ for cJWCArepau 
11me and orft!fs asol1d half/ware tJJsrd solutrflfl to unaurholl!lXJ xcess ~trm 
lmpeneftabJc passwo,,1 ptO!f.Ctron 

SLASH DOWNTIME AND 
OPERATING PROBLEMS 
W1th PC Probe'" you' ll save time and money when your 
PC stans acting up. In one easy-to-use package you get 
Diagnostics. Benchmarks. Performance Entrancement 
Utilities. and System Information. Combined. this arsenal 
of tools will keep your system up and running at pea~ 
pertormance and rem ove the mystery about what's inside. 

PC Probe dragnostic testing quickly isolates the source of 
hardware problems. even locatmg bad RAM chips. It tests 
system board. RAM . video. keyboard . com ports. floppy 
drive . hard drive. Ethernet ca rd and more. Run PC Probe 
tests in batch mode or single pass. remote or on-site. 

PC Probe allows you to increase your hard drive data 
transfer rate by determining optimum interleave and 
changi n9 II. prevent catastrophic data loss by pertorming 
data revitalization. reformat the hard drive. run external 
programs. display and edrt CMOS RAM on-the-fly. pre
vent accidental hard dnve data destruction with pass
words . diagnose problems with device drivers installed. 

The 200 page on-line manual has built-in ta le of con
tents. topic/text search. and troubleshooting tips. PC 
Probe comes with dual size floppies and 9 & 25 pin serial/ 
parallel pon loopback plugs. For PC XT. AT . 386. 486 and 
compatibles using DOS 2.0 or higher. Regularly $149. 
BYTE Special SAVE$$$ CALL NOW. 

CONFUSED BY TECHNICAL 
COMPUTER JARGON? 
Finally . with a single keystroke. you can defi1e vrnually 
every computer te rm known 10 a matter of seconds. This 
award-winning. easy-to-use utility. defines over 4200 
computer terms and concepts lor you without having to 
leave the program you 're 10. 

The Computer Glossary'" (a software version of the best· 
selling book by Alan Freedman) 1nstalls as an applicatron 
or hot-key accessed TSR . The defin itions are written in 
concise . standard English. Plus. Tt1e Corn puler Glossary 
provides colortul Industry "backgrounders" fascinating to 
the beginner and expen alike. 

Get tire most out of your software. manuals and com
puter magazmes. buy The Computer Glossary and 
become a true POWER USER. Runs under OOS or MS 
DOS 2.0. or later. with 32K of RAM and 1.4MB of hard 
disk space on IBM PC. XT. AT PS/2 and compatible 
computers. Regularly $59. BYTE Special , SAVE$$$ 
CALL NOW. 

CALL(800)683-6866 

International use FAX (813) 443·6603 


Voice (813) 443-1331 

Visa •/tiC • Amu • COO• Acuuttd • Oullr tnqulr/u Wolcomo 

I ~ 

& 
lANDMARK/~ 

First inPCTesting... Since 1981 
703 Grand CentralStreet •Clearwater.Florida 34616 

·superSoft 's Service Diagnostics: The Kit 
Is 11 technicians drtam. with all the tools 
necessary to accurately analyze 11/1 phases
of &omputtlr opef/11/ons... Il ls well worth 
its performance potential.• Bill O'Brien. 
PC Magazine - August, 1990. 

• Serv1ce Diagnostics XTIAT K1t. Reg .S595. SAVE SSS CALL NOW 
• Service Doagnosbcs PS/2 Kit Reg. $495. SAVE SSS CALL NOW 
• XT ROM POST. Regularly S99 SAVE SSS CALL NOW 
• AT ROM POST.. Regularly St 99 SAVESSS CALL NOW 
• lndovidual pricing available on all kit components. please 1nQuore 
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SYSTEM 

The Fastest Portable: IBM's P75 Road Warrior 

ROGER C. ALFORD 

Photo1: 
The Model P75 486 's 
gas-plasma screen displays 
VGA images with up to 16 shades of 
orange at 640 by 480 pixels. An integrated 
XGA controller supports 256 simullaneous colors at 
1024 by 768 pixels on an external CKT. 

Most of the new powerful 33-MHz 
486 systems come in large desktop 
or tower cases, but faster doesn't 

have to be bigger. IBM's PS/2 Model 
P75 486 portable proves that point. 

The P75 outperforms any other porta
ble computer BYTE has tested. However, 
the machine is small only when com
pared to desktop machines: at 18 by 12 
by 6 inches and 22 pounds, this is no lap
top. Physically, its design resembles that 
ofiBM's PS/2 Model P70. The keyboard 
detaches from the case to reveal the dis
play and floppy disk drive, both of which 
tilt forward when in use. 

The base system includes a 3 1h-inch 
high-density floppy disk drive, a I 01-key 
IBM Enhanced PS/2 keyboard, an inte

grated 10-inch diagonal gas-plasma dis
play, an integrated XGA controller, a 
SCSI hard disk drive controller, 8 mega
bytes of system RAM, a serial port, a 
parallel port , a mouse port, four Micro 
Channel expansion slots, and a 160-MB, 
16-millisecond or 400-MB , 11.5-ms 
3 'h-inch SCSI hard disk drive . IBM lists 
the system with a 160-MB drive for 
$15,990; the 400-MB system , which I 
tested, costs $18,890. IBM also tossed in 
a 2400-bps modem ($462) and IBM DOS 
4.0 ($150), which brought the total sys
tem price to $19,502. 

Rocket with a Handle 
The P75 is an impressive example of how 
much computing power you can cram 

into a portable computer. The well-laid
out interior takes maximum advantage 
of all available space. IBM placed the 
power supply, hard disk drive, and whis
per-quiet fan along the vented bottom of 
the unit. As you might expect, the system 
design makes extensive use of surface
mount technology and fine-line traces on 
multilayer circuit boards to achieve the 
highest possible integration . 

Two half-size 16-bit Micro Channel 
slots and two full -size 32-bit Micro 
Channel slots are easily accessible, mak
ing it easy to add an internal modem, net
work controller , or other add-in board. 
By integrating the floppy disk drive con
troller, SCSI controller, XGA video con
troller, and serial and parallel 110 ports 
onto the system logic boards, the P75 486 
has ensured that all four Micro Channel 
slots are available . 

Four high-density (72-pin) single in
line memory module sockets hold the 
system RAM. The 36-bit-wide memory 
modules (32-bit memory plus 4 parity 
bits) that plug into these sockets have a 
notably wider data path than the 9-bit
wide modules that plug into the more 
conventional 30-pin SIMM sockets that 
are found in most of today's systems. 
Typical 386 and 486 systems have 30-pin 
SIMM sockets , so you must install 
DRAM modules in groups of four to sup
port the 32-bit-wide processor data path . 
With the Model P75 , you can install sin
gle modules. 

Two 4-MB SIMMs of 70-nanosecond 
DRAMs make up the system ' s standard 
8 MB of memory. IBM offers both 2-MB 
($565) and 4-MB ($1095) memory up
grade modules to allow total system 
memory of8, 10, 12, 14, or 16MB. You 
can add more memory by way of a Micro 
Channel memory board. 

Following the latest trend in high-end 
systems , the Model P75 positions the 
i486 processor on its own replaceable 
board. This, presumably , will allow an 
easy upgrade to a 50-MHz i486 when it 
becomes available . A heat sink sits atop 
the i486, secured by a hold-down screw 
and thermally conductive epoxy. The 
P75 includes no external cache , and it 
does not support Weitek ' s WTL4167 
math coprocessor. 

continued 
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Photo 2: The Model P75 's interior makes effective use oflimited space by using 

highly integrated surface-mount technology. The 400-MB hard disk drive and 

the universal-input power supply are tucked neatly away along the bottom ofthe unit. 

A removable i486 processor card (upper left) allows for future CPU upgrades. 

The 110 ports (right) sit behind a plastic access door. 


Shades of Gray and XGA 
The gas-plasma display is about what you 
might expect from a flat-panel display: 
It's merely adequate. The display has a 
wide viewing angle and is acceptably 
bright, but the orange-on-black or black
on-orange display options both lack con
trast. The display converts colors into 16 
shades of orange. This lets you run many 
graphics programs but compounds the 
contrast problem. 

The gas-plasma display supports 
CGA, EGA, and VGA graphics, at up to 
640 by 480 pixels . To extend display life, 
you can set the system to blank the screen 
automatically after an interval of inac
tivity ranging from I to 120 minutes. You 
restore the screen by pressing the Shift 
key or by moving the mouse or other 
pointing device . 

The flat-panel display will serve in the 
field , but you ' ll want to hook up a real 
CRT when you're in your office. The 
P75 's XGA video controller includes I 
MB of memory and generates images at 
up to 1024 by 768 pixels with 256 simul
taneous colors, or 640 by 480 pixels with 
64,000 colors. For an extra $82, you can 
get a 10-foot keyboard cable extension, 
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which lets you put the system unit on the 
floor. 

An access door at the left rear of the 
P75 provides access to the XGA video 
connector, as well as the serial , parallel , 
and pointing device ports , an external 
floppy disk drive connector, and a SCSI 
connector . You access the 110 connector 
for Micro Channel boards through this 
door as well. 

In addition to supporting the internal 
SCSI hard disk drive , the integrated SCSI 
controller can support up to six external 
devices, such as a CD-ROM drive, scan 
ner , tape backup system, or additional 
hard disk drives . 

The spring-loaded floppy disk drive 
automatically pops out to an acces ible 
angle when you remove the keyboard 
from the front of the case, and the bottom 
ofthe gas-plasma display also pulls out to 
adjust the viewing angle . Three LEOs 
below the floppy di sk drive indicate 
power on, floppy disk access, and hard 
disk access. The lightweight keyboard 
case is flimsy, but the keyboard itself has 
a good feel, with a soft keyclick feed 
back. The system al o includes a speak
er, but the sou nd is almost inaudible in a 

ACTION SUMMARY 


• 	 IBM PS/2 MODEL P7S 8573-401 

• 	 WHATYOU'LL LIKE 
IBM's new portable puts i486 
power and top video performance 
in o 22-pound package. 

• 	 WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE 
You'll pay o premium for the 
Model P75 . It's not as fast os 
desktop i486-based systems in 
most performance categories, and 
the system's gas-plasma display 
doesn't take full advantage of 
the system's XGA graphics 
capability . 

• 	 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION TESTED 
33-MHz i486 CPU, 8MB of 
SIMM RAM; 400-MB SCSI hard 
disk drive, 3Y2-inch high-density 
floppy disk drive; 1 0-inch gas
plasma display with 640- by .480
pixel VGA graphics and 16 gray 
scales; IBM Enhanced PS/2 101
key keyboard; four Micro Channel 
slots: two 16-bit half-size ond two 
32-bit full-length; ports for serial, 
parallel, mouse, and external 
floppy disk drive; 60-pin external 
SCSI port, external XGA; internal 
2.400-bps modem; PC-DOS 4.0 

• 	 WHATYOU'LLPAY 
Base system starts at S 15,990 
System as tested: S 19,502 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
IBM Corp. 
U.S. Marketing & Services 

Deportment ZW 1 

1133 Westchester Ave. 

White Plains, NY 10604 

(800) 426-2468 

Circle 1221 on Inquiry Card. 

room with any background noi e . 
The Model P75 ' universal-input 120· 

watt power supply is easi ly adequate for 
a portable system. The power upply ac 
cepts I00 to 240 volts input at 50 to 60 
Hz, making it usable worldwide. The 
power cord receptacle is located at the 
rear of the system behind a sliding access 
door. 

For portability , IBM included a fold 
down handle on the top of the P75 . An 
optional molded pia tic traveling ca e 



Wmdows 3.0 is a great step foiWard. 
Itj ust doesn't go far enough. You 
still have to overcome barriers 
you thought you'd left behind. 
Such as DOS. The complexities of 
tile management and application 
integration. And working in two 
environments. 

The solution? Simply add HP 
NewWave. In this one simple step, 
you turn your PC into the most 
powerful, easiest-to-use informa
tion tool in business.Th prove it, 
we've put an eye-opening, inter 
active demonstration on disk. 

It shows how New Wave's simple 
object model lets you work on one 

desktop en

vironment, instead of having 

to use both the Program and File 

Managers. You don't have to under

stand the DOS file system at all. 

And it works with the Windows 

applications you already have. 


Integrating NewWave applications 

is astoundingly simple. Just drag 

and drop. "Drill down" editing let<; 

you make changes in part ofa 

document, such as a chart, without 

leaving it. And with "hot links;' 

your data changes automatically 

in all connected files. 


Thevaluate 
New Wave, call (408) 376-2727 
for your interactive demonstra
tion disk. (Handling charge $3.95.) 
Then experience one of the most 
dramatic breakthroughs ever 
brought to your screen. 

FfiiW HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 

http:business.Th
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DOS BENCHMARKS 


IBM PSJ2 Model P75 

Everex Step 486133 

Club American 486/33 

IBM AT 

SclenUiic/ 
Engineering • Spreadshee.t 

Word 0 Desktop O D 
Processing Publishing Database Compilers CAD • 

• Worse LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE 	 Better ... 

IBM PS/2 Model P75 

Everex Step 486133 

Club American 486/33 

IBM AT 

D CPU 0 FPU Disk • Video 

CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS 

LINPACK 	 Dhryatones 
(DhryJeec.)~~~) 

PS/2 Model P75 0.88440 25488.8 
Everex Step 486/33 0.91120 26912.9 
Club American 486/33 0.92630 27472.3 
IBM AT 0.02105 2317.9 

For applocahon and low-level berchmarks. resulls are onde><ed and show relalove perl!>'mance; lor each 
indiVIdualondex. an B-MHz IBM AT runrMng MS-OOS 3.30 ~ 1 For all benchmarkS. h•gher numbers 
•ndocate belle< pe<formance. 

The BYTE low-level berchmark suote odentifies perl!>'mance doffe<ences between machones althe 
hardware level; the applicatoon berchmarl<s evaluate real-world performance by runnong a standard test 
suite using commercially avaolable applications. Application ondexes •nclude tests usong the following 
programs: Word processrng. WordPerfect 5.0: Oesktop Publ•shong. Aldus PageMake< 3.0: Database. 
Borland Paradox 3.0andAshton-TatedBASE IV: Compders: MicrOSOft C 5. t and Turbo PascalS 5; CAD: 
AutoCAD release tO and Generoc CADD level 3 1 1 .5. ScoentoficiEng.neer•ng. Stata release 2. MathCAO 
2.5. and PC-Mallab 3.51 : and Spreadsheet: Lotus t -2-3 release 3.0 and M•crosolt Excel 2.1 

The BYTE Lab rntrOduced version 2.0 ot the DOS benchmarks rn the August 1990 •ssue (see "' BYTE 's 
New BerchmarkS: New Looks , New Numbers"' ). Berchmark resu~s lor mach<nes rev•ewed under 

($299) includes a handle , wheels, and 
storage for cables and a mouse. 

The system comes with drivers for its 
XGA interface, and a reference disk with 
several utilities , including system setup, 
disk cache , and diagnostics. IBM also in
cludes an informative, well-illustrated 
quick reference manual . 

As expected , the unit showed a high 
level of IBM compatibility. It ran e"ery 
thing !threw at it. I ran the system using 
IBM PC DOS 4 .0. IBM is working on 
SCSI drivers for its upcoming release of 
AIX for the P75 . 

As Fast as You Wanna Be 

The P75 is the fastest portable BYTE has 

tested . Most 33-MHz 486 desktop sys

tems are faster, however . In fact , the sys

tem came in with the slowest overall per

formance of the 486/33s tested so far by 
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preVIous vemons aren't drrectly comparable. To obtain a copy ol the benchmarkS. pn the loshngs area ol 
the by!e.bmarkS conference on BIX or contact BYTE directly 

the BYTE Lab, excelling only in the 
video tests. This isn' t surprising, since 
the P75 is a revision of the older 386
based P70 design and lacks an external 
CPU cache. Still , the system will blow 
the case off any 386 portable around. 

In the low-level system benchmarks, 
the P75 posted a 6.8 CPU index-well 
below the 7.2-to-9.0 ratings for the desk
top systems BYTE has tested . FPU per
formance was closer but still brought up 
the rear . Similarly , the system 's SCSI 
disk subsystem performance-even with 
IBM's 11 .5-ms hard disk drive- is mid
dling . The P75 makes up for its slower 
performance on those tests with its blind
ing video speed. Its video performance 
of 16.81eft the Club American 486/33 , at 
15.0, a distant second. 

The application-level performance in
dexes follow the low-level indexes fairly 

closely , with the CAD index being the 
only one where the P75 is not the slowest 
(see the figure). 

The Model P75 is a high-powered por
table that gives you the most possible pro
cessing power and disk storage on the 
road. If you need the power and can pay 
its high-powered price, the P75 might be 
the right system for you. With the excep
tion of the keyboard, it 's well built. On 
the other hand , $16,000 will buy you a 
respectable 386 portable with enough 
money left over to buy a moderately 
equipped 486 desktop system. • 

Roger C. Alford is president of Program
mable Designs, a Michigan-based con
sulting firm . He is the author of Pro
grammable Logic Designer 's Guide 
(Howard W. Sams, 1989). You can reach 
him on 8/X c/o "editors." 
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rammers 
try ++ 

Use CocleBase++ 
with C++ Lo build 
multi-user, dBASE 

Watch compatible programs. as your C++ 
programs execute Take advantage of 
much faster than object orientated 
corresponding ciBASE, programming to quick
Clipper or FoxProly create maintainable, 
programs. Be surprisedreadable software. 
at the small execut
ables and low memol)' 
requirements. ExaminedBASE Compatible 
the C++ source code, 
w hich is completely 

Use Code Base++ included, to learn good 
classes to access and object orientated 
change the data. index programming
and memo files o f techniques.
ciBASE IV and III. Use 
other classes to manip
ulate strings, sort at Order Today
high speed , perform 
clare arithmetic, evaluate 

Order today at $295dBASE expressions, 
and discover w hy manipulate linked lists 
Sequiter Sofrware Inc.and manage memol)'. 
and most dea lers offer 
a 60-day money back 
guarantee. 

Portable 

Port your programs 
between DOS, Microsoft 

Call (403) 448-0313Windows, and OS/2. SEQUITER IllKeep all the profits as Fax (403) 448-0315SOFTWARE INC. you distribute your 
programs royalty free. P.O. Box 5659, Station L, Edmonton, Alberta, Ca nada T6C 4Gl 
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REVIEWS 


APPLICATION 

Access Extended Edition 
and dBASE Data with lnfoAIIiance 
JON UDELL 

I don't want to know where you've 
stored it, or how . I just want to use the 
data." That complaint, which is heard 

throughout the corporate world, defines 
the problem that Software Publishing 
Corp.'s InfoAlliance aims to solve. SPC 
calls the product a "transparent data
source integrator." 

In its current form , that means you can 
use InfoAlliance to build OS/2 Presenta
tion Manager (PM) applications that read 
and write IBM Extended Edition (EE) 
Database Manager tables, .DBF files 
created by dBASE, FoxPro, and Clipper, 
and database files owned by InfoA 1
liance's native DBMS. An InfoAlliance 
server , or "network data-source integra 
tor," can export such data sources across 
a LAN to OS/2 clients running InfoAI
liance. There's no Windows client yet, 
but SPC has announced that one will ship 
in mid-1991 . At the same time, SPC ex
pects to deliver support for two addition
al Structured Query Language engines: 
Microsoft's SQL Server and IBM's DB2 . 

My test-bed was a pair of Compaq 
PCs: a 12-megabyte Systempro and an 8
MB Compaq 486/25 connected by way of 
Olicom 16/4 token-ring adapters. Since 
InfoAlliance currently runs only under 
PM, and since its sole SQL source is 
IBM's EE Database Manager, I installed 
OS/2 EE 1.2 on both machines. That, in 
turn , dictated that the network operating 
system had to be IBM's LAN Server. 

Trials and Tribulations 
In case you haven't worked with an EE 
LAN before , here's a quick overview. 
EE 1.2 comes with a LAN requester, a 
database server, a database requester, 
and a communications manager. LAN 
Server 1.2, which is a separate product, 
provides file and print services. That 
means that any EE workstation can pro
vide database services to a LAN, can use 
the database services of any other EE 
workstation, and can use the file and 
print services of an EE machine running 
LAN Server. 

The communications manager sup
ports all these connections-and others, 

- ·

These screens 
show how a 
related pair of 
databases might 
look using 
lnfoAI/iance (left) 
and Extended 
Edition 's Query 
Manager 
(below). 
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notably sessions with IBM 
hosts-but does so in differ
ent ways . In particular, the 
file-server-to-client link uses 
NetBIOS, but the database
server-to-client link requires 
an advanced program-to-pro
gram communications (APPC) 
session. 

My plan was to set up the Systempro as 
both file server and database server, and 
the Compaq 486/25 as both file requester 
and database requester. I wanted to ex
plore IBM's own client/server database 
arrangement before delving into SPC's. 
The file server and requester part, medi
ated by NetBIOS, worked well. (Note , by 
the way , that neither IBM's nor SPC's 
client/server database requires a file 
server. I installed LAN Server only to 
create a normal network scenario.) 

But, although I struggled mightily 
with IBM's communications manager, I 
was never able to get the EE database re
quester on the Compaq 486/25 to speak 
APPC to the EE database server on the 
Systempro. I mention this because Info
Alliance, which needs only NetBIOS, 
did manage to connect my database client 
workstation to EE SQL tables stored on 
the server. Lacking the APPC link , I still 
couldn't run EE's Query Manager on the 
client. Since InfoAlliance is not a com
plete substitute for Query Manager, the 
situation wasn't ideal. Still , I rate the 
simplicity of InfoAJliance's network 

substrate as a key virtue. The fewer mov
ing parts, the better. 

Forging the Alliance 
The application in the photos above re
lates a pair of databases: One describes 
authors, the other articles. The screens 
shown exploit the one-to-many relation
ship of authors to articles, displaying for 
each author a scrollable list of articles . 
Separate screens enable the user to add to 
and update the authors and articles data
bases. I built the application three ways: 
first with EE data under EE's Query 
Manager (I'll call this the EE/EE ver
sion), then with InfoAIIiance data under 
InfoAlliance (IA/IA), and finally with 
EE data under InfoAlliance (EE/IA) . 
The top photo depicts both the IA/IA and 
the EE/IA versions; they're visually , but 
not functionally , identical. The bottom 
photo shows the EE/EE version. 

With InfoAIIiance, just as with Query 
Manager, you can build complete PM 
applications without writing a single line 
of code. InfoAlliance is clearly the supe
rior screen designer. Query Manager can 
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INFOALLIANCE 


only build rudimentary screens with Sys
tem s Application Architecture-style 
menu controls. But InfoAlliance screens 
have menus, shaded or bit-mapped back
grounds, a variety of fonts , and an icon 
palette. In design mode, InfoAlliance 's 
graphical editor draws lines , ovals , rect
angles, and text, colors these objects, and 
aligns them with data fields . It lacks the 
grouping feature typical of drawing pro
grams, but it's well suited to rapid con
struction of eye-catching screens, and it 
doubles as the report designer . 

After I'd built the data-entry and up
date screens for the two databases , I 
filled them with data that I pulled from 
existing . DBF sources. For the EE/EE 
and EE/IA versions, that required a de 
limited-ASCII import to move the data 
into SQL tables. For the lA/lA version , I 
ran an import to move the data into na
tive InfoAlliance (.FIL) files. Note that I 
did that only to exercise the native for
mat. InfoAlliance will work directly 
with .DBF files (although not with asso
ciated dBASE-style indexes) . 

InfoAlliance 's import function is a lot 

ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 INFOALLIANCE 

• 	 WHAT IT DOES 
lnfoAIIiance integrates data from 

disparate data sources, such as 

IBM Extended Edition Database 

Manager and Ashton-Tate's 

dBASE . 


• 	 WHATYOU'LL DISLIKE 
No access to Extended Edition's 
powerful query language. 

• 	 WHATWERECOMMEND 
If you're planning to move your 
dBASE (or Clipper or foxPro) data 
to Extended Edition's SQL tables, 
lnfoAIIiance will ease the 
transition. 

• 	 WHATYOU'LLPAY 
10 users/1 server: $8500 
35 users/3 servers: $23,500 
200 users/9 servers: $99,500 

• 	 FORMOREINFORMATION 
Software Publishing Corp. 

1901 Landings Dr. 

P.O. Box7210 

Mountain View, CA 94039 

{415) 962-8910 
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friendlier than Query Manager' s. You 

can specify the order in which to take 

fields, and you can merge columns into 

existing records. When errors crop up, 

Query Manager points you to a log file 

and bows out. InfoAlliance, on the other 

hand , walks you through the erroneous 

records so you can correct them . It 's a 

nice touch-the sort of added value that 

SPC's marketing people stress. 


Through the Looking Glass 

I'm sorry to say , however, that Info

Alliance processes errors only when im

porting to its native files . When import

ing to SQL tables or .DBF files, you ' re 

no better off than if you use the tools that 

EE or dBASE provide. In fact , you may 

be in worse shape. 


In the case of my EE/EE version, as 
I've said , EE just pointed me to an error 
log. In the IA/IA case, I corrected errors 
interactively. In the EEIIA case, though , 
InfoAlliance reported only the number 
of errors and then referred me to EE. 
Had I not already learned the name of 
EE's error log , I would have had to repeat 
the import in EE . Of course, it' s EE that 
does the import anyway , whether direct
ly or under the programmatic control of 
InfoAlliance (through EE's SQL appli
cation programming interface) . At a 
minimum, I would expect InfoAlliance 
to point me to the error log. But SPC's 
claims of transparent integration and 
ease of use led me to hope for more: that 
data importation to EE tables would 
work the friendly InfoAlliance way , not 
the obscure EE way. 

At other times , the InfoAlliance/EE 
relationship was more transparent than I 
would have liked. In lnfoAlliance, for 
example, you use the design editor to de
fine new fields. In Query Manager, by 
contrast, the design editor only places 
fie lds that you 've previously defined 
elsewhere. When I designed the EE/IA 
screen shown in the top photo , I planned 
to merge fields from the table I'd defined 
for my EE/EE version (see the bottom 
photo) with the graphical layout that I 
had created for my IA/IA version (not 
shown). So I opened the lAllA design 
file , selected everything, copied to the 
clipboard, closed the file , opened the EE 
table through InfoAlliance (it came up as 
a fields-only lA design file) , and pasted 
in the contents of the clipboard. 

Then I set about replacing the lA fields 
withEE fields . But the " Cut" menu op
tion was grayed; InfoAlliance wouldn ' t 
let me delete the lA fields. Why? Info
Alliance was only acting as proxy. EE 's 
Database Manager can add columns to 
SQL tables but cannot delete columns. 

lnfoAlliance, when using EE tables, nat
urally obeys the same restr iction . When 1 
pasted fields from the lA file into the EE 
table, I indirectly executed a bunch of 
irreversible " add column " operations. 
Here InfoAlliance did maintain trans 
parency-in a literal sense- but the re
sult wasn' t what I'd wanted at a ll. I'd 
rather have been reminded that the cur
rent data source was EE and that the 
paste would be permanent. 

One of the key adva nt ages of my 
EE/IA version, as compared to the lA/lA 
version, is that the former- thanks to 
EE-enforces referential imegrity. The 
"author name" column that links the au
thors and articles tables carries a con
straint : An author named in the articles 
table (in a column defined as the foreign 
key) must appear in the authors table (in 
a column defined as the primary key). 

When I built the lA/lA version, I tried 
to find a way to enforce the integrity of 
the link using lnfoAlliance's DBMS , 
which relies heavily on "formulas" em
bedded in fields. In the end , I could not 
come up with the right field-validation 
formula , but so what? With EE at my dis
posal, I didn ' t need any procedural she
nanigans to achieve referential integrity . 
It's a property of the tables themselves. 

However , while you can add columns 
to an EE table through lnfoAll iance, you 
can ' t define primary and foreign keys. 
That can be done only in Query Man
ager. In this case, " transparency" evi
dently means that table definition always 
works the same way, whether the source 
is EE , dBASE , or In foAlliance. But 
should it? Why hide one of EE' s finest 
features from the lnfoAlliance user? 

In the same vein , InfoAlliance doesn 't 
encapsulate EE's interactive query tools. 
After I'd imported real data about BYTE 
articles into EE tables, I was once again 
struck by SQL's extraordinary power. 
Toying with Query Manager 's "query 
report-form " toolk it, I was able to ask 
and quickly answer a series of multi
dimensional questions about the cost 
of manusc ripts . T he reports we ren' t 
pretty-just formatted ASCII text- but 
they told a fascinating story. 

InfoAlliance's forms-based approach 
is far more restrictive. lnstead of work
ing directly with SQL result sets, you 
spend a lot of time fiddl ing with forms 
through which to filter the data. To order 
and group data from one or more tables, 
you embed formulas in fields. That' s a 
reasonable approach for .DBF or native 
InfoAlliance sources. And you can cer
tainly make pretty reports- or mailing 
labels, for that matter. But it seems a 
tragic underutilization of a SQL engine . 

continued 
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Networking the Data 
One goal of a multiuser DBMS is to man
age locks intelligently. What happens 
when two users try to edit the same 
record at the same time? Here again, un
avoidably , lnfoAIIiance 's behavior de
pends on the underlying engine. LAN 
versions of dBASE (and compatible pro
grams) exhibit a very high degree of con
currency. They lock contested records 
automatically and only when necessary. 
InfoAlliance performs equally well 
when the data source is a .DBF or native 
.FIL file . It also reports the name of the 
user holding the lock. 

WithEE, though, it's a different story. 
Since SQL engines work with multitable 
result sets rather than simple records, it's 
tough to deliver the high level of concur
rency that dBASE and FoxPro users have 
come to expect. EE's own default behav
ior isn't entirely satisfactory. When a 
Query Manager user tries to update a col 
umn of a row that another user has open 

SPC believes In SQL 

and wants to help 

bring It to the 

corporate desktop. 

with update access , things stall: Both 
users see the hourglass, and nothing else, 
until someone backs off. InfoAIIiance, 
when using EE tables, works the same 
way. Although it clearly has to work 
within the capabilities of EE, a more in
formative message would go a long way 
toward making a naive user comfortable. 

InfoAIIiance always requires a data
source integrator. For stand-alone use, 
there is a local DSI that gives the pro
gram access to .DBF or .FIL data on 
local (or redirected) drives and to EE 
tables (which must reside on the same 
machine). The network DSI connects the 
machine on which it runs to everything 
that a local DSI can use, and then it ex
ports those connections across the net
work. I ran the network DSI on the Sys
tempro server; that's how I gave the 
Compaq 486/25 client access to the 
Systempro's EE tables. 

Any InfoAIIiance workstation can ex
port local data by running a network 

DSI, and it can simultaneously connect 
to and use data exported by one or more 
remote network DSis. It's a wonderfully 
flexible system. IofoAIIiance maps re
mote servers into the local file system, so 
access to them seems familiar. A handy 
network monitor, which is included with 
the network DSI, enables administrators 
to monitor users , open files, and locks. 
An advanced feature , which I didn 'ttest , 
allows administrators to roll back incom
plete multiserver transactions. 

The Eye of the Beholder 
It's difficult to make sweeping general 
izat ions about lnfoAiliance. Everything 
depends on what sort of data you have, 
how you use it, and what your long-term 
plans are. The native DBMS is really 
quite sophisticated- good enough, prob
ably, for many simple data systems with 
well-defined modes of access. 

For those users who would prefer not 
to tackle relationa l database design 
in its full generality , InfoAIIiance files 
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....----Megatel PC+i---..... 
High Reliability, Performance 8r Low 

Profile IBM PC/XT® Compatible 
Single Board Microcomputer 

Power Consumption 
Under 2 WaHs 

On See us at 

board 
 Spring
features Comdexinclude: 
• V 40®CPU 
• 8.0 MHz CPU clock frequency 
• Requires only +5V operation 
• Will boot PC, MS and DR DOS ·~ 
• Yamaha PCDC6366 CMOS Video Color LCD Controller 
• NCR 5380 SCSI Hard Disk Controller 
• Western Digital 37C65 CMOS Disk Controller (1 .44 M Support) 
• 704k Byte User DRAM. 32k-256k Byte BIOS Flash EPROM 
• 2 IBM compatible RS-232 Serial Ports. 1 V40® Serial Port 
• On-board voltage converter for Serial ± voltages 
• 8087 Math Co-Processor socket 
• Less than 2 Watt Power Consumption 

The PC+ i is Megatel's second generation single board computer which 
boasts a complete IBM PC®compatible CPU plus on-board peripheral 
controllers, networking capability and low power consumption. 

FOR INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES, CALL US AT A NUMBER BELOW: 
AUSTRALIA- 3 568 0988 ITALY- 331 77 016 
GERMANY- 6074 98031 DENMARK- 44 44 04 88 
NORWAY - 9 86 99 70 GREAT BRITAIN - 959 71011 
FINLAND - 0757 1711 SWEDEN - 40 97 10 90 
AUSTRIA - 222 587 6475 NETHERLANDS- 8385 41301 
FRANCE - 149 65 2550 SINGAPORE- 338 1300 

Megatel Comp. Corp. For U.S. Distribution contact: 
125 Wendell Ave. DENSITRON CORPORATION 
Weston, Onta rio M9N 3K9 2540 West 2371h St. 
TEL: (416) 245-2953 Torrance, CA 90505 
FAX: (416) 245-6505 TE L: (213) 530-3530 FAX: (213) 534-8419 

ISM,ISM PC/XT ore registered trademarks of IBM Corp as ~ V40 of NEC Corp DR DOS i5 o trademark ol Digital Research Corp. 
MS DOS" o lrodemork of Mocrosof t Corp. 
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support " multiva lue" f ields and groups 
that imolement one-to-many relation 
ships directly. With excellent network 
support and superb user-i nterface aes 
thetics and functionali ty, ln foAll iance 
alone-data-source integration notw ith 
standing- has a lot goi ng for it. A Win 
dows version would certainly broaden 
the appeal of th is option. 

However, SPC does not pretend that 
InfoAlliance i a serious database engine 
in its own right. Data-source integration 
is the real attraction. SPC believes in 
SQL and wants to help bring it to the cor
porate desk top-something that we a ll 
keep hearing about but few of us have 
seen. How wi ll that noble and worthy 
ambit ion play out? One possibil ity is a 
.DBF-to-SQL migration scenario : You 
train users on an lnfoAlliance system 
that connects to .DBF sources and then 
cut over transpa rently to a SQL engine. 
My own experiment s showed me that thi s 
is a viable strategy. As a database ad min 
istrator, I'd want users to run the EE/IA 
version of the art icles-and-authors appli 
cation to ga in two key benefits: enforced 
referential integrity , and access to the 
powerful query language. 

Today , though, In fo AII iance does not 
deliver both of these benefits. The refer 
ent ia l integrity comes through to Info
Alliance clients, but the query language 
doesn't-not unless users are also set up 
to run Query Manager. In addit ion, the 
EE/IA version doesn' t handle concur
rency in the way users may have come to 
expect. 

Despite its advantages, I might have a 
hard time selli ng the EE-based version to 
my users. If I could deliverthe uery lan
guage-, too, and an enhanced SQL-ori 
ented query toolkit , that might tip the 
scales . The paraphernalia that urrounds 
SQL engi nes can be pretty scary, but 
SQL itself really isn' t. Acce s to the 
query language needn' t conflict with the 
ease of use that is SPC' ha II mark. And it 
would support one of SPC's stated goa ls: 
to empower users to work with data di
rectly. 

Harnessi ng engines like EE Daiabase 
Manager, SQL Server, and DB2, and li 
censing ordinary u er to drive them, is a 
daunting but essent ial task. If SPC is se
rious about this project- and I think the 
company is- there's much work yet to be 
done to leverage the full power ofthe en
gine without overwhelming the driver. I 
salute the va liant fi rst effort and look 
forward to better things to come. • 

Jon Udell , a BYTE senior editor at large , 
administrates the BYTE editorial LAN. 
He can be reached on BIX as "}udell. " 
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Your Animations Never Sounded So Good! 
Announcing Advanced Multimedia Synchronization for Autodesk 


Animator® and Autodesk 3D StudioTM Users. 


MediaSync.1 
M 

Real Multimedia Power.,.M 

You've just finished some 
great animations. All you 
need now is a powerful 
soundtrack to tie them all 
together. But how will you 
do it? How will you ensure 

that your flies start exactly when you want them to? 

And where do you fi nd the audio hardware capable of 

the quality you require? 


Introducing MediaSync,." (formerly MediaEngine). 
Powerful, easy- to-use multimedia synchronization 
software that gives you the tools you need to produce 
stunning presentations that your audiences can hear as 
well as see. Tools like Absolute Referencing,.", which 
lets you schedule flies to play and images to display at 
discrete times during your sow1dtrack. And tools like 
Frame-Accurate Audio Scheduling,.", which allows 
you to fully synchronize audio effects with exact frames 

in your Autodesk Animator 
and Autodesk 30 Studio 
flies! 

Audio Hardwaie 
Included. 

For only $695, The 
MediaSync System,.., 
includes the MediaSync 

Audio Processor,." card and the MediaSync Recording 
Studio""'' software to hand le high-fidelity digital audio. 
Or, get MediaSync:Sound Blaster,." Software for only 
$199. Or, go interactive with Med iaSync Professional,." 
for just $895. The choice is yours. 

MediaSync runs on any standard IBM PC AT® or 
com patible equipped with 640K RAM and a VGA dis
play. Which means that you can use MediaSync today, 
right ou t of the box. Bouncing balls will impact with a 
Boom, flying logos will really Swoosh, and sa l s figures 
will materialize precisely on cue. And most important, 
your animations will never be the sa me again . 

Contact your Autodesk Multimedia Reseller or call Genesis Multimedia Products at (414) 796-1005. 
Genes i Multimedia Products Division, 1 5850 West 131uemolmd Rd., Suite 307, Brookfield W I 53005, ©1991 , Genesis M ultimedia Product . 


MediaS)'nc. Mecli aSync Prof ss ional, MediaSync Audio Processor, Mecli al anguage and Abso lute Referencing are tradema rks of Genesis. 
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SOFTWARE 

A Graphical Environment 
That Runs Where Windows Can't 

OWEN LINDERHOLM 

ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 GEOWORKS ENSEMBLE 

• 	 WHATENSEMBLE DOES 
Ensemble is o multitasking 

graphical environment with 

bundled productivity 

applications. 


• 	 WHAT YOU'LL LIKE 
Ensemble runs well on even the 
smallest PC. The applications ore 
robust enough to justify running 
Ensemble, and DOS programs ore 
just a button-press away. 

• 	 WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE 
There ore not yet any 
programming tools available, and 
no third-party applications. 

• 	 WHATYOU'LL NEED 
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/1, PS/2, or 
compatible; 512K bytes of RAM; o 
hard disk drive; CGA or better 
display; DOS 2.0 or higher; and a 
mouse. 

• 	 WHAT WE RECOMMEND 
The Ensemble applications ore 
perfect for inexperienced users, 
and the minimal hardware 
requirements may help you salvage 
older PCs and save money on 
future ones. 

• 	 WHATYOU 'LL PAY 
$199.95 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
GeoWorks, Inc. 
2150 Shattuck Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
(415)644-0883 

fax: (415) 644-0928 
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GeoWorks ' 
multitasking and 
advanced graphics 
capabilities are 
exploited in the 
included GeoWrite 
application. Note 
the Motif-like 
appearance. 

The personal computer revolution is 
fast leaving behind those users who 
can't afford to change. Many new 

blockbuster programs simply cannot run 
at a useful speed on anything less than a 
quick 286. Windows 3.0 finally brought 
a reasonable-quality graphical user inter
face (GUI) to the DOS masses , but at the 
cost of leaving all those users with IBM 
PC or XT compatibles unable to point 
and click. When GeoWorks brought out 
Ensemble, with its multitasking graphi
cal environment for IBM compatibles , 
many hailed it as the savior of the XT, 
since it not only works on any IBM PC, it 
works quickly enough to be useful on 
those older and slower systems. 

Ensemble is deliberately very similar 
to several other graphical environments 
available on a range of different systems. 
It most resembles Motif, a popular GUI 
on Unix workstations . But it includes a 
trashcan similar to the one on the Macin
tosh and a suite of user programs similar 
to those provided with Microsoft Win
dows. This latter inclusion makes it a lit
tle difficult to describe Ensemble as just 
a GUI, si nce it comes with several useful 
end-user applications . These applica
tions are what makes Ensemble worth
while , since there is currently no provi 
sion for end-user programming under 
Ensemble, and applications from other 
software companies may be a little slow 
appearing for an environment from as 
small a company as GeoWorks . 

The Heart ofthe Matter 
According to GeoWorks, churning be
neath Ensemble is an operating-system 
engine that in some ways rival s OS/2 , ex
cept that it has better graphics support 
and much lower hardware requirements. 
Hidden beneath Ensemble is an underly
ing operating-system layer, PC/GEOS. 
that features preemptive multitasking, 
dynamic memory and object manage
ment , and interprocess communications . 
However, no developer's tool s are yet 
available to fully test those features . En
semble is only the first of what will be
if third-party support can be rall ied-the 
most powerful applications available for 
smaller PCs. 

Installing Ensemble is a simple but 
lengthy process, with seven 360K-byte 
disks to copy . The instructions were 
clear , however , and the installation pro
gram made it easy to select and test all 
the appropriate drivers for the screen , 
mouse, and printer. 

There are two basic ways to use En
semble. The first is a novice user 's, or 
"appliance ," mode , where a small selec
tion of programs is available. Even be
ginners will have to move on from this 
mode fairly rapidly , since the most use
ful Ensemble applications, such as the 
word processor, are only available in the 
more advanced "professional'' mode. 
The appliances include a notepad , a cal
culator, an address book, a schedu ler , a 
banner printer, and a simple version of 
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solitaire. The appliance mode does not 
allow windowing; all the applications 
run full-screen. 

The professional mode uses Motif
style windows and allows plenty of fun 
customization, including the ability to 
add your own background (a nice view of 
a full moon is included) and alter config
urations on the fly. It also allows multi
tasking, including the ability to run com
munications in the background. 

One of the best parts ofthe profession
al mode is the file manager application, 
which is one of the best programs of its 
kind I've seen. It is intuitive, easy-to
use, and fast. One added bonus of work
ing with files under Ensemble is that all 
files created by Ensemble applications 
can have long filenames of up to 32 char
acters , and they can all have attached 
comments to explain what they are used 
for. Unfortunately , this does not apply to 
files created by other programs. 

The other applications in the profes
sional mode are also good. GeoWrite, 
the word processor , is a fairly basic 
graphical word processor offering good 
editing, formatting, and typographical 
features, but it has few added frills , such 
as a spelling checker. Its strength is that 
it is truly WYSIWYG, and it prints scal
able fonts even on dot-matrix printers. 
Ensemble uses Nimbus Q scalable-font 
technology, and the results are excellent 
on laser printers and 24-pin dot-matrix 
printers, and still very good even on 
nine-pin dot-matrix printers. 

GeoDraw is a basic drawing program 
that uses objects and is resolution-inde
pendent. It doesn't have bit-map painting 
capabilities , and no program that does is 
included. The two personal-information 
management programs included are also 
very good. GeoDex is a flexible Rolodex 
program that can dial numbers, search, 
and link with the planner program, Geo
Planner. The planner has clean, simple 
features and can put in repeating events 
with some flexibility. The other useful 
application is a scrapbook that is similar 
to that used by the Mac. It lets you save 
copies of frequently used text or graphics 
and paste them into the word processor or 
drawing program extremely easily. 

GeoComm is a straightforward tele
communications program that can emu
late several terminals. It uses scripts that 
are somewhat basic, but they are ade
quate for automating many on-line tasks 
and can download files using the XMO
DEM protocol. However, I experienced 
occasional problems when GeoComm at
tempted to dial or hang up the modem. 

Besides providing a graphical environ
'ment and some pretty useful applica

tions, Ensemble also provides a straight
forward and easy-to-use DOS shell. This 
is available from the Ensemble welcome 
screen, where you also select between 
the appliance and professional modes . 
You can either exit from Ensemble to the 
DOS prompt and run programs from 
there, or you can install buttons in the 
DOS mode of the program that allow you 
to invoke DOS applications simply by 
pressing the correct button. This DOS 
shell sits atop MS-DOS, which Ensemble 
loads after saving an image of itself, so I 
experienced no compatibility problems 
on my 386SX-based clone. 

The documentation is very good, par
ticularly for beginners . A simple quick
start booklet not only makes it easy to get 
going with Ensemble but also provides 
several helpful hints for those not used to 
working with GUis. The main manual is 
also excellent, although the index is a 
little inaccurate in parts. 

An Attractive Ensemble 
I had few problems with Ensemble apart 
from the occasional difficulties with 
dialing and hanging up the modem in 
GeoComm. Because of the way it uses 
color three-dimensional shading, En
semble does not look very good running 
on a CGA display in monochrome and 
doesn't look wonderful on a Hercules 
display. It does, however, look good on 
almost any other display. 

Another problem is that sometimes the 
GeoWrite word processor leaves small 
sections of letters behind when deleting 
characters, which is unsightly but only a 
display artifact that does not affect the 
text file. A bigger concern is the lack of 
more powerful applications for the envi
ronment. There is no database, spread
sheet, or powerful word processor, nor is 
there a way for end users to program for 
the interface. All these will be needed, 
plus a wide range of less commonly used 
applications, before Ensemble becomes a 
widely accepted interface. 

Prospective users shouldn't let these 
problems scare them away. For a rela
tively low price, Ensemble offers a use
ful word processor, drawing program, 
Rolodex, planner, and communications 
program. They all work well together 
and are tied up in a friendly and easy-to
use GUI that is responsive and good to 
look at on almost any machine. Finally, 
the file manager and DOS shell are about 
the friendliest and prettiest ways you can 
find to avoid the DOS prompt. • 

Owen Linderholm is a BYTE senior news 
editor based in San Francisco. He can be 
contacted on BIX as "owen!. " 

I Good news from the BIX community: 

You can read and tal< with Jerry Pot.rne1e 

about the unedited text of his Compur· 

ing Ar Chaos Manor column-weeks 

before BYTE hits the newsstands-on 

your computer.{Why setde for writing 

letters to him afrer the fact, when you 

have a shot at influeocing his thinking

and maybe the conte!lt of the column 

itself?) You can also take part in a variety 

of other discussions with Jerry-on such 

subjects as computers, science, space 

exploration and habitation, cognitive 

psydlology. nanral and man-made disas

ters, education, and mathematics. A!ly 

of whkh discussions could work its way 

into his next column or book. You can 

even cast your vote with Jerry for the 

best and worst products of the year. 

And download 147 programs-free.All 

it takes is asubscription to BIX.Call our 

special Customer Service number for 

more information: 1·800-227-2983 (in 

NH, call 603-924·7681 ). 
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SYSTEM 

ALR's Multiprocessing Monster 
Uses Six i486 Processors 

JOHN UNGER 

The most obvious way to make a com
puter run faster is to speed up the 
CPU , but in a multitasking environ

ment , you can also add processors and 
have each work simultaneously on a dif
ferent task. The Advanced Logic Re
search (ALR) MultiAccess Series 3000 
multiprocessor Unix machine uses both 
techniques. (See the text box " Multipro
cessing Explained " on page 281.) 

The MultiAccess system holds up to 
six Intel i486 CPUs running at 25 or 33 
MHz. It also keeps a 33-MHz 386 CPU 
on the SCSI controller busy when that 
processor is not servicing file 110 re
quests. The system includes 13 combina
tion Corollary C-Bus/ISA bus expansion 
slots. The Santa Cruz Operation 's Unix/ 
System V /386 release 3.2 and MPX mul
tiprocessi ng kernel make the package 
work . (See photo 1.) 

MPX lets existing multiuser, multi
tasking.Unix applications run on the 
MultiAccess system's many proces
sors. All the processors execute a single 
copy of the kernel and schedule them
selves from a run list of processes. MPX 
is transparent to users and the applica
tions that they run . 

ALR offers the MultiAccess system in 
four configurations. The Models 10 and 
20 include one 25-MHz i486 CPU in a 
tower PC-style chassis. The Models 30 
and 40 come with two 25-MHz i486 
CPUs and use a minjcomputer-style en
closure that accommodates a large un
interruptible power supply , a Model 10-/ 
20-type chassis, and additional room and 
power for up to seven full-height hard 
disk dri ves . The Models 10 and 30 in
clude a 330-megabyte SCSI hard disk 
drive.; the Models 20 and 40 use a 650
MB hard disk drive . 

Serious computing power isn 't cheap. 
A Model I 0 with one 25-MHz i486 CPU , 
8MB of RAM , a 330-MB SCSI hard disk 
drive and controller , a VGA adapter, and 
a high-density 5 1h-inch floppy disk drive 
costs $15,999. My Model20 review unit 
had four i486 CPUs , a SCSI controller 
card with an on-board 33-MHz 386 pro
cessor, SCO Unix, five copies of MPX 

Photo 1: The MultiAccess Series 3000 symmetric multiprocessing system holds up to 
six i486 processor boards. SCO Unix and the MPX multiprocessing kernel coordinate 
processor activity. 

(one for each processor), SCO TCP/IP, a 
650-MB SCSI drive , a 150-MB cartridge 
tape system, an Ethernet card , and a sin
gle memory board with 16MB of RAM 
and costs $50,064. This configuration 
can accommodate up to 96 users, how
ever. Assuming that those users are run
ning low-cost terminals, the total cost 
per user isn't unreasonable. 

Proprietary Bus Architecture 
The heart of the MultiAccess system is 
Corollary' s proprietary C-Bus. ALR is 
the first out of the gate with a multipro
cessor machine, but other companies, in-

eluding American Mitac and DEC , also 
have C-Bus multiprocessor computers in 
the works. 

The C-Bus supports processor and 
sha red-memory communications ; it 
clocks in at 16 MHz and supports burst 
transfers of up to 64MB per second . The 
MultiAccess system 's backplane has 13 
dual C-Bus/ISA expansion slots. Each 
i486 module sits on a board that plugs 
into the C-Bus/TSA bus connectors (see 
photo 2) . 

The base system comes with a pair of 
ystem/CPU boards that occupy two 

slots. One board includes a 25-MHz i486 
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ACTION SUMMARY 

• 	 ALR MULTIACCESS SERIES 3000, 
MODEL20 

• 	 WHAT IT DOES 
This symmetric multiprocessing 
computer uses SCO Unix's MPX 
extensions with Corollary 's C-Bus 
to process multiple tasks 
simultaneously. 

• 	 WHAT YOU'LL LIKE 
Up to 160 users can access the 
computing power of the system's 
six i486 processors. 

• 	 WHAT YOU'LL DISLIKE 
A fully configured system can cost 
well over $60,000, depending on 
your needs. 

• SHOULD YOU BUY? 
The system is best suited to 
environments where many users 
are running compute-intensive 
tasks, or where administrators con 
spread the system's cost across 
many terminal users. 

• 	 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION TESTED 
Four 25-MHz i486 CPU modules; 
33-MHz 386 on SCSI controller; 
16-MB RAM; 256K-byte external 
cache on each i486 CPU module; 
high-density, 5 V2-i nch floppy disk 
drive; 650-MB SCSI hard disk 
drive; 150-MB cartridge DC-600 
tape drive; ALR FlexView 2X Super 
VGA color monitor; 800- by 600
pixel ALR VGA adapter; 101-key 
IBM Enhanced- style keyboard; 
two serial ports; 12 SIO ports; 
parallel port; external SCSI 
connector; one Western Digital 
thick/thin Ethernet port; SCO 
Unix/System V/386 release 3.2; 
SCO MPX; SCO Unix TCP/IP 
Ethernet communications. 

WHAT YOU'LL PAY 
Bose system: S 15,999 

System as tested: $50,064 


• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Advanced logic Research, Inc. 
9401 Jeronimo 
Irvine, CA 92718 
(800) 444-4257 

fax : (714) 581 -9240 


Circle 1232 on Inquiry Card. 

CPU with a 256K-byte exte rnal write
back cache . The other holds an AT inter
face board that contai ns computer-spe 
cific logic, such as DMA controllers, a 
real-time clock , a Phoenix ROM BIOS , a 
diagnost ic CMOS ROM , a se ria l port , 
and the floppy di sk drive interface. ALR 
also includes an Adaptec SCSI disk drive 
controller ca rd , a VGA graphics adapter, 
a serial /parallel port ca rd , and a memory 
ca rd with 8 MB of RAM . These compo
nents occupy 6 of the 13 available slots . 
My heavily loaded rev iew system had 
only one open slot . 

Additional processors, which are ca lled 
serial 110 (SIO) boards, include an i486 , 
256K bytes of cache RAM , a cache con
troller, and four I/0 ports . Each 1/0 port 
plugs into a termina l concentrator box 
($695) that supports up to 8 users, for up 
to 32 terminal users per proces or board . 
Memory boards hold up to 16 M 8 of 
RAM using 1-MB single in-line memory 

Photo 2: Inside, the MultiAccess design includes combination !SA bus!C-Bus 
expansion slots. The C-Bus slots hold up to six i486 processor boards (see lower 
right), each with its own externa/ 256K-byte cache. 

modules; the Mult iAccess system holds 
up to 64MB of RAM on four boards. 

The C-Bus uses shared memory, so it 
mu t preserve integr ity between system 
RAM and each processor 's cac e . With 
ALR 's write-back cache design, the 
most recent values for the data that one 
CPU needs could easily be located in an
other processor ' s cache , in which case 
the values in main memory wou ld be out 
of date. The C-Bus controller detects this 
situation and tell s the cache controller 
wi th the correct data to pass the va lues to 
the requesting processor. 

Multiple Performances 
Because the Mult iAccess is a multipro 
cessor machine , its performance is not 
directly comparable to that of single-pro
ces or Un ix workstations. BYTE's stan
dard suite of Unix benchmark programs 
con ist largely of si ngle-threaded or 
serial applicat ions that spawn only a few 
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ALR'S MULTIPROC~R 

Multiprocessing Explained 

I

f you run power-hungry applica
tion s, you are probably already 
using multiple processors in your 
current mach ine . Numeric copro

cessors , graphics coprocessors, and 
other coprocessors unload some pro
cessing tasks from the CPU, but the sys
tem can operate on only one task at a 
time . Multiprocessor architectures take 
the coprocessor concept a step further . 
These machines use the same serial, or 
" pipeline," processing model , but they 
allow you to run separate tasks simulta
neously on each of the system's CPUs. 

Multiprocessing arch itectures fall 

into two groups: asymmetric and sym
metric. Each processor in the asymmet
ric design is task-specific . One proces
sor might handle disk 1/0 while another 
runs application programs, for exam
ple, and system designers would opti
mize each processor for its specific 
task. Symmetric systems (e.g., Mul
tiAccess) dis tribute tasks equally 
among the available processors: Any 
processor can service any task. 

A single program doesn ' t execute any 
faster on a symmetric multiprocessor 
system than it would on a single-CPU 
computer. But five programs can run si

multaneously on a five-processor sys
tem and get the same performance as if 
each were running on its own system. 

Don ' t confuse multiprocessing with 
its more sophisticated cousin, parallel 
processing. Computers that use parallel 
processing divide a task into many 
parts, run each part simultaneously on 
a different CPU , and then combine the 
results when the program finishes . This 
approach works well for a single, huge 
numerical simulation or for any prob
lem that you can break down into sepa
rate sections and calculate indepen
dently. 

processes . They don't take full advan
tage of this computer's multiprocessor 
power. When run on the MultiAccess 
system with the minimum of background 
multiprocessing administration, the 
standard benchmarks turn out results 
that are about the same as those produced 
on other single-processor 25-MHz i486 
computers BYTE has tested. 

As an alternative, the BYTE Unix Lab 
developed a simple multiprocessing 
benchmark that runs multiple, concur
rent copies of the Dhrystone2 test used 
in BYTE's Unix benchmark suite. (Be
cause of some program changes, the 
Dhrystone2 results in the Multiprocessor 
benchmark test aren't comparable to 
those in the Unix benchmark test.) I ran 
the test 13 times, increasing the number 
of concurrent tasks each time until I 
reached 100. Each test returned a sepa
rate Dhrystone result for each concurrent 
process. 

The lower curve in the figure shows 
the average Dhrystones per task, which 
begin to drop after five concurrent pro
cesses. With five processes, it was clear 
which process was running on the 386 on 
the SCSI board. The processes running 
on the four i486 modules averaged 
16,667 Dhrystones per second; the fifth 
process, running on the 386, generated 
just 8696 Dhrystones per second. 

The higher curve in the figure adds 
the results for each test to illustrate the 
total amount of processing power avail
able as a function of the number of pro
cesses running. Total CPU power in
creased linearly as I added up to five 

MULTIPROCESSOR BENCHMARKS 
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BYTE's Multiprocessor test runs multiple copies ofthe Dhrystone2 test concurrently. 
I ran the test 13 times, adding more tasks on each pass. Each instance ofthe 
Dhrystone2 returns its own result. The lower curve expresses the results as average 
Dhrystones per task. The higher curve shows the aggregate Dhrystones for all tasks 
in a given test. While the average Dhrystones per task decline rapidly after five, the 
total number ofDhrystones increases until the number oftasks approaches I 00. 
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Port 4GB mainframe programs to 80386s with · i 'ler. ~he 
Wmner of PC Maguz~-1 e er. New Vers10n 3.0 
and OS include: Edit irt y upport , DESQview Support , New 
Documentation and it i1 unllme Licenses. mL-EM!.l2 $895 051386 $395 

F77L Lahey Personal Fortran 77 
The compiler of choice among reviewers and New Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77. Debugger, 
professionals . Includes a Debugger, Editor, Editor, Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft 
Profiler, Linker, Make Utility, Weilek and 386 and Borland C interfaces, 400 page Manual , 
Real-Mode Support, Graphics. $595 Unbeatable Price. $99 

Contact us to discuss our produc 
Lahey Computer Systems. Inc. P.~s and your needs. (BOO) 548-4778 

Tel (702) 831-2500 FAX (?O~ox 6091 . lnclme Village. NV 89450 
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processes , after which the total Dhry
stones began to climb more slowly , fi 
nally leveling off as the number of pro
cesses approached 100. 

Compute Server for the 1990s 
The MultiAccess system is an impressive 
piece of hardware. With a full comple-

Elly configured, 

the MultiAccess 

system serves 

up to 160 users at 

an average cost 

of less than $500 

per user. 

ment of 33-MHz i486 processors hum
ming away, aggregate system perfor
mance should be capable of exceeding 
150,000 Dhrystones per second. The 
system's outstanding performance and 
capabilit ies make it ideal for use as a 
compute server on a LAN , as well as for 
supporting many terminal users . 

The cost of adding a single processor 
board to the MultiAccess is about what 
you would pay for a stand-alone i486 
computer: $5999 for a 25-MHz board 
and $7499 for the 33-MHz unit. A fully 
loaded Model 20 with six 25-MHz i486 
CPUs costs roughly $60,000, depending 
on how much memory you add . Fully 
configured, the MultiAccess serves up to 
160 users at an average cost of less than 
$500 per user, excluding the cost of ter
minals ($500 each) . 

The MultiAccess system is well suited 
to environments where many users must 
access the same large data sets and then 
run CPU-intensive analyses of the data . 
Its centra ll y located multiprocessor 
CPUs and disk storage make it easy to 
manage such a system , and adding new 
users is as easy as stringing a new serial 
cable . • 

John Unger is a scientist who works for 
the U.S. government in the Washington, 
DC. area. He can be reached 011 8/X as 
"Junger. " 
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The FastCache-SX upgrade board (left) fits into a /6-bit /SA slot and connects to an 

ATsystem's 286 socket by way ofa special plug and cable. The Cumulus 386SX card 

(right) plugs directly into the 286 CPU socket. Both accept an 80387SX FPU. 

HARDWARE 

SX Upgrade Boards: 
Not for the Fainthearted 

STEVEN J. VAUGHAN·NICHOLS 

the face if it, 386SX upgrade0n 
boards seem like a great idea. The 
millions of perfectly good AT-class 

computers in use are the equal of any 
386SX personal computer in graphics, 
mass-storage, and memory capacities. 
Their only shortcomings are lack of 
speed and their inability to run 32-bit ap
plications. Despite this, the market bas 
been quite slow to accept 386SX upgrade 
boards. Two products that attempt to 
buck this trend and revitalize the legion 
of older 286 machines are Cumulus's 
J86SX and Micro Way's FastCache-SX. 

Both products have several strikes 
against them. Strike one: They're expen
sive. For the $495 minimum price of an 
SX upgrade board, you can buy a brand
name SX motherboard from direct-mail 
distributors. Strike two: There can be as 
many potential compatibility problems 
lurking for users ofSX upgrade boa.rds as 
there are for someone who decides to re
place the entire motherboard. I tested 
both boards on several machines, includ
ing a Compaq Deskpro 286 and several 
IBM PC clones, and recommend that 
only experienced PC users work with 
them. 

Cumulus 386SX 
The Cumulus 386SX is a daughterboard 
that plugs into your system's CPU sock
et. It runs at the same clock speed as the 
original286 CPU, so you ' re buying the 
advantages ofa 32-bit processor and not a 
boost in speed. 

The daughterboard itself is tiny-ap
proximately the size of a 31h-inch floppy 
disk label-and it includes a socket for an 
80387SX math coprocessor. It fits into 
AT systems that use either the pin-grid
array 286 processor socket or the plastic
lead less-chip-carrier (PLCC) socket . 
You can't use it in machines that use the 
three types of leadless-chip-carrier sock
ets. The daughterboard itself costs $495. 
If you want to add a math coprocessor, 
you'll have to ante up another $95 for a 
special cable kit. I tested the board with a 
math coprocessor installed. 

Installation is a snap for old bands at 

hardware tinkering, but hardware nov
ices should seek expert help rather than 
attempt the operation themselves. In 
some cases, clearance around the CPU 
socket may prevent you from installing 
the daughterboard. Assuming you have 
room to install the card, the first step is 
to set the 386SX's speed with a jumper. 
Then you remove the 286 chip (PLCC 
sockets require a special extraction tool 
that Cumulus sells for $50). Finally, you 
plug the daughterboard into the old 
socket. That's the basic procedure, but 
the exact method varies depending on 
your system's architecture. The installa
tion guide covers these variations in 
painstaking detail. 

That's the good news. The bad news is 
that merely installing the Cumulus board 
won't turn your AT into a 386SX-com
patible clone. In fact, it may not work at 
all. Cumulus, like MicroWay, maintains 
a list of compatible machines. If your 
computer isn't on it, be ready for trouble. 
Fortunately , Cumulus will refund your 
money, plus return shipping, if you can't 
get the board to work. 

Even in "compatible" machines, it's 
likely that your motherboard won 't mesh 
perfectly with the new processor. This 
means that while some protected-mode 
software requires Cumulus software 
drivers to work properly, other software 

(notably Windows 3.0) won't work right 
with the drivers installed. To the com
pany's credit, a separate sheet docu
ments these and other, more minor com
patibility problems. 

Another potential drawback with the 
Cumulus board is that, except for the 
CPU, it runs at the motherboard's clock 
speed. The CPU itself runs at twice the 
speed of the system up to the limit of its 
inherent capacity. This creates a data I/0 
bottleneck that keeps you from realizing 
the full advantage of the higher-speed 
processor. 

You do get some performance advan
tages, but users looking for a perfor
mance boost will be disappointed. As the 
BYTE benchmarks show (see the fig
ure), a Cumulus-augmented system was 
sometimes slower than an unmodified 
Compaq Deskpro 286. Some software, 
like the PKzip data-compression utility, 
detects the 386SX chip and uses 386-spe
cific instructions to boost performance, 
but few other programs do this. 

While no one is likely to buy this 
board for its speed, it does have other 
advantages aside from enabling the use of 
386-specific software. The board comes 
with drivers and programs that make ex
tended memory emulate UM 4 .0 ex
panded memory and let you use high 
memory for memory-resident programs. 

continued 
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ACTION SUMMARY 

• 386SX UPGRADE BOARDS 

• WHATTHEYDO 
SX upgrade boards replace the 
286 CPU in your AT system with a 
386SX. 

• 	WHATYOU'LL LIKE 
Both products let you run 32-bit 
applications that require a 386
class CPU. The FastCache's on
board 16- or 20-MHz clock and 
32K-byte CPU cache also make 
your old 286 system run faster . 

• 	 WHATYOU'LLDISLIKE 
Installation can be a nightmare
particularly with the FastCache 
board-and you may encounter 
additional software compatibility 
problems after you get the system 
running. Both boards are also 
relatively expensive. 

II WHATWERECOMMEND 
Buy only if the vendor has tested 
its board with your computer. The 
Cumulus board offers 386 
compatibility but no performance 
gain; the FastCache offers both. 
Consider, however, that you can 
buy a comparable 386SX 
motherboard by mail order for less 
than the cost of either of these 
upgrade boards. 

• 	 WHATYOU'LLPAY 
$590 for the Cumulus 386SX card 
with connector cable; $690 for the 
MicroWay FastCache-SX 20
MHz 386SX board with 32K bytes 
of SRAM cache and cable. 

• 	 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Cumulus Corp. 
23500 Mercantile Rd. 
Cleveland, OH 44122 
1216) 464-2211 

fox: 1216) 464-2483 
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MicroWoy, Inc. 
Research Park 
P.O. Box79 

Kingston, MA 02364 

1508) 746-7341 

fax: (508) 746-4678 
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These procedures aren't as smooth as 
those of QEMM from QuarterDeck, but 
they do increase the board's utility . 

Another plus for Cumulus is that the 
technical documentation, while brief, is 
complete and to the point. Cumulus tech
nical support is provided by a toll tele
phone line. The knowledgeable and help
ful technical staff quickly and promptly 
answered my questions. Given the array 
of possible compatibility problems from 
this type of upgrade, I can't overstate the 
importance of good support. 

MicroWay FastCache-SX 
Unlike the Cumulus 386SX, which plugs 
directly into the CPU slot, the Micro Way 
FastCache-SX is a three-quarter-length 
board that fits into any 16-bit ISA slot. 
You connect the board to the CPU socket 
by way of a cable. This approach uses up 
a slot in your machine and limits the 
board to ISA-bus systems. MicroWay's 
approach also has its advantages: The 
board includes its own 16- or 20-MHz 
clock, and it uses a 32K-byte on-board 
processor cache (problems with correct
ly monitoring DMA preclude on-board 
caching with the Cumulus design). The 
board also has a socket for an 80387SX 
math coprocessor. 

The boards start at $495 and $595 for 
the 16- and 20-MHz versions , respec
tively. You'll also need the cable that 
connects the board to the CPU socket. 
MicroWay sells this separately for $95 . 
My 20-MHz 386SX board included an 
additional 32K bytes of cache RAM 
($70) , which brought the total price for 
my upgrade to $760. As this went to 
press, MicroWay announced the Fast
Cache Plus, a full-length board that 
holds a CPU and up to 8 megabytes of 
system RAM. MicroWay charges a $100 
premium for the board, which should 
perform memory accesses faster . 

It ' s not surprising that the FastCache 
is much faster than the Cumulus board. It 
zoomed by the Cumulus board on most 
tests. Part of the FastCache performance 
is due its 25-nanosecond static RAM 
cache, which maintains compatibility 
with the slower motherboard and bus. An 
Austek controller directs the cache and 
lets the SRAM function without wait 
states. You run a utility to enable the 
cache and determine what system func
tions to place in it. Once you have deter
mined what options to use, you activate 
the cache with the appropriate flags in 
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. 

However, the instructions don't tell 
you how to determine the appropriate op
tions. Despite an expert knowledge of 
computers and a careful reading of the 

manual, I could only pick up bits and 
pieces of the answer. Trial and error 
while running system benchmarks and 
supplied test programs was the best I 
could do. 

Even with the cache on its best behav
ior, a FastCache system can run into 
compatibility problems. You might find 
interaction problems between extended 
memory and the board. For such prob
lems , MicroWay supplies a utility that 
takes over the system services interrupt 
to improve performance. The problem 
with this approach is programs like Win
dows 3 .0 ' s SMARTDRV disk cache, 
which also use this interrupt. 

But even these software aids may not 
be enough to get your system up and run
ning with the FastCache. For example, 
your BIOS might not be able to cope with 
the faster processor speed. The most 
common symptom is intermittent prob
lems with floppy disk drive access. The 
fix for this , as described in the manual , 
is to upgrade your BIOS (MicroWay sells 
a compatible Phoenix 386 ROM BIOS for 
$50) . 

Installation Blues 
MicroWay claims that you can install the 
FastCache in any AT. I didn't find this to 
be the case- and I know my way around 
under the hood of a PC clone. And the 
testing engineers in the BYTE Lab are 
masters at installing recalcitrant hard
ware . Despite our combined efforts and 
extensive MicroWay technical assis
tance, we failed to get the board up and 
running on AT clones from Austin, Gate
way , and Swan . In working to resolve 
these problems, MicroWay discovered a 
compatibility problem with 286 systems 
that use the Chips & Technologies Neat 
chip set. MicroWay was designing a fix 
at press time. 

We did get the board to work on a 
Compaq Deskpro 286, but even that was 
a chore. One aspect of the installation in
volves inserting a plug into the 80287 
socket . In the Deskpro 286, and only in 
this system, you must cut the connection 
between pins 25 and 26 on the plug. An
other problem is access. In many cases, 
drive bays and other components block 
access to the CPU and/or FPU socket, 
which means pulling the motherboard to 
complete the installation. 

I recommend that only the most griz
zled hardware veterans try to install the 
MicroWay board. The manual won 't be 
much help. It's poorly organized and 
lacks an index . Luckily , MicroWay has 
excellent technical support that's only a 
toll call away. Better yet, you can have 
TRW, a company specializing in on-site 
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our friendly. knowledgeable sales sraff 11'/lo will rake rhe rime to 
talk wirh you to undersTand your specific requirements. To furTher 
assist you. we maintain a staff ofTechnical consul rams available to 
answer in-depth technical questions on products; and to help 
cusTomers in identifying applications to meeT their needs. 

Please Nore: The applications listed in this ad represem only a 
small sample of the Windows and OSI2 Presemarion Manager 
producTs available Through GUI Clearing House. Call us for 
pricing 0 11 any Windows or Presemarion Manager application. 
We' II prompTly ge t pricing and avai/abiliry for you. 
CALL TODAY! 

Connectlvlly Publishing/Graphics 

Business Session for Windows....... .....269 Adonis Clip-Art Window Shopper...... 42 

DaVinci eMAIL for Windows ................959 Aldus PageMaker.................................499 
DynsComm (Windows) ... ....................259 
DynsComm Ellte........ .........................399 
Faxit! for Wlndows................................ 179 

Archetype DESIGNER ........ .. . ...........795 
Arts &Leners Graphics Editor ........... .. 509 
CA Cricket Graph v1.3 ....................... 159 

MicroPhone 11 ................ .......................259 CA Cricket Prasents ..........................349 

Network Courter..............................CALL Corel DRAW12.0 ..... ............................399 
TERM for Windows .............................. t 79 DoDOTI (screen capturelconvert) ....... 139 

Windows Workstetlon .......................559 lmsge-ln Full Psk ...............................679 

WlnComm .......................................... .139 Image-In Scan & Paint ........ ........... .... 139 

WinTerm........ ............... ...... ........ .......... 409 lmsge Prep............. ............................. 269 
Import for Windows ...... ........................ 259 

Tax Preparallon lnstsnt ORGchsrtlng........................NEW 

MaclnTax 1040 Personal ....................69 Micrografx Charisma ............................349 

if:X Personal Tax Analyst ........... .........69 
MaclnTax State Supplements (call) .... 69 
TaxView Professional Series .. .... ........call 

Micrografx Designer 3.01 .................... .469 
Microsoft Office for Windows ................call 
Picture Publisher .......... ... ........ ......... .... 489 
PowerPolnlfor Windows ...... ........... 335 

Generai/Productlvlly/Utltllles 
Adobe Type Manager ........................ .... 59 
Asymetrix Toolbook.............................. 309 
BeckerTools2.0 ............. ............... ....... 119 

PubTech Mu~I-Tack ............................. 139 
Scrspbook+ 2.1 (Eikon) ..................... 129 
Ventura Gold Series for Windows.. .... .. 559 
WordSCSn Plus (Calera) ....................795 

Distinct Back·up ...................................119 
hDC Icon Designer............................... 49 
IBM Current 1.1 ....................................259 

Word Processing 
Ami' ver t .2 .......................................... 159 
Ami' Professional ver 1.2 ........... .. ........319 

Icon Pek 11................... ...........................89 Gram-maHkfor Windows ..... ................. 79 

PackRat 3.0 ..........................................315 Language Master for Windows .............. 89 

PackRat Network (3 User) ...................579 
Personal Librarian ................ .. .............. 859 

NBI Legacy .........................................359 
Palantir Windows Spell 3.0 ... ................. 89 

PLUS tor Windows (Spinnaker).........279 Word for Windows .............. .................329 

Printer Control Panel (LaserTools) ...... 139 Financial/Accounting 
Publisher's Powerpak ................. ........... 69 Accounting by Design ........................ 1059 
PubTech File Orgsnlzer.....................159 Biz-Nix Accounting Penner..............299 
SmsrText (Samna) .............................. 409 Bookkeeping by Design .......................559 
WldeAngle!Windows. ......................... 119 CCA Enhsncsd Business Pkg ....... .. 795 
Windows/On The World ........ ...............409 Evolve (ASI) ................ ......................... 169 
Windows Shopper's Guide .................15 CCA Active Payroll....... .. ................... NEW 
YourWay(Prisma).. .............................. call CCA Job Costing Module............... NEW 

PM APPLICATIONS 
Active Ute for PM ........................... ..... 139 
Aldus PageMaker lor PM ........... ......... 579 
Asymetrlx Too/Book for OS/2........ NEW 
Brief lor OS/2 ....................................... 229 
CASE:PM for Cor C++ .................... 1895 
CASE:PM for MicroFocus Cobol ....... 2369 
ChlpChat (Cawthon) ........................... 279 
Collage PM ........................................ 179 
Coral Drawl for PM............................. call 
DeScribe ...... .... .... .......... ........... ........... 529 
Excel lor PM ....................................... 349 
HyperACCESS/SforOS/2........ ........... 169 
Lotus 1-2-3/G....................................... 579 
Micrografx Designer ............................ 509 
Mull/scope tor 0512.... ........ ...... ......... 349 
Nexpert Object, PM Runtime.............. 929 
Object·1/PM (MOBS) ............. .............. 895 
OS/2 PM Softset (Microsoft)................ 129 
OS/2 PM Toolkit (Microsoft)................ 409 
PackRat lor PM .... ........... ...... .............. 339 
PackRat PM Network (3 User) ............ 579 
Perspective tor OS/2 ........................ 259 
O+EIPM ver 2.5 ................................... 139 
Relish........................................... ..... NEW 
AT-Graphics (FSI) ............................... 959 
RT-Graphics Toolkit wlsource (FSI).... 649 
Sms/ITsllc!VPM.................................. 339 
SpeedEdit for OS/2........... ................... 255 
SpeedEdll tor PM... .. .. ......... ......... ...... 255 
Sytos Plus/PM (Sytron)...................... 259 
WideAng/e for PM........ ...................... 119 
Wingz (lnformix) ................................. 359 
Word tor OS/2 PAl (Microsoft)............ .call 
WordPer1ect 5.0 for OS/2 ................... . 339 
Win PRO/PM (Xian) .............................. 379 
Zortech c.. OS/2 Compiler Option. 139 
Zortech c.. OS/2 Dev Edition ......... 489 

HARDWARE, etc. 
Image Scanners 

Logitech ScanMan 256/PC·AT............ 409 
LogitechScanMan 256/MCA ........ .. .... 509 
Mlcrotek scanners ................. ... .... .... .... call 

Boards 
ATI8514/Uitra ................................... NEW 
NEC Graphics Engine Brd 16 (AT] ..... 689 
NEC Graphics Engine Brd 256 (AT) ...969 
Paradise 85 t4A Plus (AT] ................... 699 
Paradise 8514A Plus (MCA) ............... 759 
Intel SatisFAXtion board............. .. .. ...NEW 

MuiiiMedla Products 
Super VideoWindows ... .... ......... .. ...... NEW 
VideoLinX:FRAMEBUFFER... .......... NEW 
XYXIS 600Mb Erasable Optical Drv .NEW 

GUI Clearing House offers a fitllline 
ofhardware irems selecTed to augmeru 
rhe Windows, Presentation Manager, 
and MultiMedia basecl platfomiS. If 
you don ' r see a particular irem. 
jusr ask ..... we will promptly obtain 
pricing and a1•ailahlity for you. 
Call us TODAY! 

PAYMENT . VIP, Mal ltiirCard, Oiner1 Club and C11tte B11nd1e accepted. Pertonal and company checks accepted. Please allow 2 weeka tor proeesslng. CorPQrate lind lnstlMional purchase Otders aubjeG1 10 credit approval and a minimum 

~~·~~~r':Jb~S~~5~0~~~ri~gc~~-.o~";%d;:;•,;,i~~~ :m~~~t.c;,~.~·~~~:::i;,:~~~~~~:~~~~~ro:~~~r~~~~r~:~~~~r0:~:nr~re~~r!:.~~a~n~~~~ ::~ts ooudd '"" Un llttd States. 
TERMS · All pr':/'ua, cany mai'M.Ifacturer's waTJantlt:s only. Product warranties , guomntetl , rebates, trial per1od prh1lktglfl , or olllit promotional program• are hancled by the manutacturer. Detective \ems replaced or repaired ot our disetetlon 
All retutned h&ml must be sceompanied by a re!um material authorization (RMA) number. There Is a 15% restoddflljllee on no,...defectlve merchandise. Shipping Is non-refundable. Opened software end olher conaumablea are 
non·refundable . We can no1 gua~ntee compalib ll!ty. Item availability, price, tarms. and poHcies si.Oject to change without notioo. OrephiCIII Uaer lnterf.c• CLEARING HOUSE Ia not liable lor dameoe due to omissions or typographtcal 
errors. Melli ng addrots Is Oflphlcal Uaer lntert~ee CLEARING HOUSE: P.O. Bo• 10, Sandy Hook, CT 06482. (203) 428. -4624 Copyright 0 1990 GUI CLEARING HOUSE. All rights reseNed. 110110 
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SX UPGRADE BOARDS 


i
... 

1 
. I It . ~ 

It 1 '"., 1' 1 • j' f . 
J I ' ,. -  o\

•• 
I 4"'-

DeSkpfO 286 ' ; 

with Cumulus 386SX 

with FastCache 386-SX 

Deskpro 386s/20 

Zeos386/SX 

I': .~ 

Deskpro286 

with Cumulus 386SX 

with FastCache 386-SX 

Deskpro 3865120 

Zeos 386/SX . ~' .. ' ... ,. 
lr I •h; 

l· ~ .• il 

... ~-..-· OcPu DFPu . Vld80-. 
CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS 

For application and low· level berchmarks, resuns are 1nclexed and Show rela11"" performance; for each 
ond1111dual ~nclex . an 8-MHziBM AT rLW>ning MS. DOS 3 .30  1. For all bencllmarks. hogher numbers ondicate 
belle< performarce. 

LINPACK 
(single) 

(MFLOPS) 

Dhrystones 
(Dhry./sec.) The BYTE low·level benchmark su1te oclentofies performance differences bel.....,n machones at the hardware 

level ; the apphcalion berchmarks evaluate real·wor1d performance by runnong a standard lest su<le usong 
commercially available applications Applicat1on indexes 1nducle tesls uSing the following programs. Word · 
processong: WordPerfect 5.0 ; Desktop Publislung: Aldus PageMake< 3.0; Database: Borland Parac!Ox 3.0 and 
Ashton-Tate dBASE IV; Compole<s: Microsolt C 5.1 and Borland Turbo Pascal5.5 ; CAD: AutoCAD release Deskpro 286 with 

Cumulus 386SX 
FastCache-SX 

Deskpro 386s/20 

Zeos 3861SX 

0.08 
0.15 
0.16 

0.08 

3344 
6618 

7938 
5760 

10 and Generic CADD level 3 1.1 .5; Soentofic/EngoMering: Stata release 2 . MathCAD 2.5. and PC- Ma~ab 
3.5f; and Sp<eadsheel. Lotus 1·2·3 release 3.0 and MICrosoft Exce12. 1 

The BYTE Lab introduced ve~S~On 2.0 of the DOS berchmarks on the August 1990 ossue (see ''BYTE 's New 
Bencllmarks: New Loolks. New Numbers" ) Berchmark results lor machines r8VIa-d LW>de< prevoous 
ve~S~ons aren't direcl1y comparable. To obtaon a copy of the bencllmarks. joon the loslfnQS area of the 
byle.bmarks conlerence on BIX or contac1 BYTE d~reclly . 

computer repairs , install the board for 
you for an additional fee . But why both
er? All the help in the world may not be 
enough. When the FastCache works, it 
works like a dream. But it doesn't always 
work. 

As stated earlier, the company does 
maintain a list of systems that the board 
works with , and you 'd be well advised to 
stick to that list . If you do venture into 
unexplored territory, MicroWay has a 
30-day money-back guarantee and will 
pay for return shipping if the board does 
not work. 
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Three Strikes 

You 'll need technical expertise and pa

tience to install either of these boards. 

Even when they work , you ' ll probably 

run into some software incompatibilities. 

And the prices are just too high for what 

you get . 


However, if you ' re convinced that an 
upgrade board is the way to go, and 
you're not a hardware wizard , the Cumu
lus 386SX is the better choice. It won't, 
however, boost performance substantial
ly . Ifyou know the interrupt tables better 
than the multiplication tables and are 

willing to spend extra money for better 
performance, give the MicroWay Fast
Cache a try. Better yet , invest in a new 
386SX motherboard. You can buy a 16
MHz 386SX motherboard and I MB of 
RAM for less than $400 by mail order. 
Installing it takes a little bit more work, 
but you will probably be happier in the 
long run. • 

Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols is a freelance 
writer and a consultant in Lanham , 
Maryland. You can reach him on BIX as 
"sjvn. " 



In college, you would have killed 

for MathCAD. So why aren't you


calculating with it now? 


100,000 engineers and scien
tists already let MathCAD do 
their calculations for them. 

Now that college is far behind 
you, perhaps it's time you graduated 
from sprea~heets, calculators and 
ptogranumng. 

Because in today's working world 
of engineering and science, there's 
no time for anything Jess than 
MathCAD. The software that lets 
you perform engineering and 
scientific calculations in a way 
that's faster, more natural, and less 
error-prone than any calculator, 
spreadsheet, or program you could 

write yourself. 
Thanks to MathCAD's live 

document interface;· you can enter 
_ • equations anywhere on 

the screen, add text 
to support your work, 
and graph the results. 

It also comes complete 
with over 120 commonly 

Man:h 14, used functions built right 
1989i..ue. · p ..c. fi · 
Besrof '88 m. euect or creatmg 
Besr of '87 complex equations and 
formulas, as well as exponentials, 
differentials, cubic splines, FFIS and 
matrices. 

You get three-dimensional 
plotting, vivid graphing, and the 
ability to import HPGL files from 
most popular CAD programs, 
including AutoCAD~ 

Done calculating? MathCAD 
prints all your analyses in 
presentation-qualiz documents, 
even on PostScript compatible 
printers. 

All ofwhich has made MathCAD 
far and away the best-selling math 
software in the world. In fact, it's 
used by over 100,000 engineers and 
scientists -just like you. 

take full advantage of the 
Macintosh* interface. And a Unix* 
version that utilizes the speed and 
unlimited memory of your U nix 
workstation. 

We also have Applications Packs 
for Advanced Math Statistics, 
Mechanical, Chemical, and 
Electrical Engineering. Each is a 
collection ofadaptable mathematical 
models, designed to let you start 
solving your real world problems 
right away. _ 

For a free 
MathCAD demo 
disk, or upgrade 
information, dial 
1-800-MATH CAD 

(in MA, 617-577
1017). Or see 
your software 

dealer. 
Available for mM* compatibles, Macintosh 
computers, and Unix workstations. 
TM and tl signify manufac:rurcr1

S mde.mark. or registe~d 
trademark, resp<crivdy. 

l-800-MATHCAD 

MathC'Ao· 

There's MathCAD for the PC. MllthCAD 2.5 in&lude.s 3-D plorting, HPGL sketch 

impon, 11nd PbstScript output. MathCAD for the Mac, written to MathSoft, Inc., 201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 

U. K.: Adepl cienlific 0462-480055; France: ISECEGOS l-46092768; Gem>any: oflline 07802-4036; Japan: CR 03-66 -9762; Finland: Zenex Oy 90-692-76TI: llaly: Channel 02-4229441. PS£ #3 
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REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK 


the window box, but you won't see how it 
looks on the page until you exit the para
graph text window . In the display, you 
can selectively change kerning , fonts, 
spacing, and text rotation. Changing the 
paragraph box size changes margins, not 
the font size . 

3-D Made Easy 
A picture is worth a thousand words, so 
to test some of the enhancements in ver
sion 2.0, I recreated the 2-D soup can 
label from my version I. I review and 
turned it into a 3-D soup can (see photo 
1). I tested Corel Draw on a Gateway 
2000 386/33 with an ATI Wonder+ 
(800- by 600-pixel, 256-color) driver. 

The conversion from 2-D to 3-D was 
easy. Highlights were simply a matter of 
blending two objects . Blends were so 
easy and fast that I kept trying variants, 
such as adding increments and changing 
colors. To curve the objects to a can 
shape and scrunch the sides, I grouped 
the objects, applied the envelope effect, 
and used snap-to guidelines to position 
envelope nodes precisely. Corel Draw 
did the rest of the work. 

The can top started life as an ellipse, 

Photo 2: The can top was created by first 
drawing an ellipse, which was then 
reshaped using a perspective tool and 
filled with graded shading. 

and then I reshaped it with a perspective 
tool and filled it with a 60-degree linear 
fountain for realistic shading (see photo 
2). I tried several ellipses before I got it 
right. The hardest part was the can rim , 
which turned out to be trivial once I real
ized that I could add my own arrowheads 
to a line. I added a vertical vanishing
point perspective to the complete can so 
that it would look real, right down to the 
dent that the supermarket bagger gave it. 

By the time I got to the rim, the draw

ing was complex, and the split-screen 

redraw was slow . As I mentioned earlier, 

rescaling with rulers set in points or pi

cas caused Corel Draw to bomb, but the 

final results more than compensated for 

any problems. 


2.0Kudos 

Compared to competitors like Micro

grafx's Designer 3.0 (see "New Adven

tures in Graphic Design," August 1990 

BYTE), Corel Draw 2.0 is my choice for 

drawing software. With all its embellish

ments, it's still easy to use; its interface 

is still intuitive. 


Also, the pictures look great. My 
boss, who knows the limits of my artistic 
ability , looked at a printout and asked, 
"You did that?" I couldn't have done it 
without this new version. I'm delighted 
with Corel Draw because it makes me 
look so talented. • 

Reviewer's Notebook provides new infor
mation- including version updates, new 
test data, long-term usage reports , and 
reader feedback-on products previously 
reviewed in BYTE. 

DOS IN EPROM 

Or any other code, for that matter! PromKit allows 
you to create Eproms that look like read-only disk 
drives in your PC-compatible systems. Use PromKit 
even ifyou're not a programmer. Just use PromKit 
to convert any disk into EPROM images for your 
Prom blaster! Copy system files, batch files, dataflies, 
or anything else you want. Use Proms for read-only, 
SRAMS for read-write! IDdudes source code in C. 
Over 180 pages, including disk, only $179. Includes 
schematics for add-in boards. ..... a.~.~ \\ 'L•'II lllL'illlk ;J lrl'L' L'l'Jl} ul lllL' pud,L'I 

-' -' ~IIL'd .\T- \T llandhook h.\ ( 'hoi"Sl'l' and 
Fos t l' l' 11 i I h L' ~1L·i1 !'ru1nl\. 11 i I 1 llll lllL'llllllll 1!11' :td 11 11 L'll 

\ lllllll'lkr. ( )IL'lllii'~L· .I!Jj, \l) .l)) I ~tilll' I ~ ~~~,p ;1\ :11i:1bk 

h1 . ihL·II. ( h hu1 . li1 L' or llHliL' lu1 unl1 \ .'1 .(11) L':IL'il. 

I M I 800-462-1042 IE8 
619-271-9526 

Annabooks 
FAX 619-592-006112145 Alta Carmel Ct., Suite 250 

San Diego, CA 92128 Money-back gua.-anlee 

Don't Move! 
without telling 

IJVJE 

Clip out form below 

and maillo: 

BYTE Magazine 

P.O. Box 555 


Hightstown, NJ 08520 


At lea<t 8 weeks before you mO\'e, please gi ve us your 
new address and/or name change 

(Please Print ) 

New address. name 

Name ------ - - --- - - -----
Address _____ __________Apt. ___ 


City 

State _ ____________Zip _ _ _ _ _ 


Prinl current name and address 

(or affix the mailing label from your current issue of BYTE here) 


Curren! address. name 


Name - --- --------------
Address _ ______________ Apt. _ _ _ 


City 

Statc __________ _ _ _ Zip ____ _ 


~------------------------~ 
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Jameco 16M Hz 80386SX Motherboard Jameco l6MHz 
80386SX Computer Kit 
• 2MB RAM (expandable to 8MB) 
• 200 Watt power supply 
• 101 -key keyboard • Multi 1/0 Card 
• Toshiba 1.44MB. 3.5" noppy drive 
• DR DOS 5.0 and QAPius diagnostic software 

$1199.95/JE3816 
monitor exira 

Jameco VGA Card 

Jameco 33M Hz 32KB Cache 
80386 Computer Kit 
• 4MB RAM (expandable to 16MB) 
• 300 Watt power supply 
• 6 half-height drive bays 
• llll -key keyboard • Multi 1/0 Card 
• Toshiba 1.44MB, 3.5" floppy drive 
• DR DOS 5.0 and QAPius diagnostic 

software 

$2599.95/ JE3833 
moni1or ex 1m 

Conner IDE Hard Drive 

Terms: !>rices arc subjem to chang,c whhou( notice_ lte.us subjee( to :1\'llilabili ly :1nd prior .sa le . Corupl c t..: li.sl ol tcrm s/ warmnlics is <1\'a ilahh.: upon n:quc~t . 



0825 Connectors 
Jameco 20MHz 32KB Cache 

80386SX Computer Kit 

• AMI Motherboard with 32KB cache. 4MB RAM 

(expandable to 16MB) 
• 200 Watt power supply Memory Modules 
• I 0 1-key keyboard • Multi 1/0 Card Jameco Breadboards and ~ 
• Toshiba 1.44MB. 3.5" floppy drive 
• DR DOS 5.0 and QAPlus diagnostic software • Metex Multimeters # ~# 
$1899.95/JE3820!!!:: mnnitor cxlr.t ~i·-.:.-.~ ~~## 

• .,.. EPROMs-.:.; ... -. -..
·-,. -; 

Axial and Radial Capacitors 

All trade names are re&istered trademark.~ uf their respec tiq; compowies. Circle147 on Inquiry Cord. © 4/ 9t jaml'CV ElectronicComponcrHs/ Compulcr Products 



C++ Your 386, 486 & i860! 

The key to taking full advantage of your lntBI 
32-bit CPU is a Miaoway globally optimized 
compiler. The latest, NDP c++, Is ideally suited 
to writing numerically intensive applk;ations. c++ 
makes it possible lor the user to define his own 
types and specify how they get handled by the 
compiler. For example, where all C compilers 
automatically extend lloats to double, thus slow
Ing up coprocessors ~ke the 3167 and 4167, 
NDP c++ (and Fortran) handles single precision 
library cans with no loss of speed. In addition, it 
Is possible to define new types, and their 
operators, like complex numbers and matrices. 

NDP c++ is a lull AT&T releue 2.0 OOI'npatible 
c++ that runs as a compiler as opposed to a 
preprocessor. Since CIs a subaet ol c++, this 

386 , 486 & i860 Compilers 

Our NDP family ol OOI'npilers generate globally 
optimized, mainframe quality code that runs on 
the 386, 486 or i860 In protected mode under 
UNIX, XEN IX, or extended DOS. The com
pilers address 4 gigabytes ol memory while 
supporting the 80287, 80387, Weitek, and 
Cyrix ooprocessors. Applications can mix oode 
!rom all lour oompilers and assembly lan
guage.To simplify your ports, we have just . 
released a lull-leatured, windowing symbolic 
debugger, ClearV~ew-3/486, that works with 
DOS versions or NDP 386 and 486 OOI'npilers. 

NDP Fortran™ is a lull F71 with F66 and DOD 
extensions that is 99% VMS oompatible. 

NDP C™ runs in two mod~&R with Sys V 
and MSC extensions or 100% ANSI as 
validated by Plum Hall. 

NDPPascal™ is a lull ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with 
extensions !rom C and BSD 4.2 Pascal. 

NDP C++"" is a fully AT&T v.2.0 OOI'npalible 
c++ oompller (not a preprocessor) that con
tains a lull ANSI C compiler as a c++ subset. 

NDP C++ 386 and 486 ............... .. ...... ....... . $1195 

NDP-860 compilers .. .. ....... ... .... .. .. .....each $1995 

DOS 386SX versions-NDP Tools Included ....... $595 

DOS 386 versions-NDPTools included ............. $895 

DOS 486 vers ions·NDP Tools lncluded ........... $1195 

UNIX/XENIX versions ........ ...... ......... .. .... ....CALL 

NDP VMEM Virtual Memory Manager ....... .. $295 

NDP Link-Incremental Linker ... .................... $295 


ClearVIew™-3{486Debugger. . .. . ..... $395 
NDPWindows™ Ubrary: $125, CSource:$250 
NDP Plot'.. . .. . .. .. . . . ...... . . . .... $325 
NDP/FFT™N DP or 80x87 version .. . ea. $250 
Halo Professional. .. . ............... $595 

NDP NAG™ Workstation library is a subset or 
the NAG mainframe libraries. It oontalns 172 
routines designed to solve differential equa
tions and e igenvalue problems, perform matrix 
operations, lit curves, do statistics and regres
sion analysis, etc. ...... . . . 386 Version: $895 

RAMpak™ Your Compaq! 

RAMpak™ - one or lour meg 32-bit memory 
expan5ion module for Compaq Oeakpro 386 
20/25 One meg . . $150, Four meg . . $400 

means NDPC++canalsoOOfnpileC programs, 
and it, In !act, passes all the Plum Hall ANSI C 
oonlormanoe tests. NDP c++ is not designed 
to compile old style C programs. II you are 
compiling a C application which Is not ANSI 
compatible, we suggest NDP C , which is both 
ANSI, System V UNIX, and K & R compatible. 

MicroWay's compilers OOfn8 with the features 
you need to simplify porting to tha 32-bit mode 
ol the 386, 486, or 860, including a 99% VAX/ 
VMS compatible FORTRAN and a dual dialect 
C which is UNIX System V and ANSI com
patible. Each NDP OOI'npiler Is designed to take 
maximum advantage of 32-bit protected mode 
operation, Including the 4 gigabyte address 
space ol the processor, plus access to 
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Number Smasher.a!O Is the highest perfor
mance ooprocessor cerci ewr tl run In an ISA or 
EISA bus or as part ol a transputer system. 
Deliwrs up 10 ~ miUion lloaling point operations 
per seoond at 40 MHz and produces owr 12 
double precision Unpad< megaflops. The board 
oomes standard with an ISA Interlace, two 
transputer link adapters, your choice ol NDP 
Fortran, C++, C or Pascal lor lhe 1860 running 
ooder M&OOS, UNIX or SunOS, plus 8 meg of 
high speed memory .. ........... 33 MHz: $6995 
40 MHz: $9200 32 MB version: add $5000 

NDP NAG/860 is a Microway port of the NAG 
workstation library to the 1860 .•. ... . .. . $1495 
NDP Halo 860 Includes HALO Professional 
plus the Microway 860 interlace library ... $895 
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Mlcrowsy's FASTCsche-SX was PC Week's 
"Analysrs Choice" for ATSX scoelerstors. It is 
the Ideal upgrade to run Windows 3.0 on your 
ATas it has outperformedallSXmotherboards 
that have been tested to date. 
FASTCache-SX™- The most cost effective 
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you should seriously oonsider the Number 
Smasher-860. It delivers super-computer 
throughput, running In an ISA bus, lor about the 
price ol a 486 system. With Number Smasher
sao and NDP C-or Fortran-860, you can reoom
plle all or your C or FORTRAN programs and 
run them in any 286, 386, or 486 AT system. 

Microway is still your best source lor numeric 
coprocessors and accelerators . Our 
FASTCache-SX Is the most oompatible AT 
upgrade available. 

For more lnformadon, please call Mlcroway'a 
Technical SUpport Dept at (508) 746-7341. 
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MlcroWay's IBM oompatlble Monoputer, Quad
puler, Vldeoputer, and Unkputer boards work 
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lor your desktop PC. 
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NumberSmasher-486™ 

Personal Worlcstation magazine, June 1990, 
said, "The Number Smasher486 lives up to Its 
name. Its numeric per1ormsnce exceeds that of 
all25-M Hz systems we've tested to date. Itgives 
you top 486 per1ormsnce for the best price.· 
Number Smaaher-486™- Mlcroway's family 
ol 486 motherboards Includes ISA and EISA 
models running at 25 and 33 MHz. All take 
advantage ol 486 Burst mode and the top ol the 
line includes a 256K second level cache and 
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UNDER THE HOOD 

BRETT GLASS 

SPARC REVEALED 


n 1987, Sun Microsystems announced the Sun-4, 
the first computer system based on a new CPU 
architecture called SPARC (Scalable Processor 
Architecture) . Unlike the Motorola 68000 family 
of microprocessors in Sun 's earlier workstations, 

SPARC was a RISC processor. The CPU was contained 
in a 20,000-gate Fujitsu array when most commercial 
microprocessors were five to 10 times more complex. 
Also unlike the others, which were second-sourced by 
few vendors , SPARC was positioned as an open archi
tecture that was clonable by all. Sun hoped this would 
eliminate dependence on any one chip vendor. 

Since that time, SPARC has become more than a 
CPU architecture. It's a family of standards; an array 
ofchips from at least half a dozen vendors; a vehicle for 
standardized, shrink-wrapped Unix software; and the 
foundation upon which dozens of manufacturers are 
basing new workstation products . 

Licensees with current or potential SPARC imple
mentations include Fujitsu, Cypress Semiconductor, 
Bipolar Integrated Technology, LSI Logic, Texas In
struments, Solbourne/Matsushita, Philips , Harvest 
VLSI Design Center, and Systems and Processes Engi
neering. BIT is working on the first emitter-coupled 
logic SPARC implementation, while LSI Logic, TI, and 
Cypress are racing to develop next-generation super
scalar SPARCs. Fujitsu's Sparclite.chip set is designed 
to address the embedded market and includes two 
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitters, an in-

ILLUSTRATION. MARCEL DUROCHER ~ 1991 

terrupt controller, counter/ A close look at Sun's 
timers, DRAM refresh, and 
2K-byte on-chip instruction Increasingly popular 
and data caches . architecture for Workstation vendors in
clude Solbouroe , CompuAdd, high-performance
Solarix, Mars Microsystems, 
Opus Systems, ICL, Meiko , workstations 
Tatung, Toshiba, RDI, and 
others. Systems range from 
large file servers, such as ICL's symmetrical multipro
cessing servers, to RDI's laptops. Some vendors buy 
their system boards from Sun or license a design 
created for LSI Logic by Opus Systems; others have de
signed unique implementations. 

A Classic RISC 
To understand SPARC, you must understand RISC. 
The RISC architectural philosophy evolved from re
search projects at the University of California at Berke
ley and Stanford University in the early 1980s. Instead 
of following the trend toward larger and more complex 
CPU architectures, these research groups favored CPU 
speed and simplicity. They believed program memory 
consumption and ease of assembly language program
ming were justifiable trade-offs for improvements in 
optimizing compiler technology (which made assembly 
language coding less necessary) and decreases in the 
price of RAM (which made it less important to have a 
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REGISTER WINDOWING 
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Figure 1: SPARC's register windows consist of24 32-bit registers each, with eight 
registers ofoverlap between successive windows. Because parameters can easily be 
passed in registers, the register file replaces the processor stack for many 
applications. (Courtesy ofSun Microsystems) 

tightly packed instruction set). 
The products of RISC development ef

forts have many features in common, and 
all are part of the SPARC architecture 
(see the text box "RISC Basics" on page 
298). SPARC borrows its basic instruc
tion formats and register-windowing 
scheme from early influential RISCs. 
Most RISC chips use pipelining to allow 
concurrent execution, and SPARC is no 
exception. However, unlike the MIPS 
chips, which allow software to control 
the pipeline, SPARC implements pipelin
ing in hardware to allow implementa
tions to work in different ways. 

A CPU with Windows 
An important concept of SPARC archi
tecture- borrowed from the Berkeley 
RISC chips, the TMS 9900, and other 
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"workspace" machines-is register win
dowing (see figure 1) . At any given mo
ment, a program running on SPARC has 
access to 32 32-bit processor registers. 
These include eight global registers 
(g0-g7) plus 24 registers that belong to 
the current register window. 

The first eight registers in the window 
are called the in registers (i0-i7) . When a 
function, or main program, is invoked, 
these registers may contain arguments 
for that function to use. The next eight 
registers are the local registers; these are 
scratch registers that can be used for any 
purpose while the function executes. 
The last eight registers are the out regis
ters; the function uses these to pass argu
ments to functions it calls. 

When one function calls another, the 
callee can choose to execute a SAVE in

struction. This instruction decrements 
an internal counter , called the current 
workspace pointer, shifting the register 
window downward . The caller's out reg
isters then become the callee's in regis
ters, and the callee gets a new set oflocal 
and out registers for its own use. Note 
that only a pointer has changed; the reg
isters do not need to be saved on a stack. 
The return address also does not need to 
be put on a stack; the CALL instruction 
automatically saves its own address in o7 
(output register 7), which becomes i7 (in
put register 7) if the CWP is decre
mented. Thus, the callee can access the 
return address whether or not it has de
cremented the CWP. 

Despite their names, there is no hard
and-fast rule that says all the ins and outs 
must be used for arguments. Ifa function 
does not have eight arguments, it can use 
some ins as temporary storage if they're 
not already being used for other pur
poses. Similarly, unused outs can be 
used as temporaries; it's up to the com
piler and the operating system to estab
lish conventions. 

Register windows are also used to save 
the processor context when traps, or in
terrupts, occur. SPARC operating sys
tems ensure that there is always an un
used register window below the current 
one. If a trap occurs , the CWP is decre
mented, and the new window saves the 
processor context. Traps on SPARC are 
vectored, making them fast compared 
with some other RISCs. 

The original SPARC chip, as imple
mented by Sun, had seven overlapping 
windows, bringing the total number of 
registers to 7• 16 + 7 (not counting gO), 
or 119 registers. (Large numbers of reg
isters are a hallmark ofRISC chips.) But 
what happens if, due to recursive or 
deeply nested function calls, six levels 
are not enough? In this case, when the 
program attempts to decrement the CWP 
into the last unused window (wh ich must 
be reserved for trap handling), it discov
ers that the window has been marked in
valid in a register called the window in
valid mask register. This causes a trap, 
and the processor has an opportunity to 
"spill" registers to make more room. 
That is, it writes the contents of some of 
them out to memory. 

Similarly, a long series of subroutine 
returns can cause a window underflow, 
which causes the processor to call in a 
trap handler to fill registers from mem
ory. Application programs don't know
and, in fact, cannot know unless the op
erating system is willing to tell them
how many register windows the CPU 
actually has. All spilling and filling of 
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W
hat distinguishes a RISC from 
other CPUs? While there are 
many variations on the theme, 
most RISC processors have 

the following attributes in common: 
Fewer instructions. Studies in the 

early days of RISC showed that most 
compilers used only 30 percent of the 
instruction sets of some complex in
struction-set computers (CISCs), such 
as DEC's VAX, and of those, they used 
20 percent of the instructions more than 
80 percent of the time. RISC processors 
attempt to implement only that 30 per
cent, allowing the chip to be smaller, 
cheaper, and (in theory) faster. 

Fewer instruction fomuJIS. To main
tain simplicity within the CPU design, 
RISCs generally have only a handful of 
possible instruction formats. Usually, 
all instructions are the same length: one 
word. Note that instructions and data 
words are the same size on most proces
sors. This implies that it can take more 
than one instruction to load an arbitrary 
constant into a register. This is true oo 
SPARC, where there' s no load-conslallt 
instruction per se and room only for a 
13-bit immediate operand in the arith
metic and logical instruction formats. 

How, then, do you load a constant 
into a SPARC register? You can set the 
low 13 bits of register iO and clear the 
rest with an instruction such as add 
SgO, const, SiO. (fhe register gO al
ways yields the value 0 when read.) 
Likewise, you can set the high bits of a 
register by executing an instruction 
called SETHI, which loads the upper 22 
bits and zeroes out the rest. A SETHI 
and an add are sufficient to produce any 
32-bit constant. However, because most 
constants used in computer programs 
are small positive and negative num
bers, a single add or or instruction suf
fices in most cases. 

Dummy registers. As shown above, 

RISC Basics 

most RJSCs have a dummy register (gO 
on SPARC) that yields the value 0 when 
read and discards any value written to it . 
Using such a register as a source oper
and provides a convenient way to tum an 
instruction with two sources into an in
struction with a single source without 
complicating the instruction set. Using 
a dummy register as a destination allows 
an operation to be executed strictly to 
set the condition codes. On SPARC, the 
pseudo-instruction cmp S11, S12 is as
sembled as the subtract instruction 
subcc 111, 112, SgO. 

Loodlston arr:hilectun. The only op
erations available to manipulate exter
nal memory are loads and stores; all 
other instructions affect only the on
chip registers. However, some proces
sors, including SPARC, bend this rule 
and implement atomic load/store in
structions. These instructions, which 
may include test-and-set or swap opera
tions, facilitate the design of multitask
ing and multiprocessing systems. 

l.intit«l addressing rruxks. A proces
sor that conforms strictly to the mini
malist RISC philosophy does all ad
dress calculations in registers and has 
only one addressing mode: indirect 
through a register. However, most real
life chips, including SPARC, have regis
ter-plus-displacement modes. SPARC is 
unusual among RJSCs in that it has a 
third addressing mode, which forms a 
memory address by adding the contents 
of two internal registers. Thus, in sys
tems without memory management 
units , one register can hold the base ad
dress of a process ' s memory space, 
while another is used as an index into 
that space. 

No microcode. Because one CISC in
struction can perform many functions , 
CISC code takes up less memory space 
and bus bandwidth than equivalent 
RISC code. RISC proponents argue, 

however, that this is an artifact of the 
early days ofcomputers when RAM was 
more expensive than it is now. The 
RISC philosophy states that better cost/ 
performance can be gained by eliminat
ing microcode and by hard-wiring in
struction decoding and sequencing. 
Simple instruction formats make this 
approach practical . 

Single-cycle execution. Most RISC 
instructions are simple enough to re
quire only a single cycle to execute. 
Many, however, require multiple cycles 
for loads, stores, or complex operations 
such as multiplication and division. 

Mtmy on-chip registers. Most RISCs, 
including SPARC, have ample on-chip 
storage for intermediate results , which 
minimizes time-consuming memory 
operations . The first SPARC implemen
tation had 119 32-bit registers. 

Deferred jumps and calls. Instruc
tions that transfer control from one por
tion of a program to another are diffi
cult to execute in just a single cycle. 
Typically , loading the processor' s in
struction pointer takes one instruction 
titne, while fetching the first instruction 
from the new routine takes another. To 
avoid wasted titne, many RISCs allow 
an additional instruction to be inserted 
into the "delay slot" before the branch 
is actually taken . SPARC does this; 
what's more, it annuls (i.e., does not ex
ecute) the delay instruction if a coodi
tional branch is not taken . 

All these characteristics are typical of 
RJSCs, but experts still differ on pre
cisely what constitutes a RISC and what 
does not. Since RISC has come into 
vogue, the RISC-iness of different ar
chitectures has become a religious is
sue, and virtually every manufacturer 
touts the RISC-Iike aspects of its prod
ucts. Even Intel, in its marketing pitch 
for the i486, claims that this CJSC has a 
RISC at its core. • 

registe rs is invisible to an executing user 
program. The program' s only responsi 
bility is to allocate space, most often on a 
stack, to save its registers during a con
text switch. 

Spilling and filling registers is an es
sential part of Unix multitasking on 
SPARC. During a context switch, most 
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SPARC operating systems , including 
Sun' s SunOS, spill the active register 
windows so that the entire CPU is avail
able to the next process that runs . SPARC 
critics note that saving so much context 
incurs a great deal of overhead. How
ever, the designers argue that since func 
tion calls are more common than context 

switches, more time , on average , is saved 
than lost by th is arch itecture. SPARC 
proponents a lso claim that Unix context 
switches are so time-consuming that jug
gling registers consumes only a fraction 
of that time. 

However, developers who want to have 
fast context switching can still have it: 
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SPARC INSTRUCTION FORMATS 

Format 1 (op = 1 ): CALL 

I I disp30op 

31 29 0 

Format 2 (op =0) : SETHI and branches (Bicc, FBfcc, CBccc) 

31 29 . 28 24 21 0 

Format 3 (op =2 or 3): Remaining instructions 

op rd op3 rs1 i =o I asi l rs2 

op rd op3 rs1 i =1 1 simm 13 

op rd op3 rs1 opt J rs2 

31 29 24 18 13 12 4 0 

Figure 2: SPARC has only three instruction formats . One is used exclusively for 
unconditional subprogram calls . while the others are used for SETHI, branches, 
and arithmetic and logical instructions. (Courtesy ofSun Microsystems) 

112-bit mantissa for applications requir
ing incredible floating-point precision. 
The floating-point unit has 32 32-bit, 
nonwindowed registers , which must be 
saved on a per-context basis . 

Like the 68000, SPARC is " big-en
dian"-it stores multiple-byte objects in 
memory with the most significant byte at 
the lowest address . This was a necessary 
choice for Sun, because it facil itates the 
implementation of Sun's "big-endian" 
protocols: remote procedure call (RPC), 
external data representation (XDR), and 
Network File System (NFS). These pro
tocols can put "little-endian" chips, like 
the Intel 80x86 family, at a disadvantage 
when communicating- a penalty that 
was severe enough to motivate the addi
tion of a new " byte swap" instruction to 
the i486. Floating-point operations are 
specified so that they can execute con
currently with integer instructions, but 
they must appear to the program as if 
everything was done in sequence. 

They can confine each of the processes 
in a multitasking system to a smaller 
group of register windows that are always 
in the processor and ready for use. This 
mode of operation is not the norm on 
Unix systems, but it is useful in compact 
real-time executives such as Ready Sys
tems' VRTX. 

Why Scalable? 
Why did Sun pick the name Scalable 
Processor Architecture? The acronym 
can be interpreted in three ways-two 
technical, one anecdotal. First, the on
chip register file is scalable; it can easily 
be enlarged from eight windows (which 
is its size in most current implementa
tions) to 32 windows. With a large regis
ter file, registers for multiple processes, 
or coroutines, could reside in the CPU 
concurrently. 

Second, SPARC's proponents claim, 
as do all RISC enthusiasts , that because 
the architecture is relatively simple, it's 
easy to scale a particular chip design to 
use smaller signal paths and transistors, 
resulting in tinier, faster chips. This is 
somewhat misleading, since SPARC isn 't 
the only architecture for which this argu
ment is made. All RISC manufacturers 
claim a similar degree of scalability; 
even complex instruction-set computer 
proponents argue (with some justifica
tion) that a thoughtfully designed CISC 
is every bit as scalable as a RJSC . 

The third interpretation-an interest
ing historical footnote-is that the S in 
SPARC originally stood for Sun. Silicon 
Valley folklore says that Sun Microsys
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terns changed the official expansion of 
the acronym when it decided to embark 
on its open architecture strategy. 

A Simple Instruction Set 
with a Few Surprises 
The SPARC instruction set is like that of 
the Berkeley RISC chips in that it has 
three possible instruction formats (see 
figure 2) and 74 possible instructions 
(see the table) , including the floating
point operations. Because the architec
ture standard requires SPARC proces
sors to look the same only to applications 
(not to the operating system), virtually 
any instruction can be emulated if hard
ware isn't present to perform it. For ex
ample, Fujitsu's Sparclite, an inexpen
sive implementation of SPARC designed 
for embedded applications, emulates 
floating-point operations in software. 

The integer data types SPARC sup
ports are signed and unsigned bytes, 16
bit halfwords, 32-bit words, and 64-bit 
doublewords. Also, there is a tagged 
word format in which the 2 least-signifi
cant bits serve as flags to indicate the 
type of the object. In SPARC SmaiiTalk 
and Lisp implementations, these bits are 
both 0 when the rest of the bits contain a 
30-bit integer. Otherwise, they flag the 
uppermost 30 bits as a word-aligned 
pointer to an object of a different class. 

SPARC floating-point numbers can be 
32 (single), 64 (double), or 128 (quad) 
bits long; they conform to the IEEE 754 
standard. The quad format-new in ver
sion 8 of SPARC and seldom before im
plemented in any architecture-uses a 

Delayed Branches 
Among the interesting characteristics of 
SPARC is the way it handles branching. 
Many RISC architectures have delayed 
branches-that is , the instruction follow
ing a branch instruction is executed 
while the processor prepares to transfer 
control to the destination . SPARC, how
ever, implements a novel feature (seen 
also on the Hewlett-Packard Precision 
Architecture) : an annul bit , which al
lows the processor to annul the effects of 
the delay instruction following a condi
tional branch if that branch isn 't taken. 
On processors that implement delayed 
branches but cannot annul the delay in
struction, the compiler must try to fill 
the delay slot with a useful instruction 
whether or not the branch is taken. If, 
however , the delay instruction can be an
nulled , the obvious candidate is the in
struction that would otherwise reside at 
the destination of the branch . Thus, 
SPARC compilers are more likely than 
those for other RISCs to fill the delay slot 
with a useful instruction. 

A useful feature for unconditional 
branches is a branch always instruction, 
which can be made to unconditionally 
annul the subsequent instruction. This is 
useful for debuggers, where it's desir
able to replace a single instruction with a 
branch to a debugging routine . 

The Architecture Evolves 

The original SPARC architecture was re

markable for its omissions as well as its 

special features. Most glaring of the 

omissions was the lack of integer multi

ply , divide, and remainder instructions . 
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Although true to the minimalist RISC philosophy, the SPARC instruction set exposes certain special features, such as 
register windowing, to program control (NIA =not applicable). 

l.oldl Slorel Object to biiOidedlltored 

LDSBILDSBA STSBISTSBA Signed byte 
LDSHILDSHA STSHISTSHA Signed hal!mfd 
LDUBILDUBA STUBISTUBA Unsigned byte 
LDUHILDUHA STUHISTUHA Unsigned hallmfd 
LDILDA STISTA 
LDDILDDA STDISTDA 
LDF STF 
LDDF STDF 
LDFSR STFSR 
NIA STDFO 

LDC STC 
LDDC STDC 
LDCSR STCSR 
NIA STDCQ 

Wcxd 
Doubleword 
Roating point 
Double floating point 
Roating· point state register 
Double (from floating-point-deferred trap 
queue) 
Coprocessor 
Double coprocessor 
Coprocessor state register 
Double (from coprocessor·deferred trap 
queue) 

Aat end ol instruction ~ allernate address space 

Coemlc loedltl0111 1nd aync:hronlzltlon 

LDSTUBILDSTUBA Atomic load/store unsigned byte 
SWAP/SNAPA Swap register with memory 
STBAR Store barrier 
FLUSH Rush instruction memory 

Special reglller manipulation 

ADASRIWRASR 
ROY/WRY 
RDPSRIWRPSR 
RDWIMIWAWIM 
RDTBRIWRTBR 

Read/write ancillary-state register 
Read/write y-register (used in integer multiply/divide) 
Read/write processor-state register 
Readlwrile window-invalid mask 
Readlwrile !rap-base register 

Loglcal/erilhmetlc Branches, calli, Jumpe 

ANDIANDcc 
ANON/ANONce 
ORIOAcc 
ORNIORNcc 
XORIXOAcc 
XNORIXNOAcc 
ADDIADDcc 
ADDXIADDXcc 
SUBISUBcc 
SUBXISUBXcc 
MULScc 
UMUUUMULcc 
SMUUSMULcc 
UDIVIUDIVcc 
SDIVISDIVcc 

Signed multiply 
Unsigned d<vide 
Signed divide 

TADDcciTADDccTV Tagged ADD 
TSUBcdiSUBccTV Tagged SUB 

cc ~ set condition code 
based on result 

ccTV =	modify conditioncodes 
and trap on overflow 

Floetlng point 

F(i,s,d,q)TO(i,s,d.q) 

FMOVs.FNEGs.FABSs 

FSQRT(s.d.q) 
FADD(s.d.q) 
FSUB(s.d.q) 
FMUL(s.d.q) 
FDIV(s,d.q) 
FCMP(s.d.q) 
FCMPE(s.d.q) 
FsMULd 
FdMULq 

AND Bicc Branch on integer condition code 
AND NOT FS.cc Branch on floating-point condition code 

OR CBicc Branch on coprocessor cc 
OR NOT CALL Call and link (return address< o7) 
XOR JMPL Jump and link (return address < o7) 
XORNOT RETI Return from trap 
ADD Ticc Trap on integer condition code 
ADD with carry 

SUB 
SUB with OO" row Register window menagement 

Multiply step SAVE Save caller's window 
Unsigned muniply RESTORE Restore caller's window 

__ _ lll_neou _________MIeee_ __• 

SETHI Set high bits ol register 
NOP No operation 
UNIMP Unimplemented (causes trap) 

Coprocessor 


CPop (implementation dependent) 


Conversions between integer. single. double.quad 

Move betweenfioaling·point regislers with absolute 
values or negatives 
Squar3r001 
Add 
Subtract 
Multoply 
Divide 
Compare 
Compare wilh exception if unordered 
Multiply single.result to double 
Multiple double. result to quad 

Multiplication was accomplished by a 
"multiply-step" instruction (executed 
several times to multiply two registers to
gether) or by shifts and adds (when one 
operand was a constant). Division was 
done entirely in software. 

Many of the trade-offs in the original 
SPARC archit.ecture were based on sta
tistical studies, wh ich showed that cer
tain features-such as hardware multi
ply- would not enhance performance on 
an average system. But as Michael Slater, 
publisher of the newsletter Microproces
sor Report , points out , the results of such 
tactics might be similar to "a statistician 
drowning in a creek whose average depth 
is 3 feet. " Some applications-particu
larly fixed-point graphics and digital sig
nal processing-showed dramatic slow 
downs on machines without hardware 
multiply and divide features, and some 

users reported that their new Sun-4 sys
tems were slower than their old 68000
based Sun-3s. 

Fortunately, there was room for the 
architecture to evolve, and the most re
cent release, version 8, includes multiply 
and divide instructions. (Fujitsu's Spare
lite also implements a divide-step in
struction, but this did not become part of 
the standard.) Programs need to be re
compiled to take advantage of these new 
instructions, but there will be no need 
to keep two version's of the software 
around. As with floating point, the new 
instructions can be emulated on older 
hardware. 

Also in the latest release is a synchro
nization instruction, called Store Barri
er, which flushes out delayed writes in 
multiprocessor systems, and floating
point multiply instructions, which take 

two operands of one precision and pro
duce results at the next higher precision. 
The SPARe-architecture manual now in
cludes , as an appendix, a specification 
for a SPARC Reference memory manage
ment unit. While the MMU isn't actual ly 
part of the SPARC architecture, this doc
ument suggests an MMU architecture 
that many SPARC vendors have copied to 
facilitate operating-system ports . 

A Compendium of Standards 
For SPARC products to proliferate, the 
market requires a well-defined set of 
standards-preferably more solid, reli
able, and verifiable than the de facto set 
that has grown up around the IBM PC. 
To this end, several corporations in
volved with the SPARC architecture have 
founded a nonprofit organization to serve 
as the custodian of the standard: SPARC 
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International 
Member 

Compliant 

I SCD 1.0 I 

Figure 3: SPARC licenses the name 
SPARC, with the trademarks shown, to 
its members. At top is the logo displayed 
by SPARC International members, and 
at the bottom is the logo certifying 
compliance with SPARC Compliance 
Definition 1. 0. (There will be a similar 
logo for SCD 2. 0.) 

International (SI), formed in 1989, owns 
and licenses the SPARC trademarks (see 
figure 3); tests hardware, software, and 
systems for conformance to the stan
dards ; provides tools that aid confor
mance testing; and administers joint 
marketing programs. 

Among the key documents published 
by SI is the SPARC Compliance Defini
tion (SCD) 2.0, which describes (and in
corporates by reference) several stan
dards that SPARC systems must meet to 
be considered compliant. Among these 
are AT&T's System V Application Bi
nary Interface, AT&T's SPARC supple
ment to the System V ABI, AT&T's Sys
tem V Interface Definition, and the X 
Protocol reference manual. 

The System V ABI, defined for each 
processor family by a special supple
ment, is AT&T's answer to the problem 
of producing shrink-wrapped Unix soft
ware. In theory, any software that con
forms to the ABI will work on any system 
that supports it. SCD 2.0--compliant sys
tems and software must also conform to 
standards for binary file formats , load
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ing and linking, and installation. SCD 
2.0 lists other features as well , like NFS , 
which are optional but required to run 
many shrink-wrapped SPARC software 
products. 

Thou Shalt Conform 
SI will, for a fee, test computer systems 
for conformance to SCD 2.0 . What's 
more unusual, however, is SI's effort to 
certify applications software. For a 
small fee, SI provides applications devel 
opers with a package called the SPARC 
Application Conformance Toolkit , or 
SACT. This package contains the source
level test, the binary-level test, and the 
standards databases. 

The source-level test consists of a pro
gram that parses the C code of an appli


. cation, performing static validity checks 

on calls to the operating system. The 

binary-level test-like Discipline on the 

Macintosh- monitors system calls at run 

time, and it performs similar validity 

checks on the actual arguments passed to 

the system. The standards databases con

tain the criteria that the system calls must 

meet . 

SACT can be used for more than 
SPARC compliance testing. You can also 
use it to test for conformance to POSIX 
1003.1 (aka FIPS 151-1), the X/OPEN 
Portability Guide Release 3, and the Sys
tem V Interface Definition. As such, it 
is an excellent tool for software verifi
cation . 

Other Related Standards 
Two other SPARC standards are impor
tant to makers of SPARC hardware: 
MBus, a vendor-independent CPU pin
out standard, and SBus, a peripheral in
terface for SPARC-based systems. The 
MBus, or Module Bus, standard grew 
out of workstation vendor need for plug
compatible CPUs. Chips need to be in
terchangeable, or system makers will be 
locked into specific implementations as 
soon as they've finalized their mother
board designs . MBus, a 40-MHz CMOS 
interconnect standard, specifies the way 
CPU modules talk to memory and I/0 
modules via their 110 pins. Chip vendors 
have agreed on similar interfaces for 
EPROMs, ROMs, and RAMs, but MBus 
is the first industry-wide interconnect 
standard for CPUs. 

SBus, Sun's 110 Interface Bus , is 
Sun 's standard for peripheral boards that 
ride piggyback on the motherboard of a 
system such as the Sparcstation. Because 
signal-path lengths are short, SBus is 
able to achieve transfer rates of up to I 00 
megabytes per second, compared with 33 
MBps for EISA running at full capacity. 

Sun has actively encouraged the devel
opment of boards for this bus, since they 
enhance the functionality of Sun 's prod
ucts, and more than 100 vendors have de
veloped products that work with it. Near
ly all SPARC clone vendors have taken 
advantage of the availability of these pe
ripheral s by providing connectors for 
SBus cards. 

AGoodRISC 
SPARC may prove to be more important 
as a strategy than as a CPU architecture . 
Many SPARC proponents I interviewed 
said that SPARC's architecture is not so 
different from that of other RISCs, and 
that other chips- including MIPS- cur
rently offer better performance. 

It is important to put this information 
in perspective, however. Most SPARC 
implementations are still in their first 
generation, but with the fierce competi
tion among chip vendors, future genera
tions of SPARCs will have the potential 
to offer truly impressive performance 
figures . 

Because thorough conformance tests 
and tools are already in place, there will 
be few surprises when the next genera
tion comes along; shrink-wrapped soft
ware bearing an appropriate seal is likely 
to work without modification on all 
SPARC platforms. For this reason, buy 
ing a SPARC-based system, or writing 
software for one, is probably a good 
RISC forthe foreseeable future . • 
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level debugger 

ll Generates high
performance code for 
32-bit protected mode 

J:) 	 Microsoft source and 
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version of compiler 
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written yo ur application in Micro oft C, you will love this compiler?' 
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"Microsoft library- and so urce-compatibili ty makes WATCOM C?.0/386 ideaJ for porting DOS 

applications to 32 -bit native mode. This compiler enables full 386 performance without 640K 

limitations?' 

Richard M. Smith, P~ ident, Phar Lap oftware, Inc. 

"WATCOM is defi ni tely the leader in obj ect-level opti 

WATCOM C showed shining perfonnance?' 

Computer Language, Febmary 1989 

WATCOM CS.0/386 Professional 
• 10091 AN I C optim izi n ' com piler • Protect d 

mode version of compiler • 3 6 run-time li bra1 
 Interactive debugger for 32-bit Windows 
obj ect ode • Windowed ource level debugger G 	 1 applications • Profi ler • Editor • 3 6 graphi c libra ry 
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• Object·code disas em bier • uppons Ph r to Windows 
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 32-bit flat model simplifies 

Windows memory management 
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TOM THOMPSON 

MACINTOSH VIDEO 

REVEALED 


Y
ou usually don't wonder how or why some
thing works until it stops working. However, 
on some occasions, I get curious about how 
something operates on the Mac- not because 
it has stopped working, but because I want it 

to do something it normally doesn't do. All I wanted 
one day was an easy way to change the Mac 's screen 
depth ; that is, change how many bits "deep" each pixel 
is on the monitor's screen. (The more bits per pixel , the 
more colors you can have. One bit gives you black and 
white, 2 bits gives you 4 colors, 4 bits gives you 16 
colors, and so on.) Along the way , I discovered a lot 
about how the Mac's video operates. 

Here 's the problem. One evening, I was checking out 
some new accelerated QuickDraw boards for the Mac. 
The tests involved running applications and seeing how 
they performed at various screen depths . I was using a 
Mac Ilfx equipped with several monitors and timing 
how fast I could scroll through a PageMaker 4.0 docu
ment chock full of 24-bit color images. If a board en
hanced the screen-drawing speeds, the scrolling should 
go faster. Pretty exciting stuff. 

Occasionally I'd take a break and wander into the 
BYTE Lab to snag a can of chilled Diet Jolt from the 
environmental test chamber. When I returned to the 
test equipment, I sometimes didn't remember what I'd 
left the monitor's screen depth set at. When you're 
looking at photo-realistic images on a screen with only 
256 colors (8 bits per pixel), versus a screen with thou-

ILLUSTRATlON L..AflRY McEN TIRE 1991 

sands (16 bits per pixel) or A journey to the center 
millions (24 bits per pixel) of 
colors, it' s obvious what the of the Mac reveals 
settings are . But the differ an elegant design ence between 16-bit color and 
24-bit color is hard to discern . for device-independent 

Ofcourse, you can go to the 
Apple menu , open the Control graphics
Panel desk accessory (DA), 
and scroll through the various 
modules to the Monitors cdev to see how many colors 
each monitor is using. This approach works fine if you 
rarely change the monitor settings. However, using the 
Monitors cdev to obtain thi s information on a regular 
basis becomes an ordeal. 

There had to be a better way. After all , the Mac knew 
what the settings were: I was just using the Monitors 
cdev to call up the information . Could I come up with 
something that could track down this information and 
display it? Something easier to use that would work 
with any number of monitors? 

I got out a six-pack of Diet Jolt , a box of crackers, and 
Addison-Wesley 's Inside Macintosh , Volume 5-the ref
erence work on Color Quick Draw- and began to read . 

Opening the Toolbox 
Color QuickDraw is part of those ROM services called 
the Mac Toolbox . It 's the graphics software that all 
Mac applications use to draw to the screen. It handles 
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Listing 1: The structure of a GDev i ce and some support calls. Only the support calls used in this article are shown. 

1 ~ GDevice record *I 
typedef 	struct GDevice 

short gdRefNwn; I* Reference number of driver handling this gDevice *I 
short gdiD ; I* ID of current port client ~1 
short gdType ; I* Device type: 0 = GLUT, 1 = direct *I 
ITabHandle gdiTable; I* Inverse color mapping table *I 
short gdResPref; I* Prefe rred inverse table resolution •I 
SProcHndl gdSearchProc; I• Search procedure list *I 
CProcHndl gdCompProc ; I* Complement procedure list *I 
short gdFlags; I* gDevice attribute flags *I 
PixMapHandle gdPMap; I* Handle to gDevice's pixel map *I 
long gdRefCon; I* Refer ence field for device- specific parameters •I 
struct GDevice **gdNextGD ; I* Handle to next gDevice *I 
Rect gdRect; I* gDevice 's boundary rectangle *I 
long gdMode; I* Current mode for this gDevice *I 
short gdCCBytes; I* Expanded cursor information *I 
short gdCCDepth ; I* Expanded cursor depth *I 
Handle gdCCXData ; I* Handl e to expanded cursor ' s data *I 
Handle gdCCXMask; I* Handl e to expanded cursor ' s mask *I 
long gdReserved; I* Reserved for futur e use *I 

GDevice, *GDPtr , **GDHandle; 

I* gdFlags bit assi gnments *I 
#define gdDevType 0 I* 0 = grays , 1 = color s •I 
#define mainScreen 11 I* Set if device i s main screen (has the menu bar) *I 
#define allinit 12 I* Set i f dev ice i s initialized from 'scrn' resource *I 
#define scr eenDevice 13 I* Set if device i s a screen *I 
#define noDriver 14 I* Set i f device doesn' t have a driver *I 
#define screenActive 15 I* Set if the device is active •I 

I* Some GDevice support routines *I 

GDHandle thisGDevice ; 
t hisGDevice = GetDeviceList (); I* Returns handle to f i r s t GDevice in list *I 

GDHandle thisGDevice ; 
GDHandle nextGDevice ; 

nextGDevice = GetNextDevice(thisGDevice) ; I* Returns next GDevice handle in list , or NIL *I 
I* if no more GDevices *I 

GDHandle thisGDevice; 
short attr i buteFlag ; 
Boolean devAttribute; 

devAttribute = Test DeviceAttri bute( t hi sGDevice , at t r i buteFlag); I* Tests GDevice for the *I 
I* supplied attribute *I 

GDHandle thisGDevice; 
short attributeFlag ; 
Boolean set Value; 

SetDeviceAt t r i bute(th i sGDevice , att ributeFlag , setValue); I* Set the GDevice attribute *I 
I* to the supplied value *I 

GDHandle thisGDevice; 
long mode ; 
short refNum ; 

InitGDevice( r efNum , mode, thisGDevice) ; 	 I* Sets a display managed by the GDevice and *I 

I* the dr i ver to the specified mode *I 


everything from drawing circles of a cer
tain color on the screen to drawing styled 
text. 

From the start, Color QuickDraw was 
meant to be device-independent. Color 
information is handled and manipulated 
in an internal color space, with routines 
that convert these colors to and from 
different color systems-for example, 
CMYK (cyan , magenta , yellow , black) 
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and HSV (hue, saturation , value). A Mac 
screen can be any size , and it can operate 
at any screen depth . The practical screen 
size is set by the limits of Color Quick
Draw itself. Its coordinates are signed 
16-bit integers, ranging from -32 ,767 
to 32,767, so a 72-dot-per-inch screen 
spanning QuickDraw's limits would be 
over 75 feet to a side-plenty of room for 
future growth, I'd say. 

Pixel depth is always a power of 2 
(i.e., I , 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 bits per pixel). 
Furthermore, Color QuickDraw was de
signed to handle multiple displays, each 
of which could have different capabilities 
and be made by different vendors. (To 
avoid confusion, a display consists of a 
monitor, a display board that produces an 
image on the monitor, and any software 
required to control this equipment. A 
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screen is the image on the monitor.) 
Apple provided for Color Quick

Draw 's device independence by defining 
a logical data structure termed a graphic 
device. Each monitor has a graphical de
vice associated with it that describes the 
display's characteristics. This is called a 
GDevice. 

The format of a GDevice structure is 
shown in listing 1. You can see the vari
ous entries that describe the display, such 
as its size and orientation with respect to 

Apple has 


defined a logical 


data structure 


termed a graphic 


device. 

PUT dBASE ON TOP 
Dr. Switch-JISE puts dBASE on top. 
On top of the charts. spreadsheets. 
word processors or on top of DOS. 
Right where it belongs. on top of any 
gra phiC s or tex t progra m wh en you 
need it. Neatly tucked away whe n 
you don "t. Or. Sw1 tch-ASf turns any 
dBA SE language program into a 
16·20K RAM resident program. So 
now you can have dBASE power at 
the touch of a key. anywhere. any· 
time and from any program. 

diASE TSI's, 
easyasASI 
With Or. Switch-ASf you don "t have 
to be an Assembly language whiz or 
a C code maven to create TSR's. The 
Doctor includes an integrated cut & 
paste fea ture lor transfering data be· 
tween programs. It also sup ports 
both Expanded and Extended mem· 
ory and is fully network compatible . 

The dodor spealu 
your I•III!J••ge 
Dr. Switch-A5f supports all of the 
dBASE dialects. So it works directl y 
from Cli pper: dBASE Ill PLUS~ 
dBASE IV: Fox BASE +. and FoxPro~ 
No need to learn a new d BASE 
syntax and no new environments 
to wrestle with. 
When the doctor's in. dBASE is 
on top. 
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212·787·6633 
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other displays on the computer (gdRect) , 
the reference number of the driver that Linking Worlds of Graphics and Images 

controls it (gdRefNum), and the screen 
image, called a pixel map (gd PMap). XformerTMSome of this information is provid~d by 
the monitor ' s display board at boot-up Work on bitmap images, drawing schematics, blueprints, etc. 
time; the rest of it is set up and main as easily as on PostScript or DXF vector objects. 
tained by various Mac OS Managers . 
Also shown in listing I are support calls AUTOMATED TRACING 
used to access a GDevice ' s structure. Accurate 

These GDevice structures are kept in a OBJECT MANIPULATION 
linked list, termed a DeviceList. This Bezler, B·Spllne, Ellipse ... 
DeviceList is the key to how the Mac Rotate/Scale!Shellr ... 
handles several monitors at once. To 

OBJECT RECOGNmON write to a particular screen, all the Mac 
has to do is consult the appropriate GDe BITMAP EDITING 
vice in the list to know what screen 

IMAGE PROCESSING 
depth to draw at , what driver to use, and 
where to draw the pixels. ALE FORMATS 

TIFF DXFI'd like to say it was easy to divine this 
PCX EPSinformation from Inside Macintosh, but 
RLC =>PSit ' s a reference manual and not a how-to XFM XFM 

guide. However, I frequently relied on 
Think C 4.0's source code debugger to 

FAST!bootstrap my understanding of how por
INTEWGENTItions of the Mac Toolbox operate. The 

A-Size: $449source code debugger makes it easy to 
wander about and examine various struc

E-51ze: $1449tures referenced by the GDevice. 
After some spelunking and taking co (Ava~n) 

pious notes, and with frequent cross and manlpuletion of EICN Computek, Inc. 
checks to Inside Macintosh, I determined 500 NE Spanish RMif Blvd. Suile 102Vactorlzed objacta. 
that gdPMap 's handle points to the moni Boca Raiton. FL 33-131 

Ph ( 407 ) 751).8()61 Fax ( 407 ) 750-8057 tor's pixel map, which held information 

lm11 e Size: 180x380 .. ' 
HELP FlLE O BJ ECT EDIT 

Un Xformer to quickly and automatically tum your acanned 
or bitmap lmagn Into vectorlzed objects lor use In 
CAD and DTP applications. 

Xfonner Ia a complete graphics package with extensive 
menu commands and toolboxes lor easy 
editing of bitmap images 
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' MULTIPLE SCREENS A LA MAC 

-640, -50 0,-50 

0, 0 0, 480-

Main screen 

640,0 640,480 

-640, 730 0, 730 

Figure 1: When you use multiple monitors with a Mac, the system selects one 
monitor 's display as the start-up screen. This becomes the system 's main screen , 
which contains the menu bar (here, the screen on the right) . The upper left corner of 
the main screen is designated as (0,0), and other monitors' displays are arranged 
around that point. 

on the screen's depth as well as a pointer 
to the screen's image. 

To obtain information about every 
monitor, I simply had to walk through 
the Devicelist . I first used GetDevice
List () to get the start of the list. Next, 
repeated calls to GetNextDevice () pro
vided subsequent devices in the list. Get
NextDevice () returned nil when it got to 
the end of the list. For each GDevice, I 
examined its attribute bits (see listing I) 
to ensure that the GDevice was managing 
a physical display. If it was a display, I 
used the GDevice 's pixel map to obtain 
the screen depth. 

Now that I'd determined a way to get 
each active monitor 's screen depth, I had 
to do two things . First, I needed to find 
an easy way to start the fact-finding 
code. Second, I had to show the screen 
depths in a meaningful way , especially 
since there could be one or many moni 
tors connected. 

The first part was simple: I used an 
FKEY. An FKEY is a small block of 
code that ' s executed when you press the 
Command and Shift keys and a digit key 
simultaneously. The decision to write an 
FKEY wasn't difficult. I had written one 
before, so I didn ' t have to break new 
ground in writing another (see "Stalking 
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the 8-bit Spectrum," September 1989 

BYTE). An FKEY also got to the heart 

of the original problem: It eliminated the 

circuitous trek to the Monitors cdev by 

providing the desired information with 

just a few keystrokes. 


Where's That Screen? 

The next step was the program display. I 

puzzled over how I might best present in

formation from one or more monitors . 

As the code extracts a GDevice 's screen 

depth, it also obtains the Quick.Draw co

ordinates for that screen from gdRect. 

This let me put the depth display window 

on the appropriate monitor. 


To see how this is accomplished, it is 
necessary to understand how the Mac 
sets up its graphical environment. When 
the Mac fires up, it selects a display 
device to be the start-up screen. This 
screen is chosen from parameter RAM 
(PRAM), or, lacking that, the Mac OS 
scans the NuBus slots from lowest to 
highest addresses for the first display 
board it can find. 

By default, the start-up screen be
comes the Mac's main screen : the one 
that has the menu bar on it. This main 
screen is important because QuickDraw 
uses its upper left corner to define the 

origin of its coordinate system . Conse
quently, the coordinates of the rectangles 
defining additiona l monitor screens (re 
member, this information is located in 
each GDevice's gdRect) are made rela 
tive to this main screen (see fig ure I) . 

These screen rectangles can be ori
ented around the main screen using the 
Monitors cdev. When the Monitors cdev 
is closed, these positions are saved as a 
"scrn" resource in the System file . Other 
monitor settings (e .g., the screen depth 
and whether colors or grays are di s 
played) are also stashed in this resource . 
When QuickDraw is initialized at boot
up time. it uses thi s " scrn" resource to 
orient the screens and set their color and 
screen depth . 

What happens if you yank or add a dis
play board while the Mac is turned off ? 
In this case, the Mac determines that the 
board IDs don 't match those stored in 
PRAM , and the Mac scans the slots for 
display boards as described previously. 
Each board is set to a default operating 
mode of I bit per pixel (black and white). 
This forces you to again set up the moni
tor 's layout and depths from the Monitors 
cdev , re-creating a valid " scrn" resource 
for the new setup. 

Listing 2 shows the code used to ex
tract the GDevice information and to 
convert and display it . The code was 
written in Think C as an FKEY code re
source, with an ID of 7. I used Res Edit 
2.1 to paste the resource into a Suitcase 
file. Either Suitcase II or MastcrJuggler 
juggles the FKEY into the Mac's re
source search path for ready access from 
the keyboard . Pressing Command-Shift
7 pops up a brief display across all the 
monitors I had connected to the system. 

Problem solved, right? 
Wrong. OK , I knew the screen depths. 

But if I wanted to change a monitor's 
depth , I still had to go to the Apple menu , 
open the Control Panel DA , scroll to the 
Monitors cdev . . . you get the picture. 
Wouldn't it be great if this FKEY could 
also alter the screen settings, like the 
Monitors cdev? The support ca ll I nit 
GDevice( ) look s like a good way of 
doing this, but it requires an obscure ar
gument called a mode. Finding out what 
a mode was turned out to be a major 
chore. It requires that I deal with the 
hardware at a low level here-in the 
Mac 's basement , so to speak . 

Inside Macintosh has little detail on 
this low-level information. To its credit , 
Addison-Wesley has two books (with the 
jawbreaking titles Guide to Macintosh 
Family Hardware and Designing Cards 
and Drivers for the Macintosh Family) 
that provide the Mac's basement floor 
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Listing 2: Code fragment used to obtain the pixel depth from every GDevice handling a screen. 

Rect dBox; 
unsigned char depthString[4]; 
WindowPtr depthWindow[6]; 
long int centerHoriz, centerVert; 
long int frwmeHoriz, frwmeVert; 
long int globalLeft, globalTop; 

I* String to display depth (formerly type Str255) *I 
I* Windows to display the depth. Only six slots. *I 
I* Screen dimensions *I 
I* Depth box dimensions *I 
I* Global coordinates to position our windows *I 

short 
GDHandle 
int 

i; 
nextgDevice ,thisgDevice; 
thisDeviceDepth; 

I* Handles to our devices *I 
I* Screen depth in bits *I 

i = 0; 
I* Set up Rect for depth window *ISetRect(&dBox, LEFT, TOP, RIGHT, BOTTOM); our 

nextgDevice = thisgDevice =GetDeviceList(); I* Get start of list *I 
while (nextgDevice != NIL) I* Should always have one active screen *I 

{ 
nextgDevice = GetNextDevice(thisgDevice); I* Get next device, but don't look at it *I 
if (TestDeviceAttribute(thisgDevice, screenDevice) && I* Is it a screen? *I 

TestDeviceAttribute(thisgDevice, screenActive)) I* Is it active ? **I 
{ 
thisDeviceDepth = (**(**thisgDevice).gdPMap).pixelSize; I* Get physical size of pixel •I 
screenBoundary = (**thisgDevice).gdRect; I* Get screen size for this dev ice *I 
NumToString(th isDeviceDepth, &depthString'); 

I* Computations to center our window *I 
centerHoriz = abs(screenBoundary.right - screenBoundary.left) I 2; 
centerVert abs(screenBoundary.bottom - screenBoundary.top) I 2; 
frameHoriz centerHoriz - ((RIGHT - LEFT) I 2); I* Calculate offsets from screen center *I 
frameVert = centerVert- (( BOTTOM - TOP) I 2); 
globalLeft = screenBoundary.left + frameHoriz; I* Add back into screen coordinates to get ... *I 
globalTop = screenBoundary.top + frameVert; I* ... global coordinates on GrayRgn *I 

I* Make our window. *I 
if ((depthWindow[i] = NewWindow(NIL, &dBox, "", INVISIBLE, 

dBoxProc, (WindowPtr) -1, NO_GOAWAY, NIL)) != NIL ) I* Made window OK? *I 
{ 
MoveWindow(depthWindow[i], globalLeft, globalTop, TRUE); I* Hove it t o screen's center *I 
ShowWindow(depthWindow[i]); 
SetPort(depthWindow[i]) ; I* Point to our window *I 
TextFont (systemFont); I* Ensure we're using Chicago font *I 
TextSize(24); 
if (thisDeviceDepth > INDEXED_COLORS) I* Direct colors: need t wo digits *I 

MoveTo( 1, 26); 
else I* Indexed colors: only one digit to display *I 

HoveTo(9, 27); 
DrawString(depthString); I* Draw depth value *I 
i++; 
) I* end if != NIL *I 

else 
{ 
ne xtgDevice = NIL; I* Had a problem making a window, halt* / 
SysBeep(JO); I* Honk the horn *I 
) I * end else *I 
I* end if TestAttributes() *I 

thisgDevice = nextgDevice ; I* Set up for next device *I
} I* end while *I 

plan . So don't bang your head on the 
pipes as we go into the cellar and learn 
how the Mac deals with expansion boards. 

Slot Manager Basics 
To change a monitor's screen depth, you 
must first know what pixel depths its dis
play board supports. Remember that the 
Mac knows nothing at all about the board 
until into you plug it into the system. The 
NuBus standard dictates that an expan
sion board's address space is determined 

by the ID of the NuBus slot it is plugged 
into. This easily averts any addressing 
hassles that typically plague PC board 
installations. 

To handle the software side of board 
installation, Apple created a collection of 
routines called the Slot Manager. At 
boot-up, the Slot Manager's duty is to 
initialize any expansion board it finds 
and to install any drivers the board might 
require. The Slot Manager provides a 
number of high-level calls that can query 

a board for its type (e.g. , video display, 
network, or modem) and functions. 

Naturally, the Slot Manager has to get 
this information from the board itself. 
The NuBus standard again requires a 
configuration ROM at the high end of its 
address space, but it's used only to re
spond to bus signals. Apple took this idea 
a step further: Each configuration ROM 
contains information that identifies the 
board, describes its functions, and sup
plies its initialization and driver code. 

· continued 
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THE FORMAT Of. AN SRESOURCE 
sRsrcType fields

IDfleld Offset field 

sRsrcType Offset Category 

sRsrcName Offset cType 

sRsrclcon Offset or data DrSW 

0 
0 

sRsrcDrvrDir 

End of List 

0 
0 
0 

Offset 

0 

' I 

DrHW II 

sRsrcName field 

C string ~ 

Figure 2: In the Mac add-in boards are defined using sResources. The format ofsResources lets the Slot Manager accesso 

information in the board 0S ROM without knowledge ofits location. 

Listing 3: The structure ofa video sResource 's video parameter block. It's 
identical to Color QuickDraw 's pixel map structure. 

video parameter bl ock 

typedef struct VPBlock 
long vpBaseOffset; 
short vpRo~o~Bytes; 

Rect vpBounds; 
short vpVersion; 
short vpPackType; 
long vpPackSize; 
long vpHRes; 
long vpVRes; 
short vpPixelType; 
short VpPixelSize; 
short vpCmpCount; 
short vpCmpSize; 
long vpPlaneBytes; 

VPBl ock , *VPBlockPtr; 

This configuration ROM code is ar
ranged in a special format that allows 
the Slot Manager to locate and extract in
formation without knowing its exact 
whereabouts in the ROM. 

What about those Macs that have built
in video (i.e., the SE/30, Ilci, Ilsi, and 
LC)? On these systems, firmware simu
lates a NuBus slot. This lets these ma
chines share ccmmon ROM code and re
spond to System software in a consistent 
manner. 

For example, the Mac SE/30's built-in 
video uses 64K bytes of video RAM for 
the built-in screen's frame buffer. This 
VRAM is located at the same address as 
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I* frame buffer offset *I 
I* ~o~idth of each ro~o~ of video memory *I 
I* bounding rectangle fo r display *I 
I* pixel map version number (al~o~ays 1) *I 
I* reserved *I 
I* reserved *I 
I* horizontal resolution (pixels per inch) *I 
I* vertical resolution (pixels per inch) *I 
I* pixel type 0 = chunky; 2 = chunky direct ) *I 
I* number of bits per pixel (po~o~er of 2) *I 
I* number of components in pixe l *I 
I * bits per component * I 
I * reserved *I 

NuBus slot E, and 8K bytes of ROM on 
the main logic board emulates a video 
configuration ROM. The Mac llci, Ilsi , 
and LC operate in a similar way , but the 
frame buffers live in main RAM . On
board video is accessed as slot 0 , which 
makes sense because the main logic 
board is always assigned as slot 0. 

It's in the ROM 
The configuration ROM's code and data 
are organized into objects called sRe
sources (for slot resources). An sRe
source is similar, but not identical , to a 
Mac resource. You access both by either 
their ID number or type using the Slot 

Manager or the Resource Manager, re
spectively. 

The configuration ROM is composed 
of three elements. First, there 's aformat 
block , which performs several functions. 
It tells the Mac how to address the infor
mation on the board. A cyclic-redundan
cy-check checksum lets the Mac validate 
the contents of the ROM. Finally , the 
format block points to the second ROM 
element , an sResource directory . This di 
rectory lists all the sResources in the 
ROM and provides offsets to each. The 
third ROM element is the sResources 
themselves . 

The general layout of an sResource is 
shown in figure 2. As you can see, an 
sResource's organization is rather sim
ple: It's a 32-bit block composed of an 8
bit ID field and a 24-bit field that con
tains either data or a signed offset to 
another data structure. The sResource's 
ID field provides a unique ID number 
used to identify it. Numbers in the range 
ofO through 127 are reserved by Apple, 
while IDs 128 through 254 can be used 
by board vendors . 

Each sResource must provide both a 
name (sRsrcNarne) and a type (sRsrc
Type) to identify it. An sRsrcName is 
simply a C-style string that's up to 254 
characters in length. An sRsrcType is an 
offset to an 8-byte block that uses codes 
to decribe the sResource's category, 
type , driver software format, and driver 
hardware. The Slot Manager finds the 
start of an sResource by searching for its 
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A TYPICAL DISPLAY BOARDS CONFIGURATION ROM 


Format block sReeource nata 
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.. Code or data 
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Cat Board 
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..._ 
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Cstring sRsrcDrvrDirsResource directory ~Rj 
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CatDisplay 

TypVideo 

DrvrSWApple 

DrvrHWGeneric 

r1 jsRsrcHWDevld ~ .IDriver Driver code 

MinorBaseOS 
Video RAM Base 

MinorLength •tVideo RAM Length 

TwoBitMode 

OneBitMode ~ 
I .....FourBitMode 

I 
EightBitMode r ~ 
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:=== 
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OneBitParms 

PageCount 

Device Type 

TwoBitParms 

PageCount 

Device Type 

FourBitParms 

PageCount 

Device Type 

EightBitParms 

PageCount 

Device Type 

2-bit video 
parameter block 

l 

-
._, 

I~ 

1-bit video 
parameter block 

4-bit video 
parameter block 

D_ 

8-bit video 
parameter block 

L'-lftf!. .l"'..Lnm _a iii;,_ I _i~-·-· __.: ,;~·~~-:::r 

L....-_. 

Flgu111 3: All sResources point to other sResources or to code and data . The video parameter blocks resemble a pixel map's 

Layout. (From a diagram in Designing Cards and Drivers for tfte Macintosh Family, Second Edition, by Apple Computer) 
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Listing 4: Some Slot Manager calls and data structures. Not all the Slot Manager calls are shown. 

Slot Manager parameter block 

typedef struct SpBlock{ 
long spResult; I • result returned • I 
Ptr spsPointer; I* pointer to sResource structure *I 
long spSize; I* size of structure •I 
long spOffsetData; I* offset data field *I 
Ptr spiOFileName; I* pointer to IO filename •I 
Ptr spsExecPBlk; I* pointer to parameter block *I 
Ptr spStackPtr; I* stack pointer *I 
l ong spHisc; I* misc. field •I 
long spReserved; I* reserved *I 
short spiOReserved; I* reserved 	field of slot resource table *I 
short spRefNum; I* reference number of driver for this slot *I 
short spCategory; I* category *I 
short spCType; I • type • I 
short spDrvrSW; I* driver software format *I 
short spDrvrHW; I* hardware *I 
char spTBMask; I* mask for 	category , type, driver, and hardware •I 
char spSlot; I* slot number *I 
char spiD; I* ID of sResource to search for *I 
char spExtDev; I* ID of external device *I 
char spHwDev; I* ID of hardware device • I 
char spByteLanes ; I* ByteLanes, from config. ROM format block •I 
char spFlags; I* flags *I 
char spKey; I* internal use *I 

SpBl ock, li-SpBlockPtr; 

Some Slot Manager calls 

SlotBl ockPtr SpBl ockPtr; 
OSErr error; 

error = SNextTypesRsrc(SlotBlockPtr); 	I* Returns next sResource of sRsrcType. The slot *I 
I* number, sResource ID, driver ref. number, and *I 
I* other values are returned for the sResource. *I 

error= SFindStruct(SlotBlockPtr); 	 I* Returns a pointer to the data structure defined •I 
I• by the sResource ID *I 

error= SGetBlock(SlotBlockPtr); 	 I* Copies a block from the sResource list identified •I 
I* by the sResource ID into a new block pointed to •I 
I* by spResult *I 

ID number or its sRsrcType. 
There are two kinds of sResources: a 

Board sResource and functional sRe
sources. The Board sResource identifies 
the board to the Mac. There's only one 
Board sResource, and it supplies the ven
dor information, an ID number, and a 
pointer to the board 's initialization code. 
Functional sResources provide informa
tion about the board's hardware func
tions and point to driver code that must 
be loaded at boot-up time. Typically, 
each board has only one function (e.g., a 
video display function) and thus only one 
functional sResource. However, support 
for a multifunction board is possible sim
ply by teaming each hardware function 
with its own functional sResource. 

Now you see how the Mac automati
cally installs expansion boards . When 

the Mac boots up, it uses the Slot Man
ager to first validate and then initialize 
each board it finds . Board drivers are 
also located and installed. If the board 
initialization fails , the Slot Manager 
flags that slot as empty, and future Slot 
Manager calls to the board fail. This pre
vents a malfunctioning board from being 
installed or used by the system. 

Using the Slot Manager 
If you suspect that the functional sRe
sources are the key to controlling a dis
play board, go to the head ofthe class. A 
video sResource contains the display 
board's driver and a list of the display 
modes. Finally, here's that mysterious 
mode. A mode is simply a pixel depth. 
The term mode came about because each 
pixel depth requires that display board to 

operate in a different mode. Each mode 
has its own ID number, starting consecu
tively at 128. Each mode entry has a 
video parameter block, shown in listing 
3, that describes the display's character
istics. 

Figure 3 shows the layout of a typical 
display board's configuration ROM . The 
astute Mac user will note that this video 
parameter record resembles the layout of 
a pixel map. There's a reason for this: 
When a display 's mode changes, most of 
the corresponding video parameter block 
is copied to the pixel map of the GDevice 
handling the display. The video param
eter block ties the GDevice 's contents to 
its display hardware . 

I'll use Slot Manager calls to query the 
display board, looking for its video sRe
source and its mode list. Listing 4 shows 

continued on page 390 
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A FAST, EASY SORT 


A
bubble sort is the first standard sorting algo
rithm most programmers learn how to code. 
Those who continue to write programs for 
mainframes, personal computers, or even 
programmable calculators may continue to 

use a bubble sort simply because it's intuitive, it's easy 
to write and debug, and it consumes little memory. A 
bubble sort would most likely be the standard sorting 
routine today if it were not so incredibly slow for most 
lists. However, a few simple modifications to this clas
sic routine make it a fast and efficient sort for all kinds 
of lists. 

Turtles and Rabbits 
In a bubble sort, each element is compared to the next; 
if the two are out of order, they are swapped. It takes 
many passes through a list to finally get all the elements 
in order (see figure 1) . A bubble sort is finished sorting 
when it makes a pass that does not require any swaps. 
This type of sorting routine is called a bubble sort be
cause of the way low values appear to "bubble" up to 
the top of the list. 

The comparison of two values can be the most time
consuming part of any sorting routine, and bubble sorts 
require comparisons proportional to the list size 
squared, or N2. Faster sorting methods, such as Quick
sort, require comparisons proportional to N•log2N. 

Bubble sorts are also slow because they are suscepti
ble to the birth of elements we call turtles. A turtle (in 

ILLUSTRATION . JOE GAST ® 1991 

an ascending sort) is a rela- A few simple 
lively low value located near 
the end of a list. During a bub- modifications to 
ble sort, this element moves b bbl rt tl 
up only one position for each a u e so grea y 
pass (or stroke) , so a single speed up this 
turtle can cause maximal 
slowing. Almost every long classic routine 
random list contains a turtle . 
On the other hand, a high-
value element near the top of a list (a rabbit) is harm
less. If you reverse the direction of the stroke, turtles 
become rabbits and rabbits become turtles. The worst 
possible turtle-the lowest relative value at the end of a 
list-forces a bubble sort to make (N - I )2 comparisons. 
This means that a bubble sort of a 1000-item list could 
require nearly a million comparisons. 

Combsort (see the text box "Combsort" on page 
317) is our simple modification of a bubble sort . It 
eliminates turtles by allowing the distance between 
compared elements (the gap, which is always I in a 
bubble sort) to be greater than 1. 

For the first stroke, the gap is the list length divided 
by 1.3 (the shrink factor)- an important value, as we 
explain later. Before each subsequent stroke, the gap is 
reduced to the previous gap divided by 1.3; if this quo
tient becomes less than l, the gap is reduced to 1 , col
lapsing Combsort into a bubble sort. A swap moves 
across the entire gap , causing turtles to jump rather 
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A BUBBLE SORT 

First pass Second pass Third pass Fourth pass 

Figure 1: In each pass ofa classic bubble sort, the first two items in a list are 
compared and placed in the correct order. Items two and three are then compared 
and reordered, followed by items three and four, and then four and five . The sort 
continues until a pass with no swaps occurs. High-value items near the beginning of 
a list (such as the longest line here) move to their correct position rapidly and are 
called rabbits. Low values located near the end ofa list (like the shortest line here) 
are called turtles, because they move only one position with each pass. Combsortll 
(see listing 1) eliminates turtles and reduces the number ofpasses required to achieve 
the correct order. 

than crawl. The key to speeding up tur
tles , thus speeding up the sort, is to give 
the turtles just enough opportunities to 
make large jumps. 

Successively shrinking the gap is anal
ogous to combing long, tangled hair
stroking first with your fingers alone, 
then with a pick comb that has widely 
spaced teeth, followed by finer combs 
with progressively closer teeth. Comb
sort has a similar shrinking effect on 
the gap (hence the name comb sort). 
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Each stroke presorts the list (i.e . , it kills 
or wounds some turtles) . Therefore, by 
the time the gap has declined to unity (a 
bubble sort), all the elements are so close 
to their final positions that a bubble sort 
is efficient. 

The Importance of 1.3 
We came up with a shrink factor of 1.3 
empirically by testing Combsort on over 
200,000 random lists. As shown in fig
ure 2, we plotted sort times versus shrink 

factors from 1.1 to 1.45 for random lists 
varying in length from 1000 to 1040 
elements. 

This is a cornucopia plot , which 
means that the data follows a relatively 
tight curve at the small shrink factors but 
starts to vary widely as the shrink factor 
increases. We looked for the best situa
tion, a balance between short times and 
predictability, and we found that the op
timum shrink factor (SF) is near I.3 . 
SF= I . 15 is slowed by excess compari
sons; SF= 1.45 is erratically slowed be
cause too few turtles are killed. From 
this a,nd similar plots, it became clear to 
us that 1.3 is the best marriage of consis
tency and speed. 

We tried dividing the list of gaps (the 
gap list) into geometric halves and using 
a different shrink factor for each half. A 
three-dimensional contour plot of time 
versus SF 1 and SF2 looks like a crater 
with the ideal points at SF 1 = 1.37 and 
SF2 = 1.24. This routine averages I per
cent faster than the single shrink factor of 
1.3, but it forms turtles about 3 percent 
of the time . This is an unacceptable 
trade-off. The performance is not consis
tent enough, because SF 1 shrinks the gap 
too aggressively for some lists. We tried 
initializing the gap at 50 random posi
tions, but there was no improvement. 

We designed routines that use the 
number of swaps on a completed stroke to 
determine how much to shrink the gap 
for the next stroke. However . none of 
these methods was as consistent as Comb
sort , particularly with nonrandom lists. 
And also linear approaches to the de
crease in gap, such as gap list = 0.9N, 
O.SN, 0.7N, ... , I, are substantially 
slower than Combsort . 

We also experimented with an "ex
ponential" shrink factor. Before each 
stroke , the gap was divided by a shrink 
factor , and the shrink factor was divided 
by a second factor. This routine was al
most as fast as Combsort but was suscep
tible to turtles, much the same as Comb
sort with two shrink factors . 

Rule of 11 
The one improvement we found was to 
eliminate gap sizes of 9 and 10 but al
ways include II ; the gap size becomes 
11 . With shrink factors near 1.3, the gap 
list can conclude its journey toward I in 
only three ways: 

•964321 
• 10 7 5 3 2 1 
•1186432 

In the third case , all miniturtles are 
killed before the gap reaches I . In the 



Combsort 


I
f you are required to program on a 
calculator or in BASIC, you may 
not have access to programming 
funct ion libraries, particularly 

ones with Quicksort. But you can eas
ily program a bubble sort. With just a 
few extra lines of program, you can 
change a bubble sort into one of the fast
est sorting routines (see the table) . 

Ascending bubble sorts compare ad
jacent elements (e.g. , 1and 2, and 2 and 
3). A bubble sort repeats through the list 
until no more switches are made. Comb
sort is a generalization of a bubble sort 

SORTING SPEEDS 

Note the length oftime 
required to sort a single list of 
500 real numbers using True 
BASIC on an Amiga 2000. 

Sort time 
Sort routine (seconds) 

Bubble sort 162 
Combsort 5.98 
Heapsort 6.1 6 
Quicksort 3.07 

Listing A: A comparative listing ofa bubble sort and Combsort, using 
True BASIC. 

SUB BUBBLESORT(A( ) ,SIZE) 

DO 

LET S\IITCH=O 
FOR I=1 TO SIZE-1 

LET J =I+1 
IF A(I)>A(J ) THEN 

JSIIAP THE ELEMENTS 
LET HOLD=A( I ) 
LET A (I) =A( J ) 
LET A(J) =HOLD 
LET SII ITCH =SW ITCH+1 

END IF 
NEXT I 

LOOP UNTIL SIIITCH=O 
END SUB 

SUB COMBSORT(A(),SIZE) 
LET GAP=SIZE 
DO 

LET GAP=MAX(INT(GAPI 1.J),1) 
LET S\o/ITCH=O 
FOR 1=1 TO SIZE-GAP 

LET J=I+GAP 
IF A(I)>A(J) THEN 

I SWAP THE ELEMENTS 
LET HOLD=A(I) 
LET A(I)=A(J) 
LET A(J ) =HOLD 
LET SWITCH=SWITCH+1 

END IF 
NEXT I 

LOOP UNTIL SWITCH=O AND GAP =1 
END SUB 

that permits comparison of nonadjacent 
items, retaining the simplicity of a bub
ble sort but with a dramatic increase in 
speed. (See the comparison of the two 
sorts in listing A.) 

Consider an ascending sort of a sam
ple list with 100 elements. We call the 
space between compared elements the 
gap. For example, a gap of 80 would 
compare elements I and 81 , 2 and 82, 
... , and 20 and 100, and would switch 
pairs when appropriate. Such a pass 
would take 20 comparisons rather than 
the 99 of an equivalent bubble sort. The 
benefit is that the swap could move the 
elements as much as 80 notches closer to 
their final destination. We have found 
that the ideal way to select the next gap 
is to divide the previous gap by 1.3. The 
gap remains at I once it reaches I . As 
shown in listing A, a bubble sort is con
verted into Combsort by the following 
process: 

1. Replace 1 with the gap in the inner 
loop. 
2 . Initialize the gap to si1.1!, the dimen
sion of the list. 
3. Recalculate the gap with the do loop 
by dividing the previous gap by 1.3, tak
ing the integer part and using the result 
or 1, whichever is greater. 
4. Repeat the loop until the gap is 1 and 
the switch counter is 0 , indicating that 
the sort is finished . 

Listing 1: Combsortll. This C function assumes that the entire data set is stored in the global integer array list [ ]. 

#define SHRINKFACTOR 1.J 


comb_sort(size) 

int size; 

{ 

int swi tches , hold, i, j , top, gap ; 

extern int l ist [ ]; 


gap=size; 

do { 
gap=(int)((fl oat)gap / SHRI NK FACTOR) ; 
switch (gap) 
{ 
case 0: I * the small est gap i s 1 - bubble sort */ 

gap = 1; 
break; 

case 9: / * this is what makes t his Combsort11 */ 
case 10: 
gap = 11 ; 
break; 

defaul t: 

break ; 


} 
switches=O; I * dirty pass flag */ 

top=size - gap; 

for ( i =O;i<top;++i) 

{ 

j =i+gap; 

if(l ist [ i] > lis t [j] ) 

{ I * swap * / 

hold=list [ i]; 

l is t [i]= l ist [j ]; 

list[j ] =hol d; 

++switches; 

} / *end of swap *I 


} /* end of pass */ 
} while (switches II (gap > 1) ) ; 

}/ * l ike t he bubble and shell , we check for a cl ean 
pass * I 
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first two cases, about 8 percent of lists 
have surviving miniturtles, causing the 
routine to slow by 15 percent to 20 per
cent. The result is Combsortll, which is 
described in the pseudocode of listing I . 

You may wonder whether there are 
nonrandom lists that decrease perfor
mance. This is an important question, 
because certain list types cause some im
plementations of Quicksort (the fastest 
known sort) to degenerate into an N2 

sort. 
For example, a presorted list is best 

sorted by a bubble sort, while a reverse
sorted list is the worst case for a bubble 
sort. Combsortll sorts both list types 
faster than it would sort a random list. In 
fact, all the partially ordered lists we 
tested sort faster with Combsortll than a 
random list does. 

Since we were unable to design an al 
gorithm better than Combsortll to select 
a gap list, we sought to demonstrate by 
exhaustion that a better gap list cannot be 
generated. 

We refer to the difference between any 
list and its sorted counterpart as the tan
gle. At any point in a sort, the tangle is 
calcul;. 'e~ by summing the square of the 

THE IDEAL SHRINK FACTOR 
100,000 -.---..------.,.------,-----.,.-------, 

"' a. 
~ 
~ 

~ 8 50,000 +--+-----+----+----+-=-~+...:.....:---:l 

...~ ... - .·. 
. ·. 

""-"---~- "=~~_,__.••..;.o,;,.,:c.).:f. ·.: .

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 
Shrink factor 

Figure 2: The number ofcompares (approximately equivalent to the sorting time) 
for different shrink factors. The random lists have from 1000 to 1040 elements. 
There are better shrink factors than 1. 3 for individual lists, but I . 3 gives the best 
balance ofconsistency and speed for a greater variety oflists. The sorting routine 
is Combsortll (see listing 1 ). 
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distance each element currently is from 
its sorted position. Tangle=O when the 
list is sorted . We square the distances to 
emphasize turtles. The efficiency of a 
stroke for a given gap at any point in the 
sort is defined as the percent ofchange in 
the tangle per comparison . 

We plotted efficiency versus gap on a 
list of 100 elements, trying every possi
ble gap. After the ideal gap had been esti
mated and applied, the same process of 
finding the tangle and efficiency was re

peated for each stroke. 
These putative ideal gap lists were all 

strikingly similar to a gap list generated 
by I. 3, except that they decreased faster 
when the gap fell below 13. This failure 
to follow the Rule of I I allowed fast sort
ing in special cases but did not have gen
eral applicability. Even our "proof by 
exhaustion" revealed no gap list consis
tently superior to the one that was calcu
lated by the shrink factor method using 
SF= 1.3. 

Introducing a completely different way to create 
business appl ications: 

GIVE 

YOUR 


COMPUTER 

A BRAIN. 


The Bra in is an incredible new system that will save you hours 
and hours of time and trouble in the creation of DOS business 
applications. Now you can forget about using high level lan
guages in development and execution. With the Brain, you 
simply use plain,everyday English with no need for complex 
codes, testing, debugging or modifying. Programmers and 
non-programmers alike will be amazed at how much more 
your computer wil l do for you once it has a Bra in. Call, write 
or FAX lngenio today at (404) 441-1547 (FAX 404 441-1703) 
for a demo disk. 

BR&IN 

INGENIO 

6025 The Corners Parkway, Suite 205, Norcross, GA 30092 

Not a Shell Sort 
Although the algorithms for Combsort 
and a shell sort look very similar (both 
use a gap and a shri nk factor) , they do in 
fact perform significantly differently. A 
shell sort does a complete sort (until 
there are no more swaps to be made) for 

A lthough 
the algorithms for 

Combsort and a 

shell sort look 

very similar, they do 

in fact perform 

significantly 

differently. 

each gap size. Combsort makes only a 
single pass for each gap size-you might 
say Combsort is more optimistic. There 
are other differences that resu lt from this 
optimism: The ideal shrink factor for a 
shell sort is around I . 7, compared with 
1.3 for our Combsort routine . If you plot 
sorting time against list size (N) for a 
shell sort, you will see a step function 
that approximates N*log 2N• log 2 N, 
whereas Combsort is not a step function 
and approximates the flatter curve of 
N•log2N. 

Combsort and Combsortll represent a 
simple modification of a classic bubble 
sort ; a bubble sort is actually a special 
case of our Combsorts. The stable and 
fast Combsort ll is an optimized form of 
the general Combsort . The only known 
routines that can compete with ours in 
execution speed cannot compete in cod
ing ease. • 

Stephen Lacey, M.D., is an assistant pro
f essor of internal medicine who also spe
cializes in gene cloning at the University 
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center in 
Dallas, Texas. Richard Box is a geophys
icist and mathematician working for 
British Gas in Houston, Texas. Both au
thors can be con ta cted on B/X c/o 
"editors ." 
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r aeate Ale pulldown menu *I 
addPopup(gMenu = new PopupMenuf'&File''J); 
gMenu->addhems(tileMenNme. fileMenMthd. this); 

r aeate drawing Function puHdown menu *I 
!Menu =llew PopupMenuf'f&undlons''J; 
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In the fast changing world of Microsoft®Windows7 
you need to stay ahead just to keep up. Which is 
why you need to be at WINDOws··woRLD '91 this 
spring in Atlanta. 

WINDOWS WORLD '91 at SPRING will open 
up extraordinary possibilities you've never seen 
before. For example: 

You'll be exposed to every new Windows 
product, service and support program that 
currently exists. 
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SEE YOU 

You'll see special vendor presentations that 
will help you decide what's best for your company. 

You'll find the latest productivity tools, along 
with tutorials on software applications. 

You'll have access to all kinds of helpful 
mini-events, including user orientation, training, 
and support activities. 

And at the conference, Windows-specific 
topics- ranging from spreadsheets to word and 
document processing and from multi-media to 
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From the Producers of COMDEX in cooperation with Microsoft. 


network computing-will be covered in-depth and 
in detail by some of the best minds in the business. 

We see large crowds attracted to this event, 
so plan to be a part of WINDOWS WORLD '91. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, 

CALL 617-449-8938, 

TELEX 174273, FAX 617-449-2674, 

OR MAIL IN THE COUPON. 
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The Official Conference and Exposition for Windows ComputingI 

I at SPRING 
Yes, I want to be part of WINDOWS WORLD '91.I May 20-23, 1991 • Atlanta, Georgia 

I Name __________ _ 
I Title __________ _ 

1 Company __________ 

M~-----------
1 City State __ Zip ___ _ 
1 Phone Pax ____ _ 

I 	 Complete and return to:WINDOWS WORLD '91 I 
300 First Avenue, Needham, MA 02194 U.S.A. eM 

4191L _ _____ _ ____ _j 
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Longing for More Accuracy 

I mostly use my computer, an XT 
Turbo, for crunching numbers and 

number theory. For primality testing, I 
can't get more than 16 digits of accuracy 
using compiled BASIC. Beyond that the 
result is inaccurate. Could I create my 
own compiler or get some commercial
ly available software to handle larger 
numbers? 

Carlos Baranyai 
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada 

You don't have to create your own compiler. What you 
need is a better math library. BCD for BASIC from Atlan
tis Software (2445 Camino Capitan, Santa Fe, NM 
87505) supports basic math, square roots, powers, print 
formatting, and comparison functions for Microsoft 
QuickBASIC 4.x , BASIC 7.0, and Crescent Software's 
PDQ library. I haven 't tried it yet, but it sounds like a 
steal at $30. -H. E. 

Perfect Writer Isn't Perfect 

F or several years, my company has used Perfect 
Writer for its word processing. It is extremely easy to 

use and very easy to teach within our working environ
ment. The problem we have is that we would like to up
grade our Panasonic KX-PI624 to a laser printer. 

What drivers do I use, or do I manufacture them my
self using the commands suitable for a laser printer? 

Also, I would like to know where I can reach Perfect 
Software. The phone number is no longer listed, and 
there is no forwarding number. 

Walden Williams 
Huntington Beach, CA 

For the benefit offolks who may not remember Perfect 
Writer, it was an EMACS-style word processing module 
from Perfect Software. Teamed up with Perfect Format
ter (a fairly powerful Scribe-based formatting package) 
and Perfect Speller, Perfect Writer formed the core ofa 
very good environment for creating documents. 

To answer your last question first, Perfect Software 
went out ofbusiness several years ago. Perfect Writer was 
originally licensed from Mark ofthe Unicorn (Cam
bridge, MA) , which also developed Mince and Final 
Word. To make a Long story short, Perfect Software ran 
into legal andfinancial trouble and went away rather 
abruptly. 

Perfect Writer came with a very extensible printer 
driver set. For example, in your document, you specify a 
boldface string as "this is @B(boldface) text. " The 
primer driver converts this device-independent syntax to a 
printer-specific command. Back in 1983, laser printers 
and proportional-spacing printers were not very common, 
and Perfect Writer uses overstrikes to achieve a number 
ofits effects. That technique doesn't work on laser 
printers, so ifyou do get your new printer to work, you 
won 't get any boldface. 

Even worse, Perfect Writer uses the mica, defined as 
~ 0 millimeter, for its measurements. The mica doesn 't 

map very accurately to the more com
mon decipoint (11720 inch), so your 
placement ofthings on the page is go
ing to be somewhat inaccurate. I've been 
there. I still use Perfect Writer as a 
programming editor, but I had to aban
don it for formatted output when I 
bought my first Laserlet. 

It looks like you 're going to have to 
get a new word processor, but which 
one? The biggest expense in changing 
software is usually retraining your staff 
The EMACS interface on Perfect Writ

er is very powerful but not very common. Epsilon Text 
Editor is a programmer 's editor with the same front end, 
but it doesn 't have the word processing features you 'II 
need. Microsoft Word and WordPerfect are simply too 
different from EMACS to make a clean transition. Your 
best bet is to check out Borland International's Sprint . It 
comes standard with a Borland-style interface but can be 
reconfigured with a number ofinterchangeable front 
ends; one ofthese is EMACS. As a word processor, Sprint 
is more than capable ofdriving your new primer. 

Sprint gives you the user interface you need, but, 
alas, it doesn't handle the Scribe formatting commands. 
You'll have to convert those yourself or get a custom 
conversion package written. The only other caveat is that 
Borland is no longer d(!veloping Sprint. It 's going to sell 
and support version I . 0 for as long as there's interest. 
Even so, that's your best option. - H. E. 

Homeward Bound 

I have a system set up in my office to run AutoCAD. It 
runs as a workstation on a network. I want to take it off 

the network and run it as a stand-alone system. 
My system, a Compaq Deskpro 386/33, includes a 

I 20-megabyte hard disk drive, two floppy disk drives, a 
Racal-lnterLan IOBase-T network card , and an Artist 
Graphics XJ!O video controller. 

I want to add a printer and a tape drive . Should I 
leave the lOBase-T card in the system, or should I replace 
it? What else do I need to add? 

I plan to run spreadsheets, database software, and 
word processors, as well as AutoCAD. I appreciate any 
advice you can give me. 

Ralph D. Ade 
New York, NY 

Ifyou're not using the network card, take it out. It will 
only make resolving address and interrupt conflicts more 
difficult when you add new cards. Ifyour company 
can 't use it, wrap it in a static-shielded bag, put it back in 
the box, and put it on the shelf 

The Deskpro 386133 includes serial and parallel ports 
on the system board, so you won't need any 110 card to 
connect to a printer. Ifyou're looking for a good gener
al-purpose laser printer for both printing and printer plot
ting, check out the Personal Computer Products Laser
Image 1030. We found it to be one ofthe best low-cosr 
Laser printers at handling Hewlett-Packard Graphics 
Language plots in July 1990 's Product Focus ("Laser 
Printers Get Personal "). 

cominued 
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Books to increase your productivity- without the hardware investment 

BASIC Programming: Inside & Out 
In-depth coverage for all BASIC, QuickBASIC. 
GW-BAS IC and Turbo BASIC programmers. Ex
plains how to use sound and graphics: create help 
screens and pulldown menus; manage windows in 
BASIC; use ML with BASIC: create business pre
sentation graphics: print multiple columns and side
ways for professional results and program serial 
parallel interfaces. Has dozens of demo 
and routines you can easil y adapt to 
gram s. 600 pages with companion 
#8084 ISBN 1-55755-084-0 $34.95 

Programming VGA Graphics 
VGA IS becoming the standard display mode for PC 
applications. Learn techniques for writing by using 
the flexible and powerfulVGA hardware and software. 
Includes new, unique OOS commands to perform 
dozens of VGA functions. Turbo Pa~cal and BASIC 

extensions for VGA display modes. 670 pages 
with 2 companion disks. 
#8099 ISBN 1-55755-099-9 $39.95 

Upgrading & Maintaining Your PC 
Shows you how to tu rn your PC into a hi gh 
performance machine. Describes what you'll see 
when you open the "hood " and how all of the part~ 
work together. You'll see how to add a hard · 
increase memory , upgrade to a higher 
monitor, or tum your XT into a fast 
screamer. without havingto be an 
#8092 ISB 1-55755 092- 1 $24.95 

QuickBASIC Toolbox 
Packed with powerful. ready-to-usc programs and 
routines to help you write your own programs fa~tcr 
and bener. Topics include: complete routines for 
SAA interfacing: pull -down menus: windows: di a
logue boxes and file requestors: BASIC Scanner 
program for printing completed project listings. In
cludes companion di sk. 

PC System Programming 
An encyclopedi a ot PC technical and 
programming knowledge. Features parallel 
working examples written in Pascal, C, 
Assembly and BASIC. Explains how to use 
extended and expanded memory, hard disks, 
PC pons, mouse dri vers, graphics and sound. 
Also explains memory layout,OOS operations, 
fundamentals of BIOS and TSR programs. 
Includes complete appendices. 920 pages and 
companion disks with over 1mb oh 
#8036 ISBN 1 -55755-0~ 

PC Assembly Language: 
Step by Step 
Teadie you PC assembly and machine lan 
guage from the ground up. You' llleam at your 
o n pace using the unique simulator which 
shows you how each instruction works as the 
PC e11.ecutes it. 420 pages with 2 companion 
disks. Also includes evaluation versions of 

A86 Assembler and 086 Debugger. 
#8096 ISBN 1-55755-096-4 $34.95 

Turbo Pascal Internals 
Gives you "know how" to program faster, 
easier, tighter and beuer. Find out how to use 
Turbo for: ystem programming tasks: writing 
TSRs; performing multi -tasking; using SAA 
windowing and implementing expanded and 
extended memory. Learn howTwbopM~ 
machine code, handles the 
keyboard, uses UNITS and 
fast screendisplay and more. 
disks of more than 800K of source 
#8080 ISBN 1-55755-080-8 $49.95 

#8104 ISBN 1-55755-104-9 $34.95 

Batch File Pow rtools 
Boost your computing productivity with this pack

age for making truly powerful batch fi les. Includes 

dozens of new batch commands for writing time

saving, ea~y-to-use ·'power·· batch Ii les. Companion 

disk contains powerful "Batch BASIC' 

for writing even more useful batch 

pages with companion disk. 

#8 102 ISBN 1-55755-102-2 $34.95 


Available at 8 Dalton Booi<sellets, Waldef1sollware. and Software Etc. and at Olher bookstores nallooWide. 
In tl>e UK contact Computer Boo<shops 02t-706·tt88. 1n Canada cootacl Addoson Wesley 41&-447-5101 

Abacus 


In US &Canada Order Toll Free 1·800-451-4319 EXT. 24 
,------------------,


For last delivery Order Toll Free 1-8oo-451-4319 EXT. 24, or FAX (616) 698-{)325 
0 Yes, please rush the following items 0 Yes, please rush your lree PC catalog 
Apply to my: Visa 0 Master Card 0 Am.Express I t have enclosed acheck I M.O. 
_ Assembly Language Step by Step S34 95 _ Programming VGA Graphics $39.95 
_ BASIC Programming Inside &Out 34.95 _ Turbo Pascal Internals 49.95 

Batch FdePowertools 34.95 _ Upgradilg &Maintaining your PC 24.95 
_ PC System Programmilg 59.95 OuickBASIC Toolbox 34.95 

In US and Canada add $4.00 Postage and Handling. Foreign orders add $1 2.00 postage per book. 

Card#: _______________Expires:___ 

~:_____________________________ 
Name:, ______________________ 

Address:_____________________ 
Dept. B4,5370 52nd Street SE, Grand Rapids, Ml4951 2 

Orders: 1-800-451-4319 o Phone: (616) 698-Q330 o Fax: (616) 698-0325 Cily:____ ________ State:__Zip:_____ 
In US and Canada add $4.00 Postage and Handl<>g. Foreigl orders ackl $12.00 postage per book 
We accept V'IS8, Master Card 0< American Express. Call or Write tor your free catalog of PC Books Phone#:____________________ 
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I'm tempted to suggest that you contact Compaq for 
the tape drive. However, ifyou're looking for a low-cost 
backup solution, any tape from a reputable dealer with 
more than 120-MB capacity should suffice. -S. A. 

Wants His Business to Slide 

I want to set up a slide and transparency printing busi
ness for computer-generated images, supporting the 

most used graphics programs (e .g., Harvard Graphics, 
Applause II, and Freelance Plus) . This service isn't now 
available in Portugal. Could you please send me the 
names of potential suppliers of all the hardware neces
sary to do it? 

Antonio Malveiro Jorge 
Amadora, Portugal 

The easiest way to print from a number ofdifferent soft
ware packages is to invest in a copy ofeach. That's not 
cheap, but it assures you ofthe best results without hav
ing to worry about data loss due to file conversion. That 
means you 'll also need a big enough computer to run 
anything. I'd suggest a 386 or 386SX machine and enough 
RAM (maybe 4MB) to provide extended and expanded 
memory support. Your hard disk drive should probably be 
fairly large, too; a lot ofsoftware packages take up a lot 
ofroom. 

A number ofcompanies make 35mm slide printers. 
The list I have shows about two dozen . I've chosen two 
that have European sales offices. Agfa Matrix has a 
4096- by 2732-pixel printer, complete with an interface 
card and drivers for about I 00 software packages. Po
laroid recently announced its Cl-3000 film recorder, 
which comes with support for CGM files and direct 
drivers for Freelance Plus (support for Harvard Graphics 
and Applause II is coming soon). The Cl-3000 handles a 
variety offilm sizes at 2048- by 1 366-pixel resolution. 

As I said, there are plenty ofothers, with more or less 
resolution. These printers are not cheap, though. Figure 
on spending between $4000 and $25,000 for any kind of 
slide printer. The Agfa printer costs about $10,000; the 
Polaroid printer lists for $4500. Addresses for these 
companies are listed below. 

Agfa Matrix Polaroid Corp. 
One Ram/and Rd. Polaroid Presentation 

Orangeburg, NY 10962 Products 

(914) 365-0190 575 Technology Sq. 
fax: (914) 359-3201 Cambridge, MA 02139 

(61 7) 577-2000 

in Belgium: fax: (617) 577-5618 

Agfa-Gevaert N. V. 

032-3-444-3924 in Portugal: 

fax: 032-3-444-3923 Polapor 


Av. Eng. Duarte Pacheco 
Torre 1-80. Piso - Sa/a 4 
I 000 LIS BOA 
351-1-684055 
fax: 351-1-680819 

Since you're planning to spend a large amount of 
money, I'd advise you to ask lots ofquestions and select 
your equipment carefully. I wish you the best ofluck in 
your new venture.-H. E. 
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Dashed Hopes 

L ike so many unsuspecting computer users, I bought 
a Tandy 1000 TX . Although I have no system trou

bles with it, I had high hopes for using its expansion ca
pabilities. I have written to several vendors that offer the 
shorter peripheral boards usable in the TX . Alas, more 
and more, I find this machine is less and less PC
compatible. 

My expansion desires are reasonable and simple: a 
40-MB card-mounted hard disk drive, VGA graphics (the 
TX comes with CGA on the motherboard) , a 2400-bps 
modem, any other kind of keyboard , and a larger power 
supply for future needs. Some sort of accelerator card 
and faster RAM would be a dream, but with a loboto
mized bus and whatever limitations written in the BIOS, 
this may be too much to ask . 

I made a serious investment when I bought my sys
tem, and I had hopes of extending its useful life with ex
pandability. Please don't tell me my only source is 
Radio Shack to get what I'm searching for! Ifthere are no 
better alternatives, I have heard of a used computer 
equipment brokerage in New York. 

A lien F. Robertson 
Antioch, TN 

I'm afraid the resale value ofa Tandy I 000 TX is not 
particularly high. Ifyour local Radio Shack store can 't 
give you satisfaction, try the following: 

Computer Peripherals Direct , Inc. 
4091 1th St. 
Huntington, WV 25701 
(800) 328-3387 
(304) 529-0246 
fax: (304) 529-0249 

MegaHaus Hard Drives 
I 110 Nasa Rd. I, Suite 306 
Houston, TX 77058 
(800) 426-0560 
(713) 333-1910 
fax: (713) 333-3024 

Micro Systems 
1524 County line Rd. 
York Springs, PA 17372 
(800) 548-5182 
(717) 528-8802 

These companies sell hard disk drives that are compat
ible with the Tandy I 000 series ofcomputers. Computer 
Peripherals Direct has a wide range ofupgrade products 
for Tandy computers.-$. W. 

There Must Be A Cache 

I own a Zeos 386/25 . I bought the system with 128K 
bytes of CPU cache, but I have been unable to figure 

out if the system contains this cache. I have no diagnos
tic software that will search for such memory, the BIOS 
doesn ' t show that such memory exists, and I can't rec
ognize the cache' s static RAM (SRAM) chips on the 
motherboard. When I spoke to the technicians at Zeo 
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YOU MAYBE 

MISSING 


THE BOAT... 

If you're a C or PASCAL 


software engineer and haven't 

tried Ada yeti 


Since 1983 Ada has 'become one of the fastest 

growing programming languages. Ada software 

engineers ore in high demand. Colleges are 

graduating more and more Ada engineers. 


From the space shuttle to the Persian Gulf. Ada 's 

the law for all Defense Department. NASA and 

NATO related programming. Overseas. Ada's the 

low for all European Community programming. 

And here at home. more and more Fortune 500 

companies are switching to Ado to solve their 

software engineering problems. 


Sounds big doesn't it? 


Yet few software engineers have given Ada even 

a g lance. But Ada 's coming and now you can 

hop on board for $149.95. 


We 've even made it simple. 

A complete. validated 

Ado Programming 

Environment that's more 

than just o compiler-a 

full color. seamless. user

friendly environment with 

pull-down windows. o lan 

guage sensitive editor. a linker. 

operates on 8086. 80286. 80386. 
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GEMTECH 

The &k;l Company 
GEM Technologies, Inc. 

1Trumbull Street. New Haven. CT 06511 
(203) 865-2525 FAX (203) 624-2855 

Everything to begin software engineering in Ado. 
Serious, production quality, software engineering! 

0 I want to Jearn more about software engi

neering in Ada. Please send me the free 

Complete Ada Programming Environment 


Demo disc 0 5'/• disc 0 3'h dlsc. 

Name __________________________ __ 


Address------------------------
City ---------:--------------------- 
State Zip--------------------- 
Telephone -------------------------- 

0 Check 0 VISA 0 MC 0 Money Order 
Card II Exp. date -------- 
1currently program in: 0 COLBOL 0 PASCAL 0 Ada 

0 BASIC 0 Other 
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International, they were unable to provide me with any 
answers. Yet , they have been very helpful with any 
other questions or problems I have had. 

Can you help me? I hope there is a way to verify that 
such memory exists, either through software or physi
cally visualizing the chips. If not, what is to keep 
manufacturers from advertising a cache when it doesn't 
exist or there is less SRAM than advertised? 

Brian C. Blackman 
Friendsville, TN 

/like these easy ones. The obvious place to start was 
with Zeos. I called its technical-support group; you were 
right, they were incredibly helpful. On your mother
board, the SRAM chips should be located near the left 
front ofthe machine and have gold stickers on them. If 
you don't have the SRAM installed, you 'llfind empty 
sockets or a spot on the motherboard for sockets. 

Ifyou still want to check your cache from software, 
you might try Sofwin 's Syswin utility. It 's a program simi
lar to Norton's Sf, except that it digs much deeper into 
the system's innards. It measures such things as CPU 
clock rate, size ofthe CPU cache, and seek time ofthe 
hard disk drive. You can get the latest version from Sofwin 
(6546 Roseland Court, Reynoldsburg , OH 43068, (614) 
759-6324) for $69. 

Buying a computer isn't any different than buying a 
car or major appliance. /wonder how many people act u
ally time the 0-60 mph acceleration oftheir new car, or 
measure to see ifthat new refrigerator is really 21 cubic 
feet? In general, we don 't hear too many horror stories 
about computer companies cheating customers out of 
things like CPU caches; it's just too easy to catch them 
at it. To minimize your chances ofthat happening, buy 
from reputable companies, be sure to check the packing 
slip carefully, and always practice a safe mail-order tech
nique.-H . E. 

I Want My LCD 

C ould you help me find a bright and crisp mono
chrome LCD with Hercules-, EGA-, or VGA-quality 

resolution? I cannot understand why LCDs are not sold 
without an attached microcomputer. The technology 
seems to have advanced enough, and the price should 
not be exorbitant. 

0. Giintzel 
Liebefeld, Switzerland 

Yes, we can help. How about the Safe Monitor? It's a 
backlit, shielded LCD that- according to its manufac
turer-is virtually radiation-free. The company has 
even removed the power source from the monitor to a bus 
connector that you can locate at whatever distance you 
consider safe. 

Safe Computing's Safe Monitor comes in a variety of 
models, including CGA, VGA, and Macintosh-compatible 
versions. For PC operation, you'll need a color graphics 
adapter. Although the monitor is monochrome, it repre
sents colors either by gray scale or patterns (depending 
on the model). Prices range from $995 to $1695. For 
more information, contact Safe Computing Co., 368 
Hillside Ave., Needham, MA 02194, (617) 444-7778. 

- R. G. 
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Harness Racing 

am trying to locate a couple of items. First , I need a I special cable. I need a custom Mac Plus analog-logic 
board wiring harness for my Mac 512K E, only with a 
standard hard disk drive power cable extension. 

My SCSI port is a cable running out of the battery 
door. Now that low-power SCSI3 1h- and 2 112- inch drives 
are available, I would like to install one internally. I 
need some way to hook up the SCSI cables and still have 
an external port. I'd like to have an adapter made of a 
PC board, male and female DB·25 connectors , and a 50
pin stick header. This would fit in an opening in the 
back of my Mac case with the adapter mounted on the 
rear chassis rail. 

I am also looking for a case to hold three external 
5 \4-inch full-size hard disk drives or six 5 'A -inch half
height drives. The power supply should be able to han
dle 60 to 80 watts , have connectors for six drive devices, 
and have a front-mounted switch with an " on" indicator 
LED. The power supply can be on the top or bottom of 
the case. I want all drive bezels to be exposed so that I 
can see the drive indicator lights . 

Finally , I need an 1/0 card for an IBM PC that has 
COM I, COM2, COM3, and COM4 serial ports and 
LPTI, LPT2, and LPT3 parallel ports . This would be 
one card with all the DOS serial and parallel ports. Each 
port must have an enable/disable jumper. The bracket 
should have an LPTI DB-25 connector. All other ports 
should be cable-attached to header pins. 

Anthony J. Ore steen 
Batavia,/L 

The Macintosh adapters you describe should be fairly 
easy to make yourself The hard disk drive power connec
tor is very common, and all you'd have to do is identify 
the correct leads on the Mac cable assembly and splice in 
the new connector. The same is true for the SCSI adapt
er: The 50-pin header is a standard item, and you can 
find a PC board and DB-25 connectors at your local 
Radio Shack. 

However, ifit were my Mac, I wouldn 't do it. The 
power supply in the 512KE and Plus models is notorious 
for getting stressed-out and fizzling. Just upgrading a 
Mac Plus to 4MB oflow-power RAM is often enough to 
blow the supply; adding a hard disk drive is simply play
ing with fire. Ifyou insist on doing it anyway, you can 
probably get any competent repair shop to make the 
adapters for you. While you're at it, be sure to add a fan 
to help keep the case cool. 

I don 't know ofany PC cards like the one you de
scribe. Putting all four COM ports and all three LPT 
ports on a single card would prevent you from adding 
any other cards or internal modems. I'd imagine rhat 
most people would rarher have the flexibilit y ofmixing 
and matching. Multiple printer ports are typically used in 
network print servers, where COM porrs may not be 
needed. Applications calling for multiple COM ports often 
require more than four; in rhose cases, cards like Arnet 's 
Multipart boards give you eight (or more) ports. 

To get all six drives in a single case, the obvious way 
is to get a standard PC clone tower case. A number of 
these cases handle eight or mere drives and are widely 
available from mail-order companies for around $300. 

-H. E. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

WHAT 'S NEW AT COMDEX 

Springtime in 
Atlanta 

SPRING '91 is a major 
new international computer 
industry event dedicated to 
information technology 
solutions. 

It's two major shows side
by-side in Atlanta this May 
2o-23, an expanded 
COMDEX now reaching 
resellers and corporate end
user management, and 
WINDOWS'!l4 WORLD, the 
first official conference and 
expo for Windows computing 
created in cooperation with 
Microsoft. 

Some 1,000 exhibiting 
companies and 60,000 
attendees are expected, 
including computer resellers, 
software developers, dis
tributors and OEMs, plus 
corporate buyers, MIS/ 
communications managers, 
CIOIIS executives, 
workgroup and departmen
tal managers, and 1,000 
trade and business press. 

SPRING will feature a 
combined Conference 
program of more than 170 
sessions -· the largest and 
most comprehensive forum 
ever put together for a 
computer industry event. 

COMDEX 
Continuesto 
Lead the Way 

The 11th Spring version 
of COMDEX will continue 
to reach every category of 
reseller, with this year's 
expanded show featuring a 
host ofreseller-specific 
educational and training 
support programs. These 
will include over 60 confer
ence sessions specifically 
focused on reseller issues, as 

well as customized vendor 
presentations from leading 
manufacturers and suppli
ers. 

COMDEX '91 at 
SPRING will also be the 
first COMDEX event to 
offer a separate End-User 
Conference Program with 
nearly 60 separate sessions. 
A wide variety of programs 
and features will also be 
available to the corporate 
end-user, from middle 
managers to senior informa
tion system (IS) executives. 

Raymond J. Noordn, President 
and CEO ofNovell, will deliver 
tM COMDEX keynote address. 
HThe spark that Ignites an 
Industry, Han insightful over
view ofnetworked computing 
and its ever-increasing impact 
on the computer industry. 

WINDOWS™ 
WORLD: The 
Official Showfor 
Windows 
Computing 

WINDOWS'!l4 WORLD 
is the official Microsoft
sponsored event supporting 
Windows, the most influen
tial computing software on 
the market today. 

The show will feature 
products, support and more 

Bill Gates, Chairman of 
Microsoft, will deliver the 
WINDOWSN WORLD keynote 
addre811. ~indows: Changing 
the Face ofCorporate Comput
ing, Han inside loolr at tM 
contributions ofWindows to 
corporate computing and a 
preview offuture enhancements 
to Windows technology. 

than 50 educational confer
ence sessions on Windows 
computing for corporate 
users, software developers, 
system integrators, periph
eral designers, value-added 
resellers (VARs), and other 
industry professionals. 

Networked 
Computing 

SPRING Networked 
Computing Focus will 
include exhibitors demon
strating interoperability 
along with a comprehensive 
conference program on 
networking and communica
tions, including a Corpora
tion for Open Systems 
(COS) certification program. 

Networking exhibits will 
be on both COMDEX and 
WINDOWS'Il4 WORLD 
show floors, and almost 60 
networking sessions topics 
will be offered in both 
conferences. 

A Multimedia 
Pavilion 

SPRING Multimedia 
Pavilion will feature an 
exhibit area ofmajor 
industry companies, such as 
ffiM, Microsoft Corporation, 
and others. In addition, 
SPRING attendees will be 
able to see a variety of 
products combining audio, 
video, animation, graphics 
and more in a separate 
Multimedia Presentation 
Theater. Approximately 20 
conference sessions will 
address the status of this 
emerging technology. 

Highlights of 
SPRING '91 
• 1,000+ COMDEX and 
WINDOWS'!l4 WORLD 
exhibitors. 
• 170+ conference sessions 
in the COMDEX and 
WINDOWSTM WORLD 
Conferences. 
• COMDEX keynote by 
Novell CEO Ray Noorda 
addressing critical reseller 
and user issues. 
• WINDOW8Tl4 WORLD 
keynote address by Microsoft 
CEO, Bill Gates. 
• Special focus on Networked 
Computing and Multimedia. 
• Major new programs 
including Vendor Presenta
tions, New Product Aware
ness, User Group Meetings. 
• Special focus on Networked 
Computing and Multimedia. 

CONTACT: SPRING
featuring COMDEX and 
WINDOWS'!l4 WORLD, 
Atlanta, May 20-23, 1991. 
For more information on 
attending call THE INTER
FACE GROUP at 617-449
8938. For exhibiting 
information call 617-449
6600 x4023. 

COMDEX at SPRING and WINDOWS WORLD Conference and E~tion are propertieo of the INTERFACE GROUP - NEVADA, Inc. COMDEX io a ...,g;1 t.ered trademark of 
INTERFACE GROUP- Nevacllo, Inc. Microool\ and the Microool\ loco are reciolered trademarko and Window• io a trademark of Microoon Corporation. 



"gives you all the C 
language routines you 
need to write an 
impressive scientific 
graphing program of 
your own. Highly 
recommended.' 
- PC Magazine 

Versions for 
PC and Mac 

sin(y)'cos(x-y) 

Scffentfffffc !Endeavor~ 
508 N. Kentucky St., Kingston, TN 37763 
(615) 376-4146 FAX: (615) 376-1571 

ASK BYTE 


Conner Confusion Clarified 

I have a 40-MB Conner Periphera ls Intelligent Dri ve 
Electronics (IDE) hard disk drive , just like the one 

Dennis C. Kornbluh has (Ask BYTE, October 1990) . I 
am afraid the tip you gave him will not help at all. 

You told him to perform a nondestructive , low-level 
format on the hard disk drive. This may work on most 
hard disk drives, but it doesn ' t on Conner's . A Conner 
IDE drive has an on-board , read-ahead buffer (not a 
cache) to boost its speed. The buffer keeps any software 
from running a low-level format. This includes SpinRite 
and Disk Technician. Even a destructive low-level for
mat by DOS FDISK will not work. The Ccnner drive is 
pre-low-level formatted and can be low-level formatted 
only in the manufacturing process, as far as I know. So, 
unfortunately, the only option Kornbluh has is to get the 
hard disk drive repaired or replaced . 

Frank C. Yang 
Elmhurst, NY 

Sometimes, when faced with a hardware problem, the 
solution becomes apparent only after considerable dig 
ging. You are indeed correct about not being able to do a 
low-level format on a Conner Peripherals IDE hard disk 
drive, butforthe wrong reason. 

The Conner drive electronics prevents any software 
from doing a low-level format. The reason is that the 
Conner. drive uses embedded servo information at the 
beginning ofeach sector for locating head positions on the 
platters. This servo information can be stored on the 
drive only with specialized equipmem at the factory . If 
you persisted in trying to do a low-level format on a 
Conner drive, you would destroy the servo information 
and render the drive useless. Some other brands of 
drives use a dedicated platter for servo information. 

The Conner drives also use a voice-coil mechanism 
for positioning the heads, Sfl they are less susceptible to 
head-positioning problems (due to overheating or me
chanical wear) than older drives that use stepper motors 
for positioning the heads. 

You aren't exactly right about FDISK. It creates a 
partition sector or bootstrap program at the first sector on 
the hard disk drive (head 0, cylinder 0, sector 1) and 
stores the partition information at this location. BIOS 
loads the bootstrap program into memory, and then the 
bootstrap program loads the operating-system program 
from other locations on the hard disk drive. The boor
strap program transfers control to the operating system. 

You need a low-level formatting program, such as On
track Computer Systems' Disk Manager, or a formatting 
program in ROM on some hard disk drive controllers . to 
do a low-/eve/format ofthe hard disk drive. 

After discussing Kornbluh 's problem with the techni
cal-support people at Conner Peripherals , they thought 
that the 2- to 3-second delay during 110 operations is 
due to a BIOS timing problem. They have seen this prob
lem with certain early versions ofthe AMI BIOS. 

Ifthe occasional 3-second delay does not cause data
storage problems, they suggest that he either live with the 
problem or replace his BIOS with a newer version. If the 
problem continues or grows worse, Conner Peripherals 
technical support is available at (408) 456-3200. 

My original advice is still valid: Back up your hard 
disk drivel- S . W. • 
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An Out-of;y"owner's Introduction 

to the BIX Community 

BIX is for people who use microcom

puters fo r business. finance , resea rch , 

and career and personal development . 

There 's always something interesting 

happening here. No matter what you're 

into. The latest indust ry news. Top

no tch so ftware libraries. Private e lec

t ronic mail. Real-time chatt ing. And 

every month, the complete text of 

BYTE magazine. (Read more about BIX. 

and how to join. on adjacent page.) 

From Artificial Intelligence to 

Zenith laptops... 

Whatever your interest, BIX has a con

ference for you. Here's a partial list . 

(In each Exchange. Conference name 

appears o n left . description on right.) 

• Amiga Exchange 

Joanne Dow, Exchange Editor 

amiga.user 	 Exchange ideas. so lve 
problems. compare 
no tes 

amiga.sw 	 Amiga programming 
and developer issues 

amiga.hw 	 Amiga ha rdware design. 
use. and hookup 

amiga.arts 	 Artistry using the Amiga 

amiga.int 	 Developing for the in
ternational Amiga 

amiga.special 	 Special guests and events 

amiga.dev 	 Commodore's confe r
ence fo r developers 

• IBM Exchange 

Barry Nance, Exchange Editor 

ibm.pc The venerable PC 

ibm.a t The AT series and 
workalikes 

ibm.ps The PS/2 series 

ibm.o s2 OS/2 operating system 

ibm.dos PC/DOS & MS/DOS 
operat ing systems 

ibm.os.386 Alternative 386 
operating systems 

ibm.ut ils Ut ility software for 
IBM co mputers 

BIX 


COMMUNITY CALENDAR 


APRIL 1991 


ibm. G arage and Tune-up 
repairshop Shop 

ibm.new. New products for 
prods IBM computers 

ibm.exchange 	 IBM Exchange clear
inghouse 

ibm.listings 	 Index to program files 
in t he Exchange 

ibm.o ther 	 Apps. printers, 
modems. e tc. 

microsoft 	 Products from 
Microsoft 

• Interactive Games Exchange 

Rich Taylor, Exchange Editor 

igx.exchange W hat's new in the IGX 

bridge For Bridge lovers 

chess About the game of 
chess 

d.horizons Role-playing games no t 
based on fantasy 

digi tal. Compute r gaming 
gaming 

fun .n.games Fun, games. group 
activities 

gaming. Learn about ro le-
college playing games 

o ther.times Land fo r fun. re laxing. 
and gaming 

the.realms 	 Fantasy role-playing 
games 

town.square 	 On-line meeting place 

• Macintosh Exchange 

Dr. Larry Loeb, Exchange Editor 

mac.apple The word from 
Cupertino 

mac. business Macs in the office 

mac.desktop Publishing with a Mac 

Circle 450 on Inquiry Card. 

mac.external Info rmation from all 
over 

mac. hack 	 Technical info rmation 
about the Mac 

mac. hypercard 	 Using the HyperCard 
programming envi
ronment 

mac .news Up-to -the-minute 
info rmation 

mac.novice For beginners 

mac.products Listings of new hard 
ware and soft ware 

mac.sandbox For o ff-hours fun 

• Telecommunications Exchange 

Steve Satchell, Exchange Editor 

bbs 	 D ial-up bulle t in board 
systems 

conferencing 	 About computerized 
conferencing 

ham.radio 	 Computing. digital 
e lectronics. amateur 
radio 

inte rnational 	 Telecommunicatio ns; 
t he global computer 
village 

networks 	 In formatio n networks 

packet.ne ts 	 Packet-switching 
networks 

prmocols 	 Small-computer com
municatio ns protocols 

telecomm . 	 Telecommunicatio ns 
pgms 	 programs 

telecomm .tech 	 New telecommunica 
t ions techno logy 

• Tojerry Exchange 

Jerry Pournelle, Exchange Editor 

to jerry 	 Messages fo r and 
from Jerry Pournelle 

chaos.manor 	 Comput ing At 
C haos Mano r 

astronomy 	 A star party fo r 
amateur astronomers 

contact 	 Science fiction 
meets sc ience 

disasters 	 Natural and man-
made disasters 

educat ion 	 Computers in Amer
ican classrooms 

mathematics 	 Talk about high-level 
mathematics 

sciences 	 Scientific programs 

space 	 Space e xplo ratio n 
and development 

techno logy 	 New technologies 
and their impact 

http:amiga.hw
http:amiga.sw


• Imagine a setting in which com 

munal wisdom is on tap . A place that 

has the fit and feel of a small . friendly 

town . yet the sophistication and 

resources of a global community . 

O ne which you can visit e lectroni 

cally - to increase your knowledge 

of computers and their applications, 

hone your skills . share insights with 

thousands of other compute r pros, 

and have fun . Such a community 

would be called BIX . 

Subscribe to BIX , the flat-fee, 

on-line information service. 

BI X is your access to industry ne ws. 

And to many special interest Ex

changes- such as our Amiga. IBM. 

Mac. Writers ', and Interactive Games 

Exchanges- which include thousands 

of free . downloadable programs. All 

for just $39 pe r quarte r.· 

Subscribe via your computer .. . 

Set your program for full duple x , 7 

bi ts , eve n parity, I stop bit. Call BIX 

on our registration-only number : BOO · 

225 -4129 . In MA: call 617-861 -9767 . 

International : call NU I 310690 157800 . 

Then hit the re turn ke y, and respond : 

Prompt: You Enter: 
login bi x 
Name ? bix .ville 

You may buy off-peak access via 

Tymner at $20 per month o r $3 pe r 

hour, o r you may buy peak access at 

S6 pe r hour.· · 

"Based on J '5.1 56 JnnuJI fee. bill ed quar-ter ly 

Tc lcc:ommunic ation-s charge-s :lr c ex tra 

You may c.1nccl at an.y t •mc wHhout fuu.Jrc 

ch.1rgcs. 

· · AvaiiJblc only in cont iguous 48 states. 

T ymnc t ra tes subject to chJngc . 

800-227-2983 • In NH 603-924 -7681 

IIIX 
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EXPERT ADVICE 
Experts from the worlds 
of IBM, Macintosh, Unix, 
and networked computing 
present inside information, 
advice, and tips for 
getting the most out of 
your computer 

DON CRABB 
MM:InatJon• 

DAVID FIEDLER 
The UNIX /bin 

BRnTGLASS 
NetWork• 

DOUGLAS A. HAMILTON 
Beyond DOS 
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MACINATIONS 

Roger and Me: The Quest for Compatibility 
Don Crabb 

I just spent the better part of 
a day trying to fix a prob

lem with my friend 's Mac SE, 
and I'm no closer to a solution 
than I was before I started . I do 
a lot of " little consults" like 
this for my friends, especially 
those I got started on the Mac . 
This SE is Roger Ebert' s, who 
uses it to write books, film re 
views, and part of the weekly 
script for his syndicated TV 
show, Siskel and Ebert . 

The problems with his SE 
surfaced when I upgraded the 
machine from I megabyte to 4 
MB of RAM and from System 
6.0.2 to 6.0.5. 

Roger currently use s a 
DataDesk Mac-1 0 I keyboard 
and a Kensington Microware 
trackball with his SE, rather 
than the standard Apple key 
board and mouse. According 
to him , the DataDesk key 
board has a better feel, and he 
likes all its programmable 
function keys. 

It' s this programmability, 
however, that has caused the 
problems. DataDesk supplies 
special System resources that 
you dump into your System 
Folder to make its key pro
grammability magic happen. 
As it turns out, these resources 
aren ' t compatible with System 
6 .0.5 during start-up, so the 
machine fail s to boot with the 
keyboard connected. Remove 
the keyboard , and the machine 
boots fine . You can then attach 
this keyboard-gambling that 
you don't short out the Apple 
Desktop bus (ADB) chip- and 
it works . 

Roger and I have both gone 
around the bend trying to fig
ure out what's wrong, and it 
comes down to a software in
compatibility in the DataDesk 
resources during start-up . 
Moving to System 6.0 . 7 didn ' t 
fix the problem, although 
DataDesk thought it would . 
The Apple engineers I talked 
to said the problem was that 

The Mac Is a reliable software platform 

but has Its share of compatibility problems 

DataDesk had violated some 
of Apple 's System resource 
guidelines . DataDe sk later 
confirmed this and sent us a 
patch disk with new resources. 
The new stuff doesn' t work , 
either. 

Well , that 's too bad , you 
say . Roger should just buy an
other keyboard with function 
keys from some other vendor. 
He can do that , but it misses 
the whole point of the prob 
lem. He shouldn't have had to 
mess with this at all . This key
board , like any Mac periph
eral , should plug into its ap
propriate bus (i.e. , ADB) and 
do its thing , without the need 
to chant incantations. 

Thi s has always been the 
Mac 's promise : Software and 
hardware designed for it by 
third-party vendors would 
work right out ofthe box . Mac
Folk have learned to love their 
machines for thi s fact. You 
won ' t catch any of us wasting 
our time modifying CONFIG 
.SYS or AUTOEXEC .BAT 
files. We don ' t need to worry 
about memory partitions and 

EMS standards and all the 
other tedious system and soft
wa re incompatibili t ies that 
plague DOS , Windows, OS/2, 
and Desqview- except , ap 
parently, when vendors vio 
late the System standards that 
Apple lays down , as Data Desk 
has done. 

But considering that Apple 
has done this itself on more 
than one occasion (how many 
ofyou out there have had prob 
lems with the Apple 24-bit GC 
graphics boa rd , please ra ise 
your hands!), how can you 
blame third parties for getting 
a bit lazy? It 's tough following 
someone else 's standards. 

But that 's precisely what 
Mac vendors must do. They 
must stick to the knitt ing as de
fined by Apple. And it 's now 

Don Crabb is the director of 
laboratories and a senior lec
turer for the computer science 
department at the University 
of Chicago. He is also a con
tributing editor for BYTE. He 
can be contacted on BIX as 
"decrabb ." 
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time for Apple to get a heck of 
a lot more serious about how it 
defines that knitting . 

System 7.0 presents Apple 
with the opportunity to do 
this. Apple must clean up any 
oddities in the System now. As 

· Apple gets its own compatibil
ity/reliability house in order, 
it should have a lot more clout 
in dealing with third-party 
vendors . 

Apple has a big lead in the 
system compatibility and reli
ability race. It's much farther 
around the track than any mi
crocomputer operating system 
you can think of. But now it's 
time to ratchet the whole enter
prise up a notch. Now's the 
time for Apple to build perfec
tion-in its own System and in 
its interfaces with third-party 
products. 

By the end of 1991 , Roger 
and me and other Mac users 
should never again have to 
waste hours and hours trying 

to fix a software compatibility 
problem. 

Software ofthe Month: 
Tiles and Touch BASE 
Someone was complaining to 
me recently that "the small 
Mac companies just aren't 
around anymore." I told him 
to pay closer attention to the 
Mac software market because 
there's plenty of great soft
ware still being produced by 
the small guys. This month, I 
have two new entries to share 
with you: Tiles from CE Soft
ware (sort of a large, small 
company) and TouchBASE 
from After Hours Software 
(definitely small). 

CE calls Tiles an "Intelli
gent Desktop for the Mac, " 
and it ' s right. With the advent 
of the much-delayed System 
7 0, there is an unfortunate 
tendency among many Mac 
developers to not provide any 
improvements to the Finder 

and Desktop, since "Apple is 
taking care of that." CE's di 
rector of R&D, John Pence, 
however, doesn 't believe that 
for a second. Which is one rea
son why he wrote Tiles: "Tiles 
builds on this power by antici
pating the needs of the user, 
automatically organizing in
formation, and presenting it 
graphically." 

Tiles does this magic by 
creating graphical representa
tions of applications and data 
files when they are opened. 
These representations are 
called tiles. Each tile can be 
stored in palettes (which are 
controllable through their own 
window bar icons) or placed 
on the Desktop . No matter 
how you choose to use tiles, 
you won't have to remember 
anything about the documents 
or applications they contain. 

Tiles will nearly eliminate 
filing angst on a Mac. You no 
longer must remember where 

you store-d things to use them 
quickly. For example, sup
pose you create a project tile 
to act as a container for your 
year-end report. This tile can 
then hold the application , 
document, and other tiles that 
relate to the report. When you 
want to work on that year-end 
report, you merely double 
click on the project tile, which 
in turn launches the appropri
ate applications and opens the 
files. You don't have to re
member anything about how 
the components are stored. 

Costing only $99.95, Tiles 
is inexpensive, yet it's fully 
extensible . It's one of those 
products that the Mac seems 
to foster, and it will provide 
MacFol k with an even better 
working environment than the 
Finder alone. 

TouchBASE, on the other 
hand, has a smaller target au
dience . Contact lists are its do
main. How many of you keep a 

Helios' EtherShare"' file server sys
tem lets you do system administration 
from any Macintosh on your network. 
Plus it gives you a PostScript® print 
server, a terminal server and an inter-
net router that uses AppleTalk packet 
technology. Allfor about $100 per 

. Isesswn. 
Field proven in Europe for almost 

two years, EtherShare provides high 
speed file access to up to 200 PCs, Macs 

"'------.. · 

1 

•-.-.-• 

-
...______... dial up ourCompuServ number 

..~-----...• 	 74730, 1004 and we'll get it to you. 
Ifyou would like to speak with our 

10 Mbits/sec. And it integrates comput
ers with other operating systems like a 
DEC VAX® under VMS or Ultrix and 
lets IBM PCs join in the fun , as well. 

Obviously there's a big story here. 
Ifyou want the details, we've prepared 
a fu1l package of information we'll be 
glad to deliver to you via e-mail. Just 

and your DEC, Sun, Sony or IBM workstations. 
You can even have several EtherShare systems 
working on the same Unix host at the same 
time. It looks like AppleShare to the Macs, 
but moves data at Ethemet rates, up to 

Circle 124 on Inquiry Card. 

National Sales Manager, contact Paul Lucero at 
998 West Lynn Way, Suite 4, Cupe1tino, CA 

95014. Phone 408-255-2503. AppleLink: 
Helios. USA; or send him e-mail on 
Intemet: lucero@apple.com. 
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Rolodex of names, addresses, 
and phone numbers? Touch
BASE is the first product I've 
seen that is actually easier to 
use than the good old, rel iable 
Rolodex (see the screen shot). 
I've tried HyperCard's Rolo
dex stack and products like 
DynoDex. The problem with 
them is that they try to act too 
much like the Rolodexes and 
Day-Timers they are replac
ing. Hey, ifyou'vegotacom
puter, why not think of new 
ways to solve information stor
age, retrieval, and usage prob
lems? TouchBASE does ex
actly that. 

This little desk accessory 
allows you to keep your con
tacts database up and ready to 
rock and roll all the time. It 
can do more heavy-duty stuff 
(e.g ., printing labels, enve
lopes, fax covers, and the 
like). It can sort. It works in 
multiuser mode over a net
work. It can import and export 

TouchBASE is a desk accessory that operates as a contacts 
database. It comes with a sample file ofover 500 Macintosh 
"top contacts." 

data simply. It includes user
defined fields in addition to 
the basic ones. It even dials 
yourphoneforyou. Not bad. 

What TouchBASE doesn't 
do is overwhelm you with 
meaningless kitchen-sink fea
tures that bloat the software 

but don 't add to its usefulness. 
More Mac software should be 
as well defined and compact as 
TouchBASE. 

Tip or the Month 
I've gotten into desktop pub
lishing in a big way over the 

last year, teaching a few semi
nars on PageMaker and spend
ing some time learning about 
the issues: fonts /type styles , 
graphics , color , resolution , 
printing, and paper. That's 
right, paper . That 's the one 
that was the toughest to pin 
down because it seems like a 
no-brainer. If you use a laser 
printer for your output , you 
just use any decent-quality 
bond paper, right? Wrong , as I 
have learned . 

The finish (i.e . , texture, 
smooth ness, and coating) , 
water content (paper is mostly 
water!) , and color (there are 
many "shades" of white) of 
paper all make a lot of differ
ence in your final output. 
Some papers hold the toner 
better than others and keep it 
from smearing or diffusing. 
Other papers are biased to
ward providing the best possi
ble camera-ready image . Still 
others can be erased , so you 

A Message to 

Our Subscribers 


FROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE use of our ma iling list, and look 
BYTE subscriber list available forward to finding information of 
to other companies who wish interest to them in the mail. Used are 

to send our subscribers material our subscribers' names and addresses 
about their products. We take great only (no other information we may 
care to screen these companies, have is ever given). 
choosing only those who are rep While we believe the distribution 
utable, and whose products, services of this information is of benefit to our 
or information we feel would be of subscribers, we firm ly respect the 
interest to you. Direct mail is an wishes of any subscriber who does 
efficient medium for presenting the not want to receive such promotional 
latest personal computer goods and literature. Should you wish to restrict 
services to our subscribers. the use of your name, 

Many BYTE subscribers simply send your reques tIJ'JTE Magazine
appreciate this controlled to the address at left. 

Attn: Subscriber Service 
P.O. Box 555 

Hightstown NJ 08520 
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• In the BIX community we take care of people who use IBM Pes or their compatibles. For example. our IBM Exchange offers a 

growing list of programs which you can download for free. These 2.168 programs are the cream of the crop. All of them are tested 

in advance by BIX moderators so you know you're getting top-quality. virus-free programs. Here are some of the most popular ones: 

BtX FILE NAME BIX CONFERENa DESCRII'TlON 

stars.zip microsoft Utility that turns your Windows desktop into aview of deep space. Choose impulse or warp speed 

and launch several Windows utilities from a floating pop-up menu. 

e.arc ibm.utils Public-domain text editor, with source code. 

secrecs2.arc ibm.dos Condensed and edited messages from the ibm.doslsecrecs topic. Tricks and undocumented 

internals of MS/DOS. 

tetris2.zip microsoft KLOTZ, a Tetris"' clone for Microsoft Windows 3. 

2zip2S.zip ibm.utils Converts a variety of archive formats (including ARC. PAK. ZOO. LZH) to PKWare's 

ZIP format. 

w3icons.zip microsoft 40 new icons for the Windows 3 Program Manager. 


firework .zip microsoft Fireworks display in a window, for Windows 3. 


monitor:arc ibm.os2 Continuous display of CPU load for OS/2 Presentation Manager. 


abort.exe ibm.utils TSR that aborts any program when you press Ale-C. 


dis386.zip ibm.utils Full-screen interactive machine language disassembler for 8086. 80286. 80386. NEC V20. 


Besides great free programs. the IBM Exchange offers dozens of informative and provocative conferences on 0 512. PC/DOS and 


MS/DOS operating systems. alternative 386 operating systems. utility software. communications programs. LANs and more. There's 


even a "Repairshop" conference. and maybe as a last resort, an IBM clearing house. Beyond our IBM Exchange. we provide indus


try news and product information that's essential to your performance as a microcomputer pro. All of these privileges are yours 


with a subscription to BIX. To find out more. call our special Customer Service number: 1-800-227-2983 (in NH call603-924-7681). 


EllX 
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can easily remove stray toner 
bits and flecks that always 
seem to stick in the wrong 
places on a document. 

I learned all this stuff about 
paper (and a lot more) from 
Stephen Lambros of Graphic 
Arts Supply in New York City. 
The company produces some 
of the best desktop publishing 
paper I have found during my 
year of training. It makes a 
line of papers called Laser
Edge, ranging from a special 
camera-ready single-sided 
heavy bond similar to resin
coated phototypesetting paper 
(LaserEdge HR-60RC) to a 
bond in three different weights 
(27, 32, and 38 pounds) de
signed to be imaged on both 
sides as final copy. 

Using a high-quality bright
white paper like the Laser
Edge products is one of the 
easiest ways I've found to im
prove the appearance and ac
ceptability of desktop-pub
lished documents. • 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

LaserEdge High
Resolution Paper and 
Transparency Films 
Graphic Arts Supply. Inc. 
481 Washington St. 
New York , NY 10013 
(800) 342-5858 
(212) 925-5332 
fax: (212) 941-9765 
Circle 1146 on Inquiry Caret. 

Tiles 1.0 .. .. ...... .. . $99.95 
CE Software, Inc . 
1801 Industrial Cir. 
P.O. Box 65580 

West Des Moines, 

lA 50265 

(800) 523-7638 
(515) 22~1995 
fax : (515) 22~4534 
Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card. 

TouchBASE 1.0 .... .. . $125 
After Hours Software 
5636 Van Nuys Blvd., 
Suite B 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-2220 
fax: (818) 780-2666 
Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card. 

THE UNIX /bin 

Lost in the Woods 
David Fiedler 

S ometimes you have to cut 
a path through the forest 

so you can see the trees. While 
using Unix generally doesn't 
destroy any natural resources 
(aside from your equanimity, 
occasionally), sometimes it 
can make you feel as if you're 
lost in a forest. This month's 
column is dedicated to meth
ods of leaving a trail behind 
you, so you hopefully won't 
get lost more than once. 

Do It Right the First Time 
In the October 1989 BYTE, I 
covered some of the basics of 
running a Unix system. These 
days, most implementations 
of Unix have all kinds of built
in utilities to make adding 
users-and other important 
aspects of system administra
tion- much easier. But the 
system designers don't always 
do things the way you want 
them to, with the result that 
you might find yourself con
stantly rearranging things to 
fit your preferred method of 
operation. 

It takes a bit more effort 
than doing nothing, but audit
ing the system defaults will 
pay dividends in future time 
saved and security problems 
and user questions averted. I 
will use the familiar-and 
seemingly simple-task of 
adding a user as an example of 
the kinds ofthings I'm talking 
about. These concepts work 
well for plenty of other task s 
aside from system administra
tion, so it's worth a look . 

Following Your Instincts 
If you are a typical power user 
on Unix , you have probably 
made up several short shell 
programs and aliases that 
make your life easier. System 
administrators generally have 
more of these programs, since 
they must monitor all kinds of 
subsystems and file systems on 
a daily basis. But apart from 

How to setup 

your system to be 

Ideally responsive 

to users so 

you can save 

time, stabilize your 

system, and make 

people happy 

people who simply log direct
ly into an application, virtual
ly all Unix users have one 
thing in common: They love to 
customize their log-in envi
ronment. 

Your log-in start-up files 
(.profile for Bourne shell 
users, .cshrc and .login for 
C shell fans, and .profile 
and . kshrc for Korn shell 
folks) are your private little 
haven. These files give you 
your own identity , as well as a 
prompt and default command 
search path . I have known 
people who programmed their 
prompt to say "Yes, Master" 
before each command , and 
others who preferred colors. 
graphics, and Zulu time to the 
nearest millisecond. 

Aside from these little 
quirks, systems evolve over 
time, so it is important to keep 
your start -up files cur ren t 
with the latest programs. For 
instance, I find that I like the 
operation of the less pager 
much better if I change the 
LESS environment variable to 
-MCqse, which is done in my 
.kshrc file. Other variables 
have become de fac to stan
dards on their own. When I set 
th e environme nt variable 
EDITOR to / bin / vi and 
MAIL ER to / usr / lbin / 
elm, I know that any of the 
numerous applications that 
now check the contents of 
those variables will automati 
cally let me use my favorite 
text editor and mailer. And 
likewise , setting SHELL to 
/ bin / ksh tells vi to spawn a 
new Korn shell (rather than 

David Fiedler is executive pro
ducer of Unix Video Quar
terly and coauthor ofthe book 
Unix System Administration. 
He has helped start several 
Unix-related publications. 
You can reach him on BIX as 
"fiedler. " 

Your questions and com
ments are welcome. Write to: 
Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix 
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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An advanced user interface and excellent documenta
tion make MKS RCS extremely easy to use. Or if you 
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can automate every aspect of your project, handle both 
binary and text files with ease, provide unlimited branch
ing and merging capabilities and compress log files to save 
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The more complex your project, the more you need MKS 
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in a revision control system at a price that will fit 
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the Bourne shell default) when 
I type : sh from vi. 

The point is that new users 
don't necessarily know all the 
tricks on your local system, 
even if they've used Unix be
fore . The best way to ensure 
you have an efficient system is 
for the system administrator to 
have a little chat with some of 
the users who pay attention to 
these k inds of details and can 
collect as many handy hints as 
possible. Even system admin
istrators are not omniscient , 
especially when it comes to 
every last flag and file refer
ence in the Unix manuals. 

You can then construct an 
optimum set of shell start-up 
files that include all the most 
popular local aliases, search 
paths , and options . One of the 
most important things to put in 
these files is a bulletproof pro
gram that, for any user, cor
rectly sets the terminal type so 
that users can use screen-ori

ented programs. This usually 
is a tortuous one-liner involv
ing the tset program , or a 
shell case statement based on 
foreknowledge about the 
kinds ofterminals attached to 
particular tty lines. 

Once tested, this set of files 
should be kept in a non root file 
system (where they won't be 
written over in your next sys
tem upgrade or reload), per
haps with names such as 
stdprofile and stdcshrc. 
You can then advertise their 
presence (via the Ietc Imotd 
file) so that interested users 
can study or copy them. 

Make Sure for Yourself 
To save even more time, find 
out where the system gets de
fault start-up files when new 
users are installed (SCO users 
should look under Iusr / 1 ib I 
mkuser) and replace the sys
tem's defaults with your own 
improved versions. Save the 

originals in case you forget 
something. To find this infor
mation , by all means read the 
manual but also verify the in
formation (and perhaps learn a 
few tricks) by looking at the 
program you execute to actu
ally install new users. Now, 
every new user will get the 
benefit of your research , and a 
little less ofthe Unix "oral tra
dition" will be needed . 

While you're at it , you can 
do a complete audit of the new 
user process . Create a new 
user the way your system man
ual recommends , generally 
via a program called newuser 
or adduser or as part of a sys
tem administration shell. Now 
log in as that user, and test 
everything . Do you get the ex
pected shell start-up files? 
Can you send and receive 
mail, or do you run into per
mission problems? Can you , 
as this ordinary user, get into 
any restricted system directo

ries , erase / unix, read other 
people 's mail and fi les , or 
cause other mischief? When 
you create files as this user , do 
they have the correct owner, 
group, and permissions? Can 
you cd to the parent of your 
home directory? (Losing thi s 
capability is a problem when 
things are not set up right.) 
Have the correct entries been 
madeinthe / etc / passwdand 
/ etc / group files? 

If everything works per
fectly, congratulations! But 
consider yourself lucky, as 
well. If secu rity is of any im
portance to you (aside from 
simply correct operation), you 
can run more extensive tests 
with one of the publicly avail
able security-checking pro
grams. Now think about this: 
What is a security-checking 
program but one that tries, 
mechanically , the kinds of 
things that you and other ad
ministrators have found to be 

I BIX is more than just agreat on-line information service. It's a community made up of thousands of the most serious computer users in the world; 

people like your customers, who are always on the look-out for the latest innovations and information regarding both hardware and software. Now you 

can set up shop in this electronic neighborhood with your own BIX Technical Supporr Conference. That way, you can give your customers all the prod

uct information and technical support they need. Use it to post updates or fixes for your customers to download at any time. If your company doesn't 

operate an 800 number, a BIX conference is an inexpensive alternative. Or it can back up an existing 800 line. And when you establish a BIX confer· 

ence you'll enhance your product's value because you'll be able to offer your customers special rates on BIX subscriptions. For all the details. call 

Customer Service at 1-800-227-2983 (in NH. call 603-924-7681 ). 

EllX 
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CLEO's 3270UNKix..pro
·vides complete, cost-effective 
mainframe connectivity for your 
UNlX systems.. 

You just plug in a coax 
board (our own or any IBM 
advanced coax adapter or com
patible) , load the software, and 

link to your mainframe through a 
remote or channel-attached IBM 
3174/3274 controller. 

+ 

With 3270
LINKix, you get full 
emulation of IBM 
3278 monochrome 
display tenninals 
(models 2-5) and 3279 color ter
minals (models 2A, 28, 3A, and 
38), in CUT or OFT mode. 

You also get full IBM 3287 
printer emulation (L Types 1 
and 3) for your UNlX-attached 
ASCII printers. 

UNlX systems supported 
include SCO's UNIX System V 
~ . 2 , AT&T's UNlX System V/386, 
Interactive Systems' 386!tx, and 

~•
• 

+ 

ax. 

• 

others. Features 
include: 
• Application 
Program Interface 
(HLLAPI 3.0) 

• INDSFILE file transfer for 

CMS, TSO, and CICS 

• Up to five sessions, with sup

port for SNA or channel-attached 

non-S Acommunications, in 

OFT 

• User-configurable keyboard 

mapping 

• Easy menu-driven interface 

N · G 


• 


To learn more, call us 
today at 1-800-233-2536. Or 
write to us at 3796 Plaza Drive, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108. 
FAX: 313/662-1%5. 

ADivision ofInterface Systems, Inc. 

AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE! 

In Europe caU Sintec Peripherals Ltd. in Slough, England, at 0753-811888 (FAX: 0753-81 1666). 
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Attention U.S. BYTE Subscribers 
Watch for the next BYTE DECK mailing that 
will be arriving in your mailbox soon! ( _ 
Use this as a fast, convenient tool to purchase ) 
computer products and services. It's loaded with _ ~ 
essential hardware and software products that you c 
should be aware of when making your buying ( 

decisions ... and it's absolutely FREE! 


If you have a computer product or service, and ...__ ., 

would like to reach 275,000 influential BYTE 

magazine subscribers, please give Ed Ware a call 

today at (603) 924-2596. 
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Here's what a BYTE Deck adverti ser has to say : ;./ 
' 'Ten years ago we advertised in the very first BYTE Deck- the number of sales 
leads we received was enormous! 111e BYTE Deck was so successful .for us, that we 
ha ve cominued to use it over the past ten years! " 

Lisa Tarpoff. Marketing Manager. Heath Company. Benton Harbor. Ml 

important? Do you see the 
analogy between this and the 
automation of the new user 
process? Can you come up 
with any similar ways of auto 
mating things that you do often 
on your machine? Aren ' tthese 
good candidates for shell pro
grams oral iases? See how this 
is all interconnected? 

Getting Around Obstacles 
Sometimes Unix resembles a 
game of Adventure, where you 
have to go to different loca
tions to do different things in 
order. A case in point : While I 
was writing this article, I had 
occasion to add a UUCP test 
account to a system. This ac
count was specified as need
ing a four-character password . 
On older , less sophisticated 
Unix sys tem s , short pass 
words were discouraged , but 
persistence won out : If you 
kept trying , the I bin / passwd 
program would accept a short 

one eventually. It was a cute 
way of getting around the pub
lished rules for those who 
knew the trick, but after all , 
the sole function ofthe passwd 
program was to let you change 
passwords. 

But today's Unix systems 
are built to be tough. The 
passwd program on my SCO 
Unix system is a huge 90K 
bytes (I remember when vi 
was that size), and it has an 
eight-page manual entry and 
plenty of options and config
urable settings . In fact , this 
new version generates random 
passwords for you, as well as 
check your new selected pass
word against the on-line dic
tionary and a few other data
bases to ensure that it ' s not 
too easy for other people to 
guess it . It even makes sure 
your password is not a palin
drome. 

So how did I get a four-char
acter password past this bar-

bouncer of a program? J read 
the manual, which indicated 
that a parameter called PASS
LENGTH, normally se t to 
five characters as a minimum 
password length , could be 
found in the file / etc / de 
fault / passwd . Naturally, I 
changed this value to four and 
tried again , only to come up 
against the database search al 
gorithm that I mentioned ear
lier. It turned out that this was 
contained in a separate pro
gram whose path name was 
also stored in the default file. 

Reasoning that a return 
code would be expected if a 
different program was being 
run , I changed the stored path 
name temporarily to / bin / 
true (which always return s 
a "good" value) . Running 
/ bin / passwd again , us ing 
this configuration, allowed 
me to get the short password 
stored properly . 

And ifthe manual didn't ex 

plain this well. I could have 
used the famous str i ngs pro
gram- the last refuge of the 
desperate- to find out what 
secrets were hidden in the bi
nary of / b in / passwd. 

None of thi s is meant as a.n 
indictment of modern security 
procedures or as an encour
agement to bypass them. The 
point is that as Unix has be 
come more complex , you must 
learn how to work with- and 
sometimes around- all the 
new programs and their fe a
tures. But thi s is actually good 
news. since thi s means that 
there are more options open to 
you for getting your job done . 
While some installations may 
not need C2-level security (as 
has been bitterly debated in the 
unix .bin conference on BIX). 
it is certainly nice to have it 
available . My hope is simply 
that you never find out the hard 
way as to why you need se
curity. • 
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NETWORKS 

Windows 3.0 and Networks 

E arly graphical user inter
faces dido ' t offer much 

support for LAN users, but 
Microsoft designed Windows 
3.0 from the start to work with 
networks. Workstations run
ning Windows can access net
work disks and printers as if 
they were local. Network soft
ware can multitask or run in 
the background . It's even pos
sible to modify your worksta
tion's configuration (i.e., to 
add or delete network disks 
and printers) without leaving 
the Windows GUI. The file 
manager , print manager, and 
control panel are designed to 
understand networks and al
low you to manipulate them 
gracefully. 

AII this power comes with a 
price , however. Setting up 
Windows to run on a network 
isn't simple, and many pitfalls 
lurk for the unwary. In this 
column, I have assembled a 
few important rules, gleaned 
from discussions with several 
experienced users, that should 
help you get (and stay) up and 
running. 

Rule 1: Install the network 
before installing Windows. 

When you first install Win
dows 3.0 on a machine, the 
Setup program gathers spe
cific information about your 
system. Among this informa
tion is the type of network 
you're running (e.g ., Novell 
and TOPS). Windows auto
matically installs its own spe
cial drivers for your network. 
It also remembers the logical 
drive to which it was installed. 
And if you set up icons for ap
plications on network servers, 
Windows saves the path names 
for those applications-com-

Brett Glass, a frequent con
tributor to BYTE, is a pro
grammer, hardware designer, 
author, and consultant in 
Palo Alto, California. You can 
reach him on BIX as "glass. " 

What you don't know about Windows 3.0 

and LANa can get you Into a lot of trouble. 

Here are a few mistakes to avoid. 

plete with drive letters-in 
.PIF files. This means that if 
you change the letters that are 
used to access network drives , 
you will get error messages 
when you attempt to launch ap
plications. Worse yet, you 
might not be able to run Win
dows at all. To avoid this prob
lem, you must first stabilize 
your network configuration 
and then install Windows. 

Ifyou install the network or 
change network vendors after 
installing Windows, be sure to 
run the Windows Setup pro
gram (which appears as an 
icon in the program manager ' s 
main program group) to in
stall or update your network 
driver. 

Rule 2: Put as much ofWin
dows on the workstation as 
possible. 

There are three methods of 
installing Windows on a LAN 
workstation. The first is to 
install Windows on the work
station's hard disk. This con
sumes the most hard disk 
space, but it is by far the fastest 
way to run Windows. It also 
has an01her advantage: Should 

the network go down, this is 
the only configuration that 
keeps running. I strongly rec
ommend this approach. 

The second method is to 
keep shared Windows files in 
a directory on the server but 
also keep files that are unique 
to each workstation on the 
workstation' s local disk. The 
Windows manual (chapter 14) 
explains how to perform this 
somewhat tedious process ; 
you must manually type in a 
batch file and then run it indi
vidually on each of the five 
Windows installation disks. 
You then mark all the files you 
create on the server as read
only, to prevent corruption. (1 
recommend Peter Norton ' s 
File Attribute utility for this 
purpose.) 

To set up a workstation in 
this configuration, you can 
connect it to the Windows di
rectory on the server and type 
the command setup / n. This 
approach sacrifices perfor
mance for hard disk space, and 
the trade may not be worth it. 
One user reports that even on a 
386SX , it took as long as 2 

minutes to load Windows over 
ARCnet . 

The third way to install 
Windows on a LAN worksta
tion is to place both the com
mon files and the workstation
specific files on the network 
server. Again , you would use 
the setup / n command . This 
is the only choice for diskless 
workstation users that do not 
have a large RAM disk. Net
work overhead takes its toll in 
this mode, though; I'd advise 
against using a diskless work
station with Windows. 

Windows also has the abil
ity to speed operation in 386 
enhanced mode by creating a 
permanent swap file . It uses 
this file , which must be con
tiguous, as a virtual memory 
poor. To attain the best pos
sible performance, Windows 
bypasses DOS and proceeds 
straight to the BIOS to access 
this file, sector by sector . So, 
no matter what you choose to 
do with the other files , the per
manent swap file (which you 
can create using the swap-file 
application in the Windows di
rectory) has to reside on a local 
hard disk. 

Rule 3: Make sure you have 
Windows-compatible network 
drivers. 

Windows 3 .0 is an ambi
tious product that cuts lots of 
corners and takes over much 
of your machine. For this rea
son, some low-level system 
programs, especially network 
drivers, don't work with Win
dows. Other programs require 
updates. For instance, Novell 
had to update its IPX, NETx , 
XMSNETx , EMSNETx, and 
NetBIOS drivers for Win
dows. If you bought NetWare 
recently, you already have 
Windows-compatible drivers. 
But ifyou're not sure, check to 
see if the version numbers on 
your IPX and NETx drivers 
are at least version 3.0la or 
higher . 

To find out the version num
bers of NetWare drivers and 
shells, you can invoke each 
program with the i parameter 
(e .g. , IPX i, NETx i, and 
XMSNET i) . The drivers re
port their version numbers 
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without loading. The proce
dure differs for drivers from 
other LAN vendors. 

CompuServe is a good place 
to pick up the latest NetWare 
drivers; you can download 
them from Data Library 16 of 
the NOVA forum. In all cases, 
check with your LAN adapter 
or network software vendor, 
who may be able to send you 
updated drivers . 

Rule 4: Avoid running Mi
crosoft Windows on anondedi
cated server. 

Some networks- especial
ly peer-to-peer LANs-expe
rience problems if you run 
Windows on the server. Even 
if your server is a fast i486, 
Windows may suck so much 
wind from its sails that per
formance is no longer tolera
ble. Or, worse, Windows may 
disable it altogether . After I 
had installed Windows , the 
server on my Network OS 
LAN stopped handling net

work requests entirely. (CBIS, 
makers of the Network OS, 
shou ld have a fix by the time 
you read this .) 

Rule 5: Load your network 
drivers high, 1jat all possible. 

Several vendors produce 
network shells that can load 
themselves into EMS or ex
tended memory (e .g., No 
vell's XMSNETx.EXE). 
Other shells will load high if 
you have a third-party mem
ory manager, such as QRAM , 
QEMM-386, or 386Max. If 
you have these utilities , you 
should use them . Every TSR 
you load into DOS's 640K 
bytes of real-mode memory 
reduces the amount of mem
ory that will be available in 
every DOS window- even in 
386 enhanced mode. If you 
want to run large non-Win 
dows applications (e.g ., Ven
tura Publisher) within a DOS 
window, a memory manager 
is the only workable solution . 

One caveat, however: If you 
use a third -party memory 
manager , test it thoroughly be
fore using it with Windows on 
a regular basis. I am currently 
testing both QEMM -386 and 
386Max with Windows and 
will report on them in an up 
coming BYTE review . 

Rule 6: Beware ofmemory, 
interrupt , and port-address 
conflicts. 

Some network interface 
cards, such as the IBM Token 
Ring adapter, have RAM buf
fers that they map into the ad 
dress region between 640K 
bytes and I megabyte. This 
can conflict with Windows' 
memory management scheme 
and can cause erratic opera 
tion. To keep Windows away 
from this memory , you may 
have to add a line , such as 

EMMExclude=D000-D7FF 

to the Windows SYSTEM .I NI 

file. The manufacturer should 
be able to tell you if-a nd 
when-this line is needed. 

Anuther common cause of 
conflicts is a LAN interface 
that attaches to a parallel 
printer port. Since Windows 
normally goes directly to the 
port hardware when pri nting 
(rather than going through the 
BIOS), it can confuse a LAN 
adapter that is on the same 
port. The solution: tell Win
dows to use the LPTx.OS2 
printer ports (available on the 
printer configuration menus). 
Designed for OS/2 , thi s option 
forces Windows to perform 
well -behaved printer opera 
tions so that your LAN can re 
route them to a network print 
erver. 

Are you having any trouble 
with Windows or the network 
when you move your mouse 
or u e a communications pro
gram? If so. you may have re
vealed an interrupt conflict. 

Give Us Your Toughest Peripheral

Sharing Problem 

...orJ'Ollr simplest! Master Switch, the i"teUigent data switchfrom Rose Electronics, can handle iL 

The Master Switch series is so versatile a11d sophisticated, peripheral sharing becomes eaS)'· 

Anyone who appreciates ease-of-operation and 
technologically·advanced ('apabilities knows the 

Master Switch is the right choice.. .for 
sharing printers, plotters, modems, and 
any device with aserial or par.tllel pon. 
Here's why: 

• Any combination of serial or parallel ports 
• Ea!.-y selection of peripherals 
• User-expandable memory up to 4 megabytes 
• Simultaneous access to all de1•ices 
• Rated ·fastest ~witch ' by PC Magazine 
• Advanced features include job queue, port 

contention, data collection, job 
control menu, initiali7.ation strings, 
pop-up menus, and many more 

• Complete technical suppon; 
one·year warranty 

The Low·Cost LAN Alternative 
With our MasterNet software, the 

Master Switch provides many conwnient 
LAN functions, such as E·mail, file transfer, 

and directory access. 

Designed and manufacrured in the SA. Field-proven 
in thousand~ of applications.TI1e Master Switch 
answers all)' peripheral sharing challenge. Choose the 
intelligent data switch that handles your most 
comple.x needs, yet is easy to set up and operate .. . 
choose Master Switch. 
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(800) 333-9343 
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PC-MOS 

The Multiuser DOS Platform 


For The '90s 

The 386 and now the 486 microprocessors have 

focused a lot of attention on the multiuser, multi
tasking possibilities of advanced PCs. A myriad of 
software and hardware manufacturers are promis
ing a new age of multiuser options in the '90s. 

But when you take a closer look, only one solu
tion focuses on the features you want and antici
pates the capabilities you need to use your PCs to 
their greatest potential. That solution is PC-MOS™ 
from The Software Link, the first DOS<ompatible, 
multiuser, multitasking operating system. 

A Network Alternative 
The advantage to the PC-MOS shared processing 

solution Is its ability to maximize the available 
memory on your PC, taking full advantage of ex
tended memory and sharing It with up to 25 users 
on inexpensive terminals or monitors. You can 
share data with the same speed and Integrity of a 
network solution without the expense of network 
cards and the waste of under-utilized PCs. And no 

• 	 additional Investment Is required to get the multi
tasking capabilities Inherent In PC-MOS. 

A Network Enhancer 
For affordable network expansion, PC-MOS 

servers can be connected to other servers with 
The Software Unk's LANUnk or with the PC-MOS 

GATEWAyTM to Novell 's NetWare®. This connectiv
ity lets a business configure its automation systems 
for departmental efficiency and expand affordably 
as needs grow with LANs or even WANs. 

DOS Compatible 
The PC-MOS alternative is clear: DOS compati

bility means your users can continue to use all the 
popular &oftware packages. And that means no 
investment loss, no retraining and no limitations 
in available applications. 

An Unbeatable Solution 
The next decade of shared processing will be 

clouded with choices. Only one operating system 
was first to offer you DOS<ompatible, multiuser, 
multitasking solutions. Only one operating system 
continues to provide unbeatable multiuser solu
tions for over 150,000 users. PC-MOS from The 
Software Link. Call today and set your computing 
sights on a more productive horizon. 

THE SOFTWARE LINK 
1-800-451-UNK 

35n Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092 
(404) 448-5465 FAX: (404) 263-6474 TELEX:4996147 SWUNK 

VARS and RESELLERS: 

Ask about our Sales Support Program 




The Cream. 	 The Crop. 


There are plenty of places to get information in this 
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality 
information, there's only one that rises to the top: 
BYTEWEEK. 

BYTEWEEK is a weekly newsletter from the same 
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each 
week, the most important news and information 
from the previous week is presented in a readable 
and concise manner. BYTEWEEK offers you what no 
other publication can: timely news on the rapidly· 
evolving computer industry as it happens with the 
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's 
experienced editorial staff can provide. 

Clip Coupon Here 

Subscribe now and take advantage of a special 
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and 
Canada). Your subscription to BYTEWEEK also 
includes a free subscription to BIX, BYTE's exclusive 
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this 
opportunity! 

For fastest service, call toll-free 1·800·258·5485 (in 
N.H., call 603·924·9281) and charge to a major credit 
card or we'll bill you. 

One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 


BITEWEEK offers a money·back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied. 
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0 	YES! Sign me up as a subscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTEWEEK at the special subscription 

rate of $395 a year for 50 issues ($495 a year outside the U.S. and Canada). 
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One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 
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HANDS ON 


Two devices can't share an in
terrupt on the IBM PC. Check 
the interrupt settings on you r 
peripherals to ensure that this 
constraint is obeyed, and that 
your network card 's port ad
dress is different from that of 
any other peripheral's. Port 
300 hexadecimal , which IBM 
once documented as the port 
for prototyping boards, is the 
most common site of 110 ad
dress conflicts. 

If possib le , avoid using 
IRQ2 for a network card. This 
interrupt is more complex to 
service than the others , and 
some software doesn't handle 
it properly. If you have to use 
IRQ2 and you're using Net
Ware you can install the file 
VPICDA.386 (available from 
Novell with the Windows
compatible shells) to ensure 
correct operation in 386 en
hanced mode. 

Rule 7: Think twice before 
accessing the same file from 
two DOS sessions in standard 
or enhanced mode. 

Any DOS program can ask 
the system to open a file for its 
own exclusive use, preventing 
all other programs from ac
cessing the file . All properly 
des igned networks respect 
these requests ; therefore , if 
you open a file on the server 
from one workstation , another 
program on another worksta
tion will not be able to access 
that fi le. 

Unfortunately , each system 
sees Windows as a single ap
plication- even though it may 
actually run several applica
tions. Therefore , if you open 
two instances of a database 
program in two separate DOS 
windows , both can access the 
same network file at the same 
time. The result can be seri
ously corrupted or lost data. I 
have lost databases that I cre
ated using ThinkTank by acci
dentally running two copies of 
the program on the same file 
from different windows. 

I hope that Microsoft will 
address this problem in future 
versions of Windows. But in 
the interim , it 's wise to keep 
track ofthe files and databases 
that each DOS window uses 

and to make sure that there's 
no overlap. 

Rule 8: Ifyou get stuck, con
sider going on-line for help. 

CompuServe, BIX, GEnie, 
and all the other major on-1 ine 
services have forums that 
cover LANs and Windows. 
You can join in on the different 
conferences and post your 
problems; odds are you' ll re

ceive an answer within a few 
hours . 

Worth the Effort 
I've exchanged E-mail with 
dozens of Windows and LAN 
users, and their opinion is 
pretty much unanimous: Mi
crosoft needs to make Win
dows less awkward to install 
on a network. The good news, 

however, was the consensus 
that Windows did perform 
well once the initial hurdle of 
installing it successfully was 
overcome. So take heart and 
roll up your sleeves: Windows 
and LANs may not yet be the 
perfect couple , but if you're 
willing to play matchmaker, 
it is well worth the time and 
effort. • 

BEYOND DOS: WINDOWS AND OS/2 

A Smaller, Faster OS/2 
Douala• A. Hamilton 

walked into IBM 's Boston 
office on the day of the 

OS/2 1.3 announcement feel
ing like a kid coming down
stairs to see what Santa had left 
for Christmas. I sell software 
for OS/2, and ifyoudon'thave 
OS/2, you don't have any use 
for my software. That 's a hard 
way to make a buck, because 
most of you don't have OS/2. 

So I wondered, would th is 
be OS/2's big break? Would 
printing finally work? Would 
mere mortals be able to install 
it? Would IBM finally launch 
the sort of marketing extrava
ganza that Microsoft used 
with such success for Win
dows 3.0? Just as there had 
been a $50 Windows 3.0 up
grade, would there now be a 
$50 OS/2 upgrade? To drive 
home just how reasonable the 
hardware requirements were, 
would they show it running on 
a lowly PS/ 1? Could this "Ul
tra Slim-Fast" version ofOS/2 
that Microsoft had fought so 
hard to keep off the market be 
the Windows killer? 

The answers, sadly, were 
mixed. Technically , OS/2 1.3 

Douglas A. Hamilton is the 
founder of Hamilton Labora
tories in Wayland, Massachu
setts, and the author ofits first 
product , the Hamilton C shell, 
an advanced command pro
cessor and utilities package 
for OS/2. He can be reached 
on 8/X as "hamilton. " 

OS/2 1.31s a technical success 

but a marketing flop 

is everything promised. Given 
the lackluster marketing ef
fort , though , not many people 
are likely to discover that. 

Delivers the Goods 
I have been using version 1.3 
every day , all day long, for a 
month now , and everything 
does work. It's fast and reli
able . And because of the in
herently superior kernel facil
ities, it's fundamentally more 
capable than Windows- and 
much more appealing to pro
gram. It's a fun system to use , 
and I have no hesitation in rec
ommending it. 

The most important im

provement in version 1.3 is the 
ability to print. Since many of 
us use computers to help defor
est the planet , an operating 
system that can' t print is obvi
ously at a disadvantage. No 
more. OS/2 1 . 3 prints prop
erly. Even the print queues 
work . Watching jobs go into a 
queue (and then actually come 
out on the printer and look like 
they were supposed to) was al
most magical. After three 
years offrustration , I guess I'd 
unconsciously given up. 

Everything is much tidier 
now. Your root directory no 
longer look s like an atom 
bomb went off after you fini sh 
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with the installation . Wel
come enhancements include 
the REXX script language 
(formerly included only with 
the Extended Edition) , a much 
wider choice of text fonts , and 
Adobe Type Manager (ATM). 
Version I. 3 runs in as little as 2 
megabytes of RAM, although 
with memory now selling for 
$45 per megabyte , that may 
not be so important anymore. 

REXX is an interpreted lan
guage that has been enormous
ly popular in the IBM main
frame world and is now IBM's 
official Systems Application 
Architecture procedure lan
guage. Looking a little like 
PLII, REXX encompasses 
and extends OS/2's batch lan
guage . 

ATM is a popular extra-cost 
item under Windows 3.0 that 
comes free with OS/2 1.3. 
ATM uses outline fonts to let 
characters scale arbitrarily. 
Also, it will print exactly as it 
displays, even on dot-matrix 
printers, since ATM rasterizes 
characters for printers that do 
not have the appropriate fonts 
builtin. 

Version 1.3's performance 
isn't much different from ver
sion 1.2 's. It was good before, 
and it's good now. I measured 
some text window and kernel 
functions , and I found few 
changes in speed . I did notice a 
difference in some large Pre
sentation Manager (PM) ap
plications like Lotus 1-2-3/G, 
where the start-up times im
proved by a few seconds. 

For a long time , OS/2 has 
been a big victor in terms of 
productivity for developers. 
Coupling these latest refine
ments with a decent selection 
of word processing, spread
sheet, desktop publishing , and 
other core applications , OS/2 
is now ready for ordinary end 
users . 

The Marketing Fiasco 
IBM's marketing is not any 
more aggressive than before. 
At the Boston office, there was 
just one machine tucked off 
in the corner running version 
1.3 . Th.e marketing represen
tative standing next to it was 
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unsure just what sort of hard
ware was inside. Upgrades 
from OS/2 1. 1 or 1.2 were an
nounced as free , but no one 
knew how you were supposed 
to get one . A month after the 
announcement , IBM was still 
trying to decide whether you 
needed a dealer's signature or 
just the title page from your old 
version to get the upgrade. 

Unbelievably, there 's abso
lutely no upgrade path from 
DOS. At this time, there are 
only a few hundred thousand 
OS/2 users - and 50 million 
DOS users . You don ' t have to 
be a genius to realize that if 
you want to make OS/2 a suc
cess , you have got to convert 
some of those DOS users. 

You hear all the time about 
companies spending any
where from $5000 to $15 ,000 
for a machine, loading it with 
all sorts of applications at 
$300 to $500 a pop, and hav
ing an employee use it all day 
long. Considering what an 
employee's time is worth to a 
company, you'd think $350 
for OS/2 would be the least im
portant consideration. It 's a 
drop in the bucket relative to 
the other costs involved. 

Yet , over and over, people 
tell me it is a big deal. And I 
believe them. Look what Mi
crosoft's $50 upgrade pro
gram did for Windows 3.0 . Is 
there anyone who didn' t buy a 
copy? Where's IBM 's promo
tional effort? Last summer, 
Microsoft spent at roughly the 
rate the Republicans or Demo
crats would to elect a presi
dent. IBM has run a few ads 
for OS/2, I admit, but you 'd 
have to think hard to remem
ber ifyou've seen one . 

A Face Only 
a Mother Could Love 
Compared to Windows 3.0 , 
OS/2 still presents a face only 
a mother could love. Where 
are the free games like Soli 
taire or the pretty bit maps for 
the desktop? Wtiere 's the sim
ple paint program or the (how
ever dim-witted) free word 
processor? The only applica
tions IBM and Microsoft have 
ever seen fit to include with 

OS/2 , the File Manager and 
Borland 's SideKick, are both 
so tediously slow I rarely run 
into anyone who can stand to 
use them. About the only good 
thing that can be said is that 
SideKick is no longer included 
and that File Manager is a little 
less tedious in version 1.3. 

Compare al so how you 
choose your colors in the PM 
versus Windows control pan
els . PM still uses a silly ar
rangement of three sliders for 
color, shade, and amount. 
which have nothing to do with 
the decimal RGB values di s
played . Nor can you just type 
in the values you want. 

With the Windows control 
panel , you can choose from a 
set of predefined colors or 
create your own by typing in 
the values as either RGB or 
HLS (hue-luminance-satura
tion) or by mousing around on 
a two-dimensional rainbow 
palette . To choose what you 
want to set colors for , you sim
ply click on it. No silly menus 
where you have to guess what 
an " Action Bar Outline" is. 
When you ' re done, the color 
settings are saved as ASCII 
text in the initialization files, 
so you can see what the heck is 
in there. 

Anyone comparing Win
dows and OS/2 right out of the 
box is going to prefer Win
dows . The technical superior
ity of OS/2, however con
vinced we might be that it's 
there , is simply not apparent at 
a first look . 

Sell What You've Got 
Just for good measure , in case 
anyone might be thinking , 
"Ah, it's finally time to move 
to OS/2," what do you suppose 
IBM demonstrates to potential 
customers? Is it version 1.3? 
Of course not. At the version 
1.3 announcement, the dem
onstration for the whole audi
ence was of OS/2 2. 0 . 

Nothing like pointing out to 
people that there's really no 
point in bothering at all with 
version 1.3 since the "real" 
OS/2 is going to be out so soon. 
Adding insult to injury , noth
ing that they demonstrated 

that day couldn't have been 
done on version 1. 3 or even l . 2 
or 1.1. 

Is version 2.0 coming out so 
soon? As I write this in mid
January , well past IBM's sci f
imposed end-of- 1990 dead
line for the first shipments of 
it , most of the betting seems to 
be that version 2 .0 may be 
many months away from real
ity and that it still lacks the 
touted binary compatibility 
layer for running unmodified 
Windows 3.0 applications. 

I've even heard that Micro
soft is quietly advising some of 
its "strategic partners" not to 
bother at all with version 2.0 
development , claiming they 
don't think IBM will have it 
ready until the end ofthi s year. 
only a few months before Mi
crosoft ro ll s out OS/2 NT 
(New Technology). the porta
ble RISC version ofOS/2 . 

For all its alleged market 
ing prowess , IBM may have 
forgotten that first rule : Sell 
what you've got , not what you 
have:~ ' t. What' s sad about this 
is that OS/2 I. 3 really is a fine 
product . 

Modern Realities 
OS/2 1.3 is. in many ways, the 
system we were promised back 
in the summer of 1987. It's 
solid and fast. The hardware 
requirements are neither ex
cessive nor particularly ex
pensive. Everything works , 
and virtually every item on the 
DOS user 's " wish list" - true 
multitasking , a fast file sys
tem , a better scripting lan
guage. and virtual memory
is included . 

But it' s no longer 1987, and 
there' s a lot more competition . 
Windows look s prettier and 
comes with more toys to accli
mate new users. It' s cheaper 
and far less risky to develop 
for Windows since the tool s 
are much less expensive and 
the market is so much larger . 
Make no mistake . OS/2 1.3 is 
very good. I use it, and I love 
it. But IBM is going to have to 
wake up soon and begin the 
marketing. promotional , and 
developer support efforts that 
are needed to make it f ly . • 
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FREE Software 
Instantly On-Line 
With BYTE 
DE 0 INK 

Download free demo software from top publishers directly \ 
to your computer.. .for just the cost of a phone call! 

I 
BYTE DEMOLINK lets you preview software instantly by calling the \ 
telephone number in the city nearest you. All you need to access BYTE I 

DEMOLINK is a PC, a modem and a telecommunications program. The 
I 

)
latest demo software is at your fingertips for your evaluation. / 

/ 

\Call BYTE DEMOLINK today to connect with these 
/ 

free software demos-It's only a phone call away! \ 
\ 

)-

Free Demo Download 
617·861·9767

II._,TE 

LINK 

· call the nearest DEMOLINK offi ce alter 6 pm lor a reduced phone charge. Telecom settmgs: 
2400 or 1200 baud . 8 data btls. 1 stop btl. and no panty. Enter DEMOLINK at the prompt. 
Ch11:aqo Los Angeles New York San Frant•sco Toro nto Washington DC 
3116 161071 2133839856 1117975610 41 5 434 4510 4169603187 1014634920 

Here are the software packages 
available on DEMOLINK: 
C-scape With Look & Feel 
C.scape is a programming tool for C programmers. It is a 
powerful. object-oriented interface management system that 
includes a function library and a screen de~gner. The C-scape 
library is an extensive collection of functions for working with 
windows. data entry screens. input validation. menus. text 
editing. and hypertext context-sen~tive he lp. The Look & Feel 
Screen Designer is an interactive screen editor that generates 
C source code for the screens or saves them in a file callable 
at runtime. 

C-scape training is offered by Oakland Group each month in 
Cambridge. Massachusetts: Seattle. Washington: and Berlin. 
Germany. and at various times by the Oakland International 
Technical Network of companies that sell and support C-scape 
in countries around the world. 

Select the file acape.exe 

Lotus Magellan 2.0 
Lows Magellan 2.0 lets you find. view and use all the 
information on your PC. You can view your files as they appear 
in your favorite program. 
Explore your hard disk for concepts. files. or words- regardle.ss 
of their location or which application was used to create it. 

Launch into any application by pressing a single function key to 
automatically retrieve the file. 

Locus Magellan-inmnc access co ~li the 
information on your PC' 
Select the file magellan.exe 

Hulti·Piatform Zortech C++ 

Zorrech's multi-platform Ct compilers provide all the benefits 

of industrial strength Ct + with the speed and code ~ze you 

would expect rrom the best C compilers. 


Only Zortech can give you total porta~ lity to MS-DOS. 

Windows 3.0, OS/2. DOS 386. UNIX 386 and Macintosh . No 

matter what platform you choose a ~gnific ant performance 

increase will be realized. 

What platform will you be developing on next year? Zortech's 
quality line of multi ·pladorm Ct + products keeps your options 
exacdy how they should be. Open. 

Download our demo disk and see our multi-platform tools 
first hand. 
Select the file zortech.exe 

Circle 52 on Inquiry Card . 
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SmartLynx-MC 

Intelligent Eight Port 
RS 232 Micro Channel 
Adapter for PS/2 Systems 
and Compatibles. 

Supports AIX, UNIX, XENIX, 
QNX PC-MOS and DOS. 

Call for Special 
Introductory Offer 

1-800-553-1170 

~ GUATEC:H 

Circle 240 on Inquiry Carel. 

Synchronous 

Communication 

Boards for AT 


Quatech synchronous/ 
asynchronous serial boards for 
PC-AT and compatibles support 
RS-232, RS-422 , and RS-485 
communication. 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1·800-553-1170 

gGUATECH 
602 Wolf t..«Jges Parkway 

Akmn. OH 44311 

PC-AT and PC are registered 
trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 243 on lncaulrv Carel. 

PXB-160 16-BIT 

TRUE PARALLEL 


DIGITAL 1/ 0 


• Two eight bit ports 
• Latched 1/0 
• DMAand 1/0 Modes 
• Handshakes for 16 Bit 1/0 Transfer 
• Programmable timer for Interrupt 

or DMATransfer 
• External interrupt and data transfer 

request inputs 
• List Price Below$400.00 

Call the Order Line 
1-800-553-1170 

~ GUATEC:H 
662 Wolf Lf.dges Parkway 

Akron, OH 44 3U 

Circle 2.W on Inquiry Carel. 

Quatech's ES-100 provides eight 
RS/232 serial ports in a single AT 
slot. RJ-11 modular connectors. 
16450 UARTS are standard. Optional 
buffered 16550 UARTS. PC-AT, ISA, 
or EISA compatible. Priced below 
$500! Quantity Pricing Available! 
Call for our PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

gGUATECH 
662 Wolt L<dii<S Parkway 

Akron. OH 44311 

PC-AT Is a trademark or 

registered trademark of IBM Corp. 


Circle 241 on Inquiry Carel. 

Co111 n1u n ications 

Data 


Acquisition 

lj;l 

..,.._ ,. 

! . 
I 

I ._. ~··· 
I • 

li 1 11ll'ill ! ' 

""PC-AT USA) Interfaces'" 
. ' .. .
_.._ .. ·. :: I 
~ : >~: ·: ' :: !I 

... ... :-- • - • • !"....... .... 


"PS/2 Micro ChannelInterfaces" 

g GUATECH 


Pbooe: (216) 434-3154 • FAX: (216) 434-1409 

m.EX: 5JO.IIl·2726 


PC-AT. PS/2 and Micro Channelare 

registered trademarks of IBM Corporat ion. 


Circle 244 on Inquiry Carel. 

2 parallel, 
2serial, I board 

Quatech DSDP-402 for PC-AT 
has two parallel ports, and two 
serial ports for any combina
tion of RS-232, 422, and 485 
communication. DSDP-100, 
two parallel and two RS-232 
ports, available at lower cost. 

For order info, call : 
1-800-553-1170 

g GUATECH 
662 Woll L<dii<S Parkway 

Akron.OH 44311 

Circle 247 on Inquiry Carel. 

RS-422/RS-485 asynchronous 
serial communication boards from 
Quatec hlavailable in I to 4 ports 
for PC-AT and compatibles and 1 
to 4 ports for PS/2 Micro Channel. 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1-800-553-1170 

gGUATECH 
662 Woll L<dges Parkway 

Ak ron. OH 44311 

PC-AT. Micro Channel. and PS/2 are trade
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 242 on Inquiry Card. 

Digital 

I/O Board 


Single-slot Quatech PXB-721 for 
PC-AT has 72 digital I/ O lines. 
Connect three choices of data 
acquisition modules. Supports 
Labtech Notebook':" 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1-800-553-1170 

g GUATECH 
602 Wolt L<dii"S Parkway 

Akron . OH 44311 

LabTech Notebook is a trademark of 

Laboratories Technologies Corp. 


Circle 245 on Inquiry Carel. 

The WSB-100 Wave Form Synthe
sizer Board from Quatech has the 
best set of numbers in the market. 
With speed to 20MHz and a 32K 
memory at $1290, it's making 
waves in more ways than one.The 
WSB-100 is also a star performer 
as a digital pulse/word generator 
with the optional digital module. 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook 


1-800-553-1170 
~ GUATEC:H 

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card. 





CATALOG SHOWCASE 

Intel Development Tools 


Choosing the right ar,hitecture for your 
embedded design is one of the most Important 
decis ions you face today. For successfu l 
embedded microcontroller development, Intel 
offers you a complete line of emulators, 
compi lers and debuggers for the MCS®-5 1, 
MCS®-96, i960, x86, Intel 386T"', 486™ 
families of Intel architectures. 

Our Development Tools Catalog lists all our 
embedded tools products in one guide. Ca ll us 
at 1-800-874-6835, or FAX 503·696-4633 for 
your free copy. 

Intel Corporation, DTO, 5200 NE Elam 
Young Parkway, JFl -15, Hillsboro, OR 97124 

1·800·874-6835 FAX 503-696-4633 
Circle 144 on Inquiry Card 

National Instruments 

Free 488-page full-color catalog describing 
instrumentation hardware and so ftware 
produ cts for perso nal computers and 
workstations. Appl icat ion software for data 
analysis and presentation and for collecting 
data using instruments and plug-in boards. 
Features GPIB interfaces, data acquisition and 
DSP boards, dr iver level so ftware, signal 
conditioning and VXI controllers. 

1·512-794.0100 

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card 

Zericon 
Factory Direct Savings 


on 

Large Format Plotters 


Affordable 
Large Format Plotters 

Zericon is the low-price leader, offering the 
following plotter l ines direct from the factory. 
The Valuline series of "D" Size plotters offers 
moderate performance at 15 IPS for under 
$2 ,000. The Designer series offers high 
performance at 25 IPS in Mu lti -Pen "A-E" 
sizes; pri ces under $3,000. A ll Zeri co n 
products are sold w ith a no-risk satisfaction 
guarantee. 

40491 Encyclopedia Circle, Fremont CA 
94538 

1·800·727·8380 

Circle 307 on Inquiry Card 

JDR Microdevices 

Experience the JDR D ifference: 

• 30-day Money Back Guarantee 
• 1·Year Warranty on Every Product 
• To ll-free Ordering and Support 

JDR offers qua lity products at competitive 
pr ices. Our new 100-page ca talog has 
thousands of PC products . from mother
boards, mon i tors and cases to dr ives, 
con trollers, Integrated ci rcuits, cab les and 
connectors. Developers wi ll find a selec
tion of test equipment, programmers and 
prototyping products. Buy with confidence 
from)DR! 

1·800-538-5000 

Mention Key # 1 090 


Circle 148 on Inquiry Card 


Best Power Technology, Inc. 
FREE. money-saving literature tells you how 
to protect your computer from power prob
lems su h as surges, sags. spikes, noise, 
brownouts, blackouts and lightning. These 
power probl ems can damage del ica te 
equipment and cause loss of v,1 luable data. 
Learn how Best Power Tech nology's 
uninterruptible power systems, ranging from 
500 VA to 18 KVA. can prot ec t your 
computer. Contact: Best Power Technology, 
Inc.. P.O. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646. 

. ...~~ =::..- 1·608-565·7200, ex t. 2171 
t------'~.......... Toll-free 1-800·356·5794, ext. 2171 

Circle 40 on Inquiry Card 

Contec U.S.A. Inc. 
Ca talog of data acquisition and control 
hardware and software for IBM PC XT, AT, 
386, PS/2 computers for factory and labora
tory automation. Includes a wide va riety of 
boards from simple digital 1/0 to complex 
multi-function analog boar s lor measuring 
and controlling parameters such as voltage, 
current, temperature, pressure and flow. 

• 3-year warranty 
• 24-hour deli very 
• free technical support 
• 30-day money-back guarantee 

Conlee Microelectronics USA, Inc., 2010 
N. First St., Su ite 530, San Jose, CA 95 131 

1-800·888-8884 FAX 408·436·0206 
Circle 73 on Inquiry Cord ,I 
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BYTE Catalog Showcase 
CATALOG SHOWCASE Advertisers: 

The Catalog Showcase is the most effective low-cost way to promote your 
product li ne to 500,000 techn ically soph ist icated, knowledgeable buyers of 
computer products! 

Call Ellen Perham for more details. 
603·924·2598 FAX: 603-924-2683 



THE BUYER'S MART 

A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers to 

easily locate suppliers by product category. ~a unique feature, each BUYER'S 

MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in 

requesting information from participating advertisers. 

Effective January 1, 1991. 

RATES: 1 issue-$675 3 issues-$625 6 issues-$600 12 issues-$525 

Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted. 

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must 


ACCESSORIES 

RADIOACTIVE? 

l'lol non :owr PC witll The fiM.60 RADIATION MONITOR 


Serial or prineer port, Detects: AlPHA • B£TA • GAMMA • X·RAY. 

MicroR . 1000 Urnes tile r<Sollrlioo a1 ~·- g•• CO<Jnler>. 


Excelent tor lracldng RAOON GAS. Find sources. 

l'lol: • smo- . Cosme Roy$ • Clot>ds • foods 


C.IIIWrite 10< PC MAGAZINE - · • TSR • GM Tube 

VISA/MASTER l'llone order>. Hal salisfied? full rolund. 

Tel: 1302) 655-3800 
Aware Electronics Corp. 

P.O. Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807 $149.50 

Inquiry 701. 

CUT RIBBON COSTSI 
A&-ink your printer ribbons quicldy and easily. Do all 

cartridge ribbons w"h just one inker! For crisp, black 


~~~:lona:,r;~~a~I E~;e!~n~e;o~C:M':Se from 3 

Electric E·Zee lnker- $94.50 


Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00 

1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee. 

BORG INDUSTRIES 
525 MAIN ST.. JANESVILLE, lA 50&47 


1-800-553·2404 In lA: 3t9-987·2878 


Inquiry 702. 

EXTENDER: Attach KBIMonUO< up to 600' from CPU 
COMPAIIIOII: Add a 2nd 0< 3rd KB/Monltor-600' 

lrom CPU 
COMMANDER: Control 2 to 96 CPU's with a single 

KB/Monitor 
PHONEI DOT: Bool or reboot PC by Phone 

FREE DEALER KIT 

CYBEX CORPORATION 

2800·H Bob Wallace, Huntsville, AL 35805 


205·534-0011 lntemetlonal Fax 205·534-0010 

Soo our ad on page 140. 

Inquiry 703. 

FREE CATALOG 
A complete source for an your computer supplies- media, 

~r.:n~~:r.u·~~::s.~w:;:o,7:~~::r 
Order S~k Ols.ks, 1CIOCMJ W.rranty, 25, Minimum 


5.25" DS/DD 25• 3.5" DS/DD 45° 

5.25" DS/HD 45• 3.5" DS/HD 99° 

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

186 B Ea., Sunnyoalcs ...... C4mpWII, CA 95008 

Call (800) 523-1238 


SAM - SPM. Mon-Fri, Calilofnia l ime 


Inquiry 704. 

FOR 386, 288 & PC 

Modem 2- lrt. S 69 f.,_ 43(1)96()11HT $1m59 

6'C«PCMomo!yCord $29 lM'iMemo<yCont $99 

MGP GrltlNcc:oni•l'l)lort$ S 25 16BitsiiiXbi600\IOACord $72 

XT H0r00 FO Coi1IJoler S 32 R HDIFO Clrd MfMIRll $8!1'119 

xr w(fiSIPIGIC) s 29 ,; w(SIPIGJ. tS12S st9125 

JCI. tcm6-121o116o0111 16&130 386SX·IIiM/IIoW SJ60 

J86.2:5MHz - SllWl95 J86.33 641( CarJ1o - 1890 

ltlllllfC.... I'!Icolllllll) 

KOPEC INTERNATIONAL CO. 
838 N. Glenville Dr.. Al<hardson, TX 75081 

- -- - : ZU·•7·t• 1'1111: Zt4-117· tll3 

Inquiry 705. 

ACCESSORIES 

FREE DEMOS, VIDEOS! 
Hundreds of freebies direct from top computer 
cos.- work ing models, VCR videos, books, 
valuable info., etc. All yours to keep. Demos work 
with most systems. Send $6.99 (free p&h) for listing 
of OYer 200 companies- most with 800 nos.Check 
or M.O. payable to: 

LOUIS PUCCIO 

eo CHURCH ST., BOX 2517, NY, NY 10008 


HEWLETT PACKARD 

Buy - S./1 - ».da 


laHt Jet 111110 CoiOf Pro (7440) 
l.aNt 2000 2 ~ M.g upgr•cs.t HP. 7550.4 
O..k Jet Orllft Pro OXUEXl 
A~ Writer OtaltmaaMr 1/U 
EIK!~Iic: ~ C1600 (0 Si.te)IC 1601 (E Size) 

Sclenoe Accessories Corpofa1ion Sonic Olgrttzer~ 
36~ • .as· (2750) eo· • n · (Jt'TS) 

T. E. Dasher & Auoclatn 
4117 Second Aile. S. , Birmingham, Al 3S2:22 

Phone: (205) 581-4747 Fax: (205) 581-1108 
(800) 638·4833 

Inquiry 706. 


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 


NeuraiWorks Explorer 
Neu111IWorka Explol'llr Is a neural net tutorial 
that provides the novice user with a method of 
learning neural net theory as well as an environ
ment in which to build practical real time applica· 
tlons such as targeted marketing, stock prediction, 
precess oontro1 and 11'001. PC and we Price S89.DO. 
Vlsa/MC accepted. Unlwrslty discounts available. 

NeuraiWare, Inc. 
412-787-8222 

Inquiry 707. 

Software Engineer 

Do Your Own Windows! 


N. LISI a USP programminG enYlronment which lUes advantage of 
a GUI and prolected mode on the PC. Software Engineer for 
......,... 11 is i complete programming environ ment. It indudes 
a liSP4 ;aware text edltOf, a10wioQ quiet . easy and lnteractM Win· 
dcM development. Sottwart Enoineer supports DOE. GOI. the clip. 
boosd. dioiOO bOlO$ Ond """"'- Software Engineer is priced 01 $249.95. 

Raindrop Software Cor.,oratlon 
~5 E. Arapaho, Suite 105. Rk:hardson. Texas 75081 

(214) 234·2611 Fax (214) 234-2674 
SH our ad on oaoe r48. 

Inquiry 708. 

BAR CODE 

LABEUNG SOFTWARE 
On EPSON, IBM. OKI dol matrix or I.JiserJel. Flex· 
lble design on one easy screen. Arry format/size. 
Up to 120 fields/label . 18 text sizes to 3 "-readable 
at 100'. AIAG , MIL·STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, 
Code 39. File Input & Scanned logos/symbols 
(PCX)-$279. Other programs from $49. 30-day 
$$back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417-A Ingalls Sl . Santa Cruz. CA. 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), des

criptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be 

acoommodated),plus company name,address and telephone number. Do not send 

logos or camera-ready artwork. · 

DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date.For exam

ple: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment to THE 

BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mi ll Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 

For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683. 


BAR CODE 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, AT, & PS/2, Macintosh, and 8f'ri A$-232 
terminal. Acts like 2nd kayboard, bar codes read 
as keyed data. W ith steel wand - $399. Top rated 
in independent reviews. WorkS with DOS. Xenlx, 
Novell, Alloy. -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, & 
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St . Sanla Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

PORTABLE READER 
Battery-operated . handheld reader w~h 64K static 
RAM. 2x16 LCD d isplay, 32-kay kayboard, Real· 
Time-Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program 
prompts and data checking through its own key
board. Easy data transfer by R$-232 port or PC. 
PS/2 kayboard. Doubles as O,...Line Reader. 30-day 
$$back . 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417-A logaJis Sl . ~nta Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 458-IHI38 (800) 345..220 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 

FROM YOUR PROGRAM 


Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your 
program. Print from ANY MS·DOS language. Bar 
codes: UPC. EAN, 2 of S. MSI, Code 39. Epson, 
Oki. IBM dot malrix text up to 'h•. LaserJet up to 
2' . Font canridges not required. $179-$239. 30-day 
$$back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St . Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(408) 458·9938 (800) 345-4220 

BAR CODE READERS 

Keyboard emulation for PCIXT/AT & PS/2's. all 

clones and any RS·232 Term inal. Transparenl 

to your operatmg system. Available with Steel 

wands. Lasers. Slot & Magslripe Readers. Same 

day sh1pping , 30·day money·back guarantee 

One-year warranty. Reseller d iscounts available 


AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway. Eules.s, TX 76040 

(800) 6411-4452(817) 571-90t5FAX (817) 685-6232 

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE 
• MSIPC DOS SYSTEMS 
• 9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX 
• H·P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II 
• MENU·DAIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT 
• CODE 39, I 215, UPC AJE, EAN 8113 
• BIG TEXT & BAA CODE SOFTFONTS 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway. Eule". TX 76040 

(BOO) 648-4452 (117) 571·9015 FAX (117) 685-6232 
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THE BUYER'S MART 

DISASSEMBLERS 

IOxll .COU/.EXI! filM: 'Reuuble Sottw.~ 
AutotNtlci-Only lnputloulput f lenemes are required/ 
E~ehlustlve flow..enalysts dJSiillQIJIShes deta from COde. 

Accu,.tti- UHs sclennflc methods. not 'gue.sawork'l 
l..oaUt.a 8Y!n ons-.byt& data lteme In ln$1rvctJOiJ areatt 

Compl«o/- Fully.labeled 80(2)86 code. data. dlro<.11¥0sl 
COmmented BIOSIOOS INTs giYB functlon & operands.. 

Comp.tlb,l- .ASM ou1pu1 file lo MASM & •-compatible. 
NEW I PC-DISnDATio :1.2 (5 V•' dlsl< & monual) S165 

PRO/AM SOFTWARE 
220 Cerdiga.n Road, Cenlervll le, OH 45459 
(513) C35-«80 (9 A .M.-5 P.M. EST M·F) 

Inquiry 741. 

DISK DRIVES 

IBM PS/2 HARD DRIVES 
30MB MOO 30, 30-286 $350 
30MB MOO SOZ, 55SX 450 
60MB MOO SOZ. 5~X. 70 895 
120MB MOO SOZ, 55SX, 70 795 

New, genuine Big Blue Produel w~h 1 yr. Warranty. 

Call NOW- Same Day Shipping till 5 p.m. 


COMPUTER TECHNIQUES 
Mtrritt l:sJantJ , FL 32953-~ 

Phono (C07) C53-8713 

Inquiry 742. 

DOS MULTITASKING 

MultHaaklng for DOS 
Multi Des Plus-lhe faslest muHIIasklng DOS shell. 

• Fully DOS compallble 
• TailOred lor real-lime oparaiiOn 
• 4 yeers of proven rellabllfly wllh lhousands 

lnolalfed•~=~ ;:":~~~~ p,~r~~:: \~{=~~lee) 
Complele sohware package only $99 + $2 S&H 

Nanosoft Inc. 
13 WeatfloiO Rood, Na11ck. MA 01 760 

(800) 578-21 41 (508) 651 -0091 FAX: (508) 655-S860 

Inquiry 743. 

DUPLICATION 

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION 
• DISKETIE & TAPE 
• CUSTOM PRINTING 
• CUSTOM PACKAGING 
• FULFILLMENT 

MEGASOFT, INC. 
P. 0 . Bo• 710, Freehold, NJ on2e 

(100) 222.(1490 (908) 4412-7121 

Inquiry 744. 

EDUCATION 

B.S• .I M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE 
ThO Amorlcon lnstlluiO lor Computet Sciences ~,. an 
ln..Qepth oonespondence program to urn your Bachelot of-and-o/Scltncede!JMI In Com!>u1or
a1 homo. B.S. oubjoc11 C<Mired oro: MSIOOS. BASIC. 
P'ASCAL, C. DO Fill PtOCessir.g, Oal8 Structures & 
Optrollng oystemo. M.S. prog<am lndu<leo subjecU In 
Soflware Engineering •nd Atllflcial Intelligence. 

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES 
2101-BV lot ognolla lflo. South, Slo. 200, Birmlnghom, AL 35205 

800-767·2427 205-323-6191 

Inquiry 745. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

us $49.95 LottoPro Can S59.95 

Provides wh81 other lotto programs omit- exact 
analysis of bel combinations. Are the " beat the 
lottery" schemes any good? Is )'OUrs bener? Flnd 
out and bet wisely wilh LonoPro. Check or MQ 

ColorVIslon Consulting 
Suite eo. 1"J05 Woodbine Jwe., Matkh.am Ont. 

CANADA. l.3R 'N7 1418] T.J9.1609 

Inquiry 746. 
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ENTERTAINMENT 

DISCOVER AMERICA'S ONUNE ADVANTAGE/ 
ODYSSEY BBS 

• llosigno<lto< ~.mor~ca·s •• bu5hss""' rol...,lon neeosl • 
Law<:ost loc.ll•ctess 11<1/00o,. CMrlnQ 850 eWes In tllo US. c.n.da, 
Eurojle. llld Padtle Rlm oomll1osl • !Mr 10.000 d<>mioodablo !losl 
0 Onlne ~od<<PJ(e> nj--0 Orb Flgl1t arid ltMI 

:.~U:~~l=i~s.!rsl·.~:~'=·~= 
Forutnsl •l~~orbpmesl ·-
• And 11'l.1Ch. mucn motel 
We •lso eon prOYide )<101 comP'f'l wll!l natlorl" 88S seM<es. Cal 

1818) 356-0936 lor d$11~ 
-.,.- a, -m (8111] 353-6968 13112/24 Ball<l , SIN/11 

Inquiry 747. 

NEMESIS'" Go Master® 
Go, a game ot strategic elegance. l'la1 beef! a wrt of l ife In 
the Oflent tor OtMr four thousand yem. Ma.ny consider Go 
10 be the sect*" ~ t'-e Jepaneee businessmen's success. 
"While chus Is• ga.rrHJol_, Go~ a QBmeafm•rktlt JhiJie'' 
!President of Nikko Hot:el!lll. 
Chaos Manor 1989 Uaer'a Choice Award 

BYTE 4100. p.62 

Toyogo, Inc. T/16 Ulsder ;n Computer Go. 
PO Bo• F, Dept Y. Kaneohe. HI 967CC 

(BOB) 254·11 66 or 1-6110-TOYOG0-9 

Inquiry 748. 

FLOW CHARTS 

FLOW CHARTING 3 

FLEXIBLE 

PATTON & PATTON ;:~;::_~-~~ 
Sott••r• COIPOrallon 485 Cocl'ntleCr ,MI:JOWI .. CA9503l 

see ottl4 Grl Plf1f •01. 

Inquiry 749. 

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129 
RFF1ow 2.0 Is a professional drawing tool lor 
flowcharts & org charts. Requires Mlcrosoh 
Windows 3.0 . 100 shapes auto adjust In size. 
Diagonal lines and curves. Aulo line roulfng and 
re-routing. Click on a shape to brtng up a sub-chart. 
Move charts to other appa. via the Clipboard. Call 
tor tree t~al d lsk. 

RFF ELECTRONICS 
1063 B111yan Coun, Lovtland, CO 80S38 

Phone: (303) 8e3·5717 FAX: (303) 189-4189 

Inquiry 750. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

FOREIGN TRANSLATION 
~xtlnln• : the PC foreign language translator. 
Language Independent & transfales In both 
d irections. Rusalan-Engltsh: custom confrgurations 
available. From $385. LatSc:an OCR soltwara gives 
unsurpassed scanning accuracy of fore ign text . 
From $795. VISAIMC 

L.exiTRANS 
34& Tlrmotone Dr.. U..rrnoro, CA 84550 

voice/lax 4111-447.(1516 

Inquiry 751 . 

GRAPHICS 

YOUR PHOTOS-COLOR VGA 
lntegnl!ed lmageo con COIMIM your photographs, slides, 
and video tapas to 640 tf1480 (or 320 by 200), 258 color 
imageo. Fotmats: PCX, GIF, CUT andotnero. $3.25each 
lor < 10, $3.00 each lor 10 or more. Call or W<ilelor more 
lnbmalion or Mnd $1 .261or disk wllh sample(a), specify 
5.2~ PCXIGIFICUT, and 640x4801320x200. 

lnteg,.ted lm•11•• lncorpor•t•d 
P.O. Box 10021, Lansing, Ml 48901 

(517) 485-6636 

Inquiry 752. 

GRAPHICS 

EGAD Screen Print 
Prints contents of VGA, EGA, CGA displays oo variety 
of dot-matrix , Inkjet, and laser printers. Prints In g1ay 
tones or color. Crop box lets )'OU print any region of the 
screen. Enlarge g1aphics 110 4 times (reduction too). 
Setup prog1am for picking printer colors. elc. $35.00 
Postpaid . Call or write for free catalog . 

LINDLEY SYSTEMS 
4257 Berwick Place, Woodbridge, VA 22192-5119 

(703) 591H1890 

Inquiry 753. 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 
ALSO 

DATA RECOVERY 

FAST TURND CALL FOR DETAILS 

H&W micro labs, Inc. 


528-C Foree! Parkway, Foreet Plork, GA 30050 

404-366-1600 

Inquiry 754. 

HARDWARE o 

Inquiry 755. 

PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS, INC. 
THE lrodfl>endonr provicW. ...Wng rto. Ooalor. 


ProlouioM/, Corporllo. GcMmmont, and 

EdUCIOI/oti iOIBU)'er II,_ 1985 


APPLE~ II & MACINTOSH~ 
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS 

Call for a Catalog 800-274-5343 
lnl'l: 617-27!;.4500 • Fax: 617-275-4848 

205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730 

Inquiry 756. 

IBM® & Macintosh® 

Parts • Systems • Add-ons 


This month's Special/ Shreve Systems 
PS/2 55SX-031 3804 Karen lane 

Bouler Cily, LA 71112 $2099.00 
lnl&m.atlooaJ 318-742-2100 800-227-3971 

FAX 311·7C2·2799 

Inquiry 757. 

ROM BIOS UPGRADES 
For Your liM Of Compatlblo • A How I IOS Upamo Will: 

•&41PM I'MIIoo!10 • Support lliOI<, 120K. 12 t.tll & 1~ t.tB F1ollllf 
!D.oo • U....dollnodhord-l)loes • s._..~ -- &
-· E>pnledonm..llblo - EmneG'C\1102~ ·
IBt.t COirljiiiJIIIe • ~<loc-· ,.,.,.- · Com!>!Nsot 
\Ill~ ROM. 
~.,.,.._, ..... WIIclii!MI llala.NMI ~ .._.IK Clll. 

800·800-BIOS Fax 508-683-1630 
I!IJO.«ll.2467 --

Unlcore Soft-•r• 
599 C11t1a/ Street, ~nee. MA 01840 

Inquiry 758. 

http:Matkh.am


HARDWARE/COMPUTERS 

TDSIOI2 Forth Embedded Computer 
Priced cor..a~y lor buldlng Into pn>duculhil boattf hu omll 
olzo, low powor and high - language. nlntorlocot to LCD 

~=-;;:;:.oo~:::=t:~'t:J~: .~·~~:'"'~":A 
110 llnoo. Optlonol prec\oloo A>O and battory.blekod RAM. 
Adltaloggor can run 12 morrtho on aoman bllllory. Uoo lot 
machine control, data logging, robotics lnscrumenta and 
aUIOmatlon. can Of lax lot ~to. Now S\19 (26 q1y) 

The Saellg Company 
1193 Moaoloy Rood, V\aor, NY 14584 


Phone {Til) 425-3753 Ftlx {Til) 425-3835 


Inquiry 759. 

SC/FOX~ EMBEDDED COMPUTERS 
PC l'lrlllol ~r~n loonto: IS MIPS I'll SO MIPS 
bum uling tho SC32 32-b\t CPU or tho 16-0h Horrlo RTX ~ 
VIlE-Syolom Conbollo< 18C: I& MIPS I'll '10 MIPS 
bum, UIOI RTJ( 2000 cpu, SCSI, 2 I" I plr por10,10 &OOI<IIr*
hncMionollnglo- Cc\mjluln: 18MIPSI\IIIIOM\PSbu<>t, 
3U or 100x100mm EuJOConHizl uolng ohhor SC32 or RTX 2000. 
kiNIIoromboddod~lmo C>or1lrl>l , dlllo acqu\t!llon, -and 
ligna\ piOCOiolng. OEM IOI'lwaro dowlop.,.... II)'Nm lndudod. 

SILICON COMPOSERS INC (415) 322-8763 
208 Callfomla Mnue, Palo AIIO, CA 94306 

Inquiry 760. 

IMAGE OATABASE 

IMAGE SOFTWARE A TOOLKITS 
lor High AHOiutlon PC lmeglng 

k~~~~~~=~ 
$595.00. SUNSHOW iiNge eo.- $395.00. SIJNSCAH DgiiJI Scon
ware $299JIO. 111-. 10 1024x768x256. Scaling. Cl111*10. for. 
mat Conv.......,, l'rinlin9, MMVt lmoges wilh 'A!xl, MefQO Mlltlplo 
'-OM:e DriYals, men. -.11mog1ng Aj)plcltions lromCul· 
li ng EdQe Soltwanl Engiletrlng, 

Sun Country Softw•re Publlahers 
1102 llflold Rood SOu1hMst, Albuq..,rq..,, NM 87105 

50547.1-2220 Mid Mix BBS S05-871-8354 ISOWT.I-4443 

Inquiry 761 . 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

dFELLER Inventory 
BusJneos l,_.ory programs written n mO<f!lieble dBASE 
soorce code. 

dFELLER lnwnlory 1150.00 

Requires dBASE II or Ill, PC-DOSICPM 


dFE.LLEA Plus 1200.00 

wrth Hlatory and Purchaae Ordeno 


Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus (For Slocl<rooms) 


Feller Associates 
550 CR PPA, Route 3. Ishpeming, Ml 49849 

(906) 486-6024 

Inquiry 762. 

LANS 

The $25 Network 
Try the 111 truly low-coet LAN 

• Connecl 2 0< 3 PCo, Xllo, Iii's 
• Usu Mrlal po111 and 5-wlre cable 
• Runs 11 , 15K b.lud 
• Runs In background, totally l ran.sparent 
• Share any device, any tile, any Ume 
• 	Needs only 14K of RAM 

Skeptical? We make believe,..! 
Information Modes 

P. 0. Drawer F. Denton, TX 76202 

817·387·3339 Onde,.. 800-8211-7992 


Inquiry 763. 

LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

Laptop Savings 
Laptops: Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • Sharp 
• Epson • Mltsublshl • Compaq • Laading Edge 


• Hyundal • Panason!c • Peckard Bell 

• Texas Instruments • Fora • Tandon 


Also: Full Range of Laplop Accessories 


ComDuter Options Unlimited 
12 Molden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 08805 


Phone: 201-469· 7678 To Oilier: (800) 424-7678 

9- 9 M- F 9- 5 Sat. 6 deya Worldwlda ulea 


Inquiry 764. 

LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

IBM CONVERTIBLE 
lfEIIORY·128K S19 2511K S225 3&4K S2V5 

MOObiS-Stondard S7S Enhanc:od $175 

CAT ADAP'T£R-.Io< monitoq $99 

SERIALIPIUIALLEL ADAPTEII-$120 
IIONITOAIS-MonochtOmo $115 Color $34g 

~~.f~Coto S3UIIATTEIIY -$89 


HARD Dfii~~=ES~S 

COMPUTER RESET 

P. 0. Box 481782. Galland. TX nG4e 
Phone (214) 271-1072 liS I FAX (214) 212-7920 

Inquiry 765. 

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 
NEW LOW PRICES ON: 

• Battery Powered Printers 
• Portable Hard Drives 
• Laptop Expansion Systems 
• Backlltes AND MOREl 

Call for free catalog 

AXONIX CORPORATION 


(800) 866-9797 
Inquiry 766. 

LAPTOP POWER ADAPTERS 
/>C and OC Input 

TOSHIBA INTERNAL CARDS 
Faxlmodemt : 9e0012400bp&. IOftwart, acoustic port 
Modomo, up: 2400 bpa, ocout11c or ooriol pon - · 
doduod: 2400 bpi (no- T31&3200SX) Serial 10 
cams: RS232, RS422, SCSI, HPIL. blrcodo 


Contact us b mol'e lnf(wmatJon: 


PRODUCT R&D Corpo111tlon (C•IH.) 
805/548-9713 Fex 805/546-9716 

Inquiry 767. 

MAGAZINE INDEXES 

BYTE® INDEX 
&INDEX: the COMPLETE keyword Index to BYTE 
magazine for IBM-compatibles. Easy-to-use, com
peel, comprehensive. Updated quarterly. 1990 & 
1991 editions $49.95 each. Tax. shipping Included. 
Money-back guarantee. 

Esc 
6197 Highway E, Abrams, WI 54101 

(414) 128-5382 

Inquiry 768. 

MAILING LIST PROGRAMS 

MAIL WITH MAIL MASTER ••• 
It's genuinely easy to learn and use • Con
tains 200 pre-written letters • Uses zip 
codes to automatically enter cities and 
states • Prints labels, letters and reports • 
Eliminates duplicates • Holds unlimited 
records • Costs $99.95 

ThlnkSoft Corp., 1·8GO-S33-3466 
1220 Broadway, Suite 604, NY, NY 10001 

Inquiry 769. 

MEMORY CHIPS 

PRICE MEETING & BEATING! 

~ S!!!!!M!PP! 

&41( )( t-12.10 25eK. 8-10. 10.10.80 
64K "' .t-80 1MEO • 8-10. 80. 10 
25$( x t-1S. 12, 10,8().?Q,eo 1M£0 X 0.10, 80.10,80 
2581( • 4-80 4MEG X a-eo 
1MEO x 1-'tO. 80. 7D. eo 4MEO w Q.ao 
IOITIUCYAIXIMT IIATH CO'S PSr2 TYPE SIIIIIS 

80217...10 - 30 2811 
~~~~a~ -~~~ ~oo 

CAU DRAM COMPANY 11001 411-DRAM 
P.O. Box 5110127 • S.F .. CA 94159 (115) 398-2Ve7 

Inquiry 770. 

MEMORY CHIPS 

FREE FREE FREE 
• Need memot)' rot IBM 011 ~ 
• WMI II> poy""'-...-~ 
• WMI-NMco1 
• WlnlfrM~ 
• Wholooalo ........ Shipping
• I~Mm~~tlonal FAX: counuy codt+ 402-aa'l-8548 :z• nra. 1 days 
• I~Ume~:lonW one.:country «wH+402..et1-824! 2A rw.. 1 ~ 
• F,..ca.lll fM trnol 

McDonald end Associate• 
1-1100338-1531 24 HRS 7 DAYS (U.S.) 

1-6()().242-5751 FAX LINE 24 HAS 7 DAYS (U.S.) 

Inquiry 771 . 

MODEMS 

AlrUnk WIRELESS MODEMS 
1200 and 2400 B.lud 

• Wit..... communicelon kif up to 25 MILES 
• lnt~aces 10 any llandatd uynohronous RS.232 pon 
• Poinlto Feint, Feint 10 Multipoint, Muhlpolnt to Mul point 
• 1-llce. building 10 building, romoto lndustrlol 
• Porlab.. and weatherized >erliono ovallable 
• Appllcallon uol- avalloblo 

(401) 371-m2 TELEDESIGN 
n1 c.stlsle Wrt. Sunrrfnie, CA 940117 Systema, Inc. 

Inquiry 772. 

OBJECT-ORIENTED 

Improve Your Productivity 
Got lht facts you need, all from one source. ObJect
oriented uocabulary, examples, vendors, bibliography. 
No hype. no editorials. !<* oompect, oomplote tiiCI)Iana
tlons. Source code lor C & C++ examples lnduded on 
d skotle. Satillaction gueranteed or your money beck. 
Call Annabooka at (800) 462-1042 Of' (619) 271 -9526. 
Or aend lor free Information from: 

buk·werm lntorm•tlon Servlcea~ 
Ollll82. 18778 llomardo CU. Ot , 510. 110b, San Diogo. CA ll2128 
241v FAX: (111) 41Nm VISA a -.cord~ 

Inquiry 773. 

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS 

HYPERINTERFACEro• II 
Menu CIMIOr" - Art Interactive WYSIWYG ed~or 10 
~~ a mentHlrMin user lnterlaoe for your scftware. 
SctMn c;_,.. - Art lntetactlw WYSIWYG edftor lor 
quick and easy screen design and a SCfeen database 
manager for )OUr software. Ad..nced Llbl'8ry - Ex
tended capability lor data entry lor your progtamS. FOR
TRAN, Pascal, C, BASIC supported. 

Avanpro Corp. 
P.O. Box 969, Pacific Pollo- CA 90272 

(213) 454-3886 

Inquiry 774. 

TLIB"' 5.0 Version Control 
"TliB" Is a grea1 system" - PC Tech Joumel 3/tl. 
Ful~leatured conllguratlon mgmt for IOtiware profes
sionals. All Ylf'Siona ol your code Instantly available. Very 
oompact, only changes era stored. Chock-In/out locka, 
revision merge, branching, more. Malnlrame deltas !Of' 
Pwwophlc, ADA, - . Unllya. DOS S13t (OS/2 SitS). 
5-atatlon LAN 1418 (OS/2 IStS) 

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
P.Q Box 4156, Cary, NC 27519 (111) 233-8128 

Inquiry 775. 

QulckBASIC Dialog Boxes: $95 
DiaLogic creates SM te>c1 d'181og - e>cactJy fike 1hoee 
In Microsoft's current "Quick" eriYironmentS. 
J..ow.IIMil assem routines • Mouse suppon • BASIC 
source code • Crescent Software P.D.O. 2.12 support 
• Fully customlzable • Single-/Multi-tasking modes • 
2 compression utilities • Supports BASIC 4.x. 6.x, 7.x 
• Oemoltutorlal • 	100+ pegea o1 doc w1 examples 

800-DIALOG·1 VISAIMC/Ched< + IS o/11 USA 
Dialog Sol1ware • Bax 11889 AI 1101 Wilson 81\od. 

Arllng10n • 110. • 22209-()88g • USA • 703-523-1505 

Inquiry 776. 
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PROGRAMMERS ' TOOLS 

Tho "No!'!~e~~a!~ ~~~eve® 
llecllt: DISPLAY, UPDATE, COPY, 1M DELETE. 

EXPORT SOl' 10 dBASE & LOrUS. RECOVER domegod Iiiii. 

Edttltn11n uoing Dota 0 \ctlonory. 

Bonalyu: TSA Btrtovo dob<Jgglr. Olopleyo Info In pop-up 

window. 

Brun: 8UTIL replacement with Run..nmt and C eource. 

lleciii/Banolyzo: $150. Brun: $189. VISA/MC/COD/PO 


800/359·2721 FAX: 517/887·2388 
lntorm•tlon Architects, Inc. 

P.O. Bco 0184, Eut Ll/loing, Ml <1882&-01114 

Inquiry 777. 

PLOT= >SOURCE.PAS 
Unique full.funclion -r lor HF'GLIIIoo and ouiOmlllc oode 

r~~~~p~;olo.OTr!.~~~ $67) pluo S&H . Vlu/ 

MuttrCard Ao~poed 

OAAW with ~ OtllgnCA030. Corel O.ow. Frill~. 

O<ced, II C. . , . : Pl.Or to fllo; RUN Pl.Or- >PAS: Yiow, zoom. 


~~:~·:O~~·r:'c~.~~T~d1:;:•gr0ort~ms, 
3.5• and 5.25"' mtdla, manual. 

lng. Marco Slllano 
Vlo MIJiiml 154, 100138 - ROME , ITALY 

Inquiry 778. 

ATTENTION CLIPPER USERS/ 
Top quality CllpToolo 3 llbrOty from Hotllndt 280 lun<:llono 

:,~~~ei~,;~,=:':~~ 
menu.a. low 1..,.1 (Interrupts ... ) SOOp manuaL "One of the 

~:,:.)~!:~~~.=:~. ~:'.r:L~~~~ 
NL guild oro It $321 US). VISA/MCIAMEX occopoed. 

Micro Consult Nederland 
Rl>~gOOSiersu..t..g 7& 2343 BX Oog!lg<oSl. The Netht~ands 
"-•: 31-71-15815-4 Tel: 31 -71 -170-401 

Inquiry 779. 

EDLIN Alternative 
Frustrated using EDLIN? Switch to EdFile- A lui~ 
screen text editor with dozens of features like: 
• WP Type Edit Features • Files up to 6 MB 
• Super Copy (Merge) • 255 Char. Lines 
• On Screen Help • Undelete Lines 

800-345-3808 (VISA/MC)$49.50 + 3.50 S/H 

MIPS, Inc. • Box 3072 • Hammond, LA 70404 

Inquiry 780. 

C •nd C++ DOCUMIENTATION TOOLS 
• c.c.ALL (lSI) Graphlc·trees of callerJcalled hierarchy. 
• C.CMT (1&1) Create, lnHrt, update comment·bloekt for 

each funC11on, listing funct ionl and Identifiers used. 
• C-METAIC (141) Pith complexity, lln-mta.l:ommento. 
• C-LIST (t48) Ust. oC1iorwllagram, retorm11 progromo. 
• C..A!f {141) Loc&Vglobal/parameter crosa·relerence. 
• SPECIAL (till) All 5 oo OOSIOS2 " C-OOC" program. 

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC. 
60:&1 St. rws Way. Mlsslssauge, ONT Canada L5N...tM1 

(416) 858-4466 

Inquiry 781 . 


PUBLIC DOMAIN 


FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM®/clones 
TRY USI GET 1515.25" or 6/3.5 " Disks full 
of our best selling software-FREE. Great 
games, utilities, business, educational, and 
desktop publishing, plus our 3000 d isk 
catalog . Pay only $5.00 shipping/handl ing. 

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
619-931·8111 

Inquiry 782. 
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PUBL C DOMAIN 

HUNDREDS OF NEW PROGRAMS 
I>S LOW I>S $1.29. LATEST VERSIONS 

FREE CATALOG. 1·800-292-DISK (3475) 
EVERY PROGRAM CHECKED FOR VIRUSES 

PRINCETON SOFTWARE INC. 
200 WALL STREET, PRINCETON, NJ 08540 

Inquiry 783. 

FREE CATALOG 

FOR IBM PO AND SHAREWARE 


SELECTED PROGRAMS 

LATEST VERSIONS 


LDw as $1.50 


SOFTSHOPPE, INC. 
TEL: 8()0.829-2378 • 313·761 ·7638 


FAX: 313-761 -7831 

P.O. Box 3678, ANN ARBOR , Ml 48106 


Inquiry 784. 

SECURITY 

FIGHT PIRACYI 
Since 1* c:on~PP* WOI'Ic1Wide haw bHn et'IOCIIJng bT.eh 
IICUrityptOdu<OI. """"_.,. ........__
wny nat cl'looN one ol theN ··prown ..ad.,.": 

• EV£Rl0CK Copo; Proe.ctlon 
• EVIRTRA.K Sotlwlre S.C:urfty 
• EVEAKIY Hardwlrt "''<.ty'" Sof'twllre Security 

For IBM and COI'npalib.... 30 dey mon.y badt guarantH. FrM 
Info and demo d tveilable. 

Az-Tech Software, Inc. 
305 Eut Frankl in, Richmond, MO 840a5 

(800) 227·0644 Fox: !:~:l ~~::!~~ 
Inquiry 785. 

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION 
• Completely Menu Driven 
• Defeats all Hardware/Software Coplers Oulte 
• No Soul<~ Code Chongoo Simply 
• Muhlplo l.lyorlng Tho S.ot 
• No Damaged Media Mttya To 
• FoU Hard Disk Supt)Of't ProtKf 
• Unlimited Metering Your Mtlu.tb,. 
• FREE Demo Ollk SoltMI,.. lnw•tment 
STOPYIEW" STOPCOPY PLUS• 

881 COMPUTER SYSTEMS (301) 171-1094 
14100 '*itiGo Lt.. - Spring, "0 20900 FAX: t301) 410-1545 

Inquiry 786. 

Cop's Copylock II 
The professional software protee1ion with 
TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe. 
Supports DOS, OS/2, Wind-. and Trace. 

UNK Computer!D•ncotec N.Am. 
lnt 'l: +45 31232350 US/CAN: 800-344-2524 
Fax +45 31238448 Fax 408-923·7061 

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY 
Piracy SURVIVAL 8 YEARS p"""'s effectiveness of 
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption 
algorithms. PARALLEL or SERIAL port~ronsparont 
security device. Complemented by economical KEY
LOK" and multifeatured COMPU-l.OCK" Including 
countdown, timeout, d818 onayptlon, and multiprodua 
protection. (Dos/Unlx/Mac). Also, access control. 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122 


(303) 770-1117 


Inquiry 7ff7. 

SECURITY 

CopyControl 
YOUR POWER TO PROFIT 


• Ultra MCure • Colt effectl._. • ChooH where. wht:n lAd 

usage rate • Ctlangl p.arametera by phone • No mttl)' 

donglet CN' special dlskl • Hard d ll.k a.nd LAN support 


Choo11 tho NEW Genorotlon Copy Protoctlon 

FREE Demo Dlok ond Info 


8()0.237-8-COO • .,. 212 81&-934-638-4 


MICROCOSM INC. 
O<IIWir 0. Wtlllr>g19" MO &40117 

Inquiry 788. 

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM® 
OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY 

Secures tubdlrector~u. fl ies, printers IJld floppies 
Keyboard kx:k - automatic or manuaJ 
Log PC bool. program exec, rile opens. toglnllogouls 
Prewnts OOS FORMAT and mo~ virUMI 
0.1¥e A: 8ool Protoctlon I Hord Dlalc lock 
IBM PC or t~comp.-DOSV3.0+ -$89.96 + $3.755/H 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111205. P~toburgh , PA 15238 

(41 2) 781-5280 

Inquiry 789. 

ANTI VIRUS SYSTEM 
IMMUNIZE MSOOS COMPUTERS 1 00~ 


INTERCEPT ALL VIRUS ACTIVITY 


Ultimate Protection by 8-bit card . 

Free Information, DEALERS WELCOME 


TELSTAR ELECTRONICS 
P. 0 . Box 217, l1toA.E Beek, Netherla.ndl, Oepl . 81 

Inquiry 790. 

SHAREWARE 

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM /clones 
Monthly, get 5 disks with tO+ latest 

programs plus catalog - FREEl Pay only 
$5.00 for 515.25" or $6.95 for 313.5" disks. 

Join today for only $19.95 membership fee and 
get your first volume of software-FREE! 

SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH CLUB® 
619·931·8111 

Inquiry 791. 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
abOut the special computer product or service 

. that you provide belongs In print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

produce valuable Inquiries tor your company! 
Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 
or 


Fax : 603-924-2683 


Inquiry 792. 

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING 

Solomon Ill Software 
Integrated Accounting Software 


Top rated last 6 years 

No down time - No lost data 

Unmatched Security System 


ca11 Debra J. TUcker 
National ll'alner, CBM 1l'alnlng 


«20 Hotel Clrcto Ct. 1350. San Diogo CA 112108 


6111-224-9916 


Inquiry 793. 

http:VISA/MC)$49.50


SOFTWARE/ACCOUNT ING 

dBASE BUSINESS fOOLS 
• GENERAl LEDGER • PUACH OACI'INVNlCAV 
• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNTS RECVABLE 
• JOB COsriNG • JOe fSriMATING 
• BILL Of' MArLS • ~ ANALYSIS 
• PAYROLL ·' ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

IH ea. + S&H 

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card.Check.COD 
4878-B Santa Monlce !lit. 
San Diego, CA 92107 (819) 223·3344 

Inquiry 794. 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE 
Full featu red, heads-down data entry 


with t>M>pass ..arlflc:atlon, edHlanguage, 

operator slats, much morel Designed for 

the Pane , PC, XT, AT or compatibles. 


PO's from $395 LAN ..arslon available 

FREE 30 dsr trlsl 

Computer Keye• Te : 206177616443 
21929 Makah Rd., Fax: 2061776-72 10 
Woodway, WA 98020 USA: 8001356-0203 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you pr0111de belongs In print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

produce valuable Inquiries for your company! 
Call Brian Higgins for more Information 

603-924-3754 
or 


Fax: 603-924-2683 


Inquiry 795. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEER! NG 

M•..2-MASS 6 VOWME CALCULATOR 

with MATERIALS DATABASE 


Easily calculate the -olume & weight of hundreds ol 

shapes. N"""r need to look up material densl11eo again! 

Dlfleren11al and proponlonal comparlaons made 

automallcally. Menu d<Min with on-line oontiiiCI ""'oiiMI 

help. Flal<ible Input sysl8m aocepla Decimal, Fractional, 
and Exponential notallon. For IBM PCo and Com
patibl .. w~h 384K lroe. 
DEMPSEY'S FORGE, Sottwera Dlvllllon 

Rt 2 Box 407, Gladys, VA 24554 

Inquiry 796. 

DIGITAL DESIGNERS 
MINIMIZE YOUR LOGIC 

Karnaugh Map Soi..ar for PO's Combinational, Se
quential , Mealy & Moore State Machines, 2-14 
Inputs, Any t Outputs, Sum of Producta, Prod of 
Su ms, JK, D, SR, and T Flip Flops, Expen Ref· 
erenoo & 'TUtorial. 60 Day$ Back: $110 + S5 P&H 

GOBI LABS: (407) 297-0862 

Inquiry m . 

Macintosh CAE Tools 
• Run SPICE On ALL lntutoll haS o complole anofog 

Macintosh Computttfll ~::~=::,o"'~ 
• Unlimited Circuit Size almu1eUon using advan~ 
• E><tenolw Model Llbrarloo - mocfelo 10 lntoractlw 

• Wowlorm01sp4oy ~~~~= 
• PloiUng/Graphlco OIJip<Jt O)'llem IOio lor ..- S800. 

lntu•oft 
TlloloJdor ~ kMC01t . P.Q 8oic 710, San Poclro, CA 90733-0710 
'" - CAf- (213) 1:13-G710 FAX (213) 133-H&I 

Inquiry 798. 

SOFTWARE/ENG IN EERI NG 

Worstcaae Geta Even Betterl 

An•log Circuit Slmul1tlon 


ICA-2 EltcUonlc Clrou~ An~ olfttfllthe beoC Mom Carlo 

and -.CaN onolyloo wllh oll thlo 1111<1 MORE Included: 

• !(;;, DC, lton- • lntoractl.....,otch modoo 

Fourier, Tlmpot11""' • F<JII -.lntor olmul
' Sine. PuiN. PWl. SFI'M, • On lJno, ROll T1me 


1111<1 Exponontlol Gtl!lhlcO 

ge,.,.torl • Mulllplo .-


TatUm Labs, Inc. 
31117 R_...,h Pork Dr., 11-1, Ann ~ Ml 48108 

(313Jea-lt1o 

Inquiry 799. 

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL 

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG 
Geological software for log plotting, g~ddlng/con· 
tou~ng , hydrology, digitizing, 3-0 solid modelling, 
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, Image pro
cessing, scout ticket manager, o..ar 50 programs 
In catalog. Macintosh tool Please cal l, or wrna, for 
Free Catalog! 

RockWare, Inc. 
4251 KlpNng St., SUite 595, Wheal Ridge, CO 80033 USA 

(303) 423·5645 Fax (303) 423·6171 

Inquiry 800. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

Graphics Gems 
edited by Andrew S. Glanner 

This handbook complies the ·~~cks of the trede" 
prc>Yidlng practical solutions to graphics problems. 
With this essential tool you'll 88\18 ~me and energy 
In your dally programming activities. 

1990, B44 pp., $49.95/iSBN : 0-12·286165-5 
Coming In July 1991, Mora Graplllc:• Gem•l 


ACADEMIC PRESS 

8ook MlilliD· Do(X. 10904\, 12SO Sinh lw. , San Diogo, CA 92101 


CALL TOLLFR£E 1-IOD-321-$081 


Inquiry 801. 

QulckGeometry Library 
All the C geometry and DXF routine~ 

you expect. . . and morel 

(617) 828·5217 
Building Block Software 

PO Box 1373, Somerville, MA 02144 

Inquiry 802. 

FRACTAL GRAFICS 
Ia a radical new drawing program for your PC. Create 
brealhtaklng Images and scientific models lnterad lve
ly whh your mouse. M d dramatic eHectt to any PCX 
Image. On-line lutor1al, IIICienslve Guidebook, and 200+ 
hand!H>n examples help you use and understand lrac
tals and Chaos. Only $79, FREE Brochure! 

Cedar Software 
AI Bcx 5 1<0, Mor~wl llo, VT 05ee1 

(802) 888-5275 

Inquiry 803. 

The Ultimate CADICAM Engine 
1\lrboOtomotry Library 3.0. The - comp4eto tool boo< of 
20 & 30 routlneo avallot>le tocloyl Over 300 rou\lneo. Sur
lacing, Solids, Hl<lden Uno, l'olumeo, Areoo, ltJnsformo, 
Porepectlves, Oecomp, Clipping, Tongonlt & more. 30 doy 
guar., $199.115 -.llource S&H Incl. Fore~n $225.00. MSIPC 
DOS 2.0+ . Turbo Paacol, Turbo C, MSC. MIX C. Zrlrtec C++. 
VISAIMC, PO, Chk, USA lunds only. 

Disk Software, Inc. 
2118 E. Napaho Rd., f 4W, roel1ardson, TX 75081 

(214) 423-naa, (100) 135-7'/tO, FAX (214) 423-7218 

Inquiry 804. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

RAINDROP™ 
FAST, compact PrtScm UU!Ity lor and uoera AND 
deYitopeiL Hllldcopy u lui u tO eece.N8rage binary
alze -8 ~<byte, 14 videO grophlc llandards. Scale, rolale, 
colorize and more. 'CALL' lrom user-written programs. 
CompleiJt 9- & 24-pln dot·rnalrlx. InkJet, and lase~et 
library $44.95 +$3 a/11. 

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS 
8\0S SL D«Y1d Ct., Sprlngflold, VA 22153 

(703) 440.0064 

Inquiry 805. 

PEN PLOI'TER EMULATOR 
FPLOT turns your printer Into an HP pen plotter. Fast 
hJ.r.. output, 110 lagged llnu. vary line width, color. 
Screen pr..tew with zoom and pan. Stand-alone, 
baclrground, and device driver modes. Wor1<s ~ most 
CAD and graphlca programs. Supports moe1 printers. 
New .,..ralon 3. $119+S3 S&H . 30 day money back. 
VlSAIMC/Checl</MU 

FPLOT Corporation 
24-16 Stelnway St., Su~e 605, Astoria, NY 11103 

716-545-3505 

Inquiry 806. 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
fiJ LASTt UMihe PrtSc key to rnal<8 qual~ oc:slad BlW 
or color reprocluc:tlona ol your dllptay on any dot matrix, 
Inkjet. or laser printer (Incl. Postscril04) to up to 64 shades 
ol gray or 256 colors. GRAFPW S aupports all w ral.,. 
o1 DOS ~h IBM ~net. EOA, IIGA, Super IIGA), Her· 
cules. or compatfbte grsphico boards. Llnkabla/OEM 
w ralons available. S59.95 

Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
4740 - 44th lwe. fNI, Seanle, WA 98tt8 


1 {100) 264-2574 (206) 937-1081 


Inquiry 807. 

FORTRAN GRAPH.ICS 
ORAfMAJICIPRINTMATIC/PWfMATIC UBRARIES 

GRAFMATIC.FORTRAN callable graphics Library for 

~~:~~ ~~~~rt~R8r:~~~r:~~¥rt'~~~ ~~~ 
resolution FORTRAN call~& printer and plotter drivonl 

lor your graphics. 

$249.95 Supports MlcmsoM.ahoy/RM F<lRTRAN compjleB. 


Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
4740 44th lwe. fNI, Seente. WA 98118 

1 (800) 284·2574 

Inquiry 808. 

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY 
XOI.IB: Very lUI. U oer coordinates. Uoer defined Window 

~~::r:-""9,~~:~ ~~i r,ot,:•h=n•pol..w'.:R~ 
en~no. P1ota ond ohona. Tll•t outo. llillo .Screen print ond 

~~~.AJ=~~~·,:'p~ll2~~~~ 
1185. MOlt " C", MS Doole 4.0 ·7.1. 

NOVA INC. 
2&00 W. Hloglnl Rood, I \\.. CAI.L 708-882-4111 
Holt_, El1alt~ IL 00185 FAX 708·882·4173 

SHour lllloap•l3l. 

Inquiry 809. 

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES for 

C, FORTRAN, PASCAL 6 QulckBASIC 


• Suppo<ts VICEO. PRINTERS & PLOTTERS. 
• Llneor. log, polor, omllh, bar & pie chorto. 
• Scalable fOnts, line rypes, markert. 
• Mu~lp4e pfolo on a page. 
• Over 100 routlneo with fuiiOO<JICG code. 
• 240 page manual. Na royamea. 

$350.00 {7'13) 491·2088 
Sutrasoft 

10506 Parmlan Or. • Sugar land, TX 77476 

Inquiry 810. 
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

ImageAccess® 
Create or work with Image flln? 

""--leAce- a quick~ to search, display, print 
and organize. Create a data-base ol pictures lor 
EGA, VGA, 8514A, MSP. PCX, TIFF formats, needs 
MS-DOS, 512K. See Jerry Pournelle's recommen
dation In lnfoWorld 11/t2190. $49.95 USA, $59.95 
Overseas. Check , M. 0 ., P. 0 . Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

Wlerenaa Software 
P.O. Box 595, Muskegon, Ml 49443 

Inquiry 811 . 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you provide belongs In print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

produce valuable inquiries for your company! 
Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 
or 


Fax: 603-924-2683 


Inquiry 812. 

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES 

lntegrAda 
Standard Air Force PC Ada Compilers & en
vironments for MS-DOS and UNIX. Integrated 
programming systems include validated Ada 
compi lers, language sensitive editors, com
plete libraries and other Ada programming 
tools. FREE demo. 
AETECH, Inc. From $795 

380 Stevens Ave., Ste. 212 Solana Beach, CA 92075 
(619) 755-1277 Fax: (619) 755-7540 

Inquiry 813. 

DRUMA FORTH-83 
==.k,:~ :.::::'.;',W!':~~~r..:~:~ JMnelty. 

: }~?Qs'f~ieit~~e: ~~:n~m;?t~P.~ment 
• On·line doCumentation, ASCII/block files 

:~~·~~~~'in~~3!'::3a~0=:al~~f,~er 
FREE lnmlutlllty dlol<o with purchaoo 

DRUMA INC. 
6448 Hwy. 290 East E103. Austin. TX 78723 

OrdeB: 512-323-5411 Fox: 512·323-o4ll3 

Inquiry 814. 

SOFTWARE/MARKETING 

The " Software Success Reference Book {198'7·1988)" Is 1 
MUST READ if you want to market your sohware products 
successfully. Written by David H. Bowen, publisher of Soh· 
ware Sue<:ess~ the monthly newsletter on successfully run· 
nlng a software business. the Reference Book Is a 26eopage 
guide, organized by toplc. Covers Lead Generation , Promo· 
tion, Pricing, Oistributlon , Support, etc. Only $25. Check or 
Credit Card (VIsa/MC/AEX). 

1()()% Money Back Guarantee 

Software Success 
PO Box 9006, San Jose. CA 95157 

(408) 446·2504 FAX (408) 255·1098 

Inquiry 815. 

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

MATH EDITING FOR THI! PC 

x' = E'" [x'" n ] + ( l.l!.!! )I k• O .t II f./ o- t /JX 

• MathEdlt constructs math equatiom to b6 inSIIf18d into 
'NordPerl&ct. ~. ~Stat; and odlers. 

• WYSIWYG Interface-no codes need to be learned. 

• MathEdlt- 1199 

30 Wut Am ~u., SUit• 100 K-TALK Columbus. Ohio 43201 
(614) 294•3535 

Inquiry 816. 
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SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

DERIVE® 
A Mathematical Assistant 
Makes math more Inspiration and lese perspiration! 
combines the pc7Ner of computer algebra with 20 & 30 
plotting and a friendly men\Htrtven user Interface. Does 
equation solving, calculus, trigonometry, vector & mauix 
algebra, and mora. Derive requires a PC compatible 
computer & 512K memory. 

Soft Warehouse, Inc. 
3615 Harding M ., SuHo 505. Honolulu, HI 998t6 

(808) 734-5801 

Inquiry 817. 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

FREE CATALOG 
A great selection of scientific software products 

for pl<?«lng, nor>-linear curve frtting, chemical equ~ 
librium, simulation, stal istics, symbolic algebra. and 
more. Prices range from $150-$1000. Call: 

1-800-942-MATH 

M lcroMath, Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550 

Inquiry 818. 

Axum® Technical Graphics 

FREE BROCHURE 
800-548-5653 ext. 067 

Create publication-quality graphs 
quickly and easily on you r PC! 

ll"IMetrlx, Inc. 444 NE Ravenna Blvd .. Ste 210-BY 
Seattle, WA 98115 FAX 206-522-9159 

Inquiry 819. 

3D Surfac:e & Mapping Software 
for your Macintosh 

Produce 5 types ol 30 surface plot and contour, dot· 
density, shadowgram & point location maps. Accepts 
gridded data & randomly scattered XYZ values as in
put. Also world maps to t2+ projections showing 
coascflnes, lakes. rivers, International borders (data sup
plied) and add your own features. 

WTC Scientific 
152 Buxton Road, Macclesfield , CheShfre SK10 1NG, UK 

Phone +44 625 420210 

Inquiry 820. 

SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE 
Extremely lasl Sor1/Merge/Select utility Run as an MS· 
DOS command or CALL as a subroullne. Supports most 
languages and file types Including Btrieve and dBASE 
Unlimited file sozes. multiple keys and much morel MS· 
DOS S149. OS/2. XENIX. UNIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 

Opt-Tech Data Processing 

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 

Inquiry 821 . 

SOFTWARE/TRANSLATORS 

100% PASCAL - C 
P2C tranalltel Turbo Paleal 31415 inlO C code (TlllbO, Mlc~, 
TopSpMd, ANSI) and suppons 1.11 TP luturfl: l lltl, nn\lld fu~ 
tiona, with. varian~ records. suingl, filet. lnterrupu. COt\ft axpres
olonl, o!Ophlcs. unlll. dynamic-...._.mom & pon 
atf'I)'S, absolute varlablel; In thon~lng ~ Wine end 
otJtect.ootrtl8d Uura eome. with lull TP ~imt llbraly emutaton 
and automatically generates prq.a, make, header, end C tiles. 
Engllah manuel (130+ pages) lndud.ct. Prot. ..lonal Edition In
dudes complete source code lor emulalJon hbrary. 

Standard Ed. S395 Professional Ed. $595 (MC. VISA. AMEX) 
LAUI!R & WALLWITZ GmbH. Et1koenlgwog 9, 

0-$200_WIESBADEN. Germany. Phone +<9 (611) <2nt 


Inquiry 822. 

SOFTWARE/VOICE 

MULTI·VOICE® TOOLS 
Mu- lbols Is 1 ..,.,..,.... cfovelopmort lbolkft for FUcal 
or "'C" " ...... Ill tho fOIIureo for moot - processlno
bo1n1S ovollal>lt today. h holpo you wr1!t MlJIJ~UNE VOICE 
APPUCATION aysttm1 In mlnutet. A number ol programming
examples are provkled. An programs and llbrariH art deltvered 
with source code. 

~·~tts'!T.:X ~:.:...~~~~). ~!n~c.s 
opocillclllonl. ViU/MC IICOOfliOd. 

ITI Loglclel 
1"106 St. Joseph E. Suitt <. Mont,..;, Can. H2J tNt 

(800) 567·6785 or (514) 861·5888 

STATISTICS 

Ststlstlcal Advisor Speaks English/ 
Sr.ti.UC.I NaviiJIItor Protoaalonal" 1011 you describe your 
reaeatch goat In plain english then guidta you 10 the ap
propriate ltallsdcaJ anal~& Natural language lnterl'ac., 
delailod report, ox-~ help. & ~menus. 
$160+$/h. 

VISA. MC. AMEX. PO f. Check. 


The Idea Works, Inc. 
007 Jackson 51 ., Columbia. MO 85203 

1-800-S:J7-48e& FAX 1-314·875·58t2 
Outoldo USA: 1·3t4-875·5127 

Inquiry 823. 

NCSS S.x Series - $125 
Easy«>-ose menus & spread sheet. Multiple regression. 
~eats. ANOVA (up to tO factors, rep. measures, 
covariance), Forecasting. Fador, cluster, & discriminant 
analysis. Nonparametrlca. Cross Tabulation. Graphics: 
hllltOQrams. box. 8C811ar, etc. Reads ASCII/lotus. Many 
new add-on modules. 

NCSS 
329 Nonh 1000 East, Kaysville, UT U037 

Phone: 801·546..0445 Fax: 801-546-3907 

Inquiry 824. 

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM 
The only statistical software encompassing 


Forecaetlng & Time Series Analysla 

Quality and Productivity Improvement 


General Statistical Analysla 

Avai l~e on DOS. OS/2 and Mac operating systems. 

Call today for mora Information 

Scientific Computlna Associates 
45t3 Uncoln />No., Suite t08, Liift. IL 80532. USA 

Phone: (708) 960-1698 FAX: (708) 960-1815 

Inquiry 825. 

Inquiry 826. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Via PC Telecommunications Software turns your ex
Isting PC and modem Into a full blaNn telecommunica· 
tions wor1<51atlon. Send and receMI messages via FAX, 
TELEX, lWX andlor MOOEM all through one easy to 
use, integrated sonwara package. 

$595.00 plus shipping-includes faxboardl 
Call HI00-626-5444 ext. 511 and order VIa PC todayl 

IDA UniCom, Incorporated 
'ClO Stonlon """'uo, Plymouth Meeting, PA t9482 

Phone: 215-825-8500 Fax: 215-825-8188 

Inquiry 827. 

http:lndud.ct


TYPESETTING 

CATALOG $99.99 
l'reporeo typeoonlngolor CfHIW1g Cllaloguoa, b<ochurn. ole., 
bo!il ln color 1M B&W. Imports lex! kom 1 lex! tdiiO< ond 
lnpull color Wloo pjctureo dlreclly kOtn OCULUS.IO (bv Cor
oco) 0< kOtn PCX colo< lormll Hies (modo 13h). E•ports PCX 
colo< fileo, Suppotlo HP PolniJel ond IIOtf)ot II prlnl<l,., 
OOALOO roqulrHIIMI LJIO ol Pizazz Pluo• (by ,t,ppiiUIIono 
locMiquoa) 10 print For X1 0< /if oompolibleo wllh &101< FlAM 
ond moooo. SJ»clly X1 a< /if wl1on Otder1ng. 

Backus Computer Services 
P. 0 . Bc>c 830793, Sill Mlonlo, 'IX 78293-0783 

(512) 433-4982 

Inquiry 828. 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 

HOW TO PROTICT YOUR COMPUTIR 
And Mske It Lllst Longer 

FREE monl)'oovlng llltraluro lollo )'OU llow 10 proltCI )'Our 
eornpu101 and makO ~ lUI longor wllh on unlnl<lrruptlblo 

=•-=Ul=::~'"'ot=:..~:-INI~'o 
Beat Power Technology, Inc. 

P.O. 8c>c 280, Noctdoh, WI 54646 
Toi~FNO (100) 3116-57114, Ea1. 2131 
~: 11011111-7200, l.d.. ltU 

TAKE THE BYTE OUT OF 

POWER LINE DISTURBANCES. 


• 	 PooNer protection lor your 
PC or Network. 

• Risk FREE Offer. 
Call for FREE UPS Selection Guide 

SOLA 
1717 Buooo Rd.. Elk G"""' V~l- IL 60001' 

Phone: 1-800-TR'¢-SOLA 

Inquiry 830. 

UTILITIES 

UNIX under DOS 
Gel the Feel a Power of UNIX 

Include IIWk, cb, cp, dill, flnd, grep. Ia, mal<e, more, mv, 
rm, ltd, oon,& 22 O!hera. All Syolom V and 9SD 4.3 
optlono ncluded. Thorough documentation. 

THE 8ERKELEY UTILITIES $200 
call SOG-542.()938 

OPENetwork 
Power Tool• lor Power UMn 


215 -~ Ploco, (82), Brool<lyn, NY 11217 


Inquiry 831. 

Recover deleted flies fast! 
Disk Explorer now Includes aulomatic file recovery. You 
type in the deleted file's name. Disk Explorer finds and 
resrores it. Disk Explorer also sllow.l whats realy oo disk; 
view, change or cseate lormals. change a file's Slalus, 
change data in any SedO<. MS.OOS $75 U.S. Cl>eckl 
Cred~ card IWIIcome. 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 
45 Charles St . E. 3fd Fl. 


Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 152 

(418) 881-8243 


COPYWRITE 
CopyWrite 

Removes 

Copy Prolectlon 


~~n':l: ~sl<ettu, US $75 
codiiWheels. 

1000'e of producta copied . 


QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 
45 Charles 51. E. 3rd Fl, Dept a 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 152 
(418) 981-8243 Falx (418) 981-8441 

.l 

UTILITIES 

REMOVE HARDWARE LOCKS 
Softwott utilily-IO<Iht...-.Jol...,..,.locko.Oonl ..wt 
for )OUr IOdri or My cMvlce 10 lalt ora....,..=-.. "7:'~ ~~pocbgoo ... --:em.,
MICROSTATION 189.00 PERSONAL DESIGNER $1118.00 
-.cAM 1260.00 SmortCAM 1260.00 
V.N<IO PC8 S 118.00 CAJNI.NCE 189.00 

PUIS SHI,_IIKJ ANO HANOLIIKJ 

PHON'vf:'l:t~~hck"i:'C:WJM 
SafeSoft Systems Inc. 

191 Klrlyllone ~- Winnipeg, M8, Canada. R20 3Be 

Inquiry 832. 
l•I 

Why You Want BATCOMI 
BATCOM Ia a batch file complier lhat tranalcrma your 
.bitt Illes to Me fllu 10 make them faller. BATCOM 
extendl DOS w"h many n ... commande oo you can 
read keyboard Input, UH oub<outlnea, and much more. 
In addldon, BAlCOM prolectl your oource co.H. No 
,.,.,.." leal Only $59.95. Order todayl 

Wenham Software Company 
5 Burley Sl. , Wenhem, MA 01984 

(&Oil n4-703fl 

Inquiry 833. 

VIRUS 

VIRUS ELIMINATOR BOARD 
Prownla viruo ln*'lonolhlll lrwede whllolhe ~ Is on. 
PIOtiCtltxlldng l\le1 from OWJ 100 known vlrul lnr.ctlone. 
AcllvDd priOt ro DOS loedlng. - praltdlon wllh bat· 
lery Olckup. Kooybollld lock lor addtd oocurlly. Doeo ""' 
occupy ony RAM or lmpoot oyllom porfcnmlllCI. For IBM 
CompollbiH, SUppotll NCMIII --lonL ~ only 
mtnUIHIO lnlllll. P-• hlghult.,.. o1 oyoltm -u~ly.

'1".'5 + •5 SIH
Information Systems for Profit 

P.O. Bc>c 4529. MlddloiOWn, N.Y. 101140 
1-800..274-3007 

Inquiry 834. 

VOICE PROCESSING 

NEW! VOICE PROCESSING BOARDS 
• Dlgiltl loblc:e Roca<dlng: 2Kbp0 1 hro1MB 
• Text·to-SpHch: Human ~· Output
• Pulool'lOno Slgnol DoiKtJon 
• loblc:eMIIiiAIIIoAIIondoniiE·MIII 
• loblc:e Print lor-- Conlrol 

I~ Sollofoctlon Guoranleed 
$5ii;DIY'IIT" Board & Softworo 

Technologla Systems Ud. 
155 N. Mlchlgon- Coll312·936-1919 
ChiCigo, ll eoeDI Fox 312-9311-1024 

Inquiry 835. 

WINDOWS TOOLS 

Hermes DDE Ubrery 
Tho HotmH DOE Library II I -ritA library ol high 1....,1 
roullnH lor M$-Windowl" progrernmon. Horm.. pro.oldoo 

~r:'~DE~~=hNgher=~~~ 
1y by lnleJt~Ctlng ond oomm:'ng wllll olher Windows apo
pllcollono. Comportd 10 tho Wlndowl SDK, Hennes reducOI 
lhe COde ~ulred 10 tmplomonl DOE by hundredo o1 llnoo 
ol ·c ·. Hormoo II prQ<J 11 $295. 

Raindrop Software Corporation 
645 E. Arapoho, Su~ 10$, Ricllllldi<XI, -. 75061 

(214) 234-2811 Falx (214) 2 34-21S74 
S..ourlldon-1>18. 

Inquiry 836. 

WORD PROCESSING 

Replace Proofreading 
K.oy. edh, or procl any me on your PC w~h Word
Pn>olor'", then Import to your appllcl!lon. -~ 
proofing Is faster, more aocuroto lhan proo!rudlng or 
documenl comperatol'l. Single $295. Multlcopy dls
countl. Networlc ..,,.Jon. 

Computer Keyes 8001354-0203 
21929 Makah Rd. 2011177&-6443 
Woodway, WA 98020 Fax: 2011177&-7210 

WORD PROCESSING 

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN 
HtbNw; 011 e.._,Scandlnov!on, piLJI o111>or Hindi, Pun
Jobl, Bongo~, G.,.U, Tomll, Tho!, Koraon, VIol, or 1""- FIA
...Idd mll!>longuogo -a-""-'".,.,...._
lorelgn ch..-ro ond NLO printing wllh no hantwe.ro 
modlllcallona. lnoludea Fcnt Cdilor. 1365 dol malrix: $150 
odd1 for IOMr; $18- SIH In U.S. lnct'd . Roq. PC. 8401(. 
grophiCI. »do)' Guoronlel. MCIVISAIAMEX 

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
710 Wllth~e 9Ml., Suite 609, Sanla Monica. CA 90401 
21~ Tlx: 5106006273 Gamma Pro SNM 

Inquiry 837. 

YOUR 

SALES 


MESSAGE 


about the special computer 

product or service 

that you provide 

belongs· in print. 


THE 

BUYER'S 


-MAtel 

can help you reach 
computer professionals and 
produce valuable inquiries 

for your ·company! 

Call 

Brian 


Higgins 

for more Information 


603-924-3754 
or Fax: 

603-924-2683 
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Circle 34 on Inquiry Card (RESEWRS: 35) 	 Circle 133 on Inquiry Card (RESEWRS: 134) 

DISKETTE 
DUPLICATOR 
OVER 300 DISKS PER HOUR 

SIMPLE AND FAST FRO M $1595. 

TEL: (416) 503-3335 ~'~1ff~f'~~ ~~•.••lc 
FAX: (416) 252-4084 ff~ff~, ~ ~~,)lnllltl 

MICROPOLIS #1654·7 
160MB ESDI Hard Drive 
18ms. 5.25"• hall·helgtn. 1599 
Adaptec 1&·lit ESDI Controler C;rds 
IDEAL FOR MICROPOLIS DRIVES 

tUlm-HDIFD DRIVE CONTROLLER 
osuppottshard&ftoppydrivesto3soMs Sftft 
• High !Iandeuate -tOMb/se<. - ~~ 

~~~!!'!~~~~:!~~:~rt s&g 
___________.....,. 	1 Streami ng & Sta rt / Stop modes 

1 Vacuum -assisted easy loadRODIME 3055 HARD DRIVE 1 Pertec interface 1 Rack -mounted 

45MB • ST·506 interface '219 1 160016250 bpi, 100 ips $31199 
28ms • J.s• • half·height • 1-Yr. IME Warranty If 

THE FASTEST 80486 &80386 

15 Mips, FASTER THAN EVEREX STEP &ALR 


MODEL CACHE MIPS OK 4M 
486133 64K 15.2 2195 2395 
486/25 64K 11.2 1595 1795 
386133 64K 8.3 895 1095 
386125 64K 6.2 795 995 

•2561< Cache AYrulallle 

I~UPER TOWER 

$335 
Oty. 5 

• 5 Hall Ht. Drive Bay 
• 2 Full Ht. Drive Bay 
• 250 Wa" UU Power Supply 

· Dual Fans 

• Double Securily Lock 
• Wheels I Caster 
• Fronl Display Panel 
• Excellence For UNIX & NOVELL Server 
• UPS Optional 

TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC. 

FEATURES 
• 641256K Write Back Cache 
• Burst Mode Design 
• Shadow Ram on Video & Bios 
• 64MB 32 Bit Memory Expansion 
• Baby size with Eighl Expansion Slot 
• Unix. OS/2 & Novell 100% Compatible 
• One Year Full Warranty 
• Made in USA 

Complete Desktop System W~h 
1.2 MB Floppy, HD!Fioppy Controller, 

101 Keybrd And 4MB Merno<y 

MODEL BASE MONO VGA 
486/33 2795 2970 3245 
486125 2195 2370 2645 
386133 1495 1645 1895 
386125 1395 1545 1795 

' fCC. Ul & CSA Aj)pra;alI ' lcMor A<ld S200 & Hanl Dis!< !Wible 

M®l•Uiiiei;M 
VGA . . .. . ............. 315.00 
MULTISCAN . . . ... . . . . 415.00 
SUPER VGA . .... .... .... 345.00 

UNIVERSAL 3'. • 5 ', KIT 

FLOPPY 5.00 

HARD DISK . .. 5.00 


INTEL MATH-CO 

80387·20 . . . 345.00 
80387·25 ........ 435.00 
80387·33 . 540.00 

Mel;f·!MM 
4M X 9 · 80 ... 300.00 
1M X 9 · 80 .. 59.00 
1M X 9 · 70 . ..... 69.00 

w:r.';'•'•,"i* 
MAXTOR 4170E 150MB .. . . 899.00 
MAXTOR 4380E 330MB . . . 1349.00 
MAXTOR 8760E 650MB . . . 1994.00 

47273 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539 
Tel: 41!Hi23-3818 Fax: 41!Hi23-3840 
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Equivalent to DG LDPI2, 
DEC LNOI, NBI Mode/12 

1 500-sheet offsettingstacker 
1Po rtrait & la ndscape modes 
supported 

160,000 pplmonth duty cycle 
I 300 X300dpi 
112 ppm 

$999 

FUJITSU M 2444AC 

GCR Reel-to-Reel Tape Drive 

Circle 113 on Inquiry Card (RESEWRS: 114) 



Clrct. 204 on Inquiry Carel 

Announcing an 

advance of very


small proportions: 


While everyone else is downsizing and simplifying 
computers and peripherals, 9-track manufacturers have 
somehow managed to buck this trend with tape drives that 
are huge and heavy or awkwardly manual loading. 

Too bad for them. Introducing the 003210, designed 
and built by Overland Data to bring 9-track into the modern 
office. It's incredibly compact. Whisper quiet. Uses only 
45 watts. And is extremely reliable. No other drive has fewer 
moving parts. Best of all, it's surprisingly affordable. 

The 003210 comes with a two year warranty, expert 
toll-free support, and the ODI Special Service Program. So 
call us. And fmd out why some of the best advances are the 
smallest ones. 

1-800-PC9-TRAK 001 (JI.JERLRI'fJ DRTR 
SAI!OilfO.C"A 

Circle 68 on Inquiry Card 

9,600-38,400 bps 
MODEM ... $169 

NOW you can afford a SPEEDMODEM.~ The CHAMP "" has a raw 
speed of 300- 9600 bps and 4:1 data compression for throughput 
up to 38,400 bps. Dynamic Impedance Stabilization~ provides 
robust performance on noisy telephone circuits. The COMBO ... 
adds 9600 bps send/receive, full-featured FAX with VOICE MAIL 
upgrade ... total communications capability-only $279. Both come 
with a 30-day money back guarantee, 5-year warranty and made in 
USA. BYTE magazine said our 2400bps modem was "a real 
deal"* ... well we've done it again I See for yourself... '3189p.1 02 

408732-4500 CALL NOW BOO 228 6648 Fax408732-4570 

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN, 
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE ... 

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Aud10 sound editing 
allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (to 20 KHz) and 
compression levels. A four-voice music synthesizer is included also! 

VOICE RECOGNITION TSR ublity allows you to add voice command keyboard 
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or 
entertainment programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once--more from disk. 

HARDWARE SYSTEM contains buiH·in speaker with separate volume and tone 
controls. external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad 
steel. Attaches to parallel printer pen w~hout affecting normal printer operation (U.S. 
Patent 4,8t2,847) . Headset microphone. printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter (110 volt 
ULICSA listed) . and comprehensive user manual included. 

QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95 
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342·1211 Mon-Fri, 8 AM to 5 PM PST 

VIsa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders. COOs (with prior approval) 
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type 
when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge tor deijvery in USA and Canada. Foreign 
inquiri98 contact Covox lor C&F/CIF quotes. OEM confiQurations available. 

.JO a4 Y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPL£TEL Y S4 T/SFIEO. 

@ 
CALL O,R WRIT( FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG 

aM)X INC. TEL (503) 342-1271 
675 Conger Street FAX (503) 342· 1283 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 BBS (503) 342-4135 

Flawlea Perfonnance 
The power user's first choice. Perisol's subsystems 
offer failsafe peak performance wi thout stretching 
your budget. DOS. OS/2. Xenix , Netware 286 & 
.386for both AT & PS/2s. i\o compatibility issues. 
No problems. It's that simple. •I GB Era5able 

Optical Subsystem 
For NoveU S5249 
For DOS $4851 

I CachingControllers I Disk~lirroring & Duplexing 
I Torture-Te;1ed Drives with !4-hour Bum-in 

•"\fie IJack our 
j25' DriL'eS 
for j l'ea/lr 

Straight From 
the Box 
lntegrrtion! 

Syslt:m Capadly An:~·ss lnl~-rfan· Pri~'l' 

AT 86MB 18ms IDE $,455 
AT 120MB 18ms ESDf $803 
AT 120MB 18 ms IDE $549 
AT 158MB 14ms ESDI,S(;Sl $996 
AT 200MB 15ms IDE $871 
AT 213MB 15 ms SCSI $%1 
AT 338MB 16ms ESDI,SCSI $1443 
AT 652MB 16ms ESDI.SCSI $2o65 

PS/2 150MB 14ms ~Dl $1269 
PS/2 330MB l61I1$ ESDl $1736 
PS/2 652MB 16 DiS ESDI $2343 

0 Drire. Controller. Cables and Software included with Suhs)1em.l. 

Calf for Perisol's Complete Product Catalog 

800-447-8226 
Flx: 408-988-4q) l Su pport :S00-228-8489 

Interna tional Tel:4()8988-2 2.12 
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2MB FOR IBMPS2 COMPAQ MODULES 
• Equovaltnl to 6450604 or 30'5360 • 5 Year Warranty 

Your Price 12900 Each 
Boca Ram 50/60 0.4Meg 9911 Boca Ram 50Z 0.2Meg 9910 
Boca Ram XT 0-2Meg 12910 

• Pan Number 113132-001 • For Comoao DeskPro 286E. 386120£ . 25E 

Your Price 239°D 

HEWLET PACKARD MEMORY BD BOCA AT PLUS MEMORY BD 
11 liT MEMORY BOARD FOR 211, 386 AT 

INTEL COPROCESSORS SPECIAL 
• 2Meg for HPII· IIP·ill or Ill 0 (Specify) • Expaooable to 4Meg 

Your Price 138°0 
OK-8Meg &l • 4.0 LIM Compat • New 5 Yr. Warr . • ConventiOnal. 
Expa!Mled &Exte!Mled Memory • Supports OOS. OS/2. LIM/EMS & EEMS 

OK - 12P' 2 Meg- Z2t"' 4 - 3191' BMeg - C!191' 

80387-16 24900 80287-10 149°0 
• Special Price While They Last • 

g~~l~~oM:N' 
DESKPRO 
28611. 386N 
386SXI20 
DESKPRO 
386116 

DESKPRO 
380s 

OESKPRO 
38&'20. 25 286E 
DESKPRO 
3W20ei25E 
OESKPRO 
3116133. 48&'25 
SYSlEMPRO 

PORTABLE 
Ill 

SLT/286 

1MB MO<Jule 
2MB Module 
4MB Module 
tMB Boar~ 
2MB Boar~ 
1MB Kll 
4MB Boar~ 
4MB Kit 
1MB Board 
4MB Boar~ 
1MB Module 
4MB MO<Iule 
1MB ModulO 
4MB Module 
1MB Boar~ 
4MB Board 
2M~ Module 
BMB Module 
32MB Module 
·· POifiABUS ·· 
512K Kil 
INifC BD 
EXP BD 
2MB K11 
1MB Module 
4MB Module 
512K Boar~ 
1MB Boaod 

118883-001 
118689·001 
118690-001 
108069·001 

108069 W171 
108071-001 
108071).001 
10M72-001 
113633-001 
113634·001 
113646-001 
112534-001 
113131·001 
113132-001 
113644·001 
113645-001 
115144-001 
116561-001 
116568001 

12C" 
111"--348" 
131"-31... 
1....-104" 
251"-231" 
118" «... 
169"'--

l[,~~;~ i -MM~=-:J :: f j tj
• Full~ Hoyos Compatible • Monitor Speaker w1th \Illume Control 
• 2400/300 Bau~ TransmissK>n Rate • A<l~ressable COM 1.23A 
• Compatible wiiBM PC. XT. AT & Compatibles • 2 Yr Manu Warranty 
• full Duplex OperatiOn • Complete w/So"'Nare • lwto DoaVIwto An-• 
fntemat 611'' bternal 191' 

ll ; K~\\ I I ~ . ' ~ !ri-lt1tt~ . l ~ .
:..1~M~\\~~ 1tt9r~ ~ I'!'~~~ If$ · I • • ; J 

MITSUMI: 360K 'I> HI 5'-'• 59" 
I 2 Meg 5'l• Grey Face 191' 
nOK 3'1> • Drove wi5V• ' mounlrno 691' 
1.« M•g 3~ • Dtlv. w/5 ~ • mounting ..... . ... .19" 
360K Iandon TM 1(11).2 full HI (The 01101nal IBM) 89'' 

~f ~ ~~~~~,~ ~l 1-U(JNJ_ij l:- ; Ill,:_ Ti 
- dj _ _ j ~' UI- . ~ .J 

14" VGA MULTISCAN 1024 X 768 2B Dot • New 1 Yr Warr 3191' 
14" VGA DEMO 640 X480 .31 Dol • 3 Mo Warr. • looks New 2891' 

JW~~~mtfif!JUii 
1 

Tolhll11 Model 
PORTABLE 
TtOOOSE & XE 
PORTABLE 11200xe 
PORTABLE 11600 
PORTABLE T3100. 
PORTABLE T3100SX 

Memory Toslllllt 'lllur 
Added Equlv. l'lrt I '- Prlct 
1MB BD PC14 -PAB311U 1.... 
2MB BD PC14-PA8312U 218" 
2MB BD PC13-PA83Cr6U 178" 
2MB BD PC8-PA8302U 158" 
2MB Kit 1PC9 -PA8341U 158" 
2MB BD PC15-PA8308U 158" 
4M B BD PC15-PA831CIU 458" 

PORTABLE 13200 3MB BD PC6·PA7137U 291" 
PORTABLE 13200SX 2MB K11 PC12·PAB307U 151M 

4MB Ki1 PC12 -PA8309U 451" 
PORTABLE 15100 2MB BD PC7·PA8301U 178" 
PORTABLE 152110 2MB Kol PC10-PA8304U 161" 
DESKTOP 18500 8MB Kot PC10PAB313U 995" 

.:J+ ll~i~~.~~~~~!:: .. !:k-n 1 : l'i ~ ?mi, ~~V!:'.-tt : : I: :I 
Memory Zenith 'lllur 

~Model ~te~O<Ju l e E~~E' low :;l!' 
2MB MO<!ule ZA3800MG 119" 

2386125. 20 1MB Module ZA3600ME 99" 
2MB MO<!ule ZA3800f,IG 1H" 
4MB Module ZAJ800MK 3!191' 

Z248. Z286LP. Z386SX 2M8 MO<Iule 
TURBO SPRT 380.380e 1MB K1 l 
SUPER SPRT 2MB KU 
SX 2MB Kol 

2MB 1<11 
SUPER SPAT 286 1MB Kif 
286e. SX 2MB K11 

• MocroScoence 612 • 'I> Height 5'A• 
• MFM 6 Month warranty 

l-605-1 
ZA31l34ME 
ZAI80-64 
ZAI8086 
ZA180-87 
ZA180·66 
ZAI8064 

bJ UM~~ ~·~~-~ ~~~-
liM PS/2 Model 
PS/2 251286 
30.286. 50 & 60 
PS/2 50Z & 55 -SX . 65SX 

Memory liM 'lllur 
Added Equlv. l'lrt I low Prloe 
511K Kit 30f5348 31" 
2MB K11 30f5360 12P' 
1MB SIMM 5450603 691' 
2MB SIMM 5450004 12P' 

(IIbov< Installed on Exoan~on Bd 149n591 
55SX & 65SX 4MB Module 34F2933 oo IJIF 9'117 3691' 

(A"""' lnstalleo on System Boi 
50.50Z . 55SX &60. 65SX 2·8MB Boar~ 1497259 or 6450009 499" 
PS/2 1MB SIMM 5450603 78" 
71l-E61 . 061. 121 2MB SiMM 5450004 1291' 
PS/2 71l-A21 AXI .BXI 2MB SIMM 5450808 1391' 
PS/2 80-041 
PS/2 80-111121J11321 
80-A21 . All 
PS/2
ALL 70s & 80s 

1MB MO<Iule 6450375 101" 
2MB MO<!ule 6450379 
4MB Module 6451060 378" 
2-16MB Board 645605 OR 39100 

4-16MB Board 34F3077 DR 5891' 
8-lOMB Board 34f3011 9C9" 

l! lj ]ill ft ii-I.~ ~Jj r
l1 l 1l:~ttJW~l t u E

t":r:puon ou¢-OS 1!11~~ 1211~~ 1~1~ SONS 10NS 
64 X 4 \~ ~\ot"Y. 1n zn zn JU 
256 I( 1 '~a\\ ~' 1w ,.. 1•• 1.. 2" 

~~e~ ~ 1 0\~ · Q\~ . r.: ~~ ~: g:: 
:::; ii:: ~~ : ~ri ~!M9~-~~l1_ ~. 
Model 
LASER JEl 
II & 110 

HPJ & IIID 
HPIIP 

CAliON L6P 
811 . 811R 81 11 

IBM lASER 
MODEL 4019 

Memory HP """' 
Ad ded Equlv. Pari 1 low Price 
1MB Modu'< 3.)4438 II" 
2MB MOdule 334A4B 131" 
4MB MOdule 334458 228" 
1MB MO<!ule 3347.\IIJB II" 
2MB MOdule 33-1 7SAIB 131" 
4MB olodule NIA ?38tl 
1MB MO<! ule NIA N " 
2MB MO<Jule NIA t.a• 
4MB MOdult NIA 231" 
1MB 80iHO i039136 148• 
2MB Boaoo 11139137 111" 

• Western Oogital IOOJMMI • 2 1 lnter1eM 
• Works Wllh all MFM Haroonves 

List 19910 Your Price 39Do to for • eachList 29910 Your Price a9oo 
w/8 Bil Controller Add 55" tO fo r 191' each WO 1003 MM2 same "'''" floppy 891' 

-~ . :. · · : r'A-~~~w1240iri -uo=•.~o,m:=

l - ,_ .f-!'f'r . ~-" .... ..... !'L 
.~- • lwtomatiC Group 111 01gital Fa:x • Bkg ooeratKln • Seoo text screen 1mages. 

scann pages • Hoyos compat modem built on • Fax 9600172001480012400 
• Soltware-telephone cord • 

1291' • New. factory sealed List 695 Your PriCe 149°0Fa> Only Car~ 

r ~~VJI,~~·-H-hD..,.-'- -~ou: : . j:.
'l-lro.\1~~'.:~~~~ .[ •. - [;; 

1111 328il 
8087 5MHz or less 79"' 80387-16 16MHz 299" 
81187·2 8MHz 104" 80387·20 20MHz JCP' 
8087·1 10MHz or leSS 179"' 80387·25 25MHz CC!I" 

16 111 80387·33 33MHz 549"' 
802IJI 6MHz 124" 80387-SX 218" 
802IJI-l! 8MHz 189"' 80387-SX10 328" 
8021J1·10 IOMHz 149"' 80287-XL 191" 
80C2IJI·12 Uptop 199" 802IJIXLT 204" 

I r~ ,'~'V-1'~~1 

• rc~o· Atlrftft~~~. - I • 1 - I : . l I 

. - ~~1'~~~-: ~: ~__. ~tr~: : ·j:. 
FOR HARDDRIYES 

IOE Contoolle• :It" B Bi t 1'10 ConH o<ler 59" 
16 B11WD Conlrolleo 2 1 1119" 16 Bit Everex HOifiODl>\' 11 99" 
FOR FLOPPY$: Suoer floDl>\' Controls 12. J6()1(. nOK & 14A OrM!S 69" 

:D1mtHMfjp~~~P!i'V$ :~i1 
40 Meg 18 Mrl 3C91' 100 Meg 18 M1l Sec. C!191' 

200 18 Mil Sec 8C91' 

, : ; -it:;l\.~- s· Ei;.~Art - Hil~o· Rt- 'v' ,!. 1 : I : : -:
-~ji>,\\\\1111, , 1\UftU;· · NlU . . _ It ~ · 1 J : j ' 

AT KIT XT KIT 
ST157A 45mB 28msec 35. IDE S229 
ST1102A 811mB 19msec J5 ' IDE $319 
SI11CCA 125mB 19m sec j 5. IDE $419 
ST 1239A 210mB 15msec 3s· IOE $199
m25 20m B 65msec $199 $249 
m31R IRLLI 30mB 65msec 5219 5279 
S12SH 42mB 28msec S2l9 $119 
ST2nR-1 fRLl) 65mB 28msec $339 S3l9 
ST40K BOmB 28msec $5-19 $5!19 

~~2l!l...-~==:"...--!_4!-.-J:: 
· · · ,-~~A\\ · :: : v•o·e·o·CA-~s ·:' ·:l · i ~ 

· \·1~\\AAII~ .. • I • J\U "· · · · • i 
EGA caro • · · · 69"' 
Mon oGraOf'l1cs (He,culeS Como,ahttle l wtlh Par Pen 29M 
ColOr Graptltcs (Hercults Comp,\TIDie) wllh PJr Pon 39M 

~°C~~01~~ ~~ i256K E•D 512Kt ,::!
SIB 29"' 

ORDERS ONLY 

800-654·7762 
All Prod• UIIO Oly Wln'Hty lllllta "'"' etNfwlu. 

• WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAl ORDERS 
NO SURCHARGE FOR MCIVISA 

TERMS: 
SE HABLA ESPANOL

o=..:J 
EaTECHNICAL/ CUmlMER SERVICE I ORDER SlATUS : 

702·294·0204 
FAX 702·294·1168 

• WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS 
INVENTORY-FAX OR CALL 

• NO SOflWARE RETURNS 

ALL 1¥1/CES FINAL 

MC • VISA • AE • COO CASH • NET 
• Purcftllt Ofdtfl trom Un lvtrsJU n , 
Fertunt 1000 I GCitw•mlftt At••cln 
• - Chcu • COO lllol SSJ1I 

• 20¥o -<ti"' 1ft H Rti11M Wlalo :111 Olyl
·llo-ao\lltt:l11 - ElftltAIIOEOIIlY 



Circle 285 on Inquiry Card . 

UNIVERSAL ORDER 800-678-8648 
WE ACCEPT VISA/MC/AMEX 

PO'S FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS UNIVERSITIES 

AND GOVT AGENC IES WESHIP COD 

OPEN M-F 7AM-5PM SAT 8AM-2PM 
20% RESTOCK FEE NONOEFECT RETURNS 

MEMORYPRODl/CTS FAX 714-751-2023 
15411 REDHILL AVE SUITE B TUSTIN CA 92680 

DRAM 
CHIPS 

EXPAN I N
BOAADS 

' 

BOCA 
RESEARCH 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED 
5 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS 

CALL THE PC UPGRADE SPECIALISTS ! ! ! 

TOSHIBA 
lAPTOP 

MONTHLY 
SPECIALS 
SAVE 

UNICORN- YOUR /.C. SOURCE! 
COLLIMATOR PEN • Output: 2.5 mw (max.) POWER SUPPLY • Input: 115/230v ____ EPROMS
(INFRA-RED) • Current: 90· 150 mA 	

1 

• Size 7" L x 5 w· w x 2'h H 
• Output: •5 volts @ 3.75 amps• Operating Voltage: 2.2-2.5V STOCK c 1 24 25-99 100+ STOCK :J 1-24 2S-99 100+ 
• Output: '1 2 volts @ 1.5 amps• Wave length: 820nm 1702 4 59 4.36 392 2764 A 3.49 332 2 99
• Outp lll: - 12 vol ts@ .4 amps • Collimatoon: .18mrad (typ.) 2708 6 4 617 555 TM$ 2564 5 79 550 4.95 

• Size: 11 mm diameter STOCK ~ PRICE 	 27t6 329 3 13 282 27C64 329 3 13 2.82 
2716-1 3 79 360 32• 27123-20 4 99 ~ 74 4 27STOCK # PRICE PS1003 S19.99 TMS2716 5 79 5.50 4 95 27123 4 79 4 55 4 09 

581052 $39.99 27CI6 399 3 79 3.4 1 271 23"- 4 79 455 4 09 
LASER DIODE 2732 4 19 398 358 27C1 23 4 55 4 09 
(INFRA·RED) LASER DIODE 2732A· 2 3 79 360 324 27256-20 ' 5.29 5.03 4 53 • Output: tO mW (max.) 	 • Output· 3 mW 

(VISIBLE-RED) 	 2732A 369 3.51 3 16 27256 ' 79 455 409• Cu rrent: 90-150 mA 	 • Current. 85· 1 00 rnA 
2732A-4 3 19 303 2.73 27C256 429 4.08 3 67 • Operating Voltage: 2.2-2.5V • Operating Voltage· 2.3-3.0V 
TMS2532 5 79 5.50 4 95 27512-20 6 49 617 555• Wavelength: S20nm • Wavelength. 670nm TMS2532P 199 1.89 1.70 2751 2 5 99 5.69 5.12 

STOCK ~ PR ICE STOCK li PRICE 	 27C32 3 79 360 3.24 27C5t 2 5 99 5 69 5.12 
2764-20 4.29 4 08 367 27C1 024 1299 12 34 11 11 581053 $9.99 L59200 $49.99 2764 3.99 379 3.<~ 1 68764 13 99 13.29 11 .96 

LASER DIODE 2764A-20 3.99 3.79 3 4 1 68766 12.99 12 34 11 11 
(VISIBLE-RED) • Output: 5 mW (max.) 

• Cu rrent: 65- 100 mA LASER • Output· 3.5 mW 
• Operating Voltage· 1.75-2.2V POINTER • Wavelength: 670nm 	 DYNAMIC RAMS 
• Wavelength: 780nm ff4ft:= • Power Supply: 2xAAA 

STOCK • 1-24 25·99 100• STOCK • 1-24 25·99 tOO> 

~ Batteries (Included) 

• Beam: Approx 3" 


STOCK # PRICE 
MK4027 .59 56 50 4464-tOO 2.99 2.84 2.56 

L5022 $19.99 411 6-120 39 I 32 119 4464- t 20 2.79 265 239 
411 6- t 50 99 94 65 4464- t SO 229 2.13 196 

@ 100 yards 
LASER DIODE 
(VISIBLE-RED) • Output: 4 mW (max.) Quantity 0 1scounts Avai lable 41 16-200 89 65 77 41256-6{] 2.99 2.84 256 

41 16-250 .59 56 50 41256-80 2 79 2.65 2 39• Current. 20 mA 
STOCK # PRICE 	 41 64- tOO 189 180 163 41256-100 1.99 189 I 70 

• Operating Vol tag : 2.2-3.0V /~ 
/ 	

41 64- t 20 I 6 I 61 155 41 256- 120 1.89 180 163
• Wavelength· 665nm 	 LSPOINT $199.99 

4164·150 1 59 15.1 1.36 41256-150 179 I 70 153 

STOCK # PRICE 	 4164-200 139 1.32 119 5t 1000-70 6 49 6.17 5.55 
441 6-120 1.99 1 89 1.70 51 1000-80 5 99 5 89 512LS3200 $99.99 441 6-t 50 1 79 1.70 153 5t 1000-100 5.49 522 • .70 

• 100 0 Canoga Ave.. UM B-8 • Chatsworth, CA 913'11 
OUTSI DE CALIFORNIA: (800) 824-3432 (Orders Only)A UNICORN 
IN CALIFORN IA: (818) 341-8833 
ORDER BY FAX: (818) 998-7975 

M inimum Order $15.00 • 24·hour ordering available 
~ELECTRONICS 
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1

Now That You Know Which Laptop or Notebook to Get, 

We Think You Ought to Know Where to Buy It. 


Guaranteed at LetJSt I 0% Lower Than the Best Current Advertise~Price on the 

Best Laptops & Nofl!books!! 


Competitive Price Mu.t Be Pre.eated To U1 Prior To Purcbue From U1. 

!86/40MB with 586SX/ 40MB withAS& Premium® Exec"' 2MB ............... .......... .. .. .. ...... ...$2418.00 
 2MB ................................................ N/ A 

5MB ..... .................................. . $!818.00 
 5MB ............... ......................... "218.00 


286/ 20MB with 8MB ........... ...... .. ....................."518.00 
 8MB ........................ ..... .. .... .....$5668.00 

IMB .... ............................................N/A 586SX/to with 
 586SX/ 60MB with
2MB .................... ...... .............. $2098.00 2MB ... .. ... .. ..................... ........ ......... N/ A 
 2MB ....................................... ......... N/ A 

5MB ......................... ....... ........ $2498.00 5MB ..... .... ............................... $2898.00 
 5MB ...................... ...... ............ "558.00

8MB ... ................. .. ....... ...........$2998.00 8MB ................. .. .. .................. . "548.00 
 8MB ........................................ "988.00 


'ThxAs INSTRUMENTS TRAVELMATE 

TM2000/ 20MB w/ 2 MB ........... $2408.00 1'Mg()(}()/40MB w/ 4MB .. .. ........ $!1788.00 

TM2000/ 20MB w/ !IMB ............ $2548.00 1'Mg()(}()/40MB w/6MB ............ $4078.00 

TM!I000/ 20MB w/ 4MB ............ $!1498.00 1'Mg()(}()/ 60MB w I 4MB ............ $4078.00 

TM!I000/20MB w/ 6MB ............ $5788.00 1'Mg()(}()/60MB w/ 6MB ............ $4!168.00 


Panaaonic 
CF-1 70/ 20MBw/ 640K ................ N/ A 

CF-1 70/ 20MB w/ 1.6MB ....... $17!!8.00 

CF-270/20MBw/!IMB ......... . $2198.00 

CF-270/ 20MB w/ 5MB .......... $2428.00 


TIOOOSE with 

2MB ........................ $ 1158.00 

5MB ...... .................. $1278.00 

5MB .... ......................... CAll.. 

9MB ............................. CAU.. 


TIOOOXE/ IOMB with 

2MB .. .......... .. .......... $1558.00 

5MB ...... .. ................ $1698.00 

5MB ........................ ..... CAll.. 

9MB ............ .............. ... CAll.. 


TIOOOLE/ l OMB wllh 

2MB ........................ $1758.00 

3MB ........................ $1878.00 

5MB .... .. ....................... CAll.. 

9MB ............................. CAll.. 


T1200XE/ lOMB with 

5MB ................ ........ $2188.00 

5MB ........................ $2568.00 


T 1200XE/ 40MB wllh 

5MB ......... ... ............ $2548.00 

5MB ........................ $2728.00 


TUIOOSX:/ lOMB wllh 

5MB ... ..................... $2!68.00 

5MB ........................ $2548.00 


T5100e/ 40MB with 

5MB .................. ...... $2488.00 

5MB .. ..................... . $2668.00 


TIOOOSX/ !0 MB with 

2MB ........................ $5218.00 

5MB ........................ $5558.00 

5MB ......................... ... CAll.. 

9MB ............................. CAll.. 


TIOOOSX:/ 40MB with 

2MB ........................ $5518.00 

5MB .................. ...... $5658.00 

5MB ..................... ........ CAll.. 

9MB ... .......................... CAll.. 


T5100SX/40MB wllh 

5MB .......... .............. $5678.00 

5MB .......... ..... ......... $5858.00 

7MB ........................ $.fl08.00 

9MB .......... .. ............ $4268.00 

li MB ...................... $4528.00 

15MB .................... 


TOSHIBA 

TSIOOSX/ 80MB wllb 


5MB ........................ $5858.00 

5MB ............ ............ $4058.00 

7MB ........................$4288.00 

9MB ........................ $-«58.00 

liMB .. .................... $4708.00 

15MB ..................... . $.f948.00 


TStoo/ 40MB with 

4MB ........................ $2748.00 


TSIOOSX/ 40MB wllh 

5MB ........................ $5258.00 

5MB ........................ $M58.00 

7MB ........................ $5688.00 

9MB ......... ............... $5858.00 

liMB ...................... $4108.00 

UMB ........ ........ ...... $.f.548.00 


TSJOOSX:/ IIOMB with T 5100/ IOOMB wllh 

5MB .............. .. ........ $5858.00 4MB ........................ $4928.00 

5MB ....................... . $4058.00 6MB ........................ $5108.00 

7MB ........................ $4288.00 8MB ........................ $5288.00 

9MB .. .. .................... $-«58.00 12MB ...................... $5718.00 

liMB ...................... $.f708.00 14MB .. .. .......... .... .... $5888.00 

U MB ... ................... $.f948.00 T!iiOO/ lOOMB wilh 


TSIOOSXC/ IIOMB wllb 4MB ........................ $5558.00 

5MB ........................ $S658.00 6MB ...... ............... ... $5518.00 

5MB ........ ................ $5818.00 8MB ........................ $5698.00 

7MB ...................... .. $6068.00 12MB .................. .... $6118.00 

9MB .............. .......... $6258.00 14MB ...................... $6298.00 

liMB ...................... $6488.00 TS!OOC/ IOOMB wllh 

15MB ...................... $6728.00 4MB .... ...... ... ....... .. .. $5983.00 


T5100/ IOOMB with 6MB ........................ $6118.00 

4MB ........................ SM88.00 
 8MB .......... .. ............ $6298.00 

T5100/ 40MB with 12MB ...................... $6718.00 


4MB ........................ $4568.00 
 14MB ................ ..... . $6898 .00 


6MB ........................ $.f748.00 

8MB .............. ...... .... $.f928.00 

12MB ...................... $5558.00 

14MB .... ..... ............. $5528.00 


"If the lapwp or notebook you're considering im't on this list, then maybe it's not worth considering!" 

TOSHIBA T8500 Power Desktop TOSHIBA Tl200F 
14MB RAM. lOOMB Hard DWt, VGA DYJ»Iay Z-Flopplee, WIDdow. 5.0, 1MB RAM, Z400B Deo. Modem 

WIDdo- 5.0, Euel, Db-, WP5.1, etc 
ONLY $1268.00 ONLY $4188.00 

10% better than the best current advertised price you fmd on memory upgrades, modems&: fax/ modems 
We want to make your life simpler. Instead of wasting valuable time and effort haggling with various dealen over the phone,......: suggest you simply 


look for the lowest current advertised price you can find on memo!')' upgrades. modems and fax/ modems. And that applies to 

ANY PUBUCATIONI Take 10% off that price, and that is what you'U pay us. You see, when you buy memo!')' upgrades from us you're doing 


business direct with the facto!')'. And everybody knows that nothing beats that Remember, time is moneyll 


Always call for most currentAll p rices subject to change 
price before ordering.without advanced notice . 

We are not liable All listed p rices reflec tt.2!~rl:~:!~P 

cash discounts .for typographical erron . 

(415) 578-1901 , ext. 924 • FAX (415) 578-1914 
Limited lo 1tock on hand. All prices reiHtct cash discounts. 
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n GUARANTEED AT_LEAST 10% LOWER THAN THE BEST CURRENT 

i 
r ADVERTISED PRICE ON THE BEST LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS !N 

~ 
0 
:II (COMPETITIVE PRICE MUST BE PRESENTED TO US PRIOR TO PURCHASE) 
j' 

AST EXEC 286/20MB WITH 1MB N/A 	 AST EXEC 286/20MB WITH 5MB s 2,498.00 AST EXEC 286/40MB WITH 4MB s 2,768 . 00c 
AST EXEC 286/20MB WITH 2MB s 2,098.00 	 AST EXEC 286/20MB WI TH 8MB s 2,998.00 AST EXEC 286/40HB WITH 5MB $ 2,818.00~ AST EXEC 286/20MB WITH 4MB s 2,448.00 	 AST EX EC 286/40MB WITH 2MB s 2,418.00 AST EXEC 286/40MB WITH 8MB $ 3,318.00 

AST EXEC 386SX/20MB WITH 2MB N/A 	 AST EXEC 386SX/40MB WITH 2MB N/A AST EX!C 386SX/60KB WITH 2MB N/A~ " AST EXEC 386SX/20MB WITH 4MB s 2,848.00 AST EXEC 386SX/40MB WITH 4MB s 3,168.00 AST EXEC 386SX/60MB WITH 4MB s 3,488.00
AST EXEC 386SX/20MB WITH 5MB s 2,898.00 AST EXEC 386SX/40MB WITH 5MB s 3,218.00 AST EXEC 386SX/60MB WITH 5MB $ 3,538.00
AST EXEC 386SX/20MB WITH 8MB $ 3, 348.00 AST EXEC 386SX/40MB WITH 8MB s 3,668.00 AST EXEC 3B6SX/60MB WITH 8MB $ 3,988.00 

TI TRAVELHATE TH2000 WITH 2MB s 2,408.00 	 PANASONIC CF-170 WITH 640K N/A PANASONIC CF-270 WITH 3MB s 2,198.00
Tl TRAVELHATB TH2000 WITH 3MB s 2,548.00 	 PANASONIC CF-170 WITH 1.64MB s 1,738.00 PANASONIC CP-270 WITH SHB s 2,428.00 

TOSHIBA T1000SE WITH 2MB $ 1,138.00 TOSHIBA T1000XB/20MB WITH 2MB s 1,558.00 TOSHIBA T1000LI/20KB WITH 2MB s 1,738.00
TOSHIBA T1000SB WITH 3MB $ 1,278.00 TOSHIBA T1000XB/20MB WITH 3MB s 1,698.00 TOSHIBA T1000LI/20MB WITH 3MB s 1,878.00
TOSHIBA T1000SB WITH 5MB CALL 	 TOSHIBA T1000XB/20MB WITH 5MB CALL TOSHIBA T1000LI/20HB WITH SMB CALL 
TOSHIBA T1000SB WITH 9MB CALL 	 TOSHIBA T1000XB/20MB WITH 9MB CALL TOSHIBA T1000LB/20HB WITH 9MB CALL 

TOSHIBA T1200XB/20MB WITH 3MB $ 2,188.00 TOSHIBA T1600X/20MB WITH 3MB $ 2,368.00 TOSHIBA T2000SX/20MB WITH 2MB $ 3,218.00
TOSHIBA T1200XB/20MB WITH SHB $ 2,368.00 TOSHIBA T1600X/20MB WITH 5MB $ 2,548.00 TOSHIBA T2000SX/20MB WITH 3MB $ 3,358 . 00 
TOSHIBA T1200XB/40MB WITH 3MB $ 2,548.00 TOSHIBA T3100e/40MB WITH 3MB $ 2,488.00 TOSHIBA T2000SX/20MB WITH SHB CALL
TOSHIBA T1200XE/40MB WITH 5MB $ 2,728.00 	 TOSHIBA T3100e/40MB WITH 5MB s 2,668.00 TOSHIBA T2000SX/20MB WITH 9MB CALL 

TOSHIBA T2000SX/40MB WITH 2MB s 3,518.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/40MB WITH 3MB s 3,678.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/80MB WITH 3MB s 3,858.00
TOSHIBA T2000SX/40MB WITH 3MB s 3,658.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/40MB"WITH 5MB s 3,858.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/80KB WITH 5MB $ 4,038.00
TOSHIBA T2000SX/40MB WITH SMB CALL TOSHIBA T3100SX/40MB WITH 7MB s 4,108.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/80MB WITH 7MB $ 4,288.00
TOSHIBA T2000SX/40MB WITH 9MB CALL 	 TOSHIBA T3100SX/40MB WITH 9MB s 4,268.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/80MB WITH 9MB $ 4,458.00

TOSHIBA T3100SX/40MB WITH 11MB s 4,528.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/80MB WITH 11MB $ 4,708.00
TOSHIBA T3200/40MB WITH 4MB s 2,748.00 	 TOSHIBA T3100SX/40HB WITH 13MB s 4,768.00 TOSHIBA T3100SX/80MB WITH 13MB s 4,948.00 

TOSHIBA T3200SX/40MB WITH 3MB s 3,258.00 TOSHIBA T3200SX/120MB WITH 3MB $ 3,858.00 TOSHIBA T3200SXC/120MB WITH 3MB $ 5,638.00
TOSHIBA T3200SX/40MB WITH 5MB s 3,438.00 TOSHIBA T3200SX/120MB WITH 5MB $ 4,038.00 TOSHIBA T3200SXC/120MB WITH 5MB $ 5,818.00
TOSHIBA T3200SX/40MB WITH 7MB s 3,688.00 TOSHIBA T3200SX/120MB WITH 7MB $ 4,288.00 TOSHIBA T3200SXC/120MB WITH 7MB $ 6,068.00
TOSHIBA T3200SX/40MB WITH 9MB s 3,858.00 TOSHIBA T3200SX/120MB WITH 9MB $ 4,458.00 TOSHIBA T3200SXC/120MB WITH 9MB $ 6,238.00
TOSHIBA T3200SX/40MB WITH 11MB s 4,108.00 TOSHIBA T3200SX/120MB WITH 11MB $ 4,708.00 TOSHIBA T3200SXC/120MB WITH 11MB $ 6,488.00
TOSHIBA T3200SX/40MB WITH 13MB s 4,348.00 TOSHIBA T3200SX/120MB WITH 13MB $ 4,948.00 TOSHIBA T3200SXC/120MB WITH 13MB $ 6,728.00 

TOSHIBA T5200/40MB WITH 4MB s 4,568.00 TOSHIBA T5200/100MB WITH 4MB $ 4,928.00 TOSHIBA T5200/200HB WITH 4MB $ 5,338.00
TOSHIBA T5200/40HB WITH 6MB $ 4,748.00 TOSHIBA T5200/100MB WITH 6MB $ 5,108.00 TOSHIBA T5200/200HB WITH 6MB s 5,518.00
TOSHIBA TS200/40MB WITH 8MB s 4,928.00 TOSHIBA T5200/100MB WITH 8MB $ 5,288.00 TOSHIBA T5200/200MB WITH 8MB $ 5,698.00
TOSHIBA T5200/40MB WITH 12MB s 5,358.00 TOSHIBA T5200/100MB WITH 12MB s 5,718.00 TOSHIBA T5200/200KB WITH 12MB $ 6,118.00
TOSHIBA T5200/40MB WITH 14MB s 5,528.00 TOSHIBA T5200/100MB WITH 14MB s 5,888.00 TOSHIBA T5200/200MB WITH 14MB $ 6,298.00 

> TOSHIBA T5100/100HB WITH 4MB $ 3,488.00 	 TOSHIBA T5200C/200MB WITH 6MB s 6,118.00 TOSHIBA T5200C/200MB WITH 12MB $ 6,718.00~ TOSHIBA TS200C/200MB WITH 4MB $ 5,938.00 	 TOSHIBA T5200C/200HB WITH 8MB s 6,298.00 TOSHIBA T5200C/200MB WITH 14MB $ 6,898.00r 

-:g All prices subject to cfaan8c: without notice . 

s~-tOY 
1:11 
-< 
o-1 0 yO~y.:~"'•'""~' 	 ~-~ '~'osliiiJ 

lftt/J lll-_._'J_Ppl~ f.i 'l'J~tJ1 tote-a-lap...os\\\\\'-'tll~o"""" "'.~"" .,,,.,, f;t . ON'f ~-.oo11ff?At1Jo:0f;>~ \\.ftJ'A \oatA" ct-t... u\\,_= "experts in portable intelligence" c..)>$J ,.lJ~IJ. Itt s .:J.o... 
,·~~,.oo-"t;Ji.~'\•,\y,\1.ol\ 	 ,4;68. Oo OlJ~IttPHONE: (415) 578-1901, ext. 924 • FAX: (415) 578-1914 
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JC GOLD BOARD 
The JCS 486, Cht' Ne~· Pnrormance 
l..eltder in PerS<onul 486 Sj·stembourds 

' ln!el 8.04 66.•25 CPU 
• 8KB cache 1nt11'1'gratoo 1n CPU 
' Math copr ocessor 1nter" ated 1n CPU 
' Up 10 32MB memory on board 
• Shadow RAM lor v1000 & sys1em B lOS 
' ()pt1onal sec:ond level cache memory 
• W 0 11 0 k 4 167 n umer.c eoproces:sOI' s:.octe1 
"AMI BIOS 

486 Complete System .. .. .. ............ $2895 
lnclu(j& 4Ma m&n'IOJy. 200MB( 15~~ t-I DD. IDE 
(ll.ln~ ol.lat , 1 2 or 1.44MB !'=DO. 2 s.e r,aJ 11para.ll&1 , 
10 1 Ko yboatl:l . 

8G488133 CPU Boord. 
803$6133 CPU B~>.~rd . 
8038&125 CPU Boord. 
80386SX116 CPU Boord. 

Utalt> r lni,julrit ~ \\f'lcomll! 

$2095 
s 1Jg5 

s 595 
$ 315 

JEMINI Eleclronlco (40!1);;~--
3400 0. Ll Cruz Blvd. Unit T FU 
S..niJI Claro, CA 9505-4 (408)727-7687 

TUP-300 

·40~f'l lf soetM ( ., bit I t~ 

a;oto ti8P\n tor 8 t¢ 68 Pf'lt DIP 

Hooleon SnapCap 
Kits Supporting: 

Word Pertect 5.0 '· 
or IBM" 5251 
Emulation 

For 101-Key Keyboards 
Customize Your Keyboard with : 
• Custom Key Imprinting 
• Keytop Label Kits for Software 
• Relegendable Keys for 

Cherry·•. Wyse·· & Key Tronic'· 
• Custom Keylop Labe limpri nting 
• Keyboard Protectors & More 
Call for your FREE CATALOG! 

800 937-1337 
602 634-7515 FAX: 602-634-4620 

I..JOOieon PO II 7JO Oepl flY n 
, 1 1 , , Corn1J1IIr. A/ B6J7~ 

MULTIMEDIA BOARDS 
VIDEO CAPTURE/DISPLAY 
16 Miln Clrs /256 Gry lvls 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
Fast I Slow Capture 

VGAto VCR 
Camera to VGA etc .. 

LASE RPRINT IMAGES 
WITH TEXT! 

Custom boards and software 
available. 

NTSC Composite Video 
IBM AT /386 compatible 

1 YEAR WARRANTY 
30 dy Money Back Guarantee. 

1753 Mass. Ave . 

EECS Cam bridge MA 021 40 
Tel: 617·496·9638 FAX: 617·491 ·6606 

Circle 127 on Inquiry Canl. 

9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC/XTI AT 

Now you can exchange data Iiles beno.•een 
your TBM PC and any mainframe or mini· 
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250 
BPI 9:rrack tape. System can also be used lor 
disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4 
me~abytes per minute on PCs and com
pat!bles. Subsystems include 7" or 10\l" 
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and 
DOS compatible software. For more informa
tion, call us today! 

OURLSTRR; 
9621lrondale Ave ., Chatsworth. CA 91311 

Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

Circle 222 on Inquiry Carel. 

Circle 149 on Inquiry Canl. 

Circle 101 on Inquiry Canl. 

!!!!!NEW!!!!! 

32 1/0 < - > RS-232 


' FINAUY ANY COMPUTE R CAN HAV E 1/0 
' PLUGS t~TO ANY STANDARD RS-232 PORT 
' 16 DIGITAL INPlJTS, 16 DIGITAL 0\JTPLTS 
' ALL 1!0 OPTO-ISOLATE D PROTECTED 
' NO ADDffiONAL HARDWARE REQUIRED 
'NO MOR E SPECIAL PLUG-I N CARDS 
'EASY TO PROGRAM IN ANY LANGUAG E 
' UP TO 4 BOARDS CONNECf TO ONE RS-232 
'IDEAL FOR REMOTE MONITOR & COI'<"Tli.O L 
' USED IN INDUSTRY. SCHOO LS, LABS & HOBBY 
'INDUSTRIAL VE RSION AVAILABLE 
'RS-422/4S5 VERSION AV,\ILABLE 
' GRAFCET COt-rrROL SOfTWAR E AVAILABLE 
' COMES Willi PC BASI C PROGRAM DEMO DISK 
' STANDARD U NIT PRICED AT ONLY S .149 QTY l 
'DEALER INQUIRI ES AR E WELCOME 

P. SHERMA."' ENTERPRISES (514) JJJ.J712 

Circle 2.21 on Inquiry Card. 

DEVELOPERS' TOOLS 
'"'' Tlllllllt~tl•• "••ll•tf---------11 

, .. Mtt·..llkwjl ,,,,,......., llf!Ct 111& 
·------ A,UC:~t14 ~~~~ l'l'tl 10,®0 •llfS WIPI4willl 

r,F\CC ci'IIDI 

IPt~lffi.t 2'0 to 68 P;n P\0 ~AL CPAL IFL ~AL '1 f1. EP!.tr W 'LO • E.PIIO~ 


1~ to 16 Mbrt l. EEPfi0.\11 , St r .... Pf!OIIl S~ PA OI!l ! .:Kr ill< P1'1 0 1.4 & ' lPr... 


18~4 1 r'4 2't8 · 4 9 . &O~ t. 5 1 FA . HI. FC.U 1 S4 1 n~ 751 ·7U '!< 52 W -91"96 91 

&8705, U1e.e1 , 11. TMS n -'2 n~s nc:e~ . e: ~ ~~" 1 


.Tnu rTL 1 74 , ~ 4 r , CMOS 1 ~o1'! 1 SAA.\1. ORAl,.!. SIP .ORAI.ol •tl<llJIM OIIAM 


l f-uti iCtHt'l td~ KIX ~o W. 2 '"'' lrr< Of -' ·""' • Y B · n • r~ Fto!! Sptot11o •l'd S r..., l'~ 6 


ll' ~¥0..0 1 ..:!IQltft 14. wt t f'l • AOM RA!.I , >'!.{( • lrOIT' 1'95. 


l ~hel tugh q,.u olrt\• P'CIQ •~ ( ¥ al •t Itt .,. tO I ~ ....•ltel f lti)'YI 1 11 9 


1JV itUI!o lW 32' htt )~ i!Ct 11 t9~ 


C.. toil IGIUr for ~omP'It• produc! IN 

.1ytll W..lrlt'il . 30 d.tyl l'n(lnly blci9'J11'11'1IM 
•1 -r•• "" &Ohw•• wpU!ft lind Cud.tli!Mf S~o~Pf!Ot'l 

I-----TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMs----1 
Ttl: t415te2J.88Sg Fo" [4151623-9925 
.W388 S. Gmwner Shod . fmnont CA 9ol538 

Circle 278 on Inquiry Canl 
(RESIWR5t 279). 

$1995 for 1600/3200 BPI 
$4995 for 1600/6250 BPI 
$6995 for 800/ 1600/3200/6250 BPI 
CALL 1-800-266-4TAPE 

Laguna Conversion Systems 
2694 I Cabot Road 


Laguna Hil ls. CA 92653 

Te l: 71 4-367-0497, Fax: 714-367-0508 


Circle I S4 on Inquiry Canl. 

Advertise your 

computer products 


through 

BYTE BITS 

(2 11 x 3 11 ads) 

For more information 
call Mark Stone at 

603-924-2695 

BYTE 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 


Peterborough, NH 03458 


n 

Circle 51 on Inquiry Canl. 

DEVELOPERS' TOOLS 


TPT·100 lloiS .· 
PQCKO tC TfSTER 

• h1:1 nL 1 Ho ~l 

CMGS 1 «1 4~ • • l'ld OIU. I.ol 
• t.' bt'l lf'Y'I»f.<n.o 
• LCOaflo'• 'l' 
•s ... t~ ..,nU>O ... ( 

TR! ·ZOO tZ95.· 
811e liT 
ROM/A AM !MULATOI1 
ti'CbaNdl 

• .(I QO" 16!11 

• ROM 2184. ~1 8 m i. 5-12 
• AAM 8184 B2'2'!.8 

• S.:•..... td•l 
• O•I· IIOWtntUf iGr ti.\WUt 

TLI( ·P\.0 PUH••n Kh 13~ Tll!: ·GAL -GAlt.,.l'r Kh t 8!!1.· 
WC ·PEEL PERl~ Kit t.S5.· ILK·8.051 !106, LNmll:il t 8S . 

•	 EnaD<t~l'lllt<l'tO(ltlotJ~~tr.tlr C<"f'I F'L.DPE£LGAt ....-J .,. 1hitl 


J 11>01 ~ QPOOtl Qllln'of 


· ~ & f • C>II'O'Nnl t ~M'G E•~1PCB,;. ol 

Cllu•todlyforcompltrtiPf~lrtt 

• hut WlrtMTy J0 dory$ rnonf1l bd ~lriiM 

I-----TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS---1 
T~o 141516ZJ-S859 ''" i415162J.992S 
44388 S. a-. Blvd . F,.morn CA 94538 

Circle 318 on lnctulry Canl 
(US1111RSz 319). 

http:�C>II'O'Nnlt~M'GE�~1PCB,;.ol
http:COI'<"Tli.OL


------- -- -- - -- --------- - - -- ----- --

-:=..a.VERE}(
1 

Everex System II CALLLOW
 
Everex Step 386SX-2 meg--- · 
40 meg VGA card and monitor 

Everex System Ill CALLPS/2 modei55SX-60 meg .. .................2595 
 PRICES 

PS/2 model 70-60 meg .......... ...... .......3195 
 Everex Step 386/33-4 meg

PS/2 modei65SX-60 meg .......... ........ .3325 
 150 meg VGA card and monitorSINCE 1983 
PS/2 model 70-A21 ........ .................. ...4725 
 • Call for models & configurations • 

PS/2 model 95-320 meg ...... .. .. .. .... ...14950 
 lnternstlonsl Orders • • • Monitor Extra • • • AGI COMPUTER 

We Honor Manufacturer's AGI386SX-1 meg 1595 

Warranties 40 meg VGA card and monitor 

CALL FOR OTHER MODELSCOmPAQ Cs/1 for details 
DeskPro Models 

286E-40/120 meg .. ...... .......... .. ...1995/2150 LAPTOP Asr
386S-20 MHz 120 meg ................ ... .. .. 2575 
 Texas Instruments TM2000 .. ... .. .. ..............2295 
 Bravo 386SX-40 meg ........ ... ....... ...... ..1625
386/20E-120 meg .......... .... ..................2995 
 Texas Instruments TM3000 .. .... .. .... .. .........3495 
 Bravo 386SX·120 meg ...... ........ ...... .. ..1895
386/25E-120 meg ................................4395 
 AST Exec. 386SX/20-4 meg .. .................. ...3150 
 Premium 386/25-120 meg ... ...............3595
386/33L-320 meg ....................... .. .... ...8325 
 Compaq LTE/286-40 meg .... .. .. .. ......... .. .... .2875 
 Premium 386/33-200 meg .. ........ .. ......4345
·Call for other models- Monitor Extra • Compaq LTE/386-60 meg .. .. .... .. ..... .. ... .. ....4995 
 Bravo 486/25·120 meg .......................3575 


Sharp 6220-20 meg ...... .. ..... ... .. .... ............. 2595 
 Premium 486/33-200 meg ................ .. .6450 

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS 
 All AST Systems have VGA Card 

and two megs memory~ N 0 V E ll SPECIALS LAPTOP MEMORY Call for other models 
ELS I ............ .................................... .. ...599 
 2 meg Toshiba 3100SX ........... ............ .. .. .. .. 179

ELS II .... .. .......................................... ..1250 
 2 meg Toshiba 5200 .... .... ................. .. .. ......185 
 DISKSAdvance 286 V 2.15 ..................... .. .....2150 
 2 meg Toshiba 3200SX ............ .. ....... .. ...... ...180 
 DYSAN 5.25 HD/3.5 HD .......................13126

Advance SFT V 2.15 ... .......... ....... ........2999 
 MAXELL 5.25 H0/3.5 HO .......................... .12/25

Advancg 3.1 .........................................4995 


1 meg Compaq SLT/LTE ... ....... .. .............. ....220 

Minimum 10 box order 

CITIZEN HITACHI NEGWE STOCK 
OKIDATA TALLGRASS ALR

Toshiba EPSON ARCHIVE WYSE 

HARD DISKS 

CONNER 


CP3044 40 meg .. .. ...305 


CP3104 100 meg .....525 


CP301 04 120 meg ....575 


CP3204F 220 meg .. .845 


MAXTOR 


XT8760E 676 meg ..1895 


XT8760S 676 meg .2150 


Call for Optical and 
W.O.R.M. Drives 


Call for other brands 


Corporate Accounts 

Welcome 


Call for Volume 
Discounts 

Consultants Call 
for Pricing 

Exports 

Available 


SOFTWARE SPECIAL 

dBase IV ..................455 

Wordperfect 5.1 ... .. .260 

Aldus Pagemaker .....495 

Ventura Publisher .. .. 525 

Clipper ........... ..... .. ...535 

WordStar 5.5 .......... .150 

EasyExtra .. .. ... .. ..........40 


PACIFIC 
DATA PAOOUCTS 

P. Page II .. .. .... ........ .345 

P. Page liP ...... ....... .355 

P. 1-2-4 Mem II .... ...140 

P. One Meg liP ..... ...145 

P. 25 in One ... .. .. .... ..250 

P. Headlines .. .. ...... ..245 


~ 

N 0 v E L L 

Authorized 


Dealer 

LAN BOARDS 


8 bit Arcnet .... .... .......110 

16 bit Arcnet . ............220 

8 bit Ethernet ..... .......190 

16 bit Ethernet .... .. .... .. 275 

8 port Active Hub .... .. .. 325 

Token Ring Card .........399 

Tokenhub 4·port .. .....355 


Call for other 

LAN Accessories 


HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS INTEL 

MICROSOFT 


SUMMAGRAPHIC 


SPECIALS 
HP Scan Jet .........1425 

Hp Paint Jet .... .. .. ...965 

Lotus Ver. 3.1 ........365 

Kodak 150P .... .. .. .. .345 


Canon BJ 10 ........ .. .345 

Intel Satisfaxtion .....425 

Okidata 391 .. .. ........615 

Epson LO 1050 ......625 

HP-7475 Plotter ...1495 


IBM Token-Ring .....655 

Panasonic 1124 ......299 

lntel80387-33 .......565 


Computerlane 

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482 
Inside California: 818-884-8644 • FAX: 818-884-8253 

22107 Roscoe Blvd., Canoga Park, CA 91304 •1/2 Block west of Topanga 
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 ·6 Saturday 10 - 6 

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq. IBM is aRegistrered Trademarf< of International Business Machines. 

PC MOUSE 
CALCOMP 

LASER PRINTERS 

HP Laser IliD .........2550 

HP Laser 2P .............995 

HP Laser Ill .... .. .... ..1650 

Panasonic 4450 .....1395 

NEC 2 Model 90 .. ....1695 

NEC 2 Model 290 ...2675 

Tl PS17 .............. ....1595 


MODEMS 

Everex 2400 lnVMnp .....179 

Hayes 24006 .................315 


\ 

Hayes 96006 .................875 

USRobotics HsVDual .. .1150 

More in stock .......... .. ....Call 


ALL QUOTED 
PRICES ARE CASH 

PRICES ONLY 
Visa and MasterCard 

3% higher, 
American Express 

5% higher 

Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

·Quantities are limited 

Circle 72 on Inquiry Caret. APRIL 1991 • BY T E 319 




AovANTECH 

1991 PC-BUS Data Acquisition & 

Control Reference Guide 

• A/ D. D/A. DIO 
• Signal Conditioning 
• RS!.i2/ 422/ 48S 
• Industrial PCs 
• !86/ 586/ 486 

CPU Cards 
• RAM/ ROM Disks 
• Application Soft ware 

Free 120 page reference guide for quality 
minded. budget conscious engineers. 

408-293-6786 
1.110 Th lly Rd .. .. II i . San~ '"'· CA ')Sill FAX 408·l9.H(~J7 

Circle 19 on Inquiry Card. 

QIC 'n 	Easy Access to all your 
Data Everytime 

E1:6111~S'S::~
Eve,.• 	 s.cur. Data 
.... Duplkotlon 
Sytos XENIX 
UNIX I o , e UNIX 

11M QICMil tamlty Pf'D\'kiH""'"""" tkiltu.t to .aM 114 " tOKJ 
Me.~,,.....,_ a_.. r...- of Mluv&. MW\it Mel Mkf. 
~ SyftMM uMttg ,_.. PC. rhh '"'" ,.ou a MOM'It. low C05t. 
, .., and tMp ~ ahef'netift . 

QICI"A)( '~ f.cohl~ ((Nt( ,joll ~of Ut111Qyc.' pi' OC~I"K}. on.(lud•ng 

• 	 btra<t lnq d•uodtre<11y horn I~ c"r1n<tge onto pack•gfl \Uttla' LOlli\ 
12) 0t OfiA~t 0< !Of u \IP ~n M<lll MIPt'IJt' .tpphUIOOO'o 

• 	 Dol l.! lot~ ""~ u tr•Cl!M by QICPAK from (o) rtt ld-911!\ IKOfdf<l on 
m•ny 'Ylleml. .ntludong tAM 5Y'11m J6118. ltiM ASI•OO. IBM PC ItT. 
Aoollo. E..,.rll!a, Mayn••d. Muunt• tn, Sun, '>ttol, UNIX •nd X£NIX 
lY'Il'mliPit 

• Qt(PAI( '' Higl'l Spee-d C•ttndvl' Dvph(,Jio(K'O oJ•W,.\ romplll'lll' fn. nouw 
t 0f11rof 

• 	 QI(PA1t '\ 9 11Cioup A Rf1t01~ lot<tllllll'\ .J•r UNIX t•r rompatlble 

• 	 Cu1tom •whc:ahorn.. 11'9 re<Ofdt-d ~n l or m•uon m•v bl!' pnHt<lll'd from 
unwilf'lled ~t~:ceu prOYodt"9 \f!<ufll' inlll'rchll'\l}e o i)'OUI (oolodf'ntoo~l 

•nlorm•t• Of'l 
e SQur( ll' in M.crowtt & Tvrbo (. l urbo P,w:~l•n.cl BASIC,, pro~ ode-G. 

W. ~ Mtft QtCMJ( Kits tof UM ...+d\ e•ktU. 1.1o11 • ~ 
*f¥n .tid ltho c-...te lntef'nal • e.wm.l ~ S.....,ort b 
bJIN.~iop«s.. 

YO N 
VOGON INTl"P"ISIS LIMITIO 


M t.~tMCII "-d. Wok~ 

-.nt:sh1NIIG11 lJO lftglaM 


lei: ( ..) 7)4 7MS1118100&J ,_: 1"1 714 110010 


c~ 293 on Inquiry Carel. 

• C source code 
• ROM-able 
• Full porting provided 
·No OS required 

GCOM, Inc. 
1776 E. Washington 
Urbana, IL 61801 
(217) 337·4471 

Specialists in Computer Communications 

FAX 217·337·4470 


c~ 117 on Inquiry Carel. 

World's most 

popular, expandable, flexible 


Multi-User Online 

Bulletin Board 


System 


$59 

The Major BBS® 

STARTER SYSTEM FOR 2 LINES 
Includes electronic mail, 


l<'leconferencing, file upload/download, 

SIG messaging & file areas, 


c/an ified ads, and much more 1 


CALL NOW 
(305) 583-5990 

~GALACTICOMM 
VISA I MasterCard I American Express 

Circle 316 on Inquir-y Card. 

.. ~P-~l,~,;a~~it~•~•~n 

N O W -	 stop data loss ~ it st rikes! 

OriveGuitrd puts you on t he offensive ,,gainst sud
den data loss di~a"trrs hy df'tt·rtin~ nHtr~t,initl con

di tious in your 5.25 in . high ·density, Happy dri w· 
before thry hrmme a prohlrm. At las t you 'II knou· 
when it 's ~Safe to sta rt" your va lu,,blf' data on disk. 

Sde<: ted features: 

• Fa~ t . a.('curate test of your lloppy dri\·e. 
• Hesolves interchangc.1hility prohll·ms. 
• Ea.<il)' to us~· - menu dri \'t'll inter fa rc . 

• On-line help . mono aud color s\Jpport. 
• Pr inted re por ts with 11'!-ll w~ull histo ry. 

DriveGuard is iill indispcusihlt· utilit y for anyo ne 
who own l:i o r uses a P C/ AT or 100% cornpa tible
comput('f with one or morr .) .2t, in . higiH IC'nsit.y, 
1.2 meg floppy di ~ k drivtos . 512k RAM required. 

Sc·uJ du·ck or II IUil('Y order for SS9.95+S·t.OO S& H 
to Test Technology. P.O. Box 36011 8, Milpi tas. 
(' A 9:jQ36. C'alifvrnia residenls <~od d sa les lax. Call 
(40 ) 946-1722. 9am to .\pm PST . 

"Don't boot UJJ without rt 1" 

( 

C"H'Cie 266 on Inquiry Carel. 

RENTALS 
Our unique service 

provides you a shortAerrn 
solution to your computer needs! 

•IBM • COMPAQ 
• MACINlOSH • LASERS 
• PORTABLES • LAPTOPS 

Next Day Delivery Available 

CALL TOLL FREE 

800-765-4727 
Circle 208 on Inquiry Card. 

@ UNIVERSAL 
PROGRAMMER 
& TESTER 

ALL-03 

1ft1PFloVE0 


11695 

!FREE UPDATE! 

SOFTWARE FEATURES: 
• E(E}PROM. NMOS, CMOS(Up-to 4-MB I • BPAOM. PAL. 

?s~.o-~~~L&~:~!;~e;~ · .e~~o& F~~~~~C.:'f~;'f.u.le~~~4~ 
BINAAY( INTEL:B0/86, MOTOROLA: S 1152. TEKTRONICS} 
• 2-Way or 4-Way BINARY File splltler and shul ller . • Dump 
tile to console'" BINARY fo rmat • Function +nclude screen 
ediling lor lUNARY DATA, ASCII and JEDEC FUSE MAP. 
• Secuflly programming, Auto Prog rammmg and much 
more 
HARDWARE FEATURES: 
• 40-Pm test socket with •o·S.tl of soflware controlled cir · 

CUll and ·~Seta of TTL l/0. 
• J Groups of programmable D/A VOLTAGE SOURCE & 2 

Groups o l OSC output source. 

: ~a~~~~!g!~~~=;~~:scl~~~~=xs~:f~~:~.~~~: 
• 	Htrdwtre Conllgur•tlon Is available lor Sollw1re 

Designers 
• 	'GO'-key & 'GOOO'-LEO perm it stand-alone machine 

operation 
• Various Adtp1.,.(1 lo • Soc:k•ts)-Option.a. 
• Motorola 68705 (option) 

••• 1·YHr W.trranty & 30 08ys lfoMy·Solclc.c1 Gu.r.tntee '" 
TEL : (408) 944-9037, FAX: (408) 944·9038 

C & J MICRONICS 
2555 Homestead Ad.. Su1te 1110. Santa Clara. CA 95051 

Circle 56 on Inquiry Cord. 

IMAGING CARDS 

• Complete software 
• Real time grab/display 
• PC/XT/AT/386 compatible 
CV-512 Advanced 8 bit board . 512 x 
480 or 256 x 240 (4 images) ml ou t 
LUTS. 4 mputs. "ping pong " buffers . 
24 b1t RGB output $1.095 

CV-02 256 x 240 x 8 bits. 2 inputs . 
cursor. 24 b1t RGB output $595 

CV-03 6 bit CV-02 . 8 bit OUlput $469 

• '!1~~·. · ControlVis1on ~/ · 
PO Box 596. Prtrsburg. Kansas 66762 
800t292-1160. 316,231·6641 

Circle 74 on Inquiry Card. 

TAPE SUBSYSTEM 
for PC/XT/AT/386 

CALL: 1-800-969-3282 

TEL: 214-272-7751 

FAX: 214-487-0265 


DA C~PY 
SERVICE of Texas. Inc. 

P.O. Box 820214 

Dallas. Texas 75382 


Clrde 82 on Inquiry Carel. 

http:lfoMy�Solclc.c1
http:F~~~~~C.:'f~;'f.u.le
http:SS9.95+S�t.OO
http:P,w:~l�n.cl


S~!lR~E 
WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS! 

3 DAY INTERNATIONAl DELIVERY VIA FED EX OR DHL! 
• QUALITY PRODUCTS • PRICES • SERVICE • WARRANTY • 

o UNLIMITED SELECTION • TECHNICAL SUPPORT • 
• WE ACCEPT PURCHASE ORDERS • 

"The CALL 7 14-588-9866 or FAX 714-588-9872 

Your choice of quality memory 
products manufactured by: 

IBM MEMORY COMPAQ MEMORY 
ModeiPS/ 1 o..I<Pro 216-E.-·20/ 20E/ 25 

51~1(,, 1()57()35 $9900 IMA 113 13 1001 $119.00 
2MB 15M PN N IA $329.00 4MB 113132-()J1 $319.00 

Modelll0-216. hp. lloard 1"72~ c..~<Pro 316S!1 6 
~12-.: ~II JOF:>l48 ~9.00 1MB I 13oc>46-0J I $119.00 
/ MBI<af JOFSJo() $139.00 4MB 112534-001 $319.00 

- 70· E61 !121.50l.5MX,65SX c..~<Pro 216N. 316N. 3I6SX onc:t 20 
1MB 645060J $79.00 1MB IIB688·00 1 $19.00 
2MB 64500()4 $139.00 4MB 118690-001 ...... $399.00 

- 5MX. 65SX, W3077 a ~F3011 o..1< Pro 316N. 316SX onc:t 20 
4MB 34f293J $339.00 7MB 118689-()J1 ... .. $1.e9.00 

Modei 70· A2 1 c..~<Pro --33.  -33 a S)'1leml'ro 
2MB 04tOIOtl $149.00 2MB 11514A-()J1 ... $169.00 

Modei&0 1•1 8MB 116561-()JJ .... $1125.00 
1MB 6450315 $109.00 OeakPro 386· 20e and 2~ 

Modell80· 111 /311 I M88oo1d 113644-001 $169.00 
2MB M 50379 $179.00 •MBilootd 1 1364~1 ... $419.00 

-80· A21 / A31 c..~<Pro 3165 
4MB M5100J $339.00 1MB llootd 11J633-!XJ1 .. $169.00 

Moclell 90, 95 onc:t P7S 4MBBoou) 11 3634001 $419.00 
1MB 645QQOO $239.00 o..i<Pro  / 16 ,,..,._In this_, 
4MB M50128 . $499.00 IMBK11 10007 1-{))1 $135.00 

e.pam~on t>oo-do 101 al modelo 10 onc:t ao 1MB Boood 108069001 $~. 00 
2-1 4MB W/ 2M J4f307 7 $479.00 2MB Boood 1 08069171-<Xl 1 ... $4.et.OO 
4- IoMB w/•M J4f3011 $6.19.00 4MB !loo<d 10807(}-o:J I ... 1799.00 

Expallion boo-do lor almodels 50 onc:t 60 BMB Boood 1000701 72-001 
2-l!MB w/2M 1497259 $399.00 
2- 16MB w/ 2M M!'JJIIJ'I $499.00 

AST MEMORY 
Pr...vum316Conc:t316  16 

PARAGON 
Mf ...\.IORY CORPORAllO.N 

LAPTOP MEMORY 
TOSHIBA 

Modei1000Sf. xt.l£ onc:t 2000$)( 
1MB 
2MB 

Model 1000U onc:t 2000SX 
4MB 
BMB 

Modeii1200XE 2MB 
ModeiTI600 2MB 
Modeii3100E 2MB 
Modeii3100SX 2MB ... 

4MB 
Modeii3200SX 2MB 

4MB . 
Modell3200 3MB ... 
Modell5100 2MB 
Modell5200,16500 2MB . 

6MB . 

COMPAQ 
Poflablelll 

Sll-216 

SU-366 

1MB 
4MB 
1MB 
7MB 
1MB 
4MB 
1MB 
2MB 

ZENITH 
Supel$pOI1 216, - onc:t Slrnporl

1MB 

Supel$pOI1 sx.  onc:t Slrnporl
2MB 

Supel$pOI1 SX 2MB A Of 8 
TUiboSpoot316e 1MB 

NEC 
ProSpeed 286 onc:t 316SX/ 16 

1MB 
2MB 
4MB 

ProSpeed SlC/20 I MB 
4MB 

ProSpeed 366 2MB 
8MB 

$219.00 
$299.00 

$7~9 . 00 
$1399.00 

$179.00 
$179.00 
$179.00 
$179.00 
$499.00 

.. $179.00 
$499.00 
$299.00 
$179.00 
$179.00 

11119.00 

$279.00 
$119.00 
$135.00 
$1&5.00 
$166.00 
$795.00 
$195.00 
$325.00 

$179.00 

$325.00 
$295.00 
$2~. 00 

$269.00 
kQ.oo 
$749.00 
$309.00 
$709.00 
$419.00 

$1669.00 

SIMM MODULES 
IBM COMPATIBLE 

4Mx9-eo 1299.00 
I Mx9-IO $$6.00 
IMJ9-1lO $51.00 
IM.-9· 70 160.00 
2560<9-12 . $16.00 
2560<9 10 $17.00 
256x9--60 111.00 
256.-9~ .. .. $20.00 

APPLE I MACINTOSH 

Canon 
1MB 
2MB 

Canon LBP8·111 
1MB 

2MB 
3MB .. 

Compaq LTE386/20 

$225 .00 
$399 .00 

.. $225 .00 

. $399.00 

. $559.00 

I MB . .... .... ... ... . .. .... $419.00 
4MB .......... $1499.00 

Compaq SLT386 
4MB ........... $799.00 

IBM RISC/6000 320, 520, 530, 730 a 930 
16MB ...... $CAll 
32MB .................. ... $CALl 

EXPANSION BOARDS 
Everex RAM 3000 Deluxe 

Up IO 3MB o r b05e e (PQI'\000 ondfOf Odondod 
memQf)o UJIS d 0 CQtTIDOiibie WITh roo well -s.1olm 
IJ&OI ~~ 1C.om 

PRINTER MEMORY 
H-·Poc:ka-d '--Jet UP, Ill onc:t 1110 

2MB 334758 
4MB J:Y! I/B 

He-·Poc:ka-d '--Jet N I liD 
2MB JJM<IB 
4MB 3J4A5B 

18MLOM<4019onc:t4019e 
2MB 1()39137 
3 OMB 1038675 

Canon LIP·III. IIIR. IIIT 
2MB 563-IB&l 
4MB PNN/ A 

Epoon EPI6000 
2MB IBS401 
4MB PN N/ A -uso 
IMB KX-P440 .. 

-.u501and6420 
2MB KX·P4A1 
4MB PN N/A 

Tex01 ~ Mk::roiOMt 
1MB 2501;739-0001 

OklOMr~ 
2t.tl 01<1 PN NIA 

OkllONr 100 onc:t 620 
2MB O KI PN N/A 
4MB O KI PN N/A 

$159.00 
$279.00 

$169.00 
$269.00 

1199.00 
1289.00 

$169.00 
$279.00 

. 	$195.00 
$319.00 

. $199.00 


1199.00 

.. $309.00 


.. $99.00 

1269.00 

$269.00 
$319.00 

ZENITH MEMORY 
Zenlh Z-316/20/2~/33 a 33E 

IMB lAJ6iJBOOM! $19.00 

<1MB ~· $399.00 
Zenllh Z-316!2S I 33 

2MB IAJoOOMG $1~9. 00 
leni!IZ-316SX 

2MBKJI 1-605-1 $1~9. 00 
Zenith TU<boSpor! 3l6e 

IMB IA-3034·Mf $259.00 
<1MB PN N/ A $519.00 

IMB Kn 50051 (}001 ....... $16.00 
AMB"" 5005 1()-(JOB $269.00 

Pr...vum--20 
IMB KIT 50051 1}003 $99.00 
AMB KIT 5005 1()-(()4 $319.00 

lravo 316-SX. WS/216:- onc:t !2 
2MB"'' 50051o-oo2 $1~.00 
OMB "" 5005 1()-(JOB .. $219.00 

Pr--·SX!16!2S/ 33aal"i6,_ 
1MB,.......,_ 5007l8-()J2 $79.00 

2MB 500718-o:M . .. $199.00 
Promlum 11316SX/20 a 316SX/ 16 

1MB 500780-000 .. . . 199.00 
4MB 500780-004 .......... 1499.00 
8MB PN NlA .. .. $975.00 

APPLE MEMORY 
Apple Maclnlolhllcl 

4MB I(JI M0292ll-A $249.00 
Apple Maclnlosh lllx 

4MB M M03161.L-A $279.00 
16MB KIT APPlE PN N/ A --·--···-·- $1139.00 

HEWLETT-PACKARD MEMORY 
Veetro QS/1 65 a fS /1 2PC 

2MB Krt DI354A .... $139.00 
Veetro QS!16S onc:t RSI20PC 

1MB >(rt Dl5oiOA . $79.00 
4MB Kot Dl547A . .. . ..... $279.00 

Vecha QS/ 20PC. RSi 251'C. 20C- 25C 
1MB Kof D 1640A 
4MB Krt D I Od2A 

Vecha •16 PC 
IMB Krt 02 150A 
<lM BKol D715 1A 

Veetro .16PC and 366/ 25 PC 
BM6 Kot D2152A 

Vecha 316!2S PC 
2M6Krt D2JBIA , 

$79.00 
$279.00 

$19.00 
$419.00 

$129.00 

... $159.00 

4Mx8-!!0 
IMo<ll-12 
IMxS· IO 
IM:<a-.eo 
256x8-12 . 
2560<8-10 
256x8-80 

$219.00 
-. $41.00 

$50.00 
IUOO 
$14,00 
$15,00 

... $16.00 

wilt! 512K: ................ ............ $139.00 


BocaRam/XT 
Up IO 1MB or ewp memory lOt (J('IV 18M PC )(1 Ol'lo.':3 

~ t"'' PC ~ Cll.fti.D01t;)le~ IU'Yllf"IQ Ol CPu~ 
~ro11Mt1l tiM4 0r.:Dr"''~ lible ~1!>oKDrO<T> 

wilt! 512K: .............................. $ 149.00 

BocaRam/ A T Plus 
Up IO 6MB rcw onv AI 0t ttl blt compo~ 
mochf\.es IU'lOII'\Q up 1o 3J.MHl Offen. 
COI"'IIfJnfl()l"'()) e Mp OllO rOf e ..:l' rnetl'tOI'y PIOV'IOOS 
a mo~.mum o.t 9MB LIM _IE MS 4 0 US~.» h:l Olom 

wilt! 2M8: ... ............................ $239.00 

Orchld8! 16 
Upto J2M8 for IBM "-1 Ol IO·blf cQITIC01Ible Uto cu. 
conve-nll()()(.)l e~~ ond/or o~1(f('lded upto 
32MB us.nQ 2661C 1MB 01' 4MB flCJUS-1JY sloNXJra 
SIMMs 

wilt! IM8: ............. .. ........... _.. $299.00 


DRAM CHIPS 
1MBX1 

1MX1 · 10 ..... ........ .. $5.60 
IMXI -80 . ........... $6.00 
IMXI-70 ... - $6.60 
1MX1·60 .. ........... $7 .60 

256KX4 
-"· 10 .. $~ . 60 
2A5K"-ao ........................................ 16.oo 

256KX1 
256KX1 · 12 .............. ...... ....... $1.80 

2&61(X1 · 10 . ......... $1 .90 

256KX 1·11l .... .... ....... $2.00 

2S61(X 1-70 ........... $2.60 

2561()(1 -60 ... .. ....... $3.00 


All CHIPS AVAILABLE IN STAnC 
COLUMN • DIP -ZIP • SOJ 

- WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMEIIICAN EXPIIESS! 
VISA •No IUCharge"" V1oa"' -cad.Amh add ..... 

- •T- AMEX Voa, Mo>leic;o,d.CO D P O s 

• 

• '2l». Resrockhg tee on ct. Jt0il't<kttecftv9 relurr.s 

ald refused orcters Aulhorizattonl ~-

INT'L 714·588-9866 
U.S. 800·535-5892 
FAX 714-588-9872 
!!41t.M!l. 9@®!li!fl:!)JlQ: 

• ~tocturen. port nt.n"'Iefs ore ror your convet"''ie:f)Ce alii 

"=~ all PfOOuc" Oo<> INtd pcM1y 100'10 ~ a-1\Jirelundl 
• Prices-~~ lo CllonQe. 

FIRST SOURCEINTL INC. 
36 ARGONAUT, STE 140 
ALISO VIEJO , CA 92656 

APRIL 1991 • BYTE 371Circle l OB on Inquiry Carel (RESELLERS: 109). 

http:mochf\.es
http:IM:<a-.eo


IEEE 488.2 
Hardware for IBM PC/AT, 

Micro Channel. Sun. 
Macintosh, DEC. 

and NeXT. 

Software for DOS. 

IEEE 488 extenders,analyzers. 
converters. analog 1/0, and digital I/O. 

Call for your free IEEE catalog 

With support for extended and expanded 
memory, HiWIAE II can handle your most 
demanding schematic and PCB designs 
quickly and easily. The unique HiWIRE 
editor allows you to display and edit 
schematics and PCBs simultaneously, us
ing the same commands for each. HiWIRE 
II is $995, and is guaranteed. 

,,,WIN'I'tilt I 
~···~·-~--.,..--:-'- Corporation

1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904 
742-6809 or (317) 448-1903 

LET SPEEDBOARD SPEED UP JOUR 
XENIX /UNIX MULTIUSER SYSTEMS 

HIGH SPEED LOW PRICE 

• 16MHz 80186 processoc 
• 128K RAM (512K opt . ) 
• 8 / 16 pons up to 64 users 
• 50-38400 bps 
• Modem su pporte d by each port 

$795-  SPEEOBOARO 11 -8 
$995- SPEEOBOARD 11 - 16 

pr iu is compltle. 16 - porl pannc l and s.oh11un 1M iuded. 

5 Years limited warrent y 
Dhlfrib111on, D~al~rl, YAR s' ltul •ir, ~lcomtd 

SCO XENI X/ UNI X Ope r a ting Sys t em 
bund l ed package a\'a il ab le a t lo w pr ice. 

• 

1-800-368 1688 
DATATRANS SYSTEMS . INC . 
35 ·28 154 Str eet . 
F lush lng , N Y t 1354 

Circle 299 on Inquiry Card. 

Instant 
Microcontroller 

. \ ...~ -...~ 
: I 

... __ ~ _ I 

Instant C Programming 
Don1 use a mietoprocessor. use a Smar181ock"' 
mietorocontroller module to build your custom 
controller. Our tow cost Dynamic C'" makes 
programming a snap. 3.5 x 2.5 inch module 
includes microprocessor. memory, tim8fdate 
clock. eeprom, watchdog, serial ports and more. 
As low as $59. The efficiency of a custom design 
without the headaches. 

Z-World Engineering 
1340 E. Covell Blvd .. Davls, CA 95616 

Tel: (916) 753-3722 
Fax : (916) 753·5141 

Circle 310 on Inquiry Card. 

Australia ... (02) 654 1873 
Austria .. .. .. .(0222) 38 76 38 
Benelux .. .. .. .. ......+31 1858· 16133 

canada .. ... .. ........(514) 68!t-S889 

Denmarl< .. ......... (42) 55 81 11 

Finland . .. ........ 90-452 1255 

France .. ..... (01) 59 412 801 

Germany .. .. .... . ...... .. ..08131 ·25083 

Great Britain ... .. .... . 0962·73 3140 
Israel .. .. .. ..........(03) 484832 

Italy .. .. ........... (011) 7710010 

Korea .... .. ...... (02) 784 7841 
New Zealand .. .. ........... (09) 392484 

Portugal ............................... .. (01) 81 50 454 

Scandinavia ... .. ..+46 40922425 
Singapo<e .......................... ... (065) 284·6077 

Spain ...... ..(93) 217 2340 
Switzerland .. .. .... .................... (01) 740 41 05 

Taiwan .... .. .... .. ..(02) 7840215 

Thailand.. .. ... .. ...(02) 281 -9596 


NOHAU CORPORATION 
S1 E . Campbell Ave. • CllmpbeU, CA 9500e 

(408) 888-1820 FAX (408) 378·711811 

Circle 193 on Inquiry Card. 

HYPERCROSS- asm ' 
Mu~i-Target Macro Cross Assembler 

Fast One Pa$S "Library Driven• Execution. 

Fun Featured PC-asm Styte Directives and Expressions. 


PROCESSORS SUPPORTED: 

804e 580t 1800 7800 320C1 x Z8 

8051 6805 5502 70XXX 320C2X Z8o 
8095 6809 65816 TMP4300 TMS370 Z180 
8096 6811 COP400 TCP4800 TMS7000 Z280 
8096 68000 COPBOO TMP4700 TMS9900 SUPERS 
80196 84180 

Popular vendor Style Input Source Code Syntax Rules. 
Six Run Code Format ChOices & Program Us1 Option . 

Host : IBM PC or Compatible (PC-OOSIMS-DOS). 

COMPLETE SYSTEM: $249.00 us 
Macro Cross Assembler. 31 Processor l ibraries, 
Sample Programs. Single User Llcens.e. User Manual, 
3 112 or 5 114 Diskette Option, US Shipping & Handling. 

ENTRY LEVEL SYSTEM: $129.00 us 
23 Processor Libraries. No Macros. Olrec1lve Subset 
Sample Programs. Single User l icense, User Manual, 
3 1/2 or 5 114 Olsketto Opt ion. US Shipping & Handling. 

K & M Associates (404) 971 - 2649 
P.O. Box 670054 

Marlena, GA 30066 • Tu dcmar k Hyper•y• Corp . 


Circle 153 on Inquiry Card. 

Little Giant™ 
New\ Tiny Giant•~· 

C Programmable Controllers 

We have miniature 
controllers wilh 
parallel I/O , solen
oid drive rs . AID 
and DIA conven· 
ers. clock. watch· 
dog. LCD inter 
face. RS485serial. 
built -in power 
supply and much more' Use them to control 
anything . Our$195 onteractive Dynamic C "' devel· 
opment system makes software development easy. 
These units have high pertormance and serious 
soltware support. We also have desogn ·your -own· 
board core modules as low as $59. 

Z-Wortd Engineering 
1340 Covell Blvd .. Davis. CA 95616 USA 

(916) 753-3722 
Regular Fax: (9!6) 753 -5 t 41 


Automatic Fax : (916) 753·0618 

(Calllrom your lax . hear computer voice. use 


louchtone dial to request desired dala sheets.) 


Circle 311 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle 86 on Inquiry Card. 

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS 

MODEL RESOLUTION 

HAT 256-4 256 X 256 X 4 495 

HAT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8 795 

HAT 512-8 51 2 X 512 X 8 995 

HAT 512-24 512 x 5!2 x 24 1995 


- IBM l'f.IXT/AT COMPATI8LE 

· DIGITALIZE IN REAL TI ME 

- COMPOSITE VIDEO IN 

- 24 BIT AGB DUT except l'lodel HAT 256-4 


16 level gray scale out 
. SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES 
· FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS 
· FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR 

RETURN OLO BOARD ANO JUST PAY DIFFERENCE 

- HIGH RES TECHNOlOGI ES ~ P.O. BOX 76 
= - H RT l EWISTON. N.Y. 14091 
PHONE ct&-497-6483 FAX 416-4f1·19811 

Clrcle126 on Inquiry Card. 

Workstat ions 
E\tcmal SCSI Dll\cs 

~Sf, ;Sl1 Jl.;,(l \l.1, lfl!I,,IJ Sllilll ll ( 11.1plnl.., Still 

111\1 I< Sfltltlll \ \\ '\e\ I 
Half Shell size 1.4"x5.5"x7.5" weight 2.5 lb 

Hard Drives 20MB ro 120MB 
Hermit Crab si ze 2.8"x5.5"x7 .5" weight 4 lb 

wirh addiriofiiJI shock mounr 
liard Drives 20MB 10 120MB 

A-Hive Jr size 2.2"x7 .1"x7.1" weight 6 lb 
liard Drives 20MB ro 400MB 
Tape Drives 50MB ro 6()()MB 
Floppy Drives 720K to 3MB 

-Hive si ze 4.3"x9.6"x9.9" weight II lb 
liard Drives 20MB ro 1GB 

Drive 44MB 

Circle 212 on Inquiry Card. 



ONE YEAR LOWEST PRICES 
SAME DAY-WARRANTY AMTINTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

2393 QUME DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95131 


(408) 432-0552 • (408) 432-1790 • Fax: (408) 944-9801 


COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
AMT 486-25 MHz 

w/128K Cache 
1MB RAM 
90 MB SC 51 HARD DISK 
MATH Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
1:1 2HDII'DCONTROLL ER 
1 .2 OR 1.44 FlOPPY DRIVE 
110 2M'/Gl PORT 
101 KEY BOARD 
FULL TOWER CASE 
w/230 PIS 
SUPPORT UNIX, XEN IX, 

DOS,OS/2, NETWORK 

$2899 

AMT 386-33 MHz 
w/64K Cache 

1MB RAM 
40 M8 HARD DISK 
INTEL 386-33 MHz CPU 
MATH Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
1:12HD5DCOHTAOUER 
1.2 OR 1.44 FlOPPY DRIVE 
110 2M'/GI PORT 
101 KEY BOARD 
MIN~TOWER CASE w/200 PIS 
SUPPORT UNIX, XENIX. 

DOS,0512, NETWORK 

$1399 

AMT 386-25 MHz 
w/40 MB Hard Disk 
1MB RAM 
40MB HARD DISK 
INTEL 388-25 MHz CPU 
MATH Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
1 :1 2H050 CONTROlLER 
12 OR 1.44 FlOPPY DRIVE 
110 2M'/GI PORT 
101 KEY90ARO 
AT CASE W/200 PIS 
SUPPORT UN!)(, XEHIX, 

DOS,OS/2, NETWORK 

$1249 

AMT 386SX-16 MH 
w/40 MB Hard Disk 
1MB RAM 
40MB HARD DISK 
INTEL 388SX·18 MHz CPU 
MATH Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
1 :1 211050 COHTAOUER 
12 OR 1.44 FlOPPY DRIVE 
110 2M'IGI PORT 
101 KEY 90ARO 
AT CASE w/200 PIS 
SUPPORT UN!)(, XENIX, 

DOS,OS/2, NETWORK 

$1045 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS: VGA MONITOR AND VGA 

COMPAQ MEMORY 
O.*Pro286-E,~ 

1MB 113131-001 ...................... $139.00 
4MB 113132-001 ..... ................ $36900 

o.•Pro 28&N, 3HN 1nd 381SX 
2MB 11868!1-001 ...................... 5225.00 
4MB 118690-001 ...................... $690.00 

o.•Pro3811S 
1Mil 113&16-001 ...................... $138.00 
4MB 112534·001 ...................... $368.00 

O...Pro -.:D, 415-33& SynmPro 
2MB 115144-001 ...................... 5225.00 

ASTMEMORY 

Brevo-211, Warll•etlon 
512K Kll 500510-010 ........................ $58.00 
2MB Kit 500510·002 ...................... $172.00 

Pr1111lum 381-111120C 
1MB Kit 500510-007 ........................ $&6 .00 
4MB Kit 500510-008 ...................... 1388.00 

Prlllllum388-20 
1MB Kit 500510-003 ...................... $150.00 
4MB Kit 500510-004 ...................... 5368.00 
ar.v~x 

2MB Kit 500510-002 .......... ............ $172.00 
4MB Kh 500510-008 ...................... 1388.00 

Pr1111l1111 -.SX/25/U I 411-21 
1MB 50071&.002 ........................ $80.00 

HEWLETT-PACKARD MEMORY 
Yec:triQB/11111 

1MB D1540A ............................ I112.00 
4MB D1542A ............................ S348.00 

vee~.. 081201'C, RSI2JPC llld 20C 
1MB D1640A ............................ 1126.00 
4MB D1642A ...................... ...... S365.00 

Yec:tri411PC 
1MB D2150A ............................ $115.00 
4MB D2151A ............................ $3110.00 

DAAIIIIIOXI 
1 MGXJ-120NS U.OO 
1 MGXJ-100NX . 525 
1 MGXI-IONX .. 5.50 
1 MGXI-lONX ... 575 
1 MGXI~NX ... 1.50 

DRAIIMII 
.184-150 ........ $2.00 
•1&<-120 .......... 2.50 
• 1M-100 - --- 2.75 
4184-80 ............ 3.00 

DRAM 
DRAIII4X4 

0184-15 ............ 11.50 
411+12 ............... 1.811 
411+10 ............... 2.50 

DRAII 2101 
256X~ 150NS ..... $1.78 
256X~1 20NS ....... t .Ill 
256XI-100NS ....... 2.00 
256X~aoNS ........ 225 
256XI-10HS .. 2 35 
256XJ.80NS ...... 3.111 

16 BIT CARD (1 024 x 768) ...... $445 

IBM PS 2 MEMORY 

...... ~-. Exp.lloerd 1.72SI 
512 KKh 30F5348 .......... .............. $54.00 
2MB Kh 30F5380 ...................... $175.00 

llodell 70-a11121, S5S1, 11BX 
1MB 6450603 ........................ $&6.00 

llodtll 70-EI1/121, SOl, 51181,1811X 
2MB 8450804 ...................... $17!1.00 

llodtiiiiiiSX, ..X, MF30n I MFJ011 
4lloll 34F2833 ...................... 1486.00 

llodtll 'I'D-A21 
2MB 8450801 .. .................... 1170.00 

llodtiiC-141 
1MB 8450315 ...................... $145.00 

lllladeiiC-1111211 
2MB 8450378 ...................... $218.00 

Alllodell 70 IIIII 10 
2-8MB wi2M 6450606 ...................... $41111.00 
2·14MBwi2M34F30n ...................... $588.00 
2-18MIIw/4M34F30n ...................... 18118.00 

lllladell SO, SCIZ, Ill IX 110 
2-8MB 1497258 .......... - ......... $588.00 

LASER PRINTER MEMORY 

Hewtlll·Pecbnl 1..- JeiiP I • 
1MB 334748 ..... ................... 1130.00 
2MB 334158 ........... ............. 1150.00 
4MB 334778 ...................... .. $1118.00 

Hew1111-Pecbnl1..8- .... ,••• 
1Mil 334438 ........................ $135.00 
2MB 334448 ........ .. .... .......... $150.00 
4MB 334458 ........................ $1118.00 

... 1..8- 4011 end 40111 
2MB 1038137 ...................... $368.00 
3.5MB 1038675 ...................... $4811.00 

c.nan LBP_.~ UR, liT 
2MB ~1880 ..................... $225.00 
4MB p_, lfi/A ..................... $438.00 

LAPTOP AND PORTABLE 
MEMORY 

TOIHIIA IIIEIIORY 
1MB Mcciii1000SEIXE .............. 132!1.00 
2MB Madoi1000SEIXE .......... .... 1489.00 
2MB Mcclll T1200XE .................. $218.00 
2MB Model 111100 ...... .... ........ ..... $288.00 
2MB MadoiT3100E .................... $175.00 
2MB Madol T3100SX .................. 1175.00 
4MB Mcclll T3100SX .................. 11188.00 
2MB Madol T3200SX .................. $175.00 
4MB Madol T3200SX .................. 1880.00 
2MB Mcclll5100 ......................... 1288.00 
2MB Mcclll T5200,T8600 ........... $186.00 
1MB Madol T5200,T8600 ...... .... 11300.00 

ZBITM IIIEIIORY 
1MB ~2161288E ...... SUIII.OO 
2MB ~2161288E ...... $455.00 
2MB ~ SX/AipN .......... 1455.00 
4MB ~ SXt9eta ........... $455.00 

COIIIAQ IIEIIOAY 
1MB Por1liiM LTE 2118 ................ $186.00 
2MB Por1liiM LTE 2118 .......... ...... $288.00 
1MB SLT-2118 .............................. $245.00 
4MB SLT-2118 ............................11386.00 

IEC IIEIIIOAY 
1MB Ptoepeed216 ..................... $270.00 
2MB Prolpeod 311 ..................... 1450.00 

ZENITH MEMORY 

z.n•~ Z-aii2CW2W:D I 
1MB ZA3613800ME ....................... ...00 
4lloll ZA3800MK ................. ......... 1675.00 

Z1nl~ Z-ai/2CW20'25 I D 
2MB ZA3800ME ....................... ... $1118.00 

z.n•~z.-sx 
2MB Z«15·1 . .. ..... $255.00 

SIMM MODULES 
DIIAM 2tiX4 

2$1lU- t20NS ..... 55.00 
2,.lU-100NS ....... 5 50 
256X4-80HS ........ 5.75 

IIIJII.STATICCOL 
512511' -10 ........ $2.111 
AM 2100-01 ...... 3.00 
AM'II!I»-07 ...325 
AM 2100-80 ...... 4~ 
1-ZIPP .... 35.00 
1XA-a06nZIPP311.00 
1X4-7aln ZIPP 31100 

IIIII TYPE---4Mx9-80 ...... $285.00 
1MI9-60 .......... 60.00 
11ol19-10 .......... 45.00 
1Mir9-80 ......... 48.00 

11ol19-70 .. ........ 51.00 
2581111-70 ......... 20.00 

2581111-10 .......... 16.00 
2581dl-10 ......... 18.00 118020 11Mtz ... $12!1.00 
2581111-80 ......... 23.00 20MHz ..... 188.oo 

AJIPI.E-IIAC 25MHz ..... 178.00 
1Mrl-70 .......... $50.00 33MHz ..... 1118.00 
1Mrl-10 ......... $40.00 68030 18MHz ..... 128.00 
1.... .......... $45.00 25MHz ..... 11111.00 
4INO ........... $250.00 88010 11Mtz ....... 80.00 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
IITEL 

80875MHz ............................................... $80.00 
8087-2 81o1Hz .......................................... $116.00 
8087-110totlz .................. .. ..... $155.00 
110287-61Mtz .......... ............. ................. $130.00 
80287~ IMtz ........................................$186.00 
80287XL 8110totlz .. ............................... $186.00 
110287XTL 12 MHz ~) ................... $210.00 
80287-10 10totlz ................................... 1186.00 
80C287-12 12MI(z .................................1186.00 
10387SX·18 ........................................... $285.00 
10387SX-20 .. .......... .. ............................. 1310.00 
10387DX20 .......... ................................. 1340.00 
10387DX25 ........................................... 1425.00 
80387DX33 ........................................ ... 1525.00 

WEITEK 
311720 20MHz ...................................... l300.00 
318725 25MHz ...................................... 1350.00 
3187-3:1 :!:IMHz ...................................... $500.00 
418725MI(z ........................................... saoo.oo 
4167-:J:It.l(z ......................................... S1050.oo 

CYRil 
83087·18 1IMIZ .................................... $260.00 
83087-20 20MHz .................................... $285.00 
83087·25 25MHz ...................... .............. 1380.00 
83087·33 331.1Hz .................................... $440.00 
13SX87·1818MHz ................................. $236.00 
13SX87-20 20MHz ................................. $260.00 

IT 
ICI7-I ................................................... $185.00 
IC287-10 .............................................. ' s175.00 
IC287·12 .............................................. ' $200.00 
IC287-20 .. ................................ ............. $230.00 
8C387-20 ............................................... $285.00 
8C387-25 .............................................. '1350.00 

AIID 
80C287·10 ............................................. $110.00 
80C287·12 .............................. ........ ...... 1130 .00 

CPU CHIPS 

~X-16 ....... 1250.00 

~x.., .. m .oo 
~X-25 ............ 325.00 

~X-33 . 355 00 

- -11 .............. 230.00 

- -20 ............. 235.00 

-OX-25 (118) .... 150.00 

~X-33(81! .. 115000 

IOZIU(PlCC) ..... 15.00 

1012118-10(PLCC) ... 11.00 
IOZM-12 (PLCC) ... 20.00 

82315-20 .............. .. 80.00 

82315-33 ................ 15.00 

V-20-& ...................... 1.00 

V-20-10 ................. 10.00 
V-30-10 ................... 10.00 

Circle 22 on Inquiry Carel . APRIL 199 1 • B YTE 373 




COMPLETE DATA 

ACQUISITION CARD 


- · 
.... "-·--· 

MCP-550 $739 
1-M!:I'RAIIYfE COMPATIIU 

Call 1-800-541-1975 764 Sin Aleso Ave. 

Xe••:reK~~·74~"'J;'.OM~ FAX(~)745- 1401 

Circle 302 on Inquiry Carel. 

lnfult Ilulk 
00011 Primer buffers. Perhaps the simplest 

way to speed up a computer system. 
00021 The ideal interface is like a cable: 

Easy to install . Invisible in use. 
00031 T-Switches and Auto-switches. 

Optimised for easy operation. 
00041 Data cables. Highly flexible. Simple 

to install. A well thought-out system. 
00051 Interface Cards. Carefully developed 

to eliminate application problems. 
00401 Too!Art: Useful art for computer 

professionals. 
00511 Brains beats money. Enhancemems 

you can install yourself. 
00521 UNIX-Installations. Tips&products. 
00531 The right way to install a computer. 

W&T Products Corp. 

2209 NE 54th Street 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308 

Phone 1-800-628·2086 

Fax 1-305-351-9099 


Circle 298 on Inquiry Card. 

SUPER UNIVERSAL 

PROGRAMMER 


New! SUPERPRO $795 
FREE MULTIMETI!R SPECIAL •&"1::::: I: :.1~)1!PLD. GAL,PI!I!L. FPL 

, ~(E) P&OM, Flash EPROM up 10 • Mblll (.0 plos) 
• Mkrocontrolkr, Blpollr PROM 

: ~f';~cM~~~~~sca"'~r:::'f'c~..6.TtJ86 
• 	 Pufl · down -Menu driven, l lbrary ()pent in& 10ttware. 
• 	 F•st ~ _,... on UKr's rrqurst 
• 40 - pin GokllJ P Socket 
• lifclimc Frtt Updates (BBS) 
• Uscr lHvieT Ubrary Generator (optio nal) 

Caltl-800 -~J - 1975 ~~n~,n~~~t~

Xe•·:reK TEL~)7.5-7'>7. 
~ FAX(•o8)7<5·140t 

Circle 303 on Inquiry Carel. 

VERBATIM 

SONY • BASF 


100% CERTIFIED 
LIFETIME WARRANTY 
5114" OS/00 $ .39 each 
5114" DS/HO .59 each 
3112" OS/00 .59 each 
3112" OS/HO 1.04 each 
P"ce based on mix/match qty. of 300 in bulk . 


Includes Tyvek sleeves and label kits. 


PREFORMATIED • COLORS • TAPES 

MEGASoft 

P.(). Bole 710, FreehOld, NJ 07728 

800-222-0490 

In NJ 908-462-7628 
FAX 908-4t)2-5658 

Circle 171 on Inquiry Card. 

MULTI FUNCTION IN ONE 
MFI-421 

.. _ ........ -~. 

Circle 304 on Inquiry Carel. 

There is aDifference. 
lifetimeFree~ 

EP·1 
$349 

e......' =:· -
§j ' 

&., 
~-AprogJallllllef is not just another ~- That 

is why BP Microsystems is conuruted to bringing our 
customers the high~ quali1y J)rOgl1lmlTlel1 at an 
affordable pice. AROOd example or this commitment 
is the EP-1 EPROMProgrnmmer. The EP-1supports 
lirtuall)•every 24- or 28-pin E/EPROM. And. all of 
our~ include lifetime free so~ 
u~ and an UOO)nditional money back guarantee. 

BP~ 
1-800-225-21 02 

(TU~ .. t ·MH 

Circle 48 on Inquiry Card • 

• CROSS-32 V2.0 META 

ASSEMBLER 
• 	 Table based absolute mec:ro cross-assembler 

using manufacturer's assembly mnemonics. 

• 	 Includes manual and MS-OOS assembler disk 
wl1h tables for ALL ol1he following processors: 

160X 64110 6t01 10<1 Hl/300 Zl 
37700 6l02 6105 Hl/>00 ZJO.,, 
507.0 65116 61()1) lOIS TMS320 ZIIO 
71CIO COP<OO 6111 1016 TMS:IOO ZliO 

SUPERI COPtoo 61000 1096 TMS370 MORE... 

• 	 Users can create tables lor other processors or 
ask us. we have many morel 

• 	 Generates listing, symbol table and binary, 
Intel, and Motorola hexcode. 

• 	 Free worldwide airmail shipping & handling. 

• 	 Canadian residents please add 7% GST 

US $199.00 CN $239.00 

UNI VE RSAL CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
f 1 1 (' • • 1 1! 1 I I I 1 ' ~ jl I 1! ! 

l 1 I ! 1 \. " I 1 ' ~ t ).1 : It IJ 1 

Circle 99 on Inquiry Carel. 	 Circle 284 on Inquiry Card. Circle 261 on Inquiry Carel. 

http:Xe��:reK~~�74~"'J;'.OM


Co. Computer Pro 

Your #1 Source For All P.C. Memory Upgrades 


Call Toll Free 1·800-RAM-CHPS Ext. 202 

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT * LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL MODULES 


BUY DIRECT * BEST PRICES * BEST SERVICE 
==-=- = 
==-= ·= 
IWIIEO -·:l0f5348(512K) s ~. 0030-2e6 
:l0f5380(2M8) 30-2e6 S 145.00 
11450375 (1 MB) 80441 $ 125.00 
6450379 (2MB) 80-111,311 s 195.00 
64511)60 I•MB) 80-A21 , A31,111 , 311 s 501.00 
64501!03 (1 MB) 502, 55SX, 70-£81, 70-121 , P.70 s 75.00 
64508C)ol (2MB) m . sssx. 7'1).£81. 10-121. P-70 s 138.00 
64501108 (2MB) ro.A2, .A81 , B-21, 861 s 152.00 
78)(81156 {1 281<) 25 $ 18.00 
3o!F29331""'BI 555)(, 55SX S 3o<i.OO 
64501105 (2~MB) AI 70~ one~ eo~ (Board) S oO()i ,OO 
64506011 (2-18MB) 50, 502, 55SX, 60, 65SX (Bolld) s 429.00 
10311138 (1 MB) '  Prl- .,19•.,191 s 159.00 
10311137 (2MB) L.aNr Pri"'" 4018, 40181 s 219.00 
1006675(3.5MB) '-Printer .,19, .,,9e s 289.00 

C.U 10<' 01ho< IBM Upg-

CALL us, 
for ALL 
drive needs!your 

Teac 1.44/1.2 
$69.00 

COmPAQ. - _,_ I'WtiEO PfiJCE 
OESKPRl 2MB MODULE 115144-001 s 1159.00 
386f.l3.488/25 
DESKPRl 1MB MODULE 113131.001 S 11 .C .OO 
:Jeu.!0-25 ""'BMOOULE 113132.001 s 280.00-DESKPRl 1MBBCWID 113644-001 s 179.00 
386120e-25o ""'BBOOAO 11~1 s 479.00 

1MB MODULE 113131..()01 I 114.00 
""'BMOOULE 113132-001 s 280.00 

DESKPRl 1MBBCWID , 13633-001 I 17'111 .00 
388o ""'BBCWID 113834-001 I o47i.OO 

1MB MODULE 11364&001 s 120.00 
""'BMOOULE 112534-001 s :13;.00 

PORTAI!LE 5121< KIT 107331.()01 s 4&.00 
Ill 2MB KIT 107332.001 s 135.00 

DESKPRl 1MBBOAAO 1011061>001 s 325.00 
38&116 2l>IBBOAAO 10110fl8.WI71 s 449.00 

""'BBOAAO 108010-001 $ 069.00 
BMBBOAAO 108072.001 S SH.OO 

DESKPRl 1MB KIT 107651.001 I :229.00 
386 PORTABLE ""'BilOAAO 107663-001 s 769.00 

SLT/286 1MB MODULE 1102:35-001 s 165.00 

LTE/281l 1MBI!O'.RD 117081..()()1 $ 135.00 
2MBBCWID 117061-002 s 185.00 

Aal< About Olhor Compoq ~ 

. Apple· - _,_ IWIIEO PRICE 

MACII . IIx; llcx IMBI<IT M0218 s 60.00 

'""' &SE/30 
2MB KIT M0218 s 115.00 
•MBI<IT M02707 s 225.00 
16MB KIT $1118.00 

W.CIIcl ""'BI<IT M02921.LA s 225.00 
15MB KIT $1199.00 

MACSE 1MB KIT M0218 s 60.00 
&PLUS 2MB KIT M0219 $ 115.00 

""'BI<IT M02707 s 225.00 

MAC PORTABLE 1MB I<IT M02'6 $ 249.00 
2MB KIT N/A $ &iS.OO 
3MB KIT N/A $ 999.00 
4MB KIT N/A $1199.00 

MACIIf)C ""'BKIT M0378l.L·A I 269.00 
16MB KIT N/A $1199.00 

s 85.00 LASER WRITER 1MB KIT M6005 
IIINTX 4MB KIT MeOOO s 269.00 

ASr- _,_ I'WtiEO PfiiCE 
BIVM)/286 1281< KIT 500510.011 s 40.00 

5121< KIT 500510.010 s 55.00 
2MB KIT 50051().()()2 $ 150.00 
-4MB KIT 50051(1.()06 $ 300.00 

~MIUM/286 512KI<IT 500510.001 $ 55.00 
AOIIANCEO 1MB KIT 500510.007 s 100.00 

2M B KIT 50051().()()2 s 150.00 
•MBKIT 50051().()(18 s 300.00 

FASTBOAAO 1MBI<JT 500510.007 $ 100.00 
1386 •MBKIT 50051(1.()06 $ 300.00 

~MIUM 512KI<IT 500510.010 s 5&.00 
WI<ST/286 2MB KIT 50051().()()2 s 150.00 

~MIUM 512KI<IT 500510.010 $ 55.00 
WI<ST 1MB KIT 500510.007 I 100.00 
368/SX 2MB KIT 50051().()()2 I 150.00 

""'BI<IT 50051(1.()06 ' 300.00 
~MIUM 1MBI<IT 500510.007 I 100.00 
386/15 ""'BI<IT 50051(1.()06 I 300.00 

~MIUM 1MBI<IT 50051().()(13 s 140.00 
386 ""'BI<IT 50051o.oo s 320.00 

~MIUM 1MB I<IT 500510.007 s 100.00 

TOSHIBA- _,_ I'WitEO PfiiCE 
Pl:>rt-T1000SE 1MB KIT PC14-PA8311U S 199.00 
&XE 2MB KIT F'CI ..I¥.8312U s m .oo 
-T1200XE 2l>IBKIT F'CI~ s 115.00 
-T1600 2MB KIT PC-PA8302U I 175.00 

-T3100C 512KI<IT PC-fWI3.IOU I 135.00 
2MB KIT f'C.PA8341u s 175.00 

-T3100SX 2MB KIT PC1 S..PM308U S 175.00 
""'BI<IT F'C1$-PAB310U s '58.00 

-T3200D 2MB KIT PCPAB307U s 175.00 

-1'3200 3MB KIT f'C.PI&.7137U s 328.00 

-T5100 2MB KIT f'C.PAB301U s 175.00 

-T5200 2l>IBI<IT ~u s 175.00 
DESK'IOP TB500 2l>IBKIT PCPA8301U s 176.00 

Alk-Oiho<T~ 

386c ""'BI<IT 50051(1.()06 s 300.00 

~MIUM 1MB SIMM 500718-001 $ 69.00 
38&'25/160>< 
~MIUM 1MBSIMM 500718-00"..1! s 59.00 
3811133 

NEC Ask for other NEC upgrades - _,_ l'wfiEO PfiiCE 

-MaleSXPiuo 1MB Board APCH850E s 275.00 
2MB Board N/A s 415.00 
""'BIIoortl APCaS2E s m .oo 
BMBBolld N/A 113;2!..00 

~ Math Co-Processor 
Up to 200% F•ter Than 
Intel Math Co-Processor 

100% Compatible  5 Year Warranty STANDARD SIMMS DRAM 
I'Wtl PfiiCE I'Wtl PfiiCE 

83087·15 Col 83087-33 s '69.00 
83087-20 s 295.00 83087SX·15 s 258.00 
83087-25 $ 358.00 83087SX·20 Cd 

- PfiiCE - PfiiCE 

256X8-12 s 17.00 1 X 1-100 s 5.50 
256XII-10 s 18.00 1 X 1-80 s 5.15 
256 X 8-80 s 18.00 1 X 1·70 s us 
258 X 9-12 s 17.00 25&-150 Coli 
256X&-10 s 17.00 25&-120 ' 1.06 
256XHO $ 18.00 25&-100 s 1.00 
256 X 9-70 ' 21 .00 - ' 2.00 
256XHO s 26.00 25&-70 s 2.30 
1 Xll-10 s 50.00 - ' 3.00 
1X e.eo s 51.()0 256X ..10 ' 5.75 
1 Xll-70 s 60.00 256X..acl s 8.00 
IX&-10 s 55.00 <W64-10 s 2.20 
1XHO s lle.OO - s 2.., 
1X 9-70 s 57.00 41&4-15 s ,., 
Hll-80 '2fJ8.00 4164-12 s us 
HHO s 288.00 .164-10 s 2.00 

E~ISAAMIYRAMAleo-

/11111

intel '11~Wff" liT Math
Co-processors 

I'Wtl PfiiCE I'WtiEO PfiiCE 

8087-3 Cal 2C87-8 s 175.00 
6067·2 c.o 2C87-10 s 165.00 
6067· 1 Col 2C87·12 $ 215.00 
60211Hl Clll 2C87-® $ 255.00 
602117-8 Coli 3C87· 16 Cd 
602117· 10 Col 3C87$X·16 Col 

::mil~ts"'...~ •~ 3C87-20 s 325.00 
3C87-25 s 365.00 

80387·15 s 305.00 3C87-33 s o065.00 
6031f7SX.1 5 s 290.00 
80387SX-® s 315.00 
80387·20 s 350.00 
80387·25 s '50.00 
80387-33 s 550.00 

(hf] HEW LET T 
~ PACK ARD- _,_ I'WtiEO PfiiCE 

LASER JET 1MB MODULE H33oW3B s 6 .00 
11& 110 2MB MODULE H33o!o018 s 148.00 

""'BMOO\JLE H33oi-46B s :z.s.oo 
IIP&III 1MB MODULE H33-07.S s 6 .00 

2l>IBMOOULE H33'158 s 148.00 
3MB MODULE N/A s 1e9.00 
""'BMOOULE N/A s 249.00 

We will meet or beat any advertised price. 

We also carry memory upgrades for 


ACER • AT&T • DELL • DTK • EPSON • ZENITH 

• EVEREX • HP Vectra • SAMSUNG • SUN • Canon Printer 

• SILICON GRAPHICS • WYSE • and other AT & XT clones 

1228 VIllage Way, Unit D• Santa Ana, CA 92714 • (714) 542-8292 • FAX {714) 542-8648 • Hours 8:00AM-5:00PM PST 

DEALER'S INQUIRIES WELCOME 
Trademarks are registered with their respective companies. 

Prices are subject to change 
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Buy with 

ence 

In an effort to make your 
telephone purchasing a more 
successful and pleasurable 
activity, The Microcomputer 
Marketing Council of the 
Direct Marketing Association, 
Inc. offers this advice, "A 
knowledgeable buyer will be a 
successful buyer. " These are 
specific facts you should know 
about the prospective seller 
before placing an order: 

Ask These Important 
Questions 
• 	 How long has the company 

been in business? 

• 	 Does the company offer 

technical assistance ? 


• 	 Is there a service facility ? 

• 	 Are manufacturer's warran
ties handled through the 
company? 

• 	 Does the seller have formal 
return and refund policies? 

• 	 Is there an additional charge 
for use of credit cards? 

• 	 Are credit card charges held 
until time of shipment? 

• 	 What are shipping costs for 
items ordered? 

I!:J Din•ct Markl'ling Assuciatiun , Inc. 19H8 
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Reputable computer dealers 
will answer all these questions 
to your satisfaction . Don't 
settle for less when buying your 
computer hardware, software, 
peripherals and supplies . 

Purchasing Guidelines 
• 	 State as completely and ac

curately as you can what 
merchandise you want in
cluding brand name, model 
number, catalog number. 

• 	 Establish that the item is in 
stock and confirm shipping 
date. 

• 	 Confirm that the price is as 
advertised. 

• 	 Obtain an order number 

and identification of the 

sales representative. 


• 	 Make a record of your 
order, noting exact price in
cluding shipping, date of 
order, promised shipping 
date and order number. 

If you ever have a problem, 
remember to deal first with the 
seller. If you cannot resolve the 
problem, write to MAIL 
ORDER ACTION LINE, cl o 
DMA, 6 E. 43rd St. , New York, 
NY 10017. 

This message is brought to you 
by : 

the MICROCOMPUTER 
MARKETING COUNCIL 
of the Direct Marketing 
Association, Inc. 
6 E. 43rd St. , 
New York, NY 10017 

MMC 

MICROCOMPUTER 
MARKETING COUNCIL 
of the Direct Marketing AssoCiation. Inc. 

( 




• • • • 

--

ARC 1/\N( ; t N I $695 
t•I'RO I IS'·.IONAI 

MAl L 
( '(lllll''•' l t' \l,lll i ll_\ l i-.1 

\1 ,111 ,1.\CII ll 'll f ...; t•flil"tl/'1' 

The most advanced. professional-level mailin<J 
list management system available for IBM and 
compatible microcomputers. Save thousands 
of dollars on postage, printing, and processing 
costs. 

• Unlimited number of names and addresses 
• Sophisticated merge/purge duplicate 

detection 
• Complete postal presorting and barcoding 
• Custom leners. labels. reports 
• Convert data from dBase, ASCII ,other formats 

An: Tanoent.lnc . 
121 Gray Awnue 
Sama Barbara. CA 93101-1831 
(1051 1115-7277 

Clrclti 25 on Inquiry Carel 
{UIII.I.IP.SI 26), 

PLD Design 
Software 

Get Started with CUPLTM for only 
$149.95 

Now you can have a PLD Starter Kit 
that gives you all the horsepower that 
the CUPL PLD compiler offers, at a 
fraction of the cosL For more infor
mation, calll-800-331-7766or305

974-0967. LOGICAL 
-viC•.oNC. 

Circle 119 on Inquiry Card 
{RUIWUI 160), 

DESIGN TOOLS 
EISA & MICROCHANNEL BUS .. • 
Proto· Type Cord lor Etsa Bus. 

bl.endoi!'r U rd fo r Eiiao Bus ... I 

rn~~~!~d~r~~~~a:6· BI I M1Croc:hannel Bus... • 	

I 

II ...Proto -T 

•
ype D u d for 32-Bir M1crcxllannel Bus 

• 
~~'rG~~~::~~~~n~~~nd lD Decode Circuit ... • 0• 
~~~~~l~,eMC:;~h'~~n~~u~nd lD De1:odoi!' Circuli 

II 

E.1dender Card for 16·Bil and VIdeo Microc.hannel 

Exte-nder Ct.nd fo r 32· Bil Microc:t-umnii!l Bus 
0 .. 
~d~-ib~~:da~d~O~~n~s~~~!rw:,'~Microc~nnel 

Dill 1·800·972·3733 
Advanced Microcomputer Systems, Inc. 

1321 N W 6~11\ Pl.!!ce. Fort L..auderdale. FL 33309 
PHONE: 305·975·9515 • FAX: 305·975·91198 

Circle 21 on.......,. Card. 


ROM BIOS UPGRADES 
ROM BIOS FEATUfiES 

XT BIO S UPGRADES 
AMI·XT Bl(l; .............49.95 P!«JEHIX-XT Bl(l; .. .. ..49.95 


AT 2861l/OS UPGRAD£ S 

AM~2861tmliiiOS . . . .119.95 AMI·2ft6 VLSIIIIOS ...... . . 119.95 

AMI-2ft6CHIP & PI1()£NIX-286 ijlfl 111)5 . . 69.95 

TECH BIOS .69.95 1'110£NIX·286 AST 111)5 .. • 69.95 
AT 386 BIOS UPGRADES 

AMI·3861tml BIOS ... . . . .69.95 AWAA0-386CfiP& 
AMI-31!6 CHIP & TECH BIOS .69 95 TECH 1005 .. . ... 69.95 
AMf.ll6 VLSIBIOS ... . .. .. .69.95 1'110£ftX.J86 INTEL 1005 .. ..69.95 
AMI-JII6.SX INTfll005 ....69.95 1'110£NIX.J86 OOMI'IIoO 1005 .119 9S 
AMI-J116.SX CHIP & 1'110£NIX·31!6CHIP& 

TECH BIOS . . . .. .. 69.95 TECH 1005 .. ......... . .119.95 
AWI\IIl-386 ltHEl Bl(l; . ...69.95 Ptt0ENIX-38&SX INTEL BIOS .119.95 

llJM IJIOS UPGRADES 
PHOENIX·IBM·PC BIOS ....79.95 PHOENIX·ISM·AT BIOS .. 89.95 
PHO£NIX·IBM·XT BIOS ... 59.95 AWARO IBM AT BIOS ... .... 89.95 

KEYBOARD BIOS UPGRADES 
Aloll-2116131!6 KEYOOoiRO BIOS .. .. .. . 34.95 
AWAJil.2116131!6 XEYID\fll BIOS .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .... .. . 34.95 
1'110£NIX·2116131!6 KFI1I()M() 1005 . . ........... .. ...34.95 

l I'( .1\ \Ill \ I I ( ', .: .. : I •• '', 

I ' ! I ~ 
1 1 1 

'-,1 I ~ II 'Jl i' l ( ' ' • / f •1 

- ~ u! " "~•",11 • Cll!l 

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card. 

Program
Your Chips 

In Sets of 4 for $495.00 

Special offer Now Includes: 
Free UV eraser, CUPL starter Kit and 
a $300.00 Factory Rebate with the 

PDT-1 EPROM, LOGICAL 
EPLD, Micro ~-. - · 
Progammer. 1-800-331-7766 

Cln:le 161 on Inquiry Card 
(RISIWISs 162). 

WIUTt • CAll lor 'lOUR RifE 
COMI'IIEitENSM 8 a8 
El.£CTIIOHICS CATAlOG TODAY! 
Pages and ~ of pllotOQtal)hs 

and ollustr.ltect descriptJve text 

fO< B&B"sromplele hne of AS· 

232 converters. RS-422 con· 

verters.rurrent loOP convM· 

ers.adapters. b<eak-oot bole· 

es. data switches. data SPirt· 

ters.short haul modems. 

surge prolectors.and mUCII. 

rru:h more. Most products meet 

FCC Part 15J. \llur RS·232 rtee(ls 

fO< ~lrty, servoce and rompetitive 

pnces will be more th.ln met Dy B&B 11M\' • IIIEI 

ELECTRONICS. MMUIKturlr ID""" no mid· 

...._,Money-bad< ~f31ttee1 Same-<lay 

shiQ<nen~ One-year wammly on products! 

Tedlnical SUIJ4)()rt IS milable. 


Write FOf' Your FREE eat.log Todliyl 


B&B !!!!ilt:!!!'l~! 
4000 Baker Road P.O. Box 1040 • Onawa, IL 61350 

Phone:815-434-0846 

Circle 36 on Inquiry Carel. 

Circle 53 on Inquiry Card . 

LOW COST 
:RfFERFACE 

AND DATA 


ACQlJISmON 

/CONTROL 


OARDS 

FOR PC{'JIT/AT 


RS-485/422 Card fPC485] $95/U5 

IDual-Port RS485/422[PCL743] $175 I 
• Two inde-pendent thanne:b ! UARTs; 2 or 4 wire: opennicm. M.u.. B~ud S6KD. 
• Oipswitch oon:figurable aJ.COMt·"' (IRQ2-7J. On bo;:ud tcrmino~~wr rcsiJ.tor. 

IIEEE-488 Card[PC488NC] $145/445 I 
: ~~~~~~~m~~ogr~;.:~:"~.~ap:~~f':~~C.:~,n ~rS/:.~m in B~IC. 
• IRQ ( I-')_ Df\~ c~anne l l orl. Uplo •bo•rds pcrromputcr. 
• Compatible with mostiEEEAM Solhnrt pat:kaau ror 18M -PC 
• V0 Addret.Ses ;md Conuol Repstc~rs comp3ttb(e " ith Nl's GPIB-PCII . 
• 	 PC .. 88C card Yefl:ion "'i th Built· ln Sus An.~lyzcr hudware and software . 


(AUows Rul Time 483 Bus D.t t:a Capu.ue in biek.grOUnd operation mode.) 


IDigital 1/0 & Counter [PCL720] $175 I 
• ~~~~r~l!~~~L~ ~o~~~~~c'f:~~=~~r!;~~~~p:r~~amm3blt 

IRelay& Isolated D/1 [PCL725J $240 I 
• 8 Relll}' 1K1Uator outpuu: 8 Opto-i:solu~d digjlal iopul.). Relay dri~~r drruiu... 
• LED indic:;uon for actiYated rclap. On board signal rondilivning. 

ItO Channel Counter [PCL830l $345 1 

16Channel 1·2 bit D/A lPCL'126] $495 1 
• Output Jlanic): 0 to + SV, 0 w + JOV. :. SV, : lOV or link -'-20mA. 
• Sculin& time: 70.LS. lintarity:: !; 112bit.Vol tare outpllt drivin1 ca~ty: .:..S mA 
• Di&llaiiJO: 16 dlsital inputs and t6 digilal outpuu; Til.. oompauhl!!. 

112 Bit ND & D/A [PCL711s] $295 1 

112 Bit ND & D/A [PCL8ll] $395 j 
• 	 A/D to~~~~•lff1tr. \6 single endt:d inputs; Device : AOS14: Convculon tlmc len 

than 2S ..Kc; Bu ill-in progr:a~mm:able pacer: l•pul n~: .:. tOV, .:. SV, • tV.:~~=~~~ fn~~6ls~~:~:~=•~~~~n~~~~Yhit . 
• Co.•ln-: I channt:f programmable intcn'l.l oounterllirnc'r; UKs lnlci82S4. 
• DMA and in1crrup1 capabilil)'. U1ility 1o0€twarc fo r B.uk induded... 

jFast 12 Bit ND/A [PCL718] $785 1 

IFast 12 Bit w/ Ppa Gain [818] $875 j 
• 	 AID C'<MI•nter: 161in&]c c~ Of 8 differcncil.l c~nncl!. ; ll bil raotuUoa; 


Prot;rammable scan rate; &Ot·ln lrutrrupt ~nd OMA wnttol rircuhry. 

Conversion J.pc:t.d IOO,(XX) s.arnplel ptr s.t:rond. 


• 	 SoftwsnProcra•••bl•l•polra•cn:Bipolu ~ IOV , :SV , ~25V. !.IV, 

aO.S V; Unipol.u IO,S,l.IV . 


: ~~=--~~b~~(:·;~~~utio~ lt~~~~~~;~t~~~~~ ;5V 
• Co..ltr. l6 bit progr_irnc:rnl rou~rncr; Us.t-S lnttl RZS4; Paa:r c.lod.~ 
• Sonw.r-r. Utitit)· JO(twMc for BASte and Quidr.BAStC induckd 


Suppo>rred by LobDAS, ASYST, V.HreC11, UnkeiScope 


IStepper. Motor cara [PCL838] $395 I 
• Capable ot in6epen6c.n1 and 51Muluneotu control ol up tQ .l ••f11PH •otan. 

: ~t-:!'.:::.:;!~~~Db~~J':~ ~;T~'s~t~~bf! fn~~rl. 
• C~tAJ baw:d timing; All C"Oa ii'QI .. lp.ah Opto-bolattd. 

Circle 54 on Inquiry Card. 
MC I VISA I .V.IEX can today for datasbHtsl 
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Subscription 
Problems? 

We want 
to help! 

If you have a problem 
with your BYTE 

subscription, write us 
with details. We'll do 
our best to set it right. 
But we must have the 

name, address, and 
zip of the subscription 
(new and old address, 

if it's a change of 
address). If the 

problem involves a 
payment, be sure to 
include copies of the 
credit card statement, 
or front and back of 

cancelled checks. 
Include a "business 

hours" phone number 
if possible. 

IJ'IJE 
Subscriber Service 

P.O. Box 555 
Hightstown, NJ 08520 

~'Jit
•tnlll 
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16-BIT RESOLUTION 

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL 


CONVERTER 

12,000 SAMPLES/SEC 

for IBM PC, XT & AT 


SINGLE PIECE PRICE 

$475 

We manufacture a broad line 
of data acquisition and control 
hardware and software for Apple 
and IBM computers. 

Call for quotes on custom 
hardware or complete systems. 

LAWSON LABS, INC. 
7~ 4th AVE . W.N. II
KALISPELL. MT 59901 
800 321 ·5355 or oW6 257·5355 
FAX 406 257·5572 

Circle 156 on Inquiry Card. 

Circle I 03 on Inquiry Card. 

Cross-Assemblers horn sso.oo 

Simulators 1rom s•oo.oo 


Cross-Disassemblers'""" s• oo.oo 

DevelocerPackaaes 

hom S201l.OO(a $50.00 SavingS) 

Make Programming Easy 
Our Maeto Cross-assemblers are euy to use. With powerful 
concr<lonal assembly aod unlmilod lricludolios. 

Get It Debugged-FAST 
~1u~=~~rdware lsflnlshed . OebtJg yOUrSQftware 

Recover Lost SourceI 
~~~~n Mlp voo re-croate lhe origlrl!ll 

Thousands 01 Satisfied Customers 
Worldwide 

~~~~.=.~~~quality """'~' '"' 

Processors 
1nM/ 80o'e RCAII!ii::IQ.OS lr'IMol8051 ln... IOilrtl....~ 

t-MacNaJ01 ~-=- uos .a.~ N~~ ""'"""'""" -··" -@06HC11~
~=r.Qu~!r~oPCor~~- ~~e 

for lnfann~tlon Or To Ord• C111: 

PseudoCorp 
716 Thimble Shoals. BMI. Smtc E 

Newpon Nc~ VA 2.3606 
(864) 873·1947 FAX:(864)873-2JSI 

Circle 220 on Inquiry Card. 

ROIIIIDISK .. 

New Multi-Megabyte 

Disk Emulator 
• 	For diskless systems. solid-state reliability 

and speed 
• Flash File System or battery-backed SAAM 

• 	110 mapped-8 bit ISA bus-MS oos·

autobooting 


• Up to 7MB using 1MB Flash or SAAM SIMMs 

• High pertormance- wrile Flash at hard disk 
speeds read at bus speed 

• 	PCF·1 with 1MB SIMM. $895 or 1MB 
SAAM. $995. 1MB Flash SIMMs $395. 1MB 
SAAM SIMMs. $495 

• 	Other AOMOISK EPROM. Flash and SAAM 

models CURTIS, INC. 
2837 North Fairview Ave. • St. Paul, MN 55113 

Tel. 612/631·9512 Fax 6121631·9508 
·Ms OOS ts OJ !lidemark o1 Mtcrosol1 Corporalton 

Circle 80 on Inquiry Card. 

COPROCESSOR SPECIALIST 
MvancedM,coo q
Dev.:os l1 11
Coprocessor 

1'ffinmmrrm 
80C287·10 95 

llh llanuat & Disk • 

INTEL CYRIX 
8087 82. X83D87· 16 259. 
8087 ·2 8MHZ 122. X83D87·20 295 . 
8087 ·1 ollf,IHZ 151. X83 D87·25 368 . 

80387DX · 16 309. X8JD87·33 448 . 

80387DX ·20 351. X8JS87 ·16 230. 
X8JS87·20 252. 80387DX·25 429. 


80387DX ·33 532. 

80287XUXLT 199. 2C87·8 164. 

80387SX· 16 297 . 2C87· 10 178 . 


80387SX·20 313. 2C87· 12.5 189. 

2C87-20 239 . WE1TEK 
3C87·16 259. 

3167 ·20 340 
· 	 3C87·20 279.

3167 ·25 569· 	 3C87·25 359. 
3167 -33 699· 3C87·33 449. 
4167·25 747. 3C87SX -16 298. 
4167·33 990 . 3C87SX·20 CALL 

ANN & ANTHONY (DAI) 
24&4 El Camoroo Real , Suote 420. San1a Clara. CA 9Sil51 

Tel : (408) 988·5083 Fax (408) 988·3986 

Circle 23 on Inquiry Card. 

Ic PROMPT DELIVERY!!! 

SAME DAY SH IPPING (USUALLY)
S 
 OUAtlTITY ONE PRK:ES SHO WN fOor 'EB- 24, 1111 

DYNAMIC RAM 
4M SOIIrd for hp w ·s wi2M8 $160.00 
SIMM 4Mx9 80 ns 240.00 
SIMM 1Mx9 60 ns 63.00 
SIMM 1Mx9 80 ns 49.00 
4 Mblt 4Mxo 80 ns 38.00 
4 Mbll 1Mx4 80 ns 48.00 
1 Mblt 1Mxl 80 ns 5.50 
41256 256Kxl 100 ns 2.10 
41256 256Kxl 120 ns 1.95 
44256 256Kx4 100 ns 5.95 
4464 64Kx4 100 ns 1.95 

EPROM 
27C4001 so 2KxB 150 ns 
27C1 000 o28Kx8 150 ns 
27C512 64Kxe 1 20 ns 
27256 32Kxe 1 50 ns 
27128 ISKxe 250 ns 

STATIC RAM 
12SKxe 100 ns 
32Kxe 100 ns 

Circle 177 on Inquiry Card. 

http:RCAII!ii::IQ.OS


UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER 


PAL 
$475 

EPROM
GAL 8748/49

PROM 87C51 ... 
EEPROM 87C751 

5ns PALs 
4 Meg EPROMs 
16 bit EPROMs 
Parts added at your request. 

FREE software updates on BBS. 
Powerlut menu driven software. 

Call - (201 ) 994-6669 

It Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 

I • 4 Spartow Or., Livingston. NJ 07009 
W F'-X :I201 ) 994·0730 

Circle 1 57 -Inquiry CareL 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
IBM PS/2 I APPLE 


AST ,COMPAQ 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

ZENITH I SUN MICRO 


STANDARD SIMMS 

LAPTOP MEMORY 


(NEC, TOSHIBA,APPLE, COMPAQ) 

LASER PRINTER MEMORY 

( HP, CANON, TEC ENGINE) 


NO RISK, BEST PRICE, BEST QUALITY 

~coON 
~MERICA 

AOIVISIOH Of AOHII COIU'ORAT~ 


WN. W.THUlAAvt . SUNNV\I.\lE ,CA

TELI408)766-15110 FAX1408)766-1!83 


1 800 292 7771 

Circle 1S - Inquiry c.d. 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
4Mx9 SOns 
PS2 2M 6041608 

1Mx9 SOns 
1Mx8 SOns 
256x4 100ns 

~ 1Mx1 100ns 
41464 100ns 

~ 41256 100ns 
51258 SOns 
4164 120ns 

$215.00 
$110.00 
$ 54.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 6.00 
......1.. 
$ 2.40 
~...., 
$ 3.25 
$ 1.85 

•fOt~diiiC:oln..~--SfiP .___ ,.._CII I 

I.C. EXPRESS 

Circle132 on Inquiry Card. 

200 MHz Logic Analyzer 

• 200 MHz max sampling rate 
• 24 Channels Timing and state 
• 16K samples/channel 
• 16 Levels of triggering 
• 3 External Clocks and 12 Qualify lines 
• Variable, ITL, ECL threshold levels 
• FREE software updates on 24 Hour BBS 

$ 799·LA12100 (100 MHz) 
$1299·LA27100 (100 MHZ) 
$1899·LA27200 (200 MHzl 
Poco • ..,.,_ Poos and Soltoare 

Call - (201) 994-6669 

Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 

4 Sparrow Or .• L•VJngston . NJ 07039• FAX 1201 )994·0730 

' 
Circle 158 - Inquiry CareL 

ROM Based 
AT Class Computers 

Disk-less in 4 easv steps! 
• Develop code on a PC 
• Download to our system 
• Test your program 
• Burn ROMS 

CPU Card: $299. 
V-40/.SOCP'U, 10.\othz runs PC/ AT Codi.', 256K ROM, 
IM RAM, 5 Serial Ports . Expa nd wi1h. &t.and lud 
PC/ AT cards vln backpl;:ant>. Cus.tom BIOS with 
oplions. l'iggyb.ack with: Ooppy. prinlt"r, k("ybo.ud. 

Complete Systems Available 

~ Call! 
~4Vlf~ (303)444-7737 
s vs-rn. M.s FAX 003)78()..998.'l 

&SSifaw1hown A,.., 8oui.JH, C080)()1 

Circle 151 - Inquiry Card. 

Su~erSound 
ThrboSound 

SoundFX·IIl. ·Stereo. ·Mono. -Eng, -Jr 

SoundBytes. SoundJr. SoundCard. 


Digital Audio Authoring Workstation. 

MSC/TurboC/Windows 3.0 Libraries. 

Custom Sound Hardware/Software 

ALL WE DO IS SOUND!! 

ffiM-PC DIGITAL VO ICE I SOUND 
from onll: $20 "'''~ ....... , to $640 ,,.._., ""' 

Pro Quality Software I Hardware 
• In use worldwide, even Japan! 


30 Day Money-Back Guarantee If not Satisfied 

• JUST LIKE HAYING A CASSETIE TAPE AECOROEA IN A PC. 
• Faateat, •••last Edllorl with t~ motl features tor the pr1ce. 
• Oulelri, $1mpft tulrd'watt I software ln ..allatlon. 
• Use tor Fore-Ign langu.~g•lralnlnSI I communk:atlon-. 
• for Bu-II!'Mn: f1'11n11'9. Side~· ......cnUrasp, ~FIX 
• For EnglnMring: F~Gerl., ONt YolceALarrM. SWrage ~-
• Forfwi:Q~'VOuf().wf)S<:Iu'IOsf'orGames.Mer"lb.II'Voiol 
Ordo•d00-96,...11 !!l Silicon Shack FAX: 4.,..,,._..,, 

51~0 Campbell Ave. #11 2, San Jose, CA 95130. 

Technical: 408-446-4521 
A..d:t<H" fllf.E PROD UCT CATALOG ofiB.\1 -I"C sound prod lN:ls. 


O.V.Joper•: Add T'l.lfi)O$ounel · PC audio •ngLne to youf product 

·.......--~-::;:_~....::!..,---:='===: .. --..... 


Circle 235 oil Inquiry Card. 

IPC BASED UNIVERSAL 
DEVICE PROGRAMMER $695/895 1 
o 	 ,.,..,..... D'./EPIIOMs, MlatO., BIJ'Ol.Ub,PAU, GA4 UW.. PULS. 

(QU'fem libraries suppon: ~900dtvic:es t.,O¥t.r J5 maaufacturen). 
o 	Softwvtd"- pjo d"-< D/4 _.... P_....,.ltllvoiiiJ<'(8bio 

DACI used lo aener•te voltqa from :5-25V widl 0.1 V resolution fo r all pim.). 
• Fu1 deYkc JltOCIInUilinc. f verify I rud ria dedica~d parallel in1ctf:1CC. 
• U,...._Wt ror riri..U, • •Y hlt•n Pf'OII'UI~Ub&a ckvka •P t• 41 pllu. 
• Selt-sublislenl opr-r1tion.. No lllld.itional rllOCiules or phq-ia ldaptcn required. 
• 	 IDdudcs wet frieodly MEMORY BUFFF...a FUU. SCit.F.£N EDrTOR. 

Commanck include: F'..U. MO¥e, Insert, Dckt.c, Se1reh. Data c.otry can be done 
i.c ASCllorHEXfonn. FtJSI:MAP EDITOR (or L.opcdevices . 

• Fritodly M••·Driftll la&Kfaoct. ~ ie-lectioa by PIN and Mae•fadiA"tf', 
• SupPOrts tnf.t'Jl\liiQte-...,!foraala. 
• f'rOcnmmiftl alpcil.h.ms: N...,l. leltll,._. I A II, Qtlkk Palte ,,......., 


_.._ Auumwic ~lcnion of r.s1~t at&orltl\m for any p..c.n pan. 

• Verify opcntloa performed at normal & WCrll case operatlna, YO!tqe. 
• 	 Fud.ioul tal: I EDEC !itandard runctional tcsdnt. for 5oi:ic devices.. 

TTl. Losk l\mc:'tionalle51 ror 74:a/S4:o: scrie• dc:vic:a and meiJKH}' devitc: s.. 
TC)l library can be updated b)' lh.c wet. User ddirutNr tr11 pattrrn 1r;ncn.tion. 

• 	 File fOtmlilsiK'CICJ'1C-d; JED£C (r.ll), J EDEC(bnal), ~••ry, MOSTtdl· 

H&ov. MotN'Oia Ha. lattl Hu. TN.tr'MI:I tid. 


• 	 a ... prift ($695) include$ Interface wd. c.bk. Memory+ Mlcto +Bipolar 
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F ROM TIME 10 TIME WE 
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to send our subscribers material about 
their products. We take great care to 
screen these companies, choosing on
ly those who are reputable, and whose 
products, services, or information we 
feel would be of interest to you . Direct 
mail is an efficient medium for present
ing the latest personal computer goods 
and services to our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate 
this controlled use of our mailing list, 
and look forward to finding informa
tion of interest to them in the mail. 
Used are our subscribers' names and 
addresses only (no other information 
we may have is ever given). 

While we believe the distribution of 
this information is of benefit to our 
subscribers, we firmly respect the 
wishes of any subscriber who does not 
want to receive such promotional litera
ture. Should you wish to restrict the 
use of your name, simply send your re
quest to the following address. 
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ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 

P.O. Box 555 

HIGHTSTOWN , NJ 08520 
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87 COMPUADD 107-110 

332 COMPUADD (INT'L) Cll ,1 

553 COMPUTER SALES PROF 90NE-13 

554 COMPUTER SALES PROF 90NE·13 

555 DATA TRANS SYSTEMS,INC 90NE-1 5 

558 DATA TRANS SYSTEMS.INC 90NE·15 

582 DATA TRANS SYSTEMS.INC 11090-3 

583 DATA TRANS SYSTEMS ,INC 90S0-3 


87 DELL COMPUTER (N.A.) Cll ,1 

" 
DELL COMPUTER (N.A.) 53 

DELL COMPUTER (N.A.) 54,55 


110 DELL COMPUTER (N .A.) 51.57 

DELL COMPUTER (N.A.) SU-B 


584 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS 90S0·20 

585 OERBYTECH COMPUTERS 90S0.20 

aoe DERBYTECH COMPUTERS tOMW-20 

807 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS80MW·20 

100 DOLCH COMPUTER 51 


ELONEX 9015-55 

104 ERGO COMPUTERS M,l7 

101 EVE REX SYSTEMS SA-C 

107 FALCO DATA PRODUCTS 181 

557 FD MICROSYSTEMS 90NE·18 

558 FD MICROSYSTEMS 90NE·1 8 

see FD MICROSYSTEMS IIOS0-5 

517 FD MICROSYSTEMS 90S0·5 

111 FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY 85 

112 FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY 15 


GATEWAY 2000 28A-D 
GATEWAY 2000 901S·MA-8 


438 GENITEC .INC 901&-87 

437 GENITEC,INC 901S-17 

431 GETRONICS COMPUTER PR00901S-27 

see HSS 8050-9 

518 HSS 8050·8 

130 H.CO COMPUTER PRODUCTS 375 

131 H.CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS 375 

133 IME COMPUTERS 382 

134 IME COMPUTERS 382 

444 INTERQUAD LTD 901S·5 

147 JAMECO 282,283 

141 JEMINI ELECTRONICS 358 

151 KILA SYSTEMS 378 

452 KNAPCO toiS·38 

453 KNAPCO 9015-38 

454 LONGSHINE ELECT CORP 8015-11 

455 LOYALTY FOUNDER ENT 9015-75 

559 LUCKY COMPUTER 90NE·11 

sao LUCKY COM PUTER IIONE-11 

590 LUCKY COMPUTER . 11050-7 

581 LUCKY COMPUTER . . tOS0-7 

801 LUCKY COMPUTER 90MW·5
-LUCKY COMPUTER . 90MW-5 

821 LUCKY COMPUTER -C-1 

829 LUCKY COMPUTER 90PC-1 

582 MANCHESTER EQUIPME T 90NE·1 


MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT toNE-A ,B 

172 MEGA TEL COMPUTER CORP 241 

173 MEGA TEL COMPUTER CORP 274 

583 MICROCOM . 90NE-3 

811 MICROCOM 90MW-3 

584 MYOOA,INC 9DNE-24 

565 MYODA,INC toNE·24 

584 MYODA,INC 8050-11 

585 MYODA.INC 11050·11 

823 MYOOA.INC 80MW·11 

824 MYODA.INC . IIOMW·11 

831 MYOOA,INC 90PC-5 

832 MYODA.INC . 90PC-5 

186 NORTHGATE COMPUTER . . . 211 

197 NORTHGATE COMPUTER . 212,213 

198 NORTH GATE COMPUTER . 214,215 

191 NORTH GATE COMPUTER . .. .. 218 

200 NORTHGATE COMPUTER . . 218,219 

118 PC SOLUTIONS toMW-7 

817 PC SOLUTIONS . 90MW-7 

480 PHILIPS HOME OFFICE OIV 11015-51 

224 RADIO SHACK CIV 

572 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . toNE-22 

573 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . 90NE·22 

801 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 9050.15 

802 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 90S0.15 

818 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 80MW· 15 

820 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . tOMW-15 

131 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . 90PC.13 

840 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . 90PC-13 

574 SAINT CROIX CORP 90NE-5 

575 SAINT CROIX CORP . . . . . . . toNE·5 

821 SAINT CROIX CORP .. .. 90MW·1 

822 SAINT CROIX CORP .. 90MW-1 

485 SIEMENS NIXDORF INFO SVS 11015-16,17 

282 TANDON CORPORATION .... 20 ,21 

578 TANGENT 90NE-19 


http:11050.17


To get further Information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader 
service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry 
number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service 
by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions. • Correspond directly with company. 

Inquiry No. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS . 35 
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS ... 154A-B 

2t7 TEXAS MICROSYSTEM$ . 154,155 
471 TI'KO COMPUTERS . . . . . . 8015-25 
472 TOP-LINK COMPUTER CO,LTD 901S..2 
281 TAl-STAR COMPUTER CORP .. 7 
300 XEC COMPUTER PROD, INC 150 
301 XEC COMPUTER PROD, INC .. 150 
305 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS Ull 
3011 ZEOS INTERNATIONAL . . . 76,n 
310 Z·WORLD ENGINEERING 372 
311 Z-WORLD ENGINEERING 372 

U2 	 UPS 

4011 AGC ELECTRONICS CORP 801S·" 
40 BEST POWER TECH ,INC 352 

BEST POWER TECH 901S-88A-B 
452 KNAPCO . . . . 901S·36 
4 53 KNAPCO . . . . 9015·36 
2011 PARA SYSTEMS 105 
603 TRIPP LITE 9050·16 
60. TRIPP LITE 9050·18 
"8 UP-SAFE INDUSTRIAL CORP90lS·30 

SOFTWARE 

1143 APPLE/MAC- APPLICATIONS
Scltnll!lc/Technlcol 

233 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . 330 

U4 APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS-

Mjacellaneoua 


571 REASONABLE SOLUTIONS 90NE-17 
500 REASONABLE SOLUTIONS 9050·1 
618 REASONABLE SOLUTIONS 90MW·9 
638 REASONABLE SOLUTIONS 90PC·9 

US IBMIMSOOS APPLICATIONS-
ButlntMOIIIct 

317 ALPHASOFTWARECORP . 242 ,243 
626 ANDSOR RESEARCH ,INC 90PC-10 

25 ARC TANGENT. INC . 3n 
28 ARC TANGENT, INC .. 3n 
39 BELL ATLANTIC (N.A.) .. 165 

COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD . 330 
83 DATACAP, INC ... 137 

102 ELEX INTERNATIONAL ...... . 205 
431 ELEX INTERNATIONAL, INC 9015-10 
110 FIRSTMAR K TECH LTD .. 124 
'35 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS 9015-8 
138 INGENIO .... .. . .. .. 320 
165 LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP .45 

MICROSOFT . . . . . 1 II 
2.25 RAIMACORPORATION .8 9 
229 RECOGNITACORP ... .. 11 4 
231 ROYKORE 138 

U8 IBMIMSOOS APPLICATIONs
Scltnllflc/TtehnlcaI 

24 AN NABOOKS 290 
251 APL ' PLUS/STSC . . 158 
25t APL ' PLUSISTSC . 15 I 

• CADRE TECHNOLOGIES .. BONE·7 
625 COMPETITIVEADYANTAGE TECH ICIIIW·1I 

COMPUTER SOLUTIONS . 11018.aiiC-D 
14 DIGITALK . . 23 

1511 LOGICALDEVICES . 3n 
150 LOGICALDEVICES . 3n 
119 NATlONAL INSTRUMENTS . ClII 
207 PATTON & PATION . 10. 
2U PHAR LAP SOFTWARE .. . 11 5 
233 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS ... 330 
23' SEQUITER SOFTWARE,INC . 270 
250 SPECTRUM .. . . . . 258 

SPSS (U.K.) LTD .. . . 901$·81E-F 
283 STATSOFT ........ ... ....... 11 3 
271 TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE CORP I 7 
2n TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE CORP II7 
2M WARD SYSTEMS GROUP,INC . . 202 
285 WARD SYSTEMS GROUP,INC . . 202 

' WATCOM PRODUCTS . . . . . . . 303 
298 WINTEK 372 

147 IBMIMSDOS APPLICATIONS -
Mltctllanoou• 

57 CAERECORP ......... 247 
110 FIRSTMARK TECHN LTD . '' . 12 4 

MICROSOFT . ... 8,9 
231 ROYKORE . . 138 

In qulryNo. 

148 IBMIMSDOS- CAD 

20 AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS 191 
322 ELCEE COMPUTEK . 307 
323 ELCE E COMPUTE K . . . 307 
842 EVOLUTIONCOMPUTING 90UW·13 
843 EVOLUTIONCOMPUTING 90UW· 13 

1411 IBMIMSDOS- COMMUNICATIONS 

418 COMPEX ,INC . . 901S-4e 
419 COMPEX,INC . . ... 90IS-4e 

DELAINA TECHNOLOGY,INC188A-B 
93 DELAINA TECHNOLOGY,INC .. 117 
99 DIVERSIFIEDCOMP SYS,INC 374 

318 GALACTICOMM . 370 
150 KEA SYSTEMS LTD ... .. 1611 

950 IBMIMSOOS - GRAPHICS 

44 BOFFIN LTD . 281 
45 BOFFIN LTD . 281 
75 COREL SYSTEMS CORP 49 
78 COREL SYSTEMS CORP 49 

322 ELCEE COMPUTEK . 307 
323 ELCE E COMPUTE K 307 
458 MICROGRAFX 901S-23 
201 NOVA, INC . . . . . . . . , 137 
287 VERMONT CREATlVE SOFTWARE 33 

951 IBMIMSDOS- LAN 

102 ELEX I NTE ANA TIONAL ... 205 
431 ELEX INTERNATlONAL,INC 8015-10 
182 MOTOROLA 70,71 
183 MOTOROLA . . 70,71 
329 PALINDROME (INT'L) . .. 55 
330 PALINDROME (INT'L) . .. 55 

852 IBMIMSDOS- LANGUAGES 

258 APL • PLUSISTSC . . . . 151 
259 APL' PLUSISTSC 158 
413 BLAISE COMPUTlNG . 11015-22 
48 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . 11 
47 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . 11 
84 CNS,INC . 321 

320 GEM TECHNOLOGY,INC 327 
321 GEM TECHNOLOGY,INC . . . .. 327 
439 GLOCKENSPIEL . . . . . . 8015-31 
152 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN ,INC . 218 
155 LAHEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 282 
174 MERIDIAN SOFTWARE SYS,INC 190 
175 MERIDIAN SOFTWARE SYS.INC 1M 
830 MET AWARE . 90PC-7 
110 MIX SOFTWARE 3011 
111 MKS .... ... 339 
181 NANTUCKET . 291 
218 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . 83,65 
220 PSEUDOCORP . . 378 
225 RAIMACOAPORATION .. I I 
221 RAINDROP SOFTWARE . 141 
483 SALFORDSNIMAAXETI~ LTD 9015·40 
254 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . . . 2011 
255 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE 2011 
2113 VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD . 370 
308 ZORTECH . INC . . . 7 5 
3011 ZORTECH ,INC . 3 II 

853 IBMIM5DOS - UTILITEs 
401 313 AlE LTD . .. 9015-3II 

43 BLACK & WHITE I NT'L . . 307 
418 CLARION SOFlWARE . . 9015-37 
417 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . . . 9015·3 7 
825 COMPETITIVEADYANTAGE TECH90UW18 
314 COMPUTER AIDED TECH,INC . 2t2 
315 COMPUTER AIDED TECH ,INC 2t2 
U DIGITALK . ... .. . ............ 23 

111 GENESIS DEVELOPMENT .... 275 
119 GENESIS DEVELOPMENT .. 275 
121 GREENVIEW DATA . . . 15 1 

HEWLETT·I'IICKARO NETWORK PROD 217 
411 ISLAND SYSTEMS . . 8015-83 
412 ISLAND SYSTEMS ........ 9015-83 
152 KNOWLEDGE GAROEN,INC . 281 
250 LANDMARK/SUPERSOFT . 214 
4U MSE LTD (MASHOV) .. . .. 9018·35 
185 MULTISCOPE,INC . . 251 

MULTISCOPE,INC . 250A-B 
202 OAKLAND GROUP,INC . . . . . . 248 
5611 ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS 90NE·2 0 
5811 ON TRACK COMPUTER SYS 90NE·2 0 
588 ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS 11080·1 4 
599 ONTRACKCOMPUTER SYSIIOS0·1 4 
814 ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS . 90MW·1 4 
815 ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS . 90UW·1 4 
835 ONTAACK COMPUTER SYS 90PC-1 I 
831 ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS IOPC-1 8 

Inqulry No. "-geNo. 

570 PROTOV IEW DEVMNT CORP 90NE·214 
137 PROTOVIEW DEVMNT CORP 90PC·12 
223 QUARTERDECK 80,81 
2611 TEST TECHNOLOGY 370 
281 UPGRADES.ETC 3n 

II54 OTHER APPUCATIONS
Sclentlllc/Ttchnlcal 

Inquiry No. "-ge No. 

553 COMPUTER SALES PROF . IIONE-13 
554 COMPUTER SALES PROF . 90NE·13 

72 COMPUTER LANE ... , 3811 
514 DEABYTECH COMPUTERS 9050·20 
585 DER BYTECH COMPUTERS 9050·20 
6011 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS90MW·20 
807 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS90MW·20 
557 FD MICAOSYSTEMS . 90NE·18 
558 FD MICROSYSTEMS 90NE·18 
581 FD MICROSYSTEMS 90SD-5 
517 FD MICROSYSTEMS . . . 9050·5 
101 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL371 
1011 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL371 
440 GREY MATTER . .. . . 9015-15 
122 GUI CLEARINGHOUSE . 285 
130 H.CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS 375 
131 H.CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS 375 
132 IC EXPRESS . . . 379 

8 JDR MICRODEVICES 387·388 
7 JDR MICRODEVICES . 387-389 

141 JDR MICAOOEVICES . 352 
610 LY BEN COMPUTER . . . IIOMW-19 
581 	 LYBEN COMPUTER SYS 90NE·18 
582 LYBEN COMPUTER SYS 90S0-1e 

• 	 MARK WILLIAMS COMPANY . . . 95 
MICROCOMPUTER MKTG CNCL 378 
MlCROCOtoiPLTEA MKTG CNCL 90MW·18 
MICROCOMPLTERMKTG CNCL~NT 'L) 165 

584 MYODA.INC 90NE·24 
515 MYOOA,INC IIONE·24 
594 MYDOA,INC 9050-11 
5115 MYODA,INC 9050·11 
823 MYODA,INC 90MW·11 
824 MYODA,INC . 90MW·11 
83 1 MYODA,INC 90PC-5 
832 MYODA,INC 90PC-5 
182 NEVADA COMPUTER 384 
181 NORTHGATECOMPUTER . 211 
197 NORTHGATE COMPUTER . 212,213 
198 NOATHGATE COMPUTER .. 214 ,215 
199 NORTHGATE COMPUTER 216 
200 NORTHGATE COMPUTER . 218 ,218 
205 PACIFIC COMPUTER 250 
111 PCSOLUTlONS . 90MW·7 
817 PC SOLUTIONS . . . 90MW·7 
218 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE 83 ,85 

PROGRAMMER'SSHOP 118,119 
412 OUOTHA32 .. . . ........ 901S_.5 


REASONABLE SOLUTIONS9015·81A-11 
572 RESOURCE CDNCEPTS,INC 90NE·22 
873 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 90NE·22 
801 RESOURCECONCEPTS.INC . 9050·1 5 
502 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 90S0·15 
818 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . 90UW·15 
120 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 90UW· 15 
831 RESOURCECONCEPTS,INC . 90PC-13 
840 RESOURCE CONCEPTS,INC . 90PC-13 
574 SAINT CROIX CORP . 90NE·5 
575 SAINT CROIX CORP .. 90NE· 5 
621 SAINTCROIXCORP . 90MW· 1 
122 SAINT CROIX CORP . . . ... 90MW· 1 
237 SN'W ELECTRONICS & COMP , 212 

SOFTLINE 901S-n 
418 SOFTWARE CONST . . . . . 9015·43 
274 TOTE-A-LAP . 368 ,367 
213 TP ENTERPRISE, INC . 382 
283 UNICORN ELECTRONICS 385 
285 UNIVERSAL MEMORY 385 
4n USA SOFTWARE . . . . . . 9015·33 
282 VLEERMUIS . .. 171 
3011 ZEDS INTERNATIONAL . 7&,n 

963 MISCELLANEOUS 

I 3M . ...... 15 
28 ASHTON-TATE ' ' 12,13 
28 ASHTON-TATE ' 12,13 

415 BYTE PUBLICATlONS 9016-81 
231 DATAFLOW AUTOMATA 124 
430 ELECTRO SERVICE CORP . 801S..I 

NSTL .......... , BOPC-15 
208 PC COMPUTlEA RENTAL . 370 
2111 THE INTERFACE GROUP 322,323 

964 ON·LINE 
SERVICES 

450 BIX . 332,333 
BIX . . . 277,337,340 
BIX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BOPC-14 

52 BYTE PUBLICATIONSIDEMOLINK . 349 
442 I·COMIIOIOMA . . 9018·41 

965 OPERATING 
SYSTEMS 

MARK WILLIAMS COMPANY . . . e5 

212 DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE LTD . 122 
105 ESIX SYSTEMS .. 37 

955 OTHER APPLICATIONS
MIK•IItnoout 

49 BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUB . U 
50 BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUB . 94 

232 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION .. 73 

858 OTHER-CAD 

170 MATHSOFT,INC . 217 
281 TRI·STAR COMPUTER CORP 7 

957 OTHER - CROSS DEVELOPMENT 

117 GCOM,INC . 370 
144 INTEL CORP . 352 
447 lXI LTD . . . . . . . . . ....... 9015·51 
284 UNIVERSAL CROSS·ASSMBLRS 374 

858 OTHER- LANGUAGES 

258 APL • PLUSISTSC 
259 APL' PLUSISTSC 

. 

. 
'. 158 
. 151 

95e OTHER  UTII.ITES 

121 GREENVIEW DATA .... 
221 RAINDROP SOFTWARE . 

. 151 
148 

960 DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING. 

322 ELCEE COMPUTEK . 307 
323 ELCEE COMPUTEK 307 

961 EDUCATIONAU 
INSTRUCTIONAL 

9 ABACUS 325 
10 	ABACUS . . . . . .... 325 

BYTE BACK ISSUES ....... 30.,318 
BYTE BACK ISSUES . 9015-48,14 

51 	 BYTE BITS 388 
414 	BYTE BITS . . 9015-51 

BYTE BOOK CLUB . . . . .. 298A-II 
BYTE BOOK CLUB . 299 
BYTE CARD DECK . . 342 
BYTE SUB MESSAGE 338 
BYTEWEEKINEWSLETIER . 348 

53 B&C MICROSYSTEMS . 3n 
54 	 B&C MICROSYSTE MS . 37T 

C USERS JOURNAL .... eGIS-liE-F 
CCMVMH 148 

5113 	 DEXPO SPRING • . . IIOSD-13 
NR !/MCGRAW-HILL . . . . . 282A-B 
OBJECT MAGAZINE .... 901S-81C-D 
THE INTERFACE GROUP 329 
UNIXWORLD . 330A-B 
UNIXWORLD . . . ........... 331 

2111 WIE SEMANN & THEIS GMBH . 374 

962 MAIL ORDER/ 
RETAIL 

402 3EST • USA .. . .. . . . 901S-80 
13 ADD ON AMERICA . . 378 

407 AMDS LTD .. .... ..... . . 11018·31 
111 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . 370 
22 AMT,INT'L . . . . . . . . . . 373 
23 ANN & ANTHONY (OAI) . . .. 371 

408 AROUND THE WORLD .... . 8015·32 
4011 ATICO 901$-28,28 
38 B&BELECTRONICS . .. .. 3n 

BUYERS MART .. , .. . ... 353- 311 
55 B&C MICROSYSTEMS . . . . . . . 3711 

420 COMPEX INTERNATIONAL . 9018-80 
421 COMPUCLASSICS . . . eDIS-8 
422 COMPUSAVE INT'L . . 9015-41 
423 COMPUTER QUICK 9015·54 

APRIL 199! • BYTE 385 
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REQUEST FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION BY FAX 

Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. Your request for information will be processed immediately! 

Circle the numbers on 
Inquiry Card below which 
match the inquiry numbers 
assigned lo items of interest 
to you. 


FlUout this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. 


Name (Check one.) 
I 0 MJS/DP 

Title 2 0 Programmer/Systems Analyst 
3 0 Administration/Management 

Company • 0 Sales/Marketing 
s 0 Engineer/Scientist 
6 0 OtherAddress 

B. What is your level of m&Jlal!emenl 

City responsibility? 
1 0 Senior-level 
8 0 Middle-levelState/Province Zip 
9 0 Professional 

C. Are you a reseller (VAR , VAD, Dealer, 
( ) Consultant)? 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Country 

10 0 Yes 11 0 No 

Inquiry Numbers 1-495 Inquiry Numbers 496-990 

Remove this page or copyPrint your name, address, Check off the answers to 
thi s page clearly andand fax number clearly onquestions "A" through "E". 

the form . 

A. What is your primary job 
function/principal area of responsibility? 

fax it to the number above. 

D. What operating systems are you currently 
using? (Check al l that apply.) 
12 0 PC/MS-OOS 
13 0 OOS + Windows 
1• D OS/2 
ISO UNIX 
16 0 MacOS 
11 0 VAX/VMS 

E. For how many people do you influence the 
purchase of hardware or software? 
18 0 1- 25 
19 0 26-50 
2{1 0 5t- 99 
21 0 100 or more 

Inquiry Numbers 991·1 479 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 496 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 991 992 993 994 995 996 997 998 999 1 000 1 001 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 507 508 509 510 5 11 51 2 513 514 515 516 517 1002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 528 1013 1014 101510161017101810191020 1021 1022 1023 

34 35 36 37 36 39 40 41 42 43 44 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 536 539 1024 1025 1026 1027 1028 1029 1030 1031 1032 1033 1034 
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 540 541 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550 1~1~10~1~1~1~10010421~ 1 0441045 

56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 551 552 553 554 555 556 557 556 559 560 561 1046 1047 1048 10491050 1051 105210531054 1055 1056 

67 66 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 n 562 563 564 565 566 567 566 569 570 571 572 1057 1056 1059 1060 106110621063 1064 1065 10661067 
78 79 80 8 1 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 573 574 575 576 5n 578 579 580 581 562 563 1066 10691 0701071 107210731074 1075 1076 10771078 

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 584 585 586 587 588 589 590 591 592 593 594 1079 1080 1081 1082 1083 10841085 1086 1087 1088 1089 
100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 11 0 595 598 597 598 599 600 801 602 603 604 605 1090 10911092109310941095109610971098 109911 00 

111 112 113 114 11 5 116 117 118 119 120 121 606 607 608 609 610 611 612 61 3 614 615 61 6 1101 11021103 1104 1105110611071108 1109 111011 11 

122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 617 618 819 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 11121113111411 15111611171118 111911 2011211 122 

133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 635 636 637 636 1123 1124112511261127112611291130 1131 11321133 

144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 639 640 841 642 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 11341135113611371136113911401141114211431144 
155 156 157 158 159 160 16 1 162 163 164 165 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 656 659 660 1145 114611471148 114911501151 1152 11531154 1155 

166 167 166 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 661 662 863 864 665 666 667 666 669 670 671 11561157115811591160116111621163116411651166 

1n 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 672 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 661 682 t167tt6811691170 11 7 11172 11731174 1175117611n 

188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 863 864 665 668 667 668 669 690 691 692 693 11781179118011811182118311841185118611871188 

199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 694 695 696 697 698 699 700 701 702 703 704 11 891190 1191 11921193 1194 11951196 1197 11981 199 

210 211 212 213 214 21 5 216 217 218 21 9 220 705 706 707 708 709 71 0 711 712 713 714 715 1200 1201 1202 12031204 1205 120612071208 1209 121 0 

221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 716 717 71 8 719 720 721 722 723 724 725 726 1211 1212 12131214 1215 1216 12171218 12191220 1221 

232 233 234 235 236 237 236 239 240 24 1 242 727 728 729 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 122212231224 1225 1226 1227 122812291230 1231 1232 

243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 738 739 740 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748 12331234 1235 12361237 1236 123912401241 1242 1243 

254 255 256 257 256 259 260 261 . 262 263 264 749 750 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 758 759 1~tm 1 -1M71-1~12601~1~1~ 1 ~ 

265 266 267 266 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 760 761 762 763 764 765 766 767 766 769 no 1•1•1~1a8t•1260tm1~t~1•1~ 

276 2n 278 279 280 281 262 283 284 285 286 771 n 2 n 3 n4 n5 n 6 7n n a 779 780 781 12661267 1266126912701271 12721273 1274 12751276 

287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 782 783 784 785 786 787 788 789 790 791 792 12n 1278 127912801281 12821283 1284 t285 t286 t 287 

298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 800 801 802 803 1288 1289 12901291 1292 1293 1294 1295 12961297 1298 

309 310 311 3 12 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 804 805 806 807 808 809 810 811 812 813 814 129913001301 13021303 13041305 130613071308 1309 

320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 815 816 817 818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 1310 1311 131213131314 1315 1316 1317 1318 13191320 

331 332 333 334 335 336 337 336 339 340 341 826 827 828 829 830 831 832 833 834 835 836 1321 132213231324 132513261327 1328 132913301331 

342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 837 836 839 640 841 842 843 844 845 846 847 1332 1 3331334133513361W13361D1~1W1~ 

353 354 355 356 357 356 359 360 361 362 363 648 849 850 851 852 853 854 855 856 857 856 134313441345 1346 1347 13481349 1350 1351 13521353 

364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 859 860 861 862 863 864 865 666 867 868 869 1354 135513561357135813591360 1361 136213631364 

375 376 3n 378 379 360 361 362 383 384 385 870 871 872 873 874 875 876 an 878 879 880 1365 136613671366 1369 1370 1371 1372 13731374 1375 

386 367 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 881 882 883 884 885 668 887 668 889 890 891 1376 t3n 1378 13791360 t36t 1362 136313641385 1386 

397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899 900 901 902 1387 1368 1369 13901391 1392 1393 1394 1396 1396 1397 

408 409 410 411 41 2 413 41 4 41 5 416 417 41 8 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 91 0 911 912 913 1398 13991400 1401 140214031404 1405 14061407 1408 

419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 429 91 4 915 916 91 7 918 919 920 921 922 923 924 14091410 1411 1412141314141415 14161417141 81 419 

430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 436 439 440 925 926 927 928 929 930 931 932 933 934 935 tm 1 Wt~~~~-~-~~~~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ 

441 442 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450 451 936 937 936 939 940 941 942 943 944 945 946 1431 143214331434 14351436 1437 1436 143914401441 

452 453 454 455 456 457 456 459 480 461 462 947 948 949 950 951 952 953 954 955 956 957 1~1443 1 4441-1~1~ 1 ~1~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 

463 484 465 486 467 466 469 470 471 472 473 958 959 960 961 962 963 964 965 986 967 968 1453 1454 1455 14561 4571458 1459 1460 1461 14621463 

474 475 476 4n 478 479 480 481 482 463 484 969 970 971 972 973 974 975 976 9n 978 979 1464 146514661467 1466 1469 1470 1471 147214731474 

485 486 487 486 489 490 49 1 492 493 494 495 980 981 982 983 984 985 986 987 988 989 990 1475 14761 477 1478 1479 

0 I subscribe to BITE. 0 I do not subscribe to BYl'E. 0 Please send me one year ofBYTE Magazine for $24. 95 and bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only. 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
DYNAMIC RAMS 
PARTI SIZ! SPIED 

411&-1110 1638ob1 150ns 16 
4184-150 65536x1 !SOns 16 
4184-120 65536•1 120no 16 
4184-100 65536:r1 l OOns 16 
-12 6SS36x4 120no 18 
4125&-150 2621«x1 I SOns 16 
4125&-120 262144•1 120ns 16 
4125&-100 262144xl lOOns 16 
4125&-80 262144x1 liOns 16 
41425&-100 2ti2144x4 100no 20 
414255-80 262144JC4 liOns 20 
1MB-120 lo.<8576x1 120oo 18 
IMB-100 104857ex1 lOOns 18 
IMB-80 lo.<8576x 1 SOns 16 
1MB-70 1o.<8576l1 70nt 18 
1MB-50 lo.<8576xl 60nt 18 

SIMM SIP MODULES 
PARTI SIZE SPIED 1'011 

412HAIB-80 256K x9 60nt SIMMIPC 
42100DA88-10 IMBx8 lOOns SIMMIMAC 
421 OIIOAIB-10 1MBx9 lOOns SIMMIPC 
421 OODA88-80 IMBx9 80ns SIMMIPC 
42100DA88-IIO IMBx9 60ns SIMMIPC 
2~ 256K X 9 80ns SIP/PC 
25eKriSII40 256K X 9 -· SIP/PC 
1MIIIdiSIP.10 1MBK9 lOOns SIP/PC 
IMBJdiSIP-80 IMBx9 liOns SIP/PC 

MATH CO..PROCESSORS 

intJ ·

CYRIX Co-PROCESSORS 

83087-16 16 MHz 
83087·20 20 MHZ 
83087-25 25MHt 

271&-1 2048xB 
2732A ..096x8 
2784 8192x8 
27114-250 8192:t:8 
2784-200 8192xB 
27128 ,63&b8 
271281.·200 16384x8 
27256 32768xB 
27C2141 32768x8 
mu 6SS36x8 

35Cns 25V 
2SOns 21V- 12.5V 
2SOns 12.5V 
200ns 12.5V 
250ns 12.5V 
200115 12.5V 
250ns 12.5V 
250nl 12.5V 
2SOns 12.5V 

24 
24 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

1.41 
2.41 
2..81 
:ue 
3.15 
1.15 
2.15 
2.25 
2.75 
us 
1.95 
7.15 
1.15 
1.15 
10.75 
11 .05 

PIIIC£ 
33.15 
71.95 
71.15 
88.15 
1111 .15 
33.15 
311.85 
71.115 
88.15 

4.15 
3.15 
3.115 
3.15 
4.41 
3.115 
4.15 
4.15 
5.115 
5.15 

MCT'S MODULAR 
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 
UKJHorro--,-.,.AUA - 1 

HOST ADAPTOR CARD/CABLE 
12 915 

• UNIVERSAL INTE RFACE FOR THE PROGFIAMMING MOD· 
ULESI · SE LECTABLE ADDRESSES PREVENTS CONFLICTS 
MOD· MAC 

,~... UNIVERSAL 
MODULE 

$49995 

• PROGRAMS EPROMS. 
EEPROMS. PALS. BI·POLAR PROMS. 

8748 & 875 1 SERIES DEVICES: 16V8 AND 
20V8 GALS(GENERIC ARRAY LOGIC) FROM LATIICE. 

NS. SGS • TESTS TIL. CMOS. DYNAMIC & STATIC RAMS 
• LOAD DISK. SAVE DISK. EDIT, BLANK CHECK. PROGRAM. 
AUTO. READ MASTER, VERIFY AND COMPARE 

• TEXTOOL SOCKET FOR .3' TO 6' WIDE I CS (8·40 PINS) 
MOD-MUP .......................................................... $499.95 
MOD·MUP·EA 4·UNIT ADAPTOR ... $99.95 

EPROM MODULE $11 9 95 

• PROGRAMS 24·32 PIN EPROMS. CMOS EPROM$ & 16K TO 
1024K EEPROM$ • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER • AUTO. 
BLANK CHECK/PROGRAM/VERIFY • VPP 5, 12.5, 12.75. 13, 21 
& 25 VOLTS • NORMAL, INTELLIGENT, INTERACTIVE & OUICK 
PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS 
MOD·MEP ......................................................... $119.95 
MOO.MEP-4 4· EPAOM PROGRAMMER ............... $169.95 
MOD·MEP-8 8-EPROM PROGRAMMER ............. $259.95 
MOD·MEP·16 16·EPAOM PROGRAMMER ............. $499.95 

PAL MODULE $24995 

• PROGRAMS MMI. NS. Tl20 & Tl24 PIN DEVICES • BLANK 
CHECK, PROGRAM. AUTO. READ MASTER VERIFY AND 
SECURITY FUSE BLOW 
MOD·MPL 

ENTRY LEVEL PAL DEVELOPMENT KIT FROM CUPL 

MOo.MPL·SOFT 

OTHER PROGRAMMING MODULES ••• 
MQ[).MMP MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMER 179.95 
MOD-MIC DIGITAL IC & MEMORY TESTER 129.95 

BI-POLAR PROM PROGRAMMER 

MOLDED CABLES 
100" SHIELDED 
• 6. 12 OR 25' PRINTER CABLES 
• 06·25 TO 36-PIN CENTRONICS 
CBL·PIIINTER 6FT. CABLE ........ $'3.95 
CBL·PANTR· 12 12FT. CABLE ..... $12.95 
CBL·PRHTR ·25 25FT. CABLE .... $15.95 

CBL·PRHTR·AA 
CBL· DB2S.MM 
CBL·DB2S.MF 
CBL-9-SEAIAL 
CBL·CKT·MM 
CBL· KBO.EXT 
CBL·MHT·9 

RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER CABLE 
OB25 MALE·OB25 MALE 6FT . 
OB25 MALE-0825 FEMALE 6FT... 
089 FEMALE -0825 MALE 6FT 
36· PIN CENTRONICS·MIM 
KEYBOARD EXTENSION ... 
9-PIN MONITOR EXTENSION 

27C101 · 20 131072x8 200nt 12.5V 32 17.115 

·--------------· :~'!GE!?!'!..~~~NGERS
EPROM PROGRAMMER 
• PROGRAMS 27XX AND 27XXX 
EPAOMS UP TO 27512 · SPLIT OR 
COMBINE CONTENTS OF DIFFER· 
ENT SIZED EPROM$ (VARIOUS 
FORMATS AND VOLTAGES) 
• READ. WRI TE , COPY . BLANK 
CHECK AND VERIFY · HEX TO 
INTEL HEX CONVERSION SOFTWARE 
MOD-EPROM 

DATARASE II 
EPROM ERASER 

$12995 

GEN-25FF 0825 FEMALE/FEMALE 
GEN-9MM OB9 MAlEJMALE .. 
GEN-9FF 089 FEMALE/FEMALE .......................... .. 
GENDER· VG A 089-HIGH DENSITY 0815 ADAPTOR .. . 
GENo EA-9-25 089 TO OB25 SERIAL ADAPTOR 
GENDER·NU NULL MODEM ADAPTOR OB25P·OP255 

IMN'I- AVALUU' -CALL WI 

BREAKOUT BOXES 
RS-Z:U BOX W/24 SWITCHES. 12 LINE MONI· 
TORS· 10 BI-POLAR LEOS : JUMPER WIRES 
BRBOX· BO .................. ,_, ... _ .. __.............. $34.95 

DATA SWITCHBOXES 
RSS.2 2.WAY 08255 ................. $24.15 
RSS.3 3-WAY 08255 ................. $27.85 
RSS-4 4-WAY 08255 ................. $29.95 
ASS. X SERIAL CROSSOVER .... $29.15 
RSP.22-WAY FEMALE CEN36 . $24.95 
ASP-3 3·WAY FEMALE CEN36 . $27.95 
ASP-4 4-WAY FEMALE CEN36 . $29.95 LET TWO OR MORE 
AS9-2 2.WAY OB9S .................. $24.95 PC'S USE SAME DEVICE 

=~~~-~~I~J:.9~ROSSOVEA:::: OR VICE -VERSA 

IIAIIY  AVAA.UU -CAU W I 

I 

IUIIT SOLDERLESS 8088 $ 7~9 95 
BREADBOARD WITH DECODE 
• ADDRESS DECODING LOGIC, DATA BUFFERING. 2LSI CIR
CUITS FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL 00 & COUNTER -TIMER 
FUNCTIONS • LOGICALLY GROUPED • ACCESSES ALL 62 UO 
SIGNAL CONNECTIONS • CLEARLY LABELLED BUS LINES 
• ACCEPTS UP TO 24 FOURTEEN -PIN ICS ACCEPTS 9. 15, 25 
OR 37-PIN D·SUB CONNECTORS 
PDS-601 .................................................... . - ....... $79.95 
PD$-600 A60VE CARD WITHOUT DECODE . $49.95 
PDS-611 16-BIT BUS BREADBOARD WITH DECODE $89.95 
PDS-610 A60VE CARD WITHOUT DECODE ............. $59.95 

MORE PROTOTYPE CARDS: 
FA -4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE WI TH GOLD -PLATED EDGE
CARDFINGERS AND SILK -SCREENED LEGENDS 
JDR·PR1 B·BIT WITH ·5V AND GROUND PLANE .... $27.95 
JDR·PR2 AS ABOVE . WITH 110 DECODING LAYOUT $29.95 
JOR·PR2· PK PA2 BUFFERING.<OECODE PARTS KIT ... $8.95 
JDR-PR10 16-BIT WITH 110 DECODING LAYOUT ........ $34 .95 
JDR·PR10.PK PAlO BUFFERINGIDECODE PARTS ... $12.95 
JDR·PR16 16 -BIT WITH 110 DECODING FOR PSr.1 $49.95 
JDR·PR16PK PA16 PARTS KIT ..... .. .......... $15.95 
EXT-8088 8088·COMPATIBLE EXTENDER CARD ...... $29.95 
EXT-80286 286-COMPATIBLE EXTENDER CARD ........ $39.95 

PCODE DIAGNOSES 
SYSTEM PROB.LEIWS! 
TO DIAGNOSE. PLUG IT INTO A 
READ THE DISPLAY & CHECK THE 
FOR THE POWER-ON SELF-TEST CODE . 
SWITCHLESS AND JUMPEALESS DESIGN. 
COMPAT.W/80286 & 60386-SASED 
PCODE ........ ............................ $49.95 
PCODE+ WIOA PLUS VER.3. 12 $69.95 

/)fii"IJ~so 

HIGH-TECH 
SPOTLIGHT 

Many limes I am aslced !he questiOn. "Should I bu'/ a 
286, 386SX ot 386DX based motl\etbaard?" To partfally 
answer thai question, refer Ia lhls matrix: 

A!I2A6 ~~ 
RUNS EXISTING aoe8 SOFTWARf YES YES YES 
RUNS EXISnNG 80286 SOFTWARf YES YES YES 
RUNS 803U 5nCIFIC SOFTWARE (1 ) NO YES YES 
RUNS EXISTING S·SIT HARDWAI!E!2) YES YES YES 
RUNS EXISTI NG 16 ·811 HAllO WARE YES YES YES 
RUNS RUNS 32·811 MEMORY HAJ!D W. VES VES YES 

No l)<ovlslon has been made lot comparing _..cj or 
execution lot !he lhr- P<OCeS$01S . ExlsHng benchmarks 
usually run 80&8 code which Is unfair 1o !he 286 ond 386 
based boards. Even 80286 c ode w111 penalize on 80386 
l)<ocessor because H lolls lo lol<e advantage or Hs 
expanded capabilities. 

When upgrading from on &Oall ·bosed c omputer, be 
a ware or ollhe lollowlng: 1) You wiQ probol>ly need a 
new keyboard. 2) Most or your hardware will wO<k In a 
new rnolherboard wHh the exception ol some serial 
porl1 (which c on usually be upgraded to wO<k ). 3) II you 
move on exlst1ng &Oall· based hard disk controuer t o a 
80286 ot greater m ochlne. you should t ell the sal·up 
routine thai no hard drives e xist. 

DERICK MOORE, DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING 
(1) 1038610ftwore n<:ludes spectf\c vltfdon' or Unl~t. Xenb. , 
Nelworlt o.,.ratlng  · · OS/2., Windows, O.sqVIew. a nd 
many hlgh· end sclenlllc solullons Including CAD/ C AM/C AE. 

SOmo S·bll hardware won1  at• at higher bus speeds. 
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• NORTON S/45.9 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 50.8 
• 64K ZERO WAI T STATIC RAM CACHE 

• EXPAN DABLE TO 16MB ON BOARD USING SONS 256K OR 
1MB SIM MS (OKS INSTAlLED! • SOCKETED FOR 6031!7-JJOR 

8 16-BIT EXPANSION SLOTS 
• AMI BIOS ASS URES IBM COMPATIBIUTY • 8133MHZ 

MCT-386MBC·33 ..................................... .. .. .. . $1195.00 
............. .. ... .. . $999.00 

$2495 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE STANDARD SIZE MOTHERBOAR D 

FOR CADi CAMICAE WORKSTATION TASKS. LAN SERVER , 
MULTO-T ASKING. MULHUSER OR UNIX APPUCATIONS 
• INTEL 80486·25 CPU WI TH INTE RNAL 80387 FPU AND 8K 
CACHE • 128K CACHE MEMORY ON BOARD · EXPANDABLE 
TO 16MB ON BOARD USING 1MB X 9 SIMMS OR 256K X 9 

SOCKE TED FOR WEITE K 4167 
• EtGHT 16 -BIT BUS SLO TS· AMI BIOS 

• FU LLY COMPATIBLE 
WITH OSI2, NOVELL, DESOVtE W. UNIX , WINDO WS AND 

M C T-486MB25 ........ ....... .... .......................... $2,495.00 

1024X768 RESOLUT ION •.28MM DOT PITCH • COMPAHBLE 
WITH8514A, SUPERVGA, APPLE MAC n. VGA. EGA & CGA 

MUL Tl-30 .............................................. $649.00 

$429.95 

SEIKO 14' DUAL FIXED fREQUE NCY $599.00 

SEIKO 14'NON-INTERLACED VERS ION$749.00 

. $379.95 

$139.95 

$339.95 

. $139.95 

• FIVE 16 -BIT AN D THREE 6-BIT EXPANSION SLOTS · CHIPS & 
TECHNOLOGY NEW ENHANCED AD VANCED TECHNOLOGY 
{NEAD CHIPSET · SOC KET FOR 80387SX· 16 COPROCESSOR 
•8.5' X 13" SIZE FITS IN MINI -266 AND FULL-SIZE 266 CASES 

MCT-386SX . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. ... .................. $399 .95 
MCT-386SX·20 2DMH2 VERSION . .. ..... $499 .95 

20MHz NEAT 286 $389 95 

• NORTON Sl 21.0 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 26.3 
• EXPANDABLE TO 6MB ON BOARD · 20/IOMHl KEYBOARD 
SELECTABLE SPEEDS • AMI BtOS • CHIPS & TEC HNOLOGY 
NEW ENHANCED ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY {NEAD CHIPSET 
• SHADOW RM1 AN D PAGE INTERLE AVED MEMORY • FAST 0 
WA IT STATE OR 1 WAIT STATE FOR SLOWER RAM · FIVE 16· 
BIT AND THREE 8 -BIT SLOTS • SOCKET FOA 80267-12 MA TH 
CO-PROCESSOR 
MCT·M286·20N ....... ............... .......... .... ........ ... $389.95 
MCT M286 16N 16MH22661NEATCH IP SE T . $289.9 5 
MCT• M286-12N 12MHZ 28&/NEAT CHIPSET $269.9 5 

10MHz 8088 NORTONS/2.1 $9995 
• 8088· COMPATIBLE : OPERATES AT 4 77/IOMHz 
• KEYBOARD SELECTABLE CLOCK SPEEDS • SOCKET FOR 

8087· 1 COPROCESSOR • e SLOTS • MGT BIOS • 640 K RAM 
CAPACITY (0KB INSTALLEDI 
MCT-TURB0-10 . ....... ...... .... .... .... .. ..................... $99.9 5 

VGA 
PACKAGE 

$49995 

T RACKMAN $ 9 9 .95 
SERIAL VERSION NO CARD REO . 

TRACKMAN -B $ 9 9 .9 5 

LOGITECH 
• THREE ·BUTION SERIES 9 
• 320 DPI RESOLUTION · SERIAL PS/'2 COMPATIBLE 
LOGC9 SERIAL MOUSE 
l 0GC9·P SERIAL MOUSE WI TH PAINTSHOW . 

• l0GC9-CP SERIAL MOUSE WI TH PAlNTSHOW 
' LOGC9· C SERIAL MOUSE 

LOGB9 BUS MOUSE 
LOGB!t-P BUS MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW 
' NOT PS•< COMPATIBLE 

4800/2400 BPS 
FAX MODEM 
• <800 BAUD GROUP Ill FAX fRANSMI SS ION ONLY • 2400 
BPS DAIA MODEM • WIMENU DRIVEN PROFAX SOFTWARE 
· SENDS DOS TEXT. PCX & TIFF FILES 10 FAX TRANS 

MCT FAXM ....................... ............................. .. . $ 119.95 
MCT-24! INTERNAL 2400 BAUD DATA MODEM $89.95 

VIVA 2400 
BAUDMODEM $11995 
• 2400112001300 BAUD OPERATION • HAYES 
AT COMMAND SET COMPAT • EXTENDED 
$ -REGISTER PROGRAMMING • SPEAKE R 
• 2ND PHONE JACK • AUTO DIAL TONE! 
REDIAL • STD RS·232C INTERFACE 

VIVA-24E .................................. $119.95 

V!VA-24MNP ............................ $ 149.95 
ERROR CORRECT ING VERSION 

FAX/PHONE SWITCHER 

Circle 6 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 7) . 

MINI 25MHz 386 ~ 12MHz286 

,·-~ r ··  -· 

'"•••••••••••• t 'lt •u 
····~~······ ' ...•..·· ··~····· - ·• •d•-~--'-"' J 

101 -KEY WITH 12 FUNCTION KEYS • 286.'3861486 COMPAT IBLE 

BTC-5339 ..................................... .. .......... ...... .. .... $69.95 
F C - 3001 101 -KEV . 12 F·KEVS & CALCU TOR $74 .9 5 
BTC-5060 84 -KEY WI TH 10 FUNCTIO KEYS .. $59.9 5 

~~,:;~~;=~~ $17 
z..~~ 

SCAN IMAGES UP TO 4 l' WIDE AT 100, 
200 . 300 OR 400 DPIIN BOTH DIRECTtONS 

IMAGES TOOLS · 

• NORTON S/ 23.0 • LANDMARK AT SPfED 28.3 
" THE FASTEST NON-CACHING MOTHERBOARD THAT 

WE TESTED."- BYTE MAGAZINE. APRIL H90. 


MEMORY INTERLE AVING FOR NEAR ZERO WAIT STATE 
· SOCKETED FOR 8031!7 CO-PROCESSOR · USES SONS 256K 
OR 1MB SIMMS · 16MB RAM CAPACITY · 6MB ON BOARD. 8MB 
USING OPTIONAL RAM CARD (OKB INSTALLED! • FIVE 16-BIT 
SLOTS. TWO B· BIT SLOTS. ONE 32-BIT SLOT FOR PROPAt· 
ETARY RAM CARD 

MCT-M386- 25 ........... . ....... .... .... ...... .... ... ........ ... $799.00 


33MHz CACHE 386 

• 33MHz 8031!6 CPU 

WEITEK MATH CO-PROCESSOR · 

KEYBOARD ADJ USTABLE SPEEDS 

MCT-386MBC-25 25MHZ VERSION 

NEW! CACHE 486 
• LANDMARK AT SPEED 114.5 

SIMMS {OK INSTALLED! ·
 
MATH CO-PROCESSOR 

• SOFTWARE SELECTABLE SPEEDS 

WINDOWS 30 

MONITORS 
NEC-MULTI-3D 
· 

NEC· 

JDR-MULTl MULTISYNCH MONITOR 

C M -1440 

C M -1450 

VGA-MON ITOR VGA MONITOR . 

MONO-VGA PAPERWHITE VGA MONITOR 

EGA-MONITOR EGA MONITOR 

GM-1489 14" SCREEN MONOCHROME 

MONO·SAMSUNG 12' FLAT SCREEN 

• NORTON S/14.0 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 15. 9 
• I 216M HZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE SPEEDS • EXPANDABLE 
TO 4MB ON BOARD USING 60NS 256K OR 1 MB SIMMS (OKB 
INSTALLED! • FIVE 16 BIT. AND THREE 8-BIT SLOTS 
• AMI BtOS •SOCKETED FOR 80267 MATH CO-PROCESSOR 

MCT-M286-12 .............................. ............. ..... $199.95 

16MHz MINI 386-SX $39995 

• NORTON 5115.3 • LANDMARH. AT SPEED 20.8 
• USES 16MHZINTEL 80366SX CPU • EXPANDABLE TO 6MB 
ON BOARD • AMI BIOS · CHOOSE FAST 0 WAIT STATE OR 1 
WAIT STATE FOR ECONOMICAL USE OF SLOWER RAM 

• B&W. HALF TONE 13 MODES! . 32 
GRAYSCALE LEV ELS • HERCULES! 
CGA'EGANGA COMPATIBLE 
• IMAGE EDil OR UTILITY · 8-BIT 6088 
OR 286.'386/486 COMPATIBLE CARD 
!NO SERIAL PORT REO! · 
HS-3000 ................... $ 179 .95 

COLOR HAND 
SCANNER! 
• 400 DPI 16- COLOR DITHER MODE . 

.. .. $ 599.00 

ZOO OPI 16· SHADE GRAY SCALE 
MODE • MONO MODE FOR B&W LIN 
AR T AT 100. 200. 300 OR 400 OP1 
· 2SOF1 PAINTBRUSH Vt PLUS 

CHS-4000 . 

LOGITECH $9995TRACKMAN 
USES LESS SPliCE BECAUSE ITS 
STATIONARY! · RESOLUTION \ \ \ 
ADJUSTS TO 300 DPI • INCL 
MOUSEWARE UTILITIES. 
MOUSE -2·3 MENU SHELL 
• REO. 256K MIN. MEMORY 
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FOR STANDARD. FULL SIZE AND 
MINI -MOTHERBOARDS 
250WAIT POWER SUPPlY 
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY AND 
4 HARD DRIVES 
TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES 
SPEED DISPLAY. PO WER . DISK LEOS 
MOUNTING HARDWARE. 
FACEPLATES AND SPEAKER INCL. 

CASE-1 00 ..••••••.•••••••••••••• •••• $249.95 

MORE CASES ••• 
CASE-200 UPRIGHT HOLDS 1 1 DRIVES ....... ........... $499.95 
CASE-120 MINI-UPRIGHT W/200 WAIT PS ............ $199.95 
CASE-70 FULL SIZE 286 STYLE CASE . .. ....... $89.95 
CASE-50 MINI· SIZE 286 STYlE CASE ...................... $59.95 
CASE-FLIP FLIP· TOP XT-STYLE CASE .. . ....... $39.95 
CASE-SLIDE SLIDE TYPE XT -STYLE CASE .... .......... $39.95 
CASE..JR MINI SIZE CASE WITH 160W PS ... . ......... $149.95 
CASE..JR-200 MINI SIZE CASE WITH 200W PS ...... $189.95 

POWER SUPPLIES 

::: $5!J95 
PS-135 135 WAIT FOR8088 ............. .. ......................... $59.95 
PS-150 160WAITFOR8088 ... . ....... $69.95 
PS-200X 200 WAIT FOR 8088 .... . ..... $89.95 
PS-200 200 WAIT FOR 2861386 ....... .. ............... $89.95 
PS-250 25() WAIT FOR 2861386 .................... $129.95 

• FIXED RACK MOUNTS IN 
STD. 5.25" ~IVE SLOT 
• REMOV TRAY FITS 
STD. 3.5" OAf E FOR ST·506 
INTERFACE 0 DRIVES 
• CABLES & CONNECTORS 
MOBRK-3.5 •••••••• •• $69.95 

• 8ll TRACKS • 135 TPI • HIGH DENSITY 
• READ/WAITE 720K DISKS. TOO 
• INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE 

FDD-1 .44X BLACK FACEPLATE . . .. $99.95 
FD0·1.44A BEIGE FACEPLATE .. . . ........... $99.95 

FDD·1 .44SOFT SOFTWARE DRIVER ................. $19.95 
Mf355A 3· 112" MITSUBISHII .«MB. BEIGE ......... .. $129.95 
MF355X 3· 112" MITSUBISHJ 1.44MB. BLACK .......... $129.95 
FDD·360 "-114" DOUBLE -SIDED DO 3601< .. $69.95 
FD-558 5·114" TE AC OOUBLE·SIOED DO 3601< .... $89.95 
FDD1.2 :,.114' DOUBLE -SIDED HD 1.2M ..... . ....... $89.95 
FD-55GFV "-1 14" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HO 1.2M ..... $99.95 

" Than"s again for the high quality your 
company provides. ·· 

-D.DuBois, San Jose, CA 

-" rDIULAR CIRCIIT TECIID.OGY INTERFACE CARDS 
DRIVE CONTROLLERS 
1.44MB FLOPPY 

$4 995 
• 80881286 COMPATIBLE 
• SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPIES 
(360K. 720K, 1.2MB & 1.44MB) 
• USER SELECT AS PRIMARY 
OR 2ND (3RD OR 4TH ) FLOPPY 
MCT·FDC·HD ..... ... ................... ........ ..... .. ... ... .. .. . $49.95 

HIGH DENSITY 4-FI.OPPY CARD $59.95 
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES • CABLES FOR 4 
INTERNAL DRIVES • BIOS FOR ANY COMBO OF DRIVES 

MCT-FDC·HD4 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER $29.95 
• INTERFACES UP TO FOUR 360KI720K FLOPPY DR IVES 
• DB37 CONNECTOR FOR EXTERNAL DRIVES 
MCT-FDC 

HARD DISK CONTROLLER $79.95 
• SUPPORTS 16 DR IVE SIZES INCLUDING 10. 20. 30 AND 
40MB • CAN DIVIDE I LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES 
MCT·HDC 
MCT·Rl l ALL CARD SUPPORTS 2 ALL DR IVES ....... $89.95 

MULTIFUNCTION l/0 CARDS 
MULn 1/0 CARD $59.95 
• SE RIAL PORT • CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BAITERY 
• PARALLEL PORT IS ADDRESSABLE AS LPTI OR LPT2 
MCT·IO 

MULn 1/0 FLOPPY $79.95 
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 JeOK FLOPPIES 
• SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR 
MCT· MIO 

16-BIT MULn 1/0 CARD $59.95 
• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16460 
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPE ED OPERATION 
MCT·AIO 

16-IIIT ALL-IfUJNE..CARD $129.95 
• MONOCHROME GRAPHICS • SUPPORTS 2 IDE HARD 
DR IVES AND 2 FLOPPIES • 2 SERIAL AND I PARALLEL PORT 
MCT-MGEIO 

MEMORY CARDS 
576K RAM CARD $49.95 
• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION TO 576K • USES 64K 
AND 256K DRAMS (0K INSTALLED) 
MCT·RAM 

MICROPOUS DRIVES 

:f.f $899 
PRICE 

• HALF-HEIGHT 161MB 1654 16MS $399 
5·114" HARO 158MB 1674 16MS $949 

DRIVES · 14· 16 345MB 11>64 14MS $1449 
MS AVG .ACCESS 340MU 1684 14MS $1449 
TIMES •IOMBIS 67oMB 1568' 16MS $2195 
TRANSFER RATE 

668MB 1588' 16MS $2 195 

16-IIIT FLOPPY/HARD $149.95 
• 1: I INTE RLEAVE FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 
• CONTROLS 2 HARD & 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (360KI720KI1.2MBI 
1.44MB) • CONCURRENTLY USE HARD AND FLOPPY DRIVES 
MCT-FAFH 

•fUlL HT. DRIVE 1,034MB 1598' 14MS16-IIIT EMS CARD $129.95 
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB USING 1MB DRAMS • CON· Ia.·----~~~~~~~:.~~~~~· 
FORMS FULL V TO LIM EMS 3.2 • RAM DISK SOFTWARE 

MCT· AfH·RLl 16·BIT FIH ALL CONTROLLER ......... $199.95 

16-IIIT IDE MULfi.IO $89.95 
• SUPPORTS 2 IDE HARD DR IVES & 2 FLOPPIES • 2 SERIAL 
& I PARALLEL PORT • SUPPORTS COM 1 & 2, LPT I , 2 OR 3 
MCT·IDEIO 

MCT-AEMS ••••••••••••• •••• •• ••••• •• •• ••• •••••••.••• ••••••••••••• $129.95 
MCT·AEMS-256 USES4 1256 DRAMS .................... $129.95 
MCTEMS 8-BIT EMS CARD 2MB CAPACITY .......... $129.95 

16-IIIT EEMS CARD $149.95 
• EXPANDABLE TO 4MB USING 256K X 4 DRAMS IN 
INCREMENTS OF 512K • CONFORMS TO LIM 4.0 
MCT· EEMS 

DISPLAY CARDS _ ________________ 

MONO GRAPHICS/PRINTER $49.95 
8088 OR 28613861486 COMPATIBLE • HERCULES COMPA TI
BLE MONOGRAPHICS • SUPPORTS LOTUS 1·2· 3 • 720 X 348 
DISPLAY • ADDRESS PARALLEL PAINTER PORT AS UPTI OR 2 
MCT·MGP 
MCT-CGP CGA GRAPHICS FOR RGB MONITOR ........ $49.95 
MCT·EGA EGA CARD WITH 256K RAM ..................... $149.95 

B/16-IIIT VGA $149.95 
• 8088 OR 2861386/~ PC COMPATIBLE · 800 X 600 IN 16 
COLORS • 256K VIDEO RAM • SUPPORTS ANALOG AND TTL 
MCT-VGA 
MCTVGA-8 8-BlT VERSION .................................... $149.95 
MCT· VGA· 1024 1024 X 768 VGA .................. .......... $169.95 
MCT·VGA-1024+ 102• X 7681N 256 COLORS ........ $199.95 
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 


continued from page 3 I 4 

Listing 5: A code fragment that shows how to locate the video parameter block f or a display board. 

#define VIDEO_TYPE 1 I* v,ideoType *I 

#define CATEGORY_DISPLAY 3 I* displayCat *I 

#define APPLE_FIRMWARE_FORMAT 1 

#define IGNORE_HARDWARE Ox01 I* Mask to exclude hardware in sResource search *I 

#define FIRST_VIDEO_MODE 128 I* First video mode ID in sResource list *I 

#define VIDEO_MODE_FARAMS 1 I* ID of video mode block *I 


int devRefNum ; I* Driver ref . number for video board's slot •I 

OSErr error; 

short i; 

SpBlock SlotBlock; I* Our slot parameter block *I 

SpBlockPtr SlotBlkPt r; I* The poi nt er to our block *I 

int t heseDepths[6); 

long theseModes [6] ; 

AuxDC EHandle thisDeviceDCE; I* Device Control Entry (DCE) t able for this slot *I 

int thisMode ; 

Ptr videoModeListPtr; 


error = 0; I* Will go nonzero when done *I 

devRefNum = (**thisGDevice) .gdRefNum ; I* Get screen's device ref . number *I 

thisDeviceDCE = (AuxDCEHandle) GetDCtlEnt ry(devRefNum) ; I* Get device's auxilliary *I 


I* control table *I 
SlotBlkPtr = &Sl otBlock; I* Point to our local SpBlock *I 
SlotBlock .spSlot = (**thisDeviceDCE). dCtlSlot; I* Fetch slot number from DCE *I 
SlotBlock.spExtDev = (**thisDeviceDCE).dCtlExtDev; I* .. . and its external number *I 
SlotBlkPtr = &SlotBlock; I* Po int to our local SpBlock *I 
SlotBlock .spiD = 0; I* IMPORTANT: Clear r esource ID *I 
SlotBlock .spCType = VIDEO_TYPE ; I* Set the board type we want *I 
SlotBlock.spCategory = CATEGORY_DISPLAY ; I* ... Now its category *I 
SlotBlock .spDrvrSW = APPLE_FIRHWARE_FORMAT ; I* We can only deal with th i s format •I 
SlotBlock . spTBMask = IGNORE_HARDWARE; I* Don't care whose video board it is •I 
error = SNextTypesRsrc(SlotBlkPtr); I* Look for video sResource *I 
if (!error) 

{ 

videoModeListPtr = SlotBlock . spsPointer; 

thisMode = FIRST_VIDEO_MODE; I* Video mode sResources start at ID 128 *I 

while (!error) I* Loop until we get al l video modes *I 


{ 
SlotBlkPtr = &SlotBlock; I* Point to our local SpBlock *I 
SlotBlock .spiD = thisMode; I* Plug in new mode sResource ID •I 
SlotBlock.spsPo i nter = videoModeListPtr ; 
error= SFindStruct(SlotBlkPtr ) ; I* Get pointer to video mode sResource *I 
if (!error) 

{ 
SlotBlkPtr = &SlotBlock; I* Point to our local SpBlock *I 
SlotBlock.spiD = VIDEO_MODE_PARAMS; I* Want parameter list for this mode *I 
error = SGetBlock(SlotBlkPtr); I* Copy the data to where we can use it *I 
if (!error ) 

{ 
theseModes[i ) = thisMode ; I* Save modes board supports in array *I 
theseDepths[i ) = (*(VPBlock *) SlotBlock.spResult).vpPixelS1ze; I* same for depths *I 
DisposPtr((Ptr) SlotBlock.spResult) ; I• Throw away the copy *I 
i++ ; I* Bump array index *I 
} I* end if !error *I 
I* end if !error *I 

thisMode++ ; I* Look for next video mode *I 

} I* end while !error *I 

I* end if !error *I 


the data structures and Slot Manager tables. (The Device Manager is a set of board 's video sResource to find its mode 
calls I'll use. One potential problem is routines that handle the Mac's device list. Since the mode list IDs start at 128 
that to use the Slot Manager calls, I must I/0.) For a driver handling an expansion and ascend in order, a loop walks me 
first supply a slot number. The solution board , this device table provides the through th is list. For each mode entry I 
is to use the GDevice 's driver reference board's slot number. find , I make a temporary copy of its 
number. I use this value with a Device Listing 5 is a code fragment that shows video parameter block to get the mode 's 
Manager call to fetch the driver's device exactly how it ' s done. I start by using the pixel depth. I dispose of the temporary 
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I DEVICE MANAGER CALLS 	 Icopy and search for the next mode by in
crementing the mode ID number. Once I 
run out of parameter blocks, the Slot 
Manager reports an error, and I exit the 
loop. I stuff the mode IDs into an array 
for later use. 

Controlling the Board 
Now that I have the mode information in 
hand, I'm (at last!) ready to put it to use. 
But I've got one more pipe to duck before 
I'm done. I need to change the mode . 
Apple defined a specific set of Device 
Manager calls that the display board has 
to respond to- and in precise ways. This 
lets the Mac not care what's in the board 
driver it installs , yet at the same time 
QuickDraw and other software have con
sistent control functions available to it. 
I've summarized these Device Manager 
calls in the table. 

QuickDraw itself doesn't use device 
I/0 calls to draw to the display. Instead, 
for performance, it uses a pointer to 
write directly to the board's frame buf
fer. This pointer is provided to Quick
Draw by the board 's driver (see the 
table). If this seems a bit un-Mac-like, 
remember that Mac applications always 
use QuickDraw to write to the screen. 
QuickDraw handles getting the applica
tion's pixels into a frame buffer, whether 
it's located in RAM on the Mac Ilci , 
VRAM on the Mac LC's main logic 
board, or VRAM on a NuBus board in
side a Mac Ilfx. QuickDraw uses the de
vice I/0 calls in the table when it changes 
the display's color tables or changes the 
display's mode at boot-up time. 

Having said that, you'll be surprised 
to find that I won 't make the device 1/0 
calls myself tq change the screen depth. 
Instead, I let InitGDevice{) do that by 
calling it with the corresponding mode 
value. Changing a display from colors to 
grays or vice versa requires that you use 
SetDeviceAttribute() on the GDevice 
while setting the appropriate flag . 

I wrote both an application and an 
FKEY to change a monitor's screen 
depth . The application presents a dialog 
box showing the depths supported by the 
board. Clicking on a different screen 
depth has the application call InitGDe
vice(), using the appropriate value 
from the mode array. The code has 
worked reliably with every display board 
that I've used so far , including boards 
from RasterOps, Radius , and SuperMac 
Technology, and it works with A/UX 
2.0 and an early beta version of System 
7 .0. The source for the application is 
available in electronic format (see page 
5) as DEPTH.SIT, a Stufflt archive file. 

There's enough information here to 

Device Manager control and status calls as defined by Apple for display 
boards. Not all the calls are shown. 

Codes for PBControl() 

0 	 The board is reset to its initial state: the default pixel depth (1 bit per pixel). The 
video RAM 's base address is returned to the caller. 

All current and Pending 1/0 requests are kil led. 

2 For a video mode 10 provided by the caller, the board changes to the correspond
ing display mode (pixel depth). 

3 For an indexed color board, its color lookup tables (GLUTs) are changed to those 
provided by the caller. This has no effect on direct (24-bit) boards. 

6 	 For an indexed color board, the CLUT maps either to actual colors or to gray 
values, as determined by a mode value sent by the caller. A mode value of 0 maps 
the display to colors; a value of 1 maps to grays. This has no effect on direct 
boards. 

Codes for PBStatus() 

2 	 The board returns the current video mode. 

3 The board returns the board's CLUT to the caller. 


4 The board returns the video pages available in this mode. 


5 The board returns the base address of the video page supplied by the caller. 


6 The board returns a 0 if operating in color and a 1 if using gray scales. 


get you started on examining the secrets 
of other expansion boards in your Mac. I 
recommend Jasik Designs ' Debugger 
V2 , an industrial-strength debugger for 
the Mac, when you're working with the 
Mac at this level of detail. At $350, it 
isn't cheap, but its multiwindow display 
for examining data structures and disas
sembling code will pay for itself by the 
time it saves you on debugging jobs. 

Interestingly, since I started this proj
ect, Apple has introduced two new calls, 
HasDepth () and SetDepth ( ) , which are 
described in Tech Note #276. These two 
calls let you easily obtain a board's vari
ous modes and change the mode without 
going through the Slot Manager. These 
two new calls are available in System 
6.0.5 or higher. 

Toward a Virtual Machine 
As you can see, I learned a lot about how 
the Mac makes plug-and-play installa
tion of display boards possible. The 
Mac 's basement is remarkably well orga
nized: Applications are able to examine 
and access expansion-board features by 
using high-level Slot Manager calls. 
Even something as hardware-dependent 
as display board 1/0 can be handled 
through the Toolbox's Device Manager 
calls. In those instances where an appli
cation might have to directly access the 
board, the address can usuaJiy be ob

tained through the Device Manager. 
Any Mac application that uses the Mac 

OS exclusively should run on any Mac, 
regardless of its hardware configuration. 
That's because you let the Mac OS worry 
about how and where it directs your 1/0. 
This way, your application should oper
ate across the entire Mac product line, 
including future Macs. The best example 
proving this concept of good application 
design is Consulair's Edit. Although 
written in 1986 (the Mac Plus era), it 
runs on the Mac Classic, Ilsi, and LC 
without problems today. 

This embodies the concept of a virtual 
machine: a computer whose hardware 
details are hidden from view and that you 
deal with only through well-defined op
erating-system calls. This virtual ma
chine concept makes a move to a future 
RISC-based Mac possible. If the Mac 
Toolbox is fully implemented in RISC 
code, porting a Mac application to the 
new processor would be simply a matter 
of recompiling the application using a 
RISC compiler. • 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior editor at 
large with a B.S. E. E. degree from Mem
phis State University. He can be reached 
on B/X as "tom_thompson. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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PRINT QUEUE 

HUGH KENNER 

Poets and Sleepwalkers 

Is programming more like poetry or mathematics? 


Several new books and journals take sides in the debate. 


R
emember the early 1980s? Back 

then , small-system computer

dom , still impelled by fun, o'er

soared the mere dull ground . And 

learning what could be done with 

in 64K bytes of memory ... well , 

compare the Renaissance passion for 
testing the limits of the 140-syllable son
net . John Donne in the 1620s packed an 
apocalypse into a sonnet. Likewise, hob
byists developed assembly expertise just 
to fit mainframe games of Adventure 
into laughably tiny address space. 

And as Elizabethans bought book s of 
sonnets, so in gone years many of us 
bought packaged Adventure, and we too 
had our reward . Programmers , though, 
like the sonnet-makers, were enjoying a 
different fulfillment. In doing nothing 
conspicuously useful-just coding recre
ations-they themselves felt recreated by 
what they happily called " recreational 
programming." 

But recreational programming, if we 
trust the magazines, now seems to have 
followed the sonnet into limbo. Journals 
that once enticed tinkerers with some
thing that was frankly meant just to al
lure , are strict now in their targeting of 
"professionals." And when Scientific 
American not only consigned A. K . 
Dewdney ' s Computer Recreations col
umn to mere bimonthly s tatus but 
changed the word Computer to Mathe
matical, grim handwriting was plainly on the wall. Sure, com
puters everywhere , the message ran . But they're now for work . 

So Dewdney's The Magic Machine (W. H. Freeman, 1990, 
$15 .95) seems a souvenir of a lost time. Like his The Armchair 
Universe, which I reviewed in the August 1988 BYTE, it re
packages a sampling of those golden columns; themes include 
chaos, viruses , and artificial landscapes. Meanwhile, he has 
started his own 28-page bimonthly newsletter: Algorithm (Al
gorithm, P.O . Box 29237, Westmount Postal Outlet, 785 Won
derland Rd., London, Ontario, Canada N6K IM6, US$29.95 
for six issues). It's reached issue 1.7 as this is written, and back 
issues from 1. 1 can still be had. 

An address like Wonderland Rd. does suggest fantasies , and 
what Algorithm peddles is fantasy, broadly defined . Nowadays 
that tends to mean graphics, which, like the fractals I've men
tioned here more than once, can yield a visual experience quite 

unhitched from their mathematica l rigor. Algorithm 1. 1 of
fered ''Inside the Mandelbrot Set" by IBM 's Clifford Pickover , 
and if you think there is nothing inside that set but a heart
shaped black hole , you have a surpri se coming. What we 've 
normally marveled at consists of samplings " from the area just 
outside the set, near its infinite ly complicated fractal bound 
ary ." But we can get inside by trusting a 13-line algorithm, 
which leaves detail s (e.g ., choosing parameters and coloring 
points) to eager readers. 

And such is the way of Algorithm , which calls itself "The 
Personal Programming Newsletter. " Supplement lucid princi 
ple with a rigorous but compressed recipe , the kind that speci 
fies nested loops, boundaries , and plottings . Let each recre
ational programmer ad-lib the details , in sor:1e language of 
choice, with an eye to whatever hardware is available . And if 
half the fun is viewing the result , the other half is making the 
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ch iefly by fractals . E actals now lure Page through the Principia and you're 
And as numbers can describe images , looking at prose, interspersed with dia

words can prescribe numbers. Such a programmers as grams and rare equations. 
prescription, set forth as sparely and ex It follows that the correctness of pro
actly as possible, is what we mean by an Adventure once did. grams cannot be proved. (The notion that 
algorithm. The Pascal language, when it they can be derives from the notion that a 
left Niklaus Wirth's hands, was a teach proof j ust tumbles through formalisms .) 
ing device that let you spell out algo It follows , too, that an algorithm can't be 

thing work, and then making it work better. 
Pickover has a regular column ca lled Personal Programs. So 

has Michael W. Ecker, who calls his Easy Pieces. Those are so 
easy he'll even illustrate via BASIC code (yea, antient BASIC, 
ye olde kynde with lyne numbers). And, every issue, Dewdney 
in top form . 

The ad pages offer news, too . Ecker, I learn, runs a maga
zine of his own, Recreational & Educational Computing , of 
which I've yet to see a copy (not his fault , mine) . And what a 
number of fractal implementations! Fractals now lure pro
grammers as Adventure once did. The most original version 
I've seen recently is Fractal Grafics (Cedar Software, Rt. 1
5140, Morrisville , VT 05661 , (802) 888-5275, $79) . I'll be re
porting when I've used it enough to feel comfortable. The most 
elegant presentation is Nature's Chaos , 103 wonderful color 
photos by the late Eliot Porter , with text by James Gleick (Vi
king, 1990, $29.95). Porter shows you ferns, cracked mud , 
tree trunks, lava, flowing water, some 
2000 flamingos, as you never saw them 
before Mandelbrot adjusted your eyes. 
Gleick helps persuade you that, yes, 
numbers can describe these images, 

signed from IBM twice). But throughout the book his norm is 
natural language. Math notation is but an encoded subset of 
that , and a math proof (surprise!) is a natural-language prose 
narrative-"Let F(x) be a y such that. . . " -with symbolic 
summaries interposed along the way. Those do not carry the 
burden of the proof; they serve to let readers "forget everything 
that preceded so as to clear their minds for the next step." 
Thus, symbols " isolate for inspection important milestones," 
but no reader is likely to dwell on them unless out of suspicion 
that an error lurks . 

So, " Calculism is based . . . not on achieved insight, but on a 
mere hope that if we mimic the outward forms of mathematical 
practice, insight will follow ." And the sole sound basis for 
computer programs-here I elide countless details Halpern 
confronts explicitly-remains natural language . ("How unpro
fessional! " You can hear the snorts .) 

Yet Isaac Newton, who was no calculist, wrote the Principia 
Mathematica in a language natural to the 
learned of his time, Latin. He dealt with 
the ambiguities inherent in natural lan
guages the way all sensible writers do , by 
keeping a hawk 's eye on his phrasing. 

rithms in near-English. The Pascals that 
we buy have been vastly complicated by 
hook s to operating systems and hardware , details Wirth was in 
a position to finesse. He said that a compiler could be made to 
understand unambiguous instructions written in English. The 
intent of the language was to define "unambiguous." 

And here we encroach on controversial ground. In using 
" recipe " for "algorithm," I've implied that the ensuing code 
depends greatly on the chef. But in Binding Time: Six Studies in 
Programming Technology and Milieu (Ablex Publishing, 1990, 
$27 .50), Mark Halpern alludes to a sect he calls the calculists, 
who'd wish for much austerer claims. Calculism causes its vic
tims to suppose (1) that there exists a seamless transhuman do
main called mathematical discipline; and (2) that computerdom 
should aspire to that realm. And the most humane of computer 
theorists-even Edsger Dijkstra, father of structured program
ming- have not always been immune to calculism. 

Halpern's other word for calculists is sleepwalkers: " People 
doing good work in pursuit of illusory goals." May waking 
them be dangerous to their productivity? No, he' s confident 
he'll not wreak that order of damage . "The ability of seasoned 
sleepwalkers to shrug off signals from the waking world is im
pressive ." But he has hopes of immunizing the rest of us to their 
decades-old incantations. Himself a theme-weaver since at 
least 1963, he's not squeamish about citations from 30 years 
back. For, " It's only when the sailor looks back on his wake 
that he can see that he's been going in circles ." 

In what circles? Well , the ones that chase their tails in pursuit 
of mathematical perfection. The calculists say, "First, pro
gramming languages should be recast along the lines of mathe
matical notation , so as to capture that notation's rigor, preci
sion, and economy-and perhaps even its supposed creative 
power . . . . Second, programs can and should be validated and 
proved correct, by means very similar to those used in the proof 
of a mathematical theorem ." And, "Nuts!" says Halpern. 

Oh, he does say it more politely. He's after all a software 
development executive (also one of the few people to have re

proved, either. You find out how well it 
works by testing it. For draw a deep 

breath and imagine what you'd be trying to " prove." That it 
does what it ' s supposed to do? Hah, write your rigorous speci
fication for that . "Algorithms, like executable programs, are 
unverifiable because they are themselves the best attempts we 
can make at expressing our intentions; there is nothing we can 
test them by, because if we could come up with better expres
sions, they would be our algorithms/programs." 

(And it's doubtful if any two Dewdney fans write exactly the 
same code for anything. There are many ways to get a principle 
working. None is bug-proof.) 

The text formatter I still use comes from a disk dated 19 July 
1983. For some months before that, I was a beta-tester. One 
bug I chanced on was a lockup should a \ happen to alight on 
the first tab stop. How foresee such a flaw? Where locate it, in 
the intricate transactions among algorithm, DOS, C compiler? 
Well, it did get found and swatted. That's how "software devel
opment" works. Halpern has ideas about how it could be made 
to go less chancily. For those, read his book; and let object
oriented programming fans pay special attention. He promotes 
an expanding inventory of small , tight, reusable "boxes," ener
gized like ballad stanzas, and would savor OOP more could it 
dispense with the "neologisms and misnomers " its promoters 
troll for attention. 

So we head back toward programming as poetry, even as 
fun. Let miseries be left to the law courts: beasts a-circling, 
eyes aglare, fangs bared. Today, at ease with megabytes of 
memory, feel free to aspire beyond the sonnet: ifnot to the epic , 
at least to a polychromed ode. • 

Hugh Kenner is a professor ofEnglish at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity. He writes for publications ranging from the New York 
Times to Art & Antiques. His recent books include Mazes and 
Historical Fictions. He can be contacted on BIX as "hkenner." 

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE. One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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A L UN 
WHITTAKER 

LETMYPCsGo 
s the personal computer revolution really over? 
Remember when, several years ago, we stomped 
into our department supervisor's office, slammed 
a stack of smeary, green-striped printouts on the 
desk, and demanded a personal computer? We 

were sick of the temperamental, bug-ridden software 
available on corporate minicomputers and mainframes, 
sick of the uncooperative attitude of corporate MIS 
staff, and weary of their promises that the capabilities 
promised in the system specifications would actually 
be delivered real soon now. 

Then we pulled out a copy 
In the mad rush to of BYTE. Indicating a re

view of a Z80, an Apple II, 
connectivity, have we or an IBM PC, we explained 

that these machines wereforgotten the point self-contained and were so 
of the PC revolution? cheap that we could set up a 

system without involving 
corporate computer depart
ments, their policies, or 

their budgets . With tools like Microsoft BASIC, Word
Star, VisiCalc, and dBASE, we could develop in-house 
applications, saving time and effort. 

The PC revolution was on its way. 
As the combined PC activity of individual depart

ments came to rival or even outrun that of the corporate 
mainframe, corporate MIS management found their 
empires (and budgets) threatened. Unable to compete 
with the PC revolution and unwilling to join it, they at
tempted to retain control by becoming the corporate 
regulators ofPCs. 

At first they had little success. Then the PC world 
provided MIS managers the break they had been hoping 
for : "connectivity," the PC buzzword of the mid
1980s. Connecting all the PCs, in all departments, let
ting them access each other's data and peripherals
that was surely a corporate function. A single corporate 
voice was needed to settle questions ofcommunications 
protocols , cable routing, and network procedures. Who 
better to do this than the established corporate com
puter staff? 

It was a small step from standardized computer con
nections to standardizing the computers themselves, 
and then the software, printers, graphics cards, and so 
on. Soon there were corporate directives on subdirec
tory names,, organization of subdirectories, and even 
the color of the floppy disk labels. The counterrevolu
tion was rolling. 

On the heels of networks came another lucky break 
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for the regulators- viruses . Warnings were soon circu
lated: Infection by nonstandard software can bring the 
corporation to its knees. Sure, it 's not very likely. Most 
well-publicized cases of virus or worm attacks have in
volved the exploitation of operating-system deficiencies 
on intensively managed and regulated systems. 

The counterrevolution was close to complete . IBM 
launched OS/2 with the promise of PC-to-mainframe 
links. Unix running on PC networks started to look 
like the banked minicomputers of yesteryear. Over the 
horizon came the MIS manager 's dream: the diskless 
PC, a terminal in all but name. 

Sure, modern PCs are more powerful than ever. But 
the PC revolution was about freedom , not power. The 
first PCs were puny compared to the minicomputers 
and mainframes of their day , yet they offered us, the 
users, a new personal freedom of choice . We could 
shop for and configure our own computer systems, 
select or develop our own software, and use it all in a 
way that suited and enhanced our natural creativity. We 
made our own choices on how to enter, organize, pro
cess, output , and occasionally trash our own data. 

In response to our enthusiasm, hardware became 
more reliable, compatible, and easy to install. Software 
became easier to use, better documented , and cheaper. 
Now there's more software out there, but we are re
stricted to choosing it from corporate stockrooms or a 
few bulky and expensive library boxes tastefully ar
ranged on the pastel shelves ofcomputer stores. 

What worries me most is that networks are bringing 
corporate computer management style from major cor
porations into the smallest, most innovative companies. 
I've seen companies in which even four or five PCs are 
linked, and some "system manager," under the guid
ance of network consultants, handbooks, or colum
nists, is writing procedures, establishing standards, 
and ruling over accessibility to the network. 

There is no doubt that network management is neces
sary. Let's just be sure that control of the machines 
doesn' t mean restricting the creativity of their users. • 

Alun Whittaker is an author oftechnical documentation 
and video scripts. He can be reached on BIX c/o 
"editors. " 

Slop Bit is a forum for informed opinion on personal com

puling topics. TM opinions expressed are those ofthe au

thor and not necessarily those ofBYTE. Your contributions 

and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 

Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458. 
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Mona Lisa 

labVIEW 2 front panel 

IE ® 

Leonardo da Vinci was both artist and scientist. Artistically, 
he employed an innate sensitivity and great technical skill. 
~s a scientist and inventor, he visualized revolutionary 
machines and experimental apparatus centuries ahead of 
their time. With Lab VIEW, you can be as artistic as Leonardo 
by using Lab VIEW's gmphical user interface to make ground
breaking discoveries, far ahead of your colleagues. 

Yes, that's right! Lab VIEW lets you do your job faster-and 
with style. LabVIEW 2 is a revolutionary graphical pro
gramming system for data acquisition and instrument con
trol applications. Pioneering engineers and scientists are 
using LabVIEW to make discoveries and breakthroughs of 
the order of Leonardo's. In short, Lab VIEW not only helps 
you do your job, but helps you do it with class-artistically. 
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(512) 794-0100 or (800) 433-3488 (U.S. 
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LAPTaPS.••WE ~~· IT ALL - In 1983, we introduc4 
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the world's first laptop 'computer. We weJtt on to engineer built ..in software, 
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easy..to..read screensr 

-.AND NOW... 

THE NEW 
TANDY® 2810 HD 
NOTEBOOK PC,

,' 

286 Power DeskMate<!' In te rface 
The 80C286 micmThe DeskMare Graphical 

f'Tl lC('ssor nms ar User lncerf.1cc wit/> ' ''" 

/6 MHz (nr spc:<'<i  applications is insrallcd on 

inrenslve applicm itms rhe h:1rd drive for insw nr 
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Resume Mode 

VGA Graphics Lets you shut nrr and 

Brillianr clariry with 
 comt• back right where 

640 x 480 graphics and you lcfi o« - also shuts 

a sharp 16132 -gmy -' aft·. down auromarically ro 


.rove battery Me. r 

Built-In H ard Drive Ex ternal Support
20 m egabyres of 1111ernal 

A ttach a 101-key keysroragt• for rap1d access . plus 
board, a VGA color a 3. 5" 1.44MB floppy drive. 
mon itor, a prin rer, an 

external floppy drive 

and more. 


MS-DOS® 4 .0 1 
The larcsr \'ersion o f 
MS-005 (4.01) w mes 1MB Memory 
a/reaJr installed on Expandable ro 
ch,• builr -in hard drive. fi ve m egabyres. 
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DESKTOP 
PERFORMANCE IN A6.7-lb. PORTABLE 
Continuing our tradition of innovation, the Tandy 2810 HD is a lightweight laptop for heav 
use-at the office, at home, or on the road. With extremely durable construction, it's built fc 
travel-but it can also suppoit a full,size keyboard and ~~~~- '•a•,; 
monitor for true desktop power. AT® compar;bility, uaJ V rill ~ft 
stunning VGA graphics and DeskMate® productiY - ' ·~ MERICA'S 
ity software. Only at Radio Shack. Again . TECHNtJLtJGV 

STORE SM
Rad10 Shack is a division or Tandy Corporation. Microson and MS -005/IicenSJ!d rrom Microson Co~p . AT /Reg . TM IBM Corp. 
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